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ABUSES IN FEDERAL STUDENT AID PROGRAMS
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 20, 1990
U.S. SENATE,
PERMANENT SUBCOMMITIEE ON INVESTIGATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS,

Washington, DC.

The Subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:05 a.m., in room
SD-342, Dirksen Senate Office Buil( line-, Hon. Sam Nunn, Chairman of the Subcommittee, presiding.
Present: Senators Nunn, Levin, Kohl, and Roth.
F.
Staff Present: Eleanore J. Hill, Majority Chief Counsel; Daniel
Chief
Rinzel, Minority Chief Counsel; David B. Buckley, MajorityMariea
Investigator; Cynthia L. Comstioek, Majority Staff Assistant;
Sweeney, Majority Staff Assistant; Grace MePhearson, Majority Investigator; Harold Lippman, Majority Investigator; Kim Wherry,
Majority Counsel; Steve Levin, Minority Counsel; and Carla
Martin, Minority Assistant Chief Clerk.
(Letter of authority follows:I
U.S. SENATE.
COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS.

Washington. /X'.
Pursuant to Ru)e 3 of the Rules of Procedure of the Senate Permanent Subcomis
mittee on hwestigations of the Committee on Governmental Affairs, permission
Member of the Subcommittee as designat-

hereby grunted for the Chairman, or any
without a
ed by dr:: Chairman, to conduct open and/or executive session hearings
of testimony
administration
of
oaths
and
the
taking
quorum of two members for the
be
in connection with hearings on the Abuses in Federal Student Aid Programs to
held on February 20 and 26, 1990.

SAM NUNN,

Chairman,
WiwAitt V. Rant, Jr.,
Ranking Minority Member.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR NUNN

Senator NUNN. The Subcommittee will come to order.

This morning the Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations
aid
begins a series of hearings on the subject of Federal student
primary
programs. Today and on February 26, the Subcommittee's
which
have
Federal
student
loan
programs
concern will be the
been recently identified by both the Office of Management and
Budget and the General Accounting Office as "high risk" government programs that are particularly vulnerable to fraud, waste
and abuse.
both
We cannot afford to ignore this type of warning signal from
the
stuastronomical
growth
not
only
of
OMB and GAO, given the
alarming,
defaults
on
these
loans
dent loan volume, but even more
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administered
in recent years. In 1989, the Department of Educationstudent
loans.
$12.2 billion in borrowed principal for guaranteed
under
the
compared to $4.8 billion in 1980. Since 1983, loan volume
during
the
same
time
program has risen 83 percent, but defaults
percent.
period have skyrocketed, climbing by an astounding 338 and
paying
the
taxpayer
is
paying,
There is no question that
the
Deto
dearly, for the defaults under the program. According
$1.98
billion
for
partment of Education the government paid out

defaulted student loans in 1989. The Department now estimates
that dos* to another $2 billion in Federal student loans will default in 1990 alone. That is $4 billion in two years lost to the taxthe
payers, to the government, to the treasury. Today the amount
student
in
default
claims
since
the
Federal Government has paid
loan program was established in 1965 stands close to $10.5 billion.
In all likelihood the amounts are going to grow in proportion to
that in years to come, if not more, unless something is done. misuse.
As the default rate continues to rise, so hae repert-...; of
abuse, and outright fraud in the student loan program. For example, as I believe the staff will report this morning, federally guaranteed loans have been given to students with addresses listed on
another address, "Unknown
the form as "403 Can't Read,"Street."
If the system is relying
Avenue," and another. "506 P.M.
on that type of information, it is little wonder that defaults have
skyrocketed.

One area of particular concern to the Department of Education's
of the
Inspector General, among others, has been alleged misuse
General
Acfor-profit
trade
schools.
The
program by proprietary
proprietary
school
students
accounting Office has reported that
of
deborrowers,
but
44
percent
counted for 22 percent of program
study
faulters of loans made in 1983. A Department of Education school
in 1986 estimated a 40 percent default rate for proprietaryhave destudents, and I strongly suspect, based on the evidence we
veloped thus far, it is going to be worse in more recent years.
recognizes the
Let me say at the outset that the Subcommitteeexpertise
in this
very real need for quality vocational training anc . participate
in
country. Many trade and proprietary schools that
the student loan program are, I am sure, helping many Americans
to become able and productive members of the job force. These legitimate schools are not our focus here this morning. Their purpose
and their status as participants in the student loan program are
not being questioned. Unfortunately, the practices of some unscruthe entire
pulous schools have created a cloud of distrust around schools
we
private for-profit trade school industry. These are the
will be focusing on today and in the future hearings.
focused on reports that as a
The Subcommittee's investigation is
regulations,
the lax and inadresult of loopholes in the laws and
equate oversight, and outright fraud, some individuals are using
detrithe student loan program for personal profiteering to the
intended
whose
benefit
the
program
was
ment of the students for
this mornand at the taxpayers' expense. As the staff will report educational
being
lured
into
so-called
ing, unwary Americans are
schools by sophisticated sales pitches that offer promises of bright
futures, high paying jobs and Federal loans for financing.
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In fact, the students often end up with little or no training, no
job, and a large bill to repay the student loan. In some cases the
students recognize the training is useless and they withdraw

midway and end up liable for the entire loan while the school operators pocket a handsome profit. As a result, the student is worse
off than ever, often defaults on the loan, and the American taxpayer ultimately picks up the tab.
Just a few examples. In Georgiaand these are according to
recent published reportsin Georgia, a school charges
$4,800 for
training for jobs in a medical office. The school keeps meticulous
flowharts on student loan funds but carelessly stores medical syringes and other medical supplies. The school's reference center
has only a handful of books, while the telemarketing room has 75
manned phones recruiting low income students. The school's owner
openly admits he bought a seven-student school in Connecticut
so
he could get accreditation, and acceptance in the student aid program for the Georgia school.

In Ohio an auto repair school operates out of a fruit stand but
helps students finance enrollment through Federal student loans.
In Florida, Spanish speaking students are encouraged to get Federal student loans for courses taught only in English.
In Texas, a truck-driving school loses its accreditation and remains eligible for the student loan program by associating itself
with an accredited liberal arts college in Kansas. Ninety percent of
the truck-driving students receive Federal student aid with a default rate of 76 percent.
In Houston, Texas, a school sends buses and recruiters homeless shelters in Dallas, San Antonio ard New Orleans. Thetorecruiters speak at the shelters and provide the residents with loan application forms and enrollment information. Enrollees return to the
school on the buses, assured that they will receive free housing and
an adequate monthly living allowance. Upon enrollment, the students discover the classrooms lack equipment mnd the instructors
lack training. Within a few weeks the living allowance money has
run out. State officials discover the problem when a local food bank
calls to complain about the influx of students coming from the
school for their daily noon meal.
These are just a few examples of the caies the Subcommittee has
come across during the course of this inveltigation. This morning
we have asked the General Accounting Office and the Inspector
General of the Department of Education to give us their thoughts
on the current status of Federal student loan programs,
with
ticular emphasis on problems in the proprietary school area. parWe will also receive testimony from the Subcommittee
summarizing the results of their investigation on this issue.staff
Their investigation to date has been an alarming one. In conducting an
overall review of the student loan program, I believe they will testify that they have not yet found a single aspect of the program
which is, in their view, operating effectively.
In closing, I do want to point out that the student loan program
is not a totally new area of inquiry for this Subcommittee.
Back in
1975 the Subcommittee also examined the Office of Education's
management of the loan program, the default issue, and the unscrupulous practices of some trade schools. As I recall the testimo-

Iu
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skyrocketed,
ny, though the dollar and loan amounts have since
today
plague the
schemes
and
abuses
that
the types of fraudulent
1975.
program have not changed an awful lot since
Jackson singled out the
At the time, Chairman Henry "Scoop"
unsuspecting
young people
"unscrupulous individuals who pray on
through
abuse of
and parlay Federal funds into financial empires,"
changes in
Unfortunately,
and
despite
the student loan program.
made little
legislation and regulations, we have apparently
of
abuse
in the last
and
preventing
this
type
progress in combating
15 years.

As we all know. the Federal student loan program was originally
a quality
designed to help low and middle income students receive and
welledtwation, specialized training and eventually a secure
profits
paying job. It was clearly never intended to ensure soaring
be in the
for schools whose main interest and expertise seems tothese
hearthat
processing of Federal student loans. I am hopeful particularly
the
ings will help to educate the Subcommittee, and
directly
deal
oversight committees of the House and Senate that
commitwith these funds, and the authorizing and appropriating
the
extent
of the
tees, and also the American public, not only on
this
kind
of
problem, but also on what needs to be done to stop
abuse in the future.
Member.
I want to express my thanks to the Ranking Minority
their
cooperaSenator Roth, and members of the Minority staff for
Also, I
tion and full support during the course of this investigation.
Subcommittee
to
want to express my appreciation and that of the General's Office
the General Accounting Office and the Inspector they have given
of the Department of Education for the assistance
look
the Subcommittee staff in preparation for these hearings. We
during
forward to the testimony and to that of the other witnesses
the course of these hearings.
Senator Kohl?
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR KOHL

I commend you on
Senator KOHL Thank you, Senator Nunn
devote
to hold these hearyour willingness and the energy that you
our
ings. They are very, very important. I think people throughout
that
they
what
happens
to
the
money
country are concerned about
and loan
send here to Washington, whether it is for the savings
hundreds
of
and
crisis, or the student loan crisis. There are tens
billions of llars that are flowing out from our coffers. The American people see what is happening.
And the
This is hut the latest crisis, and a very important one.
should
question that they ask themselves is for what reason if we inthey
fact
be sending their hard earned dollars to Washington
I
think
that
they
send
to
us.
don't know how to manage the money
good an
that what is happening with respect to student loans isinasWashingexample as you can find of the ways in which we here important
So this is a very
ton don't manage the taxpayers' money. serious
problem in our govhearing and talking about a very, very
that
Senator
Nunn
is
doing
a great service to
ernment, and I think
pleased to be
hearing
and
I
am
very
the country in holding this
here.

I
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[The prepared statement of Senator Kohl follows:I
PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR KOHL

I appreciate the efforts of our distinguished Chairman. Mr Nunn. in calling for

these hearings.

A number of studies have called for increased technical skills of our nation's
youth. if the U.S. is to be competitive in world markets in the 1990's. The United
States needs a literate and technologically trained workforce.
However, while there is a growing need for advanced education. especially in the
trade and technical areas, and in vocational education programs, there also is a
growing problem of abuse in the federally financed student loan programs.
The financial resources of the Federal Government are limited. and we in Congress must be certain that these resources are being used in accordance with Congressional intent.
Perhaps eligibility requirements need to be changed in some student loan programs. It might be that states need to tighten up their licent-ng programs for p(Atsecondary programs. This series of hearings will provide us ti-e information necessary to make changes that might be needed in the student ban programs.
I thank the Chairman for providing us with an opportunity to carefully examine
this issue, and look forward to hi:or:rig the testimony from those who have been
looking into this matter in some detail.

Senator NUNN. Thank you very much, Senator Kohl.

Our first witness this morning, from the General Accounting
Office, is Franklin Frazier, Director, Education and Employment
Issues, Human Resources Division. Mr. Frazier's testimony will include a description of Federal aid available to students, the cost of
the programs, and an analysis of the default problem.
Accompanying Mr. Frazier are Mr. Joseph J. Eglin, the Assistant
Director for Education Issues, and Christopher C. Crissman, Senior
Evaluator.

Gentlemen, we appreciate you being here this morning and we
look forward to your testimony. We swear in all the witnesses
before the Subcommittee, so if you will all stand and hold up your
right hand. Do you swear the testimony you give will be the truth.
the whole truth and nothing but the truth, so help you God?
Mr. FRAZIER. I do.
Mr. EGLIN. I do.
Mr. CRISSMAN. I do.

Senator NUNN. Thank you. Mr. Frazier, why don't you lead off
and give us your background here in this overall area.
TESTIMONY OF FRANKLIN FRAZIER. DIRECTOR. EDUCATION
AND EMPLOYMENT ISSUES. HUMAN RESOURCES DI VISION. U.S.
GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE.' ACCOMPANIED BY JOSEPH J.

EGLIN, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FOR EDUCATION ISSUES. AND
CHRISTOPHER C. CRISSMAN, SENIOR EVALUATOR

Mr. FRAZIER. Mr. Chairman. Senator Kohl, we are pleased to be
here today to discuss the Stafford Student Loan Program. The student loan pragram is a very important program to the future work
force of our Nation. However, the student loan program has come
under great scrutiny in recent time, mainly because of the high default rate. I am going to provide some information about how the
program works. Then we will talk about the growth in the student
loans and defaults, and then we will talk about some GAO recom' See p 103 for Mr Framer

p0pared statement

mendations and some legislative and regulatory changes designed
to improve the program.
First, it
The Stafford loan program makes three kinds of loans.
Guaranteed
Stafford
loans
are
the
old
makes Stafford loans. The
since 1965. It also makes
Student Loans, they have been around
normally
referred to as SLS
Supplemental Loans for Students,
loans. The third kind of loan it makes is Parents Loans for Underto as PLUS loans.
graduate Students, normally referred
loanscurrently
8 percentthat
Stafford loans are low interest
The
Federal
Government
are made on the basis of financial need.
in
school.
The stupays interest on the loan while the students are
leaving
within
6
months
after
dents generally begin repayment
need.
Interrot
based
on
financial
school. SLS and PLUS loans are
about
12
percent.
Both
est rates vary annually, they currently run
$20,000.
Repayprovide
assistance
up
to
SLS and PL1JS loans can
ment on SLS and PLUS loans start for the principal and the interest generally 60 days after the loan is made.
in
In 1989, the Stafford loan program made over 4 million loans for
accounts
the amount of about $12 billion. The Stafford programDepartment
of
aid
provided
by
the
about 54 percent of the student
schools particiEducation. Both public and private postsecondary
of
the 55 state or
Each
loan
is
insured
by
one
pate in the program.
up to 3
nonprofit guaranty agencies. Guaranty agencies (um collectagencies
percent on each loan for an insurance premium. Guaranty the guarreimburse lenders for 100 percent of defaulted loans. And
anty agencies also serve as lenders of last resort.
The Department of Education administers the program. It reinloans,
sures the guaranty agencies for 100 percent of defaulted
default
rate
exagency
except in those cases where the guaranty
outstanding
loans
it
guaranteed
ceeds 5 percent of the amount of
makes
the previous fiscal year. The INTartment of Education also
while
they
Stafford
loan
borrowers
interest payments to lenders for
are in school.
Now I would like to direct your attention to our board for discosts.
cussions on the growth in loans, on defaults, and program
Stafford
loans
have
noted,
volume
in
First, Mr. Chairman, as you
the
prothe
past
6
years.
Overall,
has grown tremendously aver
Most
of
this
growth
gram has grown 83 percent, as you have noted. make up the largest
came in the Stafford loans. The Stafford loans
volume of loans. These are the needs-based loans.
that
PLUS loans and SLS loans are relatively new. The numbers
indication
of
you see on the board, while they are greater, are an
I
think
the tremendous growth. However, because of their newness
that the numbers are somewhat misleading.
We would
Now, we have mentioned that the volume has grown.2
default
rate has
expect that also that defaults may grow, but the

number. Total program
exceeded the volume rate by a large Again,
the largest growth
growth for defaults is about 338 percent.

occurred in the Stafford loans. In summary, while the volume has
grown 83 percent, defaults have grown 338 percent.
See chart an p. 7 of Mr. Framer's prepared statement.
I See chart on p ti of Mr. Framer's prepared statement.

Today defaults make up quite a bit of program costs) If you

would focus. Mr. Chairman, on the top line, that is program costs
as far as the interest subsidy is concerned. And as you can see, that

costas a percent of total costsis declining. That is mainly because the interest rate in the country has been going down over
the last few years.

The thick line that is up in the middle represents the growth in
default costs. That growth, in terms of program costs, has gone
from approximately 10 percent back in 1980 to currently about 36
percent of program costs.

In 1989 we reported that proprietary schools accounted for 22
percent of all loans, but they also accounted for 44 percent of all
defaults. Studies by the Department of Education in 1986 and 1987
also indicate that the default rate at proprietary schools is significantly higher than for other kinds of schools that participate in the
Stafford program.

I have attached to my statement a list of our reports on student
financial aid. These reports contain several recommendations that
could improve the program and reduce the default rate. Some of
our recommendations have been adopted by the Or:Ingress and the
Department. For example, actions have been taken to standardize
schools' policies on refunding tuition and fees, and to delay loan
disbursements to schools and students until 30 days after enrollment and an indication of satisfactory progress. However, our rec-

ommendations regarding risk sharing by lenders and guaranty
agencies have not been adopted.

Loan consolidation and denial of loans tc students attending
schools with default rates over 30 percent are 2 recent actions

taken by the Congress that could reduce the default rates. The Department has recently published regulations that address the default problem. For example, requiring schools with default rates
over 20 percent to establish a default management plan is a major
initiative of the Department.
Mr. Chairman, that concludes the summary of my statement. I
have a full statement for the record. My colleagues and I will be
glad to answer your questions at this time.
Senator NUNN. Are either of your colleagues going to have any
statement this morning?
Mr. FRAZIER. No, sir.

Senator NUNN. Would you go back over, just briefly, the recom-

mendations that you have made that have nut been implemented
by the Congress or by the administration?
Mr. FRAZIER. Yes, sir. On page 13 of my full statement, Mr.
Chairman, we have listed the recommendations that we thought
were the highest priorities in terms of making a difference for reducing defaults.

First, we thought we should standardize the policies for refunding tuition and fees to students who failed to complete enrollment.
That action has been taken. We thought that loan disbursements
to students in schools for some periods after class began should be
adopted, and that way we don't have people enrolling, getting the
' Sem.. ch:trt
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loan, and attending school for a day or 2, and then get stuck with a
large loan to repay in the future.
We made a recommendation that lenders should share in the
cost of defaults. Right now lenders get 300 percent reimbursement
inon defaults. They are basically risk free. We thought we should
the
way
crease the guaranty agencies' default risk, or restructure
in which they share this risk. Thie action has not been taken.
And then the last one that we talked about, we should require

the guaranty agency to share al, default cost payments on rein-

sured loans with the Department of Education.
Senator NUNN. How much of this, in general terms, is related to

changes in the law that need to be made and how much of it is
simply understaffing in terms of Federal oversight?
Mr. FRAZIER. I think that in terms of risk sharing, you would

have to make a change in legislation. Right now the Department is
pretty much running the program as designed by the legislation.
Senator NUNN. The guaranty agencies have no risk now?
Mr. FRAZIER. The guaranty agencies have very little risk. The
guaranty agencies right now get 100 percent. reimbursement. The
only time that that is not correct is that if the guaranty agency's
default rate exceeds the trigger, which is 5 percent of their principal loan balance for the previous fiscal year.
Senator NUNN. What then is the function that the guaranty
agency performs? What is it that the guaranty agency does for the
Government?
Mr. FRAZIER. Well, the guaranty agencies basically have a responsibility to they oversee that the lenders do something that is
referred to as due diligence in servicing loans to prevent their default. That is one of their responsibilities.
Senator NuNN. But if they have no risk at all, what incentive do
they have to perform that effectively?
Mr. FRAZIER. Well, Mr. Chairman, that question is on the sense
of what we are recommending. There needs to be more risk sharing
for the purpose of giving greater incentives for the guaranty agencies, as well as the lenders, to make good loans, to be careful about
the type of loans that they make.
Senator NUNN. Do the banks that make the loans have much
risk?
Mr. FRAZIER. No, sir, the banks have little risk. They are fully
insured for the loans.
Senator NUNN. Well, if you have got neither the guarantee agen-

cies or the banks having any risk, or virtually no risk, what function are they serving, as opposed to having the Federal Government simply make the loans themselves? It is purely an administrative function? It is purely processing the paperwork?
Mr. FRAZIER. Principally, I believe that servicing the loan is the
main function that the lenders are serving for the Government.
They are making the loan, servicing the loan, trying to collect on
the loan, et cetera.
Mr. EGLIN. I believe the guaranty agencies were established to
solve another problem. That was the problem with the Department
of Education in administering the old Federal Insured Student
Loan program and the old direct loan program. And the intent was
that if we had organizations closer to the schools, closer to the
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lenders and the students, that the program would be more accessible to those students that had a need. These guaranty agencies
could then take the administrative role, make the Department of

Education--

Senator NUNN. Well, it is the administrative burden that they
are bearing?
Mr. FRAZIER. The administrative burden and, as I mertioned earlier in my testimony, they do serve as the lender of last resort.
Senator NUNN. What was the original purpose of the guarantee
agencies in the sense of risk? Was it envisioned from the beginning
of the program that they would have no risk, or that they would
have some risk? The same question for the banks.
Mr. EGLIN. I believe initially the guaranty agencies were designed to share risk in the defaults and in the cost of the program.
When the program was initially established, few states came forward to establish guaranty agencies or to pick up on that responsibility. Over the years the Federal Government has established
more Federal sharing. The Federal Government has taken more of
the risk and more of the cost than was initially envisioned, by providing incentives like Federal advances to guaranty agencies to get
them started with seed money so they could pay default claims and
such.

And we shared in some of these expenses in giving the guaranty
agencies an administrative cost allowance.
Senator NUNN. Wasn't the original plan to L ng the lender, the
student and the guarantee agency together to 1.3,01note the most efficient interchange among them? Wasn't that what was supposed
to be the plan?
Mr. FRAZIER. Well, we believe that was generally some of the
thoughts that initially went into the program. However, I think
that the key question for a partnership is sharing the risk. Right
now the Federal Government is basically bearing the responsibility
for defaulted loans.
Mr. Chairman, what I am saying is that the original intent, in
terms of making a parthership, or the key to having a partnership,
is risk sharing. Even if we were to live basically in the same city or
same neighborhood and we don't share in the risk for these defaulted loans, we just don't believe that that makes much difference for our living in the same area.
Senator NUNN. If there are no risks borne by the guaranty agencies, what is the penalty for bad performance?
Mr. FRAZIER. Right now, sir, what happens to the guaranty
agency is that if you take their principal loans guaranteed for the
previous fiscal year, then go along during the next fiscal year until

their default rate hits 5 percent, they get 90 percent money on

whatever claims they file with the Federal Government. However,
this usually does not happen until at the end of the year when the
agency's default rate hits the 5 percent trigger.
Senator NUNN. How often does that happen?
Mr. CRISSMAN. In fiscal year 1989, Mr. Chairman, the average
amount paid to all guaranty agencies for default claims that were
submitted was about a little over 95 percent. There are cases where
some of the agenciesI think in 1989 there were about 12 agenciesthat hit the 90 percent trigger, and 4 of those I think subse-
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asked thoee agencies,
quently hit the 80 percent trigger. So if youof
that risk based on
they probably said that we assumed some
their default amount. what happens in the way that mechanism
But for a lot of cases,
latter part of the
works is that the trigger usually happens in thelesser amount, the
fiscal year. From that point on, they receive a for the rest of the
amount,
90 percent amount or an 80 percent
the
newt
year the agencies start
starting
October
1
of
year. Then
default claims. So
back receiving 100 percent payments for their
because it
even though there is some ris.k, it is usually smaller
comes towards the end of the fiscal year. 1987about 97 percent of
I think that probably 2 years agoin
about 96 percent
ncies claims were paid. It dropped down to that the agenthe
in 1989. So you see
in 19 , and down to 9 5 percent
assuming
basically 5 percent of all the
cies will say, they
are
reinsuredas was
claims that were madewhere they did not get
the case in 1989.
have the auSenator Ninix. Does the Department of Education
thority under the law to terminate the guarantee agency's relationship under the program?
Secretary of EducaMr. CRISMAN. They sign an agreementthe
One
of the thingrs that
agency.
tion signs an agreement with each the
Secretary has an authority
may be of interest to you is that
Secretary detercalled subrogation. That means that any time thethe Federal Govmines that a guaranty agency is not protecting
the
ernment's interest, it can recall defaulted loan accounts back to
Federal Government.
agencies
Last year the Department sent letters to the guaranty
that
lmd
had
very
asking for the agencies to Eend it older accounts
beyond
States'
statute
were
lttle activity for a number of yeans, orwanted
to do was take those
the
Department
of limitations. What
itself.
accounts and try to work themresponsibility
for a guarantee agency
Senator NUNN. What about
there?
in collecting defaulted loans, what is their role
lenders and guarantors
back
to
risk,
both
Mr. CRISMAN. Going
issued by the
have very prescriptive steps mandated by regulations
for
each
lender or
Department that lay out certain requirements
delinquent
loan
or a deeither a
to follow in collecting
agency's case, there are five steps.
ulrtrd loan. In the guaranty
Federal Government's inOne way the Department will protect the
program review staff
terest is in how the 10 or the Department
They would look at
review a sample of guaranty agency claims.
performed,
and performed
whether those five particular steps were
in the order and the time frame specified.
the guaranty agencies
Now, for reimbursement of their services,
payments
they _collect from
get to keep at least 30 percent of any
balance to the
defaulted borrowers. They then remit the remaining
equitable
share. So the
Secretary, and that is called the Secretary's
collections.
agencies don't get to keep all the default
1988 requires that
Senator NUNN. The Welfare Reform Act of employment or reseek
some
type
of
welfare recipients must now
ceive educational trainin, to become more employable.
h,ave an effect on the
Do you believe that this legislation will
enrollment
as well as the
proprietary schools and th3 student loan
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default rate? I will ask that, Mr. Frazier, of you. If any of your colleagues want to respond, you just field the questions.
Mr. FRAZIER. All right sir. We believe that there is a potential
for the Welfare Reform Act of 1988 to put some upward pressures
on the guaranteed student loan program, mainly because a lot of
the people that we are talking about are looking for short-term
training and that sort of thing.
However, there is a little bit of a difference here with the Welfare Reform Act, mainly because the states put in the money, or
part of the money, and we believe that the states might be a little
bit more diligent about selecting the kinds of schools that the welfare recipients can get some good out of, and possibly get some jobs
out of.

So while I think that it does have the potential to increase the
number of customers, we also think that there is more of a partnership in terms of the states to make sure that the welfare recipient:, are getting into schools that they can get a skill.
Senator NUNN. What incentives do the states have to pay much
attention to the accreditation process as far as Federal student
loans are concerned? Why does it matter to them if school "A"
teaches anything or not if the Federal Government is the only one
losing the money?
Mr. EGLIN. You are talking in general now, not just about the
Welfare Reform Act?
Senator NUNN. I'm talking in general, yes.

Mr. EGLIN. In general, I think that right now the states' lenders,
as was brought out earlier, really don't have much of a risk as long
as they carry out their responsibilities in making and servicing and

collecting on the loans. They are going to get their default payments. So from the standpoint of a taxpayers' point of view in the
states, and the lenders point of view, they are going to be made
whole.

There is a certain risk to the guaranty agencies, which in many
cases are state agencies. But the main problem is that the Federal
Government is the one that is writing the check.
Senator NuNN. I am specifically talking about accreditation now.
Aren't the proprietary schools accredited by the state?
Mr. EGLIN. I was going to get into that. The proprietary schools
are generally not accredited by the states.
Senator NUNN. Licensed.

Mr. EGLIN. They may be licensed, that's correct. There is a licensing function, but that has not been too effective, and not all
proprietary schools, depending on what they are teaching, are subject to a licensing requirement.
Mr. FRAZIER. Mr. C'hairman, also, one of the things that is high
on our list to study in the very near future is looking at the whole
accreditation process, how that takes place, the licensing process,
and that sort of thing.
Senator NUNN. Do you have any recommendations now on that?
Can the Federal Government continue to allow other people to do
the licensing and accrediting when the Federal Government is basically paying the bill and when you have got the kind of abuse that
we are going to have demonstrated here today and in next week's
hearing?

lb
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Mr. FRAZIER. Right now we don't know of any Federal rules for
accreditation, and like I said, that is one of' the topics that we are

going to be studying here.
Senator NUNN. What is your time frame on that?
Mr. FRAZIER. Well, I think that we will probably be able to start
that job in the March time frame. And generally it takes uc about
a year or so to do a job, so we are talking about nex,. spring before
we could deliver something on it.
Now, of course, we could come ap and talk to you in the interim

about it. Where we would have more information in terms of a

GAO report, it takes about 12 months to do it.
Senator NUNN. Thank you. Senator Roth.
Senator Rom. Mr. Chairman, I have an opening statement. I will
not read it at this time, although I would ask that it be included in
the record.
Senator NUNN. Without objection.
[The opening statement of Senator Roth follows:}
OnNING STAMIXNT OF SIMATOR ROTH

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Federally gaaranteed student loan programs are

among our government's most rewarding investments, producing major dividends
through the development of our nation's moet valuable resourceour young people.
For that reason, the problems we will be examining in this series of hearings take
on added importance because of their long-range implications for our nation's
futures

Mr. Chairman, I want to take this opportunity to commend you, personally, for
your longstanding interest and continued involvement in working to uncover the
problems in this area and trying to develop solutions to those problems. I recall the
hearings you presided over in 1975, when this Subcommittee examined this same
topic and found similar problems, only on a smaller scale. I believe I speak for my
colleagues and for the American people in applauding your leadership in having
this Subcommittee revisit this still troubled area through this series of hearings
In these initial hearings, we will hear horror stories of individuals who operate
proprietary schools under the guise of being educators but are motivated only by
greed. These individuals prey upon federal student loan funds and the futures of
unsuspecting young people. VVe cannot afford to sacrifice either of those resources.
Proprietary schools play a role in providing our young people with the level of
training necessary to guarantee a competitive workforce, something we must have
in order to meet the challenges created by rapidly changing technology and the increasingly competitive world economy. Many of these schools undoubtedly do a fine
job in meeting that tough challenge. However, there are others for whom the only
challenge is bilking the federal treasury and hoodwinking younA people trying to
better themselves. These unscrupulous operators contribute signi cantly to the student loan default problem. Education Secretary Cavazos reported that defaults are
disproportionately concentrated in proprietary schools, which have default rates
that are twice that of two-year institutions and four times the rate of four-year
schools.

During these hearings, we will hear about the means by which these schemes are
runpadding the length of courses to increase tuition costs, intentionally enrolling
students who cannot poesibly benefit from these courses and who ultimately drop
out and default on their student loans, and failing to make required refunds of federally funded tuition after theee students dropped out. Rather than allowing these

young people to improve themselves, these schools actually leave these students in a
worse position than when they started. Because of the deceptive practices of such
schools, thole students have to pay for an education they never received.
Lacking proper training, these young people are not able to get jobs by which
they can repay thew federally guaranteed loans and thus suffer the added humiliation of seeing their credit ratings deetroyed in the process. Ultimately, then, it is the
American taxpayer who bears the cast of these scams.
Mr. Chairman, I want to commend you and your staff for their outstanding work
in exploring and exposing this scandalous state of affairs. We need to know not just
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what has happened, but how we can keep it from happening again. What went
wrolig with the auditing process which allowed these situations to develop?
The Department of Education, first under Secretary Bennett and now under Sec-

retary Cavazos, has undertaken to confront this problem with its recent "Student
Loan Default Reduction Initiative." However, legislative action is also required to
give the Department authority to take certain actions, The Senate has just passed

the Educational Excellence Act, which includm several provisions addressing the default problem. These include restricting a school's recruitment and admissions activities to salaried employee* or niunteers, prohibiting the use of independent con-

tractors; and requiring a borrower to provide a driver's license number and name
and address of next of kin when applying for a student loan. We must continue to
work to enact these essential remedial measures into law.
We cannot afford for this situation to continue. We cannot sacrifice the futures of
our young people and we cannot tolerate the waste of government funds. Neither
can clo anything but hurt our nation's future. Mr. Chairman, I commend you and
your staff for declaring "open season" on these charlatans. As usual, you are right
on target.

Senator Rom. First of all, I want to congratulate you for your
long-standing interest in this problem. I think you first began to
look into this matter as far back as 1975. But as we learn in 'Washington, no problem ever goes away, it seems to just get more complicated.

As I listen to the testimony today, the one thing that particularly strikes me is that there seems to be somewhat of a pattern in
government programs. I sat through the hearings on savings and
loans, and the problem there seemed to be that we made it possible, through our guaranteeing of deposits, for those that are less
than scrupulous to use that money without risk for their own purpose. And the depositor, of course, wasn't concerned because he

was protected by the Federal Government.
In a way it seems to me we are running into that kind of a problem here, Mr. Chairman; that by guaranteeing these payments, we
are providing the opportunity for those that are unscrupulous and
not motivated by the best of intentions, to use these programs as a
means of draining off money from the U.S. Treasury.
This concerns me from the point of view of efficient government
operations. Are we somehow creating programs with the best of in-

tentions, and I can't think of anything more important than some
kind of a student loan program to help ensure our young people
have the opportunity of worthwhile training, but somehow in our
creations overlooking that these programs can be utilized by un-

scrupulous people for personal gain.
So I congratulate you for holding these hearings, because I think
this is a very disturbing story, both from the standpoint of the cost

to the Government, but even more important is the fact that these
young people, with the best of intentions to get some training, find
out even if thy - do go to one of these proprietary schools, that it
really isn't equipping them for worthwhile jobs.
So, again, I congratulate you and Eleanore Hill and the staff for,
I think, digging into a problem of tremendous importance to this
Nation.

Senator NUNN. Thank you Senator Roth. We have been down
this road before. There were all sorts of recommendations made

back in 1975 and 1976 when Senator Jackson was head of this Subcommittee, and a number of those have been implemented. But it
seems that the same problems we were hearing back then are right
back now.
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Senator Roth, I have already, before you arrived, thanked you

and your staff for your splendid cooperation. We appreciate it very
much.

Senator Rom. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator NUNN. Senator Kohl.
Senator KOHL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Frazier, to what extent is it true that students oftentimes do
not even need a high school diploma to qualify for a secondary
loan?

Mr. FRAZIER. Well, I don't have figures at the moment, Senator
Kohl, on exactly the magnitude of that problem. However, there is
a provision that allows stodents without a high school education or

without a GED to participate in the program. and it is generally

referred to as the "Ability to Benefit" provision.
And we do know that that occurs quite a bit. People who are ad-

mitted to the program are granted loans on the basis of ability to
benefit. Now, I think that we would have to get this number for
you, unless one of my colleagues has an exact number. I don't believe that we have that.

Mr. CIUSSMAN. One of the things, Senator, that took place in December 1989 is that the Congress passed the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1989. It took a major step as far as student loans
are concerned, because there were several changes made to the
SLS program, or Supplemental Loans for Students pr
One of those requirements that was enacted by the Congress was
to prohibit students who were "Ability to Benefit" students from

obtaining SLS loans. That was a major step taken as far as that
psi-tic...ler program. Others have suggested that a similar prohibition should apply to the whole program. I don't think we are in a
poEition to comment on that yet because we don't know, like Mr.
Frazier aaid, what the magnitude of the numbers are. I know there
wap. Eft lot o coneern. The SLS program became changes effective,

I

think, on January let.
Senator KOHL Do you have any information with respect to how
much the default problem is based on loans made to people who

don t have a diploma?
Mr. FRAZIER No, sir. We don't have that statistic. We can try to
ilia it down for you, but we don't have ..hat for you at the moment.

Mr. CRISMAN. Part of the preblem right now is. as far as we
know, there is not a real data source that tracks "Ability to Benefit" students versus, say a high school diploma or a GEID students
without getting institutional-specific type data.
Senator Ko Ht.. Has the Departmem of Echicaticn ever considered

forbidding institutions participating in loan programs from using
pereonnel to recruit etudents on a commission basis?

Mr. CR.W.SMAN. That is one of the things that. the Department has

proposed legislation for the Congress to consider. i think that part
of what the authorizing committees are looking at is whether to require these people to be employees of the inetitution rather than
commissioned salesmen. Some suggeeted language by the Department was submitted with its fiscal 1991 budget request.
Senator Korn.. Senater RotL referred to it in his statement, and
talked about it in my opening remarks. I am talking about savings
and loan problems that we have had, and protlems in the Mpart-

2i
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ment of Education concerning these student loans. These are management problems. I mean, is there any other way, in a broad
way,
to describe what is happening except as a lack of good management? Is that a fair statement?
Mr. FRAZIER. Well, I think that the guaranteed student loan program is a changing dynamic program. There are
several things
that have really been happening that might be contributing
the
problem. I don't think that there is any one particular thingtothat
generates the problem.
I think, for example, if we were to look over the program, there
has been a tremendous shift from the grant
to the loan
program. At one time a lot of the low incomeprogram
people weren't obtaining these loans, they basically got grants. And then in about
1985 or so, we opened up SLS loans
to undergraduates, and now a
lot of people get these relatively large
loans, they get trained for

relatively low skilled jobs, and it becomes very difficult for them to
repay those loans.
So I think that it is program that is shifting, not settling. I think
the Chairman mentioned some of these things came up in 1975
or
earlier, but the program doesn't seem to settle, it is ever changing.
I think we have to work at it from the point of view that there
are
several things that might need changing, including some
management problems.
Senator KOHL You
make the statement are suggesting that it would be incorrect to

that the entire problem is a management
problem, that there are, in many cases, reasons
are understandable with respect to student loans that don'tthat
get
repaid-Mr. FRAZIER. That's
correct.
Senator Korn. [continuing). And that don't reflect on, necessarily,
poor management.
Mr. FRAZIER. Yes, sir.
Mr. &LIN. Don't forget, the program is directed towards the
por-

tion of our population that most lenders would
to, so there is Ein inherent risk there And I thinknot provide a loan
there has to be a
balance between that risk and the controls. I think
that, as Frank
mentioned, there is a lot regarding the management
of the program that could be tightened up, but I think there are some
structural things that also have to be changed.
Senator KOHL. You mean in many cases students will
through
these programs in a legitimate fashion and then wind upgo
with
a job
that doesn't permit them to repay these loans?
Mr. FRAZIER. That's correct.
Senator KOHL Aren't these loans then extended and not defaulted.
Mr. EGLIN. Yes, they can be deferred.
Senator KOHL. Well isn't that what in fact does happen?
Mr. EGLIN. In many cases. There is nothing
program is intended to provide that avenue. wrong with that. The
Senator KOHL Right. But we are not really
about that
situation here today, we are talking about just talking
out
right
default?
Mr. EGLIN. Right, those people that walk
away
from
their
that refuse to negotiate with their lender to come up with a debt,
repayment plan.
Senator KOHL That's right.
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Mr. FRAZIER. In a lot of cases. Senator, they get trained for jobs

that there just really isn't a demand for that job, or they get

trained for jobs that they have very little chance of getting em-

plo ed in.
nator KoHL. Do you have an estimate on the amount of money
that is truly at risk here to the American taxpayer today on student loan defaults?
Mr. Fa.A.ziER. Yes, sir. We have an estimate that there are approximately $45 billion in outstanding loans at this time. And then
if you wanted to do the back of the envelope calculation with about
36 percent of the loans that are goinF to be defaulted, then you can
do that kind of analysis. But we don t have an estimate other than

that kind of just general--

Senator KOHL. But just using the statistics you have, based on
the amount of loans that are outstanding, if you use those $45 billion and 36 percent you are talking about $13. $14, $15 billion-Mr. FRAZIER. YES, sir.

Senator KOHL [continuing]. That the American taxpayer presently would look forward to having to write off.
Mr. FRAZIER. Over a period of time, that's correct.
Mr. EGLIN. That may be a little misleading, because the 36 per-

cent is just talking to one element of the total loan program costs.
We did some work a year or so ago on the default rates, and if I
remember right, the total default rate we came up with was something like about 18 percent. So I think we would, if you wanted to
apply something, and I'm not sure that is really too good to do
without looking at it a little more, but I think 18 percent would be
a better figure to use than 36 percent. We did find higher rates.
such as 36 percent for folks that did attend proprietary or vocational schools.

Senator KOHL. So you think the number is closer to 18 percent, if
you had to make a guess at this point?
Mr. EGLIN. That is based on this-Senator KOHL. Based on the amount outstanding, $45 billion?
Mr. EGLIN. That would be closer than 36 percent, right.

Mr. CRISMAN. In fact, the Department, Senator, has put out

something fairly recently that it is estimating about 20 percent will
probably go bad. So that would be roughly about $9 billion.
The thing to keep in mind is that defaulted loans are not totally
written off, because even though a borrower does default, we have
the opportunity then to collect from that person. Cumulative recovery rates, that is the amount of money we capture back from defaulted borrowers, from the guaranty agencies, are up around 26
percent currently. So we do get some of that money back, it is not
a total loss.
Senator KOHL. Are you estimating that. with respect to loans and
default ratios, as we continue to make these loans, that we are
doing a much better job, a better job, or not a better job at all in
terms of the process, and improving the process?
Mr. FRAZIER. I think the way I would answer that is that we basically don't know. While the default rate does seem to be increasing, the Congress has taken some action to stem defaults, as well as
the Department of Education has come out with a set of new regu-
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lations to deal with the defaults. We just cannot say if we think
that it will just keep going or-Senator KOHL You don't really have an answer to that one?
Mr. FRAZIER. That's correct.
Senator KOHL Whether we are doing better or worse, you are
not in a position to say?

Mr. FRAZIER. That's correct.

Senator KOHL AU right. In looking at institution by institution
in this country, do we have a record with respect to those institutions that are doing the best and the poorest job?
Mr. CiussuAN. There were three major studies done on an institution by institution basis in the last 2 years. One was done by ourselves that basically looked at what we call a cohort of borrowers.
We looked at everybody who got their last guaranteed loan in 1983.
And then 4 years later we tickled the system to see where were
they, had they defaulted or were they in repayment.
The Department has also done an 1986 cohort study and a 1987
cohort study. All three studies detail default rates by institution, so
there is data available. In fact, the Department is using the default
rate numbers as a sanction tool right now. In regulations it published last year, it laid out prescriptive steps that based on certain
default rates schools would have to implement certain items.
For example, all schools having a default :Rte above 20 percent
would have to develop and submit default management plans that
outline in detail what they plan to do to bring their default rate
down at that particular school. So there are steps.
Mr. FRAZIER. Senator, if you have a copy of my testimony, look
on page 12. You will see what the different default rates for the
different kinds of schools are that are in our studies, basically by
proprietary schools, 4 year private schools and public schools, and 2
year public and private schools. You can see by that chart, that for
basically, loans to people going to a 4 year institution have the
lowest default rate, then 2 year public and private institutions are
kind of like the second lowest and they are relatively the same,
and then when we look at proprietary schools and the rate is much
hither.
nator KOHL That is where the problem is centered? If it is
centered in any specific place, it is in the proprietary schools?
Mr. FRAZIER. Well, for the default rate it certainly points that
that is a bigger problem than elsewhere.
Senator KOHL All right. Of the $45 billion outstanding, what
would gilziguess is the dollar amount going to proprietary schools?
Mr.
ER. I think we estimated that it was 22 percent.
Senator KOHL. Twenty-two percent of our loans are made to proprietargialchools?
Mr.
ER. That's correct.
Mr. CRISMAN. We have another chart in there, Senator, that

may be of interest. On page 11, we show what has happened over
time, that the proprietary schools are starting to get a bigger share
of the loan dollars. There are two lines for 1988, in which borrowers attending proprietary schools represent about 34 percent of the
borrowers, and they got about 30 percent of the loan dollars. So
what is happening is they are also getting more of the Stafford program money.
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Senator KOHL. Just one other question. Is there a person in the
Department of Education who is responsible for this program?
Mr. FRAZIER. Well, I would say the Secretary.
Senator KOHL. But he's responsible for everything. Is there a
person who is responsible for this program?

Mr. Frazier. I don't know of a person

Senator KOHL. Really responsible on a day-to-day hands-on basis?
Mr. CRISMAN. I would say there are probably several. There are
key people, they have a debt collection management group, a qual-

ity assurance group. So, collectively, there are many people in the
Department involved, and that includes program reviewers. They
have a separate section to do program reviews of guaranty agencies, lenders, and schools, as well as the IG's audits.
Senator KOHL. So, in terms of accountability, if we really wanted
to talk to somebody who's more than a symbol, the head guy in
this case is a symbol, I think, but if there is a person there to talk
to, you don't know who that person is?
I mean, you wouldn't be able to tell us who you think that individual is?
Mr. CRISSMAN. It would probably fall more on the Assistant Secretary for Postsecondary Education, which would be Dr. Haynes.
Senator KOHL. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator NUNN. One final question I will ask to any of you, or all
of you.

Given the nature of the student loan program, given the fact
that a lot of the Stafford loans are to low income, middle income
people, the high risk, the fact that you are going to have some defaults, no doubt about that, what is an acceptable default rate in
this program?
You mentioned 36 percent for proprietary schools. What would
be acceptable there? Just your opinion.
Mr. FaAziER. Mr. Chairman. I am not really sure that we have

an idea of what exactly is an acceptable default rate. I think that
one place I would start with is, the Department of Education's new
regulations, as we have noted. It came out with the idea that any
time the default rate exceeds 20 percent the schools then must develop a default management plan. And so I would guess that, to me
that might be just as good a place to start. as any.
Senator NUNN. Mr. Eglin.
Mr. EGLIN. Well, probably my view would be it kind of depends. I
think some institutions that have lower default rates, or institu-

tions in general, probably should take some action to lower their
default rates, whether it is 5 percent to 50 percent. I think there is
a certain portion of the population that is always going to be subject to default. but I think what we are trying to do is bring attention to the fact that it is a problem.
Senator NUNN. I guess what I am asking is, should the Congress,
the Federal Government, and the American people be alarmed
about this problem, or is this just going to be a situation we live
with?
Mr. FRAZIER. Well, I think that we are alarmed about the problem. The Comptroller General has placed the guaranteed student
loan program as one of our areas that we e-e going look at very
closely in terms of fraud and abuse. And $45 billion is a lot of
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money to be out there, and I think that we should work as hard
as
we can to reduce our vulnerabilities for defaults.
Senator NUNN. Would it be too strong
this program has got some very serious to say that you believe
fault rate is an alarming default rate problems and that the dethat has to be addressed? Ts
that too strong?
Mr. FRAM& Well, I would say that we think that it is
certainly
a serious problem and we would
have it on our list as one
of the things that we are going tocertainly
spend some resources on, looking
forward to trying to get at the problem.
Senator NUNN. Mr. Crisman.
Mr. CRISSIKAN.

Mr. Chairman, I

focus on not so much the rates but think I would probably rather
on the dollars, themselves, because I think there are cases where
schoolsit
even be a
more traditional 4 year schoolthat have a 19 could
percent
default
rate. Okay, maybe that is too high for
that
particular
school.
So,
when we focus in on looking at what each school
with its lenders and guarantors to reduce defaultcan do collectively
costs in general,
versus specifying a rateI think a rate is
a good trigger to signal
maybe we got to look at individual
of it, not only looking at the schoolsschools. But I think that is part
but looking at the dollars.
Senator NUNN. Well, since the focus
the hearings that we are
having this week and next week isof
on primarily proprietary
schools, do you have any specific
recommendations
as to proprietary schools that would not necessarily apply
to
other
categories?
Mr. FRAZMR. No, sir, I don't believe
that
we
do.
Senator Ninvri. You haven't looked at proprietaries
as a separate
group?
Mr. FRAZIER. No, sir. As a matter of
fact, we were talking about
that, and I said that the program we have
one of the ones on the
h risk list and that is one of the jobs thatis we
are starting.
nator NUNN. Well, we look forward to continuing
to work with
you. Thank all of you for being here.
Senator KOHL Mr. Chairman.
Senator NUNN. Senator Kohl.
Senator KOHL. I just want to make
comment, following up on
what you said and what I said before. Iaguess
I was inferring something and I thought about it and I think I have
a responsibility to
state it again and ask you for your opinion.
In all of my experience, I found
that to the extent that you can
assign responsibility, that is the extent
to which generally you get
the kinds of results that you and I and whomever
else are looking
for, in almost anything we do in this
get into trouble is to have a diffusedworld. And the surest way to
really responsible. And 1 should think responsibility with nobody
that when you have $45 billionin your opinionout there in student
if there were a
person with a staff, who wasn't involved inloans,
the
political
process,
who could come here and point
annually
with
pride
to
management of the student loan program, I
probably, if he or she were a good should think that wouldmcet
tive person, a conscientious, hard person. a smart person, an effecworking person with a continuing
involvement in the process. understood
it worked from year to
year, and wanted to show the results how
that
the American people
need, and she or he took pride in that,
that we would have much
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less of a problem today than we do have. And that looking forward
and ahead to the program, if we are not just to cut it off and slow
it down or eliminate it, if we want it to continue and be a successful, ongoing program in our society, which we need, then that kind
that
of management responsibility is essential. Without institutingthose
responsibility
we
will
be
hurting
kind of a management
people who most need the program in our society, because at some
point the American people and Congress will call for the program
to be reduced or eliminated because of our mismanagement.
Is that a reasonable statement?
it
Mr. FRAZIER. Well, we certainly would agree with you that
that
might certainly be one of the ingredients that is needed, and
might take care of the management ingredient. But there are some

other structural things that also need to be taken care of. So we
would agree that it might take care of the management component
Senator NUNN. Thank you, Senator Kohl. We appreciate all of
you being here. Thank you.

Our next witnesses are David B. Buckley, Chief Investigator of
the Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, and Grace T.
McPhearson, Staff Investigator, Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations.
David and Grace, I will ask you both to hold up your hands and
take the oath. Do you swear the testimony you give before the Subcommittee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth, so help you God?
Mr. BUCKLEY. I do.
MS. MCPHEARSON. I do.

Senator NUNN. We appreciate your long hours and hard work on
this investigation for a long time, and we look forward to your testimony.
TESTIMONY OF DAVID B. BUCKLEY, CHIEF INVESTIGATOR, PERMANENT suBcomwrrEE ON INVESTIGATIONS. ACCOMPANIED
BY GRACE T. McPHEARSON, STAFF INVESTIGATOR

Mr. BUCKLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

The staff has prepared a rather lengthy statement for the record
and I would like to have it included in the record.' I would like to
summarize our findings in testimony this morning.
Next Monday, we will testify on a proprietary school we are examining, the American Career Training Corporation, of Pompano
Beach, Florida.
Mr. Chairman, to date, no area examined in the Federal student
aid programs is operating efficiently or effectively. "very individ,hat, despite
ual we have spoken to, without exception, has told
administration,
the
sysni
is broken
recent changes in program
and that major changes must be made immediately to save the taxpayers' money.

It is important to note early on that, while we are convinced that
fraud, waste, and abuse exist in the operation of these programs,
we are not condemning every individual agency or educational in' See p 122
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stitution associated with these programs. The vast majority of persons involved in the process, we have been assured, remain honest.
Our criticism of the program is not the result of isolated instances of abuse. Despite the lofty goals and good intentions of the
student aid programs, hundreds of millions of dollars are being
wasted or fraudulently obtained. Such readily-available dollars for
financial aid, combined with little effective oversight, have skewed
the education and employment markets. This is particularly obvious in the case of some proprietary or for-profit trade schools.
Students are being lured into paying thousands of dollars to
train for entry-level positions that, at most, require only a few

weeks study. There would be little incentive to create and sell

these high-cost, but relatively useless programs, were it not for the
steady flow of available cash for federally backed student financial
aid.

As a result, the pripriety school industry as a whole has suffered This is unfortunete, since quality trade school and vocational
training serves a legitimate and necessary function in our society.
For many Americans, it is the key to a fmancially secure future.
While our investigation is not by any means an indictment of the
entire proprietary school industry, it did confirm serious problems
of abuse, and in some cases, fraud. Moreover, the problem seems to
be getting worse.
As the President of the Massachusetts Higher Education Assistance Corporation, a guarantor of student loans, recently described

it, "I used to buy the rhetoric that there were just a few bad
apples, but then I discovered that there were orchards of bad
apples."

The major findings of the staff investigation to date are, as fol-

lows:

The Federal guaranteed student loan programs have become big
business. Through aggressive recruiting, schools are able to rapidly
increase the number of enrollees eligible to receive Federal aid,
which results in a massive influx of capital and profits. Lenders
visit schools to determine the school's loan volume and to vie for
the schools' loan business.
CPA firms assist schools in setting up school student financial
aid programs and then, in some cases, conduct the required nonFederal independent audits of those same school's financial aid programs.
Consulting firms assist schools in gaining accreditation, licensing
and certification, and in some cases base their compensation on the
amount of subsequent Federal aid that flows through the schooL

During the course of our review, we determined that, given the
profits being made, there is inadequate government oversight of
the operations of the lenders, guarantors and secondary student
loan markets. Despite the national policy and goals underlying the
student loan programs, there is no assurance or even likelihood
that uniform standards are being applied in determining whether
the quality of the school's program merits Federal assistance.
State licensing is one of the prerequisites for any school's participation in Federal student loan programs. However, our investigation revealed that State licensing procedures are largely ineffective
in assuring quality education or training at participating scnools.
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DepartCiting the proliferation and variety of these offices, the
of
State
ofunable
to
provide
us
with
a
list
ment of Education was
stuof
schools
participating
in
the
fices charged with the licensing
dent loan programs. Despite all of the obvious problems, the Department of EAlucation officials told us that they make no attempt
to monitor, oversee or influence State licensing procedures, citing a

lack of jurisdiction to do so.

An executive director of a guaranty agency, among others, told
high profus that unscrupulous businessmen are making extremely
able
to use a
the school is
its at taxpayers' expense. For example,
the
school
knows
who
are, in
variety of lenders, lenders which
turn, using a separate guarantee agencies, in an attempt to hide
ineligible students and also hide the actual volume of loans being
processed through the school.
perThe majority of lending organizations, we were told, have no facewhatsoever.
Lenders
are
often
sonal contact with the student
less corporations, located in a State other than that in which the
school operates. They rely solely on the school, which has a clear
to
financial interest in obtaining more students and more loans
lendinformation.
Apparently,
the
verify student loan application
ers involved do very little, if any, review or certification of data

submitted by the school.
For example, just a cursory review of one small computer-generated listing of students of the American Career Training Corpora-

the Massachusetts Higher
tion, with loans guaranteed through
revealed
a $2,625 loan made to a
Education Assistance Corporation,
with
the
address listed as "unstudent of Louisville, Kentucky,
student
at "403 Cant Read,
known." A $2,625 loan made to a
Pritchard
Fire Department.
Pritchard, Alabama." According to the
Pritchard
who
can't
read, but we
"There may be some people in

haven't named a street for them."
A $2,625 loan made to a student, with a motel room for an address, in Groton, Connecticut. The student is no longer registered
at that motel.
The point is, Mr. Chairman, if a lender or guarantor does not
identify the whereabouts of a student, due diligence efforts are
really a moot point. Unless the student can be found and billed, the
loan will most likely result ir a default..
Before a student of a given school is able to participate in Federal aid programs, the Department of Education must determine if
the school is licensed in tho State in which it is located, is accreditand is financially sound.
ed by a body recognized by the Secretary,
certification
process, we are conBased on our investigation of the
effective
insurance against
vinced that it provides little, if any,
waste, fraud and abuse in these programs.
With 8,000 schools participating in the student loan program, the
department receives between 300 and 400 applications for certification per year. Just in terms of resources, the department readily
admits it does not have the ability to focus on individual schools.
Additionally, some say that the law does not permit the regulations to place stiffer requirements on those sectors of the educational system, such as proprietary schools, which appear more vulnerable to abuse. Officials complain that they need the authority to
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regulate more narrowly, targeting those types of schools that are
most suspect.

The Department of Education relies heavily on the individual
State licensing departments and the various accrediting bodies to
certify that a school is operating within the bounds of the law and
regulation. There is no personal contact between the school and the
department. There is no independent verification by the department that the information supplied is accurate. It is taken on face
value.
This reliance on State licensing boards and accreditation agencies is difficult to justify. In Georgia, for example, only two individuals were responsible for reviewing and verifying information provided for the licensing process of that State by the State's 200 private trade schools, which have approximately 60,000 students. In
Florida, four individuals currently oversee 640 schools. Those 640
schools account for 100,000 Florida students and an untold number
of out-of-State students who attend those schools, because the State
does not make any effort to track them.
The Department's heavy reliance on accreditation agencies in
the certification process may also be misplaced. In the proprietary
school sector, accreditation has been criticized as providing little, if
any, assurance that quality training is being provided.
This morning, the Inspector General will testify about schools
that open branch campuses or add ineligible programs to their curriculum We have found that, once a school is certified by the Department, the school may add new programs, without even advising the Department. Students of the new program may receive Federal fmancial aid. It is no wonder problem schools are able to flourish, using abusive and fraudulent practices.
Our investigation revealed that if a program review finds gross
violations of law and regulations and recommends to the department that the school be decertified, that the process can take anywhere from 1 to 3 years. Officials at the certification office told us

that the Department is plagued by the protracted due process
system required for decertification.
On the other hand, another office within the Department commented that if the certification office strengthened its initial
review process for certification, perhaps there would be a much
smaller group of "bad schools" for the department to take action
against.
On paper, the Department's program review process may seem
impressive. In practice, our review found it disjointed and largely
ineffective. The Department of Education Regional Offices, guarantee agencies, the State licensing boards and the accrediting bodies
all condunt school program reviews. In addition, schools must
submit non-Federal independent CPA audits to the department
every 2 years while participating in the student aid program.
Unfortunately, there is no mechanism within the Department to
assure that these reviews are completed and received by the department. State licensing boards do not have to submit their pro-

gram reviews to the Department and the States are not given
access to such basic information as to the amount of Federal aid

flowing into the school or who the lenders and guaranty agencies
are for that school.
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conduct proFederal regulations require guaranty agencies to
2
percent
of the
gram reviews on the schools that represent the top
forces
those
guaranty
agencies
to
agency's loan volume. This
default
reduction
regulations
now
review mikjor universities. New
require them to review schools with a default rate above 40 percent

to
in that agency's portfolio. Guaranty agencies do not have accessfreother financial mil information, such as Pell Grant funds, and
quently do not know the number or identities of other guaranty
agencies holding loans for students of the same school. So, a school
using many different lenders and guarantors may be able to evade
the guarantee agency program review process entirely.
Moreover, guaranty agencies have little incentive to initiate adverse action against a school for program violations. Even where
to
past violations are established, the agencies generally continuethe
school.
The
reason
is
simple:
If
guarantee new loans for the
school's access to new loan business is cut off, the school will be
unable to reimburse the penalties that were assessed hy and owed
to the guarantee agency.
Department of Education program review employees told us that
their staffing experience levels are woefully inadequate to protect
the billions of dollars of student aid. Department officials told us
that between 1985 and 1986, they lost one-third of their manpower,
even though an effective program review to recover up to 15 times
the cost of that review. In 1988, the Department had to start all
over again by hiring and retraining a program review staff. Officials readily admit that they still do not have the staff to do what
the regulations require them to do.
Schools taking advantage of the lack of communication between
the department's regional offices, open branch campuses in other
regions and those campuses may go undetected by that regional
office. While new program review initiatives may seem to be adthe indressing the problem, program review personnel told usproblems
creases in personnel will only address the most severe
and that their work continues to be largely reactive in nature.
During the course of our review, we were also concerned by an
apparent lack of credible inspection procedures in the program reviews that are conducted. Procedures used by all the program reviewers seem to be particularly susceptible to manipulation by unscrupulous schools.
Reviewers told us that they routinely provide the school with a
list of student files that the agency wishes to analyze and permits
the school's employees to pull the files. This enables unscrupulous
schools to alter the records before the review actually gets access to
them.
Moreover, when program reviews uncover violations, the school
usuis held liable only for the actual findings of that review, withexist.
whether
additional
violations
ally no follow-up to determine
school's student finanThere is no mandatory reconstruction
of theliability
actual
of the school is
cial aid files to determine what the
or may be.
The shortcomings in the program review process are compounded
throughout the
by a lack of adequate data and communication
departmental
regional ementire oversight system. For instance,
computerized
data base is
ployees complain that the Department's
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so inadequate that investigators and program reviewers cannot determine who the school owners are. One senior departmental employee estimated the data base may be 50 percent inaccurate.
Even where the Department has important information on the
school, there is little guarantee that it will be considered when the
school's activities are reviewed. Although the Department maintains several separate files on each school participating in the Federal student aid programs, there is no master file or cross-index of
this information.
Copies of the program reviews of schools completed by guaranty
agencies are filed at the Department in Washington. However, we
heard complaints that Washington refuses to send copies to the regional offices in the field. As a result, the regional offices may have
no way of knowing what, if any, problems that may have already
been identified in schools operating in the region.

The Department and Congress have at their disposal certain

bodies created by law to address some of these major problems. Unfortunately, we saw little evidence that these bodies have attempted to address these major issues.
For example, the National Advisory Committee on Accreditation
and Institutional Eligibility was created by statute in 1968, for the
purpose of advising the Secretary in publishing a list of nationally
recognized accrediting agencies. We determined that the committee
had never recommended that an accrediting body be removed from
the Secretary's list and, for that matter, the Secretary had never
taken such an action.
The Advisory Committee on Student Financial Assistance, which
was established by the Higher Education Act of 1965, is charged to
report to Congress and make recommendations to the Secretary of
Education on numerous aspects of Federal student financial assistance programs. Despite its broad mandate, the staff director told us
that the committee had purposely avoiding dealing with the proprietary school issue, because it was just too sensitive.
Our review found serious long-standing problems in the system.

Steps are being taken to address some, but clearly not all, of the
problems. The Department's default reduction initiative and other
initiatives will help recover some money. Personnel increases may
eventually permit the department to assume a more pro-active role
in detecting abuses, but, as noted, there is already a tremendous
backlog of work to be done.

Senator NUNN. Are there personnel increases being made now
with the President's budget in the Department of Education in this
area?
Mr. BUCKLEY. Yes, sir, there are.
Senator NUNN. What is the magnitude of those?
Mr. BUCKLEY. I do not know a percentage increase, sir. I have the
1991 budget here. I think suffice it to say, without the specific
numbers, the people in the field and also the people in headquarters told us that, even with the 1991 additional full-time employees
being added, they are still going to be way behind the power curve.
Mr. Chairman, this concludes our findings to date. We will be
glad to respond to any questions.
Senator NUNN. Thank you very much, Dave.
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Several questions: During the field work of this investigation,
you found that many schools avoid or delay detection of both loan
default rates and rapid increases in loan volume by dispersing
their loan portfolio among several lenders and guarantee agencies
and that this contributes to the problem, is that correct?
Mr. BUCKLEY. Yes, sir, it is.
Senator NUNN. So, they spread it around so no one can keep up
with it?
Mr. BUCKLEY. That is absolutely correct. The school we were examining used over 20 guarantee agencies and an untold number of
lenders.

Senator NUNN. Is there no communication network or common
data base between the lending agencies or between the guarantee
agencies?
Mr. BUCKLEY. There is not

and that is--

Senator NUNN. The guaranty agencies do not have any interlink, no computer exchange of information?
Mr. BUCKLEY. No, sir, informal telephone communication only.
Senator NUNN. Does the Department of Education have any plan
to do anything about that?
magMr. Bucxtiv. The Department, currently, annually receives
compiles
a
guaranty
agencies
and
netic tape dumps from all the
the
told
that
that
system
is
inaccurate,
master list. We have been
slow in publishing the
data is inaccurate. The Department is very
the
field where it can be
information and sending it back out to
used.

There are plans to have a computerized network so that the

guaranty agencies and the department can communicate, but we
were told that it also is way behind schedule.
Senator NUNN. Would it be helpful to have this kind of interlinking between the guaranty agencies?

Mr. BUCKLEY. Yes, sir, the guaranty agencies are actually

screaming for it.
Senator NUNN. How would it help?

Mr. BUCKLEY. For example, when the guaranty agency program
review staff would be going out to review a school, they could

punch-up on the computer and see the loan volume for that school,
the entire loan volume, not just their own, and if they made significant findings in their portfolio at that school, they would also be

able to immediately notify the other guarantors that they may
want to pull out.
Senator NUNN. So, the guaranty agencies would like to see this
happen?
Mr. BUCKLEY. Yes, sir.

Senator NUNN. Why does it not happen?
Mr. BUCKLEY. I believe it is just bureaucracy, it is just red tape,
very slow in being developed and being put out.
Senator NUNN. Whose fault is that?
Mr. BUCKLEY. The Department of Education is responsible to put
this computer program and field it.
Senator NUNN. You say there are no real plans to do that now?
Mr. Buousy. There are plans, yes, sir, there are plans to develop

that computer network. it is just waiting--
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Senator NUNN. Well, when did the plans come into being and

when do they expect to complete that?
Mr. BUCKIZY. I do not know, sir. I can certainly find that out.
Senator Ntn4N. How would you describe the flow of information
to various branches within the Department of Education?
Mr. Bucxxxv We were told that the flow of communications between headquarters and the field is horrendous. The field regional
offices complain that they cannot get straight answers out of headquarters, they often call headquarters here in Washington and get
answering machines, they have a hard time getting their questions
answered, period.

Within the Department, even right here in Washington, just

within one building, the communications are inadequate in certain
areas, such as program review not adequately talking to the certification office, for example.

Senator NUNN. It sounds like the Department is just not being

managed.
Mr. BUCKLEY That is one of the criticisms, yes, sir, that we have
heard.

Senator NUNN. Is there a particular section that can be held accountable here? Senator Kohl was asking that question and I think

it is very pertinent. Is there a particular chain of command that

has control of the student loan program?
Mr. BUCKLEY. No, sir. The loan programs and the grant programs, certification, eligibility, they are all divided, the wiring program sometimes does not make sense.
Senator NUNN. SO, there is no one Assistant Secretary that has
jurisdiction over all of this?
Mr. BUCKLEY. No, sir.

Senator NUNN. How many Assistant Secretaries do have jurisdiction? Are there several?
Mr. BUCKLEY. Three, I think.

Senator NUNN. So. restructuring the Department of Education
itself may be required. Is that a fair assessment?
Mr. BUCKLEY. Yes, sir, I think that is fair, at least restructuring
the way they manage this program.
Senator NUNN. Would it be too strong to just say this program is
in chaos?
Mr. BUCKLEY. Those words were used exactly by some people in
the field, yes, sir.
Senator NUNN. Based on your investigation so far, do you agree

with that assessment?

Mr. BUCKLEY. Yes, sir, and I think the more we look, the worse it
is going to get.

Senator NUNN. It sounds like the only difference between this
and the savings and loan problem is that there was more money in
the S&L, probably.
Mr. BUCKLEY. It is certainly open for abuse, Mr. Chairman.

Senator NUNN. What about law enforcement, in terms of violation of laws, are there any prosecutions going on relating to either
lenders who engaged in fraudulent practices or schools that are engaged in fraudulent practices? Do you know people who have been
prosecuted? I am not talking about students, I am talking abouta

28-765 - 90 - 2
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lot of times the students are the victims hereI am talking about

the people who are really engaged in fraud and abuse.
Mr. BUCKLEY. Yes, sir, there are several school owners that have
been prosecuted and convicted. I think the Inspector General will
testify this morning on some of the more spectacular cases. They
have had major problems with lenders and are seeking indictments.
I think he will also tell you that because the Department of Education Inspector General is the lead on this, major investigations
really shut down his operations in some regions. It is not like the
FBI; they have got untold number of resources to bring in. But the
FBI does not have the type of program knowledge to investigate a
school or a lender on the student financial aid programs, so the IG
investigator will work closely with the FBI. It is the IG investigators who are doing the bulk of the work.
Senator NUNN. The IG of the Department of Education?
Mr. BUCKLEY. Yes, sir.

Senator NUNN. Do they have enough personnel to do this?
Mr. BUCKLEY. I do not think so. I think that if we doubled them
today, there would still be a lot of schools and lenders that they

would be able to examine, but the 1G I am sure will

Senator NUNN. Would you say that the problem of actual criminal fraud in this area overall--I am not trying to get into any spe-

cific case at all, but just overallthat there is a very significant
problem?

Mr. BUCKLEY. Senator, if you include making false statements,

things on certification forms to the Department, yes, fraud is a

major problem, because if a school falsely certifies its application

for eligibility, everything thereafter could be determined to be
fraudulent.
Senator NUNN. That is a criminal violation, is it not?
Mr. BUCKLEY. Yes, sir, it is.

Senator NuNN. What statute is that a violation of?
Mr. BUCKLEY. 18 U.S.C. 1001, false statements.

Senator NUNN. False statements. What is the appropriate, in
your opinionyou have had a lot of law enforcement experience
what is the appropriate agency for really intensifying its law enforcement effort here, and by that I mean criminal effort? Is the IG
the appropriate one of the Department of Education, then turning
it over to the Justice Department, in cases where the case is substantial, or should the FBI itself be more involved in it?
Mr. Bucxury. No, sir, I think that the Inspector General's office
is doing a fine job in identifying. It is just a matter of manpower.

Senator NUNN. How many people do they have working on this?
I will ask that question of the IG. You are just saying they are woefully undermanned?
Mr. BUCKLEY. They are woefully undermanned and I am sure

they will tell you this morning that they want more law enforcement jurisdiction. A lot of Inspectors General have been telling us

they want more law enforcement jurisdiction.
Senator NUNN. Now, you said the Department of Education is
working on this problem. What are they doing now? What things
are under way, either through changes in the law or thrcogh management?
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Mr. BUCKLEY. Well, as you heard this morning, the Secretary's

default reduction initiative has a series of regulations that are
being implemented some have been implemented. IRS tax offset

programs, wherein once a loan has been defaulted, guarantee agen-

cies maythey certainly do not have to, it is a voluntary programprovide the Departme.- t with the names and Social Security
numbers of the people who are in default and then the Department
turns them over to the IRS. So, that is a relatively new program. It
has been continued under statute. I think one criticism we have
there is it is not mandatory, guarantee agencies do not have to do
this.

The Department is moving towards putting together regulations
that require schools to give the consumer more information. If a
school is to walk up to a potential student and say, "We want you

to sign up for a class," they have to tell the student that, "last

veer we had 100 peole sign up and only three graduated," that will
probably impact greatly on thc student's decision. Right now, that
type of basic consumer information is not mandatory.
nator NUNN. They are working on that now?
Mr. BUCKLEY. Yes, sir.

Senator NUNN. To make it mandatory?
Mr. Bucm..re. Yes, they are.
Senator NuNN. What did you say was just a matter of discretion,
not mandatory, the guaranty agency?
Mr. Rummel'. The guaranty agency participating in the tax offset
program with the IRS, through the Department.
Senator NUNN. Is there anything else they are working on?
Mr. BUCKLEY. They have just instituted pre-certification training
for presidents. CEO's and financial aid officers for any new schools

that the Department is going to certify. There is a large number of
schools out there that never received that type of training and they
may attend, if there is room in the classroom, according to the Department. The Federal employee data match is another relatively
new program. The Department provides a list of defaulted names,
social security numbers. If they are Federal employees, then their
salary will be offset also. Some States also voluntarily participate
in that program.
Senator NuNN. If the scope of the problem is identified as a 10,
how far, in your opinion, based on what you have done so far, how
far will these reforms take us towards getting that down from, let's
say 10 is the worst and 1 is the best, what is the scope of these reforms that are under way now, if they work?
Mr. BurxteY. Probably about 50 percent, sir. The people in the
field we have been speaking toand I mean department employ-

eesconsider most of the Department's initiatives in this area to
be rear-end action and the Department says they need the ability
of legislative authority to regulate the sectors more narrowly. I
think if the Congress gave them that, it would probably help them
out quite a bit.
Senator NUNN. How about sharing the risk? You heard GAO testify that one of theit seems to me the things most fundamental

that they were advocating would be sharing the risk by lenders
more than they do now and sharing the risk by guarantee agencies.
How do you assess that?
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Mr. BUCKLEY. We have got a long way to go in our investigation

regarding lenders and guaranty agencies, Senator. Originally, I
think the program was laid out to be a shared risk and not guarantee rt Ire than 90 percent of E. defaulted loan. Guarantors, of
course, are wholeheartedly against that, moving it in the 1991
budget, I think they are talking about a 90 percent guarantee.
It would certainly, in my view, spur them to be much more responsive and conduct a lot more oversight.
Senator NUNN. Do you have any other suggestions here this

morning, or do you want to wait until you get further along?
Mr. BUCKLEY. Senator. I think we have got a lot of work to do.
We have done a lot of work and we have a lot further to go. I think
it would be very helpful if we could sort of save our recommendations until we have closed it out.
Senator NUNN. Grace, do you have anything you would like to
offer this morning?
MS. MCPHEARSON. No, sir.

Senator NUNN. You are going to be testifying next week?
Ms. MCPHEARSON. Yes, sir.

Senator NUNN. Thank you both.
We will next hear from James B. Thomas, Jr., Inspector General
of the Department of Education. Mr. Thomas will testify regarding
the major program weaknesses that his office has identified regard-

ing student loans. He will dqscribe the types of abuses his office
has found in the school and lending industry.
We will also hear from Mr. Thomas regariing the general oversight problems that the Department of Eut...mtion faces with respect to student loans.
Mr. Thomas began his career as an auditor with the Florida
State Department of Education. He has also served as Inspector
General for the Department of Housing and Urban Development
and Director of Accounts for the Interstate Commerce Commission.
Mr. Thomas, we appreciate you being with us this morning. We
would like you, if you would, to introduce your associates and then
I am going to ask all of you to stand. We give the oath to all of our
witnesses.
Mr. THOMAS. Very well, Mr. Chairman.

On my right is Mr. Laine, the Assistant Inspector General for
Audit, and on my left is Thomas Strong, the Deputy Assistant Inspector General for Investigations.
Senator NUNN. Do you swear that the testimony you shall give
will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so
help you, God?
Mr. TKomws. I do.
Mr. LAINE. I do.
Mr. STRONG. I do.

Senator NUNN. Thank you.
Mr. Thomas, we are pleased to have you this morning and we appreciate your cooperation with the Subcommittee on Investigations
and we look forward to your testimony.
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TESTIMONY OF JAMES B. THOMAS. J R.. INSPECTOR GFNERAL.
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Mr. THOMAS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

With your permission, I would submit the full statement for the

record and read to you a summary.

Senator NUNN. Without objection, it will be made part of the

record.

Mr. THOMAS. Thank you for this opportunity to discuss the efforts of the Office of Inspector General regarding fraud and abuse
involving the Department of Education's student financial aid programs.

OIG has assessed the student aid programs as being the most
vulnerable to fraud and abire in the Department of Education.
This assessment is based in ',art on audits and investigations over
the last few years which have disclosed major fraud and abuse in

the= p:ogramo, particularly at proprietary schools.
Because of this, we have been devoting about two-thirds of our
entire staff effort to this area, about 200 staff-years of effort. We
are involved in a comprehensive program to review systemic issues
in student aid. The purpose of these reviews is to recommend legislative, regulatory or management improvements intended to prevent potential program abuses from occurring.
This effort is coordinated with our continuing investigations and

audits of individual institutions participating in these programs.
These audits and investigations identify institutions that are abusing the programs and recommend administrative action or action
by prosecuting authorities, where appropriate.

We have continued to find numerous instances of fraud and
abuse in proprietary schools. In fiscal year 1989, we performed
about 30 audits of proprietary schools, which resulted in recommended recovery of about $77 million. Our investigations resulted

in indictment of Id school owners, three officers, 31 employees and
one school entity and in conviction of 10 owners, one officer and 12
employees.

As a result of our efforts, the department has suspended two corporations operating proprietary schools and 12 key employees of
proprietary schools and debarred seven proprietary school owners
and 24 key employees under the government-wide non-procurement
debarment and suspension system.
We are currently concentrating our efforts on about 215 investi-

gations of proprietary school entities, officers and employees, 40
audits and nine joint audit and investigative efforts involving proprietary schools.
The 4DIG's review of student aid issue areas has resulted in 14

management improvement reports, which include recommendations to correct systemic weaknesses that have led or could lead to
recurring problems.
I would like to provide a summary of the issue areas that we are
addressing and have an interest in: First, the issue of accreditation
eligibility and certification. Some program abuse can, of course, be
' See p
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eliminated if problem schools can be prevented from ever participating in the Department's programs.

Before an institution con participate in the student aid programs, it must be licensed to provide postsecondary education in
the State in which it is located, be accredited by an accrediting
agency recognized by the Secretary of Education, and be determined eligible and certified by the Department as to its financial
responsibility and administrative capability to participate in the
programs.

Regarding the certification procedures for financial responsibility, our audit issued in September of 1989 disclosed that the depart-

ment's fmancial analysis certification procedures were not adequate to protect students or the interests of the Federal Government. Institutions which do not meet the department's regulatory
criteria for financial responsibility do participate in the student aid
programs.

During the period of October 1985 through June of 1988, we estimated that 53 schools closed mid-term before all education services
were provided. As a result, as many as 10,000 students lost the benefits of loans and grants worth about Z30 million that either the
students or the government must repay.
Senator Nu Nisi. Now, whose liability is that, Mr. Thomas, if a
school goes out of business before the student finishes their educa-

tion? The student borrowed the money in many cases and the

whole loan has been turned over to the school up-front and the student owes the money. Does the student have to take that as a loss
or does the Government that the loss?
Mr. THOMAS. The student must take that loss, but I weuld think
that, generally speaking, the student would refuse to pay, in many
cases, anyway, and at that point the Government, of course, winds
up with the loss.
Senator NUNN. SO, even if the student had nothing to do with
the problem, went in, in good-faith, borrowed the money, went to
school, attended classes, worked hard, and the school goes out of
business, they still owe the money?
Mr. THOMAS. That is correct, sir. In some cases, there are teachout arrangements made and that is one of the requirements under
some of the proposals made by the Secretary, where an institution
has to have a teach-out arrangement with other institutions, where
the student would be protected.
In addition to that, some States have set up funds into which students, through schools, pay, so that "in state' students are protected in case a school goes out of business, but this is not a universal
thing. It is just State-by-State.
Senator NUNN. Is there no limit on how much you can collect in
advance before the services are rendered? Are a lot of these schools
collecting a total amount of money in advance?
Mr. Dim:As. The tuition, sir?

Senator NUNN. Yes.
Mr. THOMAS. Yes, 1 would say that, generally speaking, the tui-

tion comes in-1 believe that there are two disbursements, part
originally and part later, in the major programs, but usually that
money comes in pretty close to the front of the stream.
Senator NUNN. Okay. Go ahead.
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Mr. THOMAS. Our as-yet unfinished work in the area of accreditation, eligibility and administrative capability certification process is
showing the following:
The Department's recognition process does not provide assurance
that accrediting bodies recognized by the Secretary are reliable
sources as to quality of educational services provided by the schools
that they accredit.
Secondly, primary reliance for eligibility determination is placed
on State licensing and accreditation, which is inconsistent and of
varying degrees of quality.
Third, institutions are being certified to participate and continue
to participate in student aid programs, even though they do not
meet the criteria for administrative capability.
Another issue i n Dives branch campuses. Schools are not eligible
to participate in student aid programs until they have been in operation for two years. Under current procedures, branch campuses
are not held to this requirement.

On the basis of its history of operating a small barber school
with about 20 students at any given time who received about

$50,000 in student financial aid, one school was determined able to
be financially and administratively capable to operate a masonry
school in a major metropolitan area over 300 miles away. Within 9
months, the masonry school enrollment reached a tatal of 700 students, receiving nearly $3.5 million in student aid funds. The
branch was able to grow so quickly because it bused students, some
of whom were homeless street people, in from several other cities.
It closed owing many refunds to enrolled students, as well as to
students who had previously withdrawn.
Senator NUNN. SomebMy had to approve of that branch, did
they not, or was that branch just automatically accepted?
Mr. THOMAS. The branch pretty much is automatically accepted.
Senator NUNN. There is nobody that has to review that, the
guarantee agency does not have to review it, nobody from the Department of Education?
Mr. ThotwAs. That is correct, Senator.
Senator NUNN. Is that a flaw in the law or the regulations?
Mr. THOMAS. It would seem so. It would seem so, and I believe
that is inconsistent also among the institutions accredited by different accrediting agencies. I think different accrediting agencies have
different rules relative to branch campuses.
Senator Nurstx. But that is up to the accrediting agency, not up
to thethere is no uniform Department of Education regulation or
law that would cover that?
Mr. THOMAS. I believe that is so, Senator.
At another school licensed and accredited in 1981, tuition grew
from $2 million a year to $26 million, as it opened 20 branch campuses between 198,3 and 1986. This school closed in 1987. owing $10
million in tuition refunds and leaving thousands of students with
incomplete educations.
We believe that. most of the problems with branch campuses
could be eliminated by merely enforcing existing legislative intent.
Therefore, we recommended that the Department require a branch
campus to be in existence for 2 years before it is allowed to participate in student aid programs.
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In another issue area, we found that, in order to qualify for student aid funds, certain schools have misrepresented their course
lengths or padded courses until they are longer than needed to
train students for employment.
Senator NUNN. Mr. Thomas, let me back up just a minute. You

say you recommended that the Department require a branch
partici-

campus to be in existence for 2 years before it is allowed to
pate in student aid programs. When did you make that recommendation?
Mr. THOMAS. That is a recent recommendation, Senator.
Senator NUNN. Recently?
Mr. THomws. Yes, sir, in February 1990.

Our report on course length disclosed that, while the departinstitument's current eligibility determination procedures require verified
tions to submit course length data, the data are not always

either by the appropriate accrediting agency or by the Department.
For example, the Continental Training Services case is an examverified.
ple of the problems which arise when course length is not
the
DepartIn September of 1988, the Department of Justice and
charging
Conment of Education filed a civil suit for $366 million,
the
tinental Training Services and Superior Training Services, and
Federal
primary owner of both companies, with def:auding the
guaranteed student loan program.
Superior was in almost every State in the Union and was receiving about $50 million a year in grants and loans made to the students. Through Superior, the owner and Continental offered part
correspondence, part "resident training" truck driving and heavy
equipment operation courses which were sold to students by a nationwide commissioned sales force. About 99 percent of Continental's annual revenue came from tuition income and the majority of
Continental's students paid their tuition with Federal student aid
funds.

The lawsuit alleges that Ccintinental obtained eligibility to participate in departmental programs by submitting false documents
regarding the length of its courses and the procedures it used to
assure that students possess the ability to benefit from the courses.
In terms of course stretching--our management improvement
report disclosed the results of our review of three occupations, security guard, nursing assistant and manicurist, although we believe
courses
the problem is not limited to those three. We found that
obtain
emneeded
for
State
licensure
or
to
were much longer than
ployment.
As an example, although many States have no formal training
requirements for security guards, and those that do require between 4 and 60 clock hours, it is not uncommon to find schools offering security guard training courses of 300 to almost 700 hours.
In those schools, not only has the course length been stretched 10
to 25 times beyond State licensing requirements, but there is condecern that some of the tactics taught are dangerous and involve
"A-15
defensive
weapon"
and
the
vices such as "the flashlight as E
assault rifle," which cannot or should not be used by most security
guard companies.
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Further, students attending these course pay as much as 38

times as much in tuition as charged at other institutions such as a
local community college.

Our management improvement report on clock to credit hour
conversions advised the Department to take action to limit abuses
that occur when schools assign unreasonable credit hours to clock
hour training programs. solely to obtain additional funding.
At one school in Oklahoma. a 9-month dental assistant program.
which was a one academic-year/900 clock hour irzgram, equivalent
to no more than 24 semester hours, was conve
and assigned 2
academic years and 48 semester hours. After the conversion, student aid maximum awards increased from $4,800 to $9,700.
At the same school, the x-ray technician program, which was
1,300 hours/35 credit hours long, was converted to more than 78

credit hours. This increased the program's student aid funding
qualification from $8,500 to nearly $18,000.

Another issue area we have focused on is the ability to benefit

and admission practices. In November of 1989, we issued a management improvement report which discusses how certain schools im-

properly screen students to assure that they have the ability to

benefit from the federally-funded training provided. Students without a high school diploma or equivalent may enroll in an institution under an ability to benefit provision, as determined by a test
or counseling, and be eligible for student aid.

Our draft audit report on a chain of 14 technical schools de-

scribes how students at the chain received $37 million, even though
at the schools we visited, students were not properly tested to determine their ability to benefit.
In the case involving Continental, which I mentioned befoi e, the
lawsuit alleges that Continental emplvyes altered wrong answers
on ability-to-benefit tests, which changed failing grades into pass-

ing grades, or provided the potential students with answers to

assure that the individual could enter the school. Individuals who
had physical disabilities which would prevent them from driving a
truck or from obtaining a license to do so were enrolled. Individuals were enrolled who could not get licenses because of prior driving or criminal records or who were serving prison sentences at the
time which could prevent them from attending resident training
within a reasonable period of time.
As a result of the Office of Inspector General's investigation, a
Boston grand jury returned a 12-eount indictment in October of
1979, charging Wilfred American Education Corporation, Wilfred
Academy, Inc., and American Business Institute, Inc., with mail
fraud involving a scheme to defraud the department's student aid
programs of over $10 million.

The indictment alleges that the defendants, through its employees, engaged in a complex scheme from prior to 1979 until at least
1986, to defraud the Department, Wilfred's students and prospective students by means of false and fraudulent pretenses, representations and promises, and material omissions, including falsifying
ability-to-benefit tests.

Our audit of Ultissima Beauty Institute showed that the school
used four different tests to determine whether students could benefit from training. One of the tests was a bogus exam, according to
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the exam publisher. Two other tests were untimed or otherwise improperly administered in ways that invalidated the results. Tests
available only in English were included in files of non-Englishspeaking students, and many of the files contained answer sheets
that appeared to have been altered. Unissirna employed commissioned sales persons, and through interviews and a review of the
school's sales manual, we found that ability-to-benefit tests were
used largely as sales tools, rather than to properly screen students'
abilities.
Our audit of the Hausman Computer School disclosed that this
school used false high school diplomas to admit virtually all of its
students.
Senator NUNN. Excuse me. What is happening to these schools,
once you make these findings? What happened to Wilfred, what
happened to Ultissirna?
Mr. THOMAS. Well, in the case of Wilfred, they have been indicted in the jurisdiction of the State of Florida, as well as in Boston,
and trial in Florida is scheduled for the first week in March, so
that one is pending.
Ultissima, I am advised by Mr. Strong, is pending before a State
court at this time.
Senator NUNN. A criminal case?
Mr. THOMAS. Yes, sir.

Our audit of the Hausman Computer School disclosed that they
used false high school diplomas to admit virtually all of its students. The audit recommended refund of all Pell Grants and guaranteed loans received, a total of about $24 million, and repayment
of interest and special allowances. Based upon our investigation,
the two owners were both sent to prison and ordered to pay about
$1.8 million back to the government.

In the issue area of refunds, we found that certain schools Lre
not making required refunds of federally funded tuition when the
students drop out of training, which results in increased costs to
the student borrowers in terms of amount of debt and to the department in terms of interest and special allowance payments and
defaults when they occur.
For example, our audit of the National Technical Schools, in Los
Angeles, disclosed that the school did not make refunds to students
who had withdrawn by not submitting lessons. We found about $3
million owed to students under the school's refund policy. In addition, we found that the school's policy was not fair or equitable and
that students were overcharged a total of $75,000 for registration
fees and over $380,000 for equipment that they did not receive.
In November of 1989, the California Attorney General filed a
consumer protection action against the school in superior court, alleging that the school made numerous false representations about
its teaching program. The suit asks for $22 million in restitution
and $2 million in fines.
We have identified two issue areas involving lenders participating in the student aid program. These are performance of due diligence requirements to assure collectability of loans, and payment
of origination fees due to the department for each loan.
Lenders participating in student loan programs are required to

perform certain actions within specified time frames, to help
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assure the collectability of student loans. These actions constitute
due diligence in loan management. To determine whether lenders
were meeting the due diligence requirements, we analyzed the results of 101 lender reviews conducted by 13 guarantee agencies
during 1987 and 1988, and found that 87 percent of the lender files
reviewed contained what we considered to be due diligence exceptions.

The Baybanks Credit Corporation is an example of due diligence
problems, as disclosed by our investigation. On February 2, 1990,
the Baybanks Credit Corporation pled guilty in Boston to a onecount information charging the corporation with fraud involving
falsification of documents related to the guaranteed student loan

program. As part of its plea, the corporation agreed to pay a

$500,000 criminal fine and make restitution of almost a quarter of
a million dollars to the department.
There was evidence that officers directed student loan collectors
to fabricate computerized records of collection activities in the collection correspondence and 60-day delinquency notices. There was
evidence that student loan collectors back-dated collection cards
and collection correspondence. Collectors and some officers also
traced signatures onto forbearance agreements.
Another example of the due diligence problems is Florida Federal Savings Bank. A Federal grand jury in Tampa. Florida, returned
a 43-count indictment in September of 1989, alleging that the Florida Federal Savings Bank, through its officers and employees, submitted up to 17,000 fraudulent insurance claims, worth approximately $35 million, for principal and accrued interest on guaranteed student loans.
The indictment charges Florida Federal and two former officers.
It alleges that default claims were supported by documents falsely

reflecting that certain collection activity was performed on the
loan accounts and that the two former officers instructed other

bank employees to create false records to show that required collection activity was performed.
Senator NUNN. Let me ask a question here. When somebody files
17,000 fraudulent insurance claims, worth approximately $35 mil-

lion, that must indicate they think that the people they are filing
those with are incompetent. I mean, what is the reputation out
there in the field of this program and those who administer it? Is it
one of just pure, total incompetency, or is it one of staff being so

overwhelmed that they cannot possibly handle the job? I mean you
just do not see this kind of flagrant efforts of fraud, unless people
think that everybody who is managing the program is asleep. Do
you?

Mr. THOMAS. It is always difficult to characterize these and try to
ascribe reasons or motives for people's actions, Mr. Chairman. Certainly, the people who would do this would feel that they would not
be detected or else they would not do it. That would have to be the
conclusion that one would *.each.
In the ease of Florida Federal, they would have gone to the guarantee agency with these 17,000 claims that we allude to there, and
ultimately on to the Federal Government for reimbursement.

Senator NUNN. Well, do you know of anything like this that

occurs in the non-governmental world?
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Mr. THOMAS. Well, not being that familiar with it, all I know is
savings and loan thing, and it

what is in the papers on the Federal
seems like that is pretty substantial, perhaps in other areas than
student loans, maybe some of the other kinds of activities that they
have as well. I really do not know specifically.
Senator NUNN. How was this detected? Did the guarantee agency
determine that these were fraudulent, or did somebody go in and
audit it, or what happened?
Mr. THOMAS. As I email, on this one we received information
infrom a former employee. The former employee had notified theand
Government
stitution itself and they had notified the Federal quite
a bit by the
investigative
work,
we
were
assisted
we did some
AtFederal Bureau of Investigation, and through the United States
they
did
indictments
came
about.
I
think
that
virney in Tampa the
originally discover this inside by an employee.
Senator NUNN. Okay. Go ahead.
Mr. THOMAS. We have also found some problems with Lhe SLS
program, that the General Accounting Office referred to this mornfees
ing. Certain proprietary schools have increased their tuition SLS
dependent
student
eligibility
for
and have improperly certified
loans, which increases the volume of SLS dollars coming into the
schools.
To illustrate, our ongoing audit of a chain of beauty schools disclosed that the schools' tuition increased at the same time that the
SLS program was introduced to the proprietary schools sector. In
September of 1985, tuition at the school was $4,395. In March of
1988, when the SLS money became available, tuition increased to
$9,007. At another school, tuition increased from $3,950 in 1986-87
to $6,550 in 1989-90, but will decrease to $4,000 in 1990-91, because,
according to that school's director, the school lost its participation
in the SLS program.
We also have some concern about the PLUS program that you
heard the General Accounting Office talk about this morning. Curloan recipients to appear
rent PLUS regulations do not requireLoan
proceeds are sent dibefore either the lender or the school.
an eligible student,
rectly to the parent borrower on behalf ofloans
provided to stuwhereas the proceeds of other guaranteed
student
plans to attend.
dents are sent directly to the school the
payable
to
the parent borFurther, PLUS loan checks are made
loan
checks
are
made
co-payable
to the
rower, whereas the other
have
illustratstudent and to the school. Recent investigative cases
ed the ease with which ineligible or nonexistent applicants can receive PLUS loans.
One other area 1 would like to cover is that of the non-Federal
audits of schools participating in the student aid programs. All institutions of higher education are required to obtain audits by nonFederal auditors at least biennially. In accordance with the Inspector General Act of 1978, we are required to assure that these audits
meet the auditing standards issued by the Comptroller General.
During fiscal year 1989, we performed desk reviews on over 3,000
student financial aid audit reports. A desk review is a review of an
audit report by the Office of Inspector General in our own offices.
of them
Of the audits that we desk reviewed, 835 or 27 percent deficienwere found to contain significant inadequacies or other
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cies. We also performed quality control reviews, which means we
go to the CPA's offices and review their workpapers, on 192 audit
reports. Of these audits, 114 or 59 percent were found to contain
significant inadequacies or other deficiencies.
In the most egregious of these cases, we refer the auditors to the
State boards of accountancy for appropriate disciplinary action and
to the American Institute of CPAs for whatever ethics actions they
have responsibility for. We have made 46 such referrals since April
of 1985. We hope to see a noticeable improvement on audit quality
in 1990. This is the first full period in which audits conducted in
accordance with the May 1988 audit guide are due. Audit quality
will, we hope, be improved by the use of the new audit guide, by
the training that we provide to practitioners, and by technical assistance provided to practitioners and others.

Mr. Chairman, Mr. Levin, I appreciate this opportunity to be

before you and my colleagues and I would stand ready to try to respond to your questions.
Senator NUNN. Thank you very much, Mr. Thomas, for your testimony here today, which I must say is a pretty discouraging picture of the status of this overall program, particularly the proprietary area.
How many staff people do you have now overall, and how many
do you have working in this student loan area in the IG office?
Mr. THOMAS. For fiscal year 1990, the current fiscal year, Mr.

Chairman, I have a total staff assignment of 330 people. Of that
number, we have a little over 200 that are devoted exclusively to
student aid, which makes up about 45 percent of the department's
budget, about 65 percent of my staff.
Senator NUNN. SO, two-thirds of your 1G staff. roughly, are working in the student aid area?
Mr. THOMAS. That is correct, sir.

Senator NUNN. Do you know how many people are in the Department of Education, not your shop but the other parts of the
Department, are working on student aid?
Mr. THOMAS. No, sir, I have no way of knowing thatvery large
numbers, though, in the postsecondary education area, in particular, as well as some, of course, in the accounting system areas.
Senator NUNN. IS it true that these people in the programmatic
area are divided up, that there is no one Assistant Secretary, there
are several that this jurisdiction comes under?
Mr. THOMAS. Well, I would not characterize it the same way that

I have heard previously this morning. The Assistant Secretary for
Postsecondary Education has administrative responsibility for all
of the postsecondary education programs. Under him, there are two
Deputy Assistant Secretaries. One is a Deputy Aasistant Secretary
for Student Financial Assistance. In this case, it is a lady named
Bobbie Dunn, and she has responsibility for all of the student aid
pmgrams.

Now, once you get below her, then they begin to be broken out
functionally, so that the loans and the grants are kind of intermingled at that point.
Senator NUNN, So, you think that there is some accountability,
then?
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that Bobbie Dunn and.
Mr. THOMAS. I think that you could say
Haynes, the Assistant Secretary, would be

then above her, Leonard
held accountable for these programs.
say you have
Senator NUNN. How many people do you needyou
total?
got 300 working on this problem or 300 200
working on the student
Mr. Thomws. 330 total, a little over
aid activities.
this area, how
Senator NUNN. To do your job in this area, just
many do you need? Have you got enough?
is never enough, it
Mr. THOMAS. Well, Mr. Chairman, there
investigative side,
seems. We have presently over 200 cases on our
employees pardealing with corporate entities, institutions, owners,
could
tell from the
ticipating in student aid programs, and you it takes a long time
that
numbers that I alluded to a moment ago,
speaking, they are very pathese
cases.
Generally
to get through
it takes a long time.
perwork intensive and very time-intensive, in
just had the
One of the cases I alluded to, we started 1984. We
time,
we had 25
At any one
indictments in 1989, so it took 5 years. around
the country. So they
or 26 people working on that one case
are very, very staff-intensive.timethis past year. we did about 30
We have at the present
proprieare approximately 7,000
audits with our staff. Well, there
out
th.ere,
so
branches
tary schools and, in some cases, independent
staff
is
relawith
our
audit
we cover
you can see the numbers that
speaking,
those that come to our attentively small and, generally
tion of having significant problems.
what percentSenator Nt.nciv. What do you need to really cover,
age do you need to cover them?
510
a staff of about
Mr. THOMAS. We have anticipated that withbefore
budget
in
the
peopleand this is what I have testified to
presentationwith a staff of about 510, that we can get virtually
all of our priority work done.
than you
Senator NUNN. That is approximately 80 percent more
have now?

330the 1991 budget that the President
330 to 360, so that is, in
has submitted increases that staff from in that.
essence, a 9 percent increase, 150 difference
Mr. THOMAS. Well, from

Senator NUNN. A 60 or 70 percent increase, anyway?
work it
Mr. Thom As. Yes, sir, whatever that number is. I did not
out, Senator.
here, or, as the
Senator NUNN. Are we secing just the bad apples
in this proprietary

previous testimony, are there whole orchards
out there? could tell that,
school area, whole orchards of bad apples
way
that we
Mr. THOMAS. I wish there was some
frequently.
It
comes up when I tesbecause that question comesSecretary
up
when I talk to him and with
tify, it comes up with the
there is no way to tell. It seems like,
the Assistant Secretary, and
new institution
though, that with a high degree of regularity,toa go
into it, either
keeps coming to our attention and we continue
through audit or through investigation.
I certainly would not go on record as saying that the preponderapples. I do not
ance of the proprietary schools out there are bad
percentage
has to be
believe that. But if you have got 7,000, what big shadow on the
bad to occupy you full-time and to really cast a
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overall program? One of the things I
would mention is that many
of the schools that we have been involved
ones, the Wilfred American, for example, in have been the bigger
of the largest six or
eight schools in the country. Superior wasone
one
of the largest six or
eight schools in the country, and there are others
that we are involved with now which are among the top ten.
So, even though the number of
institutions are perhaps small,
proportionately, the dollars are very,
very significant, very large.
Senator Nurrx. How do you assess the
accreditation, the eligibility and the licensing and certification
process
which allow the participation of certain schools in the SEA
program?
How do you
evaluate that?
Mr. THOMAS. We have done some work in that
area, Mr. Chairman, and we find quite a few problems
in
it.
It
seems
that each one
of those appears to be relying
on
the
other
one
to
have
done something that the other one did not feel they
were
accountable
The accreditation is done by an accrediting organization for.
which is
recognized by the Secretary, so the Secretary has the
opportunity
to weed out bad accrediting organizations.
We have found that that
weeding-out process, that oversight
process,
We have issued a report recently on that area.has some flaws in it.
Once a school is accredited, then it is
licensed by the State, sometimes before, sometimes after, but it is licensed
by the State and we
have found that, in your native State of Georgia,
I think as you
read in your statement this morning, there
are
only
two people in
Georgia to do the licensing for all the State and, therefore,
the
amount of oversight that they have is very low.
Last week, I was in the State of
Louisiana and I was told that
one person and a secretary do all the
licensing activity there, and
they have very laleoensumbers of
proprietary
schools.
Senator Nurnv.
that
mean
the
Federal
Government is going
to have to take this over, or is there
some
way
some incentive to devote more effort in the area? to give the States
Mr. THoma.s. I would hope the
when you begin concentrating latter, Mr. Chairman. I think that
more and more authority and more
and more responsibility in an area,
you have more and more opportunity for difficulties.

I think that

the

Senator NuNNt. You would rather leave it at the State level
and
find some way to strengthen
their

incentives to
sir. What we have tried to do in my own office,
Mr. Chairman, is work with some of the State organizations
to
share with them, as we can, information
so that we can help have
a program with higher integrity. The third
level of that three
gates, if you will, the first being
accreditation,
the
second being licensing, the third being that of eligibility
and
certification,
these
are the two areas that are done by the department.
The issue of eligibility is a determination
as to whether or not
the school has been licensed and
accredited, and then the issue of
the certification is that of determining
financial re, Donsibility
and the administrative capability of thatthe
organization
t carry out
the student aid programs in accordance
with
certain
criteria.
What we have found, again, is
deficiencies that the department
has in carrying out
those responsibilities.
During one recent 3-year
period, I believe ending in 1988, the Department
certified about
Mr. THOMAS. Yes,
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500 of them
2,000 schools, and of those 2,000 schools, it put abouttheir
adininisabout
on a watch list, those that they had questions
responsibility,
and
of that
trative capability or their fmancial business, including the 53
number, aut 150 of them went out of

testimony, where a large number of stuthat I alluded to in my
Government were harmed along the way.

dents and perhaps the Department were a bit more diligent and not
Now, perhaps if the
determination of certifilet those schools in that gate through the have not been harmed
cation, then some of those students could harmed, and we are in
litae been less
and the Government could
changes
in that area to the department at
the process of proposing
this time.
you uncover
Senator NUNN. I am told by the staff that when
that
one case esparticular
school,
that
criminal wrongdoing in a
that
region. Is
sentially drains the Inspector General capabilities in
that true?
a spot problem, yes, sir.
Mr. THOMAS. Well, that can certainly bein
cases Florida, both of which
We have, as I mentioned, two major time.
a matter of fact, they
are preparing for trial at the same thisAs
day,
February 20, 1990.
were both scheduled for trial today,
have
both been postBut because of one thing or another, they
poned for a period of three or four weeks. for trial, both of them
Now, with both of those cases preparing
thin
resources very staff
being massive cases, in fact, does stretch our the
Washington
and we, in fact, had to send people down from
help
get
over that hump.
regions
in
order
to
and from two other
priorities
and deal
So, that is a difficulty, one which we just shift
with.
Thomas, at the adviSenatOr NUNN. Have you taken a look, Mr.
set up to advise
sory committees or councils that are supposedly
and how they are

the Department of Education in these areas
workin?
particular, and that
Mr. Thoicts. We have looked at some, one in that being the one
is the one I alluded to a few moments ago, and accrediting agenthat advises the Secretary on the recognition of and we felt that
cies. We issued a report reeently on that activity
the staff and the compart of the problem we found there was that
available to it in
mittee were not using the information that was program to the
a
making a judgment on whether to recommend acerediting
bodies.

Secretary, whether to recognize or not recognize
of those.
So, yes, sir, we have looked at some
Senator Ntnor. Overall, do you think they are doing an adequate
job, a good job, a bad job, or how do you assess it? that overall fashassess it in
Mr. THOMAS. I do not think I coulddeficiencies
in it. Do I think it
there
are
some
ion. I would say that
that constantly is a
is salvageable? Yes, sir, I do. One of the things
the
people who are on
source of nagging problem is the fact that
knowledgeable people, these
that advisory council, in order to get involved
with the accrediting
are
are some of the same peopleiswho
the term incestuthisI
hate
to
use
organizations, and so there
right
offwhere
the same
ousness, but no other one comes to mind
the outside
Secretary,
who
are
working
on
people are advising the
way it
Perhaps that is the only in
with the accrediting organization. who
that
are knowledgeable
can be, in order to have people
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area. I do not know, but certainly that is a nagging problem that
we confront.

Senator NUNN. Have you brought that to the attention of the

Secretary?
Mr. Thom As. Yes.

Senator Numv. Has your office reviewed the Department's use of
available information concerning schools, such as program reviews,
audits, applications or accrediting body files? If so, what have been
your findings there?
Mr. THOMAS. The findings, I would say, Mr. Chairman, are mixed

in that area. There is a wide variety of information in the Department that is available to folks. Some of it is accessed and some of it
is not accessed. What we routinely do, when we go out to do an
audit or an investigation, is we check to see whether there have
been program reviews, whether there have been guaranty agency
reviews or any other kind of reviews, and we use that as a good
sour:e of information, in order for us to structure some of what we
are_ going to do when we go into an organization.

Wliat we fmd, though, is that in some cases in the department

there are pockets of information which are not accessed or accessible by other parts of the organization.

Senator NUNN. Do your general findings in this overall area
apply strictly to the loan programs, or are they also applicable to
the Pell Grant program?
Mr. THOMAS. They would be applicable across the board to the

student aid

Senator NUNN. Just wherever the money is?
Mr. THOMAS. That is correct, sir. As a general rule, the only dif-

ference in the requirements has to do with course length between
the grant and the Joan programs, but other than that, substantially
the requirements are about the same.
Senator NUNN. Is your office active in referring cases to the Justice Department for criminal prosecution and do you get cooperation from the Justice Department in criminal cases, generally?
Mr. THOMAS. Yes, sir. The Inspector General Act requires that,
when we find fraud against the government, that we work closely
with the Department of Justice and we do with local United States
Attorneys. Our case agents in the field work very closely with the
Assistant U.S. Attorneys in the jurisdiction where we find problems and we work very closely, of course. with the Department of
Justice, and here we also have been supported rather well, I would
say, by the Federal Bureau of Investigation in some cases where we
had to have a very large number of people on the street at any one
particular time.
Again, going back to a couple of cases I mentioned this morning.
with the
itude of them, there was just no way that our staff
could covenilatt number of people that had to be interviewed, sometimes 600 and 800, and in the locations that they had to go, and so
the FBI has been very supportive in helping us get through that.
The other part of it, of course, is our ability to carry out the responsibilities. There are certain things that we try to do that we do
not have the power or the authority to do, iarid this has to do with
the full law enforcement authority which you have heard about,
perhaps, from other Inspectors General. Frequently, it gets to a
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of
point of serving a warrant or making an arrest or something
that kind, where our staff has to back away and bring one of the
traditional law enforcement agencies in, at their convenience, to
wait.
carry out those activities and we have to just sit andworked
the case
have
agents
who
have
On the other hand, we
from
it. They
then
have
to
back
away
right up to the closure and
records
have
the
knowledge
of
what
would be the ones that would
in
to
serve
a
records
to
look
at,
once
you
go
to look for and what
out
search warrant, for example. It makes it very difficult to carry

those functions.
Senator NUNN. You have heard the staff report this morning and
I assume you have had a chance to at least give it ft preliminary
chance to read
assessment. I do not know whether you have had aportrayal
of the

it in advance. Do you generally agree with the
problems presented by Mr. Buckley this morning?
Mr.
Mr. Timm. As. I have not had a chance to read that statement,until
Chairman. I would like to reserve the overall characterizationof the
I have had a chance to do so. Certainly, I agree with many

points that he made, because

Senator Ntnkm. Do you take exception to any particular point
that you heard this morning?
Mr. Thom As. The only one that comes to mind immediately is
the one that you already mentioned, that being
Senator Nurtrt. Accountability?
That is the
Mr. THOMAS [continuing]. Accountability, yes, sir.
only one that comes to mind.
Senator Numt. Would you let us know when you haveit?had a
chance to review it, whether you disagree with any parts of
Mr. THostAs. Yes, I would be happy to.
Senator NUNN. Thank you.
Senator Levin.
Senator Lxvmr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

You have
Let me commend you for your tenacity in this area. pursued
it,
had a long-standing interest in this issue and you have
as you always do, with great firmness. Everybody is in your debt
for doi: so and your staff as well.
Mr. Mairman, I have an opening statement that I would like to
have inserted in the record.
Senator NUNN. Without objection, it will be made part of the
record, Senator Levin.
Senator Lxvix. Thank you.
[The opening statement of Senator Levin follows:1
OPZNING &AMU:NT 0? SMNATOR LEVIN

scandal inMr. Chairman, I was in Detroit, Michigan, during the height of the
1970's. We wit.
volving the HUD single family mortgage msurance program in the
and moderate income people into
!leased a woill-intentioned programgetting low
10,000
abandoned homes. 'That scanhomeownershipgo *our, leaving behind over
participants. bad
dal sounded much like this onefalsified applications, ineligibleprogrammatic
prothe
federal
government
few
management, little oversight from
choose
to
learn.
tections. It seems like we never learnor never
a societythe
Here we have programs involving one of our highest priorities as
squander one of
people.
We
cannot
afford
to
education and training of our young
millions we have been
our precious education dollars, much lam the hundreds of
design
and
mienumagement
told are being last because of poor program
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We've got to turn this problem aroundnow. We've got to take the recommendations we will hear about today from the Education Inspector General and the GAO

and get them in place as quickly as possible. That may require more staffmore
auditors. But although the upfront costs may be greater. the long run savingsin
dollar and human talentwill be worth it. We've learned that from the savings and
loan disaster.

I commend you. Mr. Chairman, fGr keeping our attention on this massive problem. There were hearings and promises several years ago, but obviously much more
needs to be done. I offer my assistance in working with you and the subcommittee
to make sure that the necessary management reforms be implemented.

Senator LEVIN. Mr. Thomas, you testified a moment ago that a
1989 audit disclosed that the department's financial analysis certi-

fication proceduresthese are procedures to make sure that a

school's financial analysis is in decent shape, that it is accurate
and in placewere not adequate to protect the Government or to
protect students. And I think you gave some figures a few minutes
ago that of the 2,000 schools that you looked at, 500 were put on a
watch list, I believe.
Mr. THOMAS. That is my recollection, yes.
SenatOr LEVIN. How many schools were actually de-certified?
Mr. THOMAS. To the best of my knowledge, not any, Senator.
Senator LEVIN. Why is that?

Mr. Dimwits. I do not know specifically why that is. I know that
the due process is a very cumbersome thing in the Department. For
example, one of the institutions that I alluded to earlier this morning, having to do with the $366 million lawsuit that the Govern-

ment had, the Assistant Secretary, shortly after that lawsuit was
filed, took the tact that that school should be !rade ineligible. In
fact, he made the statement that that school is not now and never
has been eligible to participate and, therefore, tried to remove its
eligibility and that process is still in the courts today, and that was
roughly a year and a half ago that the Assistant Secretary tried to
take that action.
Senator LEVIN. So, a hearing is required before a school is de-certified or rendered ineligible because of auditing failures?
Mr. THOMAS. It was not prescribed so, but the courts held that it

should have happened. In other words, there was not anything in
the regulations or the statute that would say that, yes, you have to
do that, but when a temporary restraining order was issued, then
the courts said that should have happened within the department.
Senator LEVIN. Would it be better for us to have eligibility certifications run for a certain number of years and then have to be renewed? Would that make it easier for us not to renew eIi,ibility or
certification in such obvious cases of failures of procedures on the
part of these schools?

Mr. THONtAs. Senator, I think that, as we think about these
things, we are all searching for an answer and I am not sure that
there is an answer. I think that there are a lot of bits and pieces to
it. Whether, for example, the school should be relicensed and
whether there is some criteria that should be presented at that
point, whether they should be made to be re-certified and they
have to come in with new statements, et cetera, I think each of
those things is an element to be considered and part of the process
to improve the integrity of the program, certainly.
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on that
Senator LEvIer. Would you give us a recommendation
re-certificaissue, whether or not we ought to require mandatory
level of defaults or
schools
go
above
a
certain
tion of eligibility, if
something
some other standard, so that we do not have to take
away that is part of an original approval?
that.
we would be happy to do500
Mr. Tuous.s. Yes, sir,interesting
on a watch list
that we have
Senator LEVIN. It is
You
said
150 of them
and not one of them was ever de-certified.aetien.
went out of business, but that was not our
Mr. THOMAS. Yes, sir.
Senator LEVIN. That is a large number of schools that are soaking up a large amount of taxpayer dollars.
Mr. Thomas. Yes, sir.
receiving these
Senator LEVIN. They just continue in operation, nothing about
benefits from this Federal program, and we really do
them but watch them.
agencies and indicated
You have also looked at the accrediting
in
the
proprietary area, is
some problems, apparently, principally
that true?
that we have found the
Mr. THOMAS. Yes, sir, those are the ones
most difficulty with.
or not recogSenator LEVIN. NOW, do we do anything to recognize test
that we
of
a
State?
Is
there
any
nize an accrediting agency
is
it
as
far
as we
accrediting agency, that
apply? If a State has an

are concerned, we accept their conclusions?
call for the SecreMr. THOMAS. The existing law and regulations
tary to recognize an accrediting association.
Senator LEVIN. Have we ever not recognized an accrediting association?
told that there have
Mr. THOMAS. I do not believe we have. I am
in and we have
been some cases where they have originally come do not have any
that
time,
but
once
in,
we
not recognized them at
knowledge that we have ever gotten one out.
Senator LEVIN. Do we have any process to get one out, to de-recognize them?
that is required. I
Mr. THOMAS. There is a cyclical review process
council
that
this
advisory
believe it is a 5-year review process,5-year cycle.
a
comes in and does make reviews onthing
that you can tell us about
Senator LEVIN. Is there any one
process? We have a

that you are recommending to improve that
that should not be. that
whole bunch of schools that are accredited this programhow can
are fly-by-night operations that are abusing
we tighten that up?
recommending
Mr. THOMAS. Well, one of the things that we are
agencies
is for the
of accrediting
in this specific area of recognition
available
to
it. We
government to use the information that it hasmeeting, it came to
know, for example, that in a recent advisory
in the departour attention that there was a variety of information
committee,
and had it
advisory
ment that was not presented to the have
decision.
made
a
different
been, the advisory committee mayof reeearch that is done ahead of
We have found that the amount
meetings is limited,
time to prepare for these advisory committee
provide
we are told, by the staff availability in the department to
the staff support for the advisory council.
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Senator LEVIN. Do you have a watch list for accrediting agencies
in some States which have just not done their job?
Mr. THOMAS. We do not have a watch list, as such, no, sir.
Senator LEVIN. Can you identify any accrediting agencies in any
States that, as a matter of fact, have a very bad record in terms of
accreditation?
Mr. THOMAS. To my knowledge, there is no such list.
Senator LEVIN. Should there be?
Mr. THOMAS. Perhaps. Perhaps.
Senator LEVIN. IS it easy to identify, computer-wise?

Mr. THOMAS. There is not an information base anywhere from
which that kind of information could come. But the other part of
that is that, again, we only look at a portion of the schools that a
particular accrediting agency accredits, and to say that this very
bad one was accredited and, therefore, to say that the accrediting
process is not good is kind of a giant step. and to say that that accrediting body should have sanctions taken against it may not be a
fair statement, and so it is very difficult because of the number

of

Senator LEVIN. You could at least ask those accrediting bodies
that have a large number of schools that have been accredited that
end up on our watch list, what percentage of the schools they accredit are on the watch list. You could do that?
Mr. Tuostuts. Yes, sir, we could do that and that would certainly
be part of the criteria that could be used by the department in its

recognition processes, how many

Senator LEVIN. As far as you know, we do not do that?
Mr. THOMAS. Correct.

Senator LEVIN. We have heard a lot about the default rate and
assume that that is the key indicator of schools' performance, is

that correct?
Mr. THOMAS. I am not sure that it is in and of itself, Senator.
Senator LEVIN. I thought that, in the Reconciliation Act, that we
cut off SIS loans to schools that had default rates of a certain percentage or more.
Mr. THOMAS. That is my understanding, yes, sir.
Senator LEVIN. SO, it was a key indicator, at least from Congress?
Mr. Tnosiks. It was a key indicator and I think that was a very

good move. My own recommendation is that those provisions in
that Act should be put into the Higher Education Reauthorization
Act when it comes about in 1990-91.
Senator LEVIN. Well, I have some difficulties actually with that,

because it seems to me that you cannot and should not just look at
default rates.
Mr. THOMAS. I agree with that.

Senator LEVIN. Well, if you agree with that, then we ought to
put some other indicators in there besides default rate. Would you
agree with that?
Mr. THOMAS. Yes, sir, I sure would.

Senator LEVIN. Because is it not true that some schools that have
a high default rate may be doing a better job of reducing that rate
than some schools with a lower than 30 percent default? In other
words, you have got some school populations, because of circurn-
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stances and background. that are a high-risk population in terms of
paying back loans. Is that not a fair statement?
Mr. THoraws. I would say that is true.
Senator LEVIN. And those schools that take on that challenge,if
schools, should not be punished
and it is a challenge for many
handling
their student loan program,
they are doing a good job of
might
have
a
default
rate that is higher than
even though they
Is that fair?
that
has
a
lower-risk
population.
some other school
Mr. THOMAS. Yes, sir. That is why I stated earlier, Senator, that I
do not think there is any one easy way to get to that right answer.
That certainly is a consideration.
Senator LEVIN. SO, would it then be fair to say that you would
of

encourage us to have a more sophisticated standard, in terms
penalties, than simply what the default rate is?
Mr. THOMAS. That is right. That is correct.
Senator LEVIN. As I look at the default rates, for instance, in my
State, I recognize some schools that have higher default rates that
but
are very solid, good schools, that have good loan programs,
circumhave a population of students that, because of economic
stances and background, makes it far more likely that they havede-a
higher default rate than some other schools that have lower
fault rates, and I do not think we ought to punish those schools or
loan program
the students that go to those schools, providing theirprocedures
and
is well-handled, providing they have good auditing
loan
proshould
be
required
in
a
good
do all the other things which
gram.
Mr. THOMAS. That sounds reasonable to me, yes. sir.

Senator LEVIN. I just have one other question, Mr. Chairman.
Shall I take a moment and do it?
Senator NUNN. Go right ahead.
Senator LEVIN. As I understand it, guarantors and lenders, in
180-day
some instances at least, when there is a default and after a the
loan,
off
by
the
government
on
period and they have been paid
then also do the collection on those loans. Is that correct?
Mr. THomAs. The collection of the ones that have been defaulted?
Senator LEVIN. And for which they have already been paid by
the government.
Mr. THOMAS. That is correct, yes.
Senator LEVIN. Now, does that not create a conflict of interest,
inherently, when that is done, because then that lender or that
the
guarantor has less of an incentive to collect the loan during
of
col180-day period, because that person is also in the businessthe govpaid off by
lecting on old loans for which they have been
something
like 30 perernment? And I understand that they get
know if I
loans
they
collect.
I
do
not
cent as payment of whatever
have stated that clearly enough.
Mr. TnomAs. I think I understand it.
Senator LEVIN. Do you understand what I am saying? Is there
any inherent conflict of interest there?
M. THOMAS. It could be read that w..y, even though the one offgets
setting factor is that if the guarantee agency's defeult ratetestiGeneral
Accounting
Office
above this trigger figure that the
fied to earlier today, then the proportionate share that they get re-
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imbursed by the Federal Government goes down and the share of
what the guarantee agency has to come up with increases.
Senator LEVIN. Of the share of what?
Mr. THOMAS. Of the default amount. In other words, if there is a

$10,000 default and if the default rate of that guarantee agency
hits this trigger figure, then the Federal Government only reimburses that guarantee agency by, say, 90 percent, rather than 100
percent.

Senator LEVIN. Is that not the default rate before the 180-day
period that I am talking about?
Mr. THOMAS. It is claims paid. I am not sure about----Senator LEVIN. Let me take you one step further, then.
Mr. THOM As. Okcy.

Senator LEVIN. Durirrr thpt 180-day period, there is an effort to
collect that defaulted lour,
that correct?
Mr. THOMAS, Yes, sir.

Senator LEVIN. If the effort fails and the case we are talking
about, where the guarantee or the lender also becomes a collection
agency after the 180-day period, and the 180 days ends, they are
paid off in full by the Federal Government. then on the 181st day.
If they collect the loan, they keep 30 percent of what they collect
and keep everything that they have been paid by the Federal Government.
Mr. THOMAS. That is correct. That is my understanding.
Senator LEVIN. Does that not create an incentive to wait that
extra day to collelt?
Mr. THOMAS. It could. It could, certainly.

Senator LEVIN. Well, it seems to me it is pretty clear that it

would.

Mr. THOMAS. From what I hear you say, it certainly could, but it

seems to meI am not 100 percent sure about this timing, but it
seems to me at the point that it goes into default is the point at
which that number begins to add to that trigger figure, but I am
not positive of that.
Senator LEVIN. Well, I am afraid that-Mr. THOMAS. But I understand your point.
Senator LEVIN. There are some heads nodding in the back there
that are agreeing with what I see.
Mr. THOMAS. They may know better than I.
Senator LEVIN. Well, I may be wrong but I am afraid the situa-

tion is that there is an inherent or built-in conflict, because the
same people who were paid off in full, then, after 180 days, are also
in the collection business in some cases and they have an incentive
to increase the amount of their collection business, like any collection agency, and all they have to do is wait foryou know, make a

feeble effort in the first 180 days, g.et paid off and then make a
much stronger effort and then keep 30 percent of what they collect,
after the 180 days, which is another part of their business.
I would think we at least ought to look at a prohibition against
any person who is in the loan business or in the guarantee business
from also being in the collection business after the 180 days or
having an interest as a collection agency. I wonder if you could
give us a report back as to whether that would not eliminate what
seems to be a very inherent conflict of interest.
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will give you some
Mr. THOMAS. Let us take a look at it and we
feedback.

Senator LEVIN. Thank you.
Senator NUNN. Thank you very much, Senator Levin.
anything else you

Mr. Thomas and your associates, do you have We are going to
would like to bring to our attention this morning?
continue to stay in touch with you as we go through these hearings.
to work with
Mr. THomws. Well, we would be happy to continue
would be happy to
you, Senator, and anything we can provide, we
and
we will obviously
do so and we will be working with your staff
continue to do that.
have any other
Senator NUNN. Mr. Strong, do you or Mr. Lane
comments?

Mr. STRONG. No, sir.
Mr. LANE. No, sir.

Senator NuNN. We appreciate your help and we will look forward to continue working with you.
next week. The Subcommittee
We will continue these hearings
February
26, at 9 a.m., in this same
will reconvene on Monday,
regarding the proprieroom, SD-342 Dirksen, to receive testimony Career Training Cortary schools. We ere examining the American
poration of Pompano Beach, Florida.
about their findAt that time, the Subcommittee staff will testify The
staff will be
investigation
of
this
school.
ings relative to their
of
the corpostudents
and
employees
followed by a panel of former
from
the
school
president.
ration, then we will hear
Senator LEVIN. Mr. Chairman, do you plan on having someone
from the Department of Education testify?
Senator NUNN. Not next Monday, but we will.
Senator LEVIN. At some point?
Senator NUNN. Right. We also have some requests from associaWe will invite any of
tions representing the proprietary schools.
for the record and we will

those associations to submit statements
depending on the
try to hear from some of them at a later date,
we certainly
schedule of the hearings and how long these last, but
lot
of
hard-worka
want the statements because we know there are
commendable
job and
a
ing people in private schools that are doing have
every
opportunity
we want to make it clear that they would
willI know
to be heard. We also hope that these associations
strengthen
their own
some of them arewill make a lot of effort to
these asand
any
suggestions
that
procedures of their membership,
licensing
can be
sociations have to us about how our accreditation
218.]
[See
Exhibit
No.
I
on
p.
improved, we would welcome.
that will advise
We would particularly welcome any suggestionsbetween
the bad
how
we
distinguish
the Federal Government on
because we
That
would
be
very
helpful,
apples and the good apples.
when you get
know there are a lot of good apples out there. But has
to be done
this kind of losses and this kind of fraud, something
about it.
we look forSo, we thank you, Mr. Thomas, for being here and continue
the
ward to continuing to work with you, and we will
hearing again next Monday morning.
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[Whereupon, at 11:40 a.m., the Subcommittee was recessed, to reconvene on Monday, February 26, 1990, a 9 a.m.
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ABUSES IN FEDERAL STUDENT AID PROGRAMS
MONDAY. FEBRUARY 26, 1990
U.S. SENATE,
PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS,

Washington, DC

The Subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9 a.m., in room
SD-342, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Sam Nunn, Chair-

man of the Subcommittee, presiding.
Present: Senators Nunn and Roth.

Staff Present: Eleanore J. Hill, Chief Counsel; John F. Sopko,

Deputy Chief Counsel; Alan Edelman, Counsel; Kim Wherry, Counsel; Harold B. Lippman, Investigator; David B. Buckley, Chief Investigator; Grace T. McPhearson, Investigator; Cynthia Comstock,
Staff Assistant; Dec lan Cashman, Staff Assistant; Mariea Sweeney,
Staff Assistant; Daniel F. Rinzel, Minority Chief Counsel; Stephen

Levin, Minority Counsel; Carla Martin, Minority Assistant Chief
Clerk; Roger Ayer, Detailee (GAO) to the Minority; Kim Corthell
(Senator Cohen); Eric Whitaker (Senator Rudman); El lise HalpernBarnes (Senator Stevens); Bobby Frankin (Senator Pryor); Scott
Williams (Senator Nunn); and Bob Harris, Deputy Staff Director,
Full Committee.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR NUNN

Senator NUNN. The Subcommittee will come to order.
Today, the Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations begins its
second day of hearings on allegations of waste, fraud, and abuse in
the Federal student aid program. Last week's testimony suggested

that, at best, the program is in serious trouble; and, at worst, it

may be on the brink of disaster. Representatives of the Clneral Accounting Office reported that while the volume of federally hacked
student loans has increased by 83 percent in the last 6 years, the
default rate for these same loans has skyrocketed by 338 percent.
As a result, default costs now account for 36 percent of the total
program costs.

In that context, the Subcommittee staff also testified at last

week's hearing presenting the results of their initial review of Fed-

eral student aid programs. The staff testified that, in their view,
they had not found even one part of the program that was operat-

ing efficiently or effectively. Their findings cited poor communication, inadequate data, and an overall lack of adequate Government

oversight for a Federal program that, as a result, is generating
huge windfalls for unscrupulous profiteers at the taxpayers' ex53)
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the
pense. The staff quoted field personnel who candidly described
program as being "in chaos."
of Education also tesThe Inspector General for the Department
staff
report by citing case
tified, underscoring the findings of the in student loan programs.
after case of abuse and outright fraud suggested that these probThe inspector general and others have of proprietary or for-profit
in the area
lems are particularly acute
further in today's
trade schools, an area which we will examine
hearing.
review the findings of the
The Subcommittee will this morning currently participating in
school
staffs case study of a proprietary
We
will receive the staff's testimony
Federal student aid programs.
American Career Training Corporation
on their examination of the
secretarial school in
which operates both a travel school and a from two former stuPompano Beach, Florida. We will also hear financial aid officer
dents of the travel school, as well as the former
for American Career Training Corporation.
president and owner
Finally, we have asked Mr. Joseph Calareso,be here diis morning
to
of American Career Training Corporation,
from
the
Subcommittee.
respond
to
questions
to testify and
will recount this mornI
believe
the
staff
I want to point out, as
study
was to objectively
ing, that the original intent of the case
proprietary
school with a subreview the operations of an ongoing
As the staff
stantial volume of loans under the Federal program.
initiated
that they
will report, it was only after the case study wasthe school's particibegan to uncover serious allegations regarding
pation in the Federal programs.
allegations and
Taken together with last week's hearings, thoseheighten
my conmorning
the testimony I expect we will hear thisof
waste,
cern about the continuing vulnerability these programs to
to fraud. and to abuse.
that Mr.
Before we begin this morning, I want to acknowledge
Training
CorporaCalareso, as president of the American Careerthis morning's heartion, has requested through his attorney that the Subcommittee
ing be held in closed or executive session. Under
discretion
rules and the Senate Rules, such a decision is within the
of the Subcommittee.
involv
rare exceptions, in cases
I would also point out that, with
witness,
this
a
ing classified information or danger to the life of
public
session.
To
Subcommittee has as a rule held its hearings in
informaneither classified
my knowledge, today's hearing involves personal safety of a witthreat
to
the
life
or
tion nor any potential
I have fully
ness. I would, therefore, like the record to reflect that
member
decides
some
considered Mr. Calareso's request and, unless
and to
decline
his
request
to ask for a vote, it is my intention to
proceed to receive this morning's testimony in public session.
witnesses this
Without objection. we will proceed to our first
McPhearson.
You
and Ms.
morning. I believe they are Mr. Buckley
oath
again
were sworn last week, but I think we ought to take the
today.

be the truth, the whole
Do you swear the testimony you give will God?
truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you
Mr. BUCKLEY. I do.

Ms. McPmaasoN. I do.
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Senator NUNN. Okay. We are delighted to have your testimony
this morning. I know you worked on this a long time. Why don't
you proceed? Take your time, and we will listen.
TESTIMONY OF DAVID B. BUCKLEY. CHIEF INVESTIGATOR. PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS. AND GRACE T.
MePHEARSON, STAFF INVESTIGATOR I

MS. MCPHEARSON. Mr. Chairman, good morning. We have a
lengthy statement today. Mr. Buckley and I will both participate in
the presentation.
At the initial stage of its investigation into the issue of abuse in
Federal student aid programs, the Subcommittee staff determined

it would be beneficial to review the operations of a proprietary

school, particularly a school which seemed to be relying heavily on
Federal student loan programs. In December 1989, we reviewed De-

partment of Education files and decided upon American Career

Training Corporation. Preliminary information disclosed the A.C.T.
1985 student loan volume to be $2,941,000, compared to their 1988

loan volume of $43,971,000. This represents an increase in loan

volume of more than $41 million over 3 years; in other words, a 1,395
percent increase.

The corpo tion does business as the A.C.T. Travel School and
the HART School for Professional Secretaries. Files disclosed that
the schools operated only in Pompano Beach, Florida, and had no
branch campuses. The course work for both schools is a combina-

tion of correspondence, which is home study, and in-residence
courses.

The school is wholly owned by Joseph and James Calareso, who
are president and vice president, respectively. The corporation occupies four buildings in Pompano Beach. These include the central
offices, the A.C.T. Travel School, the HART secretarial school, and
a research and development office. The corporation's inception date
was June 14, 1982. According to the A.C.T. president, the travel
school was established and licensed by the State of Florida in January 1983 and enrolled its first student on February 10, 1983. At
that time, students paid cash, usually through an interest-free pay
ment plan with the school. On May 7, 1985, the travel school was
certified by the Department of Education and determined eligible
to participate in the Guaranteed Student Loan Program. On October 20, 1987, the secretarial school was added to the participation
agreement with the Department of Education.
Today, the corporation is not only licensed in the State of Florida, but also in 25 other States. As we testified last Tuesday, State

licensing requirements vary widely. Some States require that a

school be licensed ptrior to the school conducting any business in
that State, to include advertising and sales.
According to Joe Calareso, the school was accredited in 1985 by
the National Home Study Council, and I quote, the "only accrediting body that will accredit" combination home stuciy and in-residence courses. Joe Calareso is a National Home Study Council
trustee and remains active with the Council. The National Home
' See p 177 for a Waif report.
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In addition. A.C.T.
Study Council verified Calareso's trustee status. phase of the course
rents motel rooms to students in the residency
Calareso told us there
from the Calareso Real Estate partnership.
that
would
fit in the A.C.T.
are "hundreds of proprietary schools
parking lot."
visit to the FloriIn Decembr,r 1989, we conducted a preliminary
in
Tallahassee. We
licensing offices
da Department of Education
review
A.C.T. We were
notified the Department of our intention to We were informed that
given full access to their files on the school.
of Education planned a January 1990 on-

the Florida Department
State to attend as
site visit to the school. We were invited by the
observers.
reviewed the files
While in Tallahassee, we also visited with and
Assistance,
Florida's
of the State's Office of Student Financial
guarantee agency.
to Florida, the
During that visit, we learned that, in addition
agencies
had recently
Massachusetts and Pennsylvania guarantee Higher Education Ascompleted reviews of A.C.T. Moreover, the
agency, had conducted
sistance Foundation, yet another guarantee
findings. Mr. Chairman, the
program reviews and made substantial
into the record.
staff submits copies of these reviews for insertion
We found more than we had expected.
Chairman
Based on our preliminary findings, the Subcommittee
December
of 1989.
authorized a full investigation of the school in
A.C.T.
records
The Subcommittee has subpoenaed and reviewed have requested
we
along with the records of 19 guarantee agencies;general
information
business
records,
and
certain student records,
We
have
secured the
employees
of
A.C.T.
about former and current
materials.
assistance of auditors to organize relevant
example"
Mr. Chairman, we were not looking for a "worst-case
last
Tuesday,
the
when we chose A.C.T. As you heard in testimony
of
those.
Inspector General's files were replete with examples
Rather, we chose this school for our case study due to its substantial loan volume.
and, in our
The findings that the staff has made are numerous
the
guaranteed
stuopinion, strongly suggest intentional abuse of
as follows:
dent loan system. Our findings aremassive
increase in school enrollThe corporation experienced a
in the Guaranment and revenue after certification to participate disclosed that
teed Student Loan Program. Our investigation
since 1985.
A.C.T.'s student enrollment has increased dramatically
participation
in the
Joe Calareso told us that in 1984, prior to its school enrolled apGuaranteed Student Loan Program. the travel$1,295 at that time.
proximately 1,000 cash students. Tuition was
of the students
Today, the tuition is $2,195. Today, over 90 percentloans.
enrolled in A.C.T. receive federally backed student
We reviewed the files of the guarantee agencies' portfolios pertaining to loans to A.C.T. students.
agencies guaranFor the period 1985 through 1989, 15 guarantee
for
A.C.T. students.
teed 62,368 loans, valued at over $153 million loans
valued at $4.7
In 1985, 2,048 A.C.T. students received studentloans guaranteed inmillion. Both the number and dollar value of $46 million in 1987.
creased dramatically to 18,345 loans, totaling1988.
Volume remained at about the same level in
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According to A.C.T.'s financial statements, its inception was on
June 14, 1982, and operated on a fiscal year ending May 31st. For
the initial year of operation, fiscal year 1983, A.C.T.'s revenue was
$21,915. Revenues increased moderately over fiscal year 1984 and
fiscal year 1985 to nearly $383,000 and $703,000, respectively. In
May of 1985, A.C.T. was certified by the Department of Education

to participate in the Guaranteed Student Loan Program. As a
result of participation in the GSL program, there was an immediate impact on A.C.T.'s revenues, which increased significantly to
$5,481.353 for fiscal year 1986.

During 1986, A.C.T. changed its accounting period from a fiscal
year to the calendar year basis. For the 7-month period ending December 31, 1986, during the transition period, revenues increased
to $6.2 million, exceeding the prior 12-month period.
Revenues continued to soar over the next 3 years to nearly $17
million in 1987, nearly doubling to $32.5 million in 1988, and reaching $34.5 million in 1989.
During the first 3 years of existence, A.C.T. experienced net oper-

ating losses which reached almost $91,000 for the fiscal year 1985.
However, this trend was reversed in fiscal year 1986 with the participation in the Guaranteed Student Loan Program. During fiscal
year 1986, A.C.T. had a net operating profit of $175,000. For the 7-

month period ending December 31, 1986, A.C.T.'s net profit increased to $2.3 million. For 1987 and 1988, A.C.T. continued their
profitable trend by having net operating profits of $2.3 million and
$3.8 million, respectively. For 1986, A.C.T. again had a substantial
net operating profit of $827,000, which decreased from the prior 2

years because of increased expenses without a corresponding increase in revenues.
Review of corporation financial data discloses phenomenal profits
for the owners. As we have testified, during the first 3 years of op-

eration, the corporation experienced losses. However, that trend
was reversed after the school's participation in the student loan
program. Moreover, a review of salaries and benefits to the corporation's officers, the Calaresos, also revealed handsome profits for
the owners.
Our analysis of the executive officers' salaries over A.C.T.'s existence shows that as revenues significantly increased with participa-

tion in the Federal student loan program in mid-1985, there was a
corresponding drastic increase in the executive officers' salaries.
The executive officers were Jceeph Calareso, president, and James
Calareso, vice president. Joseph Calareso's 1985 salary was
$129,000, and James Calareso's salary was $89,000. In the following

year of 1986, the salaries rose astronomically, with Joseph and
James Calareso each receiving $1.1 million. The increases represented approximately 770 percent for Joseph Calareso and 1,160
percent for James Calareso.
During the following 2 years, salaries for each Calareso contin-

ued at over a million dollars annually and were approximately

$1.23 million and $1.03 million, respectively. During 1989, the salaries decreased to $533,000 for Joseph and $513.000 for James. Over
the course of the 4-year period of 1986 through 1989, the total salaries received by Joseph and James Calareso exceeded $7.8 million.
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As the only stockholders of the corporation, the Calaresos received other benefits in addition to their salary costs which averaged $1.95 million during 1986 through 1989. Beginning in 1987,
the Calaresos received additional income from the corporation
through stockholder distributions. They also received $168,000 of

funds in 1987 through loans to stockholders. Our analysis of
A.C.T.'s accounting records show that these additional benefits

were approximately $2 million for 1987 and exceeded $1 million for
both 1988 and 1989.

For 1987, the benefits received from the corporation by Joseph
and James Calareso in the form of salaries and stockholder distributions were $4.3 million. The benefits received by the Calaresos
were $3.1 million for 1988 and $2.3 million for 1989. Including the
salaries from 1986, the total benefits realized by the Calaresos from
1986 through 1989 approached $12 million.

A very low percentage of those who enroll and receive student
aid ever graduate from the schools. The staff has determined that a
very low percentage of those students enrolling in A.C.T. actually
graduate. During the preliminary phase of this investigation, we
were told that fewer than 20 percent of those enrolled in A.C.T.'s
courses actually graduate from the courses offered.
An October 1989 review of A.C.T. by its accrediting agency, the
National Home Study Council, estimated that only 18 to 20 percent
of the school's students graduate.
Joseph Calareso, in information he provided to the staff, claimed
a 30 percent graduation rate in 1987 and a 31 percent graduation
rate in 1988.
Our analysis of subpoenaed school records show that for fiscal
year 1986 through fiscal year 1989, 47,254 A.C.T. students received
Federal student loans, but only 7,679 students completed the program through residential trainmg, or 16 percent.
A.C.T. defaults are likely to increase as loans come due. As indicated in testimony last week, the Department of Education, based

on data provided from the 56 guarantee agencies, annually produces a list of default rates of the schools participating in the
Guaranteed Student Loan Program. This list, known as the
COHORT default list, indicates the school, the number of loans to
students entering repayment status for that year, and the percentage of default claims paid by the Department to guarantors.

The Department's latest available data is from 1987. In that

year, of the 2,039 A.C.T. students entering repayment status, 23.2
percent were in default. You will recall that in last week's testimony before the Subcommittee, representatives of GAO testified that
when a default rate exceeds 20 percent, the school is required to
develop a default management plan.
Our investigation revealed that the number of defaults for A.C.T.
loans is very likely to substantially increase in the future. Generally, loan periods are for 1 year, following by a 6-month grace period.
The 1987 default rate is, therefore, most likely based on 1985 loans,
when the total loan volume for the school was only 2,048. As previously stated, the loan volume increased subs. antially over the next
few years. Given the low graduation rate at i other factors, it is
like that as more loans come due, defaults will substantially increase.
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Moreover, in last week's testimony, we cited several examples of

obviously erroneous addresses for A.C.T. students in guarantee
agency records. In the summer of 1989, PHEAA, the Pennsylvania
guarantor which now holds $69.3 million in loans to A.C.T. students, sent a questionnaire to a small random sampling of A.C.T.
students having loans guaranteed through PHEAA. Over 50 percent of the questionnaires mailed were returned by the post office
either unopened, marked "address unknown," "no forwarding address", or 'address does not exist." Other guarantors are reporting
similar problems in locating students.

For instance, in August 1989, the Massachusetts guarantee
agency attempted to telephone 50 A.C.T. students who held loans
that had originated vvithin the preceding 6 months. Only two "students" could be contacted. One of the two said she had never heard
of A.C.T. The other 48 telephone numbers either did not exist or
were not assigned to the student name indicated in the file. Aside
from raising questions of fraud and abuse, this type of clearly inaccurate location data on students suggests it will be extremely difficult to collect on defaulted loans in the future.

Very little of actual profits are reinvested in the school. Our

review of A.C.T. financial records disclosed that very little of actual

profits are reinvested in the school, making future recoupment of
any potential liability in the student loan program difficult. As
AC.T.'s revenues increased significantly over the years, there was
also a corresponding increase in both the amounts and types of expenditures. We performed a detailed analysis of AC.T.'s cash disbursements for the past 3 years to identify large and frequent disbursements. Many of the expenditures were general and adininistrathe, related to the operation of the school. However, there were
also expenditures for what appeared to be investments and some
questionable items.

We classified expenditures which appeared to be investments as
disbursements to money market accounts, trust accounts, and insurance companies for policies on the officers' lives. Examples of
these types of disbursements from A.C.T.'s operating accounts are
as follows:

On June 21, 1988, a $200,000 payment was made to the Northern
Trust Money Market apset account;

On November 3, 1987, through October 31, 1989, there were a
total of 12 payments for $132,382 made to the Manufacturer's Hanover Trust Company and recorded in their accounting records as
an asset.
In addition to investments as described above, A.C.T. made in-

creased disbursements for rent and real estate expenditures. The
Calaresos had diversified their holdings and began leasing building
space from their Calareso Real Estate partnership. From November 2, 1988, through December 8, 1989, payments totaling $445,000
were made to Calareso Real Estate partnership from A.C.T.

From our analysis of cash disbursements from 1987 through
1989, there were other expenditures which we determined to be
questionable as to either their propriety or large amount without
sufficient evidence to the source of payment or nature of the expenditure. Examples are as follows:

28-765 - 90 - 3
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For the 3-year period, monthly charges to the travel account and
subsequent payments to the American Express Company totaled
$537,000.

On July 28, 1988, and again on December 1, 1988, there were
payments made to Sun Bank and accounted for as distributions
with little description. The first payment for $220,000 was described as "Sun BankClosing on M, while the second Rayment
for $308,000 was described as "Sun BankCashier's Check.
On May 31, 1988, there was a $100,000 disbursement accounted

for as a distribution. However, there was no payee listed in the
cash disbursements journal.
On March 24 and December 21, 1989, there were four payments

totaling $84,427 accounted for as entertaimr4nt with the payee

listed as miscellaneous.
Mr. BucxtEy. I will pick up the reading now, Senator.
A.C.T. failed to make or substantially delayed required refunds

of student loan funds in cases where students had withdrawn or
been canceled.
Our review and the program reviews conducted by the guarantee
agencies disclosed that the school may have a tremendous refund
liability because the school has generally either not made or substantially delayed required refunds to lenders for the tuition of
canceled or withdrawn students.
Applicable Federal regulations require that: "A school shall have
a fair and equitable refund policy under which the school shall

make a refund of unearned tuition ' ". "A school shall pay

each refund that is due within 30 days riter the date of the stu*"; and, "if the student is
dent's withdrawal from the achool
enrolled in a program of study by correspondence, the student's
withdrawal date is normally 60 days after the due date of a required lesson that the student failed to submit in accordance with
the schedule of lessons * * "
The school is required to refund to the lender any amount of
unused tuition for students who do not complete the training offered. Mr. Chairman, I submit for the record a copy of an A.C.T.
contract, and draw your attention to the reverse side of the form:
Refund Policy and Failure to Complete Course.
As confirmed to us by A.C.T. employees, the school's long-stand-

ing practice--

Senator NUNN. Exci..3e me, Mr. Buckley. Do you have these exhibits numbered?
Mr. BUCKLEY. Yes, sir; we do.

Senator NUNN. We have already had two or three that have been

referred to. Could you bring us up to date now and let's get the
record complete?
Mr. BUCKLEY. Certainly. That would be Exhibit No. 7, a copy of
this enrollment agreement contract. [Exhibit No. 7 may be found
on p. 223.1
Senator NUNN. Let's give each one of them a number and a title
as we go along.
Mr. BUCKLEY. Okay.

Senator MINN. That is No. 7. Without objection, it will be admitted. Have the first six been requested for admission to the record?
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Mr. BUCKLEY. Yes, sir; No. 1
through 6 were in this statement.was made on last Tuesday; Nos. 2
Senator NUNN. Nos. 2 through 6 today?
Mr. BUCKLEY. Yes.
Senater NUNN. Without objection,

those will be part of the
record.
[Exhibit Nos. 2-6 may be found in the
Subcommittee files.]
1VIr. BUCKLEY. As confirmed
to us by A.C.T. employees, the
school's long-standing practice was
not

to make refunds within 90
days of the last activity date of the
student,
as required, but rather
to delay review of the file until 1
year
after
and then to cancel the student, if appropriate.the enrollment date
Under the contract,
the school had no liability for any refund
as
of
1
year fron: the date
of enrollment, absent written
cancellation
by
the
According to
review of student files as wellstudent.
as testimony you
will hear this our
morning, in
cases the school made no
refund even though a studentnumerous
did not eomp)ete the home study or
in-residence portion of the training.
This practice is clearly wrong.
Even if the school made a proper refund
after a year's wait, which
we believe it did not in most cases, the school
was able to collect
interest on the in-oroperly held money.
For example, in the case of Angela
Jones, a witness who will testify shortly, the student did not receive
all of her correspondence
materials on a timely basis and,
therefore,
was unable to complete
the course on time.
As evidenced by this student's file,
the student enrolled in September 1987 but completed only 9
of the 20 lessons, sending in the
last lesson on February 26,
1988. Therefore, the school, within 90
days of receiving the last lesson,
should hove sent $1,095 of the
$1,695 tuition to the lender
as
a
refund.
la this case, the school
made no refund whatsoever, leaving
the
student
responsible for the
entire $2,625 loan. Moreover, in
our
initial
review
of a sample of
student files at A.C.T., over 40
percent
of
the
files
selected
that the refunds had not been made as required.
revealed
(The file referred to was marked Exhibit
No. 8 and may be found in
the Subcommittee files.]
Senator NUNN. When you
about as required by what? say as required, now you are talking
Mr. BUCKLEY. The Federal
regulations.
Senator NUNN. Federal regulations.
Mr. BUCKLEY. Yes, sir.
Joseph Calareso admitted to the
staff that A.C.T. may have a
refund liability as high as $9 million.
Others familiar with the
school's operation have estimated
the
refund
liability may be several times that amount. In addition
to
the
amount
of the refund
itself, the school's actions caused
the Department of Education to
continue to pay interest and
special allowance on that money to
the lenders that the Department
the refund been properly made. would not have had to pay had
terest on, or otherwise used, that Moreover, the school collected in .
money to its use.
In addition to not making
refunds
to students who had guaranteed student loans, we also found examples
of students who had
paid cash for the course but
received
only
partial
refunds. In the
case of Anne Marrocco, a former student
residing
in
Georgia. Marrocco enrolled in the travel school
on October 6. 1987. Marrocco
paid the $1,645 tuition in cash,
completed one-half of the corre-
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in her
spondence programwhich is lessons 1 through 10sending
school
no1987.
Marrocco
wrote
to
the
last lesson on December 22,
and
withdraw
on
January
3,
1988,
tifying the school of her wish to
resident
the school reimbursed Marrocco $495, which is only the
the
$600
No
refund
was
issued
for
tuition portion of the course.
that
tuition.
It
is
important
to
note
one-half of the correspondence
the
Federalhas
no
way
to
assist
the GovernmentState and
resides
out
of
State.
The
Departcash-paying student if the student
rnent of Education and the guarantors are only interested in Federal aid recipients, and in this case Florida State reviews only the
tiles of Florida residents.
[Information regarding this student was marked Exhibit No. 9 and
may be found in the Subcommittee files.1
reviews by
As will be further described below, recent programhave
also unguarantee agencies and A.C.T.'s accrediting agencies
covered problems in the school's refund policy. In one case, A.C.T.,
Education Assistance Foundation.
at the direction of the Higherstudent
aid files of loans guaranteed
HEAF, has reconstructed the
milby HEAF. To date, A.C.T. has reimbursed to HEAF almost $1advise
lion in refunds on past loans. HEAF is to compute and
A.C.T. of the amount A.C.T. must render to the Department of

Education for the special allowance and interest the Department
had to pay on the previously unrefunded amount.
aid who
The school has submitted students for Federal student
required
by
do not have an ability to benefit from the training as
that
Federal regulations. Applicable Federal regulations requireschool,toa
be eligible for a guaranteed student loan in a proprietary
or have
student must have a high school diploma, or its equivalent,
Under
the
the ability to benefit from the training being offered.
shown
by:
one,
administration
regulations, ability to benefit can be
test:
of a nationally recognized, standardized, or industry-developed
graduation
ear)ier
of
the
student's
two, receipt of a GED before the
or the completion of 1 year of the program; or, three, enrollment
and successful completion of a remedial program prescribed by the
institution.
had
In the case of A.C.T., our investigation revealed that A.C.T. high
for
students
who
had
no
procured Federal student loans
school diploma and who had not demonstrated an ability to benefit
as defined by the regulations.
of
Mr. Chairman, I offer as Exhibit No. 10 for the record a copy
form
is
and Profile Form. This
the school's Personal Qualificationenrollee
the
during the visit by
designed to be filled out by the
the
information
provided by
school's sales representative. Based on
the student, the commissioned salesman determined if the applicant has the ability to benefit.
Senator NUNN. Without objection, it will be part of the record.

[Exhibit No. 10 may be found on p. 226.1
Mr. BUCKLEY. In Block II of the form, there are questions pertaining to the applicant's education. It was the school's long-standing policy to admit students who did not have a high school diplo-

ma or GED as long as the student certified that he or she was in
the process of obtaining one.
On the reverse side of this PQP form, you will note a section to
be completed by the sales representative, certifying that the applicant has an ability to benefit.
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Our check of student files also disclosed that the school had been
enrolling students who did not possess high school diplomas or
GED certificates. Moreover, the school did not verify the claims of
students that they were diploma or certificate holders. Our review
of student files at the school disclosed several files for applicants
who did not possess either a high school diploma or a GED :ertificate at the time of enrollment. In some cases, the forms indicated
that the students were in the process of completing a GED and
their expected completion data was listed only as "ASAP." The
Subcommittee will receive testimony later this morning regarding
those types of cases.
Further, the school enrolled students based on the sales representative's certification that the student had the ability to benefit
from the responses during the sales pitch meeting. According to a
former representative of A.C.T. that we have interviewed, no written test has ever been used hy the school in making this determination of an ability to benefit, and students %.,ithc,ut demonstrated "ability to benefit" were not offered or referredn to
remedial
training.
Mr. Chairman, I submit for the record Exhibit No. 11, a copy of
an A.C.T. student file.
[Exhibit No. 11 may be found on p. 226 1
Senator NUNN. Without objection, it will be admitted.

Mr. BUCKLEY. We have deleted the identifying information from
this file. This student was enrolled on May 1, 1989, paid $10 cash,
and the tuition was paid in full on June 25, 1989, from a guaranteed student loan. This student completed 7 lessons according to
the log maintained in the file, and the last one was received on
August 29, 1989.
This student did not possess a high school diploma or GED, but
the file indicates that she was in the process of completing
such. If
you look closely, the handwriting in the blocks answering those
questions appears different from the other entries on the form.
You will notice as you look through the file that the student repeatedly failed the tests, despite the high grades listed on the
school's log in the front of the file. This student was canceled from
the program, but there is no indication that a refund was made.
The school's director of education did tell the staff that,
rare, there are some students that the instructors feel arealthough
ble of successfully completing the course work. They are sentincapahome
prior to completion of the in-residence portion of the training. The
director cited an example of a severely dyslexic person who was
dismissed. The director, when asked, said the field representative
makes the determination whether a student has t ability to complete the program.
A review of the initial application to the Department Education for certification of the A.C.T. Travel School disclosedofthat
the
application was dated March 11, 1985, and signed by Joseph Calar-

eso.

On the application, Calareso answered the following question in
the negative: "Does the institution admit any students
without

high school diplomas or the recognized equivalent (GED Certificate)
for the purpose of obtaining a degree of certificate."
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"If yes. does the instituThe next question on the application is:
have the ability to benefit
tion determine whether these students
offered?"
from the education or training
of the criteria for
And the next question: "If yes. attach a copy
the
ability
to benefit
determining whether these students have
from the training offered." unanswered on Calareso's application.
The last two questions are
certification by the DepartThis application was the basis foreligible to participate in the
ment of Education for A.C.T. to be Despite that application, our
Guaranteed Student Loan Program. in fact, enroll students who
investigation revealed that A.C.T. did,diploma or GED Certificate,
did not possess either a high school
guaranteed student loans.
and that those students received
recently received from the proToday, in light of the criticismchanged
its policy on enrollments.
gram review officials, A.C.T. has
only
accepts students who
Now, according to Joe Calareso, A.C.T.
possess a high school diploma or GED.
emphasis at A.C.T. on the trainThe evidence suggests a lack ofemphasis
is centered on enrolling
ing of students. Most energy and
students, not graduating them.
confirm, our
As testimony by other witnesses this morningiswill
not centered on
investigation found that the school's emphasis
by
students,
but is foprogram
the successful completion of the
cused instead on procuring new enrollments. exhibit to the record
as an
Mr. Chairman, I would like to submitWash.
This will be Exhibit
memora..-idum from John

a copy of a
No. 12.

[Exhibit No. 12 may be found on p. 2281
Senator NUNN. Without objection. adnuesion representative suMr. BUCKLEY. John Wash is A.C.T.'s
admission representapervisor. The memorandum is directed to all
of
advertising and sales
tives. This memorandum is a compilationI would
like to draw your
ideas for the sales representatives to use.
attention to just a few items in the memorandum:
SLOWLY with door sign
"Drive through large housing projects Sunday afternoons."
on. Best times are Friday afternoons and
Government housing

"Meet the managers of low-income and

apartments. Give group presentation."
"College career days on black campuses."
"Food stamp officesleave referral cards."
"Welfare officesleave referral cards." students who had withThe Subcommittee staff also contacted
Briefdrawn from A.C.T. We wanted to learn of their experiences.
misguided
persons
as
ly, these students characterized themselves
looking for ways to better
times.
They
were
who had fallen on hard
positions and now
their financial, educational, and employment
proprietary
school industry.
of the
feel that they became the prey picture
that they would
of
the
life
Salesmen presented a glorified
they
were
told that the
lead after attending A.C.T. Additionally, this "wonderful," lifeGovernment would back them financially in
experienced an outcome to
changing endeavor. These students have portrayed
by the sales reptheir story quite different from the one student loans to repay, the
resentative: They now have substantial
their loan, and no educational benefit to

threat of defaulting on
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present to society or the labor force. We do not believe these students to be the exceptions.
The staff also contacted a number of A.C.T. graduates to find out

about their experiences with the school and to be sure the responses we were getting were from a representative sample of the

entire student population. Graduates opinions of the school varied
from one extreme to the other. Some of these students were appropriately employed in the industry for which A.C.T. had trained
them. Others said that they were unable to find such jobs. Some
graduates said A.C.T. had truthfully portrayed itself; others disagreed.

Our review of the school's actual operations also suggests a lack
of emphasis on training and education. The courses offered by the
school are combination home study and in-residence. Correspondence lessons are graded and returned to students by telephone receptionists, not instructors. As a former student will testify today,
the who call in with questions concerning course work were not
counseled by instructors, but told to answer the questions to the
best of their ability. For both schools, there are only 23 employees
listed as instructors. By contrast., the schools employ approximately
109 commissioned sales representatives.
Moreover, the operations of the student financial aid section are
quite sophisticat, with over 70 employees processing scores of
new loan applications Nr day.
The financial aid office is divided into 10 sections, each having a
specific duty to perform. A cuiTent employee of the school told the
staff that, on an average day, up to 100 loan applications are completed and sent to enrollees. Loan counselors receive information

from students by telephone, complete the loan forms which are
then mailed to the student for signature. Today, students receive
applications for both Stafford and Supplemental Loans, already
completed by the school employees, to sign and return to the
school.

During the staffs visit to the school in January, we were also

told about several contests that have been held in the financial aid
section. Employees are rewarded with prizes for the highest
number of loan applications processed during the contest period.
Receptionists are also rewarded for handling the highest number
of telephone calls, and sales representatives participate in ongoing
contests for the highest number of students enrolled. No one we
spoke to was aware of any contests held among the instructional
staff or placement office staff.
Finally, our review of A.C.T. financial records revealed that
training and education expenses were dwarfed by advertising and
sales costs. Our analysis of corporation expenses during the period
1986 through 1989 revealed that in fiscal year 1986 instructors' salaries were 1.3 percent of revenues and advertising was 7 percent of
revenues. For 1988, instructors' salaries increased to only 1.4 percent of revenues. During the same year, advertising increased to
$11 million, which was a significant 33.8 percent of revenues. Classroom materials for fiscal year 1986 were .4 percent of revenues and
decreased to .3 percent of revenues in 1989. In fiscal year 1986,
there was no salary category for admission representatives which
totaled $5,935,000, or 17.2 percent of revenues in 1989.
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Study
In its October 1989 review of A.C.T., the National Home
to
expect
Council found that course materials were "too simplified position,"
graduates to be prepared for more than an entry level to have
and that "the home study portion of the courses seems
minimal educational services." In responding to the National
of stuHome Study Council finding that only a small percentage
the
high
cost
of
dents graduate, Joseph Calareso attributed this to in training. Canot to any deficiencies
the residential program and
Home
Study Council, "` * * realistically,
lareso told the National
additional
graduation rates will only improve if students can access
institutional
forms of student assistance, such as a Pell grant or an
loan."
MS. MCPHEARSON. Lack of oversight: too little, too late. Our ininvestigation revealed that at every level in the system, there wasloan
participation
in
Federal
student
adequate oversight of A.C.T.'s
programs.

the
Where there had been oversight, it has come very late inbeen
federally
backed
loans
have
millions of dollars in

game, after
issued to A.C.T. students.
The Department of Education's review of the school was inadequate.
Region
In January, we visited the U.S. Department of Education schools
the
office
having
jurisdiction
over
IV in Atlanta, Georgia,
in Florida. We found that Region IV had conducted a program
of that
review of A.C.T. in October 1988. We are submitting a copy
review for the record, Exhibit No. 13.
[Exhibit No. 13 may be found on p. 243.]
the
Senator NUNN. Without objection, it will be admitted to
record.
only
Ms. McPHEARsorl. As you can see, the Department made
the
testiWe believe
minor findings during that program review.
morning
will explain, to
mony from a former A.C.T. employee this
problems
were desome degree, why only a few, relatively minor
tected.
by
In looking at the October 1988 program review conducted
in
Atlanta
Region IV, the staff again visited regional headquarters
findings at A.C.T. Interviews
to discuss methods of review and
a seasoned
there disclosed that the program review officer, while
had
never reemployee with an extensive background in education, with
the reviewed a correspondence school and was unfamiliar aid eligibility
quirements fitting the institution's student financial
the time of
at the time of the A.C.T. review. Officials noted that at
section
of the
review
the 1988 review, no one in the institutional
correspondence
school.
The
reregional office had ever reviewed a
school's
default
or
viewer admitted not knowing how to address the
files
to
be
hand-pick
the
student
withdrawal rates, that she did not
and that
reviewed, that she did not interview students or faculty,
the
academshe did not report what she considered inadequacies in related
to
ic environment. Neither did she report her suspicionsyear's time
enrollment
over
just
a
the extremely high increase in
and the extremely high percentage of students receiving Federal
student loans. Further, the program review did not disclose serious
questions regarding the eligibility of the secretarial school.
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why she didn't do any of these
Senator NuNN, Did she say
things?
indicated to us that there was
Ms. MCPHEA.RSON. Ye-. sir. She asked to fill out that addressed
that she was
nothing on the forms
suspicion related to the high
specifically
on
her
these
issues,
any of
been brought to our attention that
increase in enrollment. It has beyond the gloss on the page, that
many times reviewers don't go that they don't go any deeper. And
they only fill out what is asked,
that was basically her response.
there was no exercise of judgSenator NUNN. In other words,
ment. She was just going down the checklist.
MS. MCPHEARSON. Yes, sir.
did not have key questions that
Senator NUNN. And the checklist
related to the real abuses here.
yes, sir.Department's response
Ms. MCPHEARSON. In some respects,
that
the
At this point, I want to point out
reviewer
s school file underrequest
for
the
program
to our initial
heard about miscommunicawe hadadequate
scores some of the criticisms
data within the Deof
tion, poor management, and lack
A.C.T.
Department's regional file on
office
partment. We requested theweek,
we called the regionalFinally,and
a
on
on January 9, 1990. Afterthere
the file.
could not locatethe
provided
were told that the staff
file
and
office located
February 12, 1990, the regionalnearly
a month after our initial rea copy to the Subcommittee,
quest.
the Region IV review in 1988
I would also point out that while A.C.T. operations, Joseph Cadid find some minor irregularities inadverse findings by the Nationlareso, in responding to subsequentthe Region IV review as "an exal Home Study Council, described
tremely favorable report." of loans better, but some are hesitant
Oversight from guarantors
to take action.
15 had guaranwe contacted,
Of the 20 guaranty agenciesOfthat
fourFlorida,
Higher
those, only
Education
teed loans to A.C.T. students.
Philadelphia Higher
accomplished proEducation Assistance Foundation,
Assistance Authority, and Massachusettshad
two schools, one occurring in
of
the
corporation's
gram reviewsremainder in 1989.
1988 and the
agencies findings:
I will highlight a few of the guarant3
withdrawn
students; inadequate
due
A lack of proper refunds
program by correspondmonitoring of enrollment status; ineligible
not being met; satisfactory
ence; ability-to-benefit requirements
lack of needs
and/or is inadequate; processed;
proprogress policy not enforced
of student loans
analysis verification of 30 percent appropriate officials; failure to
by
in Title IV program changes not approved
statement
of prior defaultsstatus;
obtain certification
out-of-school
enrollment
purposes
grams; lack of ability to determine
repayment
plan
for
notification to lenders or guarantors
for submission of lessons; excess
not being practiced; no schedule authorization; improper determiwritten
withdrawal
proceeds retained withoutattendance
budgets; excessivethan
cost
of
20 pernation of student
rate of more
excessive default
of commisrate, above 33 percent;
installments;
use
cent; loans not disbursed in multiple
the ability of Title IV loan prosioned salespersons to promote
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grams; and misrepresentation of U.S. Department of Education regulations.
Following the 1989 audits by the previously mentioned guarantee
agencies, Joseph Calareso told us that he "shut down the financial
he
aid operation for 2 weeks and revamped everything." He Says
IV
prohas since hired two consultants, who are "experts in Title Home

with the National
," one of whom was previously
took
this
action to get his oper'tudy Council. Calareso said he

ation in line with the regulations.
certain guarantors
As we pointed out in last week's testimony,
especially
if the school
are hesitant to "pull the plug" on a school, If the guarantor
is too
has substantial liabilities to the guarantor.
never
recoup
the
money
harsh with the school, the guarantor may
it had identified as owed. It seems there is an incentive to keep the
school in operation and permit it to continue to participate in the
Federal aid programs so the agency can get its money back.
In the case of A.C.T., despite the adverse findings listed above,
only two guaranty agencies have begun what is called "emergency
action procedures" to suspend guaranteeing additional loans to
A.C.T. students. A.C.T. continues to receive guaranteed student
loans through other agencies.
One guaranty agency expressed concern about our investigation,
fearing the Subcommittee's inquiry would spur on harsher action
against A.C.T. than it would have received were we not involved.
Oversight hy the State: A different role.
As we reported in last week's testimony, State licensing boards
license and review schools based on their jurisdiction as identified
by State law. They do not conduct oversight on the school based on
Federal financial aid regulations.
the
In the case of A.C.T., the Florida guaranty agency notifiedfindadverse
program
review
State licensing hoard of the agency's
ings, and the State launched an independent investigation of the
school to determine if the school was operating within the bounds
of State law. Today, the school's license is "under review" hy the
State pending the results of the investigation. The State is, among
school
other things, investigating the courses' length, because the board's
both
courses
without
the
had increased the clock hours of
approval. Moreover, the school is scheduled to reconstruct loans

guaranteed by Florida and to make refunds to the guaranty
agency.

Independent non-Federal audit reveals nothing is wrong.

The corporation was audited by the CPA firm Barton and

Gordon of Jacksonville, Florida, in June 1988. On January 18, 1989,
the firm reported:
Fi"We have performed the audit tests required by the Student DeGuide,
issued
by
the
U.S.
nancial Assistance Programs, Audit
partment of Education. Office of Inspector General, Office of Audit,
dated May 1988 as they relate to the Stafford Loan Program of
American Career Training Corporation for the period from July 1,
1986, to June 30, 1988."
"In our opinion, the institution administered the Stafford Loan
Program in compliance, in all material respects, with laws and regulations."
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Mr. Chairman, David Barton personally conducted this required
non-Federal audit. A subsidiary of Mr. Barton's CPA firm, JV and
Associates, which is co-located in Jacksonville, is the consulting

firm that helped establish the A.C.T. financial aid office. Given
that fact, as well as our find s and those of the guaranty agencies, we question the independ e and the quality of the audit.
Senator NUNN. Who asked for this audit? Was this audit done
for A.C.T. or done for a guaranty agency?
Mr. BUCKLEY. It iS a required non-Federal audit, required by the
Department of Education rmulations.
nator NUNN. Who has the right to select the auditor?
Mr. BUCKLEY. The school selects and pays the auditor.
Senator NUNN. SO it is required by the Department of Education.
Mr. BUCKLEY. Yes, sir.

Senator NUNN. But the school selects and pays the auditor.
Mr. BUCKLEY, That is correct.

Ms. MCPHEARSON. Accrediting body rpviewq operation every 5

years: "A.C.T. is not the same school today that we visited in
1984."

The National Home Study Council accredited the A.C.T. Travel
School in 1985. A copy of the National Home Study Council chairman's report is offered as an exhibit to the record, No. 14.
[Exhibit No. 14 may be found in the files of the Subcommittee.]
Senator NUNN. Without objection.
Ms. MCPHEARSON. Since the National Home Study Council is a
non-Government body, it seta its own rules on reviews and re-accreditation, requiring them only once every 5 years. In a required
update, completed in January 1990, of the original accreditation of
A.C.T., the Accrediting Commission of the National Home Study
Council deferred action on A.C.T.'s application for re-accreditation.
A copy of the National Home Study Council chairman's report is
also aubmitted for the record.
Senator NUNN. Without objection.
Mr. BUCKLEY. That will be part of Exhibit No, 14.
Senator NUNN. Okay_.__

Ms. McPNE,AssoN. The Commission decided that A.C.T. needs
time to "achieve successful experience with its announced and recently implemented changes and to verify compliance with the stipulations for continuing accreditation," as listed in its January 18,
1990, letter to the school's president, Joseph Calareso. In this same
letter, the Commission's executive secretary, William A. Fowler,
said that they were "deeply concerned about the continuance [of

A.C.T.] as a successful, viable institution operating within the
letter and spirit of the [National Home Study Council's Business]
Standards."
The Commission's decision to defer A.C.T.'s application for re-ac-

creditation was based on an examination report, the school's response to that report, and other relevant documents and materials.
Among the major fmdings cited in these various sources are:
Seventy percent of those who enroll in A.C.T.'s travel and secretarial courses qualify for Federal aid and begin the course;

Fifty to 55 percent of those enrolling complete the borne study
portion of the program and about 20 percent come to resident
training;
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Only 20 percent of those enrolling actually graduate;
liability, not reflected on .A,C.T.'s
A very significant contingent
of its heavy reliance on
balance sheet, exists for the school because
guaranteed
student loan proFederal financial aid. A.C.T. treats
established
per
National Home
ceeds as revenue, with no reserves
school's
Study Council Business Standards. Therefore, the insteadfinancial
actually
statement declaration of a $3.4 million profit could

entail an actual loss of a like amount, particularly in view of the
low percentage of students completing the programs; refunds are
A.C.T.'s financial statements fail to demonstrate that
Home
being made on a timely basis, in accordance with National
Department
of
Standards
and
the
U.S.
Study Council Business

Education rules;
A.C.T.'s tuition structure and fees are not fairly distributed for
as
each portionthat is, home study and residentof the courses,
presented
recommended per Commission policy. Tuition fee rations
to the Commission by A.C.T. in its September 1985 Progress Report
of the
called for allocating at least 33 percent of the total amount
According
residea training component of each combination course.

report, only 9
to the Commission's recent Examining Committee
the
resident
traintuition
fee
is
allocated
for
percent of the current
end
loading"
of
Commission
sees
such
"front
ing component. The
Study
Council
spirit
of
National
Home
tuition as violating the
of nearly
Business Standards since it obligates a student for a debt
study
assign$2,000 for having completed only 11 or more home
student
a
ments. To be employable, according to the Commission,
this
training,
resident
training,
and
without
must complete the
of this
there is little to show for the debt incurred. The significance
of
A.C.T.
fact
that
only
20
percent
problem is underscored by the
students actually attend the resident portion of the course.
inThe Commission Examining Committee report cites numerous

stances
Senator NUNN. Let me back up just a minute. You are saying

that they have two parts of this course: one is at home, correspondence; the other is resident, at the school.
Ms. McPmEkasoN. Yes.
Senator NUNN. Now, tell us again the percentage of the costs of
the overall course that is allocated to the correspondence courses
versus the percentage in-residence.
MS. MCPHEA.RSON. Only 9 percent of the current tuition fee is allocated for resident portion, and it should be 33 percent.
Senator NUNN. Should be. Should be by whose standards? standMs. MCPHEARSON. The National Home Study Council's
ards.
Senator NUNN. So the standards of the accrediting agency say
that at least 33 percent should be allocated to resident training.
MS. MCPNEARSON. Yes, sir.

Senator NUNN. And in this school's case, only 9 percent was.
MEt. MCPREARSON. That is correct.

Senator NUNN. Does that mean 91 percent was attributed to correspondence?
MS. MCPHEARSON. Yes, sir.
Senator NuNN. Are there just two categories?
MS. MOPHEARSON. Yes, sir.
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Senator NUNN. So 91 percent was for the correspondence course?
Ms. McPmcAssoN. Yes, sir.

Senator MINN. What length of time does .that correspondence

course take?

MS. MCYHEARBON. That is a good question.

Mr. Bucituri No one really knows. It was set at 280 clock hours
initially. Now it's up to over 600 clock hours. They keep changingthey have made no changes to their curriculum since 1984,
but for some reason the school thinks it takes longer today than it
did yesterday to do the course. By regulation, the entire course has
got to take at least 6 months for the students to qualify for Federal
aid. And they must complete it within 1 year.

Senator NUNN. So the effect of thisyou are calling this "front
loadir.g the system," so that 91 percent of the total tuition, which
is usually Federal loans, goes to pay for the correspondence part of
the course.

Ms. McPHEARsoN. Yea, sir.

Senator NUNN. Only 9 percent goes to the residence part of the
course. And you say only about 20 percent of these students actually ever get engaged in the residency part of the course.
Ms. MchtEAssoN. That is correct.
Senator NuNN. But you have to have that in order to graduate?
Ms. McPmAxsoN. Yes, sir.
Senator NumN. How long does the residency part of the course
take?
MS. MCPHEARSON. Three weeks.

Senator NuNN. Three weeks. Okay.
Senator Roth.

Senator Rom. Mr. Chairman, I have a statement that I will not
read but ask that it be inserted into the record.
[The opening statement of Senator Roth followsl
OPICNING STATEMENT OF SENATOR Rom

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Federally guaranteed student loan programs are

among our nation's most profitable long-term investments, We reap handsome divi-

dends from these programs through the development of our most valuable resourceour young people. These programs enable us to maintain a well-trained.
competitive workforce capable of meeting the challenges of today's increasingly

competitive world economy and thereby ensuring our nation's economic future. And
proprietary schools are an important part of that process. The training which many
of these schools provide give many young people legitimate prospects for a brighter
future; people for whom that otherwise might not be possible.
But, as we heard last week, major problems exist within the federal student loan
programs particularly regarding proprietary schools. These problems lend further
support to the conclusion that, when it comes to education, we are a nation at risk.
Not only are we risking federal tax dollars (which this year alone might amount to
$2 billion in loan defaults) but, more importantly, we are risking our young people's
futures and our nation's future.
Today we will hear from young people who took risks in the hope of improving
themselves. They relied on people who they thought were educators, dedicated to
giving students the tools to 'mild a better future. Instead, what they found, apparently, were people dedicated to bilking the federal treasury and hoodwinking unsuspecting young people.
Rather than allowing these young people to improve themselves, such schools actually leave thew students in a worse ponition than when they started. The deceptive practices we will learn about today reoult in students paying for education they
never received. Lacking proper training and unable to find jobs, these students often
default on their federally guaranteed loans and thus suffer the added humiliation of
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Perhaps the ultimate irony is
seeing their credit ratings destroyed in the process.
have
a
federal
loan until they are told
that, many students don t realize they even
they are in default.
having the
Mr. Chairman. I again want to commend you for your leadership in
commend the
still
troubled
area.
I
also
want
to
Subcommittee revisit this obviously
fme work of your staffEleanore Hill, David Buckley and Grace McPhearsonfor
the outstanding work they have done in exposing these problems.
people as
We must do all we can to ensure that these programs benefit our youngthose who
benefit.
We
must
make
sure
that
intended becauae, in that way, we all
realize that they, and
attempt to manipulate the system for their personal benefit
not the symtem, are at risk.

is. I
Senator Rani. ! am not quite clear exactly what NHSC
involved

know it is a non-government body, but how does it become
in accrediting these schools?
Mr. BUCKLEY. Senator, the National Home Study Council is one
of the accrediting bodies recognized by the Secretary of Education
to accredit schools that may participate in Federal student aid programs.
Senator Rom. Exactly what does accrediLai.:14.-11 inean?
Mr. BUCKLEY. Accrediting bodies generally certify that the education offered is as advertised.
Senator Rom. It is as advertised?
Mr. Bucima. Is as advertised.
Senator Rom. Does it also try to evaluate the value of the program or does it only look at whether or not it does what they claim
it will in its advertising?
Mr. BUCKLEY Sort of both. In this case, the travel school adverin-residence,
tised that if you complete their full course, including
the
travel
indusyou will be qualified for an entry level position in
Home
Study
the National
try. That is what they advertise, so
based
on
the
fact
that
if
you
Council would, therefore, accredit it
industry.
entering
the
travel
complete it you would be capable of
it includes
The travel industry itself is very broad. In this case, things
like
Motel
6
night
clerks,
Hertz Rent-A-Car receptionist,
the
travel
industry.
that. That is an entry level position in
can determine,
Senator Rom. My last question: As far as you substance
of the
that
really
looked
at
the
were they the Drily ones
pr9granV
Mr. BUCKLEY. That is absolutely correct. The State of Florida

of the
does not look at the substance, the educational substance
Education.
The
program; neither does the U.S. Department of
the educa-

system relies on the accrediting bodies for the quality of
tion itself.
Senator Nu !vv. But you are saying their standards weren't met,
the accrediting body's standards were not met?
Mr. BUCKLEY. In 1985, based on a 1984 review, they were met.
What we are reading here now is excerpts from their 1989 review
that they have just recently completed.
Senator NUNN. How often do they review?
Mr. %You, Ey. Every 5 years.

Senator Nimm. So you can get a review in 1985 and not get another one until 1990?
Mr. BUCKLEY. Yes, sir.
Senator NUNN. And nobody checks you in the meantime?
Mr. BucKLEY. Not from an educational quality perspective.
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Senator NUNN. So a school can set itself up and get accredited.
start receiving Federal loans, and in this case go up to $30 million.
$40 million a year in Federal loans; the owners of the school can
come away with $2 million or $3 million a year in salaries plus
other things that you have detailed here; and nobody at any level
is checking the substance of what is being taught from the first
year of accrediting to the fifth year?
Mr. BUCKLEY. That is correct.

Senator ROTH. And if I understand what you are saying, when
they do investigate, they only determine whether or not they are
complying with what they advertise; is that correct?
Mr. BUCKLEY. Yes. Senator.

Senator ROTH. Mr. Chairman. I don't think that is very much
protection for our young men and young women.
Mr. BUCKLEY. In fairness. the National Home Study Council did
say that should complaints be brought to their attention, the Com-

mission may go in earl;.er -Lail 3 ,v ears. in this case, there were
little or no student complaints received by the accrediting body.
Senator Rom. I didn't intend to be critical of them because I
don't know the specifics. but it does seem to me that there is a
pretty loose system considering there are millions of Federal dollars at risk and the opportunity for young people to be trained for
a meaningful job is at stake.
Senator NUNN. Senator Roth. you didn't 'iear the first part of
this, but one thing that would have caught your eye had you been
here at the earliest stages was that the instructors' salaries in 1988
were $468,000, 1.4 percent of the total revenues of the school; the
classroom materials were .4 of 1 percent in 1986..3 in 1989. and the
advertising budget was $11 million to get people into the school.
The number of people processing student loans is 70. The number
of instructors was-23?
Mr. BUCKLEY. That is being generous.

Senator NUNN. SO there are three times as many people processing student loans as instructing in the class.
Senator ROTH. It shows the objective and goals of the Program
very clearly.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator NUNN. Thank you.
Ms. MCPHEARSON. The Commission Examining Committee report
cites numerous instances where A.C.T. advertising and promotion

activities fail to comply with either National Home Study Council
Business Standards or National Home Study Council Standards of

Accreditation. For example, the training manual used by the

school's field representatives contains numerous statements referring to NHSC accreditation and to endorsements that appear to
have no factual basis.
Accreditation by a nationally recognized accrediting agency is a
requirement for a post-secondary institution to participate in the
Guaranteed Student Loan Program by the Department of Education. A.C.T. is accredited by the National Home Study Council
which receives large payments from A.C.T. for their ac.creditation.
A.C.T.'s membership fees for the past 3 years were $28,000 for
1987, $32,777 fo 1988, and increased to $39,422 for 1989.
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The staff has reviewed the files maintained by the National
Na-

Home Study Council relating to the accreditation of A.C.T. The
tional Home Study Council officials whom we interviewed maintained that A.C.T., as it exists today, "is not the same institution"
it accredited in 1985.
Senator NUNN. Accrediting agencies like the National Home
Study CounciL is that a profit corporation or is that a non-profit?
Mr. BUCKLEY. I don't know the answer to that, Senator.
Senator NUNN. But they derive their revenues from the people
they accredit; is that right?
Mr. BUCKLEY. That is correct. The school also pays for the on-site

and the
visitation by a team of educators and administrators,examined

school also pays for the costs of having their course work
by an expert in that area.
Ms. McPHEAasoic Evidence of erroneous information in initial
applications for certifications.
Prior to a post-secondary instiiution participating in the Guaranteed Student Loan Program, the institution must first be certified
by the Department of Education as to its financial responsibility.
A.C.T. submitted their application for certification for the travel
school to the Department on March 11, 1985, signed by Joseph Calareso.
to
In addition to the questionable statements regarding ability
raises
sebenefit previously discussed, a review of that application
rious questions about its representation of A.C.T.'s financial condition.
of
Along with the application, Calareso submitted a statement
ended
Derevenue and retained earnings for the 12-month period
cember 31, 1984, prepared by Pannell, Kerr, and Forster, CPA's, as
A.C.T. had
part of a program review. The statement indicated that
for
1984.
Based
a $152,466 net operating profit before income taxes
financially
on this information, the Department certified A.C.T. as
responsible, and ACT. began participation in the Federal student
loan program in May of 1985.
Our review of fmancial records produced by Calareso pursuant to
Subcommittee subpoena disclosed that during 1984, A.C.T. also employed another public accounting firm to prepare monthly statements of revenue and expenses. Pollak, Koross, Reiss & Associates,
P.A.'s prepared the statements as part of monthly compilation reports for A.C.T. The aggregate totals for 1984 from the monthly
statements reflected A.C.T. as having a $21,468 net operating loss
before income taxes for 1984. The discrepancy between the two different net figures for 1984 could not be readily determined through
our analysis of the records provided. However, the information provided to the Department by A.C.T. as to their financial responsibility was considerably more favorable in reflecting A.C.T. as a profitable entity.
Department officials advised that if the financial data submitted
to the Department in 1985 was false, the Department would have

sufficient cause to determine that the certification itself was invalid. If that is the case, any guaranteed student loans made under
the authority of that certification would be the ultimate responsibility of the school itself.
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Senator NUNN. That means that if this information was false.
that all the student loans under this would be invalid?
Ms. McPttr.AasoN. That is correct.
Senator NUNN. And it means that the students themselves would

not have to pay the loans? Or does it mean that they would have
recourse against the school?

MS. MCPHEARSON. I believe they would have recourse against the
school.

Senator NUNN. The students would?
MS. MCPHEARSON. Yes, sir.

Senator NUNN. But the school doesn't have much in the way of
assets; is that right?
MS. MCPHEARSON. On the books, that is correct.

Senator NUNN. What about the personal liability of the officers?
Have you looked into that?
MS. MCPHEARSON. Yes, sir; we have.

Mr. BUCKLEY. I believe that would have to be either a criminal or
a civil case against the owners to recoup that money.
Senator NUNN. Would there be personal liability? Are there any
personal guarantees in any of this paperwork?
Mr. BUCKLEY. Yes, sir. In the 1985 certification to the Department, and also in 1987, the HART School was certified as eligible.
Mr. Calareso did sign a statement, and it does give the false state-

ment warning that any false statement contained in the applica-

tion can be punishable by violation of 18 U.S.C. 1001.

Senator NUNN. But as far as the students going after the school
itself, there is not that much there, is there?
Mr. BUCKLEY. No, there isn't. And also. the Secretary of Education could determine that the school itself is liable so that the Department could move against the school.
Senator NUNN. The Department could move. It wouldn't have to
be the students.
Mr. Buctoxv. It would not have to be. It depends on what action
the Secretary takes. He has got several different options.
Senator NUNN. That is, if the original application was, indeed.
proven to be false?

Mr. BUCKLEY. That is correct.

Senator NUNN. You are not saying this morning that it was? You
are saying that there are questions raised; is that right?
Mr. BUCKLEY. On two counts, we have major questions regarding
the quality of the certification.
MS. MCEARSON. In September 1987. the HART School for Profesgional Secretaries was certified and determined eligible by the
Department of Education to participate in the Guaranteed Student
Loan Program. This determination was based solely on an application made by Mr. Joseph Calareso, in which he informed the De-

partment that the course was accredited by the National Home
Study Council. In the application, Catares° certified the school's
clock hours to be: correspondence, 279 hours; in-residence, 120
hours.

Because the course was reportedly accredited by the National
Home Study Council and the clock hours were over 300 total, the
program was approved for participation.
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accredited when Culareso
In reality, the full course had not been In fact, the in-residence
made his application to the Department.
Countraining site was not approved by the Natonal Home Study
cil until January 1989.
the HART program was in
Our investigation revealed that while A.C.T. may have wrungfulits early stages of operation. officials at
by misreprethose student Upartment
ly obtained Federal financial aid for
of
accredited
to
tilt:
fully
senting that the program wasbetween
and
the
Natienal
the school
Education. Correspondence
National
Home Study Council
show
that
the
Home Study Council
course in June 1987,
had accredited only a "pure" correspondence
aceredit any in-residence program.
but did not include andEducation
for
has in its files an application
The Department of
Federissue of obtaining
eligibility from A.C.T. which addresses the
the
HART
program. Departmenunder
al financial aid for students
was accompanied by a
tal officials explained that the applicationfor
both a "home-study"
letter detailing the number of clock hours
work. The combination of
segment and a "resident" segment of the 120
hours for the resident
279 clock hours for the home study and hour requirement for aid.
work would have satisfied the 300 clock
application a letter dated June
There was also accompanying the
Council approving the sec11, 1987, from the National Home Study
retarial course.
Council, the accrediting
According to the National Home Studysecretarial
course but was
a
body had approved on June 11, 1987,
for a resident portion of the program
not aware of A.C.T.'s plan
of recognition. The
and, therefore, did not address it in its letter
would
not have quali279 hours for the home study portion alone
to
the National
fied A.C.T. for Federal student aid. According
of Education
Home Study Council. no one from the Department
Council
to
attempt to
has ever contacted National Home Study
verify HARrs accreditation.
students in the HART
As a result, A.C.T. did obtain loans for being accredited and
program prior io the combination programeligibility requirements
prior to having enough clock hours to meet
for aid.
We would be happy
Mr. Chairman, that concludzs our findings.
members of the Subcommitto answer any questions you or other
tee may have.
testimony right at the
Senator NUNN. As I understand it, in your
a minimum number of
end, you are saying that there have to be
eligible
for student loans?
clock hours in order to have a program
Ms. Mai-MASSON. Yes, sir; that is correct.
Senator Numv. What is the number?
MS. MCPHEARSON. Three hundred
Senator NUNN. Is that by regulation or by law?
Yes, sir; by regulaMS. MCPREARSON. By regulation, I believe.
300
tion.
Senator NUNN. So if a school doesn't require as many as
hours, it is not eligible for any loans?
MS. MCPMEARSON. That is correct.
at conif nobody is looking
Senator NUNN. So the incentive here,longer
with
the
and
longer
tent, is to simply make the courses
same basic curriculum; is that right?

hours
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MS. MCPHEARSON. That is correct.

Mr. BUCKLEY. And as we testified, the school is trying to get the
clock hours increased to over 600, which would make the students
eligrible for Pall grants.
Senator NUNN. With the same basic content in the course?
Mr. BUCKLEY. With no change at all to the content of the course.

Senator Nusmr. Have the requirements of the travel industry

gone up that much in the last 10 years?
Mr. Buciusx. Not that I know of, Senator.
Senator NUNN. Let me just ask two or three questions here. How
would you characterize the U.S. De; artment of Education's current

capability of monitoring the student aid program based on your
survey of these cases?
Mr. BUCKLEY. I think it is wholly inadequate,

Senator NUNN. IS it because they don't care? Is it because they
don't have enough people involved? Is it because of the way they
are organized? What is wrong?
Mr. BUCKLEY. I think there are a lot of well-meaning and caring
people in the Department of Education, Senator. The people we
spoke to in the field and in headquarters are all overworked. They
say they are not organized properly. Everyone we spoke to, as we
testified last week, said that the system is in deep trouble, and they
need our help.

Senator NuNN. Just in the student loan area, or in other areas,

too?

Mr. BUCKLEY. Also in the Federal student financial aid program.
We haven't looked anywhere else in the Department.
Senator NUNN. That is what you are talking about.
Mr. BUCKLEY. Yes.

Senator NUNN. How many people in the Department of Education work in this area? Do you know?
Mr. BUCKLEY. I don't know.

Senator NUNN. How many people in Region IV are responsible
for the region that you have been looking into?

Mr. BucKtant. There are approximately 15 people that do pro-

gram reviews on schools within that region.
Senator NUNN. Fifteen people that do reviews?
Mr. BUCKLEY. Go out and review schools.

Senator NUNN. And how many schools do they have under their
jurisdiction?
Mr. BUCKLEY. I have got that figure, if I can find it.
MB. MCPHEARSON. It encompasses eight States.

Mr. BUCKLEY. I will look that up, Senator, and let yclu know as
soon as I find it.
Senator NUNN. All right. Now, what is their job? Y. Ai have got

15 people reviewing eight states. Is this just in the proprietary

schools, or all schools?

Mr. BUCKLEY. All schools.

Senator NUNN. All schools. This is universities and everything
So you have got 15 people reviewing eight states, all schools, what
is their job? I mean, you said the accrediting agencies are the only
ones who look at the substance of the program.
What do these 15 people do?
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MS. MCPHEARSON. They are to check and see if the schools are

abiding by regulations.

e are over 1,100 schools located
and,
as
in
this
case, the program review for
in those eight States,
review of the
the ACT, they are to go out and do a substantive
school
that they
school's student financial aid program for each
Mr. BUCKLEY. Yes, Senator. I_

visit.
Senator NUNN. Dees that include substance?

Mr. BUCKLEY. No, no course substance at all, just the administra-

tion of the financial aid program.
Senator NUNN. Just the financial aid program. Okay.
Now, you have looked at one school. This is a case study. Tell us
how you selected the school.
Did you suspect fraud or abuse when you got into this?proprietary
Mr. -BUCKLEY. No, not at all. We wanted to look at a
to just visit a
school, one that was not, "in trouble." We wanted
operated,
how the
school and sort of dissect its operations, how it
worked
lenders and guarantors and the accrediting bcdies all find one wah
that
that school, and this was our goal. We didn't want to
was in trouble.
finanHowever, we did want to look at a school that had aItheavy
was
just
on
cial aid portfolio, and that is why we chose this one.
that
the
amount
of
loans
a computer printout we were looking at
were processed.
this
Senator NUNN. Do you have any way to know whether
stumble
did
you
just
happen
to
school would be representative, or
into one that has some real problems?
Mr. BUCKLEY. Well, it is hard to say. We have only been looking
the feedback that we
at this program for a couple of months, but
industry,
while it is unare getting is that the proprietary school
into
one
big
pot,
there are a
fortunate that they are all lumped
substantial number of bad apples and bad players in that industry.
Senator NUNN. Who are the victims in this kind of activity?
the taxMr. BUCKLEY. Well, certainly the students, and certainly
if
they
can't
be
locatpayer, because a large number go into default
ed. It is the students and the taxpayer.
Senator NUNN. Senator Roth.
Senator RoTH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Let me first of all commend you for the job you have done.
DepartIn your investigetion, do you know whether or not the
committees
ment of Education, in testimony before the appropriate
has brought this matter to the attention of the oversight commitdiscussions with
tees? In other words, as I understand, in your
Education,
they have
some of the members of the Department of
and
inadequacy
of
their
organization
expressed concern about the
ovez sight, if I correctly understood you.
Has this been brought to the attention of the oversight committees of the House or Senate?
last year sufficient
Mr. BUCKLEY'. Yes, Senator, it has, aad
review
officers to be put
monies were allocated for more program
regional
out in the field. It was 1985 and 1986, I believe, where the
the
Departthey
lost
a
lot
of
what
offices were restructured and
retirement,
personnel
through
attrition
or
ment said was quality
and right now they are just gearing back up.
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Senator Rom. It is my understanding there has, at least in the
Senate, been some effort to strengthen the requirements of these
programs.

Are you familiar with whether that is accurate or not?

Mr. BUCKLEY. We have discussed with the Education Subcommit-

.ee of the Labor Committee various legislative proposals that they
are making in concert with the Department of Education. I do not
know the full scope of what they plan in the Reauthorization Bill,
but they are also looking to yourself and Senator Nunn for input in
that area following these hearings.
Senator Rom. It is also my understanding that the Senate did

take certain action last year, but that the House didn't act. I
gather that part of the concern is that so we are fearful that if we
have stronger or more difficult requirements that we may rule out

some of the people that would otherwise be helped by this program.
Is that a legitimate concern from your point of view?
Mr. BUCKLEY. Well, I think from the education industry, they
have a very high concern that the Congress not just keep everybody lumped in one pile. The Department of Education wants the

ability, the legislative capability, to cut out certain industries
within education and regulate them separately, so that one reg
does not cover a university, a two-year college, a proprietary
school, or a vocational education school.

Senator Rom. Wrld you say that these loan activities are causing a serious diversm of Federal funds?
Mr. BUCKLEY. I think that the abuse of the program certainly ie,
yes, sir.

Senator Rom. Mr. Chairman, I must confess it bothers me that
we have this kind of a program which, essentially, I think we both
support because it helps people qualify for meaningful jobs. It appears, however, that there is really no oversight at any level as to

what they are learning. It just seems to me to invite fraud and
abuse.
Let me ask you this question, has the Inspector Generaland I
know that they have been very helpful to you in part of thisbut
have they in their annual reports in any way indicated the scope

and dimension of this problem?
Mr. BUCKLEY. Yes, Senator, they have, at least in the past three

semiannuals, maybe the past four, the student financial aid proam has been their topthe first thing when you open the cover.
at is the number one thing, so yes, he has been fairly outspoken
in this area through his reports.
Senator Rom. Well again, I thank both of you for work well
done, disappointing, but very helpful.
Senator NUNN. I am afraid they are just scratching the surface.

Thank you very much. We appreciate you both, the hard work

you have done on the staff.

Our next witnesses, we have a panel. We have Andrea Lynn

Merritta-West, and Angela M. Jones, former students of the American Career Training Travel School, and we also have Brenda Ann
Brandon, a former employee of American Career Training Travel
School.

Our next witnesses this morning will sit as a panel, the two students and also the former fmancial aid administrator.
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morning. We thank
We are delighted to have all of you here thisWe
swear in all the
and your cooperation.
you for your presenceSubcommittee.
of
That is one our Subcommitwitnesses before our
I will
tee rules, so if you will all stand and raise your right hand
give you the oath.
Do you swear the testimony you give before this Subcommittee

but the truth so help
will the truth, the whole truth and nothing
you God?

Ms. WEST. I do.
Ms. Jo NE& I do.
Ms. BRANDON. I do.

here, and I believe
Senator MINN. We thank all of you for being
views
this morning you can just take your time and present your
as you see it on this matter.
Andrea Lynn
I believe we are going to start this morning with
ahead
and tell us
right?
Andrea,
you
go
Merritts-West. Is that is all
your experience here.
FORMER
TESTIMONY OF ANDREA LYNN MERRITTS-WEST.
AMERICAN CAREER TRAINING STUDENT

and members
Ms. MEaarrrs-WEsT. Good morning Mr. Chairman,
morning to testi-

to be here this
of the Subcommittee. I am pleast-dstudent
at the American Career
fy regarding my experience as a
Beach, Florida.
Training Travel School in Pompano
Merritts-West,
and I am a resident of
My name is Andrea Lynn
of
age and I work as a
New Smyrna Beach, Florida. I am 26 years
training and mantraining specialist with ProSync, a professional
have
held
since January
agement consulting firm, a position that I
of 1988.
of NationUntil 1987, I worked for Gates-McDonald, a subsidiary
Division
in Columwide Insurance, in the Targeted Job Tax CreditFlorida, and worked
bus, Ohio. In June, 1987, I moved to Orlando. in September, 1987,
at High Point World Resort, until I was laid off
an advertisement
at the end of the season. In August, 1987, I saw
School.
I called the
in the local newspaper about the ACT Travel their courses. The
school's toll-free number and inquired about
of Daytona, called
school's local representative, Michael Stewart
school,
but I declined.
me and wanted to visit to tell me about the from High Point, I
In September of 1987, when I was laid off
unemployed. I had no
moved to Melbourne, Florida, and was
with friends off and
income and fell upon some rough times, living in
Florion. I applied for unemployment compensation Melbourne,
"take-one"
disa
da. While at the unemployment office, I observed
took
one
of
the
cards
play, advertising for the ACT Travel School. I
and called the school again.
Shortly thereafter, in November, 1987, Mike Stewart, an ACT

not have any
representative, called me. I told him that I didtimes
financially
really
having
some
hard
income and that I was
the
travel
course. I
and that I did not think I could afford to take
talking
with me
time,
but
he
insisted
on
did not want to waste his
' See p. 203 for Ms Merritta-West prepared statement.
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about the course anyway. He drove from Daytona to Melbourne to
speak with me, a distance of approximately 100 miles.

We met in a friend's apartment. Mentally, I was at the end of
my rope. Mike Stewart told me that this school would qualify me
for an entry position in the travel industry, starting at approximately $8 an hour, more if I got a job with a major airline. He
showed me brochures of beautiful, faraway places, and told me that
travel agents visit these places free of charge on familiarization
trips. He quickly gained my trust. What he was describing was paradise compared to what I was experiencing at that time. Stewart
told me that the school had a very high placement rate for its grad-

uates, and that major travel agencies and airlines visited the

school to recruit students. He told me that I could complete the

course in under 6 months and be a travel agent.
I was concerned about paying for the course. I told Stewart that I
could not afford the tuition. Stewart told me not to worry, saying,
"I can get it financed for you." Siuce I vvas receiving unemploy-

ment checks, I asked if I could set up a cash payment plan. He
talked me out of this idea and told me it would be easiest if I financed the tuition through the school. I told him I only had a
Penny's credit card, and he said don't worry, it is a guaranteed
loan, leaving me with the impression that I was guaranteed to get
the loan. I was never told that this was a Federally guaranteed
loan. I thought the school was loaning me the money.

On top of the tuition, he told me the school would send me a

check for $600 to $800 that I could cash and use. I was sold at that
time. I knew I would have to pay the money back, but he told me I
wouldn't have to pay anything until 6 months after graduation and
after I was gainfully employed.

Mike Stewart then asked me several questions. I filled out a

questionnaire about myself. I gave him a photograph of myself that
he said would be placed in my file at the school so the recruiters
from travel agencies could review my academic file and see whom
they were hiring. While I was filling out tIY, questionnaire, he was
asking me questions about how much money I had made the year
before, and the names of family members and friends. He was filling out another form while he was asking me these questions. He
knew that I was unemployed. I told him I had made approximately
$12,000 the year before. I gave him $25 for the registration fee.
Since there was no telephone in the apartment that we were in,

we walked to a pay telephone outside. Stewart called the school
and spoke with someone for several minutes. I assumed that they
were talking about my application. In a few minutes he called me
over to the phone. I spoke with e woman who asked me if I had
paid the $25 to Mike. I told her I had. She did not ask me very
many questions, just if I had received any money from my family. I

told her I had not. I really did not know why she was asking me
these questions. She did not explain that I was giving her informa-

tion for the loan. She told me that in a few days she wouild send me
some forms and told me to sign the forms in the highlighted areas,
and to return the forms to the school.
Mike congratulated me about signing up for the school and left

me with the first three lessons to do. I did all the lessons that
night. I was struck by how simple these lessons were. I actually
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read the books, but knew that I could easily just fill out the answer
sheets without studying first. I mailed the lessons in to the school
for grading.

Within a week of signing up for the course, I received some
forms with a couple of highlighted areas that needed my signature.
did not
I signed the forms and mailed them back to the school. Iof
those
read the forms and I do not recall ever receiving a copyreceiving
ever
forms back from the school. Further, I do notIrecall
filled
out the day I
forms
that
Mike
Stewart
and
a copy of the
enrolled.

few
I received a second set of lessons, lessons 4 through 7, in alittle
in
one
week.
It
took
me
a
weeks. I completed all four lessons
to memolonger to do these lessons, because the student is requiredStill,
I was
in
the
airline
travel
industry.
rize codes that are used
struck at how easy these lessons were. I mailed the lessons to the
school.
with
I received a check for approximately $2,625 ffom the school,
it
to
the
instructions to endorse the back of the check and return
school. I did so.

comBecause I was concerned about the ease with which I was travel
1987,
I
decided
to
call
a
pleting the work, in December,
had
agency in Melbourne about getting a job and to see if anyone
four
or
That
day
I
ended
lip
calling
heard of ACT Travel School.
but
They
had
all
heard
of
ACT,
five travel agents in Melbourne.
the school. I
none of them had anything zitive to tell me about
was told that ACT takes any, 37 that walks in off the street, and
ACI1 graduates don't know how to work in an office environment,
asked them

and all ACT will teach you are the travel codes. I
or
about the starting salary. I was told that I could start, with
than

without the ACT diploma, at about $4.25 an hour. That is less
what I was making on unemployment. I was disgusted.
I called Mike Stewart. I told him what I had learned by calling
travel agents and that the lessons were too easy. He told me that
$4.25 per hour is just the starting salary and that maybe it was the
area. I then realized that this was just a song-and-dance routine.I
I called the school and told them I wanted to drop the course.
advertold them that I had been receiving their newsletter, which gradutised the most recent "success stories" of their graduates,
rates placed as desk clerks at Motel 6. I told them about my conv*
paid
told
that
my
tuition
was
sations with local travel agents. I was
told
in full and that it would not make any sense to cancel. I was
that
reif
I
canceled.
I
was
told
that there was no reimbursement
check
tol.d
that
there
was
a
cruiters were visiting the school. I was
for over $600 in the mail to me. It was the week before Christmas,
1987. I needed the money. I hung up the phone.
In January, 1988, I received a check for about $600, along with a
letter which advised me to keep the money for my motel expenses
an account
for resident training. The school suggested that I openand
depositI
opened
a
savings
account
at Sunbank. Consequently,
ed the check.
out.
Only a few weeks after receiving the check, I decided to drop
telling
school's
newsletter
kept
coming,
I had nothing to lose. The
me of graduates being placed as motel desk clerks. The Ilessons
were simplistic. When I called the school about a question had in
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the text relating to Amtrak, I was told to answer the question, and
if I got it wrong they would tell me. I don't even know if they have
instructors at the school. I figured that if I just stopped sending in

lessons, they would just forget about me.
I didn't do any more lessons. In May 1989, I got a book from the
school. I called ACT and told them I had dropped out. They told me
I should finish the course. I gave them my new address and phone
number, but did not do any more lessons. I forgot about the school.
In October 1989, my mother called me from Ohio. She told me
that some lady from a business called UNIPAC had called about a
Federal student loan I had. I told my mother I never had a Federal
student loan, and I called the lady at UNIPAC. UNIPAC told me
that I was about to default on a Federal guaranteed student Joan. I
asked the lady at UNIPAC what she was talking about. I didn't un.

derstand. The lady at UNIPAC asked me if I had gone to ACT.
This was the first time I had ever been told that I had received a
Government student loan. I was floored.
UNIPAC told me that I owed $2,750, and I told them that I
hadn't even completed half the course at Aur. She told me to get
in touch with the school and fiird out what was going on. When I
called ACT they told rne that the lender had been refunded the
portion of the loan that was due me.
I relayed this information to UNIPAC, and I was told that no
refund had ever been made. UNIPAC told me to proceed with caution because "something isn't right." UNIPAC told me to call the
school and get the check number of the refund and the date it had
been mailed. ACT then told me my rile was "on alert," which
meant they could not find it. The woman at UNIPAC told me if I
chose to complete the program at ACT, UNIPAC would defer my
loan. I decided to do so. UNIPAC sent me the papers to confirm my
school activity, part of which was to be completed by the school.
ACT said they would not complete the papers because they don't do
deferments.
And let me add that as of a few days ago I contacted UNIPAC to
check on my loan and was told I was considered to be in default.
In December of 1989 I decided to call another travel agency in
the Daytona area to see if ACT's reputation with the travel industry had gotten any better. I found out the school's reputation had
gotten worse. The manager of a chain of travel agencies told me
that graduates of ACT had no interview skills and could not deal
with the public very well. Regarding ACT's course content, the
manager of the agency told me that he could teach me more about
the travel industry in just a few weeks than ACT teaches in their
whole course.

In the process of trying to clear up all of the problems with my
loan, I spoke with at least six different people at ACT. One such

person was Debbie. She said that according to ACT, since my loan
had been repaid to the lender, if I wished to continue the course
work. I would have to pay the school additional money. I could
hear a man named John talking to Debbie about how to handle my
situation. He told Debbie that I would have to pay for the remaining lessons to be completed, and that, as a base figure, would be
about $600, maybe more. Debbie said that I would have to be on
the honor system and that payments would be my responsibility. I
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made out to ACT on or about
sent the fast money order of $100 amount for at least 6 months.
January 19, 1990. I am to pay this lessons. In January, ACT sent
of 20
To date, I have completed 13I have
I called Acr Febto
complete.
remaining
lessons
me all the
the money order, and theyI had
ruary 5, 1990, to see if they received
explain to me why am
one
can
of
it.
Additionally,
no
no record
my
files at ACT today show
paying the additional tuition, sincePreviously,
that my
I
was
told
files as paid in full, but canceled.
the lender, but c.. Februenrollment was canceled and refunded to computer did not show a
the
ary 5, 1990, Cathy Rini told me that
that
a refund must have been
been
made,
but
refund as having
made, since I was canceled such a long time ago.
and a job trainer for
While performing my duties as a counselor
with sevhave come in contact

I
low-income and unskilled people,
been
caught up in deals with schools
like
me,
have
eral people who,
for a magic way out of the

like this. These people are lookingThcy are tmsnspecting and are
gutter, trying to better themselves. promise the world and give
like this
easily manipulated. Schools
these
people end up back in the welfare
nothing back. Like me,
were before enrolling in these programs.
line, worse off than they credit
rating to a bad credit rating and a
They go from having no
big debt to pay.
teach the youth
I, as a summer youth coordinator and counselor,
higher
education
or vocaabout bettering themselves, going on to teach them that there are
tional schools, or into the military. We them that there is no easy
I tell
several avenues available to them.that
advertise in the back of magschools
way out. I tell them thatquick,
to avoid.
easy education, are pitfalls
azines, that promise a
to
allows these schools thrive at
Mr. Chairman, the system which American taxpayers must be
the expense of the students and the
this system, but it is my
corrected. Unfortunately, I am a victim of prevent what has haphope that through these hearings we can
pened to me from happening to others.
If you should have any
This concludes my prepared remarks. them at this time.
happy to respond to

questions, I would be
appreQiate
Senator NUNN. Thank you very much, Ms. West. We
very much your testimony.
Ms. Jones.
TESTIMONY OF ANGELA M. JONES, FORMER
TRAINING STUDENT

AMERICAN CAREER

and members of the
Ms. JONES. Good morning, Mr. Chairman,
this morning to testify re-

Subcommittee. I am pleased to be here American Career Traingarding my experience as a student at the
ing Travel School in Pompano Beach, Florida.
Swansea, South CaroliMy name is Angela Jones and I am from
of 1987, I saw an ad in The
na. I am 21 years old. In the summer
Carolina, about
State, a newspaper based in Columbia, South
interested
in being a
I was
American Career Training, or ACT.wanted
ACT
seemed
to travel.
travel agent or tour guide because I
to be able to give me the things I wanted.
See p 20H far Ms. Jones prepared statement.
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I got involved with the school shortly thereafter. At first I was

real! y excited about the school, because I thought that when I raduated I could make some good money and maybe move to a bigger
town. Things did not work out that way, however, and I got quite

aaravated.
I called the toll-free number that was in the advertisement and

received a pamphlet highlighting the school. After a couple of tele-

phone conversations, I was told no representative of the school
would be visiting me, but that the enrollment materials would be
sent. I filled out what is called a PQP, or a Personal Qualification

and Profile form, and returned it to the school. A financial aid officer soon contacted me and explained the student loan that I might
be able to get. Sbe made it sound as if I was to get the loan from
the school, not the bank. I needed a loan to go to the school, so I
filled out the paperwork, just as they had asked me to do.
A school representative named John Gil lies sent me an enrollment agreement which contained some information about q guar-

anteed student loan. Gil lies told me to fill in the top part of the
form pertaining to the school enrollment, but to leave blank the
portion about the guaranteed student loan. He said it didn't apply
to me. He said I needed to sign the form to show that I knew what
to expect from the home study portion of the course and the resident portion of the course and that I had 12 months to complete
the work.

I signed and returned the form, leaving the guaranteed student
loan portion blank. The next thing I knew, I had received a check
for $2,415. I was confused, because while I knew at some point I
was going to get a loan, I didn't think I had done anything at that
point to obtain a loan. Since I specifically recalled Gil lies telling
me to disregard the guaranteed student loan portion of the enrollment form. I called the school to ask what the check was for. I was
told the check was for tuition, but that it should be disregarded because it would be voided, it would never be deposited. Nevertheless,
they told me to sign the check and return it to them. Because I
trusted the school's employees, I did as they asked. Now I realize
how stupid it was of me to sign and return the check. Unfortunately, that was only my tirst mistake.
They confused me about the entire financial arrangement, so I
kept asking questions about the money. Again, they told me that
the check wasn't going to be used. When I asked how, then, would

my tuition be paid, they said that the school would send me a
statement showing what the tuition payments would be and the

amount that I owed. They made it sound as if I would be repaying
the school. As I understood things, I was to make payments to the
school while working on the home study portion of the course and
before I went to Florida for resident training. Every time I called
to ask them why I had not received a payment book, they kept putting me off, saying they would send it to me later. I questioned the
origin of the check that I had endorsed and returned to the school.
I was told that the Bank of Horton was the school's bank. Again, I
was told that any letters they sent to me referring to a guaranteed
student loan did not apply to me.
At a later time I received a check to pay for my resident training

in Florida. I was told to save the money until that time. I ques-
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employee
tioned where this money was coming from, and a school
would
repay
told me that the school was covering these costs and I
the money after resident training.
from the
This whole time, I thought I was borrowing the money
loan,
because
I
school. I would not have signed for a Government
I
cercould have gone to my bank and gotten a loan on my own.
tainly would not have borrowed as much money.
My troubles with the ACT Travel School were not limited to tuibooks and lessons
tion payment. I was also having trouble getting
returned
to me along
lessons
were
graded
and
to complete. My first
lessons and
completed
a
second
set
of
with the next set of books. I
been rereturned those to the school. Those lessons have never
received
turned to me showing my grades, and I have never grades any
and
other books after that. I continually tried to get these mail. They
books and was told by the school that they are in the
not
have been telling me that for 6 months. To date, I still have
until
an
received any more books, and I did not know my grades of my
staff
showed
me
a
copy
investigator from the Subcommittee
I was
Nearly 3 weeks prior to June 13, 1988, the date when to
say
training,
I
called
the
school
scheduled to attend resident
study
lescompleted
the
last
10
home
that I had not received or
sons. I brought this to their attention, even though I knew I could
not complete the lessons before resident training.
At this point I also knew that the I-year period I had to complete
it was the
the program was almost up. I was really upset. becausetelephoned
school's fault that I did not have the books. My father
including the
the school and we asked to speak to several people,
We
were
getting nopresident of the school, which never occurred.
that
I
shouldn't
have
to pay the
where. My father told the school
portion
of the
I
had
only
gotten
a
full amount of the loan, because
Nevertheless,
for
the
full
course.
lessons. I didn't feel I owed them
they say that I had to pay the full amount.
They insisted that the books and lessons had been mailed. There
was no point in trying to talk to anyone else. There was nothing
left to be said. I had done my best to talk with the school, but that
didn't work. I didn't know where else to turn.
I got a
The next time I heard from ACT was in October 1988. months
canceled
and
that
I
had
3
letter saying that I had been
loan. To
grace period before I had to start making payments on my
53
more to
of
$50
each.
I
still
have
date, I have made 11 payments
I
underthem,
but
I
guess
I
have
to.
make. I don't want to make
but
why
pay
the
instruction
I
received,
stand that I should pay for
of
me
for
for what I didn't get. They are making almost $3,000 off

nothing.

all at my
ACT promised a lot of things that it never delivered,
but
the
money.
expense. It seems like they are out for nothing
This
could
They are holding me accountable for their mistakes. though
I
before
I
got
one.
I
feel
as
have ruined my credit rating
at
an
being
where
I
am,
a
cashier
wasted all that time. Instead of
office supply store, I had hoped to be working in a field that I was
into debt. I
really excited about. ACT has gotten me nowhere, but
have
had to go
wish I had never trusted these people, I would not
through all of this.
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Mr. Chairman, this concludes
my prepared remarks. If
any questions, I would
you have
be happy to respond to
Thank you.
them at this time.
Senator NUNN. Thank you very much,
We will come back
with questions for Ms. Jones and Ms. West.
probably we ought to
both of
I think that
first and then we willgo ahead and hear from Ms.you.
Brenda
Brandon
come back for questions.
Ms. Brandon, we thank
you for being here.
TESTIMONY OF BRENDA ANN
BRANDON. FORMER
AMERICAN CAREER
EMPLOYEE OF
TRAINING SCHOOL 1
Ms. BRANDON.

Good morning Mr. Chairman
Subcommittee. I am pleased to be
and members of the
here this morning
contribute to the
to testify and
Subcommittee's investigation
defaults, particularly
into
student loan
those
worked at a proprietary of proprietary schools. For three years
I
school in Florida. 1
where.
now
have
a
job
elseMy name is Brenda
maiden name of Brenda Ann Brandon, formerly known
by my
Ann Dorman. I am 40
life-long resident of
years
of
age
Florida.
I
sity in 1971 with a
graduated from Florida State and a
Bachelor
of
UniverScience degree.
My employment history, prior
to 1983,
tarial and clerical fields.
mostly in the secreIn the fall of 1983,was
can Career Training 'Travel
I learned of the
School in Pompano Beach, Amerithrough an advertisement
Florida,
in a local Florida
in for a change in
newspaper.
I
was
lookmy
career
sc ool, paying cash for
path, and enrolled in the travel
the
tuition.
new at the time, did not
The school,
offer Federal student aid,which was fairly
interest-free payment plan.
but did offer an
I completed the 20 home
in 4 or 5 weeks and
study lessons
attended the 3 week
course in January of 1984.
resident portion of the
After graduation, I was
employed at Ambassador Travel,
porated, in Fort Lauderdale,
Ms. Ann Calareso, wife
Florida. The office's supervisorIncorof
John
was
James Calareso are the
Calareso. Joseph Calareso and
sons
of
John
James Calareso own the American
Calareso. John, Joseph, and
After working at Ambassador Career Training Corporation.
Travel, Incorporated, from
ary through December of
JanuI began working
Career Travel School as an1984,
at the American
instructor
computer systems used in the
for "System
one of the
travel industry, which1,"
offered by the school.
is
the
My beginning salary
system
American Career Training
was $300 per week.
does business as the Acr
Travel School
the HartCorporation
When I started and
for Professional
work there in School
Secretaries,
1985, it was known
Career Training
as
the
American
Travel
School.
The Hart Secretarial School
added later.
was
After the school received
partment of Education thatnotification
the
States Dethe school from
had been United
ticipate in the Federal
approved to parstudent
loan
school's president,
Joseph Calareso, the
promoted me fromprogram,
"S3rstem 1" instructor
nancial aid

administrator for the school. In
to fithat capacity, from

See p. 211 for Mi. Brandon's

prepared g.atentant.
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1985 until I left the school in November of 1988, I hired, supervised
and managed the employees of the financial aid department. When
I started in the position I was the only school employee involved in
the fmancial aid office. When I left in 1988, I supervised 68 employees.

The Calaresos retained the consulting firm, J.V. Associates of
Jacksonville, Florida, to establish the school's student loan and aid
programs and to train me on the Federally insured loan program.
J.V. Associates employee Carol Clairmont is the person who established the school's program.
When I started working in the school's student aid office, there
were approximately 600 loan applications pending. I learned how
to administer the loan program on my own by obtaining and study-

ing the Federal Register regulations and guarantee agency pro-

gram manuals.

Carol Clairmont was of very little help, because she provided
little information and sometimes guve me wrong information. To
summarize, I knew nothing about the student loan program when I
was given the job and the consultant did not do very much to prepare me for the task ahead.
In 1985 I was processing about 50 loan applications per week. In
1988 the financial aid section wa0 processing and sending to lenders approximately 300 applications per week. The school advertises
and uses regional sales representatives to reach prospective students. The sales representatives meet with the prospective student
in the student's home and present the sales pitch on the school.
During this visit the sales representative is supposed to determine
the individual's ability to benefit. Federal regulations require that
in order to be eligible for a guaranteed student loan the institution
must determine that the student is capable of learning the material offered by the school.

To make this determination, the school used a Personal Qualification and Profile form, or PQP, which the school developed. It is
designed to be filled out by the prospective student without assistance from the sales representative. The sales representative is then
to review the form and determine, based on the information provided, if the person has an ability to benefit.
The PQP form contains a series of questions concerning education, such as: "Are you a high school graduate, or do you have an
equivalent certificate? Year, City and State,"
"Are you in the process f obtaining your high school diploma or
equivalent? If yes, expected completion date."
The student financial aid office at the school received every PQP
submitted by the sales representatives. I have seer PQP forms on

which the student certified that he or she did not have a high
school diploma or equivalent, and that he or she was not in the

process of obtaining a diploma or equivalent. As I understand the
ability to benefit regulations and the school's policy, a student may
not attend the resident portion of the training until he or she has
obtained a high school diploma or the equivalent.
While I was at the school I kept a list of students who did not
have a diploma or equivalent when enrolled. The list was posted on
the wall of my office and I instructed other employees in my sec-
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tion to add to the list the names of any students that enrolled without the diploma or equivalent.
I have taken PQP forms on which the student certified that he or

she did not have a high school diploma or equivalent and that he
or she was not in the process of obtaining a diploma or equivalent,
to Joseph Calareso. Joseph Calareso, after I had explained to him
that these students were not eligible to apply for Federally guaranteed student loans, would tell me to change the information on the
PQP form to indicate that the student was in the process of obtaining a diploma or equivalent. I refused to alter the records.
I have observed Joseph Calareso change the answers to those
questions, "Are you in the process of obtaining your high school diploma or equivalent?" from a "no" response to a "yes,' and filling
in the answer to, "If yes, expected completion date," as ASAP.
Joseph Calareso did this on several occasions in my presence.

Near the end of the PQP form, there is an analysis section,

wherein the sales representative certifies by signing that the stu-

dent has the ability to benefit. On several occasions I handed
Joseph Calareso PQP forms that were missing elements of the

analysis portion of the form. Joseph Calareso would either certify

that the student had the ability to benefit, even though he had

never met the student, or he would instmet me to take the form to
his brother, Jim, or to one of the regional managers. On such occasions, these people would certify that the student had the ability to
benefit, even though they, too, had never met the student.
Over time, and apparently reflecting Joseph Calareso's feeling

that this was not an important issue, the PQP forms that were

missing the necessary ability to benefit information were routinely
referred to the admissions department where the certification was
similarly made.
The financial aid office received every student enrollment application. We, the employees of the financial aid office, were instructed by Joseph Calareso to contact every new student, even cash stu-

dents, and try and get them to fmance their education through a
guaranteed student loan. This way, the school was guaranteed to
receive the full tuition up front. If a cash student is on a payment
plan, there is a lower probability that the school will receive all of
the tuition, because the majority of the students enrolled never
complete the course. With a loan, the school gets all of the money
early on.

Regarding the outside reviews of the school by guarantee agencies, the Department of Education, the State of Florida, and independent auditors, there was not one review conducted while I was
employed at the school that was based on accurate information.
For all the reviews conducted, school employees tampered with the

records that were provided to the reviewers. For each review,

Joaeph Calareso had the school's employees pull the student files,

review, alter, and in some cases falsify data prior to providing

those files to the reviewer.
was struck by the lack of real oversight the reviewers actually

exercise. Dave Barton of the CPA firm, Barton & Gordon, spent
less than I day on his independent audit of the school and made no
adverse fmdings. I am not surprised to learn that the consulting
firm that set up the school's fmancial aid program, J.V. Associates,
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I also heard that Dave
is a subsidiary of the Barton & Gordon firm.
Barton owns a proprietary school in Alabama, and that Carol
Clairmont is now working for a proprietary school.
never mentioned theforfact
The program reviewers and auditors
its
uation
or completion rate
that the school had a very low
the
fact
that
well
over
enrollees. No one ever seemed thered by
student loans.
90 percent of the students were receiving guaranteedschool's
default
concerned
about
the
Joseph Calareso was not
volume
of
loans
rate. He told me that if we could keep the lenders and thehigh
naenough and the loans spread out among many forever to figure it
tional guarsntee agencies, it would "take them
out."
to deal with the
When I told Joseph Calareso that we neededstudent
was locatin which the
lenders and guarantors in the State
with
as long
we dealt
ed, he told me he did not care what lenders"We
will
never
do tht
F.'s the lender met the following conditions:
with
a
7-to-l0-day
double disbursements with lenders. Find lenders will not issue the
turn-around time. We will not use Ibnders that
loan checks co-payable to the student and to ACT."
disbursements, Ms.
Senator NUNN. What did he mean by double
Brandon?
where the actual
Ms. BRANDON. More than one disbursement, broken down as
for would be
loan that the student was eligible
where
the student gets so much for
they do in a semester system
in one single
each semester each quarter. He wanted all the money
disbursement.
Senator NuNN. He wanted the money up front?
Ms. BRANDON. Yes, sir.
checks be paySenator NUNN. And he also was insisting that the
could
make sure
school
so
the
school
able to the student and the
they got the money?
Ms. BRANDON. Yes, sir.

over the
He also said to use the national guarantee agencies
the national guar-

for
state guarantee agencies, because it is harder schools.
Joseph Calarrate
at
individual
antors to track the default
eggs, or loans, in one

eso told me that "if you put all of your
basket, they can control 3rou."
for a short
The school used the Florida guarantee agency only
close to home.
Calareso
told
me
it
was
too
period of time. Joseph
other gatherWhen we would attend industry conventions and
other
schools repinformally
poll
the
ings, one of my duties was to
resented to determine what lenders and guarantors they were
using and how they did business.
the student loan checks from the
snen the school received payable
either to the student and the
lender, the checks were made
be stamped
school, or solely to the student. All the checks would
American
Career
with a restrictive endorsement, "For deposit only,
for
endorsethen
sent
to
the
student
Training Corporation," and
ment and return to the school.
placing the school's restrictive enJoseph Calareso knew that by payable
solely to the student was
dorsement on the checks made
control the student and
wrong, but this was the method he used to check
to the school. The
the
to ensure the student would send back
reviewer from FloritTreral, a lender, told Joseph Calareso in
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1986 to stop the practice of using the restrictive endorsement on
checks addressed payable only to the student. As a result, ACT
simply stopped using Florida Federal as one of its primary lenders.
While I was employed at the school, the Calaresos would increase

the cost of tuition almost every year. When I started in 1985 the
tuition was $1,295, and when I left in 1988 the tuition it was $1,895
per student. I do not know why the tuition was raised and I do not
know of any justification for this increase.

Another area that the outside reviewers never seemed to focus
on was the matter of the student loan budget. This dollar amount
is what ACT calculated the cost of attendance to be for each student. This amount is used in calculating the amount a student is
eligible for in the paranteed student loan program. So, if the
budget amount is high enough, more students will be eligible for
loans. In addition to other factors, this budget amount was adjusted
upward every time the tuition was increased.
Mei a change in the regulat.ms requiring it, we started verifying a percentage of the loan applications that we received by going
to the source of information. Those sources included lenders, other

schools, and the IRS. When I would discover a discrepancy between
what a student had reported, what a previous school had provided,
and what a lender reported regarding the status of a previous loan
to the student, Joseph Calareso told me that I was doing too much
paperwork and to ignore the discrepancies. These discrepancies in
some cases allowed students who had previously defaulted on Federal loans to obtain additional loans. 'This is the very occurrence
which the regulations sought to prevent. ACT, the lenders, and
other schools, by not seeking and providing the most current information about a student, facilitated this happening.
Ruth Ann Flemming, the director of training, complained about
the quality of students entering the resident portion, because some

studentsstudents who had already completed the correspondence
portion of the coursecould not read or write well enough.
The school also participated in the Supplemental Loans for Students, or SLS program. Even though the interest rate is higher
than that for the guaranteed Stafford Student Loans, Joseph Calareso said we have to get the tuition covered, and directed the financial aid employees to fill out and send the SLS forms to students,
even in the event the student had told the financial aid employee
that he or she did not want an SLS loan.
To accomplish this, two employees were directed as their sole
duty to call students and encourage them to take out SLS loans,
since the guaranteed student loan would not cover their tuition. By
sending the completed forms to the students for signature, we were
encouraging students to take out the SIB loan.
To encourage the ACT employes to process large numbers of
loan and student applications quickly, the Calaresos instituted a
number of competitive award programs within the comny. For
example, sales representatives earned incentive awards aftr a contest period for the highest number of students enrolled. Receptionists with the highest number of students contacted by phone were
rewarded with time off. Loan counselors in my department were
rewarded with cash, color televisions, or other such items for the
highest number of loan applications submitted during the contest

28-765 - 90 - 4
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period. I have always felt a little strange that the instructors never
had a contest, or that the placement office never was rewarded if
they placed a high number of graduates.
The school's refund policy was confusing and changed often.
During the early years, it was Joseph Calareso's policy not to issue
refunds unless the student mailed back the uncompleted lessons
and notified the school in writing, via certified mail, of the desire
to withdraw. The formula for calculating refunds changed often,
too. Basically, after a student had been inactive for 1 year after the

date of enrollment, we would notify the lender that the student
had withdrawn. The date of withdrawal, as reported to the lender,
was much later than the date the student had actually become inactive with his or her lessons. The date of withdrawal reported was
the end of the 1-year period the student was enrolled. In these
to refund the resident portion of the traincases, we were sup
ing to the lender, rustet4or a considerable period of time we did not
do so.

Joseph Calareso often changed the school's refund policy, as indi-

cated on the reverse side of the contract signed by the student.
Most of the time, if a student did not notify the school that he or

she was withdrawing, the file was not reviewed for the one-year enrollment period, and no refund of the correspondence portion of the

course was made to the lender. The school considered it earned
incowe.

When regulations changed to require refunds be made based on a
percentage of clock hours of actual student attendance or participation, this further confused the refund policy. But in actual practice,
we continued to hold files as active for the one-year period, and
then issue refunds based only on the resident portion of the training, not the correspondence portion.
The Hart School for Professional Secretaries was the second program offered by ACI"Fraining Garporation. The secretarial pro-

gram, also a combination correspondence and resident training
school, began in 1987. After the program began, I discovered that
the sales representatives were signing up secretarial course students who were also students of ACT Travel School. I conducted a
review of all secretarial school enrollees and discovered that rrany
representatives were involved in the practice of dual enrolling stu-

dents. Of course, this is an improper practice because these students were not eligible to collect two guaranteed student loans at
the same time. This practice was not immediately identified since
the students were not being processed through the same lenders
and there is no computer match done by lenders. This practice involved false statements by the students since they must list any
school they attend after high school on the enrollment application,
and they had not listed the travel school on the application.
The sales representative was involved in the practice since the
representative knew the identity of the students living in his area.
I brought this matter to the attention of Joseph Calareso, but his
only concern was how soon a travel student could be enrolled, in
and obtain student aid for, the secretarial school.
Mr. Chairman, this concludes my prepared remarks. If you
should have any questions, I would be happy to respond to them at
this time.
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Senator NUNN. Thank you very much, Ms. Brandon. I have a few

questions for you and then I will ask a few other questions, and
then we will rotate with Senator Roth. I appreciate you being here.
What was the year you went to work with ACT7

Ms. BRANDON. 1985.

Senator NUNN. And when did you leave?
Ms. BRAND0N. November of 1988.

Senator NUNN. Did you leave of your own accord, or were you
terminated?
MS. BRANDON. I left on my own accord.
Senator NUNN. Where did you go from that job?

Ms. BRANDON. I moved back home.

Senator NUNN. Did you get another job?
MS. BRANDON. I am working now.

Senator NUNN. Where are you employed now?
MS. BRANDON. At a law firm.

Senator NUNN. What was the beginning salary you had at ACT?
Ms. BRANDON. $300 per week.

Senator NUNN. How about your highest salary?
Ms. BRANDON. When I left it was $670 per week.
Senator NUNN. I understand you were a student there before you
actually became a financial aid officer; is that right?
MS. BRANDON. Yes, sir.

Senator NUNN. What kind of instruction did you get? Did you
have satisfactory instruction?
Ms. BRANDON. I walked into the school, I drove over from Seabring to Pompano and I picked up the 20 lessons and paid for them
and went home and did all the lessons, and I brought the answer
sheets to class when I went to class 4 weeks later, 5 weeks later.
Senator NUNN. Did you complete the residency part of the
course, too?

Ms. BRANDON. Yes, I did.

Senator NUNN. What kind of instructors did they have there?
Were they good instructors?
Ms. BRANDON. Fair.

SenatDr NUNN. The big problem is the fact that most people
never get to the residency part; is that right?
Ms. BRANDON. Correct.

Senator NUNN. Did you talk to the instructors while you were a
financial aid officer and get their attitude about what was going

on?
MS. BRANDON. A little bit. The main objection was the quality of

the student that was being enrolled and the reasons why, and how
it was making their job difficult when some of the students literally couldn't read or write, some students didn't speak the English
language, and there were a lot of complaint5 in that direction.
Senator NUNN. But the instructors were trying to do their job; is
that right?
MS. BRANDON. Yes, sir, they were.

Senator NUNN. What was the yearly dollar loan volume of the
school when you left? Do you recall, approximately?
MS. BRANDON. I can only tell you how many applications.
Senator NUNN. How about that. Tell us the number of applications.
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MS. BRANDON. We were receiving anywhere from 200 to 350 student loan checks per week.
Senator NUNN. And what was the usual amount of those checks?
Ms. BRANDON. $2,000 to $2,500 per check.

Senator NUNN. So that would be, if it was $2,000 times 200, that

would be what? Two thousand times 200. Let's see here. That is
$400,000 a week, approximately.

Why did you quit as the student financial aid administrator?

Ms. BRANDON, Because my husband was fired and he worked for
the school in the admissions department.
Senator NUNN. What was his job?
Ms. BRANDON. He was a regional sales manager. He trained the
representatives that were hired. I guess he did some hiring when
he was on the road. He trained the sales or admissions representatives for various states.
Senator NUNN. Were you aware of the selling techniques that
were going on by the school's representatives?
Ms. BRANDoN. The only selling technique that I saw was a color

video, and that was in the last year, I think it was beginning or

mid-1988 when they made a color video, and they showed it to evbody in the school. I saw that, but no, I am not aware.
nator NuNN. What was the pitch with that color video? Wag
were they portraying there?
Ms. BRANDON. They showed different places around the world, I
guess exotic places, places where the student could travel on familiarization trips. They showed people in travel agencies and behind
airline ticket counters.
Senator Ncrifig. Did you think that was a correct representation

of what was really likely to be the future of these people who
enroll?
MS. BRANDON. I don't think it was realistic, no.

Senator NUNN. I understand from your testimony that ycu were

instructed to try to ccnvince all students to apply for a Federal
loan, even those who wanted to pay cash, is that right?
MS. BRANDON. Yes, sir.

Senator MINN. And the reason for that is to get all the money

up front?

Ms. BRANDON. Yes, sir.

Senator NUNN-. Were there inany students that wanted to pay

cash, or did most of them
Ms. BaiamoN. Very few.

Senator NUNN. Ms. West, let me ask you this question. You
stated that the school's representative showed you brochures of
beautiful faraway places, and that you would be able to visit these
places free of charge.

Do you believe this was an incentive primarily to get you en-

rolled in the school?

Ms. WEs.r. Yes, I do.

Senator Nurar. Did it work?
Ms. WEST. Yes, it did.

Senator NUNN. How about you Ms. Jones, did you have anything
like that? Didiou see any brochures or color slides?
Ms. JONEs. No, sir.

Senator NUNN. You just saw the advertisement?
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MS. JONES. I was never visited by anyone. Everything was
through the mail.
Senator NUNN. Right. Ms. West, do you believe that what you
were shown was an accurate portrayal of what was likely?
Ms. W.s.r. No, sir. From several different travel agencies I have
talked to and several different schools, familiarization trips, you ac-

tually do have to pay for, not the amount that a mular person

would, but you would still have to pay for those.
Senator NUNN. SO you believe you were misled in that respeet?
Ms. Wier. Yes.
Senator NUNN. MS. Brandon, again, Ms. West testified that the
school representative told her that ACT had a very high placement

rate for its graduates and that nvior travel agencies and airlines

visited the school to recruit students.
Did you ever observe, while you were at the school, major travel
agents and airlines recruiting at the school?
Ms. BRANDON. No, sir, I never saw them. The placement education building was about a quarter of a mile away and we were told
that they were there. I never saw them myself.
Senator NUNN. So you would not have been in a position to observe whether they were there or not?
Ms. %Armor/. No, sir.
Senator NuNN. Did the ACT school, Ms. Brandon, have a job
placement department?
Ms. BRANDON. To my knowledge they did.
Senator NUNN. They did?
Ms. %Armor/. Yes, sir.
Senator NUNN. Did you know any of those people?
Ms. BRANDON. Yes.

Senator NUNN. Did they really work at their job?
Ms. BRANDON. They worked there. I physically saw them there.
Senator NUNN. How many employees did they have, do you
know?
Ms. BRANDON. I would say about five.
Senator NUNN. Do you have any idea of what their actual placement record was for those who actually graduated?
Ms. BRANDON. AbOut 10 to 20 percent, I believe.

Senator NUNN. What were they claiming?
Ms. BRANDON. I was told to put 88 to 90 percent on applications
to the different agencies for loan processing.
Senator NUNN. So they were claiming 88 to 90 percent placement
rate, and to your best knowledge it was somewhere around 10 to 20
percent?
Ms. BRANDON. Yes, sir.

Senator NUNN. Let me ask Ms. West and Ms. Jones both this
question. How much do you currently owe on your student loans as
a result of your program with this school?
Ms. West, first, do you know how much you owe now?
Ms. WEST. Nobody seems to know the answer to that one. l have
contacted UNIPAC. They say one thing. They say $2,625 now. ACT,
my file has been on alert now for 6 months. They cannot find my

file and they cannot tell me what I owe. All they can say is that
they know that they made the refund.
Senator NUNN. Ms. Jones, do you know how much you owe?
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MS. JONES. At the present time I owe $2,125.

Senator NUNN. And you are paying it now? Do you have a job
now?
Ms. Jo Nits. Yes, sir.
Senator NUNN. Where do you work?
Ms. JONES. At an office supply store.
Senator NuNN. And Ms. West, how about you now?

Ms. Won. I am a professional training specialist. I am what they
call a travel team. I train low.skilled people all over Georgia and
Florida.
Senator NUNN. Is that a Government position?
Ms. Wrier. JTPA. It is a service provider.

Senator NuNN. Right. Ms. Brandon, what upsets you the most
about what you saw going on while you were at ACT regarding
guaranteed student loans?
MS. BRANDON. Probably the fact that we were governed by the
Federal regulations under the Title IV program, and they were
clearly stated. I worked very hard to understand them and interpret them, and it seemed that I had no control over following them
properly. And I think a lot of the students who did enroll had good
intention, and they won't get a chance any other way, other than
through a proprietary school, because they don't have the criteria
or the eligibility to get into a state school, and this was the perfect

opportunity for them and it could have been run properly.
nator NUNN. You testified that you observed Joseph Calareso
alter the information on the PQP form to show that a student had
obtained a high school diploma or equivalent when the student in
fact had not. Is that correct?
Ms. BRANDON. Yes, it is.
Senator NUNN. Did you observe any other people in high levels
in the school basically falsifying information?
Ms. BRANDON. On that particular item, or others?
Senator NuNN. On any other items?
MS. BRANDON. Yes, sir.

Senator NUNN. Who else did you observe falsifying information?

Ms. BRANDON. Jim Calareso and the regional managers that
were in the office when the forms were incomplete.
Senator NUNN. What type information did you observe them falsif

?

BRANDON. On the back of the PQP at the bottom, the s.11es
representative has to certify that the information that the student
completed on the form is accurate and that they show the ability to
benefit, and on many occasions when I received those they were
unsigned, and I gave them to Joe Calareso for signature.
Senator NUNN. You mentioned that while you were at industry
conventions and other professional gatherings, one of your duties
was to speak informally to representatives of other schools about
their business practices and lenders, guarantors they used.
What did you find out in your conversations with these individuals? Was your school doing things like they were doing them, or
was your school sort of an exception?
Ms. BRANDON. I never asked about other school's business practices, simply because I didn't feel comfortable to do that. But there
were many discussions about why different schools chose certain
.
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lenders and guarantee agencies, and it was basically for the same
reason that we spread ours out amongst the lenders and guarantors.

Senator NUNN. Ms. Brandon, Mr. Calareso has responded to an
NHSC finding that there was no evidence that refunds weren't

being made on a timely basis as follows, this is what he said, quote,
"With all due respect to the Committee, ACT would like this opportunity to affirm that it has always been our policy without exception to issue refunds on a timely basis for students who notify us of

their intentions to cancel from any of our programs," end quote.
Based on your experience, do you agree with that statement?
Ms. BRANDON. No, I do not.

Senator NUNN. Would you elaborate on that?
Ms. BRANDON. The only refunds that I feel, or that I observed,
that were issued in a timely manner were the students who actually wrote in a letter of cancellation and returned unused lesson
books.

Senator NUNN. Those are the only ones that were refunded

promptly?

MS. BRANDON. Yes.

Senator NUNN. What was the normal refund policy?
Ms. BRANDON. According to the school contract?

Senator NUNN. No, I mean, what was actually happening in reality? What actual practice did the school follow in refunds?
Ms. BRANDON. Well, that is hard to say.

Senator NUNN. Was it slow, or was it cumbersome? Was it very
difficult for students to get refunds?
Ms. BasNnoN. Well, the ones that did send in a letter, you know,

and I knew that they were due within 30 days to the lender, so

those were issued on time.
Other refunds were basically students who went through their 1year enrollment term and didn't finish the training, the correspondence portion, and then did not come to resident training. So
we pulled all of those files and I gave them all to Joe. And generally, a resident training portion would be issued if we could get that

issued, but there was never really a set policy. If a student would
call up and complain a great deal, then that was a problem student
and we would go ahead and issue it. But if there was nothing said
or done, then we would--Senator NUNN. So it took a great deal of effort on the part of
student?
MS. BRANDON. Yes, it did.

Senator NUNN. Joe Calareso responded to a National Home
Study Council criticism of graduation rates by saying "But realistically, graduation rates will only improve if students can access additional forms of student assistance, such as a Pell grant, or an institutional loan."
What do you say about that response?
Ms. BRANDON. I don't relate to that.
Senatiar NUNN. Did they need more money?
MS. BRANDON. Absolutely not.

Senator NuNN. Is that the problem?
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MS. BRANDON. They needed better quality education and the instructors that were there to help them. And motivation, it was lack
of motivation. There wasn't anything to motivate students.
Senator NuNN. Senator Roth?
Senator Rom. Ms. Brandon, when did you graduate from American Career Training school?
Ms. Num:00N. In January of 1985.

Senator Rom. And at that time did the school participate in the
Federal student loan program?
MS. BRANDON. I am sorry, it was January of 1984. No, they did
not have a student aid program.
Senator Rom. Now, in 1984 what did the school advertise its tuition to be?
Ms. Bwmori. When I began working there in 1985?
Senator Rom. No, when you attended the school.

MS. BRANDON. I believe it was $1,295. I was only charged for resi-

dent training and $50 for my books.
Senator Rom. The advertised rate was $1,295 and you only paid
$50?
MS. &LANDON. Yes, sir.

Senator Rom. Was that typical of the students, or do you know?
Ms. BRANDON. I don't know.

Senator Rom. When was the school approved to participate in
the Federal student loan proFram and what was the cost of tuition
when the school began participating in the program?
Ms. BRANDON. It was May of 1985, and the tuition was $1,295.
Senator Rom. Did they start charging the full amount then, do
you know?
Ms. BRANDON. I am sorry, I don't understand the question.

Senator Rom. Did they require the full amount of tuition to be
paid by the student at that time?
MS. BRANDON. Yes.

Senator Rom. Since you were the financial aid administrator, do
you know why the school offered deeply discounted tuition rates
prior to being approved for Federal student loans and then started
charging the full $1,295 after being approved?
Ms. BRANDON. No, I do not.

Senator Rom. Now, you testified that all of the outside reviews
of the school were based on inaccurate information from records
which had been altered at Joseph Calareso's direction.
To your knowledge, did any reviewing official ever discover that
these records had been tampered with?
Ms. BRANDON. Not to my knowledge.

Senator Rom. How many times did ACT's president, Mr. Calareso, direct you to change information on a student's Personal Qualification and Profile form?
Ms. BRANDON. During two different reviews.

Senator Rani. Did you ever follow his directions and changeMs. BRANDON. Yes, sir, I did.

Senator Rom. Yes, you did. How many times?

Ms. BRANDON. I would say probably on 10 or 12 film

Senator Rani. Why was the information changed or added to?
Ms. BRANDON. Because there was a break in the lesson submission schedule. We had to follow the regulations as far as the loan
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being disbursed and lessons being submitted, and the files did not
the files weren't showing compliance to those regulations, so we
had to make them look like they were.
Senator Rom. You said that you were very familiar with the
Federal regulations, that you personally studiea them.
Let me ask you this, Wouldn't it have been possible for the
school to have followed those regulations and stay within the law
and still make a very significant sum?
Ms. BRANDON. I think so.

Senator Rom. Were the requirements of the law or regulations
very stringent, or were they pretty loose as far as the school was

concerned?
Ms. BRANDON. Well, I think they were moreI think they were

vague. When it comes to proprietary schools, the Register is the
law for all schools, and you have to really readyou have to read
them and you havc to read them well to figure out what applies to
a proprietary school, and I tliink that is where a lot of the problems are.
Senator Rom. Did you ever hear the owners of the school discuss
the curricula and express interest or concern about whether or not
they were giving students an adequate program?
MS. BRANDON. No, I didn't talk to them about education.
Senator Rom. That was without your area of responsibility?
MS. BRANDON. Yes, sir.
Senator Rom. I have no more questions, Mr. Chairman.
Senator NUNN. Do any of you have anything else you would like
to say today before the Subcommittee? You have been very helpful
and we appreciate very much you being here. Ms. Jones, Ms. Brandon rnd NUt. West, thank you so much for your testimony.
Our final witness this morning is Mr. Joseph Calareso, the President and co-owner of the American Career Training Corporation
Travel School in Pompano Beach, Florida.
Mr. Calareso, we swear all the witnesses before the Subcommittee. Will you please hold up your hand?
Do you swear the testimony you give before this Subcommittee
will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth so

help you God?

Mr. CALARESO. I do, Senator.
Senator NUNN. Thank you, sir. Mr. Calareso, would you give us
your full name and address, please, sir.

TESTIMONY OF JOSEPH CALARESO. PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
CAREER TRAINING SCHOOL

Mr. CALARESO. Joseph A. Ca lareso, 4231 Northwest 101 Drive,
Coral Springs, Florida.
Senator NUNN. I understand you are accompanied here today by
your attorney; is that correct?
Mr. PROPPER. That is correct, Senator. My name is Eugene Prop-

per. I represent Mr. Ca lams° today. I am here today on behalf of
Mr. Calareso, in the absence of John Grabow, who is out of the
country. AB we have to1d the Subcommittee, and as Ms. Hill knows,
Mr. Grabow had a prior commitment which he had prior to the
time the subpoena was issued. We could not find an available date
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that both the Subcommittee and I could do, although we tried to do
it.

I might add one other point if I may, Senator. After the Febru-

ary 20th hearing at which you presided, and after subsequent

events, we have spoken to the Subcommittee, Mr. Grabow and I, on
a number of occasions. We have advised the Subcommittee, both

orally and in writing, that in light of the allegations that have
been made, and in light of the fact that this was to be a day just

involving ACT, that 'Mr. Calareso was not going to testify today
and was going to assert his constitutional privilege not to do so.
We have never, to my knowledge, asked that the hearings be
closed. We simply asked that Mr. Calareso's testimony, when we
advised the Subcommittee that he would not be testifying, be taken
in closed session because we did not see a legitimate legislative purpose for doing anything but embarrass the witness.
Senator NUNN. Let me just read a paragraph from a letter dated
February 22d, second page, top paragraph, signed by Mr. John
Grabow, "I also request that if you insist that Mr. Calareso testify
at the February 26 hearing, that the entire hearing be held in
closed session."
Mr. PROPPER. Yes, but when we found out you would not do that,
we asked that simply his testimony be held in closed session.

Serator NUNN. Okay. Well, all I said was that you had asked
that the hearing be closed, and that is what the letter says.
Mr. PROPPER. And I would reiterate that today, Senator. He is
here, he will not be answering questions, pursuant to the advice of

counsel, and we would ask that for that purpose the hearing be
closed.

Senator NUNN. Our Subcommittee has for a long time required
that the witness, himself or herself, assert the privilege. We have
found over a period of time that assertions by lawyers in a letter
are not alwaysmost of the time they arebut net always what
the witness, himself, or herself, desires. So we have in most cases
required the witness to assert their privilege in person, which is, of
course, their right under the Constitution and laws.
So we understand counsel's position and we understand also why
Mr. Grabow could not be here, and we wish that we could have rescheduled, but we just were not able to do that consistent with the
overall Subcommittee schedule and the Senate schedule.
Mr. Calareso, I am going to ask you a few questions.
Are you president of the American Career Training Corporation
of Pompano Beach, Florida?

Mr. CALmurso. Yes, sir, I am.
Senator NUNN. How long have you held that position?
Mr. CALARIC00. Senator, on the advice of counsel, I respectfully

decline to answer the question and I assert the rights guaranteed
me by the 5th amendment.
Senator NUNN. Mr. Calareso, what is your educational and employment background?

Mr. CALARRSO. I am a Faduate of Bowdoin College.
Senator NUNN. Bowdom College?
Mr. CALARESO, In Brunswick, Maine.

Senator NuNs. And what year did you graduate?
Mr. CMARRSO. 1970.
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Senator NUNN. What was your degree in?
Mr. CALARESO. Economics.

Senator NUNN. What background do you have in the travel industry?
Mr. CALARESO. Senator, on the advice of counsel, I respectfully
decline to answer the question and I assert the rights guaranteed
me by the 5th amendment.
Senator NUNN. Mr. Calareso, what are the other officers of the
corporation? Could you give us the names of the other officers? You
are president.

Mr. CALARESO. My brother James Calareso is vice president.
Senator NUNN. Any other officers? Do you have a secretarytreasurer?
Mr. CAURESO. I believe, Senator, either it would be myself or my
brother.
Senator NUNN. Is the corporation privately held?
Mr. CALA.RZSO. Senator, on the advice of counsel I respectfully decline to answer the question.
Senator NUNN. Mr. Calareso, I don't know whether you have
been here. Have you been here this morning to listen to the testi-

mony?
Mr. PROPPER. No, Senator, he was out in the hall.
Senator NeTNN. I was going to ask you if you wanted to comment

on any of the testimony that had been heard, any allegations
against your company.
Mr. PROPPER. He does not see fit to comment this morning, Senator.

Senator NUNN. All right, let's let the witness answer.
Mr. CAI-Aims°. I have no comment now, Senator.
Senator NUNN. Mr. Calareso, we have heard testimony this

morning that Acr submitted students for Federal student loans

who did not have high school diplomas or a GED certificate, is that
correct?
Mr. CALARESO. Senator, on the advice of counsel I respectfully decline to answer the question.

Senator NINN. Mr. Calareso, did you ever instruct anyone in
your employ to alter school records that the students had filled
out?

Mr. CALARESO. Senator, on the advice of counsel I respectfully decline to answer the question.
Senstor NUNN. Did you ever yourself alter any of the records?
Mr. CALAimso. Senator, on the advice of counsel I respectfully decline to answer the question.
Senator NUNN. Mr. Calareso, I think you have established your
intention in this. Let me ask you one final question.
Is it your intention to exercise your 5th amendment right under
the Constitution to not incriminate yourself by declining to answer
these questions relating to your school and school activities before
this Subcommittee today?
Mr. CALARM. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Senator NUNN. Mr. Calareso, we regret that you are not going to
be testifying because we have important legislative concerns here,
important management concerns, but we recognize your right to
invoke the protections of the 5th amendment and decline to testify.
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In light of your decision to exercise that right, I shall excuse you
now with no further questions.
Mr. CAIARESO. Thank you, Senator.
Mr. PROPPER. Thank you, Senator.

Senator NUNN. I want to thank the witnesses for being here

today. We will continue these hearings in this overall area at some
point subject to notice from the Chair.
We have Exhibits 15 through 33 which, without objection, will be
made part of the record,
[See Exhibit Nos. 15-33 starting on p. 2471
Senator NUNN. The Subcommittee will now adjourn. Thank you
very much.
[Whereupon, at 11:30 a.m., the Subcommittee adjourned subject
to the call of the Chair.]
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SUMMARY OF GAO TESTIMONY
BY MR. FRANKLIN riJszIER
ON THE
THE STAFFORD STUDENT LOAN PROGRAM

The Stafford Loan Program (formerly called the Guaranteed Student
Loan Program) makes three kinds of student loans: Stafford Loans,
Supplemental Loans for Student (SLS), and Parents Loans for
Undergraduate Studerts (PLUS). Stafford loans are low interest
(currently 8 percent) loans that are made on the basis of financial
need; the federal government pays interest on the loan while
students are in school; and students generally begin repayment
within 6 months after leaving school. SLS and PLUS loans are not
based on financial need; interest rates vary annually (currently 12
percent); both can provide assistance up to $20,000: and repayment
of principal and interest generally begin 60 days after the loan
is made.

In 1989 the Stafford Loan Program made over 4 million loans in
the amount about $12 billion. The Program accounts for about 54
percent of student aid provided by the Department of Education.
Both public and private postsecondary schools participate in the
Each loan is insured by one of the 55 state or nonprofit
program.
Guaranty agencies can collect an insurance
guaranty agencies.
premium of up to 3 percent for each loan; they reimburse lenderfor 100 percent of defaulted claims; and they serve as lenders of
The Department of Education administers the Program;
last resort.
reinsures the guaranty agencies for 100 percent of defaulted loans,
except in thane cases where the agencies default rate exceeds 5
percent; and makes interest payments to lenders for Stafford loan
borrowers while they are in school.
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5.-..a.een 1983 and 1989 program loans have grown from about $7
bi:lion to over $12 billion annually--an 81 percent Increase.
Similarly, the number of loans increased 56 percent from 3 mill:on
to 4.7 million. During the same period defaults increased over 335
In terms of
percent from $444 million to about $1.9 billion.
program costs, defaults increased from 10 percent in 1933 to about
Loans to students attending proprietar36 percent in 1989.
schools have risen from 17 percent in 1983 to about 34 peroent.

In 1989 we reported that proprietary school borrowers
accounted for 22 percent of all loans, but 44 percent of the
defaults. Studies by Education in 1986 and 1987 also indicate that
the default rate at proprietary schools is significantly higher
than for other kinds of schools that participate in the Stafford
program.
k.ra DIU

Attached to my statement is a list of our studies on student
financial aid programs. These studien contain severa'
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recommendations that could improve the program and reC.uce the
default rate.
Some of our recommendationii have been adopted by the
Congress and the Department, e.g., actions have been taken to
standardize schools' policies on refunding tuition and foes, and to
delay loan disbursements to schools and students until 30 days
after enrollment and an indication of satisfactory completion.
However, our recommendations regarding risk sharing by lendo!; anJ
guaranty agencies have not been ..topted.

ACTIOV5 BY THESONICLUSI_An_ZEZMIKEAT TO_RIONA: 1.41,14_1117A=
Loan consolidation and the denial of loans to schools with default
rates over 30 percent are two recent actions taken by the Congrec.
that could reduce the default rate. The Department has recently
published regulations that address the default problem. For
example, requiring schools with default rate over 2C percent to
establish a default management plan is a iwOor initiative of the
department.
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

/ am pleased to be here today to discuss the Stafford Student Loan
Program. This program is of extreme importance to Students
seeking a postsecondary education and to the future workforce of
our nation. However, in recent years it has been the subject of
greater scrutiny and much of that has focused on those

student-borrowers who have defaulted on their loans.
will focus my comments todAy on (1) how the Stafford program
works, (2) the growth in loans guaranteed and defaulted, and (3)

past GAO recommendation, and recent legislative and regulatoiy
changes.

WOR FINA1C;Al, AID EFMW15
The Department of Education offers seven major student finanial
aid programs. These programs were established by title lv of tne

Higher Education Art, as amended, and include Pell grant.
supplemental educational opportunity grants, college work study
Perkins loans, Stafford loans, Parent Loans for Undergradaatc
For
Students (PLUS) , and Supplemental Loans for Students (SLS).
fiscal year 1q89, the Department estimates that the !;even progrAr.,7,

made almost $18 billion of student aid available through orc
million awards.

(See table 1.)

1

11
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Ma_AKkilAtIg_ginLYAMtl'I_Pi_bwar
EinOnCiALJWLITZiralnl_trilgal Yesit-19$91

Aid available
Aid program
Pell grants
Supplemental grants
Work study
Perkins loans
Stafford
PLUS
SLS

Totals

_for .ttw Seven M0.2:y

Number at
awards

LIn thausan_1
$4,863.0
442.4
780.3
884.0
8,431.0
689.0

3,302
633
835
826
3,324
218

1.817.0.

$17,906.7

9,814

The Stafford student Loan Program, formerly called the Guarantced
Student Loan Program, consists of Stafford, PLUS, and SLs loans.
These three kinds of loans represented 60 percent of federal
student aid rade available in fiscal year 1989. These loam; are
guaranteed by the federal government against borrowers' death,
disability, bankruptcy, and default.

Banks, credit unions, and
savings and loan associations are the primary providers of student
loans.

T.,e three types of loans thtfer somewhat in their terms and
conditions and 1 would like to highlight some of these differencey.
$0..tf,c2.L.1.1canS,

Tnese loans--iormerly called guaranteed student loansare the
largest of the three loan types (77 percent of aid available in
1989) and have been available since the program was created as part
of the Higher Education Act of 1965.

The loans are based on the
student-borrower's financial needs which means that all borrowers
must show financial need regardles of their income to qualify.
Other key facts are:

2
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--In:erest rates for new borrowerr are

t'

pert.ent for the firil

4 years of repayment then 10 percent after that.
--Maximum loans limits are $17,250 tor undergraduates and
$54,750 for graduate students.
--Borrowers generally have a 6-month grace per

-

leaving school before repayment begins.
plus Lon_.5

These loans enable parents to borrow funds for each dependrnt
student (those who are not generally responsible for theii own
financial support) enrolled at a school.

These loans basicatly

started in 1981 and are not needs-based.

Other key facts are7

--Interest rates are variable and are determined once a year
with a ceiling of 12 percent, which is the current rate.
--Maximum loan limits for each dependent are $4,000 or year
to a total of $20,000.
--There is normally no grace period and repayment must
generally begin within 60 days after disbursement.

5.1-*_Lp_47).5

These loans are available to independent undergraduates (thore
students generally responsible for their financial support and
graduate students. These loans basically started in 19821 and like
Also like PLUS loans, SLS loans
PLUS loass are not needs-based.
generally have the same interest rate, borrowing limits, and no
However, some of the provisions for SLS loans were
grace period.
recently c!:anged in legislation and I will discuss those changes
later in my statement.

4SLS loans wete part of the Auxiliary Leans to Assist Students
program prior to 1986 and had terms Ind conditions similar to SLS
loans, and both are reporttd by the Department is SIS lo.-n. .
3
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hOw THE _STAFTORD STUDENT ligAN_ERPS.BAY, OPERATES

The program involves five parties including students, schools.
lenders, guaranty agencies, and the Department of Education.
would like to provide some information on each party.

1

The Student

The student initiates the loan process. The student provides
eligibility information to the school, applies to a lender for the
loan after eligibility is determined, arranges for repayment with
the lender, and repays the loan. Stafford loan borrowers
receive a
federal subsidy throughout the period of their loans including a
low interest rate and make no interest payments on the loan while
they attend school. When the student completes
or otherwise leaves
school, he or she is to start repayment. Between fiscal year 1982
and 198'4, the number of Stafford program loans guaranteed each year
increased from about 3 million to almost 4.7 million.

ThSQhool
The schools verify students' eligibility and the amount of
financial aid needed. There are about E,ROO schools
participatin:3
in the Stafford program.
The kinds of schools participating

in tJ,c

program are categorized by: 2-year public, 2-year private, 4-ye.tr
public, 4-year private, and proprietary (for profit trad-.2 and
vocational) schools.

n.e._Lvricasx
Lenders make loans and under the programs' guaranty provisions,
must exercise proper care in making, servicing, and collecting
them, and follow the applicable program requirements.
Lenders
bill the Department each quarter for the federL1 interest
subsidy
payment for the loans they hold. These payments include the

110
Also, during the life
students' interest while they are in school.
allowance
payment that
of the loan, the lender receives a special
is intended to provide it with a near-market rate of return. They
file default claims with the guaranty agency, but cannot be
reimbursed for their claims until borrowers have been at least 180
days delinquent.
As
There are about 13,000 lenders participating in the program.
in
of September 30, 19118, they held about $45.1 billion
outstanding loans. Approximately $89 billion in guaranteed
student loan commitments were made since the program began in

Most of the loans are held by few lenders. For example, 25
lenders had 52 percent of the $45.1 billion outstanding, and one
1965.

organization--the federally chartered Student Loan Marketing
(Sec
Association--had 25 percent ($11.3 billion) of the total.
table 2.)

kept_mber. 3.(1_19e8)

(Dcllars in millions)
le9ADAIOlder

Student Loan Marketing Association
Citibank (New York)
California Student Loan Finance Corp.
Chase Manhattan Bank (New York)
Nebriska Higher Education Loan Program
Chemical Bank (New York)
New England Education Loan Mktg. Corp.
Florida Feder"1 Savings Bdnk
Marine Midland Bank (New York)
Manufacturers Hanover Trust Company

$21,327.6
1,89...5

1,114.0
967.4
S37.0

72.7
587)
574.0
50e.1
414.3

T114atV AgenCX
(1)
The guaranty agencies carry out several tasks, including:
issuing guarantees on qualifying loans so that when a borrower

fails to repay his or her loan due to death, disability,
or default, the lenders can be reimbursed for their

banl.ruptcy
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claims; (2) charging students an Insurance premium of up to 3
percent of the loan; (3) verifying that lenders properly service
and attempt to collect loans before the rgency pays default claims;
and (4) remitting to the Department its portion of monies the
agencies' subsevently collect from defaulted borrowers.
If landors choose not to make loans to eligible students-especially those attending schools with high default rates--the
guaranty agency must find another lender or become the "lender of
last resort" itself. There are 55 guaranty agencies--state
agencies or private nonprofit organizations--that admini-ter the
program in the 50 states, District of Columbia, the Pacific
Islands, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands.
The Department_ga ZdV_CAIII2D

The Department of Education is responsible for administering
the
Stafford program and for overseeing the activities of
the various
participants.
It ,;mys lenders interest subsidies, and reimburses
gveranty agencies tor up to 100 percent of lenders' claims.
To
partielly offset program costs, the Department charges
borrowers a
perecnt origination fee and receives payments from the guaranty
agencies en collections from reinsured defaulted loans.

kI&E.E.012...D.TgiqZ_ZOAP,EariaT,
Nov 7 woeld like ezo previde h perspeetive ,D1) the Stafford
program
in terms of loan growth, defaults, and program costs.
The
Department providetd us pith the information ve used
to calculate
loan grewth, defaults, ant: program costs.
The data cited for

fiscal year 1989 are e%timates from tile nepartment.
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Lcan Growth

The Stafford program has grown during the 1980s, especially since
The amount of new loans guaranteed2 through fiscal year 1989
1983.
Because
for the entire program increased 83 percent since 1983.
PLUS and SLS loans were basically just starting during this period,
their growth rates--391 percent and 1,893 percent, respectively-are expected to be high.
7.412.1e_3;

(See table 3.)

_Ln2aa,A2111;fte.._liasSubs_t_antially Increased Since Fiscal

IPAr 19_83

(Dollars in millions)
LoAns Quarant.Ved

Fiscal year

Fiscal year

Percent
jngrk45e

1963

1969

Stafford
PLUS
SLS

66,537
151

$9,581
741

47
391

in

iall

1,891

Total program

$6,794

$12,435

83

IY.P.2_21_12AD

2c_flu1t GrAnah

Defaults have risen dramatically. Overall, defaults for the total
program increased 338 percent in the last 6 years. Stafford lc,ans
defaults went up 266 percent from fiscal year 1983 through fiscal

year 1989, while PLUS and SLS loan increases were 6,525 percent and
111,221 percent, respectively.

(See table 4.)

ILoans guaranteed represent commitments made to lenders by
guaranty agencies. However, actual loan disbursementr would be
less in those instances where students decide not to enroll in
school and the loan was oancelled.
7

11
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Table 4:
Defaults Hav.R_DIAMII110,14_11=gAW_Zince_Eld.
tear
(Dollars in thousands)

Dttclut_smuzant_p_taaenftri

Fiscal
ZITV._41_152all

X.eAr 1912

Stafford
PLUS
SLS

$444,022

Total program

$444,770

483

Fiscal
Year 1912

Percent
ingXV.11.:S

$1,623,000
32,000
295-Q0Q

266

$1,950,000

338

a

a

a Default rates for PLUS and SLS loans increased 6,525
111,221 percent, respectively, over the 6-year period. percent and
However,
these loans were relatively new and the eligibility for SLS
loans
had been liberalized within the last 3 years.
But by all
indications, default rates arc rising rapidly for those two
types
of loans.

Although both loan volume and loan defaults have increased
dramatically over the last 6 years, the increase in defaults
has
far exceeded the increase in loan volume.
For example, as I
pointed out earlier, total loans increased 83 percent from

fiscal

ylar 1983 through 1989, while defaults increasvd 338
percent--four
times faster than loan volume. Also, for all three kinds of
loans,
defaults substantially exceeded loan growth during
the last 6
years,
(See table 5.) The Department attributes
a large portion
of these default increases to the four-fold increase in
Stafford
loans from 1977 to 1983.

1 El
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rle 5z

klactpAERa_irl_DtLmIlXs 9rtnly_Ers.ktdfsi

IjnJn

volume Lock FIScAI_Xear 196
Loan
TX131_,Q1_1Q/d1

Stafford
PLUS
SLS

Total program

Default
increase
(Percentages)

iraCCA15.e

Times
ex,peed.2d

1,893

266
6,525
111,221

16.7
58.8

83

338

4.1

47
391

!".7

EcoctrAm_c_mt,,s
As a portion of total program costs3, defaults have risen from
about 10 percent in fiscal year 1980 to 36 percent in 1989.
Interest subsidies have decreased as a portion of total costs to
where they were about 60 percent of the program's costs in 1909.
Other costs, including the Department's expenses for other claims,
such as death and disability, have leveled off to 4 percent of
See figure 1.)
program costs in 1989.

3The default costs represent claim payment ar lunts to guara-ty
agencies.
9
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Figure IL__Dviaults Are BeQ2Ming_A_StreIt.er PiaLt1On a_krogram
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Students from proprietary schools are receiving an increasing
share of Stafford loans. The Department reported that in
fiscal
year 1983, proprietary school borrowers comprised 17 percent of
all borrowers and received 14 percent of the loan dollars.
However, 5 years later, 34 percent of such borrowers received
30
percent of Stafford loans--double the 1983 share, although these
figures declined somewhat in 1988.
(See figure 2.)
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Figure 2; _proprietatySchpol Borrowers Are ReceiviDg_An
picreasing Share of 5tafford Loang
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The default rate for proprietary school borrowers is greater than
In July 1909 we
the rate for borrowers from other schools.
reported4 that while proprietary school borrowers comprised about
22 percent of borrowers who received their last loan in 1963, they
accounted for 44 percent of defaults as of September 30, 1967.

Over that 4-year period, student default rates for the five kinds
of schools ranged from 10 percent for 4-year public and private
schools, to 39 percent for proprietary schools. The Department of
Education reported similar results in two recent studies of school
default rates. Both studies determined which borrowers, by kind cf
school, were in default after entering repayment. The results
4guargntegs4 Student Lokmaz_ Analysis of Student Default Rates At
7.000_Fostsecondary UhQols, GAD/HRD-69-638R, July 5, 1989.
11
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howed proprietary school borrowers had the highest default rates:
40 percent for 12$6; while declining to 33 percent for 1987.
(See
figure 3.)
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OA° HAS ISSUED HWY REPORTS ON

IliZaLTME2R11-Eitgraln
You asked us to provide information
about our previous wor) on the
Stafford program. I have attached a listing of
our recent
products to sy statement.
During the last 4 years, we have issued
10 products on this program, many of which recommnded
ways to

12
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For example, one report5
reduce defaults and other program costs.
contained 30 options for strengthening the program and included
suggestion* directed to the five participants. Some of these
Option* have been incorporated into legislation or regulations.
Some of the key suggestions we made which would reduce default
costs were to:

--Standardize policies for refunding tuition and fees to
students who fail to complete enrollment periods. (Action
taken.)
--Delay loan di.tbursements to students and schools for some
(Action taken.)
period after c:assas begin.
(Action not
--Require that lenders share the default isk.

taken.)
--Increase guaranty agencies' default risk or restructure the
(Action not taken.)
way in which they share this risk.
--Require that guaranty agencies share all default payments on

reinsured loans with the Department.

(Action not taken.)

A significant option which the Congress enacted was extending the
IRS income tax refund offset program. This program offsets
defaulted borrowers' income tax refunds if they do not have
repayment arrangements with the guaranty ac!encies.

In the last

three tax years, this program has recovered over $500 million fror,
student loan defaulters.
THZ_CQXGREO AND DZEARTI4ENT

ACTIDNS TO_REDUCE LOAN_DEFAULTS
When the Higher Education Act was reauthorized in October 1986,
many changes were enacted to address the default issue. Among the
more significant changes included establishing a loar consolidation

5GuarantecL,StOpiat_i&Ans: POIttltial Default and Cos
0;tions, GAO/HRD-88-52BRi January 7, 1988.
17.
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program which allows borrowers with high student loan debt to
stretch out their repayment periods for as many as 25 years,
compared to normal 10-year repayment periods for Stafford loans.

This program is designed to reduce defaults by allowing borrowers,
to make lower monthly payments over longer periods of time.
Another provision enacted through reauthorization mandated the
reporting of student loan information to credit bureaus. Through
this provision, borrowers who are delinquent or do not repay their
student loans would have this information made part of their credit
histories, which should encourage those who may contemplate
defaulting to repay.

The Congress continues to make legislative changes directed at
reducing defaults. Most recently, as part of the Omnibus
Budget
Reconciliation Act of 1989 (Public Law 101-239), it enacted

several major changesespecially to the SLS program.

For

example, one of tho most significant changes is that effective
January 1, 1990, no SLS loans can be made to borrowers (unless
they were prevlously enrolled at the institution on date of
enactment and had already received an SLS loan) attending schools
that have default.ratesas determined by the Department
of
Education--of 30 percent or more.
The Department has also been active in trying to reduce defaults.
One of its most significant actions was publishing regulations in
November 1986 creating specific requirements for lenders and
guaranty agencies to follow in collecting delinquent and defaulted
loans.

It more recently issued additional regulations in June 1989
allowing the Department to use school default rate information
to
initiate sanctions against schools exceeding certain default
rate
thresholds. For example, schools with default
rates above 20
percent must develop and submit esefault management plans to address
the causes of defaults, or faca possible sanctions by the
Department.

14
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sermaTs

Despite many legislative And regulatory changes that have been
made to deal with the default issue, there is still much to be
done. We have several ongoing and planned assignments that relate
the
to defaults. For example, we plan to initiate work soon on
accreditation, certification, and eligibility processes that
schools undergo to become eligible to participate in the Stafford
program so that students attending these schools can receive such
federal aid.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my statement. My colleagues and I
would be happy to answer any questions you or other Subcommittee
meMbers may have.
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U.S. SENLTE PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS
STAFF STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, we would
Today we will
like to approach this testimony in two parts:
has
and
is
continuing
to
identify the issues that the ate:if
examine in the Federal Student hid arena and on Monday, February
26, 1990, we will give a synopsis of our findings pertaining to
proprietary school we are examining, the American Career
a
Training Corporation in Pompano Beach, Florida.

It is important to note that the staff's investigation
While we have done much work, much more work
is continuing.
programs
remains. There are many aspects of federal student aid intend
to
Subcommittee's
attention:
we
that we believe merit the
be
those
programs
which
will
expand our investigation beyond
hearings.
examined during these initial

one
We can say, however, that to date we have not found that
in
federal
student
aid
programs
area that we have examined
and
is operating efficiently or effectively. We were told, time
inefficiency
and
ineffectiveness
again, that the result of this
During our
money.
taxpayers
waste of
tremendous
a
is
investigation, we have engaged in what can only be termed frank
fed honest discussions with the people involved in the oversight
Every individual we have spoken to, without
of these programs.
exception, has told us that despite recent changes in program
administration, the system is severely broken and that mejor
changes must be made immediately to save the taxpayer's money.
It

is importart to note early on that,

while we are

of
convinced that waste, fraud, and abuse exist in the operation
these programs, we are lot condemning every individual, age7
with these progr...
or educational institas-Aon associated
nas
While abuse and fraud involving federal student aid programs
lenders,
majority
of
schools,
students,
grown substantially, the
without the
and others involved in this process remain honest.
undoubted.ly
true
that
many
Americans
student aid programs, it is
would not have been able to better themselves through higher

education.

with that said, our investigation revealed that while
of
the abuse and fraud has grown and spread through all types
certain
in
common
schools and lenders, it is especially
not the result of
programs. Our criticism of the program is
the
lofty
goals and good
isolated incidents of abuse. Despite
intentions of the student aid programs, hundreds of millions of
dollars are being wasted or fraudulently obtained.
During the course of this investigation, we have spoken
staff
with representatives of the General Accountin2 Office,
Pesearch
ccmmittees,
the
Congre-sional
from other congressional
and numerous offices in ths Department of Educatios
Service,

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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(both here in Washington and in the field); we have interviewed
officers and employees of several guarantee agencies; we have
interviewed State licensing employees,
school officials and
students.
We have revaewed the law and regulations concerning
federal student financial aid.
Department

of

Education

supervisory

personnel,

state

licensing employees, and guarantee agency employees complained
that current student loan programs, while originally designed to
assist the underprivileged, are instead making many poor eople
poorer, while allowing unscrupulous entrepreneurs to become rich
by abusing the system at little or no risk. Many complained that
regulations and legislation are so cumbersome that guarantors,
the Department's various involved offices, and the States all
differ on their interpretation, making effective enforcement
nearly impossible.
combined

Such readily
available dollars
for
financial
aid,
with little effective oversight, have skewed the

education and employment markets. This is particularly obvious
in the case ef some proprietary, or for-profit, trade schools.
For example, many thousands of students enroll in cosmetology
courses every year, even though the business sector does not
need that many new cosmetelogists.
Students are being lured
into paying thousands of dollars to train for entry level
positions that, at most,
require only a few weeks study.
In
many cases the same programs are available at a fraction of the
cost from area junior colleges or public vocational educational
institutions.
There would be little incentive to create and
eell these high cost, but relatively useless, training programs
were it not
for
the steady flow of available cash
from
federally-backed student financial aid. Unfortunately, too much
of that money ends up as profits for the owners and operators of
these schools, and not as payments for the cost of a quality
education.

Because

society

generally

looks

upon

teachees

and

educators with a presumption of integrity, we dere told that
unscrupulous businessmee and women, taking full advantage of
that presumption, are easily able to douse and defraud the
financial aid programs.

As a reselt of tlese fraudulent and abusive practices,
the proprietary achool industry as a whole has suffered. This ie
unfortanate since quality trade school and vocational arainina
serves a legitimate and necessary function in our society: for
many Americans, it is the key to a financially secure future.
While our investigation ie not, by any means, an indictment of
tha entire proprietary sch.ol indurtry, it di-I confirm serious
problems of abuse, and in some cases, fraud. Moreover, the
problem seems to be getting worse. As the President of the
Massacnusetts Higher Education Assistance l'erporation, a major
guarantor of student loans, recently descaibed it: "I used to

1 25
28-765
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buy the rheteeic that there were just a few bad apples, but then
discovered there were orchards of bad apples."
The major findings of the staff investigation to date are
as follows:
SAT). )_12iT WANi5... AR

P

The federal guaranteed student loan programs have become
"big businees."
The programs have epawned an industry which is
largely dependent on the availability of these funds. Through
aggressive recruiting, schools are able to rapidly increase the
number of enrollees eligible to receive federal aid which
results in a massive influx of capital and profits.
Lenders

visit schools to determine the school's loan volume and to vie
for the school's loan business.
CPA firms assist schools in
setting up the school's student financial aid programs, and then
conduct the required non-federal independent audits of those
same schools' financial aid proerams.
Even the inteerity of
certain CPA fiems has been questioned:
seme of these firms
become part of the cerrupt eystem. One CPA told the staff that
because he conducts audits 'the way they wore meant to be done,"
and

makes

findings

against

the

schools,

his

business

is

suffering because the schools choose other CPA firma for laeer
audits. 3ome individuals even suggested to us that
favorable
non-federal audits can be bought.

Our investigation revealed that many schools avoid or
delay detection of both loan default rates and rapid increases
in loan volume by dispersing their loan portfolio among several
lenders and guarantee agencies. l,enders may make the individual
loans, colleet interest end special allowances, and sell the
loan while the student is still in schol and long before ,7.ny
collection effort starts.
The t'tce.e and National C.:arantee Agencies, which oe-rate

under a 'not
proft- status, and the government-sponeored
enterprise, Sallie eae (the Stueent :e'en Marketing Association)
ari,
also all making merle}, -in
some cases a lot of money
--administering theee federally guaranteed loan programs.
tr.:,1-

Fer exemple, in re 1968, Citibank of New Yerk ceiginated
$570 8 milllon in guarateec: student leans.
Th( second leadin:
lendo- that year was tne Bank of Horton, Kansas.
Horton made
$296.3 millioe in loans; eighty percent of the portfolio dent to

students of proprietary trade schools. Horton sells its loans
before tney coLe due.
Lenders sell loans very quickty or after
collecting interest and special allowance from the governmeet.
The First Independent ".'rust (enepany. Sacramento male $376.3
rillien
le
student
loans
yeee.
that
First
Independent's
operationL we-re shut down last year by state regulators after
the trust !ound itseir SJddenly unable to sell f-ome loans on the
secondary market.
1ertment of education auditors estimate
first Ieeependent owes the Department $5.3 million.
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During the course of our review, we were told, time and
again, that given the Profits being made, there is inadequate
government oversight
of
the ppqrations
of
the
lenders,
guarantors, and the secondary student loan markets. While our
initial efforts have focused on alleged abuses in proprietary
schools, the staff intends to continue its investigation with a

more in-depth review of these other equally important areas.
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Despite the national

policy and goals underlying the

student
loan
programs,
there
is
no
assurance,
or
even
likelihood,
that
uniform standards
are being applied
in

determining whether the quality of a school's program merits
federal assistance. State licensing is one of the prerequisites

for any school's participation in federal student loan programs.
However, the individual states and territories have different,
and sometimes diverse, requirements and licensing apparatuses
to
license the schools within their borders.
Some
states
have
several
different
licensing
departments, usually divided by the type of instruction or the
type of
school
being operated.
States
differ
in
their
legislative authority to regulate schoals, revoke licenses, and
some even lack the ability to license branch campuses. Citing
the proliferation and variety of these offices, the Department

of Education was unable to provide us with a list of State
offices charged with the licensing of schools part3cipating in
student loan programs.

Moreover,
our
investigation
revealed
licensing procedures were largely ineffective

that
state
in
insuring

quality education or training at participating schools, There
are several reason: for this:
lack of adequate jurisdiction

under state law,
lack of resources,
lack
protecting
fedsial,
as
opposed to
state,
political pressure at the state level.

of

interest in
interests,
and

Most of the state licensing officials that we spoke to
view the oversight of federal programs as their
responsibility. This includes federal grants and student loans
in
the schools that they as states have licensed.
State
licensing boards, like other state agencies, operate under the
control of the state's legislature.
One employee of a state
licensing agency told us that adverse action it was considering
against a school was declined due to pressure by
d
state
repreJentative of th,t State's legirlature.
We were told
political piessure can be immense, resulting in ineffective
licensing.
He added that this was not unusual,
given the
importance of many of tnese schools in local
communities.
Similar stories were related to us by employees of guarantee
agencies and the Department of Education.
did

not
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The California Attorney General's office told us that
California has had so many problems in its proprietary schools
that new legislation was recently passed to regulate the
schools.
Because of similar problems, state legislatures in
Georgia, Texas, and New Jersey are among those that have created
task forces or this issue.
Department of
Despite all these obvious problems,
Education officials told us that they make no attempt to
oversee, or
influence state licensing procedures,
monitor,
citing a lack of jurisdiction to do so.

aPUITOk_ANI_LENDERE_ARE_CMEING_IN
guarantee agency, ameng
businessmen are making
In his words,
extremely high profits at taxpayers expense.
certain sectors of the proprietary school ..ndustry are no longer
but
have instead become a
engaged
in
-free enterprise",
"government-sponsored enterprise" operating and thriving at
With little effective regulation from the
taxpayer expense.
state or federal governments, these schools prosper on a steady
flow of federal student aid, targeting and manipulating students
who are not sophistiGated enough to realize that they are
signing up for nothing more than a rip-off.

An ebecutive

others,

director of a
unscrupslous

toleus that

For

example,

a

school

is

able

to

tiFe

a

variety of

lenders - lenders the school knows are, in turn, using separate
guarantee agencies - in an attempt to hide ineligible students
The majority of
or students with more than one student loan.
lending organizations, we were told, have no personal contact
faceless
often
Lenders are
whatsoever.
with the student

corporations located in a State other than that in which the
school operates.
They rely solely on the school, which has a
clear financial interest in obtaining more students and more
loans, to verify student loan application information.
Those applications are filled out by the school - in
the case of the school we have examined, those applications are
often completed over the phone by the school, with no apparent
Apparently, the lenders involved do
effort at verification.
very :ittle, if any,
review or verification of the data
For, example, a cursory review of just one small,
submitted.
guarantee agency, computer generated listing of A.C.T. students
with loans guaranteed through the massachusetts Higher Education
Assistance Corporation revealed:

-- a $2,265 Aoan made in the spring 1989 to a student
I
called the
Frankfort, KY.
1065 CO STREET,
Frankfort, KY fire department;
there is no CO street

at

in Frankfort.
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-- a $2625 loan made in the spring of 1989 to a student
of Louisville, KY with the address listed as UNKNOWN.
--

a

$2625 loan made in the beginning of 1989

to

a

student at 104 Unknown RD, Lake City, SC.

-- a $2625 loan made in the spring of 1989 to a otudent
at 403 Cant Riad, Pritchard, AL.
According to the
Pritchard Fire Dept,
"there may be some people in
Pritchard who cant read, but we haven't named a street
for them.'

-- a $2625 loan made in May 1969 to a student at Room
1:i1 of the Route 95 Groton Motor Inn, Groton, CT.
student is no longer registered at the motel.

The

-- a $2625 loan eade in the summer of 1989 to a student
at
506 P.M. Strect, Laurinburg, NC.
According to the
fire department there is no P.M. street.

Mr. Chairman, we have those records with us if you would
like to see them.
The point is, if a lender or guarantor cannot
identify the whereabouts of a student, due diligence efforts are
really a moot point.
Unless the student can be found and
billed, the loan will must ikely result in a default.
CENTIFIC&TIQN
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Before
a
student
of
a
given
school
is
able to
participate
in
federal
aid
programs,
the
of
Department
education, tnrough an office here in Washington, must c.:etermine
if the scnocl is licensed in the State in which it is located,

is accredited by a body recognized by tne Secretary, and

is

financially sound.
Baaed on our interviews with numerous
individuals, as well as our own examination of the certification
process, we are convinced that it provides little, if any
effective inserance against waste, fraud, and abuse in the
programs.

With 8,000 smool :.

participating

in

the

student

loan

program, tne Department receives between 300-400 applications
for certification Per year, and 901, of those are approved. Just
in terms of resources, the Department readily admits it does not
have the ability to focua on individual schools.

Department employeees told us that because of additional
tasks
that have
be..-ri
added to the
already understaffed
certification office, including drag-free school initiatives

(that will require that office alone to review over 9,000 new
certificetiona), the office is "drowning."
Attempts to update
the computerized files are failing:
they simply do not have the

3,)
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staff to do it.
The Deportment's certification office readily
admits their enforcement program is 100 reactive.
Additionally, the law does not permit the regulations to
place stiffer requirements on those sectors of the educational
system,
such
as
proprietary
schools,
which
appear
more
vulnerable to abuse.
Officials complained that they need the
authority to regulate more narrowly, targeting those types of
schools that are most suspect.
The
individual

Department of Education relies heavily
state
licens_ng
depai.tments
and
the

on

tne

va,qous
accrediting bodies to certify that a school is operating within
the bounds -If law and regulation. The school submits to the
Department
its
license
and
letter
of
accreditation,
the
financial data, and identities of persons holding 5% or more
interest in the schocl. There is no personal contact between the
school and the Deportment. There i a no independent verification
by th.1 Department that the information supplied is accurate: it
is taken on face value.
This
on
reliance
state
licensing
boards
and
accreditation agencies is difficult co justify. As previously
discussed,
state
licensing bodies are widely
as
regarded
incapable of providing effective oversight.
In Georgia,
for
example, only two individuals are responsible for reviewing and
verifying information provided for the licensing process by the
state's 200 private trade schools, which nave a:Troximately
60,000 students. In Florida, four individuals curi-ntly overs(n.
640 schools,
month. Th(..r.e

with two more scheduled

640 school!, account for
and an untold number of out-of-L.tatu
does not make any effort to tract..

to come on board next
10::,000 !lorid.1

he 1.ratk

The
Department's
heavy
reliance
on
ac..relitation
agencies in the certification process may a!sc be mis!,incod.
In
the proprietary school sector, accreditation has been :-riticiv.ed
as providing little, ;1 any, assurance that quality tiainino
being provided.
As ,videh.:e, critics point to schools wh,re
serious problems have been fc.und, despite their arcreditation by
at least one of the recognir(d agenc.cs.
schc,)l
ot
For
example,
students
culinary
of
the
Washington, D.C., which has been the subject of several articles
in the Kashin,glon_r2s1 recently, complained of rec.,:v:ng fe%.

classes and of having to perform unpaid work as pal.t A their
ed..ication in the cufeteria of the Nue Plains sewage treatment
plant here. This school, which was accreditted, reportedly
offered a mixed 1-ag in tt, t.6: of trainino, but charjid S690 ,
for a six month cri..f's course.
Mob: of tt.-? students received
both fedPral grants anu guaranteed loans.
The accreditting body
withdrew its accreditation of the school two days before the
school filed for bankruptcy.
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Accrediting
bedies
complain,
too,
of
intolerable
situations in the current system. They told us that Bankruptcy
courts have held that the accreditation is a property right of
the school, not the agency, so the agency is unable to pull its
accreditation while a school is in.reerganization.
Many of the individuals we spoke to described the
Department's method of certification as the weak link in the
system.
The Department,
relying solely on the information
supplied by the school, non-governmental accrediting bodies, and
state licensing bureaus over which it has no oversight, is
incapable of providing little more than one more rubber stamp on
a school's operations.

After

receiving

certification

by

the

Department,

a

reconsidering

a

school must be re-certified every 4 years.
We were told by
employees of the Department of Education in Washington that the
certification

and

eligibility

branch,

when

school's certification, does not even ask the program review
section, the Inspector General's office, or the regional field
office having jurisdiction over the school for either positive
or adverse information on the school.
The findings made by
required independent auditors or program reviews conducted by
the state
reviewed,

licensing

board

and

guarantee

agencies

are

not

Without checking these other files - files which
should he relatively easy to locate - a school with identified
violations of state or federal regulations has a good chance of
being recertified.
In the case of the school we are raviewing,
the Department could not even find a copy of the noa-federal
dudit conducted in 1988.

This morning, the Inspector General will testify about
schools that open branch campuses or add ineligible programs to
their curriculum.
We found that once a school is certified by
the Department, the school may add new programs without even
advising the Department.
With this type of policy, it is no
wonder that problem schools are able to flourish using abusive
and fraudulent practices when the Department is not even advised
of new programs whose ssudents nevertheless receive federal aid.
Department of Education officials told us that even if
the Certification and Eligibility office wanted to review these
indicators, they could not.
In their view,
they lack the
manpower necessary to conduct what they consider to be an
intensive paperwork review.
This manpower problem is not
confined to the Certification and Eligibility office.
In the
late 1970s and early 1980s deregulation with more oversight
was a government policy.
Unfortunately, because of budget
constraints, deregulation was accompanied by less oversight and

burdensome due process procedures for taking adverse action
against a school or lender.
We were told that while we may
have saved
few million dollars by cutting back on oversight,
that action will eventually cost the taxpayers hunrreds of
on-Mons of dollars lost to fraud ana dbuse.
.
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DECERTIFICATION HAMPER8Q BY Digias

Our investigation revealed that

if

a

program review

finds gross violations of law and regulations, and recLmmends to
the Department that the school be decertified, the process can
take anywhere from one to three years. While the Department can
stop Pell Grant and campus-based funds from flowing to a school
during that time, it is much harder to stop the students of the
lenders
school from oi,taining guaranteed student loans,
if
decide to continue making those loans.

Officials at the certification office told us that the
Department is plagued by the protracted due process system
required for decertification. On the other hand, another office
commented that if the certification office strengthened its
initial review process for certification, perhaps there would be
a much smaller group of "bad schools" for the Department to take
A senior guarantee agency official told the
action against.
staff
the Department's protracted
internal review process
generates most due process violations, enabling schools to
continue operation even after gross violations have been noted.
21003144 REVIEWS;

On paper,

TOO FEW. TOO LATT. TOO EASY

the Department's program review process may

seem impre:-ive.
In
practice,
our
disjointed and largely ineffective.

review

found

it

to

be

The

Department of
Education regional
offices,
the
agencies,
the
and
the
state
licensing boaras,
accrediting bodies all conduct school program reviews.
In
addition,
schools must
submit non-federal,
independent CFA
audits to the aepartment every two years while participating in
guaranter.:

the student aid prograu.s. Unfortunately, there is no mechanism
within the Department to assure that these reviews are completed
and received by the Department.
State

licensing

boards

do

not

have to submit

their

program reviews to the Department and the states are not given
access to such basic information as the amount of federal aid
flowing into a school, or who the lenders and guarantee agencies
are.

Federal
to
regulations
require
guarantee agencies
conduct program reviews on the top ten schools, by loan volume
or the s::hools that represent the top 2% of the agency's loan
volume, whichever is greater, (this forces them to look at major
universities) and the new default reduc'ion regulations now
require them to review schools ith a default rate above 40% in
that agencies portfolio
Further,
guarantee agencies only
review the files of studentr- within th:.t age 7y s portfolio they do not review cash rtudents or others. Guarantee agencies
do not Lave access to other financial aid information such as
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Pell grant
identities
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funds, and frequently do not
of
other guarantee agencies

know the number or

holding loans
for
students of the same school. So, a school using many different
lenders and guarantors may be able to evade the guarantee agency
program reviews entirely.

In contrast to the state licensing hoards, the guarantee

agencies do file their program reviews with the Department.
However, several agency officials complained that there is no
mechanism or requirement for the guarantee agencies to notify
either the Department or any appropriate law enforcement agency
if fraud is suspected. Moreover, guarantee agencies have little
incentive to initiate adverse action against a school
for
program violations. Even where past violations are established,
tne agencies generally continue to guarantee new loans for the
school. The reason is simple: if the school's access to new loan
bu,tiness is cut off, the school will be unJele to reimburse the
ponaTtlthat were assessed by and owed te the guarantee
agent-v.

Department of Education Program Review employees told us
their
staffing
and
experience
levels
aie
woefuliy
inadequate to protect the billions of dollars :n student aid.
Department
officials told us that between 1985 and 1986, the
program reviLt, offices were -decimated and downgraded- as 4
that

result of personnel cuts, employees moves, and changes in job
functions. They lost one-third of their manpower, even though an
effective program review can recover up to 15 times the cost of
the review.
In 1988, tht- Department 1-ad to -start all over
again by hirIng and retraining- the program review staff.
Officials redily aLtnit they still do ne... hate the staff [0 d)
what the reuulations require them to
.

For

example,

the

Department s

Region

IV

effiLe

in

Atlan: , Georgia, has thirteen prlgram review officers, ten of
which have just been hired.
That office is ,.esible for
1,100
schools
located
in
stal..s.
eight
SchuLle,
taking
advantage of the lack of communication be...ween the Department's
regional offices, open branch schools in other regionE.
OlLen a
regional o:fice does not even know the school
s
operating
within its jurisdiction.

thile

new

program

review

flitidtVes

seem

to

be

addrest,ing the problem, program review personnel told us that
the incrses will only address the M:"st severe problems, and
that their work continues to be largely reactive in natere.
During the course of our review, we were also concerned
by an apparent lack of credi-le lnspect!on procedures
the
'

program reviews that are conducted. Procedures .lued by guarantee
agency,
state,
and
Departmental
reviewers
seem
to
be
particularly
susceptible
to
manipulation
ry
unscruFulous
schools.
Those reviewers that we spoke to told us th,t they
ioutinely provide the school being reviewed with a listing of
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student files the agency wishes to analyze, and permits the
This enables enscrupulous
school's employees to poll the files.

schools to alter the records before the reviewer actually gets
One Inspector General employee told us that a
access to them.
school they
records.
A

investigated

actually

had

two

sets

of

student

guarantee agency program reviewer told us that

despite reveral attempts to gain access to student files at one
school, the school told the reviewer they were maie aimed at the
To date, they have
school's headquarters in another State.
still not been given access to the files.

Moreover, when program reviews uncover violations, the
school is held liable only for the actual findings of that
whether
to
determine
review,
with
usually
no
follow-up
staff
at
a
review
Program
additional
violations
exist.

guarantee agency told us that even it 50% of the files reviewed
whe
had
students
tor
failuie
to
make
refunds
reflected
witherawn, the school wculd normally only be a.seesd te make
There
refunds on the files reviewed, with no other follew-st
aid
al
is no mandatory recenstruction of the school's fine;
files to determine what tee actual liability of the :ee.eol is.
This practice enables tee school to avoid costly repayment at
to
continue its
the
school
at
worst,
end
permits
best,
practices.
Further, the school and the gearanter, and not the
Department, figure the special allowancee and intere:t that the
school it is required to pay back te the government when the
school has held meney it was no: entitled to.

jwww10TDATA ANP_ PWRCPTIMN3c6TWN___WmAXINPa___OvEti.51T
ERQUIXIS
in
rae rekeew process are
the pr
The shorteomines
adequate leta and commueication
compounded ey a leek
of
throughout the entire oversight syetem. During the course of our
interviews, we were given numerous examples of this preblem. For
instance, Departmental regesnal employees complained that the
Department F
cemputerized data bisse is so inadequate that
inveetigatcre ane program reviewert; carrif,t determine whe tne
information is
school
owners are.
Even though this basic
supposed to be in the file, often it is missing or very
outdated,
ene senicr departmental employec,- estimaeed that the
data base may be 50% inaccurate. We have aekea the General
Accounting Office to assess the preblems Involved with the deta
base, in a letet report, and we understand the lnspecter General
has also audited the system.

khile accrediting bodies must advise the Department if a
ardr end gearantee
.hool-s accreditation is removed, etate
a,encies are not reqeired to notify the Depa:tment of any action
thee take against a chuol.
1

Even whe-e the Department has 'mportant information on a
school, there is little guarantee that it will be eensidered
when
the
schoers activities are reviewed. Although the

13S
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Department

maintains several separate files on each school
participating in the federal student aid programs, there is no
master file or cross index for this information.
Just within
the Department in Washington, files on a given school may be
kept in nemerous sections: Finance-Disbursement; Campus Based
Funds.; Pell; Certification; Eligibility; Audit Review; IG audit;
Inspector General
investigations; and Program Review sections.
In addition,
files on the same school can be found in the
Department's regional offices.
Copies

of

program

reviews

of

schools

completed

by

guarantee agencies are filed at the Department in Washington.
However, we hea.d complaints that Washington refuses to send
copies to the regional offices in the field. As a result, the
regional offices have no way of knowing what, if any, problems
.may have already been identified in schools operating in their
region.

Communications
between
nearly
every
part
the
of
oversight system for federal aid programs is extremely poor. For
example, Department personnel in Washington and the regional

eifices do not communicate well.
Communications between the
guarantee agencies and the Department are even worse, and the
accrediting bodies are hardly ever informed of adverse findings
involving their schools.

Finally, Departmental employees complained to us that
the due process procedures are so cumbersome and regulations so
restrictive that in some cases, the Department continues to
allow lenders to make guaranteed student loans to students of a
school after the Department has stopped Pell geant money floveng
into that school.
For example, even though the Depart: nt
placed the United Schools of Florida on suspension in 1987, Iwo
years later, lenders continued to make loans to United students
until the school was shut down.
IOAWDAY riaPara_KKKE NOT_EACED THE HARD IS5M5

The Department and the Congress have at their disposal
certain bodies, created by law, to address a variety of issues
concerning the problems identified in the course of our
investigation. Unfortunately, we saw little evidence that these
bodies have attempted to address some of the major problems
plaguing the federal student loan programa.
For
example,
the
National
Advisory
Committee
Accreditations and Institutional Eligibility was created

on
by
statute in 1968 tor the purpose of advising the Secretary on
publishing
a
list
of
nationally
recognized
accrediting
agencies.
We were told by the Committee's Director that the

Committee had never recommended that an accrediting body be
removed from the Secretary's list and that, for that matter, the
Secretary had never removed any bady from the list.
While the
Director acknowledged that trade and proprietary schools cause
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the greatest problems in this aired, he confirmed that the
Committee has never made any recommendations to the Secretary of
Education on how to deal with the problems that have been
identified in that area over the years.
We also interviewed the Staff Director of the Advisory
Committee on Student Financial Assistance, which was established
under the provisions of the Higher Education Aet of 1965. The
Committee is charged to report to Congress and the Secretary of
Education on numerous aspects of federal student financial
assistance programs; to monitor and evaluate the effectiveness
of the programs; to appraise the adequacies and inadequacies of
make
to
and
services,
and
resources
aid
financial
recommendations to the Secretary. Despite its broad mandate, the
Staff Director told us that the committee had purposely avoided
dealing uith the proprietary school issue, because it was just
too difficult.
On the other hand, the Staff Director talked extensively
about the problems they see in this area. Echoing many others,
he told us that the real problems affecting proprietary schools
are systemic, involving accrediting and licensing. He regarded
the Department's eligibility process as the principal weak link,
saying it is tar too easy for a school to participate in the
program. He described the program as rn "an open door -- anyone
can walk through it," thus inviting the problem of getting the
He recommended that proprietary scheols be
bad schools out.
treated differently than colleees and univereities in financial
aid programs, suggesting they LI given stricter requirements for
participation in the programs.

SOME 1.15rM.OnifIENTS__IiREPJ:
While most of cur review found serious and longstanding
problems

in

the

system,

we

did,

fortunately,

find

soea

indications thrt steps are now being made to begin to aderese
some -- but clearly not all -- of the problems. The Departmere's
the
the Tax Offset Program;
Default Reduction Initiative;
Federal Employee Data Match, and other new proposed inielatives
Increases in persennal may
may help recover some money.
eventually permit the Department to assume a proaceive role in
detecting abuses, but, as noted, there is already a tremendous
backlog of work to be done.

We were eso encouraged to hear that, starting this
year, the Department has instituted a pregram of instruction for
new applicant s:hools. This mandatory Precertification Training
Program is dee gned to address thr often-heard complaint that
the regulations and requirements :involving the administration of
federal student aid are far toe difficult to interpret.
Mr. Chairman, thie concludes our findings to date.
would be glad to respond to any questions you may have.
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DEPARTKEXT OF BDOCNTION
Statement by
James B. Thomas, Jr.
Inspector General

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee:

Thank you for the opportunity to discuss the efforts of the
Cffice of Inspector General (DIG) regarding fraud and abuse
involving the Department of Education's student financial aid
programs.

OIG has assessed the student aid programs as being the most

vulnerable to fraud and abuse in the Department.

This

assessment is based in part on audits and investigations over
the last few years which have disclosed major fraud and abuse
in those programs, particularly at proprietary schools.

Because of this, we have been devoting about two-thirds of
our staff effort to this area (over 200 staff years).

We are

involved in a comprehensive program to review systemic issues
in student aid.

The purpose of these reviews is to recommend

legislative, regulatory or management improvements intended
to prevent potential program abuses from occurring.

This

effort is coordinated with our continuing investigations and
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audits of individual institutions participating in the
programs.

These audits and investigations identify

institutions that are abusing the programs and recommend

administrative action or action by prosecuting authorities
where appropriate.

We have continued to find numerous instances of fraud and
abuse in proprietary schools.

In FY 1989, we performed 30

audits of proprietary schools which resulted in recommended
recovery of about $77 million.

Our investigations resulted

in indictment of 10 school owners, 3 officers, 31 employees
and one school entity and in conviction of 10 owners, one
officer and 12 employees.

As a result of our efforts, the Department has suspended two
corporations opeiating proprietary schools and 12 key
employees of proprietary schools and debarred 7 proprietary
school owners and 24 key employees under the Government-wide
non-procurement debarment and suspension system.

The

Department also.initiated action in FY 1969 under student aid
regulations to end the participation of 30 schools in student
aid programs.

Some of these actions resulted from DIG

efforts.

We continue to use our audit and investigative staff to
examine proprietary schools and their owners and employees.

However, we are also looking into other institutions
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participating in delivery of student financial aid such as
lenders, guarantee agencies, secondary markets, and
servicers.

In addition to audits and investigations, OIG has informally
established networks with certain State and local agencies
that have oversight responsibilities for proprietary schools
to share information and identify problem schools.

We have

continued with our efforts to oversee the work of non-Federal
auditors who perform statutorily required audits of the
Department's student financial aid programs.

We also

recently issued our first two inspection reports which
resulted from intensive efforts by a team of auditors and
investigators at proprietary schools known to have a high
default rate and other indicators of program mismanagement.
Our efforts here ars designed to enable us to make
recommendations for administrative action, if appropriate,
which can be taken quickly.

We are currently concentrating our efforts on about 215
investigations, 40 audits, and 9 joint audit and
investigation efforts involving proprietary schools.

In

addition, we expect to issue an inspection report about every
six weeks.

OIG's review of student aid issue areas has resulted in 14
management improvement reports, which include recommendations
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to correct systemic weaknesses that have led or could lead to
recurring problems.

We have worked extensively with

Departmental program and policy officials dealing with the

Higher Education Act reauthorization, providing them input
from our audits, investigations and issue area reviews which
could impact legislation.

A summary of and status report on the issue areas we are
addressing follows.

Arsat4itati2Willigilailitanortitiaatien
Some program abuse can, of course, be eliminated if problem
schools can be prevented from ever participating in the
Department's programs.

Before an institution can participate

in the student aid programs, it must be licensed to provide
postsecondary education in the Stets in which it is located,

be accredited by an accrediting agency recognized by the
Secretary of Education, and be determined eligible and
certified by the Department as to its financial

responsibility and administrative capability to participate
in the programs.

Tha Department's role in granting a school

the right to participate in the student aid programs consists
of three processes: the accrediting agency recognition
process, the institutional eligibility process, and the
certification process.
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We have identified issues related to these
processes in one
audit report which was issued in September 1989, and
three
audits currently underway. We plan to issue to the
Department draft reports on these three audits this
spring,
and have prepared an interim report of our audit work
to date
so that our concerns could be considered by
appropriate
officials during the planning for reauthorization
of the
Higher Education Act of 1965.

A brief discussion of some of the findings of
these audit
efforts and a recent management improvement
report follows.
Financial Resoonsibility_certificatIon
Procedure& - An audit
issued in September 1989, disclosed that
the Department's
financial analysis certification procedures
were not adequate
to protect student, or the interests of the
Federal
government. Institution* which do not meet the
Department's
regulatory criteria for financial responsibility
participate
in the student aid programs.

During the period of October 1985 through
June 1988, we
estimated that 53 schools closed mid-term
before all
education services were provided. As a result, as
many as
10,000 students lost the benefits of loans
and grants worth
about $30 million that either the students
or the government
must repay.
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jigcredi.tation'Eligibility/Administrative_Camabillty
Ceztiguteation_Precissea - Issues identified in our ongoing

audit work in this issue area include the following. The
Department's recognition process does not provide assurance
that accrediting bodies recognized by the Secretary are
reliable authorities as to the quality of educational
services provided by the schools that they accredit.

Primary

reliance for eligibility determination is placed on State
linensing and accreditation which is inconsistent and of
Institutions are being certified

varying degrees of quality.

to participate and continue to participate in student aid
programs even though they do not meet the criteria for
administrative capability.

Since the three audits are still in process, and because the
findings have not been fully developed, the Department has
not had an opportunity to comment on the issues.

Missing IDS Data - We also issued a management improvement
report that identified information missing from the
Department's Institutional Data System (IDS), which is the
only comprehensive source of data regarding an institution's
eligibility for and participation in the student aid
programs.

The effectiveness of using the system as a

management tool for monitoring is impaired because of the
extent of missing data.
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We also found that the data base for certified schools does
not agree with that for eligible schools.
Since the number
of institutions on the certification file exceeds that of the
eligibility file, and iligibility precedes certification, the
difference could not be accounted for as a processing
timelag.

arangiLgaiZialla
Schools are not eligible to participate in student aid
programs until they have been in operation for two years.
Under current procedures, branch campuses are not being held
to this requirement.

We have found that schools have used
the branch campus route to rapidly expand beyond their
administrative and financial capability to properly control
the programs and to tulfill their responsibilities to
students. Further, because of the volume
of branching
activities, licensing and accrediting agencies have been
unable to adequately monitor the growth and ensure the
quality of education being provided by those branches.

The legislative intent behind requiring schools to operate
for two years before participating in student aid programs
was to protect students from "fly-by-night" institutions.
However, this protection has not occurred because schools
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have been able to circumvent the two-year rule by creating
branch campuses.

On the basis of its history of operating a small barber
school With about 20 students at any given time who received
about $50,000 in student financial aid, one school was
determined to be financially and administratively capable to
operate a masonry school in a major metropolitan area more
than 300 miles away. Within nine months the masonry school's
enrollment reached approximately 700 students receiving
nearly $3.5 million in student aid funds.

The branch was

able to grow so quickly because it bused students, some of
whom were homeless street people, in from several other
enrolled students as
cIties. It closed owing many refunds to
well as to students who had previously withdrawn.

At another school licensed and accredited ir .1)81, tuition
grew from $2 million to $26 million as it opened 20 branch
campuses between 1983 and 1986.

This school closed in 1987

owing $10 million in tuition refunds and leaving thousands of
students with incomplete educations.

Another school added five branches within an 18-month period,
during which time refunds due grew from $150,000 to $1.4
million. Although a State agency has been successful in
having some refunds paid, the school has now filed bankruptcy
and it is highly likely that many students du refunds will
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not receive them, but will be held accountable for the full
amount of their loans.

We believe that most of the problems with branch campuses
could be eliminated by merely enforcing existing legislative
intent.

Therefore, we recommended that the Department
require a branch campus to be in existence for two years
before it is allowed to participate in the student aid
programs.

Colars
In order to qualify for student aid funds, certain
schools
have misrepresented their course lengths or pade.cd
courses
until they are longer than needed to train
students for
employment.

These situations result in students not getting
the hours of training they are paying for or in
students
spending needless time in class, paying unnecessary
costs and
incurring unnecessary debts. When payment for these
programs
is provided through student aid, taxpayers incur
unnecessarily high Pell grant costs, and pay excessive
interest and special allowances on loans and the
costs of
defaults. We have issued management
improvement reports
covering the course length and course stretching problems and
abuse involving course length conversions.
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disclosed that
Causes length - Our report on course length
determination
while the Department's current eligibility
length data,
procedures require institutions to submit course
appropriate
the data are not always; verified either by the
accrediting agwncy or by the Department.

Consequently, a

eligitle for
number of institutions have been considered
participation in student aid programs without the course
the
length data ever being verified. We recommended that
Department change its procedures to ensure that training
and
hours, weeks and/or months reported by an institution
used by the Department to determine eligibility to

verified.
participate in specific student aid programs are
is not
An example of problems arising when course length

verified follows.
cklatdneatal._Tr.tdnklig__2eryiges - In September 1988, the

Education
Department of Justice and the Department of
filed a civil suit for $366 million dollars charging
Continental Training Services, Inc., Superior Training
Services, Inc. and Gary L. Eyler, the chief executive
both
officer, chairman of the board and primary owner of

companies, with defrauding the Federal guaranteed
student loan program.

Continental conducted business as Superior Training
Services, Inc., in almost every state and was receiving
loans
about $50 million a year in Federal grants and
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made to students.

Through Superior, Eyler and

Continental offered part correspondence, part "resident
training" truck driving and.heavy equipment operation
courses which were sold to students by a nationwide
commissioned sales force.

About 99% of Continental's
annual revenue came from tuition income and
the majority
of Continental's students paid their tuition
with
Federal student aid funds.
Continental enrolled close
to 100,000 students between 1980 and 1988.
Based on OIG's audit and investigation, the
lawsuit
alleges that Continental obtained eligibility
to
participate in Departmental programs by submitting false

documents regarding the length of its courses and the
procedures it uses to assure that students
possess the
ability to benefit from the courses.
Se also found that
Continental was ineligible to participate because
it had
violated numerous other program requirements and
that
the defendants submitted or caused to be submitted
thousands of false statements or claims for
Federal
funds to the Department.

In February 1989,

the Assistant Secretary for
Postsecondary Education issued a decision finding that
Superior "... does not qualify, and never has
qualified..." to participate in student aid
programs
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because the programs Superior offered failed to meet
minimum course length requirements.

Superior obtained i temporary restraining order and
eventually a summary judgment preventing the Department
from declaring Superior ineligible.

The government

appealed the decision and in January 1990, the court
ruled that the

'..ient must provide a hearing in

accordance with the requirements of the Higher Education
Act before revoking Superior's eligibility status.

In June 1989, Superior filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy
and at about the same time stopped marketing its home
study truck driving and heavy equipment courses. In
January 1990, Superior reportedly ceased all operations
and began liquidation.

Course Stretching - Our management improvement report on
course stretching disclosed the results of our review of
three occupations - security guard, nursing assistant and

manicurist - although we believe the problem is not limited
much longer
to those occupations. We found that courses were
we
than needed for State licensere or to obte,n employment.
found disincentives to schools to prepare students to enter
the work force in less time and at less cost because shorter
programs are precluded from eligibility for student aid
programs and schools offering such courses have difficulty
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competing for students with institutions that
can offer
student aid.

As an example, although many States have no formal
training
requirements for security guards, and thus* that
do require
betwean 4 and 60 clock hours, it is not
uncommon to find
schools offering security guard training
courses of 300 to
almost 700 hours. In those chools, not
only has the course
length been stretched 10 to 25 times beyond
State licensing
requirements, but there is concern that some of the
tactics
taught are dangerous, and involve devices,
such as "the
flashlight as a defensive weapon" and "A-15
assault rifle,"
which cannot or should not be used by most
security guard
companies. Further, students attending
these courses pay as
much as 30 times as much in tuition
as charged at other
institutions such 4S a community college.

Sometimes,
employers will pay for the cost of training
their employees,
eliminating the need for some students to incur
any debt.

We recommended that the Department consider
performing a
study to establish guidelines for determining
appropriate
course length, seek legislative authority for approving
and
monitoring course length, and expand required
consumer
information for students &bout training options.

Clock Hour/Credit Hyur Cohversiton - Our management
improvement report on clock to credit hour
conversions
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advised-the DIpartment to take action to limit abuses that
hours to clock
occur when schools assign unreasonable credit
funding.
hour training programs solely to obtain additional
By ignoring equivalencies established in student aid

regulations which equate supervised training programs to
term-based credit hour programs, student financial aid awards
can easily be increasosd two or three fold without changing

either the quantity or the nature of the program.

Students

are thereby indebted for even greater amounts without
receiving any additional training and taxpayers pay more for
the programs in the form of grants and defaulted loans.

At one school in Oklahoma, a nine-month dental assistant
program, which was a one academic year/900 clock hour program
equivalent to no* more than 24 semester hours, was converted

and assigned two academic years/48 semester hours.

After the

conversion, student aid maximum awards increased from $4,800
to $9,700.

At the same school, the x-ray technician program,

whiCh was 1100 hours/15 credit hours long, was converted to
more than 78 credit hours.

This increased the program's

student aid funding qualification from $8,500 to nearly
$18,000, with students enrolled in this program eligible for
up to four guaranteed student loans, the same number that can
be made to full-time students in traditional four-year
degree-granting institutions.

Further, this school's 500

clock hour program in basic medical procedures was converted

to 30 credit hours, thereby qualifying its enrollees for Pell
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grants and a second guaranteed student loan.
The monetary
effect of this conversion was to raise potential student
aid
awards from $2,625 to $8,025, a three-fold
increase with no
change in the quality or quantity of the training
provided.
Our primary recommendations are that the Department
enforce
the student aid equivalencies so that,
regardless of the
system of measurement used, students enrolled
in courses of
similar content and length qualify for similar
amounts of
student aid funds.

Abilitv to BenefitAklmissions rractices
In November 1989, we issued a management
improvement report
which discusses how certain schools
improperly screen

students to assure they have the ability
to benefit from the
Federally funded training provided.
Students without a high
school diploma or equivalent may enroll
in an institution
under an "ability to benefit" provision
(as determined by a
test or counseling) and be eligible
for student aid.
such
students are often aggressively recruited
by commissioned
salespeople. Students who are improperly
screened usually
drop out, often after incurring debts they
have no means to
repay.
If they then default, they harm their
credit rating
and are not eligible for future aid to
obtain skills needed
to get jobs.
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We recommended program

improvements designed to remove the

Who
incentives that currently allow schools to admit students
cannot benefit from the training provided. Our
recommendations were based on many audit and investigative
findings, including the two ongoing audits and the completed
audits and investigations described below.

Our draft audit report on a chain of 14 technical schools,

under the same ownership as a beauty school with a different
name, describes how students at the chain received $17
million even though at the schools we visited students were
not properly tested to determine their ability to benefit.
At these schools, students were to be given a test to
determine whether they could benefit from the training
not properly
provided. However, wa found that the tests were
administered (i.e., not administered within a prescribed time
limit) or students were admitted even though they did not
attain the minimum passing score. Based on these and other
findings, we are planning to recommend that the schools

refund to the Department and lenders all student aid funds
and related interest and special allowance charges.
Continental Training_Services - In the case involving
Continental described in the prior section, the suit alleges
that Continental employees altered wrong answers on
ability-to-benefit emus which changed failing grades into
passing, or provided the potential student with answers to
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assure that the individual could enter the school.
Individuals who had physical disabilities which would prevent
them from driving a truck or from obtaining a license to do
so were enrolled. Individuals were enrolled who
could not
get licenses because of prior driving or criminal records or
who were serving prisot. sentences which could prevent
them
from attending resident training within a reasonable
time.

EilUegLamerIcan_gslurationia_gsumored= - As a result of
OIG's investigation, in October 1989, a Boston grand
jury
returned a 12-count indictment charging Wilfred American
Education Corporation, Wilfred Academy, Inc., and American
Business Institute, Inc., with mail fraud
involving a scheme
to defrau- the Department's
student aid programs of over $10
million. The indictment alleged
that the defendants, through
its employees, engaged in a complex scheme
from prior to 1979
until at least February 1986 to defraud the
Department,
Wilfred's students and prospective students by
means of false
and fraudulent pretenses, representations and promises,
and
material omissIons. The indictment charges
that Wilfred
attempted to recruit young, unlearned, disadvantaged
students
through a multi-media advertising effort and used
commissioned sales agents who were required to
meet or exceed
certain enrollment quotas. The sales agents
are alleged to
have used high pressure and deceptive males
practices, as

well as engaging in falsification of various
enrollment
documents, financial aid applications, and ability
to benefit
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them
test results in order to enroll applicants and qualify
No trial date has been scheduled.
for Federal aid.
In addition, in October 1988, Wilfred American Educational
Corporation and its president were indicted by a grand jury
in Florida for offenses at Wilfred's operation of Academies
of Hair and Beauty Culture in that State. In addition, 18
employees were charged with conspiracy and making false
statements and/or stealing, embezzling or misapplying funds.

In this case, 11 of the 18 employees have pled guilty to
A trial date of
various counts of making false statements.
March 5, 1990, has been set.

pltissima Bawdy Institute - Our audit of Ultissima Beauty
Institute showed that the school used four different tests to
determine whether students could benefit from training.
of the tests was a bogus exam, according to the exam
publisher.

One

Two other tests were untimed or otherwise

improperly administered in ways that invalidated the
Tests available only in English were included in
files
files of non-EngliSh speaking students, and many of the
contained answer sheets that appeared to have been altered.
results.

Ultissima employed commissioned salespersons, and through
interviews and a review of the school's sales manual, we
found that ability-to-benefit testa were used largely as
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sales tools rather than to properly screen students'
abilities.

Based on these and other findings, we recommended

Ultissima refund to the Department and lenuers all student
aid funds and related interest and special allowance
charges.

hausman computer School - Our audit of Hausman Computer
School disclosed that Hausman used false high school diplomas
to admit virtually all of its students.

The audit

recommended refund of all Fell grants and guaranteed loans
received, about $24 million, and repayment of interest and
special allowances. Based on our investigation, one owner
was sentenced to serve one year and one day in Federal prison
and repay $790,000; the other owner was sentenced to one year
and two months in Federal prison and ordered to pay $1
million in restitution; and the recruitment eirector was
sentenced to three years in Federal prison, with all but four
months suspended, and ordered to pay $254,000 in restitution.

Refunds

Certain schools are nat making required refunds of Federally
funded tuition when students drop out of training, which
results in increased costs to the student borrowers in terms
of amount of debt and to the Department in terms of interest
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when they occur.
and special allowance payments and defaults

Department which
We are planning to issue an audit to the
nationwide and
describes the magnitude of the refund problem
approach to
develops recommendations for a systematic
identifying schools not making refunds or making late
refunds.

in
Examples of some of the problems we have found

the refund area follow.
Technical
Natigpal Technical schocls - Our audit of National
the school
Schools, Los Angeles, California, disclosed that
by not
did not make refunds to students who had withdrawn
owed to
submitting lessons. We found about $3 million
students under the school's refund policy. In addition, we

equitable and
found that the school's policy was not fair or
students were overcharged a total of $75,000 for registration
receive.
fees and $394,000 for equipment they did not

filed a
In November 1989, the California Attorney General
in superior
consumer protection action against the school
court alleging that the school made numerous false

representations about its teaching program.

The suit asks

fines.
for $22 million in restitution and $2 million in

school
CitiCellege - Our audit of CitiCollege showed that the
who
could not refund $390,000 that was due to students
withdrew because the funds were used to pay other,
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questionable expenditures.

It also retained $202,000 to

which it was not entitled because it ceased operations in
1988, preventing 151 students from completing their
education.

Wm recommended the school refund the funds and

repay the Department interest and special allowance.

Adeloi Institute - An investigation resulted in a 235-count
indictment by a grand jury charging the former owner of
Adelphi Institute in New York with stealing tuition money
that was to have been refunded to students after they dropped
out of its Brooklyn school.

kartiatatjja Institutions

Other Th en School&

Many of the student aid abuses we have focused on affect
other student aid programs: guaranteed student loan programs,
Pell grants, Perkins loans, College Work Study funds, and
Supplemental Education Opportunity Grants.

Under all of

these programs, except for the student loan programs, there
is a direct relationship between the Department and the
institution that receives student aid funds.

The loan

programs, however, operate through State and private,
nonprofit guarantee agencies, using private loan capital
supplied primarily by commercial lenders.

At times loans are

sold to the secondary markets and at times responsibilities
of the lenders are contracted to servicers.

Because of the

vulnerability and size: of the program, we have several
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initiatives underway to assure ourselves that lenders and
other parties participating in the loan programs are

complying with regulations and to identify areas in law
and/or regulation which could be strengthened.

We have issued a series of management improvement reports and
in some cases have done or have ongoing aud'ts and/or
investigations involving these institutions which participate
in the student aid programs.

A brief summary of these

follows.

gisramibmilaxkota
Secondary markets are authorized to purchase student loans
from lenders to ensure that sufficient funds are available
for the student loan programs.

Secondary markets held

approximately $16.4 billion or 40% of the outstanding loan
portfolio as of September 1988.

This statistic excludes

lenders which also act eis secondary markets.

Despite the

overwhelming presence of secondary markets in the student
loan program, the Department has not systematically received

audits of the secondary markets' administration of the loan
programs nor has it provided systematic program review
coverage of these organizations.

Also, our review indicated

that the Department c ,es not know now many secondary markets

exist or whether anyone is evaluating their performance.
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In a management improvement report, we recommended that the
Department seek legislative change to provide for audits of
the administration of the guarenteed student loan programs by
secondary markets not currently covered by other audit
reguireaents and, establish a system of oversight.

IlthaLlartztBaryisamt
A significant portion of the guaranteed student loan
portfolio (over 414) is being managed by loan servicers,
which vary in scope of services provided, site, and the rate
at which their portfolios are growing.

As of September 30,

1988, at least $18.6 billion of the $45.1 billion loans
outstanding was administered by loan servicers.

Although

some reviews are conducted by lenders, guarantee agencies and
CPAs, the coverage is neither systematic nor consistent.

In

addition, many servicers are affiliated with guarantee
agencies and there exists a potential conflict of interest in
guarantee agency reviews of servicers.

The risks to the Department related to not monitoring
servicers include (1) payment of inaccurate interest and
special allowance billings, (2) reduced collectibility of
loans,

(3) reinsurance payments on ineligible claims, and (4)

wrongful harm to borrowers' credit ratings.
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?or example, Departmental program officials and officials
from two guarantee agencies performed a loint review of a
servicer which administered a large portfolio of guaranteed
student loans. They identified failures to perform due
diligence and inaccurate record keeping which impacted on the
collectibility of the loans.

This, along with the submission

of inaccurate claim history, increased reinsurance costs to
the Department.

In a management improvement report, we are requestinti that
the Department improve its oversight of servicers by
requiring servicers to obtain an annual audit of compliance
with the student loan regulations.

141Mdete

We have identified two issu areas involving lenders. These
are (1) performance of due diligence requirements to assure
collectibility of loans, and (2) payment of origination fees
due the Department for each loan.

DU* Diligence - Lenders participating in student loan
programs are required to perform certain actions within
specified timeframes to help assure the collectibility of
loans.

These actions constitute "due diligence* in loan

management.
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In November 1986, the Department issued revised regulations
which contained more stringent and specific due diligence and
timely filing requirements for lenders.

Although these

revised due diligence regulations have been in effect for
three years, lender reviews, performed by guarantee agencies,
show a high level of noncompliance, especially in the
repayment and collection area.

To determine whether lenders were meeting the due diligence
requirements, we analyzed the results of 101 lender reviews
conducted by 13 guarantee agencies during 1987 and 1988 and
fotind that 87 percent of the lender files reviewed contained

what we considered due diligence exceptions.

in one extreme

case, a review of one lender disclosed that there were 18,153
delinquent accounts and that the lender had been unable to
maintain consistency in follow-up efforts in cmatacting
borrowers.

Even if this one lender were excluded from our analysis, 33%
of the files reviewed at the 100 lenders contained due
diligence exceptions.

We have concerns with this high rate

of noncompliance because specific due diligence requirements
were included in the regulations to help protect the Federal
government from unreasonable risk of loss and to improve the
collection of loans nationwide.
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In is management improvement report, we recOmmended actions

aimed at reducing instances of noncompliance by lenders with
the Department's due diligence requirements and at improving
the quality of lender review reports issued by guarantee
agencies.

Following are two examples of due diligence problems
disclosed in our investigations.

Baybanks Credit Corporation - On February 2, 1990,
Saybanks Credit Corporation pled guilty in Boston to a
one-count information charging the corporation with
fraud involving falsification of documents related to
the guaranteed student loan program.

As part of its

plea, the corporation agreed to pay a $500,000 criminal
fine and make restitution of $248,753 to the Department.

An oIG investigation determined that cetween January
1985 and July 1986, Saybanks submitted 76 falsified
default claims to its guarantee agency.

In August 1986,

the corporation filed a "Report of Apparent Crime" with
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation and the Office
of the United States Attorney which reported that an
internal audit had uncovered evidence that three
employees, two of whom were officers, had forged or were

aware of forged borrower signatures on guaranteed
student loan forbearance agreements contained in default
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claims submitted to and paid by the guarantee agency.
The forged forbearance agreements provided an acceptable

xplanation for otherwise impermissible delays between a
delinquency and the presentation of a default claim to
the guarantee agency.

Further investigation by the OIG and the United States
Attorney's Office after August 1986 showed that,
beginning in 1983, several other officers of Baybanks,
including corporate vice-presidents, were aware that
documentation relating to the Federal student loan
program was being forged and that some officers
encouraged and even participated in the practice.

There

was evidence that between 1983 and July 1986 officers
directed student loan collectors to fabricate
computerized records of collection activities And the
collection correspondence and 60-day delinquency
notices.

There was evidence that student loan

collectors backdated collection cards and collection
correspondence.

The collectors and some officers also

traced student signatures onto forbearance agreements.
These actions provided the false appearance that proper
due diligence had been performed by Saybanks in trying
to collect delinquent loans.

zigradiLudialtIALyinge_giank - A Federal grand jury in
Tampa, Florida, returned a 43-count indictment in
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September 1989 alleging that Florida Federal Savings
Bank (formerly Florida Federal Savings and Loan
Association), through its officers and employees,

submitted up to 17,000 fraudulent insurance claims worth
approximately $35 million for principal and accrued
interest on guaranteed student loans.

The indictment charges Florida Federal and two former
officers with conspiring to defraud the Department's
student loan program; making false statements and
presenting false claims to the Department and guarantee
agencies; mail fraud, and theft of government funds.

The indictment alleges that default claims were
supported by documents falsely reflecting that certain
collection activity was performed on the loan accounts,

and that the two former officers instructed other bank
employees to create false records to show that required
collection activity was performed in conformance with
Federal regulations, contracts, and guarantee standards
and procedures.

The trial date is pending.

Origination Fees - Some lenders aro not submitting loan
origination fees promptly to the Department, as required.

This costs the Federal government a significant amount of
interest expense.
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One Department program review disclosed that in March 1988, a
lender had not submitted Form 799, which identifies
origination fees owed to the Department, for six quarterly
periods.

The total of unpaid originatIon fees was $4.4

million.

Another review performed in 1989 showed that a lender
continually failed to file Forms 799 for origination fees
dating back to June 1987.

The guarantee agency notified the

lender of its intent to terminate the lender from the program
as of May 1989.

In May, when the State Banking Commission

took control of the lender, about $5.5 million in origination
fees was owed to the Department.

We recommended that the Department institute controls to
ensure that all Forms 799 are submitted in a timely manner
and that loan origination fees are remitted to the Department
promptly.

lendex_Reatoot
We are recommending improvements to recently required reviews
of lenders by guarantee agencies.

This requirement is for

guarantee agencies to perform biennial on-site reviews of
participating lenders meeting certain thresholds of loan
volume, beginning with the biennial period ending December
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31, 1988.

However, we found that neither the Department nor

the guarantee agencies as a group have identified minimum
standards applicable to guarantee agency lender reviews.
Thus, we found variability in spasantee agency approaches.

We also found that there is an inherent potential conflict of
interest in that a guarantee agency performing a lender
review that results in a financial liability may risk losing
the revenue it receives from guaranteeing the lender's
portfolio.

$upplemental Loans for Students (.165)

Statistics reported by the General Accounting Office,
guarantee agencies and others indicate tremendous growth of
SLS loans in the proprietary school sector.

Certain

proprietary schools have increased their tuition fees and

have improperly certified dependent students' eligibility for
SLS loans which increases the volume of SLS dollars coming
into the schools.

To illustrate, our ongoing audit of a chain of beauty sdhools
disclosed that the sdhool abused the ability to benefit

provisions, had high drop-out awl default rates, was not
making refunds to lenders on tise, and was improperly
certifying dependent students as eligible for SLS loans.

Furthermore, we found that because of the amount of tuition
charged, most students attending the beauty schools needed
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the Federal loans as well as grants to pay for their
tuition.

time that

uition increased at the same

Also, this school';

the SLS program was introduced to the proprietary

schools sector.

In September 1985, tuition at the school was

$4,395; however, in March 1988 when SLS money became
available, tuition increased to $9,007.

At another school,

tuition increased from $3,950 in 1986-87 to $6,550 in
1989-90, but will decrease to $4,000 in 1990-91 because,
according to the school director, the school lost its
participation in the SLS program.

Our management improvement report expressed support for SLS
loan restrictions recently enacted by the Budget
Reconciliation Act of 1989.

In addition, we recommended the

Department seek the necessary authority to require schools to
disclose their basis for the tuition being charged.

ELM
Current PLUS regulations do not require loan recipients to
appear before either the lender or the school.

Loan proceeds

are sent directly to the parent borrower on behalf of the
eligible student, whereas the proceeds of other guaranteed
loans provided to students are Sent directly to the school
the student plans to attend.

Further, PLUS loan checks are

made payable to the parent borrower whereas the other loan
checks are make co-payable to the student and the school.
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Recent investigative cases have illustrated the ease with
which ineligible or nonexistent applicants can receive PLUS
loans.

We have found that for over 193 PLUS loan

applications processed by one guarantee agency involving 118
individuals, the school portion of the application was
falsified.

nonexistent.

In most of the cases, the student or child was

At an average value of $3,500, these loans

represent approximately $675,000 of potential loss to the
taxpayers.

In cases such as those described above, the loans are likely

to go into default status, leaving the Department to pay
reinsurance claims to guarantee agencies.

PLUS loans

guaranteed in FY 1988 totalled in excess of $537 million.

We

recommended that procedures be put into place to reduce the
risk to taxpayers.

N2n=raderbilaislita
All institutions of higher education are required to obtain
audits by non-Federal auditors at least biennially.

In

accordance with the Inspector General Act of 1978, we are
required to assure that these audits meet the auditing
standards issued by the Comptroller General.
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During FY 1989, we performed desk reviews cm 3,156 student

A desk review is a review of an

financial aid audit reports.

audit report by the DIG at its offices.

Qf the audits desk

reviewed, 835, or 27 percent, were found to contain
significant inadequacies or other deficiencies.

We performed

quality control reviews of the underlying working papers on
192 audit reports.

Of these audits, 114, or 59 percent, were

found to contain significant inadequacies or other
deficiencies.

In the most egregious cases, we refer the auditors to State
boards of accountancy and to the American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) for disciplinary action.
We have made 46 such referrals since April 1, 1985.

As a

result of the deficiencies identified above, in FY 1989, we
made 16 referrals of independent public accountants to the
appropriate State licensing board.

Twelve of these were also

members of the AICPA and were also referred to that
organization.

RN, 4V.

In 13 cages, the CPA did not have working papers to
support the tests of compliance requirements, and in 12
cases did not have working papers to support the
internal control review.
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In five instances, there was no supervisory review of
the working papers, even though they had been prepared
by a junior member of the firm.

--

In two cf-,er instances, reports were submitted by

practitioners who were not certified public accountants.

Each of these represents a significant inadequacy and
violates government auditing standards.

Actions taken by the

State boards in FY 1989 on referrals made in prior periods
include one instance where the CFA was put on probation for
three years and may not issue any governmental audits during
that period.

Other actions include requiring the auditors to

take continuing professional education in government auditing

and requiring them to submit their practice and/or future
audits to peer reviews.

OIG has taken various steps to improve the quality of student
aid audits.

We revised the Audit Guide in May 1988.

Following issuance of the Guide, we conducted training

sessions in eight cities around the country to inform
auditors of *.he new requirements during FY 1988 and early FY
1989.

More than 2,000 independent public accountants and

State auditors were trained at these sessions.

We continue to maintain good lines of communication regarding
audit quality issues through the Audit Quality Roundtable
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sponsored by the Presidentes Council on Integrity and
Efficiency.

This Roundtable, composed of representatives of

selected CPA firms, various professional groups, and other
Inspectors General, meets periodically to discuss audit
quality issues and possible solutions.

We hope to see a noticeable improvement in audit quality in
FY 1990.

This is the first full period in which audits

conducted in accordance with the May 1988 audit guide are
due.

Audit quality will, we hope, be improved by the use of

the May 1988 guide, by the training provided to
practitioners, and by technical assistance provided to
practitioners and others.

In addition to the 1989 activity as described above, three
cases we referred in recent years were due in part to a lack
of independence on the part of the auditor or firm from the
school being audited.

In one case, a partner of a two-partner firm which conducted
an audit of a school was an active member of the board of
directors of the school.

Although this partner was not

responsible for the audit, this was a clear violation of the
independence standard.

board and the AICPA.

The auditor was referred to the State

Outcomes of these referrals are

pending.
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In another case, a CPA signed the audit report although most
of the audit work was performed by an employee of the
school.

Essentially, the student aid administrator audited

his own work.

There was no evidence in the working papers

that the CPA had reviewed or tested the work done by the
administrator. The CPA was referred to the State board which
issued a one-year suspension (stayed), and one year's
probation.

He was not a member or the AICPA.

In a third case, the CPA who did the audit was a nephew of
the owners of the school.

In this case, while the auditor

was licensed to practice, he was not a practicing CPA.
performed the audit as a favor to his aunt.
referred to the State board and the AICPA.

He

The CPA was
The State board

issued a one-year suspension (stayed), and one year's
probation.

The AICPA suspended the auditor for throe months,

and required 40 hours of professional education and review of

one audit by them for each of the next two years.

In eac. case, we also found deficiencies in the audit work.
However, we found nothing to indicate that the independence
problems were the cause of the deficiencies or otherwise had

a direct effect on the way the audits were conducted.

As described above, we are addressing student financial aid
issues in various ways and devoting significant effort to
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this area.

To the extent possible and appropriate, we will

provide the Department and Congress with information useful
in efforts to improve the student financial aid programs
through the reauthorization process.

Due to the funding and

complexity of these programs and the changes being
recommended and made to the programs, I also expect that the

student aid programs will ,.tinue as a high priority for OIG
during 1990 and 1991.

In 1989, Department figures show that more than 1,400
institutions had default rates of 30% or higher.

During
1989, we were able to audit only 30 institutions and we had
only some 200 active institution-related investigative
cases.

This is despite the fact that during that year, we
devotud 75% of our resources to the student aid area.
In
addition, these efforts left only some 25% of our resources
for other programs, some of which we believe are also

vulnerable to fraud, waste and abuse.

OIG has assessed that 509 staff are needed to accomplish our
priority work.

However, DIG has been requesting the increase
incrementally over a number of years in order to provide more

reasonable requests for increases and to bring new staff on
board more efficiently. New staff require on-the-job
training by experienced staff, particularly with the
Department's complicated program regulations.

The results of

bringing new staff on board are usually not apparent for at
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From an FTE usage of 309 in FY

least a year because of this.

1988, ws have increased to 330 for FY 1990. The ry 1991
proposed budget provides 360, with a funding level of $25.8
million.

Mr. Chairman, I thank you for the opportunity to report on
our efforts in the student aid area. I would be happy to
answer any question you and other Committee members may have.
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March 14, 1990

Honorable San Nunn
Chairman, Permanent Subcommittee
on Investigation
Committee on GovernNental Affairs
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20210
Dear senator Nunn:
In response to ay recent testimony on February 20, 1990,
responding to questions asked by Senator Levin.

I as

pace 107 Linea 3 - 9
*Senator Levin:
issue,

Would you give us a recommendation on that

whether or not we oueht to require some automatic

re-certification or certification of eligibility, if schools
go above
certain
levels
of
defaults
or
under what
circumstances that be part of an original process, so that we

do not have to take something away that is part of an
original approval?*

See Tab A for response.

gasac-UAL_Linta% S ens tor Levin:3

I would think we at least ought to look at
a prehibition against any person who is in the loan business
or in the guarantee business from also being in the
collection business after the 180 days or having an interest
as a collection agency.
I wonder if you could give us a
report back as to whether that would not eliminate what seems
to be a very inherent conflict of interest.*
See Tab B for response.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify before your
Subcommittee regarding the Abuses in the Federal Student Aid
Programs.
I look forward to working with you in the future.
If I can be of further assistance, please do not hesitate to
call me on 453-4039.
Sincerely,
---./#14(0/

://407

B. Thomas, Jri./

Enclosures
cc:

Honorable Carl Levin
4

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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CartifiCatiOn

Through the certification process, the Department determines
that a school is financially responsible and administratively

capable of handling participation in the Title /V student
The purpose of the certification
financial aid programs.
process is to protect both ED and students against loss by
keeping financially troubled and administratively deficient
institutions
educational

out of
quality,

the SPA programs.
not
is
however,

Examination of
the
of
part

certification process, and ED has no authority to make it
Thus, as long as an institution is financially strong
so.
and capable of administering Title IV programs, ED cannot
deny participation even if educational programs lack merit.
have found that ED's Certification Branch has not
implemented this process efficiently and thus the controls
We also
provided for by regulations were not effective.
found that institutions are not required by regulation and do
not undergo a recertification, even when they make a major
Unless a school
change, such as adding branch campuses.
changes owners, after initial certification, an institution
may never again be reviewed for its financial responsibili:4
We

and administrative capability to participate.

Our review of the Certification process concluded that in
many instances, OPE was aware of financial and administrative

problems at achools and if it would have taken appropriate
either the schools would not have been allowed to
action
participate in the SPA programs er there would have been
adequate surety in place to cover the students' and the
government's risk of loss.

Recommendations
We have recommended:

ED consider changing the certification regulations and
to require that all schools be recertified on a
periodic basis, e.g. not less than every four years, to
assure that they continue to meet the minimum criteria for
We
certification to participate the the Title /V programs.
recommend that this recertification be done in conjunction
with OPE's requirement that schools renew their eligibility
1.

forms

every four years.
2.

ED require institutions to provide audited financial

statements for the two most recent complete fiscal years and
a interim report on the institution's current financial
condition for review, and require the president of the
institution as well as the CEO to certify the accuracy of all
information provided as part of the certification review.
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3.
ED deny certification or recertAfication to schools that
do not meet the financial responsibility tests.

4.
ED assess the risk of loss to both students and the
government by obtaining projected cash advance information
from each new institution and by obtaining FRS cash advance
reports and student financial aid data for each institution

it recertifies.
5.
ED require that surety arrangements be made at a level
sufficient to cover both the students' and the government's

risk of financial loss.

ED increase surety arrangements currently in force to
the extent necessary to assure that the risk of loss to both
students an4 the government is adequately covered.
6.

We believe that if these recommendations were implemented,
many financially unstable and "bad* schools would be kept out
of the progress in the beginning. Keeping an inferior school
out is easier thtn amassing evidence to show sufficient
wrongdoing to terminate a school.
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Default gellectioe

Se Share Senator Levin's concern that there might be en inherent
conflict of interest in a structure that allows a guarantee agncy
to provide preclaim assistance, then pay a lender for a default and
then collect on the loan. In mit* instances, the guarantee agency

is permitted to retain 30% of the collections

(35% of the

collections if the guarantee agency is located in a State that has
enacted a garnishment law that compliee with Section 428E of the
Higher education Act.)
With rspect to their role in the prevention of defaults, guarantee
agencies' principal tools are preclaims aasistance, supplemental
and monitoring of lender and school
proclaims assistance,
In addition, guarantee
compliance with program requirements.
agencies that also function as eel-vicars may get directly involved
in performing lender due diligence functions.
An economic disincentive far a guarantee agency to not allow loans
to go into default in the kicking in of the trigger figure. The

trigger figure is the ratio of reinsurance claims paid to a
guarantee agency during any fiscal year to the agency's total
amount of loans in repayment at the end of the preceding fiscal
If this ratio equals 5 percent, an agency is reimbursed for
If the ratio equals
90 percent of its losses (defaulted loans.)
9 percent, the agency is reimbursed for SO percent of its losses.
year.

However, the majority of guarantee agencies have not hit the
There may be other economic-disincentives.
trigger figures.
However, from an economic standpoint, the 30/35% collection
proceeds benefit may provide more actual benefits for an individual
guarantee agency.

Thus, although we have no statistics or examples or even a reason
to believe that guarantee agencies favorably permit or encourage
defaults, it may be economically sound for a guarantee agency to

allow loans to default in order to be able to collect them
The disincentive for aggressive default prevention
does appear to be a weakness of the current guarantee agency
afterwards.

structure. Guarantors that do not hit the triggers may not have
financial incentives to reduce defaults and say in fact have strong
incentives to allow them to occur.

It is our understanding that the Department is addressing this
issue in the Higher Education Act reauthorization.
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^nrcomaTris STAPP monsnomon
or
AMERICAN CARXER MIXING CORPORATION
At the initial stage of its investigation into the issue
of abuse in federal student aid programs, the Subcommittee Staff
determined that it would be beneficial to review the operations
of a proprietary school, particularly a school which seemed to
be relying heavily on Federal student loan programs.
In
December, 1989, we reviewed Department of Education files and
decided upon American Career Training Corporation.
Preliminary
information disclosed the A.C.T. 1985 student loan volume to be
$2,941,423, compared to their 1988 loan volume of $43,971,917.
This represents an increase in loan volume of $41,030,494 over
three years, in other words, a 1,395% increase.

The Corporation does business as the A.C.T. Travel
School and the HART School for Professional Secretaries. Files
disclosed that the schools operated only in Pompano Beach,
Florida, and had no branch campuses. The coursework for both
schools is a combination of correspondence (home study) and
in-residence courses.
The school is wholly owned by Joseph and James (Jim)

Calareso who are president and vice president respectively. The
corporation occupies four buildings in Pompano Beacn.
These
include the central offices; the A.C.T. travel school; th4 7JART
secretarial school; and a research and development office.
The
corporation's inception date was June 14, 1982. According to
the A.C.T. president, the travel school was established and
licensed by the State of Florida in January, 1983, and enrolled
its first student on February 10, 1983. At that time, students
paid cash, usually through an interest-free payment plan with
the school. On May 7, 1995, the travel school was certified by
the
Department
of
Education and determined
eligible to
participate in the Guaranteed Student Loan Program.
On October
20, 1987, the secretarial school was added to the participation
agreement vith the Department of Education.

Today, the corporation is not only licensed in the State
of Florida, but also in 25 other states. As wt testified last
Tuesday, state licensing requirements vary widelr;
some states
require that a school be licensed prior to the school conducting
any business in that state, to include advertisinq and sales.

According to Joe Calareso, the school was accredited in
(NHSC), the "only
accrediting
body
that
will
accredit"
home
combination
study/in-residence courses. Joe Calareso is an WHSC: trust** and
remains active with the Council. Tho MHSC verified Calareso's
trustee status.
In addition, A.C.f. rents motel rooms to
students in the residency phase of the course from ihe Calareso
Real Estate partnership. CaIareso told us there are 'hundreds

1985 by the National Home Study Council
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-2ox proprietary schools that would

fit

in Lae A.C.T. parking

lot.*

In December, 1989, we conducted a preliminary visit to
in
the Florida Department of Education licensing offices
intention
to
We notified the Department of our
Tallahassee.
review A.C.T. We were given full access to their files on the
We were informed that the Florida Department of
school.
Education planned a January, 1990, on-sight visit to the
school. We were invited by the State to attend as observers.
While in Tallahassee, we also visited with and reviewed
the files of the State's office of Student Financial Assistance,
Florida'e guarantee-agency.

During that visit, we learned that, in addition to
Florida, the Massachusetts and Pennsylvania guarantee agencies
Moreover, the Higher
had recently completed reviews of A.C.T.
Education Assistance Foundation, yet another guarantee agency,
had conducted program reviews and made substantial findings.
reviews for
Mr. Chairman, the Staff submits copies of these
We
had
found
more
than
we had
insertion into the Record.
expected.
findings, the Subcommittee
investigation of the school in

Rased on our preliminary
Chairman authorized

a

full

December, 1989.

During this investigation of the corporation, we have
the A.C.T.
reviewed materials from twenty guarantee agencies;
corporation; the State of Florida; the Department of Education
- both headquarters and Region Iv; a required non-federal audit
and we
the Rational Home Study Council;
conducted by a CPA;
have interviewed a group of both graduates and drop-outs of the
and
A.C.T. programs. Additionally, we have interviewed current
former corporation employees.

The Subcommittee has subpoenaed and reviewed A.C.T.
We
records, along with the records of 19 guarantee agencies.
records,
business
records,
and
have requested certain student
of
general information about former and current employees
auditors
to
organize
We have secured the assistance of
A.C.T.
the relevant materials.

Chairman, we were not looking for a "worst case
As you heard in testimony last
example" when we chose A.C.T.
Mr.

with
Tuesday, the Inspector General's files were replete
Rather,
we
chose
this
school
for
our
case
examples of those.
study due to its substantial loan volume.

The findings that the staff has made are numerous, and,
opinion, strongly suggest intentional abuse of the
our
in
guaranteed student loan system. Our findings are as follows:
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Our
investigation disclosed that
A.C.T.'s atudent
enrollment has increased dramatically sines 1985.
Joe Celareso
told us that in 1984, prior to its participation
in the
guaranteed student loan program the travel school
nrolled
approximately 1,000 cash students. Tuition was $1,295 at that
time.
Today, th. tuition is $2,195. Today, over 901 of the
students enrolled at A.C.T. receive federally-backed student
loans.
We reviewea the files of the guarantee
portfolios pertaining to lodns to A.C.T. students.

agencies'

For the period 1985-89, 15 guaranty agencies guaranteed
62,368 loans, valued at over $153 million for A.C.T. students.
In 1985, 2,048 A.C.T. students received
loans valued at $4.7
million.
Both the number and dollar value of loans guaranteed
increased dramatically to 18,345 loans, totaling $46 million in
1987.
Volume remained at about the same level in 1988. The
table below shows the change in loan volume for calendar
years
1985-89.

UAL

No. Loans
GmarAntead

Dollar Value
Lin_millignal

1985
1996
1987
1988
1989

2,048
9,414
18,345
18,405
13,953

$

4.7
22.5
46.2
45.5
33.9

DNRNOWN YEAR
(year loan originated could not be determined from
file)

20a
62,368

Totals
According

to

A.C.T.'s

inception was on June 14,
(FY) ending Nay 31.

0.5
$153.3

financial

statements,

its

1982 and operated on a fiscal year

For the initial year of operation, FY 1983,

A.C.T.'s revenue was $21,915.
Revenues increased moderately
over
FY
1984
and
FY
1985
to
$382,733
and
$703,321,
respectively.
In May
1985, A.C.T.
was certified by the
Department of Rducation to participate in the Guaranteed Student
Loan (GSL) program. As a result of participation in the

program, there was an immediate impact

GSL
on A.C.T.'s revenues

which increased significantly to $5,481,353 for ry 1906.
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During 1986 A.C.T. changed its accounting period from a
For the seven month
fiscal year to the calendar year basis.
period ended December 31, 1986 during the transition period,
revenues increased to $6,210,362, exceeding the prior twelve
month period.

Revenues continued to soar over the next three years to
$16,910,995 in 1987, nearly doubling to $32,554,949 in 1998, and
reaching $34,469,571 in 1909.
During the first three years of existence A.C.T.
experienced net operating losses (expenses exceeded revenues)
However, this trend Was
which reached $90,926 for FY 1985.
reversed in FY 1986 with participstion in the guaranteed student
loan program. During Ty 1986, A.C.T. had a net operating profit
salaries) of
(revenues exceeding expenses, including owners
$175,956. For the seven month period ended December 31, 1986,
A.C.T.'s net operating profit increased to $2,273,277. For 1987
and 1988, A.C.T. continued their profitable trend by having net
operating profits of $2,279,505 and $3,828,587, respectively.
Por 1989 A.C.T. again had a substantial net operating profit of
$827,433, which decreased from the prior two years because of
increased expenses without a corresponding increase in revenues.
-1:

PICILITS-22L.Quate
As we have testified, during the first three years of
the corporation experienced losses, however that
trend was reversed after the schools' participation in the
Moreover, a review of salaries and
student loan program.
benefits to the corporation's officers, the Calaresos, also
operation,

revealed handsome profits for the owners.

YEAR

PROFIT TO CORP
AFTER AIL EXPENSES

5-31-1983
5-31-1984
5-31-1985
5-31-1986*.
12-31-1986**
12-31-1987
12-31-1988
12-31-1989

($33,561)
($18,402)
($90,926)
$175,955
$2,273,276
$2,279,506
$3,828,587
$827,433

SALARY/STOCK DIVIDENDS

latiduLautts,WAREAS4
6-1-03 - 5-31-84/$14,531
1985/$218,000
19861$2,242,400
1987/$2,467,240 + $1,993,500
1988/$2,060,000 + $1,049,667
1989191.047.4011 + 81,276,385
TOTALs $12,369,131

* five month period

* seven month period

Our analysis of the Executive Officers salaries over

significantly
revenues
as
that
shows
existence
A.C.T.'s
increased with participation in the federal student loan program
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in mid 1985, there was a corresponding drastic increase in the
in the Executive Officers' salaries.
The Executive Officers
were Joseph Calareso, President, and James Calareso, Vice
President. Joseph Calareso's 1985 salary was $129,000 and James
Calareso's salary was $89,000.
In the following year of 1986,
the salaries rose astronomically with Joseph and James Calareso
itch
receiving
$1,121,200.
The
increass
represented
approximately 7704 for Joseph Calareso and 1,1604 for James
Calareso.

During the following two years, salaries for each
Calareso continued at over a million dollars annually and were
approximately $1.23 million and $1.03 million, respectively.
DukIne 1989, the salaries decreased to $533,804 for Joseph and
$513,604 for James. Over the course of the four year period of
1986 -through 1989, the total salaries received by Joseph and
James Calareso exceeded $7.8 million.
the only stockholders of the corporation,
the
received other benefits in addition to their salary
costs which averaged $1.95 million during 1986 through 1989.
Beginning in 1987 the Calaresos' received additional income from
the corporation through Stockholder Distributions.
They also
received
$168,500
of
funds
in
1987
to
through
Loans
Stockholders.
Our analysis of A.C.T.'s accounting records
showed that these additional benefits were approximately $2
million for 1987 and exceeded $1 million for both 1988 and 1989.
As

Calaresos

For
Joseph and
stockholder
received by
million for

1987, the benefits received from the corporation by
James Galore's(' in the form of salaries and
distributions were $4.3 million.
The benefits
the Calaresos' were $3.1 million for 1988 and $2.3
1989.
Including the salaries from 1986, the total

benefits realired by the Calaresos'
approached $12 million.
,

P

AjA:

,

OA

,

from 1986 through 1909

4,11.

The staff has determined that a very low percentage of
those students enrolling in A.C.T. actually graduate. During the
preliminary phase of this investigation, we were told that fewer
than 20% of those enrolled in A.C.T.'s courses actually graduate
fro* the courses offered.

An October 1989 review of A.C.T.

by its accrediting

agency, the National Hose Study Council, estimated that only 10
to 204 of the school's students graduate.
Florida's state
licensing files relative to A.C.T. disclosed:
Beginning enrollment July 1, 1907:
New Students (travel and Hart)
Entering;
Voluntary withdrawal:

16,420
16,836
1,469
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Dismissals
Graduatest
Ending enrollment June 30, 1988:

0

4,052
27,735

(3,363 placed)

Joseph Calareso provided the staff with the following
information:

Students in Course
Students Completing

1987
9,404
2.7e7
30%

1988
19,027

Lift

1989
20,924

not available

31%

Our analysis of subpoenaed school records show that, for
FY 1986 through FY 1989, 47,254 A.C.T. students rece4med federal

student loans, hut only 7,679 students completed the program
through residential training, or 16%.

A.C.T. DEFAULTS AEI LIMA TO INCREASEALSJOAMS COME DU
As indicated in testimony last week, the Department of
56 Guarantee

based on data provided from the
Education,
annually
produces a list of default
Agencies,

rates of the

schools participating in the guaranteed student loan programs.
This list, known as the ZOMORT default list, indicates the
school,

the number of

loans to students entering repayment

status for that year, and the percentage of default claims paid
by the Department to guarantors.
The Department's latest available data is 1987. In that
year, of the 2,039 A.C.T. students entering repayment status,
You will recall, that in last week's
23.21 were in default.
of GAO
testimony before the Subcommittee, representatives
testified that when a default rate exceeds 204 a school is now
required to develop a default management plan.

Our investigation revealed that the number of defaults
for A.C.T. loans is very likely to substantially increase in the
followed by a
future. Generally, loan periods are for one year,
therefore,
The
2987
default
data
is,
six-month grace period.
most likely based on 1985 loans, when total Ioan volume for the

school was only 2,048.

As previously

stated,

loan volume

increased substantially over the next few years. Given the low
graduation rote and other factors, it is likely that, as more
loans come due, defaults will substantially increase.

cited several
Moreover, in last week's testimony, we
examples of obviously erroneous addresses for A.C.T. students in
In the summer of 1989, PHEAA, the
guarantee agency records.
Pennsylvania guarantor which now holds $69.3 million in loans to
A.C.T. students, sent a questionaire to a small random sampling
of A.C.T. students having loans guaranteed through PHEAA. Over
Office
50% of the questionaires mailed were returned by the Postaddress
either unopened, marked address unknown, no forwarding
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or address does not exist.

Other guarantors are reporting

similar problems in locating students.

For instance,
in
August,
1989,
the Massachusetts
guarantee agency attempted to telephone 50 A.C.T. students who
held loans that had originated within the
months. Only two "students* could be contacted. proceeding six
One of the two
said she had never heard of A.C.T.
The other 48 telephone
numbers either did not exist or were not assigned to the student
name indicated in the file.
Aside from raising questions of
fraud and abuse, this type of clearly inaccurate location data
on students suggests will be extremely difficult to collect on
defaulted loans in the future.

5.4VISILLIMILAZ_ACTUE1.2ROELTIABLIIRIVINSIMILIILTHILICHOLOL
Our review of A.C.T. financial records disclosed that
very little of actual profits are reinvested
in the school,
making future recoupment of any potential liability in the
student loan program difficult.
As A.C.T's revenues increased
significantly over the years, thern was also a corresponding
increase in both the amounts and types of expenditures.
We

performed a detailed analysis of A.C.T.'s cash disbursements
for
the
past
three
years
to
identify
large
and
frequent
disbursements.
Many of the expenditures were general and
administrative related to the operation of the school, however,
there were also expenditures for what appeared to be investments
and some questionable items.

We classified
expenditures
which
appeared
to be
investments as disbursements to Money market accounts, Trust
accounts and Insurance companies for policies on the Officers'
lifes.
Examples of these types of disbursements from A.C.T.'s
operating accounts are an follows;
--

On June 21, 1988, a $200,000 payment was made to
the Northern Trust money Market asset account.
-- From November 3, 1987 through October 31,
1989,
there were a total of 12 payments for $132,382 made to
the Manufacturer's Hanover Trust Company and recorded
in their accounting records as a asset.
--

On April 20,

1987 there was a $113,152 payment

made to the Mutual Life
Insurance
accounted for as accrued profit sharing.

Company

and

--

During 1987 through 1989 there were payments
totaling $220,096 made to the New York Life Insurance
Company which were accounted for as insurance on
officers' lives.

made

In addition to investments as described above, A.C.T.
disbursements
for
rent
and
real
estate

increased

184

expenditures. The Calareso(s had diversified their holdings and
began leasing building space from tpeisr. Calareso Real Istate
From November 2, 1988'through December 8, 1989,
Partnership.

payments totaling $445,200 were made to Calareso Real Notate
Partnership from A.C.T.

from our analysis of cash disbursements from 1997
through 1909, there were other expenditures which we determined
to be questionable as to either their propriety or largo *mount
without sufficient evidence to the source of payment or nature
of the expenditure. Examples are as follows:
For the three year period monthly charges to the
travel account'and subsequent payments to the American
Express Company totaled 6537,384.
--

- -

On July 28,

1988 and again on December 1,

1988

there were payments made to Sun Bank and accounted for
The first
as distributions with little description.

payment for $220,620 was described as "Sun Bank Closing on M", while the second payment for $308,444
was described as "Sun Bank - Cashiers Check".
there were numerous
-- From 1987 through 1989,
disbursements exceeding $600,000 in total from various
accounts for which the payee in the cash disbursements
journal was listed as miscellaneous.
-- During 1987, payments of $98,283 were made to
Caribank Leasing on a Note payable.

On May 31, 1980 there was a $100,000 disbursement
accounted for as a distribution, however, there was no
payee listed in the cash disbursements journal.
--

--

On March 4, 1987 there were four payments charged

to the loans to stockholders account,

however,

the

payee's were Crossing at Green Valley for $17,316 and
Reflections for $25,490.
On March 24 Ind December 21, 1989, there were four
as
for
accounted
$84,427
totaling
payments
entertainment with the payee listed as miscellaneous.
- -
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Our review and the program reviews conducted by the
guarantee agencies disclosed that
tremendous refund liability because

the

school

may

have

a

the school has generally
delayed
required refunds to
either not made or substantially
lenders for the tuition of cancelled or withdrawn students.

1iiu
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Applicable federal regulations (34 CFR 682.605, 606 and
require that:
(1)
"A school shall have a fair and
equitable refund policy under which the school shall make a
refund of unearned tuition...4; (2) "A school shall pay each
refund that is due within 30 days after the date of the
student's withdrawal from the school..."; and (3) "if the
student is enrolled in a program of study by correspondence, the
student's withdrawal date is normally 60 days after the due date
607),

of a required lesson that the student

accordance with the schedule of lessons..."

failed to submit in

The school is required to refund to the lender any
amount of unused tuition for students who do not complete the
training offered. hr. Chairman, I submit for the record a copy
of an A.C.T. contract, and draw your attention to the reverse
side n4 the form, WUND POLICY and FAILURE TO COMPLETE COURSE.

As confirmed to us by A.C.T. employees, the school's
longstanding practice was not to make refunds within 90 days of
the last activity date of the student, as required, but rather
to delay review of the file until one year after the enrollment
date; and to then cancel the student, if appropriate.
Under the
contract, the school had no liability for any refund as of one
year from the date of enrollment, absent written cancellation by
the student.
According to our review of student files as well as
testimony you will hear this morning, in numerous cases the
school made no refund, even though a student did not complete
the homes study or in-resident portion of the training.
This
practice was clearly wrong. Even if the school made a proper
refund after a year's wait, which we believe it did not in most

cases, the school was able to collect interest on the improperly
held money.

For example, in the case of Angela Jones, a witness who
will testify shortly, the student did not receive all of her
correspondence materials on a timely basis, and therefore was
unable to complete the course on time.
As

evidenced

by

this

student's

file,

the

student

enrolled in SepteMber 1987, but completed only nine of the
twenty lessons, sending in the last lesson on February 26,
1988.
Therefore, the school, within 90 aays of receiving the
last lesson, should have sent $1095 of the $1695 tuition to the
lender an a refund.
In this case, the school made no refund

whatsoever, leaving the student responsible for the entire $2625
loan.
Moreover, in our initiel review of a sample of student
files at A.C.T., over 40% of the files selected revealed that
refunds had not been made as required.

Joseph Calareso admitted to the taff that A.C.T. may
have a refund liability as high as $9 million. Others familiar
with the school's operation have estimated the refund liability
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- 10In addition to the amount of
may be several times that amount.
school's
actions
caused the Department of
the refund itself, the
interest
and
special allowance on
Education to continue to pay
would not have had
that
the
Department
that money to the lenders
Moreover,
the school
to pay had the refund been properly made.
its use.
collected interest on, or otherwise used that money to

.

In addition to not making refunds to students who had
we also found examples of students
guaranteed student loans,
only partial
who had paid cash for the course but received
former student
a
Anne
Narrocco,
the
case
of
In
refundst
travel school on
residing in Georgia, Narrocco enrolled in the tuition
in cash,
Marrocco
paid
the
$1,645
1987.
October 6,
(lessons 1-10),
correspondence
program
completed one-half of the
Marrocco wrote
sending in her last lesson on Decemblr 11, 1987.
wish to withdraw on
notifying
the
school
of
her
to the school,
reimbursed Marrocco 8495.00;
January 3, 1988, and the school
No refund was issued
the
couree.
only the resident portion of
It is
tuition).
for the $600.00 (one-half of the correspondence
federal - has
government
state
and
important to note that the
The
student.
no way to assist the cash paying out of state
interested
the
guarantors
are
only
Department of Education and
only the files
in federal aid recipients and the State reviews
of Florida students.

program
will be further described below, recent
agencies,
reviews by guarantee agencies and A.c.T.'s accrediting
In
policy.
Az

refund
have also uncovered problems in the school's
the Higher Education
one case, A.C.T., at the direction of
student aid
Assistance Founaation (HEAF), has reconstructed the A.C.T. has
date,
To
HEAP.
by
files of loans guaranteed million in refunds on past loans.
reimbursed to HEAF almost $1
A.C.T. must
HEAF is to compute and advise A.C.T. of the amountallowance and
of
Education
for
special
render to the Department
unrefunded
interest the Department had to pay on the previously
amount.
7.
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REWIRED DT _FEDERAL REGULATIONS
that, to be
Applicable federal regulations require
school,
student
loan
in
a
proprietary
eligible for a guaranteed
its equivalent or
have
a
high
school
diploma
or
a student must
being offered.
have the ability to benefit from the training
shown by (1)
ability
to
benefit
can
be
Under the regulations,
or
standardised,
nationally
recognized,
administration of a
the
earlier
receipt
of
a
GED
before
industry-developed test; (2)
of one year of the
of the student's graduation or the completion completion of a
successful
and
program; or (3) enrollment
remedial program prescribed by the institution.
revealed that
In the case of A.C.T., our investigation
for
students
who had
A.C.T. had procured federal student loans
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no high school diploma and who had not demonstrated an "ability
to benefit, as defined by the regulations.
Mr. Chairman, I offer as an eyhibit to the record a copy
of the school's Personal Qualification and Profile Form.
This
form is designed to be filled out by the enrollee during the
visit by the school's sales representative.
Based on the
information provided by the student, the commissioned salesman
determined if the applicant has the ability to benefit.

In Block II cf the form, there are questions pertaining
to the applicant's education.
It was the school's longstanding
policy to admit students who did not have a high school diploma
or G.E.D., as long as the student certified that he/she was in
the process of obtaining one.
On the reverse lido of the form, you will note a section
to be completed by the ,ales representative, certifying that the
applicant has an ability to benefit.
Our check of student files also disclosed that the
had been enrolling students who did not possess high
school diplomas or GCD certificates. Moreover the school, did
not verify the claims of students that they were diploma or
certificate holders. Our review of student files at the school
disclosed several files for applicants who did not possess
either a high school diploma or GED certificate at the time of
school

enrollment.

In some cases the forms indicated that the students

were in the process of completing a GED and their expected

completion date was listed only as "ASAP.* The Subcommittee will
receive testimony later this morning regarding those types of
cases.

Further, the school enrolled students based on the sales
representative's certification that the student had the "ability
to benefit" from the responses during the sales pitch meeting.
According to a former representative of
that we
interviewed, no written test has ever been used by the school

when making this determination of an ability to benefit and
students without a demonstrated "ability to benefit" were not
offered or referred to remedial training.

I
submit for the record a copy of an A.C.T. student
We have deleted the identifying information from the
This student was enrolled on May 1, 1989, paid $10.00
cash, and the tuition was paid in full on June 25, 1989 from a
guaranteed student loan. This student completed seven lessons
according to the log maintained in the file, the last one was

file.
file.

received on August 29, 1989.

This student did not possess a high school diploma or
GED, but the file indicates she was in the process of completing
such.
If you look closely,
the handwriting in the blocks

-I. 93
28-765 - 90 - 7
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answering those questions
entries on the form.

different

appears

from

the other

You will notice as you look through the file that the
student repeatedly failed the tests, despite the high grades
This
listed on the school's log at the front of the file.
student was cancelled from the
indication that a refund was made.

programs

but

there

is

no

The school's director of education did tell the staff
that,

although

rare,

there

are

some

students

that

the

instructors feel are incapable of successfully completing the
coursework.
They are sent home prior to completion of the
The director cited an
in-residence portion of the training.
The
example of a severely dyslexic person who was dismissed.
director, when asked, said the field representative makes the
determination whether a student has the ability to complete the
program.

A review of the initial application to the Department
for certification of the A.C.T. Travel School disclosed that the
application was dated March 11, 1985, and signed by Joseph
Calareso.
On the application,
question in the negative:

Calareso

answered the

following

'Does the institution admit any students without a

high school diploma or the recognized equivalent
(G.E.D. Certificate) for the purpose of obtaining
a degree or certificate.'

The next question on the application ist
"If yes, does the institution determine whether
these students have the ability to benefit from

the education or training offered?"
And the next:
"If
yes,
attach a copy of the orite-ia for
the
have
students
these
determining whether
ability to benefit from the training offered.'
The last two
application.

questions are

unanswered on

Calareso's

This application was the basis for certification by the
Department of Education for A.C.T. to be eligible to participate
that
Despite
program.
student
loan
in
the
guaranteed
application, our investigation revealed that A.C.T. did, in
fact, enroll stu;ents who did not possess either a high school
diploma or G.E.D. Certificate, and that those students received
guaranteed student loans.
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Today, in light of the criticism recently received from
program review officials, A.C.T. has changed its
policy on
enrollments.
Now,
according to Joe Calareso, A.C.T.
accepts students who possess a high school diploma or GED.
8.
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As
confirm,

testimony by other witnesses this morning will
our investigation found that the school's emphasis is

not centered on the successfel

completion of the program by

students, but is focused instead on procuring new enrollments.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to submit as an exhibit a
copy of a memorandum from John Wash, A.C.T.'s supervisor over
admissions,
or
representatives.

sales,

This

representatives
memorandum
is

advertising and sales ideas
use.

to
a

all
admissions
compilation
of

for the sales reprqsentatives to

I would like to draw your attention to just a few items:

8. Drive through large housing projects SLOWLY with
door sign on.
Best times are Friday afternoons
and Sunday afternoons.

21. Meet the managers of low income and government
housing apartments.

Give group presentation.

37. College career days on black campuses.

44. Food stamp offices - leave referral cards.
45. Welfare offices - leave referral cards.

The Subcommittee Staff also contacted students who had
withdrawn from A.C.T.
We wanted to learn of their experiences.
Briefly, these students characterized themselves ms misguided

persons who had fallen on hard times. They were looking for
ways to better their financial,
educational,
positions and now feel that they became the and employment
prey of the
proprietary school industry.
Salesmen presented a glorified
picture of the life that they would lead after attending A.C.T.
Additionally, they were told that the Government would back them
financially in this "wonderful,- life-changing endeavor.
These
students have experienced an outcome to their
story quite
different from the one portrayed by the sales representative;
they now have substantial student loans to repay, the threat of
defaulting on their loan, and no educational benefit to present
to society or the labor force. we do not believe these students
to be the exceptions.

The Staff also contacted
number of A.C.T. graduates to
find out about their experiences with the school and to be sure
J.,.
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the responses we were getting were from a representative sample
Graduates opinions of the
of the entire student population.

Some of these
school varied from one extreme to the other.
students were appropriately employed in the industry for which
A.C.T. had trained them; others said they were unable to find
such jobs. Some graduates said A.C.T. had truthfully portrayed
itself; others disagreed.

Our

review

of

the

school's

actual

operations

also

The
suggests a lack of emphasis on training and education.
courses offered by the school are combination home-study and
in-residence.
Correspondence lessons are graded and returned to
As a
students by telephone receptionists, not instructors.

testify today, those who call in with
counselled by
course work
were not
instrubtors, but told to answer the questions to the best of
For both schools, there are only twenty three
their ability.
Sy contrast, the schools
employees listed as instructors.
employ approximately 109 commissioned sales representatives.

former student will
questions

concerning

Moreover, the operations of the student financial aid
section are quite sophisticated, with over seventy employees

processing scores of new loan applications per day.

The financial aid office is divided into ten sections,
each having a specific duty to perform. A current employee of
the school told the staff that, on an average day, up to 100
Loan
loan applications are completed and sent to enrollees.
counselors receive information from students by telephone,
complete the loan forms which are then mailed to the student for
signature.
Today,
students receive applications for both
Stafford and Supplemental Loans, already completed by school
employees, to sign and return to the school.

During the staff's visit to the school in January, we
were also told about several contests that have been held in the
financial aid section. Emp.oyees are rewarded with prizes for

the highest number of loan applications processed during the
contest period.

Receptionists are also rewarded for handling the highest
number of telephone calls, and sales representatives participate
students
in
ongoing contests
for the highest number of
No one we spoke with was aware of any contests held
enrolled.
among the instructional staff or the placement office staff.
Finally, our review of A.C.T. financial records revealed
that training and education expenses were dwarfed by advertising
and sales costs. Our analysis of corporation expenses during the
period 1966-1989 revealed that in FY 1986 instructors salaries
were $72,253 or 1.3% of revenues and advertising was $384,583 or
7.0% of revenues.
For 1988, Instructors salaries increased to
During the same year,
$468,079, representing 1.4% of revenues.

Advertising increased to $11,004,410 which was a significant
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of revenues. Classroom materials for FY 1986 were .4% of
revenues and decreased to .3% of revenues in 1909.
In FY 1986
there was no salary category for Adaission Representatives which
to.Aled $5,935,746 or 17.2% of revenues in 1989.

In its October 1989 review of A.C.T., the National Home
Study Council (NMSC) found that course materials ware "too
simplified to expect graduates to be prepared for mor7* than an
entry level position' and that 'the home study portion of the
courses seems to have minimal educational
services."
In
responding to the NHSC finding that only a small percentage of
students graduate, Joseph Calareso attributed this to the high
cost of the residential program, and not to any deficiencies in

training. Calareso told the NESC "...realistically, graduation
rates will only improve if students can access additional forms
of student assistance, such as a Pell grant or an institutional
loan."

9. LAM OF OVEMIOT:

TDO

XTrLE, TDIO_LATI

Our investigation revealed that, at every level in the
system, there was inadequate oversight of A.C.T.'s participation
in federal student loan programs.
where there has been oversight it has come very late in
the game, after millions of dollars in federally backed loans
have been issued to A.C.T. students.

THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION'S REVIEW DF THE SCHOOL WAS
;NAD$OMATE

In January, we visited the U.S. Department of Education
Region Iv in Atlanta, Georgia, the office having jurisdiction
over scho)ls in Florida. we found that Region IV had conducted
a program review of A,C.T. in October, 1988. We have submitted
a copy of that review for the record.
As you can see, the
Department made only minor findings during that program review.
We believe the testimony from a former A.C.T. employee this
morning will explain, to some degree, why only a few, relatively
minor problems were detected.

In
looking at the October,
1988,
program review
conducted by Region IV, the Staff again visited Regional
headquarters in Atlanta to discuss methods of review and
findings at A.C.T.
Interviews there disclosed that the program
review officer, while a seasoned employee with an extensive

background in education, had never reviewed a correspondence
school and was unfamiliar with the requirements
fitting the
institution's student financial aid eligibility at the time of
the A.C.T. review. Officials noted that at the time of the 1988
review,
no one in the Institutional Review section of

the
Regional Office had ever reviewed a correspondence school.
The
reviewer admitted not knowing how to address the school's
default or withdrawal rates, that she did not hand-pick the
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student files reviwed, that she did not interview students or
faculty, and that she did not report what she considered
Neither did she
inadequacies in the academic environment.
report her suspicions related to the extremely high increase in
enrollment over just a year's time and the extremely high
student
loans.
receiving
federal
percentage
of students
Further, the program review did not disclose serious questions
regarding the eligibility of the secretarial school.

At this point I want to point out that the DepartMent'S

response to our initial request for the program reviewer's
school file underscores some of the criticisms we had hoard
about miscommunication, poor management, and lack of adequate
We requested the Department's
data within the Department.
After a week, we
regional file on A.C.T. on January 9, 1990.
called the regional office and wre told the staff there could
1990, the
not locate the file.
Finally, on February 12,
regional office located the file and provided a copy to the
Subcommittee.

I would also point out that while the Region Iv review
in 1988 did find some minor irregularities in A.C.T. operations,
Joseph Calareso, in responding to subsequent adverse findings by
the National Home Study Council, described the Region IV review
as "an extremely favorable report."
OVERSIGHT FROM GUARANTORS_OF LOANS BETTER. BUT SOME ARE HESITANT
TO TAKE ACTIOR

15 had
Of the 20 guarantee agencies that we contacted,
Of those, only four guaranteed loans to A.C.T. students.
Florida, Higher Education Assistance Foundation, Philadephia
Higher Education Assistance Authority, and Massachussetts - had
accomplished program reviews of the corporation's two schools,
one occurring in 1988 and the remainder in 1989.
Collectively, the guarantee agencies have found:
impaired
severely
is
a
*
There
administration of Title IV funds (Pennsylvania)

capability

for

Lack of proper refunds due withdrawn students
*
(refunds due to students within 30 days of withdrawal, or at the
point a student's status is less than half-time status)
(Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, Florida, HEAP)

Inadequate monitoring of enrollment status (At least
*
half-time enrollment status is required for receiving Stafford
Loan.) (Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, Florida)
(One-year
by
correspondence
*
Ineligible program
allowance period for completion of 300 hours does not meet the

required 12 hours of preparation per week over each 12-week
period.) (Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, Florida)
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Ability-to-benefit
requirements
(Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, Florida; HEAP)

not

met

*
Satisfactory progress policy not enforced and/or is
inadequate (Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, Florida, HEAP)

*

student
HEAP)

Lack of needs analysis verification of MA of
loans processed (Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, Florida,

*
Improper system
(Pennsylvania, Florida, HEAP)

for

needs

analysis

requirement

Dependency status not documented properly (HEAP)
*

officials
*

Program
changes
(Massachusetts)

not

approved

by

appropriate

Incorrect loan term dates (Pennsylvania)

Students loan proceeds improperly credited to their
accounts (Pennsylvania)

Incorrect certification of Stafford Loan application
(School official certified the application as true and correct
when there was no documentation to support certain criteria.)
(Pennsylvania)

*
Failure to obtain certification statement of prior
defaults in Title Iv programs (Pennsylvania, Florida, HEAP)
*
Lack
(Pennsylvania)

of

ability

to

determine

enrollment

status

*
Out-of-school notification to lenders or guarantors,
for repayment plan purposes, not being practiced (Pennsylvania,
Massachusetts, Florida)

Improper loan certification for non-approved courses
of study (Pennsylvania, Massachusetts)
No
schedule
(Massachusetts, HEAP)

for

submission

of

lessons

Excess
proceeds
retained
without
authorization (Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, Florida)

written

Improper determination of student cost of attendance
budgets (Massachusetts)
*
Certification of applications for participation in
the PLUS Loan and Supplemental Loan to Students Program, which
had been denied the school by the Secretary (Massachusetts)
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Excessive withdrawal rate (above 33%) (Pennsylvania,
Florida)

Excessive default rate of more than 20% (Florida)
Loans

not

disbursed

in

multiple

installments

(Florida)

Incorrect reporting of

loan periods and expected

family contribution (Pennsylvania, Florida)
Failure to perform exit counseling (Florida)
Unexecuted enrollment agreement (Florida)

Failure to obtain

Selective

Service Registration

compliance statements (Florida)
*
Use of commissioned salespersons to
availability of Title IV loan programs (Florida)

Misrepresentation of
*
regulations (HEAF)

U.S.

promote

the

Department of Education

Following the 1989 audits by the previously mentioned
guarantee agencies, Joseph Calareso told us that he *shut down
two weeks and
revamped
the
financial
aid operation for
everything.He says he has since hired two consultants, who
are "experts in Title IV programs," one of whom was previously
with the MSC. Calareso said he took this action to get his
operation in line with the regulations.

As we pointed out
gwirantors

are

hesitant

in last week's testimony,
-pull the plug" on a
to

certain
school,

if the school has substantial liabilities to the
If.the guarantor is too harsh with the school, the
guarantor may never recoup the money it has identified as owed.
So, it seems there is an incentive to keep the school in
operation and perMit it to continue to participate in the
,.especially

guarantor.

federal aid programs, so the agency can get its money back.
In

the case of A.C.T., despite the adverse findings

listed above only two guarantee agencies have begun *emergency
action procedures to suspend guaranteeing additional loans to
A.C.T. students.
A.C.T. continues to receive guaranteed loans
through other agencies.
guarantee agency expressed concern about our
One
investigation, fearing the subcommittee's inquiry would spur on
harsher action against A.C.T. than it would have received were
we not involved.
,
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A DIFFERENT

'MI

As we reported in last week's testimony, state licensing
boards license and review schools based on their jurisdiction as
identified by State law;
they do not conduct oversight on the
school based on federal financial aid regulations.
In the case of A.C.T., the Florida guarantee agency
notified the State licensing board of the agency's adverse

program review findings, and the State launched an independent
investigation of the school to determine if the school was
operating within the bounds of State law.
Today, the school's
license is "under review by the state pending the results of
tho
investigation.
The
State
is,
among
other
things,
investigating the courses' length, because the school had
increesed the clock hours of both courses without the Board's
approval. moreover, the school is scheduled to reconstruct loans
guaranteed by Florida, and to make refunds to the guarantee
agency.

INDglINDENT NON-FgDERAL AUDIT REVEALS NOTRING WRONG

The corporation was audited by the CPA firm Barton and
Gordon of Jacksonville, FL, in June 1988. On January 18, 1989,
the firm reported.
"We have performed the audit tests required by the

Student Financial Assistance Programs, Audit Guide,
issued by the U.S. Department of Education, Office of
Inspector General, Office of Audit, dated May 1988 as
they relate to the Stafford Loan Program of American
Career Training Corporation for the period from July
1,

1986 to June 30, 1988."

"In our opinion, the Institution administered the
Stafford Loan Program in compliance, in all material
respects, with laws and regulations."
Mr.

Chairman,

David Barton personally conducted this

required non-federal audit.
A subsidiary of Mr. Barton's CPA
firm, JV and Associates, which is co-located in Jacksonville, is
the consulting firm that helped establish the A.C.T. financial
aid office.
Given that fact as well as well as our findings and
those of the guarantee agencies, we question the independence
and the quality of the audit.
ACCREDITING BODY

gaugys

OPERATION EVERY FIVE YEAASs

NQT_Tka_s_Au/llai_nimiakukT_ONLylaITELLIL1214_

"A.C.T, IS

The National Home Study Council accredited the A.C.T.
travel school in 1985.
A copy of the NHSC Chairman's report is
offered as an exhibit to the record.
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- 20Since NHSC is a non-government body, it sets its own
rules on reviews and reaccreditation, requiring them only once
In a required update, completed in January,
very five years.
1990, of the original accreditation of A.C.T., the Accrediting
Commission of the National Home Study Council deferred action on
A.C.T.'s application for re-accreditation. A copy of the NHSC
The
Chairman's report is also submitted for the record.
Commission decided that A.C.T. needs time "to achieve successful
experience with its announced and recently implemented changes
and to verify compliance with the stipulations for continuing
accreditation" listed in its January 18, 1990 letter to the
In this same letter, the
school's president, Joseph Calareso.
Commission's Executive Secretary, William A. Fowler, said that
they were "deeply concerned about the continuance Iof A.C.T.) as
a successful, viable institution operating within the letter and
spiriC of the INHSC's Business) Standards.'
The Commission's decision to defer A.C.T.'s application
for re-accreditation was based on an examination report, the
school's response to that report, and other relevant documents
Among the major findings cited in these various
and materials.
sources are:
--

Secretarial
course;

70%

those who enroll

of

Courses

qualify

for

in A.C.T.'s Travel

Federal

aid

and

begin

and
the

50%-55% of those enrolling complete the home study
portion of the programs and about 20% come to resident training;
-- only 20% of those enrolling actually graduate;
--

a

very

significant

contingent

liability,

not

reflected on A.C.T.'s balance sheet, exists for the school
because of its heavy (95-100%) reliance on Federal financial
A.C.T. treats guaranteed student loan proceeds as revenue,
with no reserves established per NHSC Business Standards.
Therefore, the school's financial statement declaration of a
$3.4 million profit could instead actually entail an actual loss
of a like amount, particularly in view of the low percentage of
students completing the programs;
aid.

A.C.T.'s financial statements fail to demonstrate
that refunds are being made on a timely basis, in accordance
with NHSC Business Standards and U.S. Department of Education
rules;

A.C.T.'s tuition structure and fees are not fairly
distributed for each portion -- i.e., home study and resident -Tuition
of the courses, as recommended per Commission policy.
in its
fee ratios presented to the Commission by A.C.T.
September, 1985 Progress Report called for allocating at least
33% of the total amount to the resident training component of
each combination course. According to the Commission's recent
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Examining Committee Report, only 9% of the current tuition
fee
is
allocated
for
the
resident
training compOnent.
The
Commission $ees such *front end loading' of tuition as violating
the spirit of NHSC Business Standards, since it obligates e
Student for a debt of nearly $2,000 for having completed only
or more home study assignments. To be employable, according 11
to
the Commission, a student must complete the resident
and without this training, there is little to show for training
the debt
incurred.
The significance of this problem is underscored by
the fact that only 20% of A.C.T. students actually
attend the
resident portion of the
course.

--

the Commission Examining Committee Report cites
numerous
instances where A.C.T.
advertising and promotion
activities fail to comply with either NHSC Business Standards
or
NHSC 'Standards of *Accreditation.
For example, the training
manual used by the school's field
representatives contains
numerous statements referring to
NHSC accreditation and to
endorsements that appear to have no factual basis.
Accreditation by

a

nationally recognised accrediting
agency is a requirement for
a postsecondary institution to
participate in the guaranteed student loan
program by the
Department of Education.
A.C.T. ia accredited by the National
Home Study Council (NHSC) which received large
payments from
A.C.T. for their accreditation.
membership fees for
the past three years were $28,233A.C.T.'s
for 1987, $32,777 for 1988,
and increased to $39,422 for 1989.

The Staff has reviewed the
maintained by the
National Home Study Council relating files
to
the
accreditation of
A.C.T.
The NHSC officials whom we interviewed maintained that
A.C.T., as it exists today,
"is not the same institution" it
accredited in 1985.

;41
CERTIFICATIONS

$ INFQRMAT1ON IN INITIAL AITI4CATIONS Fsm

Prior to a postsecondary institution participating in
the Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) program, the institution
must
first be certified by Department of
Education as to its
financial responsibility.
A.C.T. submitted their Application
for Certification for the travel school to the Department on
March 11, 1985, signed by Joesph Calareso.
In

addition to the questionable

ability to benefit previously discussed, statements regarding
a
review of that
application raises serious questions about itr representation
O.
A.C.T.'s financial condition.
Along
with the
application,
Calareso
submitted
Statement of Revenue and Retained Earnings for the twelve montha
period ended December 31, 1984,
prepared by Pannell Kerr
Forster, C.P.A.'s as pert of a Review Report.
The statement
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-22indicated that A.C.T. had a $152,466 net operating profit before
the
information,
1984.
Based on this
income taxes
for
Department certified A.C.T. as
financially responsible and
A.C.T. began participation in the federal student loan program
in May 1985.

Our review of financial records produced by Calaroso
pursuant to Subcommittee subpoena disclosed that during 1984,
A.C.T also employed another public accounting firm to prepare
Pollak, Koross,
monthly Statements of Revenue and Expenses.
Associates P.A.'s prepared the statements as part of
Reiss
monthly Compilation Reports for A.C.T. The aggregate totals for
1984 from the monthly statements reflected A.C.T. as having a
The
($21,468) net operating loss before income taxes for 1984.
discrepancy between the two different net figures for 1984 could
not be readily determined through our analysis of the records
However, the information provided to the Department
provided.
by A.C.T. as to their financial responsibility was considerably
more favorable in reflecting A.C.T. as a profitable entity.
fi

Department officials advised that if the financial data
submitted to the Department in 1985 was false, the Department
would have sufficient cause to determine that the certification
If that is the case, any guaranteed student
itself was invalid.
loans made under the authority of that certification would be
the ultimate responsibility of the school itself.
1987, the HART School for Professional
In September
Secretaries was certified and determined eligible by the
Department of Education to participate in the guaranteed student
This determination was based solely on an
loan program.
application made by Mr. Joseph Calareso, in which he informed

the Department that the course was accredited by the National
In the application, Calareso certified the
Home Study Council.
school's clock hours to be:
correspondence:
in residence:

279 hours
120 hours

Because the course was reportedly accredited by the
National Home Study Council and the clock hours were over 300
total, the program was approved for participation.

In reality, the full course had not been accredited when
In fact, the
Calareso made his application to the Department.
in-residence training site was not approved by the National Home
Study Council until January, 1989.

Our investigation revealed that while the Hart program
was in its early stages of operatio., officials at A.C.T. may
for
those
have wrongfully obtained federal financial aid
fully
program was
that
the
students
by
misrepresenting
Correspondence
accredited to the Department of Education.
between the school and NHSC show that NHSC had accredited a only
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- 23"puree correspondence course in June 1997, bu
and accredit any in-residence
program.

did not include

The Deartmertt of Rducation
has in
its
files an
application for eligibility
from A.C.T. which addresses the
issue of obtaining
federal financial aid for students under the
HART
program.
Department
officials
explained
that
the
application was accompanied by a letter
detailing
the number of
clock hours for both a "homt-study"
segment and a "resident"
segment of work.
The combination of 279 clock hours for the
home-study work and 120 hours for the resident
satisfied the 300 clock hour requirement for work would have
aid.
There was
also, accompanying the application,
a letter dated June 11,
1987, from NHSC approving the secretarial
course.

According to NHSC, the accrediting body had approved
June 11, 1987 a secretarial course,
on
but was not aware of
A.C.T.'s plan for a resident
portion of
therefore did not address it in its letter of the program and
recognition. The
279 hours for the
home-study portion alone would not have
qualified A.C.T. for federal student aid.
According to the
National Home Study Council,
no one from the Department of
Education has ever contacted NHSC
to attempt to verify HART'S
accreditation.
As a result, A .C.T. did obtain loans
for students in the
HAAT program prior to the combination
program being accredited
and prior to having enough clock hours
to meet eligibility
requirements for aid.
Mr. Chairman, that concludes
our findings. We would be
happy to answer any
questions you or other members of the
Subcommittee may have.
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Good morning, Mr. Chairmen and member; of the Subcommittee.

am pleased to be here this morning to testify regarding my
experience as a student ot the American Career Training travel
I

school in Pompano Beach, Florida.

ry name is Andrea Lynn Merritts-West, and I a* 4 resident
I am 26 years of age, and I work as
a training specialist with ProSync, a professional training and
management consulting firm, a position I have held since February,
of New Smyrna Beach', Florida.
1988.

Until 1987, I worked for Gates-McDonald, a subsidiary of
Nationwide Insurance, in the Targetted Job Tax Credit Division in
Columbus, Ohio.
In June, 1987, I moved to Orlando, Florida, and

worked at High Point World Resort,

until I was laid off in
September, 1987, at the end of the season. In August, 1987, I saw
an advertisement in the local newspaper about the A.C.T. Travel
School.
I called the school's toll-fres nueber and inquired about
their courses.
The school's local representative, Michael Stewart
of Daytona, called me end wanted to visit to tell me about the
school, but I declined.

In September, 1987, when I was laid-off from High Point, I
moved to Melbourne, Florida, and was unemployed.
I had no income

and fell upon rough times, living with friends off and on.

I

applied for unemployment compensation in Melbourne, Florida. While
at the unemployment office, I observed a fttake-one" display,
advertising for the A.C.T. Travel School.
r took one of the cards
and called the school again.
Shortly thereafter, in November,
1987, Mike Stewart, the A.C.T. representative, called ale.
I told

him that I did not have any income and that I was really having
some hard times, financially, and that I did not think I could
afford to take the travel course.
/ did not want to waste his
time, but he insisted on talking Wth me about the course anyway.
Ho drove from Daytona to Nelbourne to speak with me, a distance of
approximately 100 miles.

We met in a friend's apartment. Mentally, I was at the end
of my rope. Mike Stewart told me that this school would qualify me
for an entry position in the travel industry,
starting at

approximately $8.00 per hour; more if 1 got a job with a major
airline.
He showed me brochures of beautiful, faraway places and
told me that travel agents visit these places free of charge on
"familiarisation trips." H. quickly gained my trust.
Whet he was
describing was paradise compared to whet I was exp6riencing at the
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Stewart told me that the school had a very high placement
rate for its graduates, end that major travel agencies end airlines
visited the school to recruit students.
He told me that I could
complete the course in under six months and be a travel agent.
tine.

I
told
I
was concerned about paying for the course.
Stewart that I could not afford the tuition. Stewart told me not
Since I was
to worry, saying, "I can get it financed for you."
receiving unemployment checks, I tusked if I could sat up a cash
He talked me out of this idea and told me it would
payment plan.
be easiest if I financed the tuition through the school. I told
him I only had a J.C. Penney's credit card, and he said, "Don't
worry, it.s a guaranteed loan," leaving me with the impression that
was never told this was a
was guaranteed to get the loan.
I
I
Federally guaranteed loan; I thought the school was loaning me the
money.
On top of the tuition, he told me the school would send me
I
a check for $600 to $800 that I could cash and use. I was sold.
knew I would have to pay the money back, but he told me I wouldn't
have to pay anything until six months after graduation and after I
was gainfully employed.

Hike Stewart
out a questionnaire
myself that he said
the recruiters from

then asked me several questions, and I filled
about myself.
I
gave him a photograph of
would be placed in my file at the school, so
travel agencies could review my academic file
While I was filling out the
and see whom they were hiring.
questionnaire, he was asking me questions about how much money I

had made the year before, and the names of family members and
friends.
He was filling out another form while he was asking me
He knew that I was unemployed, and I told him I
these questions.

had made about $12,000.00 the year before.
the registration fee.

I gave him $25.00 for

Since there was no telephone in the apartment that we were
Stewart called the
in, we walked to the pay telephone outside.
school and spoke with someone for several minutes. I assumed they
In a few minutes, he called me
were talking about my application.
over to the phone, and I spoke with a woman who asked me if I had
I told her I had. She did not ask me very
paid $25.00 to Mike.
many questions, just if I had received any money from my family. /
told her I had not. I really did not know why she was asking these
She did not explain that I was giving her information
questions.
She told me that in a few days she would wend me
for the loan.
some forms and told me to sign the forms in the highlighted areas,
and to return the forms to the school.

Hike congratulated me about signing up for the school and
I did all of the
left me with the first three lessons to do.
I was struck about how simple these lessons
lessons that night.
I actually read the books, but knew that I could easily just
I mailed the
fill out the answer sheets without studying first.
lessons in to the school for grading.

were.

Within a week of signing up for the course, I received some
forms with a couple of highlighted areas that needed my signature.
I did not
I signed the forms and mailed them back to the school.

u
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read the forms, and I do not recall aver receiving
copy of those
forme back from the school.
Further, I do not recall ever
receiving a copy of the forms that Xike Stewart and I filled out
the day I enrolled.
I received the second set of lessons (lessons 4 - 7) in a
I completed all four lessons in one week.
/t took me a
little longer to do those lessons, because the student is required
to memorise codes that ars used in the airline and travel
industry.
Still, I was struck at how easy the lessons were.
I
mailed the lessons to the school.
few weeks.

I
received a check for approximately $2,650.00 from the
school, with instructions to endorse the back of the check and

return it to the school.

I did so.

Because I was concerned about the ease with which I was
completing the work, in December, 1907, I decided to call
travel
agency in Melbourne about getting a job, and to set if anyone had
heard of the A.C.T. travel school.
That day, I ended up calling

four or five travel &wt. in Melbourne.

They had all heard of

A.C.T., but none of them had anything positive to tell me about the
school.
I was told, -A.C.T. takes anybody that walks in off the
street," and, "A.G.?. graduates don't know how to work in an office
environment,
and, "Ail A.C.T. will teach you are the travel
codes.I asked them all about the starting salary. I was told
that I could start, with or without the A.C.T. diploma, at about
$4.25 per hour. That was less than I was making on unemployment.
I was disgusted.

I called Mike Stewart.
I told him what I had learned by
calling travel agents and that the lessons were too easy.
He told
me that $4.25 per hour is just the starting salary and that maybe
it was
the area.
I
then realized that this was
lust a
song-and-dance routine.

I called the school and told them I wanted to drop the

course.
I told them that I had been receiving their newsletter,
which advertised the most recent "success
stories- of their
graduates%
graduates placed as desk clerks at Motel 6.
I told
them about my conversations with local travel agents.
I was told

that my tuition was paid in full and that it would not make any
sense to cancel.
I was told that there was no reimbursement if I
cancelled.

I was told that recruiters were visiting the school.

I

was told that there was a check for over $600.00 in the mail to
me.
It was the week before Christeas, 1987.
I needed the soney.
I hung up the phone.

In January, 1980, I received the check for &bout $600.00,
along with a letter which advised me to keep the stoney for my motel
expenses for resident training.
The school suggested that I open
an account at SunBanic., Consequently, I opened a savings account
and deposited the check.
.

Only a few weeks after receiving the check, I decided to
drop out.
I had nothing to lose.
The school's newsletter kept
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coming, telling of graduates being placed as motel desk clerks.
The lessons were simplistic.
When I called .:10 school about a
question I had in the text relating to AMTRAK, I was told to answer
the question, and if I got it wrong they would tell me.
I don't
even know if they have instructors at the school. I figured that
if I just stopped sending in lessons, they would lust forget about
me.

I didn't do any more lessons.
In Nay, 1989, I got a book
from the school.
I called A.C.T. and told them I hod dropped out.
I
gave them my new
They told me I should finish the course.

address and phone number,

but did not do any more lessons.

I

forgot about the school.

She told
In October, 1989, my mother called me from Ohio.
me that some lady from a business called UNIPAC had called about a
Federal student loan I had.
I told my mother I never had a Federal
student loan, and I called the lady at UNIPAC. UNIPAC told me that
I was about to default a Federal guaranteed student loan.
I asked
the lady at UNIPAC what she was talking about;
I
didn't
understand.
The lady at UNIPAC asked ma if I had gone to A.C.T.
This is the first time that I had ever been told that I had
received a Government student loan.
I was floored. UNIPAC told me
that I owed $2,750.00, and I told them that I hadn't even completed
half the course at A.C.T.
She told me to get in touch with the
school and find out what was going on.
When I called A.C.T., they
told me that the lender had been refunded the portion of the loan
that vas due me.
relayed this information to UNIPAC, and I was told that
UNIPAC told me to -proceed vith
no refund had ever been made.
caution because something isn't right.UNIPAC told me to call the
school and get the check number of the refund and the date it had
A.C.T. then told me my file was on -alert- which
been mailed.
meant they could not find it.
The woman at UNIPAC told me if I

chose to complete the progrem at A.C.T., UNIPAC would defer my
loan.
I
decided to do so. UNIPAC sent me papers to confirm my
school activity, part of which was to be completed by the school.
A.C.T. said they would not complete the papers, because they -don't
do deferments.In December, 1989, I decided to call another travel agency
in the Daytona area, to see if A.C.T.'s reputation with the travel
school's
I
found out the
industry had gotten any better.
reputation had gotten worse.
The manager of a chain of travel
agency offices told me that graduates of A.C.T. had no interview
skills and could not deal with the public very well. Regarding
A.C.T.'s course content, the manager of the agency told me that he
could teach me more about the travel industry in just a few weeks
than A.C.T. teaches in their whole course.

In the process of trying to clear up all of my prcblems
with m, loan, I spoke tfith at least six different people At A.C.T.
One sucr person *as Debbie.
She said that according to A.C.T.,

since my

loan had been repaid to the lender,

if

I

wished to

continue the course work, I would have to pay the le:hool additional
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money.

I could hear a Sum named John talking to Debbie about how
to handle my situ t an.
Ha told Debbie that I would have
pay
for the remaining lessons to be completed and that, as atobase
figure, that would be about $600.00, maybe more. Debbie said that
I would have to be on the honor system and that the payments would
be my responsibility. I sent the first money order of $100.00
made

out to A.C.T. on or about January
amount for at least six months.

19,

1990.

I

am to pay this

To date, I have completed 13 of 20 lessons.
In January,
A.C.T. sent me all the remaining lessons I have to complete.
called A.C.T. February 5, 1990, to set if they had received the
money order, and they had no record of it.
Additionally, no one
could explain to me why I am paying the additional tuition, since
files at A.C.T. today show my files as
cancelled.Previously,
I
was told that

paid in
my

full,

enrollment

but
was

cancelled and refunded to the lender, but on February S, 1990,
Cathy Rini told me that the computer did not show a refund as
having been made, but "that a refund must have been made," since I

was cancelled such a long time ago.

While performing my duties as a counselor and job trainer
for low-income and unskilled people, I have come in contact with
several people who, like me, have been caught up in deals with
schools like this.
Like me, these people are looking
way out of the gutter, trying to better themselves. for a magic
They are
unsuspecting and are easily manipulated
Schools like this promise
the world and give nothing back.
Like re, these people end up back
on the veltare.line, worse off than they were before enrolling in
thee* programs; We go free having no credit rating
to a bad credit
ating and a big aebt to pay.
I,
as a summer youth counselor, teach the youth about
bettering themselves; going on to higher education or vocational

echoois,

or into the military.
We teach them that there are
severe svenues evai/able to thee.
I tell them that there is no
easy way out.
I toll thee that schools that advertise in the back
of msgarince, that prosise a quick, easy education are pitfalls to
evcia.

Mr. Chairmen, the system which allows
these schools to
thcive at the expense of the students and the American taxpayers
must be wrrected
Unfortunately, I am a victim of this system,
hvt it is my hope that, through these hearings, we can prevent what
has happened to me from hagekning to othees.

This concludes my prepared reearks. If you should have any
questions, I weule be happy to respond to them At this time.
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Good
Subcommittee.

morning,

Sr.

Chairman

and

members

of

the

I am pleased to be here this morning to testify
regarding my experience as a student at the American Career
Training travel school in Pompano Beach, Florida.
Ey name is Angela Michelle Jones, and I am from Swansea,
I am 21 years old. In.the summer of 1987, I saw
South Carolina.
an ad in The State, a newepaper based in Coluebia, South Carolina,

I was interested in
about American Career Training, or A.C.T.
being a travel agent or tour guide, because I wanted to travel.
A.C.T. seemed to be able to give me the things I wanted.

I got involved with the school shortly thereafter. At
first I was really excited about the school, because I thought
that when I graduated, I could make some good money and maybe move
to a bigger town. Things did not work out that way however, and I
soon became quite aggravated.
in
the
was
number that
I
called the toll-free
advertisement and received a pamphlet highlighting the school.
I
was told no
After a couple of telephone conversations,
representative of the school would be visiting me but that
enrollment materials would be sent. I filled out what is called a
PQP, or a Personal Qualification and Profile form, and returned it
A financial aid officer soon contacted me and
to the school.
explained the student loan that I might be able to get. She made
it sound as if I would get the loan from the school and not from a
I needed a loan to go to school,
bank.
paperwork, just as they asked me to do.

so

I filled out the

A school representative named John Gilliam sent me an
enrollment agreement, which contained some information about a
Guaranteed Student Loan. Gillis, told me to fill in the top part
of the fore pertaining to my school enrollment but to leave blank
the portion about a Guaranteed Student Loan. lie said it didn't
apply to ma. He said I needed to sign the fors to show that I
knew what to expect from the home-study portion of the course and
from the residence portion of the course, and that I had 12 months
to complete the work.

I signed and returned the form, leaving the Guaranteed
Student Loan portion blank. The next thing I knew, I had received
I was confused, because while I knew at some
a check for 62,415.
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point

I
was going to get a loan, I did not think I had done
anything et that point to obtain a loan. Since I specifically
recalled gillies's telling me to disregard the Guaranteed Student
Loan portion of the enrollment form, I called the school to ask

what the check was for.
I was told the check was for tuition but
that it should be disregarded because it would be voided; it would
never be deposited. nevertheless, they told me to sign the check
and return it to them. because I trusted thu school's employees,
I did as they asked. Sow I realise how stupid it was of. ms, to
sign and return the check. Unfortunately, that was only my first
mistake.

They confused me about the entire financial arrangement
so I kept asking guestioms about the money. Again, they told me
that the check wasn't going to he sated.
When I asked how, then,
would my tuition be paid, they said that the school would send me
a statement shoving what the tuition pimiento would be and the
amount that I owed. They ;Bede it sound As if I would be repaying
the school. As I understood things, I was to maks payments to the
echool while working on the home-study portion of the course and
before I went to Florida for resident training.
Every time I
called to ask them why I bed not received a payment book, they
kept putting me off, saying they would send it to me later.
I
questioned the origin of the check that I had endorsed and
returned to the school.
I was told that the Sank of Morton was
the school's bank. Again, I was told that any letters they sent
to me referring to a Guaranteed Student Loan did not apply to me.

At a later time,

I

received a check to pay for my

residence training in Florida, and I was told to save the money
until that tine. I questioned where this money was coming from,
and a school employee told me that the school was covering these
costs and I would repay this money after resident training.

This whole time, I thought I was borrowing the money
from the school.
I would not have signed for a government loan,
because I could have gone to my bank and gotten a loan on my own.
I certainly would not have borrowed as much money.

ny troubles with the A.C.T. travel school were not
I was also having troeble getting
books and lessons to owlets. Sy first lessons were graded and
limited to tuitioe payment.

returned to me along with the sent set of books.

I completed the

second set of lessons and retersed those to the school. Those
lessons have never bees returned to me shoeing my grades, and I

newer received any other books after that. I continually tried to
get these grades and books amd was told by the school that °they
are in the mail.' They have bees tents; me that for six mouths.
To date, I stiI1 have mot received any more books, asd I did not
know about my grades until an investigator from the Subcommittee
staff showed me a copy of my file.
Nearly three weeks prior to the June 13, 19$11, date when
I was scheduled to attend resideat traising, I called the school
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to say I had not received or completed the lair ten home-study
I brought thin to their attention, evel though I knew I
lessons.
couldn't get ten lessons done before resident trvining.

At this point, I also knew that the one-year period I
I was really upset,
had to complete the program was almost up.
because it was the school's fault that I didn't have the books.
Ity father telephoned the school and we asked to speak to several
which never
people,
including the president of the school,
Ny father told the school
We were getting nowhere.
occurred,
that I shouldn't have to pay back the full IIMOUllt of the loan,
I didn't feel
because I had only gotten a portion of the lessons.
r owed then for the full course. Nevertheless, they said that I
They insisted that the books and
Hut to repay the full amount.
lessons had been mailed. There was no point in trying to talk to
I had done my
anyone else; there was nothing left to be said.
I didn't know
best to talk with "the school, but that didn't work.
where else to turn.

The next time I heard frmm A.C.T. was in October, 1988.
1 got a letter stating that I had been cancelled and that / had a
three-month grace period before I had to start making my loan
repayments. To date, I have made Il payments of $50 each; I still
I don't want to make them, but I guess I
have 53 more to make.
I understand that I should pay for the instruction I
have to.
got, but why pay for what I didn't get? They aro making almost
$3,000 off of me for nothing.

lot of things that it never
A.C.T. promised me
It seems like they are out for
delivered, all at my expense.
nothing but the money.
They are holding me accountable for their
mistakes. This could have ruined my credit rating before I really
got one. I also feel as though I wasted all that time; instead of
being where I am, a cashier at en office supply store, I had hoped
to be working in
field that I was really excited about. A.C.T.
has gotten me nowhere, but into debt. I wish I had never trusted
these people, I would never have had to go through all this.
If
Mr. Chairman, this concludes my prepared remarks.
you should have any questions, I would be happy to respond to them
at this time.

Thank you.
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UNITED STATES SENATE PERMAXINT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS
February 26, 1990
Good
morning,
Mr.
Chairman
and
members
of
the
Subcommittee.
I am pleased to be here this morning to testify
and contribute to the Subcommittee's investigation into student
loan defaults, particularly those of proprietary schools.
three years, I worked at a proprietary school in Florida. For
I
now have a job elsewhere.
My name in Brenda Ann Brandon, formerly known by my maiden

name of Brenda Ann Dorman.

I

am 40 years

of

age and a

life-long resident of Florida.
I graduated from Florida State
University in 1971 with a Bachelor of Science degree.

My employment history, prior to 1983, was mostly in the
secretarial and clerical fields.
In the fall
learned of the American Career Training Travel of 1983, I
School in
Pompano Beach, Florida, through an advertisement in
a local
Florida newspaper.
/ was looking for a change in my career

path, and enrolled in the travel school, paying cash for the
tuition.
The school, which was fairly new at the time, did not
offer Federal student aid, but did offer an interest-free
payment plan.
/ completed the 20 home study lessons in four or
five weeks and attended the three-week resident portion of the

course, in January, 1984.

After graduation,

I

was es,pluyed at Ambassador Travel,

Incorporated,
in
Fort Lauderdale, Florida.
The office's
supervisor was Mrs. Ann Calareso, wife of
Joseph Calareso and James Calareso are the John Calareso.
sons of John
Calareso.
John, Joseph, and James Calareso own the American
Career Training Corporation.

After working at Ambacsador Travel, Incorporated, from
January through December, 1984, I began working at the American
Career Travel School, as an instructor for "System I,*
one of
the computer systems used in the travel industry, which is the
system offered by the school. My beginning salary was $300.00
per week.
American Career Training Corporation

does business as the
A.C.T. Travel School and the Hart School
for Professional
Secretaries.
When I started work there in 1985, it vas known
as the American Career Training Travel
School.
The Hart
secretarial school was added later.
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After the school received notification from the U.S.
Department of Education that the school had been approved to
Joseph
participate in the Federal student loan program,
Calareso, the school's president, promoted me from "System 1"
In
instructor to Financial Aid Administrator for the schor.l.
that capacity, from 1985, until I left the school in November,

hired, supervised, and managed the employees of the
When I started in the position, I
vas the only school employee involved in the financial aid
1988,

I

financial aid department.
office.

When I left in 1988, I supervised 68 employees.

J.V.
firm,
consulting
the
The
retained
Calaresos
Associates, of Jackslnville, Florida, to establish the school's
student loan and aid programs, and to train me on the Federally
insured loan program. J.V. Associates employee Carol Clairmont
is the person who established the school's program.

When I started working in the school's student aid office,
I
600 loan applications pending.

there were approximately

learned how to administer the loan program on my own by
obtaining and studying the Federal Register regulations and
Carol Clairmont was of very
guarantee agency program manuals.
little help, because she provided little information, and
To summarise, I knew
sometimes gave me wrong information.
nothing about the student loan program when I was given the
job, and the consultant did not do very much to prepare me for
In 1985, I was processing about 50 loan
the tasks ahead.
applications per week. In 1988, the financial aid section was
sending
and
processing
applications per week.

to

lenders

approximately

300

sales
regional
uses
advertises
and
school
The
The sales
representatives to reach prospective students.
representatives meet with the prospective student, in the
student's home, and presenta a *ales pitch on the school.

During this visit,

the sales representative is supposed to

Federal
determine the individual's "ability to benefit."
regulations require that in order to be eligible for a
guaranteed student loan, the institution must determine that
the student is capable of learning the material offered by the
school. To make this determination, the school used a Personal
Qualification and Profile form -- or POP -- which the school
It is designed to be filled out by the prospective
developed.
student, without assistance from the sales representative. The
sales representative is then to review the form and determine,
based on the information provided, if the person has an ability
to benefit.

The PQP form contains a series of questions concerning
education, such as:
you a
certificate?
"Are

high school
Year

graduate or have
City and State

an
."

equivalent
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"Are you in the process of obtaining your high school diploma
or equivalent?
If yes, expected completion date
."

The student financial aid office at the school received
every PQP submitted by the sales represen#etives. I have seen
POP forms on which the student certified t.;.at he or she did not
have a high school diploma or equivalent, and that he or she
was not in the process of obtaining a diploma or equivalent.
As I understand the ability-to-benefit
regulations and the
school's policy, a student may not attend the resident portion
of the training until he or she has obtained a high school
diploma or equivalent. While I was at the school. I kept a
list of students who did not have a diploma or equivalent when
enrolled.
The liet was posted on the wall of my office, and I
instructed other employees in my section to add to the list the
names of any students that enrolled without the diploma or
equivalent.

have taken POP forms, on which the student certified
or she did not have a high school
diploma or
equivalent, and that he or she was not in the process of
I

that

he

obtaining a diploma or equivalent, to Joseph CaIareso. Joseph
Calartso, after I had explained to him that these students were
not eligible to apply for Federally guaranteed student loans,
would tell me to change the information on the POP form to
indicate that the student vas in the process of obtaining a
diploma or equivalent. I refused to alter the records.
I have
observed Joseph Calareso change the answers to those questions,
'Are you in the process of obtaining your high school diploma
or equivalent?' from a *No" response to "Yes,- and filling in
the answer to, 'If yes, expected completion date,
as ASAP.
Joseph CaIareso did this on several occasions in my presence.
Near the end of the PQP form, there is an
analysis
section,
wherein the sales
representative certifies,
by
signing, that the student has the ability
to benefit.
On
several occasions, I handed Joseph Calareao PQP forms that were

missing elements of the analysis portion of the form. Jt,!.eph
Galan's° would either certify that the student had the ability
to benefit, even though he had never met the student, or he
would instruct me to take the form to his brother, Jim, or to
ono of the regional managers. On such occasions, these people
would certify that the student had the ability to benefit, even
though they, too, had never eet the student.
Over time, and
apparently reflecting Joseph Calareso's feeling that this was
not an important issue, the POP forms that were missing the
necessary
ability-to-benefit
information
were
routinely
referred to the Admissions Department, where the certification
was similarly made.
The financial aid office received every atudent enrollment
application.
We, the employees of the financial
were instrucced by Joseph Calareso to contact aid office,
every new

student, even cash students, and try and get them to finance
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This way,

the school was guaranteed to receive the full tuition up
If a cash student is on a payment plan, there is a
front.
lower probability that the school will receive all of the
tuition, because the majority of the students enrolled never
With a loan, the school gets all the
complete the course.
money early on.

Regarding the outside reviews of the school by guarantee
agencies, the Department of Education, the State of Florida,
and independent auditors, there was not one review conducted
while 1 WV; employed at the school that was based on accurate
For all the reviews conducted, school employees
informatiou.
tampered with the records that were provided to the reviewers.
For each review, Joseph Calares* had the school's employees
pull the student files, review, alter, and, in some cases,
falsify data prior to providing those files to the reviewer.
I was struck by the lack of real oversight the reviewers
Dave Barton, of the CPA firm Barton and
actually exercise.
Gordon, spent less than one day on his -independent audit" of
I am not surprised to
the school and made no adverse findings.
learn that the consulting firm that set up the school's
financial aid program, J.V. Associates, ie a subsidiary of the
I also heard that Dave Barton owns a
Barton and Gordon firm.
proprietary school in Alabama, and that Carol Clairmont is now
working for a proprietary school.

The program reviewers and auditors never mentioned the
fact that the school had a very low graduation or completion
No one ever seemed bothered by the
rate for its enrollees.
fact that well over 90 percent of the students were receiving
guaranteed student loans.
Joseph Calareso was not concerned about the school's
default rate. He told me that if we could keep the volume of
loans high enough and the loans spread out among many lenders
and the national guarantee agencies, it would -take them
forever to figure it out." When I told Joseph Calareso that we
needed to deal with the lenders and guarantors in the State in
which the student was located, he told me he did not care what
lenders we dealt with as long as the lender met the following
conditional

-we will never do the double disbursements with lenders.
We will
Find lenders with a seven-to-ten-day turn-around time.
not use lenders that will not issue the loan checks co-payable
to the student and A.C.T."
He also said to use the national guarantee agencies "over
the State guarantee agencies because it is harder for the
national guarantors to track the default rate at individual
schools." Joseph Calareso told me that "if you put all of your
The
eggs" (loans) "in one basket, they can control you."
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school used the Florida guarantee agency for only a short time.
Joseph Calareso told me it was "too close to home."

When we would attend industry conventions and
other
gatherings, one of my duties was to informally poll the other
schools represented to determine what lenders and guarantors
they were using and how they did business.
When the school received the student loan checks from the
lender, the checks were made payable either to the student and
the school, or solely to the student.
All the checks would be
stamped with a restrictive endorsement ("for deposit only,
American Career Training Corporation") and then sent to the
student for endorsement and return to the et7hool.
Joseph
Calareso knew that placing the school's restrictive endorsement
on the checks made payable solely to the student was wrong; but
this was the method he used to control the student and insure
the student sent the check back to the school. The reviewer
from Florida Federal (a lender) told Joseph Calareso, in 1986,
to stop the practice of using the restrictive endorsement on
checks addressed payable only to the student.
As a result,
A.C.T. simply stopped using Florida
primary lenders.

Federal

as

one of

its

while I was employed at the school, the Calaresos would

increase the cost of tuition almost every year.
I started
in 1985, the tuition was $1,295, and when I leftWhen
in 1988, the
tuition was $1,895 per student. I don't know why the tuition

was raised, and
increase.

I

don't know of any justification for this

Another area that the outside reviewers never seemed to
focus on was the matter of the "student loan budget." This
dollar amount is what A.C.T. calculated the cost of attendance
to be for each student. This amount is used in calculating
the
amount a student is eligiLle for in the guaranteed student loan
program.
So,
if
the budget amount is high enough, more

students will be eligible

for

loans.

In addition to other

factors, this budget amount was adjusted upward every time the
tuition was increased.
After a change in the regulations
verifying a percentage of the loan requiring it, we started
applications that we
received by going to the source of information. Those sources
included lenders, other schools, and the IRS.
When I would
discover a discrepancy between what a student had reported,
what a previous school had provided, and what a lender reported
regarding the status of a previous loan to the student, Joseph
Calareso told me that I was "doing too much paperwork," and to
ignore the discrepancies. These discrepancies, in
some cases,
allowed students who had previously defaulted on Federal loans
to obtain additional loans. This is the very occurrence which
the regulations sought to prevent.
A.C.T., the lenders, and
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other schools, by not seeking and providing the most current
information about a student, facilitated this happening.

Ruth Ann Flemming, the Director of Training, complained
about the quality of students entering the resident portion,
because some students -- students who had already completed the
correspondence portion of the course -- could not read or write
well enough.

The school also participated in the Supplemental Loans for
Even though the interest rate is
Stadents (SLS) program.

higher than that for the guaranteed (Stafford) student loans,
Joseph Calareso said, "We have to get the tuition covered," and
directed the financial aid employees to fill out and send the
SLS forms to students, even in the event the student hal told
the financial aid employee that he or she did not want an $LS
To accomplish this, two employees were directed, as
loan.
their sole duty, to call students and encourage them to take
out $LS loans, since the guaranteed student loan (GSL) would
By sending the completed forms to the
not cover their tuition.
students for signature, we were encouraging students to take
out the SLS loan.
of

To encourage the A.C.T. employees to process large numbers
the Calaresos
and student applications quickly,

loan

instituted a number of competitive award programs within the
For example, sales representatives earned incentive
company.
awards after a contest period for the highest number of
Receptionists with the highest number of
students enrolled.
Loan
students contacted by phone were rewarded with time off.
counselors in my department were rewarded with cash, color
televisions, or other such items, for the highest number of
I
loan applications submitted during the contest period.
always felt a little strange that the instructors never had a
contest, or that the placement office never was rewarded if
they placed a high numLur of graduates.
The school's refund policy was confusing and changed
During the early years, it was Joseph Calareso's policy
often.
not to issee refunds unless the student mailed back the

uncompleted lessons, and notified the school in writing, via
The formula for
certified mail, of the desire to withdraw.
Basically, after a
calculating refunds changed often, too.
student had been inactive for one year after the date of
enrollment, we would notify the lender that the student had
The date of withdrawal as reported to the lender
withdrawn.
was much later than the date the student had actually become
The date of withdrawal
inactive with his or her lessons.
reported was the end of the one-year period the student was
In these cases, we were supposed to refund the
"enrolled."
resident portion of the training to the lender, but for a
considerable period of time we did not do so.
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Joseph Calareso changed the school's refund policy, as
indiceted on the reverse side of the contract signed by the
student, often. Most of the time, if a student did not notify
the school that he or she was.withdrawing, the file was not
reviewed for the one-year enrollment period, and no refund of
the correspondence portion of the course was made to the
lender.
The school considered it
earned income.
When
regulations changed to require refunds be made based tin a
percentage of -clock hours" of actual student attendance or
participation, this further confused the refund policy. But in
actual practice, we continued to hold files as active for the

one-year period and then issue refunds based only on the
resident portion of the training, not the correspondence
portion.
The Hart School for Professional Secretaries
was the
second program offered by the A.C.T. Training Corporation. The
secretarial program, also a combination correspondence and
resident training school, began in 1987.
After the program
began, I discovered that the sales representatives were signing
up secretarial course students who were also students of A.C.T.
Travel School.
I conducted a review of all secretarial school
enrollees
and discovered that
many representatives
weru
involved in the practice of dual-enrolling
students.
Of
course, this is an improper practice, because these students
were not eligible to collect two guaranteed student loans at
the same time. This practice was not immediately
identified,
since the students were not being processed through
the same
lenders, and there is not computer match done by lenders.
This
practice involved false statements by the students, since they
must list any school they attend after high

school on the
enrollment application, and they had not listed the travel
school on the application.
The sales representative was
involved in the practice, since the representative would know
the identity of the students living in his area.
I brought
this matter to the attention of Joseph Calareso, but his only

concern was how soon a travel student could be enrolled in, and
obtain student aid for, the secretarial school.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my prepared remarks. If you
should have any questions, I would be happy to respond to them
ot this time.
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Testimony Before the Subgommittee on Investigations
U.S. Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs
by

Stephen O. Blair, President
National Association of Trade and Technical Schools

As President of the National Association of Trade and Technical
schools, representing some !,3OO private postsecondary institutionn,
appreciate this opportunity to participate in the Committee on
td.sernmental Affairs hearings on proprietary schools.

I

In recent yedru, the news media have peinted a vivid and deeply
disturbing picture of fraud and abuse in the proprietary school
sector.
Inadequate facilities, equipment
Phony promises to students.
and faculty. Schools going out of business, leaving students in the
lurch.

Stories of such abuses are particularly distressing and poignant
because aIl too often the victims are poor and ill-educated young
people struggling to get their lives back on track, eager to obtain the
skills and training necessary to starting careers and building
promising futures fur themselves and their families.
I am not here today to question the accuracy of specific exposes
of fraud and abuse. The hard truth is that the private career school
industry does contain a number of individuals, a very small nurshez , who
care only about turning a tas. buck.
Unf,gtunately, it is thy tiny minority, the hardtul of "bad
apples," that attraYts the vast twority of media and, hence, public
attention. Such schools cause incalculable damage not only tu the
students they have victimised Lut to the proprietary school sector as a
whole, carting doubt on the quality of education provided t,y our
schools as well as on the abilities of our students.
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Let me assure you, then, that no one has a more direct
stake and greater interest in closing down bad schools and
eliminating abuses than does the National Assocation of Trade
and Technical Schools.
At NATTS, we believe one key in attaining these goals
and so we encourage
lies in effective consumer education,
)out a school
prospective ntudents and their parents to learn
And we do more
inside and out before making their choice.
than offer encouragement; we provide them with the tools
necessary to become well-informed and healthily skeptical
consumers.
Two years ago, we commissioned Dr. James Myers, Director
Of the Regional Services Institute at the University of North
Florida, and Elizabeth Werner Scott, Director the Urban Skills
Center in Jacksonville, Florida, to write what we telt was a
much-needed guidebook for students choosing a career and a
The result was gettIng
i1.10&
private career school.
QQ1Ling.

It is an easily read and understood step-oy-step guide to
evaluatinl whether Far not a private career school i. the most
appropriate choice tor them, and to evaluating a school's
program, facilities, faculty, application form, contract,
costs, and payment schedule,
qf'_ttAng_sitiliesi4 gc.t..i.11,1_Alw4 is not designed to nudge
students in a particular direction, rather it is designed to
In
enable students to ask hard questions and demand answers,
short, this book empowers students to make well-informed
decisions on their own.

Now, some may be skeptical ot a consumer guide published
Let me
by an association of trade and technical scnools.
hasten to point out that gett.ipg.Skilled,_getting.Agead is
published ty NATTS in cooperation with the U.S. Department of
Education and the Consumer Information Center of the U.S.
General Services Administrationand it is available free of
charge.
1,0t me also add that your colleague, Senator Simon of
Illinois, has said of getting SkULed, Gett.lrn Anead: "it it
without a doubt, the, best consumer resource guide available."

I believe so strongly :n the value of thrs book that I
spend nueh of my time promoting it through the news media,
and I am delighted to report that, to date, nearly ten
thousand copies have bPen distributed tn high school librarle:,
and guidance counselors as well as directly to prospective
students.
-2°
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But while consumer education efforts, such as gettIng
uettinR_NIVAA, sre crucial to efforts to protect
students from rip-off schemes, by themselves they are not
enough, if for no other reason than it is unrealistic to think
every person interested in a private career school will obtain
and use this or other consumer guides.
In addition to consumer education programs, the proprietary sector itself must set high standards for schools and
insist that they are met.

The Accrediting Commission of the National Association
of Trade and Technical Schools has been, and continues to be,
a leader in establishing and enforcing rigorous standards for
its member schools.
To apply fur NATTS accredidation, a school must have been
in operation for a minimum of two years.
Every school is
reevaluated periodically, ard any report of wrongdoing or
failure to meet standards--including press reports-automatically results in the Commission ordering a school to
show cause why its accredidation should not be revoked.
The Commission, composed of five owners of member
schools and four public members, is autonomous from our
Association.
Neither I nor our Board of Directors can overrule its accrediaation decisions or standards.

This week, the Commission is in the process of further
tightening requirements for WATTS accredidation. To be
candid, I fully expect its recommendations to engender lively
debate within our Association--and throughout the entire
industry.
But I am also confident that when the Commission
completes it work later this year, the result will be a model
for accredidation for the entire proprietary sector.
However, improving accredidatioa requirements and
procedures cannot solve every problem, for, as you know,
accreditation is voluntary.
We also recognize the necessity for a federal government role to ensure standards are enforced at every private
career school,
let me briefly outline recommendations that we
have given to Congress,
1.
A proportional tuition refund policy should be
mandated to protect students in reboots that lose
accreditation.

-3-
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If an institution's accreditation is withdrawn,
2.
revoked or otherwise terminated within the past two years, it
should not be certified or recertified as eligible for
financial aid unleas accreditation has been restored or the
institution has demonstrated its academic integrity to the
Secretary of Education.
The Department of Education should be granted the
3.
power to suspend temporarily all financial aid to an
institution if the DOE has reliable information that the
institution in abusing federal funds--or to prevent an
institution from m:susing federal funds.
Institutions should be prohibited from using anyone
4.
other than a salaried employee to make any determinations
regarding student admissions or their financial aid
Institutions should also be prohibited from
eligibility.
paying any commission, bonus, or salary incentive to any
person engaged in such admissions practices.
Institutions that Nave more than one accreditatinn
i.
should be required to identify whi.-h shall le w:ed to apply
for federal student aid programs.

good private career schools, those that fulfill their
responsibilities to their students, have nothing to fear from
rigorous standards and close public scrutiny.
In closing, let me point out the private postsecondary
education ser7tor Is making a critically imporlant contribution
to our nation.
Last year, nearly two million students attended private
career schools. Sixty-one percent graduate compared to 55
percent in four-year colleges, 43 percent in public community
colleges, and 33 percent in Job Corps. Eighty-one percent of
these graduates immediately find jobs jobs in their chosen
Indeed, these schools provide one-half of the
careers.
skilled entry level workers in our nation. And they serve a
significantly higher proportion of women, minorities and atrisk students than any other postsecondary sector.

We are committed to working with the Congress and the U.S.
Department of Education to ensure every private career school
in our nation delivers on its promises to students.
Thank You-
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The Student Services Department will contact newly S41a4lierthse:41113411:*:0M.4141.1
enrolled students to greet thee and explain to them
131140# La'
vhat the Student Services Department has to offer.
The following guide lines should be adhered tO:
Welcome them into the program.
Ask if they are enjoying their lessons.
Answer any Questions they msy have with regards
3.
to either their lessons or school procedures.
Ask them If they enjoyed the video their sales
4.
representative showed them vhen they enrolled,
ves he able to answer all their questions?
sod
Was the deposit given to sales rap. cash or check?
Ask how they heard shout our school.
6.
Have them start thinking shout Resident Trainins.
Verify their address end telephone number.
8.
/ ,i, Ad, Get a telephone number of a friend or work number
as an alternate number if vs cannot reach them
st their hose nuOther.
,1-,41.1O. Remind them to let us knov 18MEDIATZLY if they move.
help thm in anyway
ijue 11. Remind them that ve firs here to
we Can to make their Nome-Study more enjoyable.
I.
2.

.
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REnEMPER TO RECORD ANY PROBLENS OR UNUSUAL ANSWERS
Di YOUR RrMARNS COLUMN AND BRING IT TO YOUR SUPERVISORS ATTENTION.
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AMERICAN CAREER TRAINING
CORPORATION
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Background of American Career Training, Corp. (A.C.T.)

II.

A.

founded in June, 1982. in Pompano Beach. Florida

B.

grown from a local school in South Florida to over 133 representatives in
over 25 states I

C.

most territories have original representatives hired (very httle mmoverl)

D.

currently employs over 300 people in its staff and faculty.

E.

studem body growth - from 50-100 students in home study to over 25.000
today and from 8 students in Resident Training to almost 400 today.

tt4/
17":1

evtC

F.

A.C.T. has successfully trained over 35,000 students.

,

. 4re.

r'C

VadLiaggasullndlourgistenssksuitiubtata_aflidociuioninw
each t e
H.

eru d undamousainsassis.

nationally accredited by the National Home Study Council since March,1985
1)
21

A.C.T. is the youngest school to receive national accreditation in the
history of the NII.S.C.
A.C.T. is one of only two schools to be accepted on its first
application
foseph A. Calareso, President of A.0 T. currently serves on the
$ Board of Trustees

I.

Both A.0 T. Travel School and The Hart School for Professional Secretaries
are members ache Florida Association of Accredited Private Schools and the
North Broward/Pompano Beach Chamber of Commerce.

I.

A.C.T. Travel School is also a member of:
ASTA Anwrecan Society of Travel Agents
NTA National Tour Association

K.

The Hart School for Professional Secretaries is also a member of
Professional Secretaries international

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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IV.

Basic Responsibilities/Procedures

A. Leads
Generated fmm newspaper advertising, referral cards, flyers, etc , are
distributed EVERY DAY to representatives. Ail leads received by phone will
be entered Into our computer and sorted by rip code assignment to each
representative. It is the regtesentatives responsibility to call each day for leads

and =sages!!

B. Ravel(meats
When enrolling a student, admissions representatives MUST call the home office

to notify and report student's name, address, lead number and amount of

nçqIvt$ "a

registration fee. CLIi
toval" o n hard-to-close prospects I) At t h i s point, a lanais s e n t outThe s
m rhe placement director
(see Exhibit A-I & A-2). thus reducin any chance of buyers' remorse and

cancellations.
If the student requests an application for a Smdent Loan, a's at this time that the
eau con be transkrmd to Financial AidALL ENROLLMENTS ARE TO BE MAILED IN TO HOME OFFICE ON
THE SAME DAY OF THE SALE!!!
NOTE - a student has 5 business days to withdraw and receive a full refund from
the dare of ACCEPTANCE!!
Enrollments are accepted daily, as receivied, and are sent a formal letter of
acceptance with a copy of their fully signed enrollment agreement

(see Exhibits 8-1 &

C. CommissionJ
A $300.00 commission will be earned for each enrollment, on a 50/50 split unttl
representative is paid :n full
Half of ail =sties collected from student at the time of enrollnient will bc paid to
rep (up to 3300.00). If full commission is not earned from itntial enrollment fee.
then half of all student's payments will be paid to rep an collected until rep h.)s
been paid in full.
Examples:

Down Payment
$600.00
300.00, ,
150.00

Commission Paid
$300.00
150.00
75.00

Commission checks are cut and mailed out each week with a detailed pnntout kctutg
each active student with commissions due. :tit the event of a refund being issued ro the
student. the rep may be "charged back" a portion of hisiner commission )

23/
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EXHIBrr 04

SET THE STAGE AND STAY IN CONTROL
1.

Variable Situations
Physical contact
A.
Mental contact
R,
Consideration of /ourself
C.
Consideration of buying
D.
Need or
E.
F.
G.

2.

Want
Resolve to buy

Me Components of Each Sale
A.

Sounc
Familiarity with product or service
Recognition through advertising
Sense of "Ok-ntss"

1.

2.
3.

B.

&Id
1.

2.

Determine the needs or wants of the prospect from a benefit basis
Turn the features of the product or service into benefits that will

serve their spec* needs!
C.
D.

rsotlact_or gerificc

bicc
Tuition is an investment
Justified by their needs
Time or Closc

I.

2.

E.

4).

Remember:
Never mention a feature if it can't be turned into a benefit to serve the
prospect's needs.

ceissts;terzsgaismitalCALth the pmzsg, Ask que,tians; make the

prospect tell you what they want to hear. Use the P.Q.P.!
When more than one is to be sold be sure to "set your stage" and, above ail, do
your own selling. Don't expect an untrained person to be abk to sell.
When your presentation is interrupted, a tyayat repeat what has been covered
before proceeding.
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IX lia-ijannc
A C.T. Travel School trains people in the travel industry those who want to
become navel agents or work for airlines, either as a ticket agent or resIrvationist.
Some like to get involved with cruise lines, others with car remal &gentles. some with
motels, and some in the tour business.

A lot of people get staned in the industry because of the many benefits: It's a
billion dollar industry and tiet of pen& can Mides111.10-91-11W141nd have a lot of fun
doing n Some people who ward to become navel gems get started in this because of
the "fent" trips. These are the trips that hotels, cruise lines, end airlines offer. They are
all Anxious for you to sell their business. They offer "fam" trips to encourage you to
book yotLr clients on their airline, cruise ship. etc.. Then you can specialize in rpecnic
things. If yOtl want to specialize in the Caribbean, there's a lot of islands over there.
you could take nips over there. These trips normally are free, some involve a small
surchargec Some people get involved in the reservationisthicket agent field, because

they c jsillwaukfaftmala as well as their families.
Another good benefit is that nuggjizixywherem We have people now that
we place worldwide; As a matter of fact, we've got some now in France. British West
Indies, as well as ell pans of the United SUiteS.
Another benefit is flexibIlity. You can work full time or pan time Of course, if
you have no job right now, you'll oetta.inly went a full time job. If you're raising small
chUctien, you mow want to take a part time position. You can also work from your house
and just book travel, working suietly on a commission basis.
...W_ESSIZtomentl. preSentatton manual suica Wet isitunoc4 rtaswilatty tot wird
agents ranges between S.19._.Q0QQ0.,,,,,Nationa1ly, in the airline industry. incomes ere over 523.000. Of course, this an depends on what area of the country you
come from. When you are rust starting out, no one expects to make a Iot of dollars. but
this is the national average.
This is certainly a respected profession. It's a lot of fun If you say you are a
navel agent or are working for the airline, Ws eeitainly a prestisious job.
You can discover excitement. In the travel business, visiting venous places and
meeting a lot of interesting people is certainly exciting.
You aro on your way to having a great career opportunity. In this mduStry, you

can eventually own your own business and anybody would Isle to do that.
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This is a Personal Qualification Profile form for you to complete. This will help us
evaluate your atillty,to_beriefit from the course. It provides us with information regarding
your personal, educationai and employment history. We're going to ask you in your own
words why you want to get started in the travel industry. If we recommend you, we hope
you could start today. You will be woiliing 5-10 hours per week on your lessons You need
to specify what area of employment you are looking for and what geographic area. We will
need some references. And some financial infomiation on savings. checking, VISA. Mastercard, or just cash on hand. We will need your signature, Then. I'll review this form. If I
feel that I can recommend you for this school (a recommendation is necessary for admission), I wili sign this, indicating that you are qualified for entry into the school. I'll also
need that tuition deposit I mentioned to you before, on the phone, as well as a photograph.
Thia will go in to the admissions committee, who will review your application and within a
period of five days you will know one way or the other if you have been accepted.

I have here a Travel Connection. Once you graduate from the school, you wdl
receive one of these every month. This tells about job (immunities. There are four pages of
job opporumies in this one. as well AS do's and dorn's for job seekers, and where some of out
recent graduates were placed. You will notice that many were placed in hotels, tour companies, travel agencies, cruise lines, airlines, and car rental agencies.
We want you to be successful. After all, we're only as good as the people working in the industry. I have a couple articles here, one from TWA. It says that thr majority of openings that do occur, occur in the reservation/ages agent/ticket agent field.
These positions are normally filled by experienced and trained people Deregulation
haa caused a lot of travellers to flock to travel agents. Prior to 1978, agents were not
required to be be trained. That has now changed. You need computer training. I have
an ankle here that tar, "Fly high with a good travel school," Of course, we know

we're good. We've been in the business now for 7 years. We have enrolled numerous
people and have an excellent placement record. In an article here out of Pompano
Beach, Sharyn Cole our placement director states that if the student has the right
attitude, there is no Limit to what he can do. We cart normally find them a position
anywhere in the world they choose.
I have some testimonials from students. This one is frotr Shen., Roberts
It $3yd, "I must emlquisise A.C.T. is an outstandms travel school and ar.yeine who is

conremplatIng a career in travel. I strongly recommend this.
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I mentioned the Travel Talks. We have a testimonial here from Evelyn Nixon, which
says. "ACT. staff, my sincere thanks go out to all of you. I'm on my way to a promising
career with American Airlines. I have two more weeks of trauung to go. We will receive a
Welcome Aboard pass to go anythere we want to at that time." Evelyn was a resident of
North Carolina and she just became a reservauonist tn Hartford. Connecticut with American

Here is another lettet from Teresa Joiner, who States that, "This is a thank you
I would never have been offered this job if my employer had not been impressed
with my schooling."
note.

WaLitsumep_quimmutsjilscrhie get them from outstanding graduates
of the school.
.3
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letter is from Budget Rent-
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ilaahour w th additional benefits. I like this letter from ConrinentsfIrltnes which
was sent to Sharyo Cole. "I would like to take the opportunity to thank you and your
staff for helping Us to meet oar hiring needs with such well-trained, qualified students.
I was certainly impressed with your facilities and staff." We have some letters from
President Reagan who commends the National Home Study Council for the success it
renders to the nation. "Through study st home, citizens of all ages enrich their lives and
prepare themselves for more productive roles in their community and the nation."
We ere accredited by the National Home Study Council. There am well over
10,000 schools in the United States, but there are only 104 that are accredited by the
National Home Study Council. We were one of two schools in its history to be approved on
the first application. Here are photographs of some of our graduates.

Of course, the only question I haven't answered is, "What does this program
cost?" The cost is
.
zzapay.,0:_alluplogt. If this

Creates a problem, we do have other piyinem
=ens Or. you may just be one of those
lucky individuals who qualify for a Guaranteed Student Loan. If that is the case, we can
wave Mese payment plans. and I can recommend you for acceptance into A.C.T. with a
deposit of $25.00.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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ou'ie going to
on-the-job rype problem solving You arc going to iniptove your skills
because
we
hope
to
get
you
up
another
ten to
improve your speed and accuracy In typing
There is
fifteen words per minute You'll be doing a lot of transcription That's unportant.
also
woiking
with
no shorthand any more It's acnially transcribing dictation. You will be
hours
you
will
have
at
Resident
Tiaming,
SO
the Wang Woro Processor. Of the I 20 clock
processing
and
tranwription
plus is going to be on typing. word

You are also going to be naming in realistic office situanons. t'ou will be
learning in office,type environments, how to handle the equipment ui th.se offices, also
solving certain situations We also have a self-directed job search department, we'll be
teaching you employability skills and Professional Image. When you gr.duate. you will
and they will
receive a diploma You will be meeting with our placement depastment
prepare resumes tor you, they'll tell you how to dress. how to handle yourself at
intetviews. As a matter of fact, ue have many on,campus interviews being conducted
by outside companies
When you graduate, as we mentioned before, you're going to be qualified for an
entry level position as a cecretary, a general secretary, an executive secretaty, or a
clerk/typist.

ed1th ta e .f Florid an. members of the Flor da Association
ted Private &too s. as we as eve. ted by the National Home Study

e_

Of Ace

Council. We are also a member of Professional Secretaries International.

I'm here, actually, to interview you, answer your questions, evaluate you, see if
you would qualify to come into our school.
At this time, I would like you to fill out a Personal Qualification and Profile fotm
This will tell me whether you will benefit fsom the course and whether I CIA recommend
you for our school. Of course, all I fart do is recommend you You hate to be accepted
by the admissions committee.
itzsEig looics go_Lo.d_olotte,Lersonak_Qualification and Profile form. Let toe
ar,a.l.
just explain a little about what is happening here. ,--k-7774=7--,irrzn
That's
what
this
shows
people
in
business and eventually move up the ladder.
advertising and broadcasting. h's very hard to find a good secretary, so when the boss
has one, he's going to try to keep her. How dots he do that? He gives you pay raises
and other benefits. 'This article says the employers might be able to fill ahout half of
the expected annual openings with students who have completed secondary or po!.i
secondary secretarial programs. That's what we are a post secondary trade schovl
We are looking for the secretary with the right sruff, who cars get things done, who is
poised and polished, one who can think, one who can organiie and coordinate, has the
Self-confidence and self-discipline to be successful. Of course, if you look in the want
ads, this is just one page, from the September 27 Palm Beach Post, there are plenty of
jobs here, incomes ranging from $18,000 to $24,000.

AVAILABLE
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This is the new electronic typewriter you will receive. Of course, it has a 50,000
word dictionary in it, it has a processing system that allows it to recall or delete MAI using A
built-in character memory. A nice typewriter. Onc that has a good retail value.

Here is an article from our place:nem director which states that she just had a
conversation with a representative from Nord! Temporary Seivices regarding our
program She was so impressed with it that she is anxious to start hiring secretaries in
her temporary services. She has 235 locations throughout the United States.
This article Says, "Vocational schools offer fast Job training." This one says,
"Only half the nation's vocational schools meet the minimum standards set by accrediting agencies recognized by the Department of Education." If you want to check out
schools, they tell you to check with the National Home Study Council in Washington,
DC. You will nonce that we are members of the National Home Study Council since
1985. We have numerous letters here from President Reagan.
The only thing I haven't told you is what our tuition fees are. They are
You can pay it all up front or they have payment plans. Or you may be
eligible for a Guaranteed Student Loon. If you Are, this is what I need from you. I need
two enrollent Agreements signed, one I keep, one you keep. I have a completed questionnaire, and
o
oubecssel.
e
I need a photograph
tuition .1.1,
a period of five days you wUl know
whether yon have been accepted by the school.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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CREATIVE MARKETING
WHERE ARE T1IE PEOPLE?

uatidakikkg2Mcgii
afAMARILI4W
APARTMENTCOMPLEX
;

1!

Y.W.C.A.
PARLIM WITHOUT PARTNERS
NEIGHBORHOOD MEETINGS

s.

HOUSING
BUS STOPS
FOOD STORES; SUPERMARKETS
K-MART
DISCOUNT STORF.S
PARKING LOTS
WOMEN'S CLUBS
ELKS
EAGLES
BANKS
OFFICE BUILDINGS
STRIP SHOPPING CENTERS
MOBILE HOMES
.M. C.A.

RIM MIMS
S OCIAL

DENTISTS YES D.D.S.
ATI-ORNEYS YES
SCHOOL TEACHERS
PERSONNEL OFFICES

tims 4040 A.GFAVAP
AGENCIES
AUTOMOB
MORITZ HOME PARKS
CHURCHES

AND THE LIST GOES ON .

.

PEOPLE ARE EVERYWHERE!!
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This is the new electronic typewriter you will receive. Of count. it has a 50.000
word dictionary in it, h hes a processing system that allows it to recall or delete text using a
character memory. A nice typewriter: One that has a good retail value

Here is an article from our placement director which States that she just had a
conversation with a representative from Norell Temporary Services regarding our
Mfrs= Slut was so impressed with it thst she Ls anxious to start hiring secretanes in
her temporary services. She has 235 locations throughout the Linked States.

This article says. "Vocstional schools offer fan job training." This one says.
"Only half the CISItioles vocational schools meet the minimum standards set by accredit.
ing agencies recognized by the Departmens of Education" If you wam to check out
schools, they tell you to cheek with the National Homo Study Council in Washington,
DC. Yon will nods* the we ere members of the National Home Study Council since

I985. We have numemus lenen here from President Reagan.
The only thing I haven't told you is what our tuition fees are. They ere
You can pay it all up front or they have payment plans. Or you may be
eligible for a Guaranteed Student Loan. If you are, this is what T need from you. I neck!
two =Cent agreements signed. one I keep, one you keep. I have a completed questo
tionnaire, and
'do
/ need a photograph
the tuition
period of vi. ya you will blow

"

whethes you have been accepted by the schoctl.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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FROM:
TO:

John WWI
Admission Representatives

We all appreciate the effort and TEAMWORK demonstrated as we compiled the
following list of aunts:ions to generate additional business. Oar anticipation to see your
numbers increase has already been revealed in our 1988 projections and individual quotas.
Good luck in the new year and watch for more exciting news to increase your production'
1.

Handouts at malls.

2.

Call chore/set, speak to pastor first, then to young people's counselors. Many
church groups have nights where they have a panel of people in diffe tent careers
for young people to ask questions.

3.

Leave car signs on even when not working.

4.

Use teferral cards at every interview.

5.

Talk to waitresses in fast food restattunts.

6.

Use billboxrds at furless centers, launtimmats, housing projects, condominiums
and apartment projects.

7.

Encourage prospect to bring someone along.

8.

High School career counselors.

9.

Rehabilitation centers.

10.

Chain method - get 1 lead from exh enrollment
required.

11.

Contact managers of city parks - present program to their.

12.

Stay in touch with students and graduates showing interest ui their progress

13.

Upon enrollment, get two referral names and phone numbers. Then give the
student 3 referral cards.

14.

Visit travel agencies in your arta - leave your card with the manager.

IS.

Bus systems offer inside advertising on the buses

2 4 t)

PQP where references are
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16.

Conducting Saturday sits at fluid grocery store. Put up notices in 30-35 mile
radius giving date, time and place.

17.

Leave business cards and brochures in all fast food restaurants.

galt Drive through large housing projects SLOWLY with door sign on. nest times arc
Friday afternoons and Sunday afternoons.
19.

If a student is a utntivatot and a mut= type person. i ask thin we Set up
another meeting in her home in about 4 or 5 days with at least $ friends.

20.

Always wear lapel pin. PM can read - Joe Doakes, Admissions A.C.T. Travel
School (1400-432-3004 FL)

irr

Meet with the =tanagers of low income end government hoosing apartments.
Give group presentation.

22.

Keep in touch with the Q.E.D. Board. Classes are normally held at night - Muir
Education.

23.

Put business cards at city flimsies in the travel section.

24.

Purchase personelized car tags from the state. Tag reads AC T. or CAREERS.

23.

Contacts in some of the hospitals or hotels (maids).

26.

Rent space in mall when "TRAVEL" is the theme.

27.

Find school counselors who work with liigh School Seniors who have no
intention of going to college.

28.

Rent space at local flea masters.

29.

Place literature in physicians and dental offices Cif possible).

30.

Posting A.C.T. flyers or posters at area colleges and universities.

31.

Car signs work when you go into service stations,

24/
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32.

World
Make up "Special Packets" consisting of brochures, Travel Talks, See clic
flyer. On outside of brochure, I staple a referral card and name card.

31.

Talk to counselors from state agencies.

34.

in
Talk to Regional Directors that handle reuaining and placement of personnel
plant closings.

sl

Present out program to certain minority-oriented chtaches that offer counseling
and guidance to young divorcees and unwed mothers.

36.

Reps are using theU onmission sheet to record the times called as well as how
many referrals each student gives the rep.

elt

College career days on b!ack campuses.

38.

Contact women's clubs

39.

Business card "Give-out System" at shopping centers.

40.

41.

Contact Educational Center Director at military bases. Work with military and
civilian workers who want information on careers in travel or secretarial
pro'ession.
Leave brochures at beauty shops.

ea Why not use "Bird dogs" m get you business?
43.

Unemployment offices - leave referral cards.

tit

Food stamp offices leave refenI cards.

Ell

Welfare offices - leave referral cards.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
REGION

iv

101 MARIETTA TOWER EUILD4NO SUITE 2203
ATLANTA. GEORGIA 20323

STUDENT rINANtim. AsstsTANcs

November 8, 1988

Sault Peiumst B1101141110,*
ea Inestiptloss

Mr. Joseph Calareso
President
American Career Training
Travel School
4699 No. Federal Highway
33064
Pompano Beach, Florida

EXHIBIT

#

13

Dear Mr. Calareso:

On October 17-19, 1988, a review was conducted of the Guaranteed Student Loan
program administered at your institution. The findings of that review are
presented in the enclosed report.
Findings of man-compliance are referenced to the applicable regulations and
specify the action required In order to comply with the regulations and
Please review the report and respond to each finding by indicating
statutes.
what actions have been taken to date or will be taken. Your response should
be sent directly to the reviewer within 30 days.
I would like to express my appreciation for the courtesy and cooperation
If you have any questions concerning the
extended to me during the review.
report, please call our office at (404) 331-4172.
Sincerely,

Vivian W. Mcaee
Institetional r.ovicw Specialist
Enclr curl
cc:

Victoria Pwarls, Chief, 1PP, loalh. DC
181 Aid Director

Ms. Bren,la rrarrrion,
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PROGRAM REVIEW REPORT

INSTITUTION:

TELEPHONE:

EIN f:

Training Travel School
American Career
4699 No. Federal Highway
33064
Pompano Beach, Florida

(105) 946-5551

Code #022959
Proprietary, Less than One Year

TYPE AND CONTROL:

National Home Study Council
ACCREDITATION:

REVIEWING ED OFFICIAL:

DATE OF REVIEW:

Vivian W. McGee

October 17-19, 1988

INSTITUTIONAL OFFICIALS CONTACTED:
President
Mr. Joseph Calareso, Financial
Aid Director
Ms. Brenda Brandon,
Financial Aid Associate
Ms. Susan Richards,

OSFA PROGRAM PARTICIPATION:
Guaranteed Student Loan Program

AWARD YEARS REVIEWED:

1986-87
1987-88
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Page 2 - American Career Training Travel School
Pompano Beach, Florida

INTRODUCTION:

On October 17-19, 1988, Mrs. Vivian McGee visited American Career Training
Travel School for the purpose of performing a program review.
A sample of
thirty (30 student files was selected for review which included awards for
the 198647 award year and the 1987-88 award year. The pertinent records,
forms, and procedures at the institution were examined.
In addition.
interviews were conducted with appropriate personnel.
During the visit, some areas of non-compliance were noted.
Findings of
non-compliance are referenced to the applicable regulations and specify the
actions to be taken by the institution to bring operations of the financial
aid programs into compliance with regulations and statutes.
DISCLAIMER:

Although the review was thorough, it cannot be assumed to be all-inclusive.
The absence of statements In the report concerning the institution's specific
practices and procedures must not be construed as acceptance, approval, or
endorsement of those specific practices and procedures. Also, it does not
relieve the institution of its obligation to comply with all of the statutory
or regulatory provisions governing the Title IV programs.
APPENDIX:

You will note that at the end of the program review report there is an
appendix which lists, by award year, the names and social security numbers of
the students in the sample. Please refer to this list of students who are now
being identified by number in the body of the report.
1.

Finding:

Refund Due to Student

In a review of student files it was determined that Student No. 8 sent
the institution a check in the amount of $450 to cover the cost of the
residential training. Subsequently, the student informed the institution
she would not attend the residential program.
The institution failed to
return the $450 to the student.
Reference:

34 CFR, Section 682.604, Federal yiegister,
November 10, 1986.

Required Action:

The institution must reimburse Student No. 8 for the $450 it received for
the residential training which the student did not attend.
A copy of the
check to the student must be submitted with the response to the report.

251
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Page 3 - American Career Training Travel School
Pompano Beach, Florida

2.

Findinv

Incorrect Cost of Attendance Used

that the
An examination of the files for Students No. 12 and 14 revealed
GS1.
cost of attendance was incorrect as it was reported on the
understated.
application. In each case, the budget was
Reference:

34 CFR, Section 682.603, Federal Register,
November 10, 7986.

Required Action:
the
While the incorrect cost of attendance had no significant impact on
in
excess
of
need,
the
college
students loans and PO funds were provided
officials must eeercise caution to ensure that the appropriate cost
elements arc used in determining the students' cost of attendance.

In the response to this repoet, the officials must et-m.1de assurances
attendance will reflect ehc appropriate cost
that the students' costs of
elements.
Recommendation:
travel
It is recommended teat the inetitution take a close look at the
if the
determine
if
it
is
a
realistic
cost
or
component of the budget to
Some consideration should be
students.
cost is not overstated for some
according to sections of the country
given to averaging travel costs
loeal, one
thereby havine mare than one cost component for travel -- one
Puerto
sectione
of
the
United
States
and
for the state ind several fee
Rico.
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Mr. Joseph Calareso. President
American Career Training Travel School
4699 North Federal Highw ay
Suite 106
Pompano Beach, Florida 33064
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Tilts eertifles that American Career Training Travel School of
Pompano Beach, FlOiTaa ia accredited by the Accrediting Com
Home Study Council and is a member
In good standing a the National Home Study Council.
The JtsluiLwas_ticredited on March 6, 1985. It has been found
fermect or exoeed the CommisWs published academie and
ethical standards.
The Accrediting Commission of the Notional Home Study Council
is hated by the U.S. Secretary of Education as a "nationally
reoognized accrediting agency." The Accrediting Commission
is also recognized by the Council an Postsecondary Accreditation.

Sincerely yours,

t/7
Wilhain A. Fowler

hr

r.. ir.! a..
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NA,TIONAL HOME STUDY COUNCIL
1.4rt.4.a irmr.

04....6

viostemoTool. o C. 10000

102.234.1100

b.., sem

March 7. 1985

Mr. Joseph Calareso. President
American Career Training Travel School
4699 North Federal Highway
Suite 106
Pompano Beech. 11. 33064
Dear Joe:

We are certainly pleased to welcome you as a member of the National Home Study Council.

Your offic.al Certificate of Accreditation will be presented to you at the Annual Conference.
and we know you will proudly display It in your school. This Certificate will remain
the property of the Accrediting Commission. Your school's name will also be listed in
our Directory of Accredited Home Study Schools to be issued in July. .

We are enclosing copies of the offirial seal. and you may Use this seal and the fact of
your accreditation in accordance with the previsions. of Section 1 13 1 of Ow 3/1SC Business Standards.
We are enclosing a copy of the NfISC Business Standards which prescribe the minimum
policies accredited schools must observe in all phases of school operations. You are
obligated to observe these policies immediately, . and you will want to study carefully
Section 111 II on Cancellation and Settlement provisions to assure full complianCe by
your school.

Also. $o an accredited scnool, you may, upon application. be entitled to be listed by this
U.S. Education Department as an 'eligible institution" for certain federal loan and
grant programa.
You may wish to be listed as "eligible" and still not actively participate in the programa.
In any case. you may want to write to the person below for more information:
Mr. John llchims
Eligibility and Agency Evaluation Staff
Bureau of Postsecondary Educatton
U.S. Education Department
Washington, D.C. 20202

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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March 7, 190
We hope that you will participate actively in the Council, and everyone on the NHSC
stiff ix here to serve you in any way wa can. Be sure to attend as many events as
possible. particularl the 59th Annual Conference. April 14-17. 1985, at the Don eSar
Hotel, St. Petersburg Beach, Florida.

We trust that you will Mid the NHSC and its services helpful. and please feel free to
make suggestions for improvement at any time. Welcome to the NHSC!
Beat wishes.

Sincerely yours.

t?

William A. Fe ler

br
Enclosures
cc

David Peoples
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Attached is a copy of our current school licaLse and a
emoranduu showing the date for the rensval of our license.
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STATE BOARD OF INDEPENDENT POSTSECONDARY
VOCATIONAL, TECHNICAL, TRADE AND BUSINESS SCHOOLS

Certificate of banottre
*it Intim bp an tbat
AMERICAN CAREER TRATNING TRAVEI, SCHOOL.

1699 North Federal Highway
Pompano Beach, Florida 33064

IS HERM LICIRIDD TO OMR THE FOLLOITING =RUM Or INSTRUCTION,

Basic Training for thP Travel Industry

MORD TIIR POWWOW ore* 8482111 TO Mat FLORIDA IITATDM AND FLoRIDA
AO111411TRATME COOK MAAS RF-LIH TO 484. 0 I, MR Ilte PERIODINIONSINO:

rabruArv IA 1284

5§7,
LOCUM NUM=

THROWN

Ihnu4XY It- 14"
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STATE BOARD OF INDEPT.NDENT POSTsECONDAR..

V(XATIONAL TECHNICAL TRADE AND KLNNESS SCHOOLS
mut

Tatlh*%tee

POOL, twirms.

liNas P
S.et Wee

C weseasow.

MMOkA
TO:

IN? D

M

American Career Training/Travel School, Pompano Beach

rham: Lauby P. Huggins. Executive DLrect

z.

DATL: Februaiy 25, 1985
R,.

a

flaceeenL on Agenda

tr s0.0o1 IF :wheduled on the agenda foi the Str,tn t3,
meeting wild be nela:
PLAC1.2

1

Tt',e

Holiday Inn, Inteinationel Airport
"InteinatInnsl Ba11room"
A7c.,0 T.G. Lee Road

Orlando, Plorida

pa% a TIM,.

32612

March 15, 1985 at 8:3D a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Please note this meeting confoome to ttar '84mat,ine Law' and yo.,
are advised tn attend. Hon.:ever. it rA not re9a2:ed that Yva
are!nn_anless therwts f. stated below.
The followIns !narrates
the teis.nfiT-lor placement On the agenda:
IX/
1

rerir..di

Com:Adoration of application for new aoh,pol
Violation, of S6246.201.236 211, Plnirda Stat222et, and/or
flortda Admtn2stratlwe Rule 6F

1

1

t

1

Consrderatton of application for

Revocation proceedings
Comv:aint lodged against yt..wr

)

I)thel

t

Your attendance

school ondior ac,ent

mans yon.
LFH.cs
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UNITEDSTATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
ivAWMTION PC muu

Senate

NM 22 198S
Our Reference: OPE:OREPIDEAE:OVER-E-2

Permanent SO-committee
oti

Invastigations

EXHIBIT N

?,

Accredited by: WC
Contr011 Prop.

EINO '9,221740
°Re:

Joseph Calazeso
President
American career Training Tvave1 school
4699 North federal iiighway
Suite 106
Pomi4no Beavh, Florida 33064

American Career Training Traver
School
4699 North Federal Hiehway
Pompano Beech, Florida 33064

INITIAL eldGIBILITY,

F1151i3 e DNIAM! Basic Trsanine for Li,
Travel IdAustry

DCAr [U. CA1ALOSO:

It ta a pleasure to inform yuu that the sChool listed above", operating at the
address indicated, is considered to te an 'eligible institution" for tne
Guaranteed student Loantsatas.

Students attending the Mewl my be eligible to apply for educational loans
which are made by participating lenders to be inadred by the Federal Government
The eligible student
or guaranteed by a State or private nonprofit agency.
must be enrolled in an accredited postsecondary program of vocational or
technical education, at least 300 clock hours in iergth, which IS deSigned to
provide oecupational skills more advar.ced than theme generally provided at the
high school level and rat individuals for useful employment in recognized
An eligible eorrespondence program is defined in the regulations
occupations.
week over
as requiring not less than an average or 12 hours of preparation per
any 12 week period and completion in not less than 6 months. The enclosed
supplemental information and instructions coitain brief information on the
program and further procedures.

Please note that this eligibility pertar.., to tie seiool listed at the above
address as long as it resialra accredited by 4 nattcraily recognized aecre4ltib,
agency or aSsOciation, centinLes to operate u..der the same Ownership, and han
not vio.ated or failed to carry out any regu:4tiens prescribed by t%e Secrztary
Please notify this Office Immediately of any naMe, aodreas, or
pf Education.
ownership change to assure continuation or the eligibility Status or the scho-;.
y your!),
,

,4"

rt

gem Uchima

0peupation4l,nal Ellgatility Prarcn
Pivisinr of

and Agency Eval,:a::::r

Eiel-aure,
11....PC:S:07ES
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMEN1 OF EDUCATION

WASHINUTON. DC. NIN:

Senate Permanent SubcommIttee

lo-20-s7

on Imestigatiss

utilBa

AR. JOSEPH CALARESO
PRESIDENT
AMERICAN CAREER TRAIhING THAVEL.
SCHOOL
4699 N FrDERAL HWY
POMPANO BEACH. Ft..

#

15C.

13064

IASTITUT:ONAL 1.C1i3ITY NUTICE
CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL: E1.4C.i.S':L:7' :NCLI:DE:7 A NE.: FROGRAF
ACCREDlTED JUNE 11, 19E7.

Dear

MR. CALARESO:

We Are pleased tc inftrm you that based upon the information incILded In your
Appfication (ED Form
tne Secretary of :Slur:stio :. has deterg1ned that
AMER!CAN CAREEA TRAINING TRAVEL
SCHOOL
located at:

4551p

l

FEDERAZ. !WY. POMPANC SEACK,

a3064

sat..sfies the def.:tIor of an eligf.tle
700cat..onal School (Section 435(0,ELA)
as set forth in the above noted sections of the Pf;her Educatton ,t,ct of
as amended (HEA).
For the purpose of this determtnatIon, tne fo11oulng
eduCational programs constitute that part of the inst.ttut;.on that
satisfies the aprove definitionfs)
,7AS:C 'DRAINING FOR TYE TRAVEL INDUSTRY
H).RT SCH FOR PROF SEC-FROF SEC TRA1N:NF
Tnus.

th:s iesorat

y.,

tne insIttution t. tne suit cf the afosts7e-l:&ted

educe:Iona: prograos
As a result of the dentgnation as an elidlole Inst:tutwn, the :,11titutlo
is eligiple to apply te participate
the folloetne postsecondary edultat:cn
Federal ASSa.stanCe programs administered my the U.S. Department of Edu=ation

Higher Education Act of 1965, di. amended:
Title Iv:
Part S - Guaranteed Student Loan Program

263
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Jetl4natIon remaIns In effect so long ds tne !nstltuf,t7.
contInues to sat:.s!N all relevant statutory and reot.latrTy e1l9lblAt
requIrements and the enclosed RequIrementf for MaInta.nIng InstItut.fo%a.
vnIcf. are :nccrporated tntt this NOt1Cf by :nil, refereLce.
Th.ts

If you have any gdestIons concerntog tne Informatfon .ff:funed
;cc MaIntalrlinct
ne enclosed Requ;.remet:
please contact Occupattonal/Vocational Elfcgiollfty Brana.n
of the DIYIS:on of El.clr:11ty and I7ertlfl:atton a (2::'1

r

thi!. tim:ce

o

SkriCerell,

,..7%ete-`

t.4.(4..,

Lof.s K. Moore, :Inle!

OcoupatIonal/Vocat.fonal

Mraf.
Vfv:sfor dt Elfglrflfty
and CertL:datlo:.
Elia.r.;.11ty

)ata!

Maln I:ampus

CZ2c.-'

15';222174i.
effective:

'

EntIty Nurr.ber;

'8'

Academy CAler,dar: :look
Contrcl:
Inst:tutlor Type:
AcCt*CltatIon: NHS':
trIC:OSUrr
IACO:pOratee Req.;.rever*.t

?6,1
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AMERICAN CAREER TRAINING TRAVEL
SCHOOL
46g9 N FEDERAL HWY
POMPANO BEACH, FL. J3004
OPE ID: 022959OC

REQL:IREMENTS FOR MAINTAINING IPLYIITUTIONAL EL:GIBILITY

These Requirements apply to any institution cr scoot,: that ;.artic:pate !
in any postsecondary education Federal assistance pr..,gram acministe:ed
by the U.S. Department of Education.
1.

PROGRAM PARTICIPATION REQUIREMENTS. Designation as an eligible
institution of higner education (12O1(a) or 435(0i cf the Higher
Education Act of 1965, as amended (HEA)): a proprietary institution
(481(0). HEA: a postsecondary vocational institutions (481(c), MEA:
or a vocational school (435(0), HEA), DOES NOT MEAN that tne institution or school Is automatically eligible to partiCipate in any of
the listed Federal student financial assistance programs. NOR DCES
IT MEAN that the institution or school is automatically eligitle tc
receive funds under any of the listed programs. Specifically, in
order to participate it the STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS authorized by Title :V Cf
the BEA -- Pell Grants, Guaranteed Student Loans, Supplemental
Educational Opportunity Grants, College Work-Study, Perkins Loan
Program (formerly NDEL), Parent Loans for Undergraduate
students (PLUS), and jot) Location and Development Program -- tre
institution or school must be certified by the Department of
Education as having the requisite administrative capability and
financial responsibility and the institution or school must
execute a Program Participation Agreement in aemordance with
Student Assistance General Provisions, 34 DES Part 6E8.11.
INSTITUT:ONAL AID PROGRAMS authorized by Title III of the HEA -strengthening Program, Strengthening Historically PlacK Colleges
A Universities, and Endowment Program -- and institution of
higher education must ne determined to De an eligible institution
under two categories cf elagibi:ity criteria. Before applying ;or
eligibility under Title
progran. criteria, an inst----on
must satisfy the DaSic institutional eligibility requirements
of section 312 of REA and 34 CFR Part 624.

2.

SCOPE OF ELIG:BILITY. The institution or school is eligible to apply for
participation In only those prograr i that are listed In its Notice of
Institutional Eligibility. The eligibility of an institution or schoc;
to participate In a Federal assistance prodram DOES NOT APPLY TO ANY
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM OFFERED BY THE INSTITUT:ON WHICH DOES NCT MEET
ALL STATUTORY AND REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS FOR ELIGIBILITY.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Page 2:

AMERICAN CAREER TRAINING TRAVEL

SCHOOL

REQUIREMENTS FOR MAINTAINING INSTITUTIONAL ELIGISILITI

3.

4.

5.

PERIOD OF ELIGIBILITY. The institution's or school's status as an eligib.e
Institution remains in effect Sc long as it continues to satisfy al: :ne
relevant statutory and regt.latory requirements for Institutional eligIbiThus the institUtion loses its status as an eligible institution or
lity.
program ON THE DATE THAT IT FAILS TO SATISFY ANY OF THE REQUIRED ELEMENTS
on whicr. ts stat.;s as an eligible institution was based, such as its
accreditation or its legal authority tc provide a program of postsecondaiy
education in the State In which it is located.
The institution or scnoc- rust report
NOTIFY ED OF INSTITUTIONAL CHAN1ES.
and CertifiCation any caange in the instito the Division of
tution's nave; address; ownership; type and/or level of Course offering;
loss of accreditation; loss of legal authority to offer programs cf postsecondary education in tne State in which it is located; Locations at
other than the main campus at which it offers educational services; and
contracts with other Institut:ors under which that other institution
provides a portion of its educational programs. Failure to rmin this
information may lead to loss of eligibi:ity.

INSTITUTION'S ILENTIFICATI0N LAMER. The institution or school has been
assigned an Office o: Postsecondary Education (OPE) Identfication Number.
which appears en the last page of the Institutional Eligibility Notice.
following the signature blocs. This number should be used in all future
correspondence with the Division of Eligibility and Cert.:flow-ion.
For each Program administered my the Department
ADDITIONAL PJFCRMATION.
of Education for wnich the institution has been designated as eligible
to apply for participation. please refer to the CATALOG OF FEDERAL
DOMESTIC ASSISTANCE (cFDA1 or descriptive program information and the
name and address of the Department of Education contact person. Each
(This Catalog
Federal assistance program IL assigned a CFDA Number.
updated semi-annually by the Office of Management and Budget and is
available from ihe Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government
Printing Office, wasnington. D. C.. 20402).

If you have any questions concerning these Requirements or the ,nfcrmation
contained in ycur Institutional Eligibility Notice, please write tc:
U. S. Department of Education
Office of Postsecondary Education
Division of Eligibility and Cert;fication
Washington, D. C. 20202
or call:

The Higher Education Institutional Eligloility Branch on (202) 732-34E5;
the OcCupational/Vocational Eligibility Branch on (202) 732-4900.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20202
IO-20-87

Sente Permanent Subcommittee
on investigafions

R. JOSEPH CALARESO
PRESIDENT
AMERICAN CAREER TRAINING TRAVEL
SCHOOL

EXHIBIT #

151).

4699 N FEDERAL Hirf

POMPANO BEACH. FL. 33064
INSTITUTIONAL ELIGIBILITY NOTICE
CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL:
ELIGIEll.:".": :NCunrE F. NEW FPOCRAr
ACCRED.,TED JUNE 11. 1967.

Dear

WI. CAIARF-SO:

we are pleased to inform you that based upon the information included in your
application (ED Form :059). the Secretary of Education has determined that
AMERICAN CAREER TRAINING TRAVEL
SCHOOL
located at:

4699 X FEDERAL KWY. POMPANO BEACH. FL.. 33004

satisfies the definvison of an eligible
Vocational School (Section 435(c),HEA)

as set forth in the above noted sections of the Higher Education Act of ISEf,.
as amended (MA). For the purpose of this determination. tne following
educational programs constitute that part of the iastitution tnat
satisfies the above definition(s)
4ASIC TRAINING FOR THE TRAVEL INDUSTFY
HART SCR FOR PROF SEC-PROF SEC TRAINING

Thus, fcr this desighatioh, the institution is the
educational programs

Surs

zf

arlove-usted

AS a result of the designation as an eligible inst_itut.on. the institution
is eligible to apply to participate In the following postsecondary education
Federal assistance programs adminxstpred by the U.S. Department of Education

- Higher Education Act 01 1965, as amended:
Title IV: Part B - Guaranteed Student Loan Program

26
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This eligibility designation remains in effect so long as the Institution
continues to satisfy al: relevant statutory and regulatory eligiblity
requirements and the enclosed Requirements for Maintaining Institutional
Eligibility, which are incorporated into this Notice by this referenCe.
If you nave any questions concerning the information included in this NotiCe

or the enclosed Requirements fnr Maintaining Institutional Eligity,
Please contact Occupational/vocational Eligibility Branch
of the Division of Eligibility and Certification at

(202) 732-491:a.

Sincerely,

7;fAci,?,
Lois M. MoOre. Chief
Occupational/Vocational

Eligibility Brat=
Divisx,in of Eligibi:ity
and Certification

Eligibility Data:
Main Campus OPE ID: 02295900
Entity Number: 1592221740A1
Eligibility effective: 09/2B/87
Academic Calendar: Clock HOt:rs
Control: 3
Institution Type: 1
Accreditation: NHSC
Enclosure
Incorporated Requirements
CF.&
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AMERICAN CAREER TRAINING TRAVEL
SCHOCI
469P N FEDERAL HWY
POMPANO BEACH. FL, l3DE,4
OPE ID; 02295900

RBQUIREMENT

FOR MAINTAINING INS11:07IONAL ELIGIB:L:TY

These Requirements apply to any nst:tut_
r schocl tnat participates
in any postsecondary education Federal asristanrc prt,grae adminivreree
by the U.S. Department of Education.
1.

PROGRAM PARTICIPATION REQUIREMENTS. Deignat-;.-n dto an eligible
institution of nigner education (12011,31 or 47f(b1 cf the Higner
Edvcation Act of 1965, as amended (REA)); a proprietary Institution
(4111'h). BEA; a postsecondary vocational institutions (491(cl, HEA);
or a vocational school (435(c). HEA), DOES NO7 KEAN that the InstltIltioll or school is automatically eligible to participate in any
the listed Federal student financial assistance programs. NoR DOES
:T MEAN tnat the institution or school is automatically eligible .c
receive funds under any of the listed program:. Specifically, in
order to participate in the -

- STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS authorized by 'Title :V of
the REA -- Pell Grants, Guaranteed Student ...bans, Supplemental
Educational Opportunity Grants. College Worx-Study, Perkins Loan
Program (fOrMerly NOEL). Parent Loans for Undergraduate
St'idents (PLUS), and Job Location and Development Program -- the
institution or scnool must be certified by the Department Of
Education as having the requisite administrative capability and
financial responsibility and the institution or school must
execute a Program Participation Agreement in accordance with
Student Assistance General Provisions. 34 crs Part 66P.11.

- INSTITUTIONAL AID PROGRAMS authorized by Title III of the HEA -Strengthening Program, Strengthening Historically Blacx Co1le4es
S Universities, and Endowment Program -- ard institution of
nigher education must be determined to be an eligi.yle instituticn,
under two categories of eligibility criteria. Before applying fOr
eligibility under Title III program criteria, an institution
must satisfy the oasic inststutIonal eligibility requirements
aection 312 of HEA and 34 CFR Part 624.
2.

SCOPE OF ELIGIBILITY. The institution or school is eligible to apply for
participation in only those programs that are listed in its Notice of
InstitutiOnal Eligibility.
The eligibility of an institution or school
to participate in a Federal assistance program DOES NOT APPLY TO ANY
ELUCATIONAL PROGRAM OFFERED BY THE INSTITUTION timIcE DOES NOT MEET
ALL STATUTORY AND REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS FOR ELIGIBILITY.
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3.

4.

PER:OD OF ELIGIBILITY. The institution's or school's status asi an eligible
institution remains in effect se long as it continues to satisfy all the
relevant statutory and regulatory requirements for institutional eligihithe institution loses its Status as an eligible institufic.n cr
lity.
program ON THE DATE THAT IT FAILS TO SATISFY ANY OF THE REc;l:IREE ELEMENTS
on which ts ;tat-is as an eligible institution was based, such as It:
accreditation or Its legal authority to provide a program of bcst5ecz7ndarY
education r. the State in which it is located.
The institution or sc:',c,o1 m.ist report
NOTIFY ED OF INSTITUTIONAL CHANcIES.
to the Division of Eligibility and CertifiCation any cnange in the institution's name; address; ownership; type and/or level of course offer:ng;
less of accreditation: loss of legal authority to offer programs of pc,stsecondary educaticn in the State in whict it is loCated: .ocaticns at
other trian the mai: carpus at which it offers educational aervices: anc

contracts with other irs----ohs under which that other instit.:ticr
Fail,ire tt prvids tri5,
provides a portion of ts educational programs.
information may leaa to lcss of eligibility.
5.

6.

INSTITUTIDN's :ZENTIFI7ATION NUMBER. The Anst:tutioh or school na, been
assigned an Dffite of postsecondary Education tOPE) IdentficatIon N.Imber,
which appears on the last page of the Institutional Eligibility Nct.ot,,
f011Owing the signature block. ThS number should be used in all futL.re
correspondence with the Division of Eligibility and Certificatio,..
For each Program administered by tre Oepartmvri
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION.
of Education for which the institution has been designated as
to apply for participation, please refer to tne CATALOG OF FEDERAL
DOMESTIC ASSISTANCE (CFDA) or descriptive program information and tne
Ea::
name and address t.f the Department of Education contact person.
tTnis Catalog
Federal assistance program is assigne.d a CFDA Number.
updated semi-annually by the Office of Management and Budget and i!
available from the superintendent of Documents. V.F:. government
Printing Office, wasnington, D. C., 20402).
If yOu haw.* any questions conr=erning tnese Requirements or the Inf-_imaN
.:.ontai:ed in your Instititional Eligibility Notice, please write

U. S. :,nartment of Education
Office f Postsecondary Education
Divisi:7, of Eligibility and Certification
Washington. D. C. 2020.2
or

-all;

Tne Nigner Education InstItuticnal Eligibility branch on fZ02) 7-32-34H;
the Dccupational/vocational Eligibility Branch on (20) 1::2-490t.
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LIMILUSIATISDEPARm.Nr

EFAXAT!N

MM 2 2 Nes
Our Reference: OPE.OHE?:DEAE:OVER-F-J
AcCredited by: NR6C

Tr.

Control: Praq,.
FIN. .03-22:1740
°Ref
Amerze.al Car",

0,n.eph

fzi

kmosIcan 0.4rver TI.,nr,.1 Travrt

4699 North Yu.,rrA;. 144.0.wai

Suite /(16

Pompano 13OLIC7,,

PUMISAU

:

Shool

4L99 North ryderal
Llorikla

/NITIAL

lLliZflILITY

hear Mr. CAlarel.;G:

P.V1,

!

Travel 17.duntry

It l3 a pleasure to inform you that the 3chco2 firted above', operating at the
address indicated, is eonsidered to be an "ellgible institution" for the
Guaranteed Student Loan Program.
Students attending the achool may be eligible to apply for educational loans
which are made by participating lenders to be insured by the Federal Government
or guaranteed by A State or private nonprofit agency.
The eligible student
muat be nrolled in an Coeredited poateecondary program or vocational or
technical education, at least 300 clock hours tn length, which 13 designed to
provide occupational akills more dvanoed than thee* gene:Ally provided at the
nigh 30)001 level and fit individuals for useful employment in recognized
occupations. an eligible oorreepondence program ia defined,in the regulations
as requiring not leas than an average of 12 hours of preparation per week over
any 12 meek pariod and oompletion in not less than 6 months. The enclosed
supplemental information and Sm.:ructions contain brief information on the
program and further procedures.
Please note that ibis eligibility pertains to the sChool listed at the above
address as long as it remains accredited by a nationally recognized accred1tin,7,
agency or association. continues to operate ander the 'same ownership, and has
not violated or failed to carry out any regulations prescribed by the Secretary
or Education. Please notify this Office immediately of any name, address, or
ownership change to assure continuation of the eligibility status of the school.

)4n

/
Uct$ INA
0Codpatiemal/Vocational Eligibility Branch
Division of Eligibility and agency Evaluation

Enclosures
cc:

ILCB:ah:OVED
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CCREDITING COMMISSION

A. Min Ors !Milt. s v wAsting; Fos ot /Lvov
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June 11. 1987
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Mr. Joseph A. Calareso, ,.esident
Travel School
4699 North Federal Highway
Pompano Seach, Ft 33064
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Dear Mr. Calareso:

ir

;WSW

The Accrediting Commission of the National Home Study
Council met on June 5-6, 1987 and It Is a pleasure to
advise you that it has confirmed the approval of the
Hart School for Professional Secretaries new Secretarial course,
We join with the members of the Accrediting Commission
in extending our congratulations and best wishes for
your success with this new program.
We look forward to receiving a copy of the final edition
of the Secretarial course when it is available.

EA/VII. MY KAM. AY, 744

Sincere'y

William A. Fowler

cz.

Hester L. Turner
doseon C, Luman. Esq.
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FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Betty Castor
Comrtwasoonef of E4ucition

September 22, 1987
Mr. Joseph A. Calareso
American Career Training Travel School
4699 North Federal Highway
Suite 106
Pompano Reach, Florida 33064
RE:

COURSE(S)-ADDITIONS/DELETIONS/AMENDMENTS

Dear Mr. Calareso:

The State Board meeting in regular session on September 18, 1987
approved your request for the following:
The Hart School for Professional Secretaries Professional Secretarial Training - 400 Hours

Florida Administrative Code Rule 6F-2.00S states that when a
school adds, deletes or amends a course or program, it shall
publisl a revised catalog or publish a printed supplement to be
physically attached to the catalog.
Best wishes in the continued growth of your school.
Sincerely,

..lamuel L. Ferguson

Executive Director
State Board of Independent Postsecondary
Vocational, Technical, Trade and Business
Schools

SLF:rw

4illikassee, Florida 32399
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BASIC TRAINING
FOR THE HART SECRETARY
14. COURSE I OUTLINE
INDEPENDENT STUDY:

(approx, 280 clock hours)

The Secretarial Profession
(approx. 5 clock hours)
This lesson discusses the history of the secretarial profenion,
as well as the growing need and tremendous carter opportunities
available for secretaries. Also examined are the qualities of a
good secretary and methods for developing proper study habits.
1.

2.

The Office Environment

(approx. 5 clock hours)

ibis lesson orients the student to an office, stressing the
importance of developing a routine in work activities and of
approaching work with a positive attitude. Proper time manfigment and problem solving techniques are also discussed.

Communication
(approx. 5 clock hours)
The impoitance of communication, the four thief forms of
communication and effective means of communicating with
others me examined in this lesson. The student will learn how
io improve reading and speaking skins and how to handle
1

conflict and criticism.
4

Telephone Techniques
(approx 5 clock hours)
This lesson looks at ways to improve one's telephone voice

and ulso discusses telephone courtesy and etiquette, as well as
the correct ways to handle, screen and place phone calls.
5

Resources and References
(approx. 6 clock how%)
ibis lesson discusses the vsrious lesearch sources and references

with which the student must become familiar. Among sources
considered are people, desk references, library resources, pro-

fessional directories and indexes.
6.

Handling the Mall

(approx. 6 clock hours)

Mt., lesson studies the correct handling of incoming and
outgoing mail, the importance of processing mail quickly and
the various methods of organizing and sending mail.
7.

Editsg snd Records Management

(approx. S clock hours)
lo this lesson, the studer.t will learn different methods of filing,

273
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(approx. 5 clock hours)
Grooming
Book I
The focus of the first hook is on personal grooming, introducing the student to different techniques for body, skin and
hair care. Also studied are ways in which nutrition, diet and
exercise Contribute to the complete Professional Image of THE

types of files, tiling supplies and how files and recoids are
handkd and managed from beginning to entl,
(approx. 8 clock hours)

English Composition

8.

The importance of writing well is examined in this lesson

The parte
and ways

tech, the rules of punctuation and capitalization
'd your vocabulary are also covered.

HART SECRETARY.
(approx. 5 clock hours,
Glamour
Book 2
This book eaamines the importance of well-applied make.
up in creating a Professional Image. Step-by-step instructions
on choosing and applying make-up, make-up -tricks," choosing
the most flattering hair style and foot care are also covered.

Busintcr Correspondente/Speedwritlng
(approx. a0 clock hours)

9.

ibis lesson discusses the composition and preparation of

effective business correspondence and examines various letter

forms and styles, the importance of proofreading and the
purpose of memoranda. Also included with this lesson is a

Book 3

Color and You .....

(approx. 5 clock hours)

In this book, the focus is on color theory, including deter.

Speedwriting Shorthand textbook accompanied by a Speedwriting Shorthand workbook. 'The student is expected to work
notetuldng and
through the lessons, building apeed at
transcription.
Arranging the Boa triers Trip ... (approx. 6 clock hours)
10.
This lesson considers the importance of making gaod travel
arrangements for one's employer. Under consideration the
objectives in making ihe arrangements, the importance of both
company ravel policies and employer's personal preferences.

mination of seasonal color groups according to personal coloring,
relationship between color and emotions and the link between
seasonal color groups and personality.

(approx. 5 clock hours)
Putting It All Together
This book guides the student through the steps of figure

Book 4

analysis. discusses fashion colors, styles and fines to make the
1,cr
nv:st of one's figure and helps the student evaluate his or

want clothes so that he Or she can plan a quality wardrubc.

using a travel agent and scheduling reservations.

to complete the Professional Image.

Handling (Mire Finances .. , (appros 10 clock hours'
This lesson introduces the student to some of the basic
procedures involver, in handling office finances, including: whet
is involved in casn transactions, how businesses set fees and
prices tor goods anti services, basic bookkeeping procedures.
handling of petty cash. payroll preparation and banking proce
dusts, billing procedures and methods of paying bills.

........ I approx 6 clock how-sr
Getting Started
Book 5
1111i final book guides the student through the process ol
finding employment as a secretary. The st _Went is aided in
identifying marketable skills, is given step-byltep instructinns
various
on preparing a resume and Cover letter and is taught
methods and Strategies tor conducting a job sear.r.. The braik
man prepares the student for a successful job interview.

I).

5. COURSE II OUTLINE

Mee Machines/Typing fur Everyone
fappros I 10 clock hours)
In this lesson, the student is introduced to the various types
a office equipment encountered iii a prafessinnal career. Fore.
most is the typewriter, the universal office machine whit n

la.

(Mtr,day through Friday 9 A M

RESIDENT TRAINING

Upon completion of Course 1, thc Independent St ud Course

found in strliosi every offie selling The student is expe.led

the student %ill be invited and scheduled to attend Resident

to practice and become proficient on the Royal carrell IC typewriter
included w.ili this lesson.

SCHOOL staff of highly quahficd,

books MI "Vow Professional Image
a

-8-

1 raining.
our own HAP. r
Chises arc craexlucted and supemised 13
knouledgeable and ea pe-

t4c

Also included in the ltitteptudctit Stiids

6 l'.M. 40 hts t wr.c1 fir

3 ,seeks, minimum 120 cltack haws)

27u

sprcialtsts in the Smetana.' Field.

-9-

Evelything the student has studied nia1 learned in Coin sc
1,-14 Independent Study Course. is finc tuned with practical
on-theiob-type training. Class discussions and realistic tole
playing farm an integral part of the Resident Training format.
In additicaL, fr..mi time to time, special arrangements are
planned to invite guest speakers from the business community

equipment, the handling of petty cub and other office finances.
how to make use of resources and references, and learns to
make travel arrangements and to prepare business
Lot respondence. Speedwriting and transcription skills wal be
developed. lire student will practice to build typ:ng speed and
build word processing skills.

who give helpful, career-related talks anal seminars.

week 3

In order to provide our graduates with an 'edge" in the
Secretarial/Ctcrical Job Market, we have included another
exclusive feature. a comprehensive Pi ufessiorial Image and
Employability Skills Course which will he tailored to each

Speed writing

student's personal needs.

Specifically the following areas will be covered at Resident
Training
Week I

(approx. 40 clock hours)

Review of filing techniques
Developing telephime skills
Developing comniunication skills
handling the mail
Time management
Srseedwriting
Typing/Word Processing

(approx. 3 dock hoots)
(approx. 3 clock hours)
(approx 3 clock hours)
(approx. 3 clock t)1)ins)
(approx. 3 clock hours)
(approx. 5 clock hours)
(approx. 20 clock hours)

(approx 5 clock hours)

yping/ Word Proces.iing

(approx., 20 clock hours)

Plofessional image and Employab
Skills Course

(approx. 15 cfcck hours)

Speedwriting, typing speed and wort processing skills wilt
continue to be developed. The first part of the Professional
linage arid Employability Skills course will provide the class
with some basic information on Professional Image and general
appearance. The second part of the instruction will be directed

toward each student to enable him or her, with the aid of the
iirsituctor, to develop his/her own Psofessional Image Guide
a) Color Analysis
h) Appear ance

c) Personality

The basic skills are used in a realistic office-like setting. The
student can actually practice thc various types of tiling methods
and perfect his/her telephone etiquette. The student will work
on communication skills, how to handle incoming and outgoing
mail Lnd effective time management techniques. Speedwiiting
skills will be developed, The student will also practice building
typing speed and be introduced to word processisrig
Week 2

(approx. 40 cicsek hours)

(51 Wardrobe

c) Self-Confidence

f) Professional Self Promotion
g) Attitude and Conduct During the Job Intersiew
h) Self-Directed Job Search Techniques
r) The 'Edge' in Landing the Job

(approx. 40 clock hours)

1 6. SKILLS TO BE LEARNED

Review of making travel arrangements
(approx. 3 clock hours)
Office finances
(approx. 3 clack hours)
Office equipment
(approx. 3 clock hours)
English composition
(approx. 3 clock hours)
Resources and references
(approx. 3 clock hours)
Speedwriting
(approx. 5 clock hours)
Typing/Word Processing
(approx. 20 clock hours)

Course

- the Independent Study Course provides the student
with the basics of the Secretarial Field. Specifically, the student
will learn the following:

a) How to Study at Home
b) The Office Environment
c) Written and Oral Communication
d) Time Management
e) Telephone Skills

The student becomes acquainted with office machines and

- 10 -

27

I) Filing Techniques
g) Mail-handling Techniques
h) Use of References and Resources
i) Handling of Mee FMADOCI
j) 1.1X o( office onuiprnetu

k) Typing
Speodwriting

Training in addition to pramical on1,
Coosa U - 7.csident
of
the material karned in Course
the-job-type exercises
the following:
provides the student with instruction on
Word
Processing
a) Typing and
b) Speedwriting
Professional
c) The development of a Compkte
Image and Employability Skills

27o
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ii CCREDITING COMMISSION
WI

NATIDSAL HOME S11.131 COUNCIL

fslitki7.

WASHINGTON DC TOO:** :02.134100

March 7, 1985
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Mr. Joseph Calareso, PresideM
American Career Training Travel School
4699 North Federal Highway
Suite 108
Pompano Beach, Florida 33064
Dear Mr. . Cidareao:

%S0C ,KRA 0, AN Al A., S

cSItMS AAR .AnIRS4,
ROAR

ROW

ARISRA'A' ti.C'iS
Cot WU. MOAOAN

CARA ve kr.% at

...RA A C,ANnt

AA, <A

ReAVAAWCRA

AMC.1 OR **ANN

/Nov 0 V.,"
Anoya Ar,
L1A4

ANtAL1.,

'3 ,

This certifies that Ameriosin Ciareer_Iraining Travel School of
Pompano Beach, Floiiiikis accredited by the Accrediting Commission oithiThlatkrial Home Study Council end is a member
in good standing of the National Home Study Council.
The school.was accredited on.March 6. 1985.. It has been found
to niect or exceed the Commission's published academic and

ethical standards.
PS.

The Accrediting Commission of the National Home Study Council
is listed by the U.S. Secretary of Education as a "nationally
recogruzed accrediting agencY" The Accrediting Commission
is also recvgniaed by th,. Council on Postsecondary Accreditation.

Sincerely yours,

7.)
WillIam A. Fowler

br

1 tA.INiq

kr. horns' itm./, A. 40*4

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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NAtTIONAL HOME STUDY COUNCIL
Nw

1401.so*

WANNNWON. D C. 10009

702.2344100

trt

March 1, 1985

Mr. Joseph Colareso. President
American Career Training Travel Solusil
4699 North Federsi Highway
Suite 106
Pompano Beach, FL 33064
Dear Joe.

We are certainly p1ease3 to welcome you as a member o: the National dome Study Council.
Conference.
Your official Certitteate of Accreditation will be presented to yuu at the Annual
school. This Certificate will remain
and we know you will proudly display it in your
the property of the AccreUtting Commission. Your school's name will also be hstect
our Directory (if Aceredited Home Study Schools to be issued in July.
fact of
We are enclosing co.-..ies oi the official seal, and you may use this seal and the
Busithe
provisions
of
Section
¶
B
I
of
the
NIISL
your accreditation in setw rchince with

ness Standards.
minimum

We are enclosing a copy of the NHSC Business Standards which prescribe the
policies accredited schools must obsetwe in all phases of school operanons. You are
obligated to observe these policies immediately and you will want to study carefully
Section HI 13 on Cancellation and Settlement provisions to assure full Lsompliance by

your school.
Also, as an accredited scitool, you may. , upon application, be entitled to be listed by thi
U.S. Education Department aa an "eligible institution" for certain federal loan and

grant programs.
You may wish to be listed as "eligible" and still not actively particippte fri trio pregrami .
In any case, you may want to write to toe person below f..ir more information:
Mr. John Uchlina
Eligibility and Agency Evaluation Staff
Bureau of Postsecondary Education
U.S. Education Department
Washington, D.C. 21202

t Art .64.. nt.. .r. c.re 5.. or

.r us.

2bu

" r ,Nas

.

*&"N..$ p.t..

.
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Mr: Caareso
Paie Two
March 7, 1985
We hope that you will pisticipate actively in the Council, and everyone on the NHSC
staff is hare to aerve you in any way we can. Be sure to attend as many events as
possible, particularly the 59th Annual Conferenee. April 14-17, 1985, at the Don CeSar
Hotel, St. Petersburg Beach, Florida.
We trust that you will find the NHSC and its services helpful. and please feel free to
make suggestions for improvement at any lime, Welcome to the NHSC!

Best wishes.

Sincerely yours,

William A. Fowler

br
Enclosures
cc:

David Peoples

28
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independent Study Coots.
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STATE BOARD OF INDEPENDENT POSTSECONDARY
SCHOOLS
VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL, TRADE AND BUSINESS

Certificate of itteisure
Ise it

an= bp all diat

AMERICAN CAREER TRATNIN0 TRAVEL SCHOOL
4694 North Federal Highway
33064
Poepano Beach, Florida
LICENSED TO

IS

ornit THE

f MU:MING COURSEIST. Of INSTRUCTION.

Basic Trofning for the Travp1 Industry

STATUTES: AND FLORIDA
PECIaNNINCI:

TO MISS. FLORIDA
mom The ritowslows or Is 24e.1et
er.vai role Yrs( PERM
e14.01
AINAINISTIIATIVE CODE Icutis

E.Ohruary 1, 1484

TNROUON

ilaneau 31. tgRA

567
LICENSE NUSNMElt
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II Hi )ARI) OF isI)EPENDENT pi )4,1 .4C0NDARN
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rtntwww.
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s

6 intlt

iwmwomer

titles I' H.stimit,
E !Lt.

MEFORAMDUM
TO:

AmerIcan Cateer Ira:nine/Travel
Scho01, Pompano ReaOh
FROM: Libby P. Moqqinn, Executore Otr^ot
DATE: February 2!,.
AL:

4985

Placement 2n Az.nu

YO,:f school

lb

myettnq will he
PLACE:

On the 3genda for the State Doard.

The

holiday Inn. Intethatir.al airport
'International Ballroom"
T.t;. Lee Road

orlanda. Florida

32elz

DATE & TM: March IS, 198S et 8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Please note this meeting conforms
to the "Suushine Law" and you
ate advised to attend. However, it
is not required that you
attend unless otherwise stated below.
The following indcates
the reasonirirroT iilacement on the agenda:
(X)

1

I

I

Consideration of appilcatim for renewal
Consideration of application for new school
Violations of 55246,201.236.231, Florida Statutes and/or
Florida Administrative Rule 6F

Revocation proceedings
Complaint lodged against your school and/or agent

1

I

I

)

Other:

1

Unit

attendance la requested.

Thank you,

Unties

mworr
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hereby Sooty for enrollment wet! AITIM Kan Camel Training Travel School (A C.) .Ifor the course Basic Training far
understand that it ITly
the Trave( Industry t haye had the course clearly and completely est:Owned to me t futly
satollment itgreelt-Mtnt is accepted by A C T it shall be dtemed a binding contract. and I shall race lye
I A completely filled out copy ot this Enrollment Agreement signed by me, and by vow representatsre.
2

The A C T

Travel School Cata/012.

3 A complete set af 20 lessons that comprise the Independent Study Course mailed to ma in groups e 3. at study
progress is maintained and prOValoct tuition Payments tit OPPlicabla) atl' current
120 clock hours of Resrdent Training. to be completed wef hm 1 5 months f rom the acceptance da:e of TheE sir ailment
Agreement,
5. EnVormant Atetetence, however no guarantee of employment is made.

ASCT. 113/WILICHOOL'S
"MaIC TRAMINCILORTALTBAVELLNIALEfir
COURSE IT

couRsE 1 20 lessons/eprros
200 Cleat Hang

RESIT:1E41 TRAINING COIME

thIPEP_MEINT SWOT CQUIt.51

c usum
.011.4ni Maftau -Nowa. t.-3.1100
teeetet I.. 140084 4.61144)

0.9issed
10 Keane al taemetatetaeg 50.ae,
ettatt eatade :ONO alletWeItataffeet 20 mot

I

lone dupe daSe ftwagq..5. fa .5 551155MMO "POOL, %OFF oftli
44144 I week ta

HP

UIM.p

(V Alm eapeatee
1/15.5514.1l WOOS 1155

Pete.

4'

n, ~what.
Y

The "( cgs/ Ceuta. PM." is 111.29S 00 which

OC tor Course 1 (Independent StudY
ow's
Course). 1495 oct tot Course It (Resident Training/

TUlTION
(a)

(Cr

any Newel expenses, living eCtOntmodations or
meals, etc. Our tottion policy normally reouires the
htfl efliEr 00 be piked at tune et enrollment (Cash.
CX., Visa or MC) However. it you must defer a
portion of tbe turban fee, you they select a Yeriety of
cle erred payment ratans offered by A C T Such plans
cen he for up to One year wtth no (mance or twines!
charges.

Weete WO

MANCE CHARGE
nu am. &maw. wy

1

Neil me add eat

4544.4 44 ndante IS,54 h.., po...45 WM.
5.4Ne by Mate.

CASH PRICE

MI CASH 0OWN PAYMENT

and all te1lte4 teaching matorrieJs 11 does not Include

IIIRCETTACIE RATE:
nu ma ia me moat as

tte WC 14

Y5555.deM 54.0* C.. 55 0.54 a. tatesetata Wed.t* ettee to
Mar., A0.11.5nt tfantels
.1.155....
55545
T.. 7 OW

lee et :0 vanett to meet.,

aesaleareat bywli. 1s etre teem-era sad tstag
et

120 Clock Hours

(8 hrti/day. 5 ditys/wk. 3 wks I

S

_

UNPAID BALANCE
Of CASH PRICE
(Lyt minus RAI

You will pay the Unpaid Disiance Of Cesmi Poste us,
shown above as follows
LAO (4 eakakeets

Total &Ms enc.

me .10,0* it, 0,01,1

it. an.a.... s.5ne .0 twee

Wake Id pa at na

Pe4 that asat he. 4.
xi pelomntS . ...Mae

I Iv tau; Cour r . row. ns,,,,,,,
on ce1144 'v.v..* Kyr stewn

Arnow* Foranout

MP OWNS

rOM115. 05 5

5

e

YONN PAYMENT CCHECAAE MIL It
Iheetler ce getteapale

Amara% tech peewee

Meta pow-mean ate Ode

WY on the watt .404 ot ead's

The Total Course Rope must be patd in full ;moo to ettlr.drng Reardon! Training. NIX) may prepay in Tuft at any time
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The 'Tote+ Course Pricy" is 111,295 C winch
mead*" "mom tor Course I Onelependont Stvidy
Course). 496 DO for Course II (Restellint Training)

CASH PRICE

CASH DOWN PAYMENT

and ell retaltod teaching materials. it does hot include

UNPAID BALANCE
OF CASH PRICE
Us) minus (bn

any tuft* sapenses. hemp ecrornerrodahons or
meat% etc Our tumort poucy nor malty report's the
full $1,295.00
paId at time at enrollment (Cash,

CIK . Via or MCI However, 4 you must defer

POnlan Of ttal hot ion lee. yOu may select e Variety of
deferred payment plans Mar ad twACT Siten Wen%
Can he OS 1.4110 0n year with no tinanCe 01 ntresi
charger

You will pay the Unpaid Galance of Cash Puce as
shown above ss tbilows

ANNUAL

flilAttet cttAA01.

Ampira Pampa; Rett

PEROENTAGS
TM ma et Mat MOM M
It MOM MD

ttatat me CM gam

tlY......d. 0 owe*
Maatal to ma - m
MM SOW

a

Yawl et Psweaatei
TM natetta ea. Me tato

T et. Wee Prom

Pt0 Mat Ma Mee mese
fi plfmonlle If IIONOVIIM

on OM( Lac MIMmatat Itma

TM MO Mal alma itartMet
ploama4 at

I

YOUR PAYMENT SDIEDuLE Vali OS
ilhollme ir 1 .14.01111

A.4..., .fich wow.%

Man mamma% a OM
IMIMMna

0.446,0

MO OM Mt IMM MY at *MN

The 'Total Coors. PnCe" molt be paid in NH prior to attending Resident Tr/romp. You Me! Prier/ In full at tiny time.
NOTICE AU. PRICES FOR COURSES ARE AS PRINTED HEREIN THERE ARE NO CARRYING CHARGES. INTEREST
CHARGES. OR SERVICE CHARGES CONNECTED OR CHARGED WITH ANY Of THESE PROGRAMS.CONTRACTS ARE

NOT SOLD TO A THIRD Num AT ANY TIME.

understand and spree that the additlansl agreements and prowl/Ow on the reverse side hHto4 we pat cif this
Agreement ind * part of this Contract binding upon nte. I HAVE READ ROTH SIMS AND HAVE RECEIVED A COPY OF
THE ENROLLMENT AGREEMENT I HAvE Rf CEVED AND READ THE A.C.T. TRAvEL SCHOOL CATALOG.
NOTICE TO BUYER (At DO NOT SIGN THIS CONTRACT REFORE YOU READ IT OR IF IT CONTAINS ANY EILANK SPACES
MI YOU ARE ENTtTLED TO AN EXACT CORN OF THE CONTRACT YOU SIGN. KEEP IT TO PROTECT YOUR LEGAL
RIGHTS

I "'I'M "*."4" air Oftegt PamMt nI
MC

%RSA

GuAltaAtOtt 01 WED*
SiGtff D
ammo at-RaMa

DAR

goas a Mamma

PLEASE HEAD THE

.)ITIONAL TERMS AND CONDF TONS 0

HE REVERSE SIDE

253
28-765
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ADDITIONAL TERMS ANDSONPUMN$

gounitlielt.291
ACT rewvel the right 10 ter matele any Student prsor 10 ConslalettOn of training 101 any of the f011owirtg reasOns fl/

failure to make any parnent due end Owing A C I within thirty (30) devil Sher it is due fir) failure to complete

StirCeesiSfulty the Independent Study Course and Resident Training within 12 merehll Irons the aeCeptanCe date of the
storansent agreensent. (re) MOWS (0 cr Tilly with t1se rules regulations end poticies regarding Resident Training SSW
forth in the cistelog A C T shaC rtotifythe Student. ,l.wnting. ol disc:Incision to Mr Mesita end ero.stxte thereof lhe date of
such MIK* shall be deemed Ihe 0111Cds1 termination date

atisinctrest
A C T snail cencel a student a enrollment upon written request of the student Dy Registered Mail
If the student is rejected tor enrollment. any monies deposited with A C T will Gs promptly refunded
ai) business days atter the E nr ollment Agreement has Peen signet:and aceepted by the siChOol.

op to and Including f

there is no liability and all monies paid, if any. will be fully refunded
Attar acceptance Py A C I end the expiration et the f rye 15? business day Canceltilion period, the Student Shall be liable

to A C I as follows
(at Alm five (5? business dars from the dile the nrollinent Agreement 1 is*. been accepter:len the sicheet end until
A C T rec.:1...es Completed lessen one of the Independent Study COurse, St B000

After five (St Names* days from the date the E nr oliment Agreement has been accepted by the school end after

lb)

beginning ot training stbd 00. plus 10% of the Independent Study Course tuition until Student completes
10% 01 the lessons
Alter coms.leting 10% of the lessens but oho,- to completing 25% of the lessons, 111 50 00 plus 25s e. ot the
Independent Study Course tuition
Id) Alter completing 25:. ot the lessons but prier 10 Completing 50% ol the lessons 6 150 00 plus 50111. Of the
Independent Study Course tuition
let After Completing more than 5014 el the lesSiOns the student is responsibie fru the full Independent Study
Course tuition
'Joon Completion of the Independent Study Course if the student does not enter Resident Training or if the ytUdent
WithiVaWy I, Um A C t pr,or to Resident Trailing. or it a student is discontinued for geed Ceuse by A C T pi For to Resident
ICI

Training there is no liability for the Resident Training tuition
Atter the st udent strands the first resident class session it the student I *quests cancellatio. the student shell be liable
to A C I SS follows
la? Up to and Including completion of ihe fast 10"rii of Resident If pleurig TON" yr OW ResiOelit T amino tuition
ibt Atte, completing moils than 10% of Resident Tr airhng and up to and including completion of 25% ci! Resillem
Training 25% et the Resident Training tuition.
fel

After completing morn than 25%o1 Resident Teeming and up to and including completion 0? 50% ot Rs? Lucent

(0!

II Ithi stuilerst completes more than hall of Resident Tr a,ning. the full Resident Training tuition

Training, 505.. el the Resident 'Training tuition

It the amount which the siudent hes paid lo A C T es &the fine ofcini.i,hliliOli .sless Menthe amount due and myinry
as calculated otiose the student shall tye liable for Me ditreienc e Ift? ie amount owed is less Mint the amount paid A C T
will refund the escess within thirty 1301 days of the student's request for cancellation
III Fadspe to Cornetist* Courses
It within 12 months from the acceptance date 01 the enroltment agreement the student has not given %mitten notice
Of CinCellatiOn and haF not Setififectority completed Resident Training. then all obl.gutions al A C I re the student shall
cease and alt monitre paid by the student shalt be deemed earned
This 12 month period may Ix extended only by written request try the Student given PhD; 10 the expiration ot the 12
month petted and for good cause shown
EMPLOYnTent AselSteeer
A C T wit/assist each Student who is in the process tot successfully completing theCourFeti by Providing the lullowing
tier viCeS

ttl
121
13?

Advice and instruction on personat chain poiSe and appearance in COnnection with the interviewing pr Dress

5 ProferisiOnelly bripIrtd resunws
actively informs travel &erne ie.,. and Other refried travel or iented companies or the training being
provided and the availability ot students. for immediate placement
ACT

A C T aces nat guarantee any student a job

DISCLAIMER

V.

e6604111SUI...

are held (Witty Monday thrOughFriday terceut (yr *OW hvlidays} from; 00 A M to Er 00P M with breaks,'
CI
eeterrthnt.0 by Instructor gull I (KaAr reCSS, (Ur buflut We lext.c4) e...* student io be in hers seers teeny (Or Cf.00 sit
St CO A M Duo Maret,Ctate nave a lull aCheduted CurriCulum mod Much material to cover We nist cannot accept no,
tolerate, abusive tardmess or irresponsible interruptions

Vt

itunteftilv

Because emergencies Ind illnesses can develop unexpectedly, we shall
ideduste and appropriate meise hp
Art acceptable explanation to yout oterruCtor wilt be nereessary and required UnauthOrded absenteeism may result iri
dismissal from Resident Training

tkrinsyNNE.
The fast detect attendance shad be dater ininedbv the suceeiefulCOmpletiOn (min 70`o eye tot an subject matter
Covered et Residant Training

arITAITIVAITaK
esseetref Smoking is ollensrve to some people, we cannot allow it in class

understend end hie* reed the AM:Wane Terms and Conditions stated shove
es

Ps

.
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Senate PIHrinnt Mooing Hes
on Investiptions
EXHIBIT #

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
OFFICE OF POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION
OFFICE OF STUDENT FI NA NCIAL ASSISTANCE

PROGRAM PARTICIPATION AGREEMENT

NAM of Institution

Address of tnuitut ion

AMERICAN CAREER TRAINItC TRAVEL SCHOOL

4699 N. FEDERAL HIGHWAY, STE 205 POMPANO BEACH FL 33064

,.

IRS Employer Identification Number j

-222-

740

The postsecondary educational institution hued &bow. referred to hereafter as the 'Instil unon." and the United States
Secretary of Education. rekned to hereafter as the mSecretary," agree that the Inuitution may participa te in those student
financial asustance programs authorized by Trtk IV (*the Higher Education Act of 1965 as amended (Title IV HEA
Programs) indicated under Article I of this Agree/nem and funk:regret that such participation is subreci to the terms and
conditions set forth in Articles H, IX, X and such other rekvant Articles of Cho Agreement

_

The execution of this Agreement hy the Institution and the Secretary a a prerequisite to the inffituteruf05 lOttIsi Of
continued partimpttion in any Title IV, HEA Program.
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ARTICLE I. SCOPE OF COVERAGE
Programs

This 4v-cement ccutts the Initsiutsirri chphrlits io par Impale In C Aft of the tolto%ing ctsetiert Ink tV Hi
3

SUPPLI:MENT41. EDI

PELL GRANT (PG) PROGRAM'

:0

S

XI GUARANTEED

PROGRAM
20 I. SC l070h et seq. 34 OR Part 676

UDE NI LOAN IGSI.

PROGRA M

20USC. VI et seq. 34 CFR Part hg2
t%1

\

I()\AI

OPPORTUNIT GRANT (4OG)

107aa, 34 CFR Pan tr9(1

COLLEGE %%OkSflD (CVOs)

;

PROGRAM
4: U SC 2751 et seq. 34 (TR Part tr".' Sr*parr A

PLUS PROGRAM
(1'R Part Ni;
20 US(' 1078-2.

;

X SUPPLEMENTAL IOA NS I-OR
STUDENTS CSIJ PROGRAM
20 US(' 10712. :34 OR Parr tr,82 &

I 1 OPMI 51
JOB LOCAT ION ANI)
OLD! PROGRAM
Ft
Part
b's Subpart 11
4: U SC 2756a. 34 C1

PERKINS WAN (P1.) PROGRAM'

334.)RK STUPY FOR COMM1' NI IN
RVICI,LE ARNIN(1

:0

:DU SC 2756b, 34 CFR Part h7S

S C 104744 et Seg. 1.*3 CFR Pan

rd tie Bash I.traaruynet OVIponynill Oranis Prostart
The Ptil GranTIVieg;aen nas pct, sit
Ont. rt u t nu, of ;he
"I he Perkins Loan Ptogram gat dretroutlt called the suthunal Doer t Slvdent L pan Program ghrtt ar turn g
NdIrdeal Detente Student Loan Plugtarn atahouted Ry Irk fl of tht !Qafionst Defense ducatron Act of f4ta as amaa4a4 s TOt. t.

et-42(4

ARTICLE 11. GENERAL PROVISIONS
that it win make lomilat* 10 ;COSpectPt students. at or hc .
fore the Me aceileab011. the most recent amulet* data
concerning amioyment supine% feithlatFOIT StaltitleS and
any ogre informstion necessary so subsummie the truth-

I. The Irrstriutral underuands arid agrees shai n ts subgcs to

the program statutes and impkmentiry rep loon For each
Title IV. HEA Program in which it partopmes. u wvir as
the Dewar provisions k-t forth is Put of Tide IV of the
Hie= Education Art of IASI as amended rHEAS and the

(shies* of its Oven mecums.

Student Assmanee Gems! Promotes regulations set fonh
in 34 CFR Pan 662. The lastionton further won to corn.

ti The Institution certifies tho as of the Ion of Jul) I, 1647
or the dale it nooks [Ms Agreement. a Imo or will but, a
drug Ow penman.' program en operation that rt dewmints ts antioNe to any officer, employee. or student at
the Institution

pry with all the reboot pew= mouses and mulattoes
pommy the common of each Tale 131 HEA Pressrun in
loud* ii parocusiew
2 Tem lostutacto agrees to toe the funds Waxed to st lakkt
any Tide IV HEA Prograns, plus say memo or other st-

6 A The Secretary agrees that the Issmunon may realm an
Etntinefillakttcoo arlowmice pitman* ID section 449 of
the HEA for the PG. SEOG, CWS and Pk PrOrar11/

eam word on door fun& only eis accordoge with the
smarm sod toptation poweratng that prevont. The Instagnate funks awes that it is respossibk for aosomating.
with 80ProPflatie donotestotion, kt ale the Tide IV HEA
PASSIM Nada it racers* and the mamas or other income

b. The instrtsrbon wets So use the adirrantarative cvst
lows= to r the costs of actmatartentg thr /We IV,
HEA Programs. The %Maly Msd the htswution agree

canoed on thole &WA rod kir Munk* to the Samson
any Nob kt which it moot ptopedy occest.

that the cogs aeon/tog out the &Woo Consumer In.
formaboo Serums ammitos are pen of the costs of corms out Tide IV HEA Programo

3. The lositutioa sprats Not so clop say Kudos a fee kt

vomits or hand* say ssolicorion, kens or data revairsd so demoniac the Potreo% dielfatty for oriousx
wader easy Trak IV Proviso or the ammo of loch matowe, or For coupletiffit or hooding the Farkral 'Wets As.

7 The lostraraticts vets to comply Inth

swum Report protesdad for in Sotto 413(0 of the HEA.

a.

4. If the lastnratiott advertises yob placonem rases as a wan
of aumettag ordeals for erciaraess, she imenlaillm Wow

Trale IV of the Chi/ Rights Act ri 196k aa amended, and
the implementing reprogats 34CFR Parts KV and kg
Mang. dratrimussocia on the bans of raze, color or na.

Weal oripitsk

2
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ikterrronov

4 t'J.mg turnt. t,,

ol Student*. II, I'Vrt% e a.Jtds

10t1.1.ni

00-AL

rl

at unt

( ornruttrif

Jr.o.osolt tO P.01(o.4n14 Atordinic ;%, thy pr

s

kis osermng siu.nti,settus

gram rettutJhoro and ttly is]. rhino xhcdut pft...,,k,rn, the
Scptrp,ii.

.1

Iv, 10 15...eiti tkt tttsirtItrtig
Sc, tct.w.

ilk.. notent .ng and .ont.,ng thr Informs, ton on the Student
41kt RvporT foi %tukr,s. wk.-ins! tn the %retrial.

IttRO. anti
1X.p.crt rot Ili .0 1

t.ckIns iflSitt,K treninJI in Is,.'n% itt SitrIt.ih\t 1" "5.
ION tal ti pIrtyr.$111 and 4. t.'unf

ARTICLE. IA: GUARANI HIES1 CLIENT LOAN/PIAN/SUPPLENIFS I M.
1..0ANs FOR Sit *DEN IN PROGRAMS SPECIFIC PROVLSIONS
.nUilunon agrees riot h pro isk ant student oh an%
statement ot ceettficatnnn to an. tender undo ant loan
pengram emend hs this Article that qualittek
suukrt
foe u ksan or loans in curs of the amount that sttnietn

he Acvertars and the Inta.tupon Jitter that ttlo. kip
does Yle.i anthsnar the testitution to male hwy. undo IN,
to-in ptoeoms .nerest hs this Artiste

etre* to born". in aa-mtdance with sect:ons 42s(al

4 tNt Inst,ion pp wr, inktc rn all ctiphle
ritsV's Cnrilihtl
tN Ir1%1IIV:ItH1 ahovt the a,1114tulits and elni,tdos
su, h

AZtRalt2tand4Z144hKIKAlandlatotthrHt

LX,C70.11s liii Autc t.rant ass,st.insr from ihe Itti.

rt

the institution es haat( ti 411.i *al
rn su,.ts IsO
W.V. (torn another St.ite the w.utce rgH rurffiet

iNc Instautan agrees to Imoside students ssith the 011
menet trdocinatruct %Nettled en 14 Ct Et esg2

ClW)Irrolag restrainer horn Thai State

ARTICLE V. PERS INS LOA N SPECIFIC PROVIsIONs
I

The Intstitutson Wen to CUatl.ptt and maintain a Perkins
Loan Fund PFitndt fur the purpole Ing.int loaln ellSA
uuderts. Any student Man fund estahhshed under se,
tun 204 it Tide if of the National Defense Educition Act
at RA:a. amended, a constdered established under seettnn
463 of ale 19. Pen E. of the Hither Education Art of 196't
XS amended An) asset of that fund is considered to be an

f Sr.. other earning.. nctudi

Intl und in antiop.inim of talk-mom and
Nsments made in the iniliotton hs the Set rctah s
mutt of t (*fiats of .1,1 faulted hunk

4.1iti a MR' i4141t4 esublithed under this Arts*
2

The Inntitution wets go

olterrct (.4 thc I unkt

Shortterrtt no- interest loans mode h. the tnsinuhon to

he Inuttuhon &rest to use the I ands ants Cot -

a Loam to students in aceoedarter ssith the Nog,arei

ptoluitth, In the Find

regulations

Federel Capital Contributiont appropriated under sre
hen 461 of the Art and reeved by the Institution

b Adtruntsratise Mg% acc ordancr with parryraoh
of A Rt KU If of Om Atreerococ.

b Ingitutionel Capital Col/inhume. e . an mourn hrm
its own funds. equal to nor len then ore-ninth of the

usts of ittlitatton and other attics-tom tints as 14x. tetra
tn the program regulat kVA

Eack-rsi Capital Contribution.

C. Cogs-rums of snoop& and interest on lours made fnxn
the Fund.

d Capital dainhutiont at pan ided in section 46h of the
HE A. and

d Lee chattel;

e Repayments to the instoution of the shori-teern no- rt
kee51 loons made to the Fund
the louttuoon to

1. Pamerns mide to the itKIIIIIIPC41
the Sefletart AS
result of earicelleticers of kens made after June XL 1972

(Meet or Perkin:Lamest

matron oi cotton root
3
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duc dilleme in the tot

I hi Institution apt cy to isift

lti 15 hurth typosAlsk iii khS licvoi-111 instyllinvesis

kt.ni ,4 loans made from Ow I 'Ind in "iordanie with
pnivam refutaitom If a loan Ns AL,C11 in default despot'
us louitionms era/Loa of due difittenic thc Institutnny
riot% Fa the note to
nus awires without risompcm.

fy

INs t naval ,itaoscrnenent
4

I hi Secretary avers to otos idc ti it% InsidulsOrt Ans istoi

matton with rest-lust to thi narnis and addrcysc, or Nor
tg othcr trIcsant mformation whoh us asattahli to
thc `win-tat.

I hc Insithitnsn ign.r In pcioydi uoik-nt horr.nists

I ht I, titvt.in .tAers's Iii SublInt 9 frpnt<1 to the Secs-oar y

au ;skin information Yoe, hid n SC, tolts 41 14 or Ins III 5.
and tn Ifs !All ins I "4. Program tcautattons

on at IS",/st .1 %Alt .Infithlt iusn.in4i,AAnA Inc 10141 nvfnAt's
I.Nins frk.vk lOin ifk I onj v hsh ft- in default for t:It

dos tor loany repasahle in month endalhnenty is/ Int Ow

AR I ICI

VI. SI .PPLEMENIM, GRAMS SPECIFIC PRO% !MONS

I ht. Inytoution agtvey that the Irdiril %Nate of the `wcpplcerwritat t stoical 04.1.0 ()pp. 'ft .n.1. (crams it a-atilt to OS
slAS ofs v itt not vies-N.J.." nch col if, award sear iSKS
011 rs crsi ii 40.0t1 srjr 1,0oc wit and tc, pettent ii ataryt

2

ise Inititutuon aFrtt's to make Supplcrnec-at I slu. ction
Ine.witsorts tirnt. rcanunAnti ....iitjt+le It.. flu c it, f31
tootit no alt el rprsts 5Iuusnls

%cif 1,001

ION

% II. COLLEGE

AR I IC

I AV InOttution AVIV% in L'orislOct a pfierlin Of part.

the &us ClOrtil pitlf tan, Of sOt AtronAl tow. ol the
student

tom emplostornt for its etieMle students The Institu
trtm funhet avers that YlvdentY employed under the
Colley Kori Study PfelOtAITI MIAs %Oa for the Inlittu.

: 1 he Institution gam that it will not pay ans "No. to (14S

hots shalt a Federal %talc ire Iixal Alien1S a proate
non profit .srganaation and startate im July I IVIU
cossale fss0040
Is

students that is less than the urrent Federal minimum
tsar rewored ht. Setivin Nat of the liii Labor Standards

garsi/Alfisn

&cc id Italtt

The Instituhon aarres that the f ollear Skork !study em.
On mint it prinades

1

A

(1) Mt percent in raard Kers 19kn.81

1540.10y and

PA/84V.

I:ITS preterit in assan.I sear 1949.91.1 sri

f 11 ,0 percent in award war 15490.41 and succrechna

ate

award war%

SUts0.41 10 11A. limitation iii Ants* IX the Institution
Ayres that for am award year. rf a Student ts emplencet
under the Corley Wori-Stueh Program rn * sorb Ulu},
tot cOMITIvnit!, WTAKt.learntrg pergarti as dehned an
sectton 447 of the HE A. the Federal share of the rem
pemation pant to that modem. which is deemd from the
instttutonn't alloratrart or reallocation of Colter War
Stud fonds, teal not carted 90 percent

I he Instoution agrees that students employed unekr the
Meer WortoSttedy Propane who unck for a federal

State of local agency. ot a prhate nonyoht cepnua .

tron mas onts prtham nurlr that Is rn the puhirc
tmerrsi

A eroixtetar mstettation of hither educatton wets that
tf n employs a student under the C oiler WorkStudi
c

Program to norl for Itself that employment mutt

1 he Secretan agnot that tw nna approw a federai
than in tutu of the setare tel forth in paragraph% la
and lb for an !martian:in that quatthes art RA elle* In
solution under the Surngthenim Institutions Program
and Strenyherung kluorteeth Black Cotters Ind lint.

11k Be ort-eampus

t:I fuentsh student fencers other than the soticalbott
a other students to enrott tn the it)Stitoton and
t lj Complement and reinforce. to there tent preheat*.

SC1411113 Provam authonted ell Twit III et the MLA

4
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akar

lanaiyAluds Nogram which Is derwed from the lisstrtu.
hon s allosahon or reallocation of Coffey WorI.Studt
funds will not escced -

maintenance cif arts part of 4 fasrhts used or to he
wird tor relapous notsfhp or sec linen antihuman

ct

Ifts. Inshtutron agrees that eskept as presided irt Fara
graphs 1 ts 1c and T of this article the Federal share lit

the rompentanno pald to students under thr

t t Will not displace emplosees
t
W all not Impair est ngicrsue ssfttrasts
t St Will he gowned hs env*.s ment condmons that are
OPPrOVICe and reasonahk in ter mt of
tat lspcoIwswI
lIst C'reneraphrs al report and
Ict F mploser proh e tent

4i W,tl not invoke the coostruction. operahon

IC PRO% WON',
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Is

ks t404 1/4m0. 4114K Jt.e ,if fr4lk

he Institution agrees that enlists. ment under the ( often
MortsSaud. Program wilt he made rrasonahts 8.41t,ther tio
thresh/it of t(4e .staitaitNe funds) to ad cligthle students and
that cuw. /tient emplos mem offered or arranged hs the In

I I 'NI psis ent rn"ard seas P4r.$0. and thh.4.141.4

tisk-rat Oolfc
I hs

il

.141011

the coMpenvutKI foe

I...Alai 'hare

the

h cmptoi hwnt

..smocnsaitho pod to toticnIx

41 ht. h 4 Jotted front the InstetutsonS alto. alion to Nal
.11117.. Mort. ktud. I4MO% 17,4 0.4 es. rot
los attor

t

fall ant In 042r414.tt IttAtAttt and

nc1.cn1 in auod sear l'efOort anti sus.rcthng
auard cats and

sioultho will h. rnaik It..1441.1111. J..00* tio the Client of
oustahle fisndst to all students %Wilmer emplosment
te

r

I h. Ses ',ix. agrees surf to rewurti Jti !TWO utton
studs iii
n.th
Ns. crup{, 'item ...hen the sugtertt
hum LAI Ned is met Hosseter *hen the in. stmt. from ern
mos meni ,stuats %Nip alsthe nerd the Inststutsm ewes
that it nu not "WIWI. tO OM I UN funds to pa. its..
student

1 h. emplos mem Immodest must Iv aeadems

triuttutfon Altr% to Jr ate I %AN ernpios men( iv the
en,.,nu,r11;..k
pt IR Ash. u h., h
(ornplement soil
t4,04.4, 14111 111111111 rdo.onmat prsrpant to ,111.111

relic

.aro to the st,/dent cd.as A.m.,/ or training plogram
used to pa. an cmpiosec ho 'souk(
and rtv%
fu.s hcvn otwr. ic elltpittied 111 INC 01;4111/3t40m

gisits

an onaltuhon resroes an 4lIonsltort of fund. Lamar. the
ottege
Pte/frain AM an auard .cat the %c.fs
tat, agrees that the !mutilation ma. .w
pe1,.101
IhA
alk,,(,,,a, to pa. the compensator, of mustents
the
( °urge Kor Is Studs Nogram rn the suhsrouent auard scar
and another JO pet, cot 411 tho Ohs atritn 1tt pat the .orrs
per.sal.on .4 students (alder the ( otter Wok

an Itll*halto41 ^ i+ihs I {ban a ptopt ((Oat s 015t14t41O1 mo
khng on..ampus empfos men! 44 s students Mtn nles.
.4ksss. SkorIAtust. f'hrgram emplos nicest 45t4h a proate

tor ptotO ntFaotrattiot the Inm,i ut 4,n agree% to .11.11 h. the

ing Afdthonal reuuirements
1111 InUttuth111 Out, loth utti op to 2. per, 404 .4 as( ,1

ram In the ph, oho auod trar

AR MI VI I. COLLFEE: NOCK-SI!. 'in/JoBIDCA110% AND DE V 1.10PM EAT
PROGRAM - SPECIFIC PRO!0%ti
In esaaNtthing

Joh I oration and Drwiooment Nograrn

f net 111." 1oht11uttl01 4y11o, 14.0 the ttdc, at %hair ttias nO1

Ifs npanding its nn nit:mg program th Institution agrees
to comp/. n
the conditions let forth in la Cf R his Suhnart
ii.tuch Include hut are 004 Imo&

141

ettrett Mt /schen' .4 the program .1104

the foaming
k

I

lend-sing that the Frsktal fund% used for this moron can
realotitalls Ise ens-tied to help generate student urges es r.
reeding in the turepte the 4111,tunl5 of these Federal funds

10.41.410 der4.,01114
41 4111110* th(1ttutwn os
dtsPI4eing e10e11t1s emplosed ssorkrrs or .mpor a.451407
CLWItt.141.1 for set-stars

I. Ms listing appropriate performance standard% if funds irc

used to contrast usth /mottles organuats.sn
2

1 4. ahrlf 4nd desclopng tot" for students during and he
(*ern period. of enronment hut not kwating of desetopmg
101111411 students to ofston upon graduation

SutmTionit an annual report Iv Ow Sec nu, rim icirrig
a

the US" ITU& of funds pros nie.1 tor the Ad, I mouth

In estahltthing 4 ( ton41101,1, %Cr, or .10, I ot atwn and De-

selopmero Program of m equndosin os imo rotting pro
grant the Iroduutmin sores to consols *oh the corselthens
set forth In ....lion 44h of 141 k *htth ftX twin by(
rhq
!Miami
the tottoumg

and Desetopttsrest Ptogram and

Is An evaluation Of the Ole. torneta.
cluing students I the Inshitoron

Ow ptc/lidtr1 to hen

IrlIftetp he 1-edierat %hare of the costs of communth
Ath 1 or ahon and Desolopment Program to the
kw,
tsthent SNIOnti ot us alto. arsm
h I mating and desetopng cpsnmunis. sets or nths %Pin h

4

in the casc of a /oh 1 rsatios, arid I>enskspment Proctarn

ars dcwricd to improse the (pain, ot Itfr (or sorn

ederat Marc .4 the (tn. of that ptoatam ft,
persynt
$14414(41.4
afforatura In add

moths truslents potieulart4 tow income indssiduats

Ismorrsir the

thr few, fa

or to solve part auto problems related to chest needs
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AR EICLE IX. HORk-STEM FOR MAMIE NIT I" SERVICE-LEARNING
etn Indouttoo nsas use on to IV percent of ns Ohm Work.
Studs nallot anon to pas the compensation of students uottong

Ui ns communits sass leedearning posgram at thc rate de.

it if
wrihtd Ui nareStaPts h et 41e I le
'Amur learrong program satrshes the definmon

,

Oral rn.,

gram set Mots m arcs lion 14' of the 141 A

ART ICU X. MitATION
mitts awn frn IC. means 4 format matuatton M tan

7 Ms grtrenent i efts toe on the (taw eiecuted 1.1 thr
mists TM% Agreement 44101020 an pnor Agreernents

SC4 Rues of the Institution's hnancial tesprmuhrlits and
adm,muraItsr 4 arUhiliti lis Pann spate ill aro 1,t1, I
kik A Program

kisser° the Fierrrtari and thw hotttohon conerrnmit the
adminturatints of am Ink, t% HI A Prugtam

2 TM. Program

retsrtrctpation

A.V1cflwttt

!he Secretors mar trtmrnate thn AtiartrYnrnt under thr

atiltIttlattialk

Stoknt Asustancr f.renerat Pon mums tegutatums 14 t I it
rmitatron Suspension and
Parl 1444 SO1pjr1 4, "F rise
lernmsatrun Pros rojouts"

terrTlittpW,

A On the datr ttw 1n41 nulton no knver quzlihrs .1% art elt
gdsk Invotution
4

h On the date thr Inuoutuni urskrgoes a change s, ourn
MIMI that results In Chong in enmrill or
c

1 tic Institutron ma+, termorate this Agreement under an ap

phi at* program regulanon

At [IV end 04 the a.vd star ill *he, a ern Ith'INNI 17

It the stecrctal, or the fnuttutton mates teTrnMatc thts
Astrrrntent taw Sr, retars urn ritahhst the terminatron

sem GI the Inuouttnn is compictod f at thrs purpose. a

date

ARTICLE XI. SIGNATORIES
AsChtell recusncOifice of the itntiti.,404% atld the SatMdtar institutiortsltsted Wow. loath that the Intartulmn and aft the ruhsrdtarr
muniments fri am I wed) c umpts nosh alt thc statutes andatgulations appits.abk Wade/ MS Agreement

Stgnaturr ( Met
Freeutne Oars er

pm' Num and tilk

////.

.

Date

Z.L.1 -V..8 7

A ..,SALARESQ, PRESIGeEZIT/RF,GI5113.R_

Thm Atkensent whacks the submdtart Mtn tritons Wed Wm. I thu s Ma should include Gads thoie 4o1'ic:14r,, instnuttom that hart
ken deugnated on tiscir own nen as chstbie tostituttents of Menet eduastenn

litS1 moor/
Iricnothatron 'Number

Namctsl mod eiddretslcs/ of Suhtedtas) Insinnitolltst

If.

I

f.7;

tAssc

kr the Secretarl _ _

Cr/A0t/09 7:1
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DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
OFFICE OF POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION
OFFICE OF STUDENT FINANCIAL. ASSISTANCE

PROGRAM PARTICIPATION AGREEMENT'

Name of

Institution American Career Training-Travel School

Address of

Institution 4690

N. Federal tiv7.. Pomuno Bch..

IRS Employer
Identification Number

FL

31064

59-222-1740

(referred to below as the "Institution") and the Secretary of the
U.S. Department of Education (referred to below as the "Secretary")
agree to the terms of ARTICLES I, II, XI, and XII and such other
ARTICLES of this Agreement that are applicable to each program
Identified in ARTICLE I.

4-ExeC-utiOn of this Agreement is a prerequisite to initial or
continued participation In the Pell Grant, Supplemental Educational
Opportunity Grant (SEOG), College Work-Study (CWS), National Direct
Student Loan (NDSL), Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL). Parent Loaps
for Undergraduate Students (PLUS), and the Job Location and
Development (JLD) programs.
(Section 487(a) of the Higher
Education Act of 1965, 20 USC 1094)

29

292
2

ARTICLE I. SCOPE OF COVERAGE
1. This Agreement covers the Institution's eligibility to participate in each
of the following checked title TV tudent financial assistance Programs:
PEL1. GRANT PROGRAM*(Check RBI/ one of the two boxes below)

Li Regular

Disbursement System 20 U.S.C. 1070a; 34 (TR Part 690.

°Alternate Disbursement System

20 U.S.C. I070a; 34 CFR Part 690.

LINATIONAL DIRECT STUDENT LOAN (NDSL) PROGRAM**
20 U.S.C. 1087ad et Rev 34 CFR Part 674.

u

SUPPLEMENTAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANTS (SEoC) PROGRAM
20 V.S.C. 1070b; 34 CFR Part 676.

WORK-STUDY (CWS) PROGRAM
LI CoLLEGE
42 U.S.C. 2751 et tm; 34 CFR Part

675 Subpart A.

JOB DOCATION AND Dr:El-ORIENT (.rLD) PRxRAH
42 U.S.C. 27564; 34 CFR Part 675 Subpart

CUARANTEED STUDENT DOAN (GM.) PROGRAM
20 U.S.C. 1071 et seq; 34 CFR Part 682.

PARENT Lams FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS (PLUS) PROGRAM
20 U.S.C. 1078-2; 34 CFR Part 683.

*The Pell Grant Program is a continuation of the Basic Educational
Opportunity Grants Program authorized by title IV of the Higher Education
Act of 1965, as amended, (20 U.S.C. 10700.
**The National Direct Student Doan Program is a continuation of the
National Defense Student Loan Progrma authorized by title II of the.
Rational Defense Educaition Act of 1958. as ameodrd, (20 U.S.C. 421-429).
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pjici

11. GliESAL ritOVISIneS

1. a. The institution nsaerstands end specs thet
it is enbSect ta the Program statist. and
inetemeatiog regulations far *Acts psegrom
la Which it participates. as well as the
S tudent Aastetents General Provtaions,
tau, rr. Pert If of the Usher Ilincation
Act. and tho Studest Moistest* Goveral
Provisieee regulatios*. 34 CYR Put PO.

b. The imetitutim egress to use the fonds
aevanced to it oder each Program wit)r
fot the purpose. specified in, and trt

Ocurdeoce wit% the provisiee* set forth
tha Program astute. the Student
Moisture General Prortsione end rho repast:inns which implamett theee otatotos.
The lostitntion further areas to properly
account for the fueds it receive*.
As such,
Itto Institution woes to determine that
student is oliptbio to receive fuod* under
progress And to obtain
atenod ttttt sou of educational Purim** before Ps71041
tho arudeet any mooey under that Program.

2. a. The Secretary agrees thei the Institution
my receive an sapistetrative Milit allowance pursuant to faction 421(e) of the
Sieber SolucotIOn Act (MEA) for the Gil
preserve end section 411e of the MIA for the

2

L. Th. Institution agrees to use the Minh,
tont.. cost allowance to poy the cost, of
administerfna the title. Tb, NtA tudont
financial asistance programs. The Secretary and the Institutton agree that the
coats of estrying out thr Student Costumer
Information Surto% actirtties are part of
the costa of cartylne 00 title IV MtA
student financial seatatenre provosts.

I

'rue Institution agrees to comply with
a. Title IV of the Civil Right. Act of I9Ox,
as amended. anst the implementing regula-

tions 14 C71 Parse 00 end 101 (barrio:
discristnetion on the basis of race, color
or notional origin).
b. Title IX of th. Education Amendsents ot
IV?: end the isplepenting regulations
34 ffit Pars 106 (barrio' discrimination on
the baste of *ex!:
c. Th. family Itiehts and Privacy Art of 19 4
end the hoplementiog etiolation(' 34 CTA

Putt

14;

d. Section )04 of tho Rehabilitation act of
1$7) and the Unlemanting resulations
1$ Cfl Pert 104 (butts's dieortatnotton or
the basis of physical hoodicap); aod
I. The Age Diacrtolution Act ol 197b and the
implesenring regulations 4) CYR Pars 40.

Pell Grent. SliG. CWS sad MIL programs.

arlut III. rsti. plArrs - tlintAX DISSVISATEXE SVSTEX
The Institution agrees to perform the functions &Ad octisition oft forth In 14 CPR Fart 6110 except tor tho.se
flextime mod activities *et forth in Subpart R. The inaction. and activist.* tht Inetitution agrees to
party= libeled., but are set limatog tot
1. ietethfhtel the eligibility of student* to
oketre. smarts occult,* 10 Suhpart A oh the

program roguletSmo,

4. plying fund* to the cadent directly or to the
student's account.
S. recovering award overpaYsente.

2. counting the moot of Pell Glut* Recordists
to Subpart r a the profirme regulation' Ind
the payedset echedele provided by the
Secretory,
S. detwOottieg mid verifying the Infornotioo on
the itedest Sligilpillry Report for 'loudest],

6. sets:taints* records and acconotIns for funds.
and

7. providing access to the Secretary, the Departsent of iducation'a 2-opector General. or

promos designated by lthet official to
prostate end accounting records.

seleetoi IMO* Secretary.

anct.t tv. rgt.t. stw

g.nixAst Rtsit,tstnEvt

ftSTIt

The Imatitutios arum co perform the fuctiome WM activities ot forth In )4 Cfit Not 6110, Subpart R.
Masa reactions mod attttlhaa iscinde. Put are set Melted to:

3. providing etch studeet

opos request. with as
application or utter a0914111lits Seca $6.10d

tO Colosiate the stsbaseo awed,
2. previdteg iefeseallea eecresery for the
meputatiest mit dielettemeet of aperde.

3. Minified the accuracy of Owe information it
mid the Medea& amply I. the Secreemf.

4. mosiatalsiag retort* as resuired by 34 Cit
ef the Student
Ito' Casual

?sovietise. MO
$. providing *Peep to the Secretary. the Depertmeat et SimeseSea's impecter temral, or
perms* imiseeted by either official to
prowas sad acre...aria& records.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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y, 0tAtipiiAi Dittcl SM1Ercf LOA& - St/c!FIC 770vts10.45

.. The Institution epes to estsbitott end moanloin a %Clonal Direct 'rudest Lae. Food (Fund)
for the purpolo of making lotus to ellaiblo
tsfeeto. (boy student loan Fund stabliohod
under on agreawent undor *action 204 of tit)o
IT of the attlonal Deftest 'Mastics Act of
oft *mooted. ts comadermi established
under mtction 441 of title Ir. tort Z. of the
ktutstton Act of 1444. as onooded. Arty
smart of that Fond I. cont14or/4 to be an
asset of the Fund astablishod wader this
Agreement.)
2. The Institution ogress to deposit promptly in
tbe Fuod:

1. C. coot. of Ilttpetion end othitt ,ollectton
Conte at specified in the, prove*
regulations.
d. capita) ttOttibutione ss provided In

Section 444 f the Act. and
e. repaywonts to the Institution of Ow ShOrtfete, no-Interest loans made co the roAd by
the institution in entiripatton of
collections.

4. The Inocluaten airsas to 'nettles dvir diligence In the Collection of lOans wade fr.* the
Fund eccordan to the requirements of the
If & loan has Peen in
gram regulations.
dstault for dit least tno yearn desplte the
InstItutiO.'s *nettle, of due diligence. the
Institution may +cosigp . without fecOmpense,

a. remora; Capital Contributions PPeoPtiated
under section 461 of the fixt ami recelved
by ths institution.
b. os amount from its own fuods. W4U1t: to not
lei& than ona-ninth of the Fedoral Capital

Gontritstion tinotitutimml Capital
Contribution!.
c. collections of principal sod into-rest on
lova oats from the Fuca.
d. penalty chars...

its rishta to the note to the Unliod 'totes
GOvettillent.

S. The Institution Aire,' to submit a report co
the Fecrotary on mt least s temi-onnual bests
Indicating the total saber of loon* sada (roe
its ;fund which etre in default for 120 days for
loans rapayable in twonthly instslIttente or for

DIO days for loons repsyable in los. frequent
tnstsllsonta.

crate melds to the Destitution he tho

.

y se a result of canctalatione DO
Iowa sada oftet Juno 10. 11072 (Direct Loans).
1. any other amnia's including interest. of
the Fund.
g. *bort-Toni so-Interest loess solo by the
Institution to tha toad la anticipation
of collections, mod

h. normals wads to the Imattution by Um
rosult of referrals of
Secretary as
defaulted loans.
/. TIM laatitutioa &grays to moo tho Ifuod only fore

4. lb. Sacratary agree., to provide ta the Institution any information with respect to thy

*** * of borrosas or othor
roIevont lotormaSeft whSch ie avoilable to
the &serenity.

MO!, and

7. The Institution *grate to sake loans fros the
Fund rosaonably ovalleols (to the 'alma of
svallable fuode) to all eligible students.

I. Tha Institution mortis to Provide todent

a. looms to tudents in accOodsoco with th*
program regulation.,
b. sdnimistrativa toots to accordsme with

AM= 11. paregraph 2 of this Astesmst.

maica Vj

Warren/era with the lasm isforr'stion opecifiod
lo *action 4414 Of the Nigher totucation Act.
(Thts intorsstion le aloo
20 0.S.C. 1067tc -1.

specitiad to 14 CFI 674.16 of the KDSL prosrop
regulations.)

EMMEN, Mrs - incylc mmtstoits

The Iostitialoa woes to bike 6mpplatontal lduceatow Opportunity Gusts reosonably available (to ths entent
Of fosilOblf Nide/ to all sligthlo tudOnto.

M.T.E11

cgiMi MNE-VIPI

1. n. Tits Institution agrees I* tometuct a program

part-ltxx

employment for Oligilds student*
I. cork ter the Issatitwriat Stool? (except
of

I. the. cane Of

Prolteletery Institution of

hIghos adocatiatt). r work ta ths athlic
interest tot s POdotal. 'tat*. or local
public agency or s private moomprotit

P.M? C, MISTONs
(hi Geographical ration. sad
(c) 11001pret proficiency;
(4)will eot involvo the coustructims.
operation. or salotessoco of anY part of
e facility wood or to leo ;sod for
religious( worship at sectarian
istatructios.

organization ender so aremtaammt Mums* [ha
Isotitution

d ths *gamey or *atomisation.

tt. Tits Isocituties &grim& that College Mork"tidy 11,10yomat it providesi

2. Tha lostItution agrees thit it will not pay
*ay wogs to CtOS students that is Ictit Chola the
currant Potistal wisdoms togs re/tared bif

escape 6(a) of the Pair labor Itaadards het
of 16111.

(2) VIII

mot ifisplac eoplryomi
nit Saptir otI.t1

atowirs cmatocta:

(l) kill be gerarstod by amploymiteM clawittiowit

that Ara ApproA71.t. sod ramenghla i*

toms oft

1. a. The latititution ogress that tho Padua).
Ohara of the coapoomatisa of twillasta
employed anifkr this Agratmost will mot
accost 00 portent Of such comesametiat.
sham*" s mata doe cies fo040
Olimiteod to the Imstitutiem.)

("ialsrat

fe) Typo al wan*.

*00

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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). b. The Secretor, &great to approve a fedtral
there of wore than Se urctat of the cop.
emeatloo if the Institution haw Peen

officially duignated

'Me Institution garret that toPlareenf undor
the College wog& -Stod
Prosfou will be made
reesaftahly available (to the extent of tbe
available fond*) to all slifilble etadtnrs and
that equivalent employment offerrd at arronsed
ha the Inatitotion will be trade reasonably
ovallon. (to the eatent of available tand.t
14 all atudante who desire employment.

'devfloping iristi-

fotlao of hiahOt *duration.' Or the ihatt
tqt10,, COM fetwonsture last st least fa be,.
cpelt of 11.
4,ntm WV *VC enrol 10 es at
leaot half.timt atudents hove patrnic whom.

eniveall ildjuillted Stuart 1,11,041.r Is ltes
then 47$(14).

h. rnr luslitution avers to ward

ewFlornrni,
to IMP Maximum esttnt practicable. which will
compiewent and reinforce mach reciptent'o
ed-cational puerto 0t curt,. toal.,

4. MO Secretary tutees not to regoire an
institotinn to terminate o
Maplereent when the bludrnt's Itna.tal orr4
However, when the income fro.
is met.
eMplowment tquktit 12D0 Ahoy* need, thn
ittAtItution may not ,,nttour to oar Mc t"
pat tit* student.

6,01.1204641 op !..y05 - pe:s AM} siqc ptacisms nell

1. Par sach sward rear in which it tecetves aa
allocation corer the iapplearral gdatotia01
Opportunity Cranct Provas ar the Cellos. darkStele Progtaa, the Inatttytion attires to triad

2. Thin Xgreevana to
new agreement for
purposes of (ha maintenance of effort require-

ment5 tee forth in thr CUS and Me Prograr
rebolationa.

free ite a echalarship apd pendent aid
programs, sn amount which la net lest thtn the

average ot Ur throe pre hams Lush expenditures tie calculetod ie act:ardente with the
maintenance 0 effort out(aw of the WS sod

.

SLOG thipilitlotab (14 CT1 415.10 end 416.2O
tospectivelp).

i;. cu.ti Wpm -STUDY - del 111f.0116 020 DEVElDriar 2100WI I. etsbliskieg

pterisiows

Jo Loastiop or Development rrosrea or in expeediel ito owls sistlei Pfogtan. the Insti-

tution &trete to comply with th. IMAithito&A pot forth in id rri 67$ tebpatt I which toned*, but are oat
limited to the folieringt

1. Certifying that the Petrel fere ere for
this prop= 041% roalfattrallor be expected to
help Imerrete &toilet wages smortimg la the
egg/spate the amount* of true Pederel food..
2. Comtlowlic to speed 10 tts owe job toratton
mad developertt procure. fur
other

mac,*

elms fords received wader $vblrett 11 of tht
prostate ragelatlaes. mot least thee ths average

A. SwOlittlft AN emmeal repoec co the Secretary
seconding%
a. the tura mode of fond* proylded for the lob
Locatlom amd Devolopmeor Props', god
b. an erfluotion of the Hartbeests Of that
program is benefiting aureate of the
5.

tra three pose hawk !oval etteedituros as
calculated la arefredance with the matateuarre

at effnet Mottos 675.2, el the Cella. WorkSeedy Preston regalettems.
5. Locating sad derralepirg jobs for atudamta
duties sod letswoot periods of 'moralities' bet

eat locating or tovereleg

for tudent&

to obtain leer dreguittlaR.

ARM 14 WORM EXIM 120/4ttei HARI
I. The Ieetttotists Itihnhatt to comply with *II pro-

gra, Hetet.. aad cher ksploototies reastiettaho
$6 Cfit 6112 sod 34 CFI 661.

Unitise Me Federal

share of the coat of any
lob iseetiort mod developmet program. to hot

pore thee 60 }weed ef the peocree't come.
6. rot located or developiatt jobe at sa eligible
leetttstime. et dispirimg tetra-801y roployed
worker', or taeale 'elegiac coetracto for

pervire.
7.

leelealles

&offer/tote perferweere tandards if
frogs aro weed te 000troct wtth &nether
argaalsettom.

1111126612411 ;mem - Irschng !Immo%
2. lle letrittary mod the %retinal** agree chat
this assymissast dem sot authorise the

Lestitutima moth* leer% rodor either loam
proeram.

2. TM' Ihetituties estoes to teosiet lousiest* with
tlet frorremse fitteteettas speeteled ts 34 cm

062.402 sod 34 C/2 66$.0.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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ACK:MINT DURATION
S. a. The Secrettory eay termtnete this Agreloant
under the Rtmeeet Assistance Genera) ProviPart IRS.
sions reawlatisata. Se

This Agreement ii ettettire 00 the lets smetuted
say
Ip tu. Secretary. This AftettOent ft/partiality
peter Agctemannts hetteres the Secretory *mg the
of
asy
laetitut(oa concerning the mditiatetratioe

Subpart C. 'rube. Lei:Mottos. ihattesns3 ,4)

ant Minimal** Prorandlusgp."

title IV *Rudest financial assilltasce progral
cotWaii try that Agresexat,
2. This Agreement artematirally terminates,
chinas
a. On the este the Intitution undergoes
of ownerwhip which rseults in g change of
costrol (14 CFI 4144.14). or
b. On June SOth of the *MOT{ fast le wfitch the Insticertification review. A
tution wide/loos
certification review amass di formal appraisal by
the Secretary of the Istitutton's financial
responsibility end administrotive capability
(34 Cti Pert 0.18 Subpart II) to misinister and

h. The Instttucion nay trainate this Aare,.
sent under sn OPPlicebis proSci.
reulatiom.
c. If tha Secretary or the Institution wishes'
to terminate tkts AVWWItir vild#r
Peroarspr, the Secretory will stablish
the teraination date.

participate in the Misses sorsrsd hs this Agreement.

ARTIM XII. SICNAToRILS
Institution. 1.111re, chat this Inotitutiun. Ire branch ceepustsa) fir Any)
Aa Chief Executtve Officer of thfo
with all lawm'and program regulations applicable .mier this arement.

Old fro repTeNntetiVS VIII comply

Sienatur, of Chief

7."
Dal

.Ayi.1.1_,L, _.13 a

Li/eructs" Officer

Ty's*/ rums

asa

tits. 10ORPti A , CAGALe Atg

eiLtkeia

Thfs Agreendat tncludee the hallowing &roach Cempusiss):
IRS-LI Number

114~4} and Address(es) of Pranch Campusfes)

N/A

;4.441roe

tiM Socrecary

Mt,

mAy

1985
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I

STATES DEPARTMENT OF
wumamoox DC. MU

un- 4T7ON

May 07, I915

aMISTANTISCRSIWIr

MNIPOWlacOmOaaraoucArma

cfficacortuttaxemovuu.mmrroca

Mr. JoSeph Calateso
Pietilent
AmeiLcan CaLeer nain.no
Travel School
4699 North redaral Hiqhway
Pompano Beach, Florida
330,4
Dr*, M4. Calefebv.

This office has approved your institution's request for
certification to participate in selectd programs Of tudant
financial assistance under the Nigher Education Act of 1965, as

waded.
We are notifying the appropriate optrition$ arfit. of the
certification of your institution. These areas will forward to
your institution a funding awtharisation and/or Identification
Dunbar and other necessary informational manual..

For further information regarding the various prograus. plsaSe
call as follow*:
Pell Grant Pronto. (202) AA7-9025 and
Guaranteed Student Loan Frosts* (202) 447-9)16.
Sincerely you.rs,
Eize...0%-e"T

Coordination Section
Institution and Lender
Certification Srench/DCPS

303

298
The document* of the atteched file have oaten reviewed by the Coordination
Section, ILCI for relevance end tompletenese, and have been found vo Dern
acceptable form.

Ssc

Approved

\C) er

COOrdiniti00 Section

Date

Ths financial Analysis. Section, ILCs has completed a review of the financial
statements and supporting documents in the attached file. The file eubject
hes/has not demonstrated an adequate degree of financiel reeponsibilAy.
appro.ved without Conditions

Approved with Conditions
Disapprovel

Chief. Financiel Analysis Sectlon

Sete

ILCS has completed a review of the
The Administration Analysis Section,
Application for Certification and supporting document* in the attached
file. The file subject has/has not demonstrated an adequate dome of
Adminiatiative capability.

Approved without Conditions
Approved with Conditions

The Coordinetion, financial Amilysis rind Administrative Analysis Sections

braving completed their review of the fiie subject the recommendations mit

referred to

-Chief, Institution end Lender Certification Stanch.

Approved without Conditions
Approved with Conditions

Conditioner

--Dieepproved
Chief, the*

f

7

304

299
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APR 25

14.15.32

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF EDuCA1

CENTRAL kE6ISTRy 5y$TE
ENTITY DATA uPUATE
ENTIT% SEGMENT
ENTITY NuRBER

15922iI740A1

CURRENT FILE
I AMERICAN CARLO( ThATNIN4 ThAyEL
RAW.
Z SCHOOL
SoSNAME
3 4694 N FbDERAL HHV
STREET ALIO
4 PDAPAND BEACH
CITY
5 FL
STATE
t 33D64
ZIP
7 15
CONG DIST
FAAD5 RECIPIENT CGDE
s 1Z
Gf0 STATE
ID 011
GEO COUNTY
II 2570
GEO CITY
12 511050
GEO PLACE
smSA CON:
13 zaso
14
*REF ENTITY NUm
IS A
STATuS
le 55114
ENTRY DATE
17 X11304Ch
ENTRY OFFICE
IP 65115
MOD DATE
14 icipmCm
AOu OFFICE
20
PURGE DATE

NEW RECOkD
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91meriean
Career

graining

TRAVEL-SCHOOL
sit non

21.-wpari

P.L. 244

SUIS. SSP

736. WV

409.W.pa .7fmkra Xifiratri,

Jar 1V4 Arrymorto #.8r04. Aram 33064

April 1, 1385

H. J. Raffensperger, Chief
Institution and Lender
Crtification Stanch, DCFR
L'Enfant Plana Station
P.O. Sox 23300
Washington, D.C. 20024
Dear Wt. Raffenaperger,
ltnclosod please find the following:

1) Tmo conpleted and signed copies of the Program
Participation Agreement and.
2) One completed and signed copy of the "Application
for Certification for Participation in Programs
of Student Financial Assistance" (ID Form 631) and,
3) One copy of our chools financial tatements ea of
December 11, 1934.
Plaine advise if you or your staff need any additional
information.
Sincerely.

A. Calor.**
Jo
!testiest

303
A.A.S. Analysis and Recommendation Sheet

Nallit Of School

*ERMAN CACER TRAM% TRAVEL SCHOOL

Address of School PIM) BEACH, FL

330E4

The Administrative Analysis Section has evaluated the adalnletrative capability of
this institution and finds that the institution
the teeuit
of Sections
668.16 snd 668.17 of the Student Assistsnce Gene
rovi
668-12/31/80).
Analyst

Date
This institution sects the.requirement, of 34 CFR 668 with the following exeeption:

AnaIyot

Date
This Ingtitutton does not meet the requirements of 34 CFR 668 and should be disapproved for participation for the following masons:

Aoalyst

DAre

rir

_Appruvw

Disapprove
Section Chici

COMienrs:

Date

304

flimerican
Career

TRAVEL SCHOOL

graining

Abile

11..~1

sigx99or

sus. 5551

4699%4 Airre

Jae 104

50.4.
736- A(a

Afeparko "Park Ara. MA54
April 19. 1985

Mr. Ronald Amon
U.S. Department of Edoration
The Institution and
Lender Certification Division
7th & D St. S.W.
Room 4G62, ROI-NCR
20202
Washington. D.C.
re:

*amended ED Fors 631

Dear Mr. Anon,

On April 3, 1985, 1 sent to Mr. W.J. Raffensperger the
following items:

l) Two completed and igned copis of the Program
Participation Agreement and.
2) One consigned and slagged copy of the 'Application
for Certification for Participation in Proprens
of Student Financial Assistance" (ED Form 613) and,
3) One ropy of our school's financial statement as of
December 31, 1984.

I have just been advised that qustionp 7A, 76, and 7C,
on ED Pore 633 refer to "estimates" of vorklood for the
I have subsequently amended mv answers to
award period.
these questions to reflect my beet titivates.
EnClosed plastic find a copy of this newly "anended"
ED Form 633, which should be Included with mv entire

application whams.
Please advise if you or your staff need any additional
inforeation.

Sincerely,

oseph A. Calera**
President
JACFeer
encl.

3u
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STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
WASHINGTON. D.C. 2b207

2C-2CBR. JCSEPH CALARESC
PRES:DENT

AMERICAN CAREER TRAIN:NG TRAVL
SCROC:
4695 N FECERAI, HWY
POMPANO BEACH, FL, 33[4,4
:ASTITUTI:AA:

CONRESFCADENZE SCHOOL:

1LTY NDT:CE
EIA:s:RILITT IA7LDEs A AF.,-6' FRAy

AZ:RECITE: JI,NE 1Z,

Dear

KF..

ZA:.ARESO:

We are t.leased tc
app.1:zat:.c!.

vol. that based upor the information in:*ludez
the Sec:etary of Ed:Ka:ion has deterr.ned

;

crl'. Fort

ArFRICAN CAlsZER TRA:N1A,: TRAt'L

located at:

46?i-

P.

FLDERA:. HWY, POMFANC BEACH, FL,

satitfies :he definition of an e.ig:tle
yczationa: School (Section 4.45trI,HEAt

as set forth in the above ncted sections of tne Higher Eduzation Ac'. of
at amended (HEA). tor tht purpose LI tris determination, the followinc
educational programa Constitute tnat part of the institution that
satisfies the above definitionts)

BASIC TRA:N:AG FOR TRF TRAvEL INDUSTRY
HART SCR FOR PROF SEC-PROF SEC TRA1N1NC
Tnus, for this desighation. the institution Is the Sum cf the aDove-;isted
eduCationa: program:
As a resuIt of the designation as an eligible institotion, the institution
is ligible to apply to participate in the following postsecondary education
Federal assistance programs administered by the U.S. Department of Education

- Higher Education Act of 15H., as amended:
Title 11/:
Part B - Guaranteed Student Loan Program

311

-
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This eligibility desigr.ation remains in effect RO lone as the Institut:of
Continues to satisfy all relevant statutory and regulatory eligality
requirements and the enclosed Requirements for Maintaining Institutional
Elbility. which are Incorporated Into thio Notice by tnis reference.

If you
or the
please
of the

have any qiestions concerning the Information included in this Notice
enclosed requirements for Maintaining Institutional Eligibility.
contact Occupational/vocational Eligibility Branch
Division of Eligibility and Certification at () 732-491:4.
Sincerely.

Lois r. Knore, Chief
Occupational/VOcatior.a.

Etty Branch
Division of
and certificiition
Eligibility Datil:
Main Carpus orE ID: ::::9b9DD

Entity Nur:1.er: l'17410A1
Eligibility effectiv;?: 09/28/97
Academie Calendar: Clock Hours
Control: 3
lftstitutIon Type:

AccreditatIm: xrs
Enclosure
locorporatec Requireernts
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AXERICAN CAREER TRAINING TRAVEL
SCHOOL
4699 X FEDERAL HWY
POMPANO BEACH. FL, 33064
OPE ID: 02295900

REQUIREMENTS FOR KAINTAIX/NG INSTITUTIONAL ELIGIBILITY

These Requirements apply to any institution or sdhon: tnat participates
in any poStsecondary education Federal assistance prograr administered
by the U.S. Department of Education.
1.

PROGRAM PARTICIPATION REQUIRENENTS. Designation As an eligit,le
institution of higher ducation (1201(a) or 415(b) of the Higher
Education Act of 1965. as amended (FLEA)); 4 proprietary xnstitutior
(481(b). HEM; a postsecondary vocational institutions (482(c). HEk);
or a vocational school (435(c), HEA), EJES NCT MEAN that the institution or school is automatically eligible tc participate in any of
the listed Federal student financial assistance programs. NOF DOES
IT MEAN that the institution or School is auvimatically eligible tc
receive funds under any of the listed programs. Specifically,
r.
order to participate in the -

STUDENT FINANCILL ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS authorized DY Title Iv of
tr.* HEA -- Pell Grants, Guaranteed Student Loans, Supplements:Educational Opportunity Grants, College Work-Study, Perkins Loar
Program (formerly NDSL), Parent Loans for Undergraduate
Students (PLUS). and Job Location and Development Prograr -- the
institution or SChoOl must be certified by the Department of
Education as having the requisite administrative capability and
financial responsibility and tn. institution or school must
execute a Program Participation Agreement in acoordance with
Student Assistance General Provisions, 34 crR Part 668.11.
INSTITUTIONAL AID PROGRAMS authorized by Title III Of the HEA -Strengtaning Program, Strengthening Historically Black Colleges
& (81,c:4n-5:tie5. and Endowment Program -- and institution of
nigher education must be determined to be An eligible institution
under two categories of eligibility Criteria. Before applying for
eligibility under Title III program criteria, an institution
mat :satisfy the basic institutional eligibility requirepents

of action 312 of REA and 34 CFR Part 624.
2.

SCOPE OF ELIGIBILITY. Tne institution or school is eligible to apply for
participation in only those programs that are listed In its Notice of
Institutional Eligibility.
Tne eligibility of an institUtion or school
to participate in a Federal assistanOt program DOES NOT APPLY TO ANY
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAX OFFERED BY THE INSTITUTION WHICH ADES NOT MEET
ALL STATUTORY AND REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS FOR ELIGIBILITY.

BEST COPY

MAME
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Page 2:

AMERICAN CAREER TRAINING TRAVEL SCHOOL
REQUIREMENTS ros MAINTAINING INSTITUTIONAL ELIGIBILITY

3.

4.

PERIOD OF ELIGIBILITY. The institution's or sChool's status as an eligible
institution remains in effect so long as it continues to matisfy all the
relevent statutory and regulatory requireisents for institutional ligibsligible institution or
lity. Thus the institution loses its status as an
TO
SATISFY
ANY
OF
THE REQUIRED ELEMENTS
program ON THE DATE THAT IT FAILS
on which ts status as an eligible institution was based, such as its
accreditation or its legal autnority to provide a program of postsacondarY
education in the State in which it is located.
NOTIFY ED OF INSTITUTIONAL CHANGES. Tne institution cr school must report
to the DiviSion of Eligibility and Certification any change in the instxtalon's name; address; ownership; type and/or level of course offerino;
loss of accreditation; loss of logal authority to offer programs of postsecondary tducation in the State in Which it is located; locations at
other than the main campus at which 2! offers tducational services; and
contracts with other institutions under which that other institution
providos a Portion of its educational programs. Failure to provide this
information may lead to loss of eligibility.

5.

6.

The institution or school has been
IOSTITITION'S IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.
assigned an Office of Postsecondary Education (OPE) Identfication Number.
which appears on the Iast page of the Institutional EZigibilitY Notice.
following the signature block. This numbor should be used in all future
correspondenct with tht Division of Eligibility And Certification.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION. For each Program adminxstertd by the Department
of Education for which ST)* institution has been designated as eligible
to apply for participation, please refer to the CATALOG OF FEDERAL
DOMESTIC ASSISTANCE (CFEA) or dtscriptivt program information and the
Each
name and address of tht Departetnt of Education contact person.
(This Catalog is
Federal assistance program is assigned a CITA )umber.
updated seei-annually by the Office of eanigesont and Budget and is
available from the Suptrintendent of Documents, U.S. Governmont
Printing Office, Washington, D, C., 20402).
If you have any questions concerning these Requirements or the information
containtd in your Institutional Eligibility Notice, please write to;
U. S. Departeant of Education
Office of Poststcondary Education
Division of Eligibility and Certification
`.
Washington, D. C. 20202

or call;
The Higher Education Institutional Eligibility Brancn on (202) 732-3465; or
the Occupational/Vocational Eligibility Branch on (202) 732-4906.
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UNITED STATES DtPARTMrNI OF EDUIA1
144.,,A1

,r1

..N,

Our Roter,-ce:

Accredited by: NHSC
Control: N..:
EINO

T2,

Re:

int

CoO,
4694 %.,str,

r
j

71,4, 1

1

4f.,0

tic
IrUil, 7111C)

1..

PurTar.r,

Ilyt14:a

IVIhda

INITIAL

't

A..

%1$,?1;_1f

Ttoysl

I,

l

I. dw! t

It 13 a pleaaure to infers yc tnat the school listed above., operatirg r:

tn.

address Ind:ea:ed. Is monsidered to be An "eble inatitution' for tne
Cuar.inteed Stuacnt Loan Prcer25.

Studenta attending the achool may be eligible to apply for educational locrs
whien are Made by participating lenders to Pe insured by the Federal Government
or guaranteed by A State or private nonprofit egency.
Tne eligible etvetnt
must be enrolled In an accredited postsecondary program of voeatlenal or
technical education, at least 302 clock hour, in lengtn, which /5 deslEred :0
provide occupational akilla more alvarLed thsn those garenally provided a: t^t
hlen school level and flt IndaIldu419 for w$cru: enploysent in recoenised
occupations. An eligible correapondence program is defined in the reglat,orr
as requiring not lesa than an average of 12 hours or preparation per wetg Over
any 2 week period and comcletion in not less than 6 zonths. The enclosed
aupplcmertal inforn::.tion And inatructiors eontain brief information cr t!.
program And further /rocedures.

Lcle that th.a elIty perr:r5 to the Ichoc. I/Ited a: 1Le ao co
adarcIS aa .ors am it r,7maIns accredited ty a nationally recegnIrel
agency or assoclaticn. continues to operate w:ier the same 0,.nersnlp, ard nLf
not vad.ated or failed tO Carry out any regalations prescribed by the .lecretari
of Edacat:on.
Flease notify tois Office immediately of any name, address, or
ownership change to assure continuation of the eligibility status of the schooi.

rSintrar

ly yours"
e,

c1C14 Uchima

Occupatiorel,'Vorational Eligib:lity Pranch
Division of Eligibility are Agency Evalvat:0:

cc:
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MCIAL ANALYSIS SECTION
PINAN.CAL STATEMENT SUMMARY SWEET
CASK/ACCRUAL ACCOUNTING
e

NAME

or

,k4t4c.

INSTITUTION: (471kredtteatijavi4.

r--1

3 506

4

PAekyet-gte

CITY/STATE:

Audited by CPA

Fp-- Certified by Institution

Balance Sheet Statement Date:

/021(//irci1

Assets

Liabilities

951

Cash

Accounts Payable

Marketable
Securities

Notes Payable

qi/i2

Accounts Receivable

Taxes Payable

riYt56.5

Inventories

Unearned Income

Other Current Assets

Other Current
Liabilities

Total Current Assets
Total Mon-Current
Assets
Total AtiOts

Current Ratio
list Working Capital

Total Currant
Liabilities

44;j5.

391 2,

filX031
1.4

igqi4;41

=

Total Non-Current
Assets
Total
Liabilities

i

f°y/dc-

Nat Income Statenent Period Ending:

LY,i.C63

g onths)

Net Worth

q 3465

Total Revenue

Retained Earnings

7,2 '36.23

To' al Expenditures
feet locos* (Loss)

(04V,14(0/

dIMO
A
/c23/.1.,

Ana yet
2)(..11414-1-15A-

31
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2,0.1

Aim fitd4

947 9901)

SW& MN

736.1402

4699 Word 7rhed XitAway, J.2,10 l !Pompano 11~4. 71.44 mu

April 3, 1985
The figures preeented in the sttached financial statement
are true and correct to the beet of my knowledge.
Sincerely,

eph A. Calareso
President

31d
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AMERICAN CAREER TRAINING CORPORATION
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

DECEMBER 31, 1984
(WITH ACCOUNTANTS' REVIEW REPORT)

3.0

314
AMERICAN CAREER TRAINING CORPORATION
DECEMBER 31, 1984
(SEE ACCOUNTANTS REVIEW RE)'ORT/

CONTENTS

Fop

Accountants' Review Report

Financial Statements
2

Balance Sheet

Statement of Income and Retained Earnings

3

Statement of Changes in Financial Position

4

Notes to Financial Statements

32u
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PANNELL
KERR
FORSTER
Corwin.* Public llmeouwiams

244' Hollywood
Hotly-wood FL 33020

Teltorvoirs
005' 920-4572 Browwd
1305r 94S-53015 Dooe

loard of Directors and Stockholder
American Career Training Corporation

Ve have reviewed the balance sheet of American Career Training Corporation as
of December 31, 19114, and the related statements
of iacome and retained
earnings and changes in financial position for the twelve months then ended,
in accordance with standards
established by the American Institute of
Certified
Public Accountants.
All information included in these financial
statements ill the representation of the management of American Career Training
Corporation.
A review consists principally of inquiries of company personnel god analytical
procedures applied to financial data.
It is substantially less in scope than
an xamination in accordance with generally accepted auditing etandards the
objective of which is the expreseion of an opinion regarding the financial
statements taken as a whole. Accordingly, we do not express such an opinion.

Based on our review, we are not avert of any material modifications that
should be made to the financial statements in order for them to be in
conformity with generally accepted accounting principle..

AL,
February 11, 1985

3 21,
28-765 - 90 -
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AMERICAN CAREER TRAINING CORPORATION
BALANCE SKEET
DECEMBER II, 1984
(SEE ACCOUNTANTS' REVIEW REPORT)

2.

ASSETS
Current Assets
Cash
Accounts re etroble
Prepaid rent

$ 13957
.41,421
2 346
457,726

Total current Allfet0

Property and Edutpment, et COSE, met of Accumulated
depreciation of $19,063 (Notes 1. 2 and 3)

27,581
2 747

Other Ameets

Total Assets

LIA5ILITIES AND SIOCEHOLDER'S EQUITY
Current Liabilities
Accounts payable
Accrued commissions
Payroll taxes
Deferred incase
Deferred incase tries
Current portion of long-tern debt (Note 3)

$ 12,646
25,243
22,441'.

199,624
51,922_.
787

321,663

Total Current Liabies
Long-Ters Debt, net of current portion (Note 3)
Loans Payable - Offs ers (Note 4)

2,447

90 641

414j51

Total Liabilities
Stockholder's Equity
$1,0O per vale, 1,000
Common stock
hars* authorised, issued and outstanding
Retained earnings

1,000
72 301

Total Stockholder's( Equity

73,103

Liabilitiee and Stockholder's Equity

See notes to financial statersents

39hex.,)

S488_054

:

4-1
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AMERICAN CAREER TRAINING CORPORATION
STATEMENT or INCOME AND RETAINED EARNINGS
FOR TIME TWELVE MORTAR ENDED DECEMSER 31, 1984
(SEE ACCOUNTANTS' REVIEW REPORT)

ItelffnUC

sree 9°51,"

Training fee. (Note 1)
Operating Expenses
Commissions
Pietro!!

Advertising

Portage end upplies
Telephone
Rent

Printing
Travel
Paroll teselo
Insur.ore - group
Entertainment and prsootion
Depreeiation
Repairs and maintenance
Legsl and accounting
Class materials
Utilities
Licenses and permits
Contract labor
Other
Interest
Computet leasing

175,747
144,272
124,804
29,359
27,700
24,824
20,470
15,487
12,132
10,479
10,147
9,103
6,385
6,205
4,736
3.788
1,680
3.170
3,229
1.079
1 041

Total Operating Expenses

638,039

Income From Operations

150,866

1 600 C

Othei Revenue
Income Retort Income Taxes
Provision for Income Taxes - Deferred (Motes 1 and 6)

152,466
51 922

Met Income

100,544

Accumulated (Deficit) - beginning

(28 241)

Retained Earnings - Ending

See nate* to finencial statements

32

$ 72 303
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AMERICAN CAREER TRAINING CORPORATION
STATEMENT or CHANCES IN FINANCIAL POSITION
FOIt THE TWELVE MONTHS ENDED DECEMBER 11, 1984
(SEE ACCOUNTANTS' REVIEW REPORT)

Source of Funds
From operations
Net income
Item not ffecting working capitol
Add.
Deprectetton (Note 1)
Working capital provided from operattorr
increase rn officers' loans

$100,:44

99

44
41,189

1-5-9

027

Total Funds Proviled

Application or Funds
Decrease %n long-term debt
Purchase of property and e

8,971
757

parnt

576

Increaa, in inner mete

/0 304

Total Funds Applied

5140,721

Net increase rn Working Capital

Changes in Components of Working Captfoil
Increase in current ...et.
Cash
Account. receivable
Prepaid rent

5 16,458
166,193
my.

_381,255
Dec $$$$$ in current liabilities
Accounce payable
Accrued commission,
Peyroll taxes
Deferred Income
Deferred income taxes

7,394
22,731
18,227
142,256

242 512
#140,721

Net Increase im Watkins Capitol

pet notes to financial statements

3P
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AMERICAN CAREER TRAINING CORPORATION
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
(SEE ACCOUNTANTS' REVIEW REPORT)

1.

5.

Summary of Stgnificant Accounting Pollcies and Other Inforsatton

s)

Operations and Other Information
Company is a training school for travel agents, and has an
applicetion pendtria with the AccredOing Commission of the National
Nome Study Council for sccreditatior s en American Career Training
Travel School. The Company operates on a Ray 31 fiscal year-end.
The

b)

Property and Equipment

rroperty and equipment is stated at coot and depreciated under the
accelerated cost recovery system over ftve years.
c)

Investment Tax and Jobs Credits

The Company accounts for its invesment tax and jobs credits under the
flow-through method.
d)

Revenue Recognition

Training fees are recognized as revenue over the term of the related
progress.

2.

Property and Equipment

Property and equipment consists of the following:
Computer equipsent
Furniture and office equipsent
Leasehold improvements
Lees!

Accumulated depreciation

$ 29,360
16,698
586
46,644
19 063

S 27 581
3.

Long-Teem Debt

Lottg-ters debt consists of an equipment financing note payable in monthly
Installment. of $900 including interest at 20.47 percent; secured by
computer quipment. The total principal balance moaning at Decesber 31,
1984 is $9,181 due in 1985 and $2.447 due in 1986.

3 2 t)
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AMERICAN CAREE! TRAINING CORPORATION
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
(SEE ACCOUNTANTS' REVIIN REPORT)

4.

6.

Loans Payable - Officers

Loans payable to afieero are unsecured and non-interest bearing, with no
definite terms of repayment.

5.

Losses

The Company has entered into an operating lease for computer equipment,
Future inimum rental payment* required on the lease
expiring in 1987.
are $1,183 in 1985; $1,183 in 1986 and $394 in 1987.
office and classroom space under leases that ore
The Company also 1
for terms not in excess of one year.

6.

I4C044 Taxes

Deferred taxes arise from the use of the accrual method of accounting for
book purposes and the cash basis for tax purposes.
The provision is
comprised 4* follows:
Federal Income Taxes
State Income Taxes
Investment Tax Credit
Jobs Credit

$49,921
7.377
(4,664)
(712)

851 922

The Company ha. net operating loss carryforwards of $54,000, of which
$35.000 expires in 1998 and $19,000 expires in 1999.

32
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January 29, I9811

UNIT

1112.

Mr. Joseph A. Calareso, President
American Career Training Travel School
4699 North Federal Highway
Pompano Poach, A. 33064

Uer

Joe:

Note
Hers is the ad we discussed from the January 27th Washington Post.
the .L.M.P.. for a city it not too clear, and we know you'll-want to change
it.

Also, here are the policy stateumnts on resident training sites.
call if you have any questions.

Please

The Accrediting Commission rectrds indicate that the only Secretarial corse
it has accredited is a "pure" correspondence course -- a4th DO residet.t
You will want to remedy this by requesting specific course approval
training,
and arranging for an on-site review.
I look forward to seeing you in California.
Sincerely yours,

.1

Michael P. 14mOcrt
Associate Director

TMY

or

stvaternatcr

tntlowys
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NATIONAL NOURODUIPT ODUPION.

fta ww4.4
January II, 1989

NO. Josepl A. Calareso, President
Aserican Career Trainimg Corporation
4699 North Federal 1186hry
Pompano Beach, FL

ter11.1 I. IUMMIX fag Chsomm
mswaseamissImir
MILOAMLIMMONtMopOMOVO
OMPOSPR

mill.Ces Was,

Dea r Joe :

JOIMIPPolki S. rEllplatts
mop" acsmoStmitm

The Accrediting Commission of the National Hale Study
Council met January 4-7. 1989 and affirmed the approval
of the following resident training site for the Hart
School fOr Professional Secretaries:

IIIPPOmbd, OP IOUGmes

arm IMMO
CM01106 M

AniNf

00.0tV0t
0100801100 000100CAPPat 00n0lt

Secretarial Training Site
Vantage Point Office Center
4699 North Federal Highway
Pompano Beach, Florida 33064

IMAM MIAZIXLM
*Wm Simimm.

us man *MOM
Comp

Meta

00AmmeCialWam0
lemul4mmuwANAir

You have received and responded to the Chairman's
Report.
Please continue to keep the Comeission posted
on your plans, and let us know how we may halo.

CARL I% f6.0.E10

100001960000

0000000

offlOt

Mgt uleSsmesliM

Congratulations on the approval of your new Secretarial
training sits.
Sincerely yours.

mis.wampARNMIN

110.e."4 1000100
P LAMISM
soussmrt socarmar
68CMAEL

WZAhrrk U NOCHlt

100161.00 005200 00010if

br
cc:

Dr. Hester L. Turner
Joseph C. Lumen, Esq.

The mama, wore zed *waxing *gm, tor ham stay mks*
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AMERIZAN CAREER TRAINING CORPORATION

augoler II, 19S0

ACT

TRAM
SCA004.

Arcrediting Commission
Natioonl Nome Study Cottucil
1601 llth Street
Washington, D.C.
20009
Arrnt
rat

THE
HART
SCHOOL
.1110

OMOPOOO.S.MAb

te .... .s.

Elisabeth h. goalie

The Rart School Tor Professional Secrstariee Sits Approval

Deal Amy.
Per your request this letter will confine ny receipt of ths
Cheirmen's Report perrsining to thscaptioned matter. In response.
I ast in seneral agreement with the Committee's timeline' aut. Wel
ietiortantly. would like, once &gain. to express my appreCiatioa
tor everyone's invrIvenent and consider/scion. Mote are. hove%
several matters treP !:)rth in the sublect rePott which. I believe.
nese to be cleririn4 an& made & part thereof.
4

Initially, as to the Written lease agreement, it La unclear
as to whether the Chairman received a copy of the entire document.
including all addendum*. Our records reflect that a complete copy
was forwarded; however, it spotter* that the nein lease may have
bean inadvertently omitted end only the *airtime to the lees*
were received.
Enclosed, therefore. you will find is cowPIrmu
lease Agreement for your records. In connection with the lease
cern, Se aeettred thet our corporate counsel is in the process oi
finaliting a new five (5) year lease agreement between Celanese
Real Estate Partnership. a* Lessor, and Americas. Career Training
corporation. se Lessee, for rhe trainine site.
Once coepleted. )
will gladly forward a copy to you for your record*. In eddition.
I have also enclosed a copy of the warranty deed wherein Calegeeo
Roil *state Partneruhip acquired title to the aublect complex from
Dr. and Kra. Redd 4/1/A Eldorado Properties.
As to thr content of leestons / and 9 of the home Study portion
of rhe progress. more particularly, the meterisl relating to the
areas of record nanagement and business correspondence. the sugseeticate
regarding incorporation of the indexing rules of the Aaeociation of
Records Managers aod Administrators has been brought to the attitatiOR
of both the Resident Training instructors end writers/Wu:re in our
proves development department for appropriate consideration.
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AMERICAN CAREER TRAINING,CORPORATION

ACT.

TRAvEl

saiont.

Fierily, Su cool000tion with the actual trainins of the student
while
our facility. this will confirm that not only has provision
heals made for comptency testing in the aro. of epeedwritinu hot
also a typewriter has boon placed is each room Oftliatad with our
operation* housing students attending the Sart School.

aopefully you will find this response to he both complete and
eariafaccory. In th* event yoo hays any Oncstlons, puns's. d° not
hemitate to contact ma.
Thank you for your assistance.

THE

Biocerely.

HART
SCHOOL
.0*
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. .110

Actbsb
Enclosure
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EXAMINIY0 COHKITTRE ORAWAX!B REPORT
ON THE RUMINATION OF
THE HLRT SCHOOL FOR PROFISSIONAL SECRETARIES
(A Dtvision of A.O.T Travel School)
Vaulted* Point Office Center

4699 North Federal Highway

Pompano Beach, Florida 33064

Visitation Date

21 July 1988

dubmitted Ey

Gerald O. Allen
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In

view of the scope of the evaluation of a training site

not yet in operation for the etudente of a combination
home study/resident program, this Chairman's Report will
consist of;

1. A narrative listing of observations and findings
relating primarily to the sublet:Ids covered by the

Commission's Procedures for the Approval of Resident Training Sites.
2. Items presentei in comment form by members of the
examining team.

3. The Evaluator's Rating Form (Commission Document
3.1.1) prepared by the Chairman.
It is hoped that this format will reduce redundancy in the

report and maim it more meaningful to both the Commission
and the staff of the sub3eat school.
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COMMIT= FINDINO8
1. With the Training Site Report, the school submitted a
copy of a lease covering a period of three years ending
July 31, 1988. Purthermore, the designated lessor no
longer owned the site in question. At the time of the
on-site examination the school vas not able to provide
the team vith either evidence of the charge of ownership
or a new lease runring from August 1, 1988. A few deYe
later the school furnished the Team Chairman with a document entitled "Addendum Lease" indicating the lessor to
be Calareso Real Estate Partnership and the lessor to he
American Career Training Corp. This "addendum" does not
specifically state to what it refers (other than an address for the property) and it obligates the parties far
only one month on a month to month baste. While it can
be assumed that the document refers to the original lease
(which expired 7/31/88), that point should be clarified.

In addition, one of the primary concerns involved with
site locations is the stability of the operation. A
montn to month tennancy does not appear to assure the
requirement of stability. It is recommended that a new
leaae be prepared which sets forth all of the rights and
obligation3 of both the lessor and the lessee and for a
realistic term which reflects stability and continuity.
Finally on this subject, the school hat, submitted a

document dated January 14, 1988 which purports to assign
the original lease (which expired on 7/31/88) to Calareeo
Real Estate Partnership. There appears to be no evidence
to support the transfer of ownership of the property to
Calareso Real Lstute Partnership. Thus, since the original
lease expired on 7/31/88, the assignment of the lease

33,4
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*leo terminated on that date. Aed, since the "Addendum
Lease* ia not supported by say evidence establishing a
change of ownership from the original owners to Calareso
Real Estate Partnership, there does not, on the record,
appear to be any legal lease after 7/31/88/
-2. Subsequent to the original approval of the Hart School

for a home study program in secretarial skills, the
school was given "interim approval" for a combination
home study/resident program in this subject area. This
is reflected by;
a. The 19188,89 NHSC Directory of Accredited Schools

B. The Hart School Catalog dated January 1, 1988
c. Misollaneous media advertieing
d. Enrollment Agreement for dated 4/88.
Advertising and promotional materials appear to be in
compliance vith Commission Standards.
3. Lessons 7 and 9 of the home study materials do not reflect
current practices in the areas of record management and
business correspondence. It is recommended that the indexing rules of the Association of Records Nangers and
Administrators be given special coverage in the home
study materials and reinforced during the resident phase.
4. In the area of typing training, the school recognises
that not all students will arrive at the resident phase
with equal (or even minimal) skills. In addition to the
remedial attention planned for lees skilled students, it
in suggested that the school provide at least one typewriter at each of housing units for out-of-olase practice.

5. There appears to be no provisions for competency test-

33.5
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rage 6
ing in the area of speredwriting. It eculd seem that if

training is offered in thin subject (and it is), then
there should be arragements for testing

OA

the basis of

$o many words per minute. As in the area of typing, proopective employers are very much interested in an objective measurement of both epeed and accuracy.
6. The Director of Education and the Instruction Staff appear
to have excellent qualifications for the work they are and
will be performing.
7. The school has developed a good resident Program of Instruction and good instructor/student ratioa are projected.

E. The physical facilities (site, equipment, eto.) ere ex-

cellent. The school has purchased all of the quipment
necessary to support its Program of Instruction and the
proeoted student load.
9. Adequate insurnace coverage has :wen provided and state
and local occupancy and use permits have been secured. The
ropresentative of the State or Florida education reguJatory agency indicate complete satisfaction with the operations of both the Hart School and its parent company.
1C. !:eitle and lorlging rze the regpong-itiltty of the atudent.

1:owover, excellent facAlities for housine cre owned by
the Oalareac neal i;state Partnerii and

tudcnt. wiy, 1!

tney go chcoev, use these facilities at their ow-4 ex-

Th(! ochool providec free trangportatin to awl
fro= the Lichool.

II. ....-r4r14,:entInta

t'Qum mad& fa: 'Lan;
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Lag and job placement assistance.

12. Financial aid le available to qualified students and
personnel in the soboolss companion institution (American Career Travel Training School) finacial aid department will also serve students of the Hart School. In a

imilar joint utilization of administrative services,
all wt.:dent records (both home study and resident) will
be maintained by ACCTS staff.

Respectfuliy submitted.

Z.4e6mai&d,
Gerald 0. Allen
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=CR UST FOR VALUATORS OF
COMSINATION UOMZ STGDY-RISIDSNT PROGRAMS

Umber* evaluate aohocits with ocathinittion
Thle is a guide to help Intsmining Committee
pogroms. This *Nice list is to be used in preparing written comments on the sehOttl
esplenemid may be attuned to the evaluator's report to the Accredlting Commission. Any
this
forte.
tory immolate should be snitched to

Advertising end Prosietiori
I. Do all ads and caws promotional materials state
clearly that both home study and resident Mining
understoodar aftree (lanitimite Inied must he Teng
.? I.
able to overage reader. "Corr.-Res.
ustecooptible.)

I. Do an ads list full newt of school and locetion
of home school headquarters?

S. Do all ads clleertr indioste that training -- not
is being offered?
employment
a. Do ads or literature avoi§. mention of the availability of federal dd u a primary inducement
for enrollment?

V
^1.-

S. Does the top school management hsve an effective
eystem thy approving sll ode and promotional

materials used by Wen= prior to their use?

IL Hee each salesman signed * written employment
agreement which is on tile st the school?
7. Dose the achool provide each salesman with a bona
fide training progrem which include* eoversge of
UMW Buenas* Standards end Code ot =Idea for
Seise Representetivest
S. Win the school ectlept a student cancellation whatever the manner of rtotification?

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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I. Are reheats made

times the nquirement Oar
the student In fuIflU apia2 condition. soch as
the return or kite. tools or meterisist

O. Are the tuition prices for home study and resident
training separately stated co the enrollment
contreatt

It. is the tuition fairly distrlhuksd far each portion
of the course?
r1

Course Stratture and Materials
I. Art students enrolled in both phase* cif training
at ths suss time?
I. Does a subetantial home study phase preosda the
resident phaae arid must it be eueosaadulty completed before Vie student can enter the resident phase?
V. Doss the home study material provide meaningful
information necessary f or the achievement of
the course oblective?
4. Is the home study portico a bone fide oorreteponcisnoe study program which students
must study at a &Stance from the school?

5. Does the school adtectustaW snon e. evaluate.
comment on and return to students all required home Study lesson submissions?

VI

I. Doss the school have an organized and effective
system to provide encouragement to students
to begin. continuo and complete the course?
7. Is the program organised to meclude the study.

submission or evaluation of home study lessons
while the student is at ths school or when the
student is in the resident phase of the training?
V.

Does the resident training avoid unnecessary
duplication of the home study material?

V. Are resident Instructors familisr with the content
and scope of the home study tiourse?

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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le. Do resident instructors have amass to

UI

asid

the students' bane study
make use c
academia swords! are home study swords
retained by realdniat prti(ram instructive
ell they teach and comma stiniontal

in. mitt

De The Students Say?

Based cm information obtained

in iniarviews at the training site.

1. Was the initial enident contact made in accordant*
with Standards? O4ot in an unemployment or
welfare office line air example.)
S. When they were enrolled did students clearly
understand that:
(1) they were enrolling in a combination
mouse?
(2) they bad to complete home study lessons

prior to attending resident training*

3. Did the training prop= received by students
egre with their understanding of the stMetnents
made by sales representatives?

4. if the student received a federal loan, did the
student understand that it is an obligation
that must be repaid'

S. ars students satisfied with the training and
instructional services they received!

waitron lima

No re. rgiCA.t 6141
nr!:

14: .fr4.f.6
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FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCA110N
Betty Castor
Comnimdoner at Education

September 22, 1987

Mr. Joseph A. Calareso
American Career Training Travel School
4699 North Federal Highway
Suite 106
Pompano Beach, Florida 33064
RE:

COURSE(S) -ADDITIONS/DELETIONS/AMENDMENTS

Dear Mr. Calareso:

The State Board meeting in regular session on September 18, 1987
apprwed your request for the following:
The Hart School for Professional Secretaries Professional Secretarial. Training - 400 Hours
Florida Adm..nistrative Code Rule 6F-2.005 states that when a
school adds, deletes or amends a course or program, it shall
publist a revised catalog or publish a printed supplement to be
physically attached to the catalog.

Best wishes in the continued growth of your school.
Sincerely,

ameel L. Ferguson
Executive Director
State Board of Independent Postsecondary
Vocational, Technical, Trade and Business
Schools
SLF:rw

41rolikassee. Florida 32399
dilliNowtS
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June 11, 1907

Mr. Joseph A. Calareso. President
A.C.T. Travol School
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Dear Mr. Calareso:

rWAZ44CAttrialh°°410
NCXAM.TrW4.06,6

W 4=owiMipw,4°

4699 North Federal liMay
Pompano Beam, Ft

The Accrediting COMMissfefl of the National Home Study
Couacil net on June 5-6. 1987 and it is a pleasure to
advise you that ft has confirmed the approval of the
Hart School for Professional Secretaries' new Secretarial course.

=pa kW&

MW441 """

We join with the mombers of the Accrediting Comeissiom
in extending our congratulations and best wishes for
your success with thif new program.

Md:.1(%ClIgng

=42i

We look forward to receiving a copy of the final edition
f the Secretarial course when it is available.

1o.-Sincerely

William A. Fowler
Dr
cc:

Dr. Hester L. Turner
Joseph C. Lumen, Esq.
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Febtualy 23, 1990
Senate Permanent Subrommittee
on Investigations

David a. Buckley
lavestigator
Permanent Subcommittee on Investicy;
Senate Committee on Govcrnmental Alta as
100 SROB
Washington, DC 20510-6262

EXHIBIT #

Dear Mr. Buckley:
r know
today.
I wau glad to have the opportunity to speak with you
deeply
and
others
on
his
staff
are
you, Miss Hill, Senator Nunn
We feel we must
concerned about education iseues, and so ate we.
education is
the
way
non-traditional
try to make a difference in
perceived in Washington.
students from all 50 states aria
The Art Institutes comprise 13,000
45 ioreign countries, in associate and baccalaureate degreeand in
programs in commercial art, interior design, photography; We emplay
deo induatries.
training for the retailing, music and
1,700 faculty and staff who, through an ESOP, own part of the
of Atlanta, Dallas,
Company. Our schools - the Art Institutes
Pittsburgh, Seattle and the
Houston, Fort Lauderdale, Philadelphia,
of
Colorado Institute of Art in Denver - are the foremost producers
graduates
Approximately
90%
of
our
commercial artists in America.
obtain employment in the fields for which they have hten trained.
We have more than $100 million committed to facilities and
equipment to support our educational programs.
hut it is
There is concern over the level of student loan defaults,
problem
ia the
an issue not well understood and, at the heart, the
balance between grant and loan funds. There also are questions
concerning institutional elig!bility and accrediting standards.

The loan default rates among the atudents at The Art Institutes are
relatively low, but we ate concerned that lyecaue our schools are
privately owned and privately financed, we may be subject to discrimination in the legislative or regulatory procesa.
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David B. Buckle
February 26, 1990
Page two

As you know, some members of the traditional academic community
would like to see the financing tor students attending vocational
education programs come from the Department of Labor, as opposed to
existing Title IV funds.
We think that would be a terrible mistake
and would reverse a policy of equal access to financial aid on the
part of students regardless of which accredited educational institution is chosen.
We care about the success of our graduates as
much as, or more than, those at any other educational institution;
and as our students are with us for effectively three academic
years, our faculty and staff impart a great deal of life skills as
well as job and technical skills.
Enclosed is a copy of testimony Robert B. Knutson, our Chairman,
presented at the U.S. Department of Education's hearinga on
Reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1965, as well as a
notebook containing our Response comprising 44 recommendations for
changes to Title IV programs.
X hope you have the opportunity to
consider our proposals and include them in the record of the hearings now being conducted by the Committee on Government Affairs,
permanent Subcommittee on Investigations.
Most observers consider The Art Institutes to be one of the leading
organizations in the private sector. V. are concerned that the
right regulatory and legislative decir.ions are made in the interests of al/ concerned.
Bob Knutson and I look forward to working with you, Miss Hill and
Senator Nunn in the coming months.
I hope you accept my invitation
to visit one or all of The Art Institutes. / shal: call you in
mid-March, after you have had a chance to review our materials, to
arrange a meeting.
If you should have any questions or need
additional information, please call.
Sincerely yours,

(1.M4

t-1
*7I's

Encloziulet.;
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PRESENTATION
TO THE
U.S. DEPARTMENT OP EDUCATION
REAUTHORISATION OF THE
RIOSER EDUCATION ACT OF 1965
WASBINGTON, D.C.
NOVEMBER 20, 19E9

ROBERT B. KNUTSON
CHAIRMAN AND =It? EXECUTIVE OFFICER
EDUCATION MANAGEMENT CORPORATION
300 SIX= AVENUE, SUITE SOO
PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA 15222
(412) 562-0900
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Good morning.
I am Robert Knutson, Chairman and Chief Executive
Officer of Education Management Corporation, headquartered in
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

Here today also are Miryam Drucker, President and Chief Operating Officer, and Ellen Blackmun, Vice President and Director of
Student Financial Aid Administration.
Education Management Corporation is the parent organization of
The Art Institutes - a nationwide group of schools with approximately 12,000 students.
The eight Art Institutes are located in Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, Atlanta, Fort Lauderdale, Denver, Houston, Dallas and
Seattle.
I have spent almost twenty years in the field of private
vocational education.
I am here this morning to express my views regarding the critical issues facing the Department of Education, the Congress, tne
higher education community, and the nation, in the upcoming
Reauthorization of the Higher Education Act.
Mr. Secretary, I don't believe it is your intent or desire to
remove hundreds of thousands of students from eligibility for
Title IV programs - those students who attend privately
financed, tax-paying educational institutions which offer
specialized vocational training programs.

Yet I'm sure you can understand my concern when I first read the
announcement of these hearings and saw the accusatory questions
regarding the proprietary sector and, in stark contrast, the
supportive questions regarding community and junior colleges.
I believe in our community and junior college system.
a vital function in our society.

It serves

I also believe the United States should continue to be an
economic democracy, with freedom of choice and equal access to
education, for all - regardless of whether one chooses to become
an anthropologist, or a nurse's aide.

Regardless, also, of whether the institution providing that
training is supported by public monies, or whether it pays taxes
on the difference between its revenues and its expenses.
Tbe income tax status of a school does not determine how much an
instructor or a professor cares about teaching, or about students and their success.
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Because I know that proprietary schools are currently misunderstood, I am committed to working with you, Mr. Secretary, and
with the Congress, to return complete integrity to the administration of financial aid programs in higher education especially in private career schools. The solution lies not in
treating our sector as a monolith, but in removing certain
schools, and modifying those federal policies which contribute
to the likelihood of student loan defaults.
we are submitting today written testimony which provides a comprehensive set of 44 recommendations designed to 1.

Improve financial aid aUministration and the delivery
of aid to students

2.

Reduce the dependence on loans of academically "at
risk" and low income students, and

3.

Reduce or eliminate the access of certain types of
students to debt-oriented financing.

I will restrict my remarks today to two observations, but first
allow me to say a few words about my organization so that you
can place our comments in perspective.

Together The Art Institutes are the country's largest single
source of commercial artists, and are also major trainers of
interior designers, photographers and personnel for the
retailing industry, and for the music and video industries.
Students at The .1,rt Institutes come from all 50 states and from
already have
45 foreign countries, Many of our new students
received college level experience at another institution.

Most programs are the equivalent of three academic years long
and culminate in the award of an associate degree.
Our students cover the entire spectrum from high income to low
income, but on average, middle income America. we impart technical skills, job skills and life skills.

We employ more than 1,600 faculty and staff members. They share
ownership in the company through an Employee Stock Ownership
Plan.

The eight Art Institutes Lave been in operation for an average
of 32 years each. We have more than $90 million in capital
committed to our facilities and equipment.

3 43
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According to the cohort rate calculations utilized by the Department for fiscal year 1987, the loan default rates for our
students for that year averaged less than community colleges
nationally. Of course our tuition rates, and therefore student
loan amounts, are substantially higher than the community
colleges because we do not receive public funding for our
facilities, equipment and operating expenses.
In the management of student financial aid, each of the Art Institutes employs between 7 and 13 people. We carefully counsel
and budget our students. We also cause most of them to obtain
part time jobs to help finance their education.

The Art Institutes' Employment Assistance offices maintain a
mailing list of more than 30,000 employers. We have more than
50,000 alumni.
The business philosophy of my company is very simple
thing we do must be based upon:

-

every-

- quality service to our students;

- development, growth, involvement and recognition of our
employees;
- and sound economic principles.
We impart qualit Y, intensive, specialized education that works.

-The two observations I would like to make this morning in the
limited time that we have are as follows:
First, there must be more crant aid for low income students.
I agree with the President of Morris Brown College, where the
Atlanta hearings were held, when he said, "Let's put education
on the same plane as a trip to Mars or an S&L rescue."

In the first year of full federal funding of the DEW student
grant program in 1975, the maximum grant per year was $1,400.
Assuming that educational costs have increased by an average of
ft per year over the past...14 years, the Pell grant today should
be more than $4,000. Instead, it is $2,300.
How can anyone expect that when lOATIO are mibstituted for grants
there will be any different result than an increase in loan
defaults.

3 4 ct
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And I need to make a point that is continually missed in coverage of student loan defaults in the media and on Capitol Mill:
Student loans are mandated by,law to be awarded to people
based on need. They are not based upon credit worthiness,
co-signers, collateral, or eash flow from a known io6, as
with virtually every other loan made by lending
institutions in our society.
Is a loan default a default when it should have been a grant in
the first place?
It's a question of allocation of national resources.
going to invest in our citizens, or not?

Are we

Our written recommendations contain data regarding the very
successful state of Pennsylvania student grant program, and how
it has reduced Pennsylvania's unemployment rates, and materially
increased the income level of low income families.
We are submitting a proposal for increasing federal grant aid
coupled with a reduction in student loans.
The second observation I want to make today is that the
Department of Education must have the resources to effectively
monitor schools and the student loan programs.
We know how much the staffing of the Department has been cut in
recent years. We have heard how you lack the necessary technological and human resources.
In a restricted budget environment, all sectors of postsecondary
education must lend their wholehearted support for additional
funding to the Department:
Funding for computers, and personnel, to provide better,
more timely data - in order to enforce regulations, to work
with educational institutions on program reviews, to train
people, to investigate consumer complaints, to use a rifle
approach to challenge and rid the system of those schools
which do not provide sound educational services to their
students.
The eventual funding of the Department of Education's needs is
In the meantime, I submit that the Department must
uncertain.
obtain more leverage on its personnel. May I suggest that to do
your Job you need to become more managers, rather than doers.

3 *0 u
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There are vast human resources available in the public
and private sectors, if you ask:
- People from institutions such as ours and other vocational training organizations, and of course from the
traditional colleges and universities.
- And enormous resources available to you through better
coordination with state agencies, the Veterans'
Administration, and the accrediting associations who
regularly visit schools.

There are many people who care, as you do.
for help and
you will receive it, free of additional cost Call
to the federal
budget.
Now for the first time, and thanks to your efforts,
Mr.
Secretary, I believe there is a growing sense of shared
res nsibility among lenders, guarantee agencies, schools,
stu ents,
and federal and state agencies.
I submit that all educational
institutions and the U.S. Department of Education and the respective states have
a mutual goal:
graduate success.
we own the challenge as much as you do, and
we want to help.
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THE ART INSTITUTES
T. Institute*

Thr Art Institutes. a nationwide group of 0110Clate and Ivrea.
laureate degree-granting professional schools, are leaders irt
career preparation for Me risme end practical arts. Together,
The Arr Institutes art Me single largest source of entrylevel
commercial artists Pi Amerres today. They are also an important
source of ertirylevel commercial photographers, interior
designers end personnel for Me retail tnerchandissrig industry
and Me music business field.
The Art Institutes occupy approximately 600,000 square feet of
space in buildings either owned or controlled under longierrn
leases. All of the physical faciliiies have been newly
constructed or renovated within the past four years,
The schools are accredited by the Accrediting Commission of the
National Association of Trade and Technical Schools. In

addition, The Arr Insutute of Atlanta is acctedited by The
College Commissson of the Southern Association of Colleges and
Si-hoots The Ars Institutes share a Board of Advisors who
oversee curricula and assist in gredstaie employer relations.
The Board is made up of nationally recognized designers.
photographers, fashion and rdhcarion professionals,

In the fall of 1989, the total student enrollment was appro."'
mately 12,000. Students come to The Arr Institutes from the SO
Motel and 45 foreign coontries, Forty percent of new students
have had a yur or more of college-level training at another
4crire student councils sponsor many
social and charitable events within each of the schools'
cornnsunnies. Some of the specialized clubs and Orgenitationl
catering to Hai:tents' interests ere student chapters of Me
Professional Photographers Association, the American Society of
Interior Designers, National Press Photoprephers Association and
the Distributive Education Clubs of America.
educational institution.

School -sponsored housing provrdes corn fort and security for
resident students. The schools also help students in finding
roommates and locating suitable living arrangements.

The validity of The Art Instosites educational approach is
measured by the record established by their graduates:
approximately 004 obtain emplovonen: in their fields within nine
months after graduation. For insehool students, part-tome lobs
and free.lance job opportunities art available through the
employment assistance offices of each school.
Locations

The Arr Insriture of Atlanta Atlanta, Georgia
The Art institute of Dallas - Dallas. Texas
The Art Institute of Houston Houston. Texas
The Art Institute of Fort Laufertile'e Fort Lauderdale, Florida
The Art Intritior of Seattle - Scarily. Washington
The Art Institute of Pittsburgh Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
The Art Institute of Philadelphia - Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
The Colorado Institute of Art Denver. Colorado
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Majors and Degrees

Associate degree programs are available in visual
communications (commercial art). fashion riverchandisiug, fashior,
design, fashion illustration, interior design, music and video
business, phoiography. !POW nd 10WrisIN, landscape design and
industrial design.
Bachelors degree programs are avnilable in business management

and in fashion morkeiing ar the Fort Lauderdale campus.
Evening diploma programs ere available in applied photography.
layout end production art and residential design.
Academic Pregrasa

The Art Institutes operate on a quarter calendar. Education
programs aPe offered oh a year.round trolls so Mat Hudgins may
pursue rheir studies without interruption. Most M:VW('
degree programs re eight quarters long. equivalent to three
academic years. Evening diploma tprograms are four quarters
long. Program length depends on the major selected. In order
ro earn a diploma or associate degree, the student muss
mainrain a OfinitM1111 grade point average of 1.0 (on a 4.0
scale). Baccatostreste degree programs, which are offerest at
Mr Art Thstitute of Fart Lauderdale. require Me equivalent of
five academic years to complete. ht addition, course transfer
agreements are available with several colleges.
Academic Facilities

Depending on education program offerings, The Art Institutes'
facilities include art galleries; interior design studios;
industrial design shops; industrial cutting, sewing, knitting
and parrernmaking rooms: computer laboratories; audio
recording studios; video studios; photography darkrooms;
photography studios; video, audio and photography checkout
centers; drawing, life drawing and painting studios; as well a.
lecture classrooms.
Cast

Average tuition for Me academic year commencing in the fall of
1089 is 54516 for associate and bachelor degree program, and
53.876 for evening diploma programs. Housing costs vary by
location and type. Dormitory, school sponsored end lor
indcpenlent living housing options are available at each Art
Institute; some meal plans ore offered,

35ti
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Fimaariai Aid

Art Institute students are eligible to pply for financial

allirtance through the Pell Grant, Supplemental Education
Opportunity eirant, St. (ford Student l pan, Perkins Loan, College
14'0,4 Studs, Plus Loan, and Supplemental Loans to Students
State grant programs. as well es FOcatoonal RMabilitistion
assistance awl l'eterans Attinintstrattort benefits are evadable
to qualified students Awards under these programs are based
on tndtvidual need and the availability of funds. Students
receiting ftrtaRetal assistance must ma intam satin factory
academe progress as entablashed by Mt Art Institute in whrch
thes ore enrolled.

Approximately 70,* of the student body rfCtine's Volt form of
ftnanital assistance Each Art Institute emphins six to 13
persons Who devote full MM. to Rifts/Mg Cltident$ in their
personal financial budgeting, and us administering financial
aid programs

Art Institute sponsored scholarshtp programs for nen and
ccmtinuing students are anardct: on the basis of neadenstc
errettince, outrtanatng art ivo-k. financial reed, or oserall
corirrtkin iit MO Institute. Thc,e schotarshi,s totodtd
approsimately Str00,01,0 for the .sear ending lune 30, Ma.
Faculty

C,Ileritvely The Art Institutes emptily approximately X00
fult.time and part-time jaculty. All are experienced
professionals, and many have othreved regtorial and nattortat
recognition. faculty members have excellent epidermal, and
practtcal experience In the ftelds of art, desalt% fashion,
fait?, photography and corstmanications. Each student ts
assigned a faculty advisor. The siudent-faeulty folio averages
22 10 I

Aduainiuu Requirements

The Art Institutes operate on a rolltng admisstons ba..is A
high school diploma or successful stores on the Gential
Education Peyclopnient tests are a prerequisite for admission to
The Art Institutes' diploma and associate degree programs All
appltcants are evalwated on the basis of thetr prevtosts
educgtrOn and background fre thee, intended area of study or
onlertft on art, design, fashion, photography. travel.
or the music and rideo tridustries Portfolios are trekomed bun
not required. Students applying to an upper disc:ton
baccalaureate degree program at the Fort Lauderdale schait mils!
technical iii spiCiati fie IISSOCtelf degree and hose
pOrsesli
Mttlflotyro J. cumulative grade poin, average OA
fralittihrtrd
astOciatt.leyel IOW work

Edocatio. Masagramoi C.rpatatten
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.Sludent iiiiislitLAIChunut_tin toast iogs
1911E89 Award Nur

Stackati
iia thautaadN1

P Grants
St4pplement,1 Ciratztt rSE('Xit

State Gum I

6.173
2,000
1,805

Subtotal CiPORI3

$ 5.010
895

$11,120

1.011111

PrrhIrIJ Loan$

Stafford Loa is
PLUS Loans
SLS Loans

2,26i

S 2.11A0

10,V10

23,123
8,770
9.41Q

A790
1,6.'3

Subtotal LOGn

$I f, i,S5

Cullesc

Stufterti *age§

Tow r?0,zwq. fettaviann

20 5

ills

11,160

55.',820
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The Art Institutes'
C'ohort Default Rate

lb 696

National Cohort
%

Default Rate - All Schools
National Proprietary School,'
Cohort Default Rare

33

%

National Public Two-Year
Schoo lc' Default Rate

18

%

4a/411 Proate Two-Year
Schoolc Default Rate

14

%

7

%

National Four-Year
Schools' Default Rase

Eiscatitu. hirsainswei CerWatiem
IV SO
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THE ART INSTITUTES
rtacement Statistic!

Mt, 4 ativi41 Recoil
After enemar research, we have been unable to find env national midge% ef
student success in obtaining employnent afirr groduatirm in their field of
studs,

Most if not all students entering postsecondary tnstirutkois today hae a
career or employment obtective, but do not have access to reliable data
regarding their chances of meeting this objectise.

Ile Art lottWaktt*_Rtsgra
Employment statistics maintained by The An Institutes for many yews show
that approsimatety Or 1 of the schools' graduates obtain employment in their

fields of study witlun nine months of graduation.
This measurernent of outcome does not consider the number of students who
Continue their education et other institutions of higher learning, or those
who leave school for emptoyment in their field prior to graduation.

Ettiocittos Mitsageriest Cm-pc:ratio*
111,119

34 z
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THE ART INSTITUTES
Csataltiimlitatsa

The National, Record

Reltable data from Vincent Ttnto's Lear t ng Coltesc (University of Chicago Press. 1087.
which is based cm Natiiu,al Center for Education Stattsttcs data, contain Me following
record of natIonal graduation rateSs without Interruptions from the original n15111;140'2
attended:
4.year colleges - 44% graduate
2-year colleges - 271 graduate

the same group of students is tracked for an extended period of time. Ihs rates of
graduation from au postsecondary institution, or 'system completton rates, increase to:

fallen

4-year colleges
year colleges

-

blat eventually obtain some kind of degree
3.M1 eventually obtatn some kind of degree

Tikt Art Logi lutes' Record
Under the 'completion rate' measurement mandated by the Department of Education which is
the graduation rate without interruption from the ortginal Institute attended, we
estimate that.

RN of The Art Institute students complete education programs equivalent to three
academie years in length without substantial interruption.

The Art Institutes have not historic fly tracked students who transfer to other
institutiOns to pursue two-year or four-year baccalaureate degrees. therefore wc are
unable to estimate their 'system completion" rate.
RC believe that tla 'system completion' rate of our students would compare fasorably to
the national fourtear college rate because:
Approximately 25% of students who drop out from The Art lnstttutes re-enter The Art
Institutes and many of these students eventually complete their program.
Also, mon} students who drop out go on to other vistas:rums and eventually complete.
The Art Institutes thus compare favorably with foar.vear colleges, and have
substantially better eompletton rates than most two-year colleges.

coscheital
The student consumer, when provtded wtth art isolated completion rate, writ have nit busts
We believe that the student consumer must have the opportunity to
far compa ri JO'S.
compare Outconles among gL types of educational institutions end programs.

Eisesties Maamielemet Corporatiox

loft,

3 5 ci
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I.

D1ackwrt ef Csmakilm.AsitLikastlitamcal_Staiiiiks
We support 'Students Right to know legislation requiring all portsecondury
Insulations h) dtsclose these and other critical measures of outcomes.
We encourage the Department of Education to take extraordinary steps to notify
alt schools affected by the current regolatton and to enforce cOmpltance.

SLSRuirldisuu
SLS for first-year borrowers should not be elsminated. This s!, an important
resource fat adult students who need help to meet loins and personal expenses.
14/e support the Senate provision requiring 30-day delay of first disbursement as
an alternative cost-saving Measure.

Irtititivijons should be afforded greater flex bility to control the mount of the
approved SLS

Hi. Itiatthat Afretanil
The Department of Education should drop ifs proposed rule requiring all schools
to have react:out agreements with other schools. This falls in the area of state
licensing agencies.

The Department should work closely with the stares to ensure that state
provisions adequately protect students from school closings.

IV

Froitileion jarainst Coocinissiongd Salesatei
01 total ban on commissioned salesmen is an excessive

Salesmen should be prohibited front administering entrance tests, or making final
admissions or financial aid decisions.
6

Door-to-door canvassers or outside contractors should be banned.

Education Manaireatent Crporation
Waft

ns)

$54

THE ART INSTITUTES
rasotoas 911 Key hew
I.

Issue:

Disetzsurt_of Coattlelka_Rates Rad Playtimes( Slia

Dacussion;

S. Department of
The final default reductwn regulations issued by the
Education in June, 1989 include the new requirement Ma! vocational programs
disclose program completion razes and placement statistics to prospective
students, beginning wiM periods of enrollment December I, 1989 or lour. The
Department of Education specifies that if the explicit or intplicit goal of the
program is To prepare students for employment in a particular field, then Me
school mint disclose the data. Thus the new disclosure requirement technically
applies to all proprietary school. v.:national school, junior college, and
public community college programs that have a career training objective.

The Art Institutes, as well as many other privately owned schools, have for
years calculated retention and placement rates. However, the methodology
specified in the new regulations hos never been used before. Most community
not-for-profit charter do isca
colleges and other schools which operate under

routinely collect or make public such data. Mk Me Art Institutes concur

that schools should be held accountable and believe that CY schools affected
by the rule must be forced to comply, this accountability should ultimately be
extended to all postsecondary institutions.

The Department of Education needs to take extraordinary steps to enforce
compliance with the new disclosure rules by all schools Mar are affected.
letter to institution Presidents who are
This should include at a minimum
in Me position to ensure compliance.
We support 'Students Right to Kno*" legislation whereby all postsecondary
educational Institutions would be required to disclose education prog.rant
completion data. placement statistics, and other relevant measures of
PUIC(prneS.

36u
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In the Fr'90 budget reconciliation process the SLS loan prograns for independent
students has been targeted by both thc Senate and House to achieve required
cost savings. The House hes approved the elimination of SLS at a resource for
all first year undergraduate students. The Senate supports a 30-day check
disbursement delay for all new SLS borrowers, designed to reduce program
expenditures for early dropouts.
The SLS program was created as an additional loan for -elf-supporting students
which could be used to (1) meet the student's need if other need-based aid was
imsufficient end lcr (2) as a loan of convenience to repleee the student's
expected family contribution if that contribution was not immediately available
to meet the student's costs The use of SLS as a family contribution
' replacement is currently an option to Me student which ihe school must
approve.

Approximately 20% of new Art Institute students are firs: time SLS borrowers.
A ncgligeabte proportion of new students withdraw during the first 30 days of
the program.

faSISUL.
We oppose Me elimination of SLS for first year borrowers because this is
an important resource for adult students who need help to meet their living
expenses.

We support the Senate provision requiring a 50-day delay of first
disbursements of SLS.

We also believe that institutions should leave greater ability to control
the total amount of the SLS loan. While the use of SLS to meet need should
not be restricted, Me use of SLS as a family contribution replacement
should be at the optton of the institution as well as the student.

356
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III. bane;

Di5CIPA VIE

In June. /989, the Department of Education proposed a new default prevention
measure, whereby all career training schools would De required to have
teach-out agreements with other institutions. The Art Institutes, NATTS, and
other organisations responded to this proposal in August. lOSO, emphasizing
that this matter iv more appropriately handled IhrOUgh the various slag
bonding and inturanie priortrions.
The proposal assumes ihut similar program< are offered at nearby institutions.
and that the schoo; can best determine what is in the student's best
Interests. we believe that neither is the ease.

The Deportment of Ed ui orlon should drop the proposed rule.

The Department should wort, closely with the various state licensing
agencies to cniure that each flute has strong provisions in place to
protect students from Wive,' closings

R. pane

.t.

Slat silken

Inacusaioni

The proposal to restrict or totally prohibit the use of commissioned salesmen
has appeared in proposed federal legislation several units in the past few
years, most reserstly in Senate Bill Oa& It is designed to curb perceived
abuses in the adnussum of unqualified students who drop out and then default
On their student loans.
The Art institutes employ admisstont representatives who ure employees of the
school and who receive both salary and incentive compensation, the latter
primarily based on the student attending classes. Only high school graduates
or the equivalent are adtrtuted, and therefore commissioned salesmen do not
participate in an entrance test administration.

famutatutsudlitin
A total ban On eke use Of Caliinusnarted salesmen is VT excessive measure.

We strongly support prohibuing commissioned salesmen from dministering
admissions tests, arid from making final decisions regarding admissions or

financial aid.
Me use of door-ics-door canvassers or Independent contractors should be
banned.

Unending Maaaitrinent Corporation
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RESPONSE TO THE U. S. DEFAFTMENT OF EDUCATION'S
REQUEST FOR PUBLIC COMMIT 011 THE
REAUTHORIZATION OF THE
HIGHER EDUCATION ACT OF 1965

The Art Institutes
Education Management Corporation
300 Sixth Avenue, Suite 800
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15222
(412) 562-0900
For additional information, contact:
Robert B. Knutson,
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
November 20, 1989
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The comments, recommendations, and discussion included in this
response represent the collective perspectives of The Art
Institutes of Atlanta, Dallas, Fort Lauderdale, Houston,
Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, Seattle, and the Colorado Institute of
The eight Art Instituters are part of Education Management
Art.
Corporation, and as a group share a common educational philosophy,
and similar academic programs, policies and procedures.
We welcome this early opportunity to respond to important issues
that will be discussed over the coming ronths as we prepare for
Reauthorization.
However, we are very concerned about the climate
in which the Higher Education Act of 1965 is being reviewed, a
climate of media attention and misinformation where the poor
performance of certain proprietary institutions has jeopardized
the participation of all students who attend privately-financed,
tax-paying institutions.
We believe that the principal issue is not the proprietary
"sector', but individual schools and a financial aid system that
burdens low-income, academically at-risk students with debt.
We are prepared, through this testimony and on an ongoing basis,
to:

o

Actively participate in the partnership of institutions,
agencies, and the federal government that will refine the
The Higher Education Act for the 1990s;

o

..uggest ways in which the Title IV student aid programs
can be improved to better serve and protect students;

o

Commit our resources to helping the Congress and the U.S.
Department of Education address the changing character of
education in this country today.

36
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On an annual basis, approximately 13,000 students attend The Art
Institutes, enrolled primarily in associate degree programs, which
are three academic years in length, and also in bachelor degree
and one-year continuing education programs. Together, the Art
Institutes are the country's largest single source of commercial
artists, and are also major trainers of interior desigmers,
photographers, and pc...-6,rnel for the retailing and music and video
industries. We employ more than 1,600 faculty and staff dedicated
to providing service to our student clients. Our faculty and
staff share ownership in the company through an Employee Stock
Ownership Plan. The eight Art Institutes have been in operation
for an average of 32 years each, and have more than $90 million in
capital committed to our facilities and equipment.
Students at the Art Institutes come from all 50 states and from 45
foreign countries. Forty per cent of our new students have a year
or more of previous college-level experience at another
institution. All applicants must be high school graduates or the
More than half of all
equivalent in order to gain admission.
students initially become interested in The Art Institute programs
through active high school relations programs.
Our students cover the entire spectrum from high income to low,
but generally represent middle-income America. Some 70% apply for
financial aid. Of these:
o

sixty percent of all aid applicants are dependent on their
parents for support;

o

The remaining 40% are adult, self-supporting students;

o

The median family income of dependent aid applicants is in
the $24,000 - $29,999 range;

o

For independent aid applicants, the median income ranges
from $5,000 - $6,999.

The Art Institutes participate in all of the Title IV programs,
and in state grant programs in four of the six states where they
are located.
o

The typical student budget for an academic year, including
tuition of approximately $6,600, fees, books, supplies,
room, board, personal, and transportation expelises is
213..000.

o

The typical financial aid recipient finances 60% of these
total costs through his or her myll family's resources,
including part-time jobs.

o

The remaining 40% of costs are financed through federal
and state grant, loan, and work programs.

2
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o

Grants represent 22% of all aid dollars disbursed while
loans represent 7P% and federal work study less than 1%.

A Student Financial Services staff of seven to thirteen people at
each of The Art Institutes support student participation in
federal aid programs. A proactive Employment Assistance office,
staffed by four to nine job counselors, assists both current
students and graduates in locating suitable employment.

- 3 -
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Reauthorization presents a once-in-five year opportunity to review
the effectiveness of the programs and the efficiency of the
system. While many institutions in the past have been wedded to
the status quo end the preservation of a montage of loan, grant
and work-study programs, we believe that program effectiveness
argues for eukstantialchange. We share the view expressed by The
College Board that 'Radical Reform' may be in order, while the
basic principles of the existing programs are retained.
We do net include the elimination or special treatment of a
particular sector in the need for substantial change. Private
career schools provide more than 701 of the vocational education
These privately-owned institutions
in the United States.today.
operate without state or federal institutional support, PeY
property, real estate, and income taxes, and are market-driven to
meet the neede of students and their employers.
The proprietary vocational education sector has indeed grown more
rapidly than traditional sectors of education in recent years.
This cannot be attributed simply to advertising and promotion,
since all sectors of higher education, some using public tax
money, now use the full range of methods to attract the shrinking
pool of 18-24 year-olds -- television, radio, billboards,
four-color brochures, recruiters, and alumni.
We believe the primary reasons for this growth are the ability of
the proprietary sector to anticipate the needs of the employment
market, and to respond rapidly: by developing new educational
programs to meet these needs, at minimal cost to the taxpayer.
Not all private tax-paying institutions are good. Some have
Some have not
followed questionable recruiting practices.
The great majority of
delivered promised services to students.
privately owned institutions do provide pertineRt education and
They produce future
skills to their students.
taxpayers who return society's investment in them many times
over. This country was founded as a political and economic
democracy. We have no choice but to maintain tuedom Qf orm rs:_

amble,job

..Pludenif 1,1 the educOlion marketplace.

Student aid has played a critical role in maintaining this freedorof choice and expanding postsecondary educational opportunities
for low and middle income Americans who twenty years ago viewed
Me
high school graduation as completing their formal education.
demands of an iacreeninsly tecAnoillail_MgleIx and America's
elusive goal of equaA oaportur,ity require us to press on in our
as muct; edccatioc ac te
struggle to provide, 'every child
.

.

has the ability to take" (Lyndon D. ..lot.nEon,

)965).

As partner& in the education comru:lity, we face two real
ens:uring rznorf.ty e:IcefL!-

cLallen,lel. as we psi-sue C.:1- (2,70r

elirinat;.%:; finenc:al harrlert to low ar.0 ridd:e Ir.core

4

-
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o

Rising costs of postsecondary education, and

o

The increasing complexity of the forms, the application
process and the delivery of aid to students.

Overarching every policy decision facing the President and the
Congress in the upcoming Reauthorization is the question of the
budget aeficit and available resources to support the Title IV
programs. The ;elatiye prierity assigned to higher education -even in a period when educators, the business community, nd
elected officials share the view thet reform is necessaty and more
funds are essential -- seems lmpst enchancred.
Battles between
the various sectors of higher education only serve to exacerbate
this situation.
Despite the overriding question of the budget deficit, we believe
pxogramil in terms 9f what is best for thg potion and right for
those students who need help in pursuing postsecondary education.
Three principles of this system should be simplification,

Iptegratioa, and accountaility.

o

The delivery system must be simplitiad for students and
their families, from the initial application through the
deliver oi aid dollars to the student;

o

Reestablishing an appropriate balance of grants, loan end
wok& in the student aid packaging process must be a
national priority;

o

Unnecessary, burdensome paoerwork must be eliminated
wherever possible.
In the computer age, there are
significant opportunities to streamline commun4ce_ticm, and
to gather and compare data.

ILlegretion:

Student Financial Aid programs should constitut_e an
integuIed hyo_qr, where all of the parties involved -students, parentc, institutions, state agencies, lendets,
and the federal government -- have efficient means of
con,municatien i% place;
ez..jor

vrtotJ

a:e
so that stude:,ts ce:
will r.Tay tt'e:i education loanr.;
neeet:sary, to conE.olidate the:-_,

arcf

iLcludinc repretez.tav'
need analyEif servicert-, and others directi
involved fn t!le del:ye:y of &tcnt h1C.!. Trt:rt he very
cicsely f.r.,...olve d. as vartncis in any cf,anyer

,tioc,:atts or the a7;verv ,y;!t7.

e C

riUt

L-t
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Designing application forms which aro easaly usable by
families;

Previewing regulations before they are issued for
general public comment;
*

*

Pilot testing regulations, forms, and procedures
before they are put into general use;
Cross training of U.S. Department of Education and
institutional staff, by means of team teaching,
serving on task forces, working together.

Accoultability:
o

Institutions, lenders, and other agencies involved in
Title IV student aid delivery must be held fully
accountable for the administration of these programs.

o

Those organizations that demonstrate a lesser ability to
comply with the intent of the law should be subject to
more specific restrictions, whereas those that have
demonstrated a consistent ability to maintain standards
should be subject to more basic rules. This is the
original idea of 'deregulation" discussed at USED some
8-10 years ago.

o

The national student financial aid delivery system should

be designed to_heli_th.slaniex.,nalut_.
yell-informed choices within all sectors of postsecondary
education.
o

Through involvement in the process of developing and
integrating new forms, regulations, and training
opportunities, all of the parties involved, including
schools, lenders, guarantee agencier, the federal
government -- ultimately increase their accountability.

-

6 -
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The traditional roles of the various parties involved in student
financial aid have not changed in the twenty-five years ince the
Through the
Higher Education Act was first enacted.
Reauthorization preemie, these roles must be esaffizmg:

o

parentt bear the primary responsibility for meeting the
costs of postsecondary education for their children, by
providing family financial suppoet throughout the years of
undergraduate education;

o

Students (and their spouses) share in the family's primary
responsibility for financing postsecondary education, by
devoting their savings and ear-ings from work to their
primary objective - education;

o

StaSet bear some of the responsibility for assisting needy
students to bridge the gap between educational costs and
the family's available resources, and for monitoring and
managing those programs directly controlled at the state
level;

o

The federal government serves us the critical balance in
the student aid process, by:
providing funding for programs designed to provide
12:al Access and choice to needy students and families;
-

-

Access means providing for the gap between
institutional costs and family and other resources
so that the student has the means to enter any
postsecondary institution.
Choice means providing the needy student with the
support he/she needs to pursue postsecondary
education at the particular institution that can
best help the student meet his/her educational
objectives.

Managing and monitoring the programs it controls, and
providing training to institutions and other agencies
that support federal student aid programs.
institutions bear the responsibility for pulling all of
these various pieces together, and ultimately for
delivering dollars to needy students.
*

The institution serves as the student's mals_tsiveSt,
or advocate, in pursuing postsecondary education.
The institution carries the major responsibility for
auglIntapility to the taxpayer, by providing
educational programs that serve students, and by
administering Title IV programs in the manner iw.ended
by law.
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Todely we also have a number of other parties Lc.olved in student
lenders,
aid programs -- need analysis agencies, servicers,oartnershio
of
guarantee agencies and others -- who share in the
environment, all
In
a
restricted
budget
student aid delivery.
prevention
partners in the process need to emphasize training and
of abuse, An the true spirit of shared responsibility.

3 72

367
II.

pISTITUTZONAL_ItECOWOWDATIONS

The following recommendations and discussion relate to standards
and practices of educational institutions participating in the
Tit'a IV student aid programs. While our major concern is the
impact of these programs on students, we believe that changes are
necessary at the institutional level in order to ensure delivery oZ
funds and services to enrolled students.

a 7.3

368
II.

A.

1144TIVITIONAL AVOMARAT/916

1aptittL

While the Secretary's Notice has questioned the con'-inued
participation in Title IV programs by students who attend
proprietary vocational schools, we choose to address this quention
in terms of overall eligibility standards for participating
We are dismayed at the apparent bias reflected in
institutions.
the qaestions raised, and wonder whether there is any rational
basis, or some data available, which would motivate the U.S.
Department of Education to consider eliminating students attending
an entire sector of schools which have actively participated in
Title IV programs for more than twenty years. We believe that one
definition of eligible institution should apply to all
participating schools, along with standards that apply to all. We
do not believe that segregation of sectors serves any purpose
If accountability is the real issue, we are prepared
whatsoever.
to make recommendations for strengthening institutional
eligibility requirements.

mecommenclation hi. Develop single, elm definition of
"eligible institution" and "eligible program," thst reflect the
common purposes of postsecondary education in this country
today.

For many years the federal statute governing these programs has
contained lour definitions ol eligible institution:
o
o
o
o

institution of higher education
proprietary institution of higher education
postsecondary vocational institution
vocational school

These dgferences in deliektions
confusion.

For example:

o

Why is the minimum academic program length at a vocational
school 300 clock hours (or one quarter), but six months at
all the others?

o

Why is the institution of higher education Au required to
exist for two years prior to eligibility, when the others
are?

o

Why do "commissioned salesman' restrictions apply only to
vocational schools?

o

Why is ownership status a key characteristic used to
categorize a particular institution?

o

Wby are proprietary institutions the only ones that must
be accredited, and cannot rely like the others on the
transfer-of-credit alternative or state approval?
- 9 -
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A typical proprietary institution, for example, can meet Doth the
definition of a "proprietary institution of higher education"
(used for Pell and Campus-based programs) And the definition of
Students in
"vocational school* (used for Part B loan programs).
six-month programs can receive any type of aid while students in
three-month programs only receive Part B loans. What is the basis
for these differing definitions of eligible program?
We suggest thlt what ie_nteded is a aeneral
inalitt3li0i1A_YhQ9e_itadstarszstr-eth-tr-aigi-e20etaeaondarv
211124121k to receive Title IV_aid, The overall purpose of the
Title IV programs is to support needy students in their pursuit of
a postsecondary education.
Postsecondary education has changed a great deal since the
implementation of the Higher Education Act of 1965. Today, not
only proprietary institutions, but traditional institutions as
well, increasingly train young people and adults to enter or
re-enter the work force. Many traditional public and private
postsecondary institutions have created academic programs
specifically digned to train students for jobs, and actively
advertise those "career-oriented" programs. Training or educating
students specifically for employment is no longer restricted to
tax-paying int-titutions.
However, the definitions in the law
continue to ibolate institutions with a "vocational" orientation.
Few business or government leaders would disagree that in order to
be competitive in the internation.,1 economy of today, America must
have a trained work force. Simply, this means that postsecondary
education must primarily prepare people for work.
BolIMPeadation 111 Strengthen the klltitutigAal ligibility
end sacountabAkity requirements for all., and ctively ncourage
the sharing of information by ail parties involved in monitoring
postsecondary institutions.
with one definition in place, yT.attli t9 greate tightened
SlIg11411Iy_otandards that apply to all inst4,tutions to include:
o

Increased accountability on the part of institutions for
the services and education that they provide, including
required institutional disclosures (discussed below);

o

Tightened accrediting standards for all institutions;

o

Tightened approval standards for all accrediting agencies;

o

Sharing of information and of all reports of site visits
by the various parties involved in monitoring
postsecondary institutions' performance, including:

- 10 -
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*

*

*
*

*

accrediting agencies,
state licensing agencies,
state VA authority,
state and national guarantee agencies,
the U.S. Department of Education.

It is common for the state licensing agency to review a school,
but to be unaware that the Veterans Administration has recently
visited the school and filed a written report. We believe that
many students may have been saved the pain of school closings or
other events, had the various oversight agencies been obliged to
share information before the situation became a true crisis.
Once new definitions and new
accountability standards are designed, inaugurate a targeted,
five-year program of institutional eligibility review, whereby
each participating institution of higher education has its
eligibility to participate in Title iv programs reviewed End
certified.
Recommendation 413k

We also believe that institutional eligibility for participation
in the Title IV programs must be thoroughly reviewed on a regular
basis, to ensure that institutions continue to meet the
Sust as accreditation and state approval
established standards.
must be reaffirmed on a regular basis, so should institutional
Title IV eligibility. The U.S. Department of Education must hhve
the statutory authority, and the necessary funding, to effectively
It
reevaluate institutional participation at the school location.
must also have access to all resords related to the school's basis
for eligibility from accrediting agencies and states.
Recommendation 141 faiminete_correspondence schoolle ant)
IszaiggLia9914 from institutional eligibility for participation
in the Title XV programs.

Our recommendation that correspondence and foreign schools be
eliminated from Title IV eligibility Is based on the simple fact
that there is very little if any opportunity for such schools to
have direct contact with students. With tightened eligibility
standards and regular eligibi/ity reviews, we believe it would be
difficult for such schools to meet these standards.

376

371
R.

Student Consumer Information -institutional DisclostmeR

liestpattalitimils

Require all institutions to disclose to
students program completion rates, state examination pass rates,
and placement rates, under the student's general "right to
know."

In order to increase accountability among all postsecondary
institutions, we believe that the student consumer must be
provided with sufficient information to make a. aood decision about
his or her future.
The Title IV student financial aid regulations
have for a long time contained a laundry list of required items to
be provided to current and prospective students.
As a result of these requirements, today we have a much better
informed student population. while there will undoubtedly always
be a certain "mystery" surrounding the student financial aid
programs, we believe that students have benefited from this effort
to provide them with better information. The Art Institutes have
found through our Student Financial Planning process and through
the implementation of default prevention activities, that improved
information vastly improves the studvit's decision-making process
and increases the involvement of the family in_the educational
process.
The recent addition of required disclosures of institution's
completion rates, state examination pass rates, end placement
rates has been handled separately in the regulations from
previously-required institutional disclosures to students. Only
certain institutions (non-baccaulaureate-degree-gram.ing, offering
programs designed to train students for employment) are required
to make the disclosures. Furthermore, the disclosures are to be
made not in the same manner as already-existing required
disclosures, but specifically prior to the_enrollment of the
student, and gLod of disclosure is required in the student's
file.

We question first of all the factual and the legal bases for the
vector distinc.tion, requiring certain institutions to disclose
this information, when in fact virtually all posIsecOndary
we
egocetion kel.12.2S.PrIe zip-se:- or employmentflor4.ented.
particularly invite corparison between private career schools and
the well-documented shortcomings of colleges and universities
engaged in inter-coilegiate athletics, whose student athletes net
only do not graduate or get jobe, but attend college for fc.:r
years an0 accumu:ale few credits toward a degree.

37?

372
the sales
Recommendation 12: Unlade these disclosures in
student
consumer
context and wame form as aireadr-existing
information requirements.
for what happens to
All institntIOULJUdliatIMLheld_AVS2mAtAbla
their students, and all students should be informed of cowasIivin
and placement rates, just as they are of AcAgemic and financial
Aid proarams available, facilities, leguIty, accreditatieD_EIAIME,
financial aid application, award and distribution policies, and
refund policies.

Under the recent Department of Education rules, student
completion, pass, and placement rates must be disclosed separately
By
to each individual student at the time of enrollment.
isolating these particular disclosures for student file
documentation, does this suggest that they are more important than
the disclosures already contained in the law, for general
distribution to students?
we recommend that the new completion, pass, and placement rate
disclosures should be handled exactly as are the myriad of other
disclosures, by means of institutionalpublications, required of
All participating institutions.
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C.

AdaiiiiggiLitAnstardatuity_rjuignemit

Recommendation 41: Retain the "ability to benefit" admissions
criterion as an important means for adult students to return to
postsecondary education.

Although The Art Institutes admit only high school graduates or
the equivalent, we believe the door of opportunity must be left
open for those who possess academic potential, but who may not
have had the chance to express or pursue it. Many prominent
Americans have overcome artificial barriers and the lack of paper
qualifications to achieve greatness.

Furthermore, the requirement that AM students acquire the GED
before the second year in school or program completion (whichever
comes first) helps to ensure that when the student enters the work
force, he or she will be equipped with the credentials needed in
order to successfully pursue employment.

Rcommendation

Limit the proportion of students that may
be enrolled under the AT3 criterion at a single institution to 20%
- 30% of the institution's enrollment, with appropriate services
required to support these students.
The AI'S criterion was originally !designed as an exceotion tp the
normal admissions criteri.on requiring a high school diploma or its
equivalent.
It was not intended to be the *rule" or the *norm at
eligible institutions. The lack of limitation on the proportion
of "ATB" students we believe calls into question the institution's
ability to eontinue to conform tu the accepted definition of an
eligible postsecondary institution. If an institution admits a
majority of students based on the ability to benefit, and these
students are required to complete the GED after one year or by the
end of the program, is the institution truly offering
postsecondary education? Or is it primarily offering GED
preparation?

Retommendstkon $3: Permit students admitted under the ability
to benefit criterion to receive Part S loans only after successful
completion of one academic year or one-helf of the program,
whichever is less.

It must also be recognized that academically at-risk students who
borrow to pay for the costs of a postsecondary education are prime
candidates for loan default. ATIlt students, therefore, should have
their accsss to louts restricted until they demonstrate acader.ic
persistence at the institution of their choice.

- 14 -
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D.

Institutional AdMiniatcatuty

We believe that the quality of experience and training of each
institution's personnel have a direct impact on its ability to
We also contend that with
properly administer Title IV programs.
the greatly increased complesity of institutions'
responsibilities, the qualifications of financial aid and other
administrative personnel need to be strengthened to meet minimum
standards.

While new regulations have been issued to strengthen nest
institutions' ability to administer the Title IV programs by
adding a training requirement for the financial aid administrator
and chief administrator, we don't believe this goes far enough.
Department personnel cutbacks have occurred during a period of
increased media attention to the shortcomings of some
participating institutions. The U.S. Department of Education
holds statutory authority to train financial aid administrators
and others; this service pust be available to all participating
institutions.

Require a specific 101RiMMP Maar of
URalilild dministrative personnel at institutions participating
in Title IV programs.
BRDOMplendatIen ti:

Along with irs training authority, the Department must be
authorized to establish minimum personnel requirements and
standards. Records of successfully participating institutions
exist today to serve as models for these standards. The
professional financial aid associations would willingly help in
this endeavor to maintain the professional standards of what is
today truly a grofgartim rather than an occupation. All partners
in the student financial aid process have much to gain by ussrking
together to establish such standards.
Impost sore rigid regqirements on
institutions which have damonstrated_RWAIMA.
Recommendation #2:

Based on the outcome of institutional reviews, the Department of
Education needs to have the authority to require institutions
with, for example, high defaults rates to add qualified personnel
Such
and/or to make other substantive administrative changes.
requirements are key if we truly want to improve services to
students.

Implament_flnanOial_ai4_14MinistratOr
"certilioatioAf as a means to strengthen institutions'
administrative capability.

RecommendetionAl:

The analogy to the Certified Public Accountant is appropriate in
The need for the CPA to retain his or her license
this context.
creates a very strong motivation for Integrity and the application
of Itandard principles. The risk of losing certification
represents a potential loss of a career.

- 15 -
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Financial aid administrators in many ways fulfill a similar role
in educational institutions, through their responsibility for the
administration of, in many cases, millions of dollars in federal
student aid. Yet, there are today many institutions who do not
devote sufficient resources to the person(s) in this position, or
do not share in the understanding and accoptanco of the need for a
fully qualified individual to carry out these duties.
Some years ago, the issue of financial aid admicistrator
"certification", was xamined by NASFAA end a number of the
regional and state professional organizations, end was then
dropped, out of fear for the legal ramifications. We believe that
the time has arrived to revive this question, and for the U.S.
Department of Education to become involved in the development of
financial aid administrator certification standards.

- 16 -
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XXI. SWIM AID DELIVERY SYSTEM RECOMMENDATIOME
The problems of aid packaging and delivery have existed for as
long as the Title Iv student assistance programs. The complex for
system of aid delivery still frustrates many who are eligible
and deserve Title IV assistance.
Recommending aid delivery improvements is one of the seven
important statutory functions of the Advisory Committee on Student
articulation of
Financial Assistance. We will leave the full
possible technical modifications in the Congressional Methodology
that any modifications
to the Committee. We do however, suggest these
basic tenets of the
considered by the Department should keep
current system in mind:

o

Simplicity
*

a basic form (6-10 data elements) for those whose
family income does not exceed $20,000 and who have
virtually no family contribution;
standard automatic independent student definitions;

*

o

Integration
*

o

simplified verification of applicant data.

of the existing Congressional Methodology and the Fell
Grant eligibility determinations.

Decentralization

of application processing from the central processor
to the MEE 'need analysis" agencies.
o

Equity
*

in the allocation of limited resources, as the system
seeks to treat low, middle, and upper income students
fairly in the application and awards processes.

The recommendations that follow are designed to address each of
these principles.
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A.

AvaLtaatioLiaxas

magiondatifiLli:

Develop a masags_atartil_fgoustul_g_gfams2u_"
!Iggel_fggi for use by new students applying for aid.

The development of a common, eimplified form for use by all
Dtudents in applviDg for aid is supported by current law as well
as by the Advisory Committee and NASFAA.
In the past few years,
as dollars must be stretched further, the forms have become
increasingly complex. Some of this complexity is a result of the
fragmentation of the need analysis delivery system, whereby four
or five agencies operate somewhat independently to create a form
that best meets the needs of the particular institutions that the
agency serves.
A large part of tnis complexity is linked to the fact that one
form is often used for a variety of categories of tax filers -1040E2, 1040A, 1040 and non-tax filers. Thus a "short form* tax
f;ler, like a non-tax filer, finds himself or herself filing a
"long" financial aid application form.
The common form thus needs to be created to allow varying
categorie4 of appliants to complete the application according to
their tax filing status.
Some data elements on current forms
would only be used by "long-form" 1040 filers. Whilr we
understand the mandate from Congress to create a form that clearly
identifies which data elements are needed to determine the
student's "federal" aid eligibility, this distinction between
federal and non-federal is much less critical to thg_Applicvnt
than the logic and ease with which the applicati-1 is completed.
EISeMnfn4#tiqil_i2:
Implement
PignificAMIIY_AhAttOr_
4PJRUSALUPP-0171.101...sontinuig9 &t_udents.

Qngg_the. etudent_hak_Inilielly_A2plied lor aid, we believe that
vnewel az.DIcations can be shortened and simplified, to reflect
only significant changes since the last application. The process
as it exists today can be enormously cumbersome, and frequently
yields only minor changes in the student's eligibility.
Both institutiontt that directly serve students and need analysis
ketvicers who have been involved in this process for many years
are in the tmst possible p2sit.i_Pn t9 TrqtJç A? recOMmendationl on the

form that students and their families will use. Financial aid
administrators and other application processing experts must be
involved in a pertnership apprort to improving the system for
continuing student applicants.

MeoMM,40atkQD-11:

Implement inttitWtightiederRIAOYMEMent_

gent_igkaring to replace the fees currently paid by s'Aldents.

- 18 -
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The question of studentjeek tor application processing needs to
cooperative effort between the U.S.
be resolved through
Department of Education and the need analysis servicers who
to be
currently charge a fee. While we ogre* that the foe needs
liminated, we else believe that /nstitutions an0 the federal
averment gmst be prepared to,Jbear thele caste.

- 19 -
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Lagagantent_AtudiAt_IlLiniti2a
"
"
8ttaUL.tltt_=LMunt_iuttg2aakig---cur

(Veteran, over 24, orphan or ward

offeetrotodepandentsother
in than epettee).
ig

The change in the independent student definition made in 1906 in
many ways successfully simplified the process of determining
self-supporting status, by creating four "automatic" _categories of
independent students. While the change in definition was eKpected
by many to reduce the number of independent students, in fact the
opposite occurred. We believe that the increase in independent
students results not from the change in definition, but rather
from the increase in adults pursuing nostsecondarv education. The
Art Institutes, with no change in recruitment methods and no
special marketing to part-time adult students, have experienced a
124 increase in the proportion of independent students from the
1985-86 award year to the 1986-89 award year.

SminendatictiLlis

Consider ell other students for
independent status based on profession0 judgment.

The change in definition whereby students under 24 who can
demonstrate self-support Are considered independent is problematic
and difficult to administer. Financial aid administrators already
have the authority to consider a student independent based on
their professional judgment. Students in this category should be
considered for independent student status through the same
process.
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C.

Xerification

Atoommen4aticil II:
return.

Lifit yorifioetlOn to data lements on the tax

The implementation of verification of student application data is
the primary mechanism whereby award error can be and has been
Over the years since 'validation" (the predecessor to
reduced.
verification) was first introduced, the required number of data
Today the family's,tax
elements has gradually been reduced.
return represents Lhe _critical iten that must be obtained in order
to complete the verification process.
yerkficAti9M__91a0A

n fau_ts

It makes no
sense to ask a family that is and has always been supported by
public assistance to restate this fact again on another form.

UAIY_ItICAe_kienU,I5_1_40t-Are jQ.QcL.Qfl,

tA2L.r.elkirO,.

authorise exotenge_of _inforpatipp between
the central federal aid processor, the need analysis processors,
and the ABfi, to facilitate verification of data.
Reoppme.Biatlee

Tax return data is the most critical fur the verification
This data can be the most difficult to obtain. Through
process.
the central federal student aid processor, we are able to access
Social Security, Selective Service, and INS data, but nothing from
the Internal Revenue Service. Acess to tax fiUng4,23ta is
tPdAnt

White implementation it.ay be far in the future, we believe that the
Department of Escatin should Lave the authority to provide
access to applicant tax filing data through the central federal
Such,an interface with the IRS could be used to
processor.
confirm the taX filin4 %tatus of the parent/student, or, at the
request of the finaclal aid administratoz and the family, to
obtain a copy of the tax return, or compare data by electronic
In tLe i-;tae of MIL>, for example, all applicants for a
means.
state grant Pion a release, so that the Ohio Board of Regents can
obtain cilreLtly a ta% return for ._3elected students.

At the institL;',Ionfs reqt, such comparisons of application/fax
form data cculd be performed by the application (need analsis)
processor, as a special service. Data could be obtained thro-ugh
accessino the central processo, (acting as a NatiAnal_fautaLd
pala_aaniy, and then processed through the servicer.
We believe that instrtutions would gladly bear some of the costs
of accessing IRS data, because their own administrative burden
would be substantially reduced.

--
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Need Anelvsis

D.

cembig, statutory need analysis methodologies
Pecommandation
for Pall Grant and the other programs into one method, the results
of which are used differently to derive award amounts for the
various Title IV programs.
Despite the appropriate and timely addition of need analysis
methodology to the statute in 1986, today we still have two
elethodologies:

o

The Pell Grant formula, which produces a -Pell Grant
Index"; and

o

The Congressional Methodology formula, which produces a
"Family Contribution" used for awardirg Campus-Based funds
and Staffcrd loans.

The two methodologies are similar, but the results are used
differently. There is no longer a strong justification for two
calculation methods.
With the goal of simplicity in mind, we
therefore believe the time has come to gonaolisiate int:2 one
Conereseional Beth000logy with ene rezelt, which is applied ,to
the vAXIQU-12Xe
amounts.

alLCSIMMAtittign...D.:

Reduce tho_formulan to "simple" and

"regular."

Within each of these methodologies, today there are four unique
calculat.ion formulae:
co

Regular,

o

Simple,

o

Dislocated worker,

o

Displaced homemaker.

Federally-approved need analysis systems today must determine
wIlict formulae of the four fit each applicant's particular
circumstances.
Both the dislocated worker and the displaced
homemaker formulae are seldom used, and should be treated as
"special circumstances' for the Pell Grant program, and as
'professional judgment cases for the other programs.
In the interests of simplification for the aid applicant, the
"simpje" Jormt1 l_ntes10 be retained And_e_imanded in its_1111, to
apply to All_lemilies with incomes under S20.000. The use of the
simple formula for non-tax filers and lower income tax filers
should result from use of the "simple" application form.
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Aerials treetment_ekilegeelent_elidellt_
earnings in the formula to roma,* inequity.

Itecommen4atiOn_13:

The current statutory need analysis formula contains one inequity,
in its treatment Qj dependent, students' base ynx earnings. In
effect, the results of the student's previous employment are
counted twice in arriving at the family's total expected family
contribution; first as a part of the student's eavigs, and second
For examp e:
as part of the family's base year_income.
o

If a student worked in 1987, and saved his entire earnings
of $3,000, then 35% of his savings or $1,050, plaa 70% of
his earnings or 82,100 would be included in his family's
The result is $150 poie than his gross
contribution.
earnings, and substantially more than his net earnings.

While a proposal to reduce the percentage of wages included in the
family contribution to 50% has been introduced, we suggest that
the treatment of dependent student earnings be returnesl to tbe
"UniforrajlethodoLogy- technique.
Under this alternative calculation, only the 35% of savings is
included in the family contribution. The dependent student's
wages while in school (not the base yee.r) are considered a
resource to meet the student's need. This solution recreates th !
incentive for family's to save for postsecondary education, and
for students to xotk while they are in school.
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"i4Dr

magimmulatimAx s

_and qer tr 41 Procts akr,

Authorise the curreet ,1110E,ueed_sjaslyAls_

procepeors to be full service prpcessore.

Today, we need a ltudenk-ceatereMAA1A3=_AXILIM, which addresses
not only the form the student completes and the fee that he/she
does or does not pay, hut also Dle
basic_understanding
of the process whereby tuJIJk_412deliYeigg on a timely (or, for
good reason, on an untimely) basis. t!aor obstacles remain in
streamlining the delivery system so that it ensures timely
delivery to studnnts in need of help to pursue postsecondary
education.
To support this need for student understanding of the process, fjjç,.
atle of th(t_attfLan.0115is...proresaal (currently CSS, ACT, USAF,
CSI, and PHFAA) aeeds to 1;1 expclaskst Under this decentralized
processing mode, the need analysis selvicer would:

o

Completely process the student's application,

o

Transmit data to the National St.,:de:%t Aid Data 1411.nk

(formerly Central Processor; for data comparisonr,
o

Generate a Student Aid Report,

o

Process corrections,

o

Communicate 311 of these processing results with the
institutIon uncle: Electronic Data Exchange (EDE),

o

Communicate electronically with various guarantee agencies
to transmit application data, at the student's request.

Eventually, we believe that payment processing and reporting would
eterer41,110U_zed r-et..Y.15qir, so that
application and award processing are comrned into el unified
be be=ter..1SWO/Pci.P.x_c_
proces,..

Rtmasa4atioNLI2:

IlliAtuttg_tht..ccntra.L2mcp5sos aS such.

The central prl:,ccagl should, under the new decentralized
processing mode, be invisible tr, the student, and virtually
invisible to the institution. The role of the central processor
should be limited to comparisons of data received from the need
analysis processors, with data from Social Security, the INS,
Selective Service, and (eventually) the IRS.

Aggegm4Atipp #3:

Create in its place a ciicral
date beak for repository and exchange of data.

38
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The central
Student Aid
information
RX201212L*1
processor.

processor should eventually serve a's the Notional
4;eittlem thaa "Loan"1 Donk, essentially a repository of
rather than a processor. The heedanalysis
role then needs to be expanded to a /m11 Service

agegma4glion_141

Identify a new nano for the MDE

mgencilis.

As an initial step in this decentralized processing transition, a
"MDE" 0:
new name needs to be identified for the "MDE" agencies.
'Multiple Data Entry is simply a throwback to the change made
several years ago whereby the approved need analysis agencies
rather than the central federal processor handled the actua' "data
entry" of aid applications processed through those agencies. This
terminology is not meaningful to students who have direct contact
Let us suggest for the moment
with the agency or process.,r.
"1:31_44.mt financial aid processor" as an alternative.
While some progress has been made in recent years to improve the
delivery system, the major impo.c1 of electronic processing, fo:
The
example, has been on 4.nst.itutions retht thoa sIudents.
establishment now of a revised definition of the role of the
servicer would encourage the process of decentralized services to
serve students' needs best.

3 hi
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XV.

STUDZNT AID PROGRAM RZCOMMEWDATIONS

Federal student aid programs were originally created to bridge the
gap between the tudent's educational costs and the family's
financial resources. First and foremost, we urge retention of the_
seed basis of the Pell Grant, Campus-Based Supplemental
Educational Opportunity Grant (SEOG), and other federal programe.
Merit, except for the present 'satisfactory academic progress"
requirement, sho4ld not be the besis of any federally-supported
Title IV award.
Special purpose programs, such as the Paul Douglas Talented
Teacher Scholarships and the Robert C. Byrd Merit Scholarships,
present ample opportunities for targeted merit-oriented student
aid. Academic scholarships are not in short supply, and limited
federal resources should not be diverted from the needy who have
the potential to succeed in college.
Our recommendations for the various student aid programs which
follow are based on this premise: that the_Intgpl_of federal
financial_aid is to help _fill the gAp ,betweta_thg stu4ent's
financial_ esurces an0 the CQ.S1 of attendance. regardleSs of the
Academic histQry or institutional cloice of the studenI.

-
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A.

fikt_Eackimino

Develop and Implement miati-vear packactng as
a means to encourage student commitment to complete tbo

112.2ciatoditi9nAlt

program.

Under the current federal aid application processing system,
institutions can make only fairly short-term _financial commitmentE
to students and families.
Yet, we ask the family to begin
planning for postsecondary expenses far in advance of entering an
institution.

While we know that the federal student aid programs are controlled
by the political process, and therefore subject to change, these
programs on the whole have not radically changed in twenty years.
The regulations are more complex, but the neediest students
continue to receive Pell Grants and SEOGs, while middle income
students generally depend more heavily on loans.
Like the aid programs, family incomes do not change radically from
year to year. Just as the institution could make a general
multi-year commitment to the student for financial help, so could
the family make a long-term commitment for its contribution -subject to change as a result of altered family circumstances.
As i means for access to postsecondary education, federal student
aid programs should support the students' Lattinued acCeU.
Students do nqt .tnIer_s_oghool pleaning to_Ar_o_p ovt. but the

.fnark._aigl delivery process_plmost engourages it, Dy forcing
students and families to make their way through this complex
process at a minimum once a year.
We believe that students would De strongly encoraged to stay in
school if they have eN,er a general idea of how they will firane
the entire program.
Under this appreact, in general termF.:
o

w,)..ld be assunec tc
The in-'ial Year familY
same over a.t
a':adem..c yea:s !T1 the
remain
prograr., excer for rtal,tn:v inreelEe in th st:;:te:;t't
nmIT rontrat.,,tion;

wouic7 be proje-ted, bed on
tit.torically typical ir.7:t,at;e:-

ove.: the paLt

yec.rL;

5:1,endord_2ragjdlo_a:an.eter. basea or incomt ((is.7uf,E,ed
below) would be used tc, detexn,;r4e tne EtodeM's
year eligibility;
The 0.4.d._Zie woL:e. r.f!

:A"..1.; W. the s'odt%!

Initia; year A:ili 1,3Ck80,'

pa!ameters for sec:-Do. t!..7C;,
that packaging °category.'
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As

result, the student could have a reasonable expectation of
what he/she needs to save or earn, how much will be grant aid, and
how much he/she will need to borrow to complete the program.

RammughajanAll

in
create stangirdAmkasanscIparisaits
conjunction with grant/loan standards and decentallised Poll
processing (below).

While we do not propose that packaging formulae be rigidly
standard for ell institutions, we believe that standard pdgkaging
"parameters should bg established. These parameters would
provide a frameworX elf support based on the appropriate grant/loan
(work) mix and the decentralized campus awarding of Fell Grants,
discussed below.
jtecomwendation 3: Require institution, tO____ACCOunt for_mIl_
resources needed by the student to meet his or her need.

While institutions are currently required to disclose all direct
and indirect educational expenses to students, many institutions
are forced in the packaging process to leave a gap 21 unmet peed
because of the shortfall of funds.
Often, this unmet need
represents students' living expenses that are not paid to the
institution.
In effect, in order to stay in school, the student
is forc:ed to increase his family contribution, whether the student
knows it or not.
Some institutions, including The Art Institutes, systematically
ensure that fitastents_u_ndars_tand_yliat reeources vdll_kg_acgded to

mat_All of the evenstz_in the scudent's_kDdget. This may mean
that the actual studeat contribution must be higher than the
Congressional Methodology results, and must be met through the
student's wages from part-time jobs and/or additional family
support.

If the manner in which the student's need will be met is not
demonstrated to the student, we suspect that the institution is
creating a dropout.
The -unmet need' factor is clearly a
potential bombshell. However, we believe that all institutions
must address this issue with students as part of the award
packaging process.
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B.

graatjuaLyij_watjhurlian

Recommendation;
o

Develop en appropriate standard grant/loan "mix" besed on
income, year in school, and institutional costs, up to a
fixed dollar maximum of federal aid.

One of the most disturbing trends in the wny parents and students
finance postsecondary education has been the major *hitt in the
overall proportions of student aid awarded in the form of =Ants"

andloans.
o

From 1910-71 to 1975 76, grant aid increased fiom 66% to
80% of the total aid awarded.
Since then, grant aid has declined overall to 47% in
1986-87, while loans constitute about 49% of the total.
The balance is work study.
At The Art Institute:3, grants constitute only 22% of total
student aid financing.

This dramatic shitr in the forms of aid provided has severe
luan defaults and access oi c-nority
implications for bc1th studc
and other needy students t(, nigher education.
Minority access to higher education has experienced a decline
since 1975.
The 1987 $tatus Report QM Minoritieq j
igheZ
Ed4CAU0211 called the decline in the oertadvaipm_a_laara
hmv.zl_And Hi ajcMerin jfl Qt
iay Ochicatiom_a_
.:CrIsiS of sut,StAntial citMai,ons,' because while there is a
significant increase in the number of minorities graduating from
high school, there is a corresponding decrease in the percentage
of minorities electin4 college enrollment.
The decline in minority enrollments parallels the shift from
grants to loans.
Although a direct connection may not be easily
Pell Grant
established, the relationship appears obvious.
assistance is concentrated on low-income students, with
approximately 80% of all recipients coming from families with
incomes below S15,00C pet year.
Since black and Hispanic
minorities tend to be concentrated in lower socioeconomic
categ.lries, any reduction in grant aid - in real or dollar value
terms - would adversely affect minorities most.
Accozding to the most recent data available from UCLA's Higher
Education Research Institute, college costs aN $t_ustenl_ Aid, only
16.9% of first-time, full-time freshmen received Pell Grants in
the fall of 1986, compared to 31.5% in 1980.
That represents a
decline of 267,000 Pell Grant recipients. While some would argue
that Pell Grants are now utilized by more students obtaining
vocational job skills at private career schools, thus accounting
for the decline, that misses the real point.
Access to hicher
education for Jow-ipoome_students, especially minorities, is
Offering a low-income
luilnarilv a function pf ability to pay.
- 29 -
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student 1:he opportunity to acquire $10,000 in debt over 4 or 5
years is no real offer at all. Yet, from the federal government
standpoint, loans are viewed Ifs a more cost effective way to
finance students.

Today, low income students increasingly depend on student loans
for financing education, whereas ten years ago, most would have
been unable to find a lender to make the loan gE would not have
needed it in the first place, because Pell Grants (11E0G) then
represented a higher proportion of the true cost of attendance.
We must ask ourselves whether the money now spent annually for
loan defaults would be better spent in the Pell Crant program.
Grants have proven to encourage retention of students, whereas
loans are a deterrent to the student completing his or her
In a recent report, tne Pennsylvania Higher
educational program.
Education Assistance Agency reported on the success of tne state
student grant program, which provides for a maximum $2,100 grant.
The funding has increased 33% in the past three years. Now, for
example, 50% of applicants from families with incomes in the
836,000-$42,000 range, qualify for the program.
The study shows that:
o

Needy students who receive grants are just as likely as
the less needy to remain in school;

o

One year after graduation, more than 80% of grant
recipients were employed, and their unemployment rate is
halt the rate of Pennsylvania's total labor force;

o

More than 60% of student recipients from the lowest income
families earn more in their first year of employment than
their parents did in the students' last year as grant
recipients.

We believe that the time is here to face the growing problem of
grant/loan imbalance, and to establish the aggEggriate grent/loan
balance as a getignal priority,
The mix of grants and loans, and the student's earnings from
part-time employment, should be based on two essential factors:
o

1he student's family income; and

o

The student's year in school.

Lower Income students should receive nigher grants, just as higher
income students should receive a significantly greater proportion
of loans in their packages. The same holds true for year in
school.

-
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As a concrete example of this approach, we are enclosing a model
"Source of Aid" grid, originally developed by the Association of
Independent Colleges and Schools. We believe that this model
accurate)), reflects the comsepts we propose, over a four-year
academic program.
Thus the proportion of Pell Grant Vs. other types of aid would be
mandated based on income, year in school, and educational costs,
and would be stated in ranges, up to a maximum of federal aid. In
a sense, packaging would be mandated, to the extent that the
appropriate grant/loan mix would he a part of federal statute.
Tied to this would be changes in the veriuus aid programs,
discussed below.
Required pAZKOMJULIPAZAdieter.; based SLII_IPcome and_xtAr_in r;cbg21
we believemu_st be thoroucthly sAemisled during the Reauth9riration

proms.
This concept we know faces strong objections from the traditional
four-year colleges and universities, who already believe -mistakenly in our opinion -- that short-term programs should not
It one of our overall
have access to greater grant financing.
goalt_is_to help students complete the program then the LIIVA_
ctive,
goveLning the program.
t
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SOURCE OF AID
First Academic Tear

;am=

Tatal_Aid

0-10

$6,000

$4,800

$1,200

0

10-12

6,000

4,000

1,200

600

12-14

6,000

3,200

1,200

1.200

14-16

6,000

2,400

1,200

2,400

16-18

6,000

1,600

600

3,000

18-20

6,000

800

603

4,000

600

20-22

6,000

400

0

4,800

800+

22-24

6,000

200

0

4,800

1,000+

21%11

Campuz_mAAaad or

all

115

For each subsequent academic year, the schedule will shift
NOTE:
down one level for each income category.

SOURCE OF AID
Cecond Academic Year
4ricmg

L.C..1,14

ftil

CAL"kt11;_sl or

g.iL

..1..5.

;0'400

Si/PRO

$U1790

0-40

6,000

40000

1,200

800

10-12

6,000

3,200

10200

1.200

12-14

6,000

2,400

1,200

2,400

14-16

6,000

1,600

600

3,000

16-18

6,000

800

600

4,000

600

18-20

6,000

400

0

4,600

800+

20-22

6,000

200

0

4,800

1,000+

R
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SOURCE OF AID

Third Academic Year
Incomq

Tz,a1 Ai4

WI,

gAmpus-Based or

gaL

11.2

9

$01999

Sii099

$71799

0/909

iii999

71790

999

0-10

6,000

2,400

1,200

2,400

10-12

6,000

1,600

600

3,000

12-14

6,000

800

SOO

4,000

600

14-16

6,000

400

0

4,800

8004

16-18

6,000

200

0

4,800

1,000.

SOURCE OF Alf)
YoQIT.t: Academic Year

.1U4,7R

TpLa_i_iliC

Et:;._;.

Lt.T.;.5.:ki-l§e.

91/799

or

c,c
c_f:ft

9

ilfi999

$;i0199

01909

4I(NO

;i20

03;99

oii(41

li,Z90

1,1M

6,000

2,400

,200

2,400

10-12

6,000

1,600

600

3,000

12-14

6,000

800

600

4,000

14-16

6,000

400

0

4,800

16-18

6,000

200

0

4,800

33
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990

600

1,01:)-
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C.

baLeritat_exclgrAn
o

N1011.2,11.11Lblit_l_tall.14000t: Ar00r0014-11/0
multi-year commitments of awn ds made within federal
packaging perimeters, and

dministered by the institution.
TheZell Grant program, originally designed to be the floor cf
financial aid, the foundation of the federal student aid program:"
subject to the vagaries of the
head.
bets been turned On
Congressional appropriations/budget processes and the whims of the
Department of Education/OMB estimators, the total Pell Grant
appropriation and award amount is often uncertain Or unpredictable
It
to students, institutiors, or even the Departmf.nt of Education.
may be the last rather than thc first element in federal student aid
packaging.
CATA.C.illt.Y_And_PILedietat,iiity play larcze roles in afttoZillg_ihN_

enrollment decisions of the students the program is intended to
serve, yet the Congress and Executive Branch refuse to take the
logical step toward access and equity. The reali.on quite clearly is
perceived cost..

Creating a true Pell Grant entitlement, at least in the first two
years of study, would have predictable impacts on:
o

Increasing minority access,

o

Reducing financial barriers for low and middle income
students,

o

Improving Etudent persistence,

o

Reducing s:udent loan default costs,

o

Improving the tax rolls of the nation by having more
employed citizen. .

The cost of gross defaults is currently $1.9 billion. It is
estimated that the cost of making the Pell Grant program a true
entitlement is $1 billion annually. Could we not assume, with
mandated packaging guidelines, that borrowing by lower income
students will be reduced by an amount equal to the amount of new
grant funds?
Just as we believe that students need long term commitments, beyond
a semester or year, we also believe that the essential ranges of the
Fell Grant packaae should be known in advance. In a decentralized
processing system such as we have described, the Pell Grant award
should be made by the financial eld...AdvininrAtia within federal
awarding and packaging parameters, rather than by a central computer

4Ef,

394
processor. Since the early days of BEOG when the institution merely
4.erved as the agent for delf.very of funds to the student,
Institutions have substantially 4.ocrease6 their administlative
L&LOWWW41lta_lat_IIIA-2X29=0. The original distinction between
the *entitlement° Pell program and tne campus-Based programs no
longer makes sense.
1/11trainTailliaft

federal garameters, would serve students best.

-
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D.

agnignintgljaur,Atignzik_gastsutainkt

llecomeendatien 1:

Retain the
to the neediest etudents;

CE0Q2rognim

as a critical re source

With its $4,000 MaxiMuM award, the SEOG program represents the only
reel possibility for atudents to attend an insti"..ution with costs
ranging from $2,000
$8,000, without acquiring excessive debt. The
1986 amendments refocused SEOG awards on students with 'except.ional
need or who were Pell Grant recipients.
This change is In keeping
with our recommendation that federal oackaging parametera_aktatiall
And2P-102Liatt_calantiloan_mixbasedintaxilx_mi family income.
This program should therefore remain essentially unchanged.
at.CDWilansiktiQn

2:

Elielinete

federal ssm funding,

and use

these appropriations to fund SEOG awards.

We recommend elimination 1-1f the authorization of funding for the
SSIG program and urge that the amounts appropriated be utilized to
fand SEOG awards to needy students. The SSIG program has achieved
its statutory objective.
Most states now have viab1e, need-based
state aid programs and appear capable of administering them without
further federal support.

401
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E. PerkilmumumEE
Aminummlatiani
o

Convert _Perkin; into an institutiontkiamarvgrea, with
*

no new federal contributions, and

*

up to 26% of Perkins Imena en an lecome-gmtingmt
revelment Mule.

These low interest (5%) loans, administered from the campus, have
served a unique role, but have long since been eclipsed in their
importance by the Stafford Loan program. Many institutions have had
great difficulty performing their bank-oriented loan counselling ard
collection functions.
High student loan default rates in the old National Direct Student
Loan (NDSL) program were a prediction of the present loan default
rates in the Stafford Loan program, among the same types of
institutions which enroll large numbers of low-income students. We
recommend turning the administration of this campus-based program
over to the institution, ceasing additional capital contributions,
and authorizing institutions to make up to 25% of their loans on an
e
an
I
11=
V

1
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F.

Colkeoe Work Study Promo" lews21

Recommendationt

o

Expand CWSP on-campus employment at proprietary
institutions.

Various studies of student persistence in postsecondary education
demonstrate that students who work tend lo _remain ill_achool_lormex,
and therefore tend to graduate more often. The College Work Study
program has been an important resource for students who wish to work
while they are in school.
Retention experts also tell us that ktedents whe_are more fully
AALleSiAets.0 ,into tite_activities of thelaatit4ion tend to persist_
This integration probably extends to on-campus employment.
101421.r.
Some 80% of Art Institute students work while attending classes, but
the great majority of them work off campus.
We believe that the
restrictions tor on-campus CWS employment at proprietary
institutions need to be further relaxed, so that Ihil_g_an truLYiotA
yiaLle Program at those proprietary ,institutiona. that choose to
particApaIe.
we do not question the prohibition against involvement of CWS
participants in the schools recruitment activities. However,
beyond that restriction proprietary institutions under current
regulations must employ CWS workers only in providing direct
services to students. Under the strictest interpretation of this
rule, a public university can employ CWS students to help professors
compile research, whereas an Art Institute student cannot assist an
instructor in any way, because this is a service to the educational
program and not to students.
Th_..Ltrie.tion tp_PIQvidinct tudent
services is
cr,iminestory and s!loold /oe

liecL
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a. ottidesa imuLpthuats
Rtsgiaquidatign_ns

Tie any default rate "trigger" to the population

served.

Today, for the first time in the history of federally-isured loans,
institutions are held accountable for student loan defaults, while
they essentially have little or no say in whether or not a student
Essentially, the
receives a loan er the amount of the loan.
school's certification of a Part B loan appliration is a lormula__
galgulation:
Costs
(Less aid)

(Less family contributiun) for Stafford
Eqvals the loau amount, assuming the student has
not previously defaulted or borrowed the maximum.
Students today more often than not request the maximum loan
"entitlement.'
Furthermore, Stafford loans as a result of the Higher Education
amendments of 1986, are mandated 'a regulation to be axeraltd to
students based on need. They are ao1 based on credit worthiness,
co-signers, cP;iate.r.gi, Laab flow from a knim_do, as with
virtually every other loan made by lending institutions in our
society.
tudeaL.1.2.410etault.6, on the othe/ hand, appear from all available
data to be MC= c_1(ely related to the ingwe or gthigalional
of the stud,ent borrower and to failure to complete the course of
study.
Thus, those institutIons which enroll significant numbers of
low income students who have not completed high school or received
an inferior high school education tend to have higher default rates.

These institutions, historically black colleges and universities,
urban fmr-year public and community coileges, and private career
schools, share a common bond. They took seriously the federal
government's commitment to "access," *choice," and equal opportunity
in higher education. That now appears to have been a questionable
assumption for schools serving under-prepared and ability-to-benefit
students.
In effect, if institutions enroll too many ACA4tligAlIV
'at-risk students who fail to complete their course of study and
then default, the institution must bear the wrath of hia_default
rates, for doing what t_he Conares,s manOateq in the first place.
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While The Art Institutes do not primarily serve a minority,
disadvantaged population, we nonetheless believe that student aid
policy, in the form of default reduction regulations, has been made
based on insufficient information.
Since 1980, a number of studies
have been conducted, most notably by various state guarantee
agencies, which link borrower characteristics specifically to
defaults. The California study of community colleges and
proprietary schools published in 1987 (Wilms, Moore, and Bolus)
finds that family_IDUZ&L.11_lignificantly related to defauly rate.
Our internal studies support these conclusions.
Recently, one of The Art Institutes conducted an extensive research
project to determine the causes of default.
The results of this
study concluded without question that there is a direct relationship
between the student's family income and loan default. Also, the
default rate at the Art Institute under study was higher than the
other tichools, but its overall family incomes were lower. Yet the
academic programs, admissions standards, recruitment methods, and
administrative policies and procedures at all of The Art Institutes
are essentially the same. ht the very least.
tr igger_u_sed tQ dudge in§n_t_;Lth2RE_mAkjaLjmed in par_t 9n tfie
population serveth avreklected on_the institution's FISAP report.
No matter how default rates are calculated, we believe that they
present a migivAing picture of the problem and lead to no real
solution.

Private career schools, community colleges and historically
black colleges and uuiversities have served as the real
g_utzpar,t mech4nisn for implementing the federal policy of
"access and "choicd" and equal opportunity in higher
education.

Yet mahy ae I.Jur cost senvols, and amite high dclamll_
111;er. h?lv_.1.2ecL...4:211031_,C1.211ral_111.,..altdialta.

large univers.tift.s with thousands of student borrowers and
higher costs, in ,Iffect.,
vglumes in
rlefeult.
For ex&iple, in the OAO's .7uly 1989 study of
oviant loan defaults atilmtaLttl qudtilt LODIP___Analy_51*
:ttar=_PgIffiLat
i.

Bluefield Coll.tge io Virginia had a borrower default
rate oi 3.1% Lepresenting $1,250 dollars in default,

Wn:le 1owling Gzeen State University in OhSo Showed a
5.4% default rate with $44G,005) in default.
2.

17T Technical instJtute in Dayton, Ohio had a
default rate with $66,777 in default,

.04!

But the University of Pennsylvanic has a 5.95% default
rat& with $1,178,964 dollais in dsfault.
BY.c2=Anv plo7Pul_riqm ttta...42.1_14rn_an_lgioult, tht_cAlflial#tiDn_
rauttingi
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Require schools above a crtain default rate
proommindatkon #2
fulZ-time loon
gr dollar volume of loans in default to =ploy

aistataataz.
Schools with a high proportion of low income students and those with
a high dollar volume in default do share, however, in the need for
enhaaced services to student loan borrowers beyond those requixe
under current statute and regulations.
We believe that sll institetsons absve a certain default rate (e.g.,
20S), as well as those with the greatest dol:ar volume in derault
should be required to employ a islI-time, .ttAksiesLencl,knowlegsaNe
ioarsdefault coordinelpr to properly counsel student borrowers.
This individual would serve as the student s helper, teacher, and
advocate in the student loan process.
Require schools that primarily eerya
#3:
disadvantaged students to provide exte_ng_Lve...atUdfallt_IMPP.P.M...

Itecomtndation
Waleas.

Institutions that serve primarily disadvantaged students must be
prepared to provide extITIstve_lleSient Supportsfervices, including
student counseling, assistance with part-tilse psi's, and other
This may be viewed as
services targeted to the population served.
*tougher standards far !sigh default schools, and yet it only makes
sense for an institution that primarily serves disadvantaged
students.
MS.210110114StiOnAlt

Author i sir kgbPSZIAAPAI CLVA..11

the 10R4CUL_An4 guarmtmAgAngies
AmOunts approved.

rt fitti_VAS_A

that_fitmOnt j, and in loan

We believe tnat itaderss_Anci_gurAnter eZenissiers_EI1PuldstelSt.
Accountable, as are schools, for their de!ault rates. Today lender
and guarantee agency default rates are Los generally available, so
institutions are unable to properly advise students.
O

we have found
The quality sativAtLiar_osgsincL,and_,Etrzf,s,jag
can have a subsstantkal, impact on the snstitution's default
rate.

o

Data from the recent studv condicted by The Art Institutes
discussed above confirms the very stssoass relationshir
between the lender or guarantee agency ssed, and the
student's propensity to default.

o

Since many guarantee agencies also serve as loan servicers,
we strongly suspect that high default rates in part stem
In fact, many students have
from inAdvagAlg lime servicing.
contacted us in frustration when they are not billed, or are
billed for the incorrect amount, or don't understand why
they are being billed by an organization unknown to them.
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If institutions were in
positien to yse leader/4tuarisktor_defoult
rates to advj.se situderrts, Qompetitive market forces would -uly be
Made to work.
Of course, schools also need to be freely encouraged
to provide good information to the student consumer when he/she
first applies for the loan.
Under current regulations, institutions
are pot permitted to _decline lo 21putii 4_1ov through g partisulor
Itader, selected by the student, even though the institution may know
from previous experience that the servicing will be poorly handled.

ManYjnPrLQJie, out of fear of encouraging students te
borrow, that Ihf.X_4r2_rmt cmg_nMmittcgt...1.2__ESS.,QMILvagLituAtu ii the
student ne.s not already selected one. We believe that just as

students should be able to make informed choices among institutions,
so khOULd..1ht):

tc .5w11.acis-iz!_abov.1_how much t,OQLO.
Yet most
simply reci.rest the markrrum StaffoTd and/or SLS, primarrly because
they often have Insufficlt alternatives to borrowing. We believe

that ir!t4.111._cho.td.f.ilkY_ell_a gEtolgray_la_t_hflvssl of
mD7d1Lp_r_19p_aripvz=1,_Aa_11_4q1.p_zitzggvtpti.m...mcicheinkm.
However,
ultimat?ly the Tr.1.;or uef,aalt prevention mechanism is to reduce

borrowinc
at Isk stucentL, throvgh a major restructuring of the
student aid proyrams.
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litadiatitouLliut

o

Create one stgOent loan "norm, with a subsidised &Canard
unsubsidised
portion based on family income, and
convenuince portion which could be fully consolidated.
according to the
student's year in school or program length.

*

InOrtele ERtal 1141AiMMBLIOAD 4440Wit5

*

EXIMAXI_Loen_wesimums downward for portions of an
scadestic year.

complex
The Part 13 student loan programs have become an enormously loans of
their
original
creation
as
group of programs that, despite
convenience for middle income families, are now a PrJaary ource of
Aid to low income students. Perceived as a more cost effective
financing method than grants, loans have mushroomed, and with this
increase have brought the inevitable prohlems of skyrocketing
default coats. telience on _loans as the basic form of federal_
iLLOj.itl loans madg eacItittcaderiC.
studeat aicL wit!) aLmost SI
gkven the tau-get
pouuletion gr.gclugtion, lack of determination of credit worthiness,
the absence cf collateral from potential borrowers, and the p:esent
"needs testing" of all borrowers.

From the standpcint of the school, the studerLt loan prog.ragl_Ple_
SIYALLY-s-Q1Max-ANL
Simplification of the loan programs should be achieved by reducingbe
The student loan should
them to 010 v:4.04a.t and clne pattat lc&n.
A_COMPination of _the cIllSe.nt5tatiord ajid SLS, with the studeht's
eligibility for the Stafford portion, and the federal interest
subsidy, based on family income. The student should also be
considered for an unsubsidized loan (currently SLS), which would be
fully consolidated with the subsidized loan at ony level of
should vary with
borrowing. The maximum cmbined student loan
program length anA year in school, aLd should be prorated for
portions of an academic year.

tQW 2 the $t

rarg9IIMIldittigILI21

Implement plilt$ryeer.Atvdent_Upe_21_Cre0;t.

In order to simplify the process for students, one.ltAelyAn_
ARglicfttion should be used for both 'parts of the student loan.
Under the multi-year pac1.aging concept previously introduced, the
student should be able to apply for a lipf_ci.credit to be
established based dn the initial year loan applicatiem.
InItitutiOnfr would the2JIMit_complete_avIhOlitl:
student
Amount of both_sabsi4l;ed Anci_VaSubLidized_poLt_ions of the
and
on
the
loan, based on standard packagini,, parameters
institution's evaluation of the true availability of the expected
family contribution.
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The unJubsidized portion of the Stafford loan would be considered a
'conveniences loan in the sense that it provides cash flow at the
beginning of the term, rather than throughout the term as it is
earned by the student.

403
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I.

MUL_Exasran

PIMEIMMAIIA211;
a

Retain PLU$ as a parent "convenience" loan.

Under the concept of one student loan, and one parent loan, the PLUS
program mani, be retained. The PLUS loan was created as a loan of
convenience for parents whose family contribution is not immediately
available, much like the GSL program was in its original form some
years ago. We believe that this is an important source of financing
for many students, and should be retained without substantial
change.

4io
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J. MS Prpgram
MsmisagatiQat
amplace SIA with an unsubsidised Stafford loan.
The SLS program became necessary when the Stafford loan became
need-based in 1986.
It has served many adult and working students
as the only form of assistance available. It has, however, been
misused as a yirtuallNLAutonatic family contribution replacem=1Many borrowers are unaware of consolidation, or are unable to
consolidate because their total loan balance is below the Statutory
minimum of $5,000. We therefore believe that students would best be
served by the replacement of the SLS with a fully-consolidated
unsubsidized Stafford loan.
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IngoacSaatisaitaLLeaui-trawrin

Aussientatien:
contingent loans as an alternative under
the Part n progress (weptj at the institution's discretion,
as part of the new campus-operated Perkins Loan program),
because of the student's norsous repayment obligation.
attractive if
The concept of an income contingent loan would be more
stand.
total borrowing were at a lower level. As matters currently
Ulltingent,Ioan
is
siMply
too
the extended r_epayment oC ea income
We do not believe that forcing a
expensive tot the 1.1/KoweL.
has
borrower to repay in some cases three times what he or she
originally borrowed falls with the Congressional intent for the
rtalignAkIg_
Title IV programs. The real problem, and tile pnly
ItLel_Pi_
o

atainstcAnsme

Sigkt-Linanckag

ks a

jc2Sitt et_ stNAgnt

i_n_ar,cA0_,LAL,,,jsztance-
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REVIEW & OUTLOOK

College Prices
Er

e tisolds that &our Tesi

ol the it
niwel are briguirang
to f tgure out what pttce spells Cul
lege adnuntstrators lately have been
patting themselves on the bark be
cause (union mc teases for thermion:
year ate smaller than thsr,e of past
years The Unii emits' of Michigan ts
rasslng tulti.in 6 raq after last sear s
. ircrease Lehigh
tu
Ilion boost is 7 7
the smallest Ilse ir.
Li years Adinirostraturs also note
then' cost cutting measures Columbia

wth freeze its yotral administration
budget thts year That VIM colleges
no longer seem ro think the sky s the
:mit on tuition Increases iSsesis t
mean that students and their siarents
should fall on their knees Hi gratitude
And they aren t

At Syramuw rniversity. which re
anniouircia that annual civsts
will rise above Stu. stodents to-111
tip protest signs doing a hasiwthall
game pri national televIsion Smola:
tuition protests base begun to appear

elsewhere lat the Universtly of Mr
anti, atudenta paraded with a coffin Ir.

riwniors 01 affordable tuitmn
These students no doubt recorrrae

Mil despite some of the publicised
hold downs on lumen. collrge costs
protahl) will rise faster than thc rale
of triflation frr 11w 11th year in 3 ri,sk
Tuition at tilde colleges has been rrs

mg especially fast lri 70 years, at

cording to a Merrill Lynch stud). it
will cost about fZiaba0 to finance an
f ss League education
For a 1.ing (ilia.. colleges base been

The amounts el mare) mild, ed
thriturhout illtbet education has tr

Tp,
s 1
h.isr the betunmq
>II) system in die world. arid ai a

col114 tlaggl ang Total university en

demirs arr prone to argue that
nation wants the best it Must pay fat
ii trot !heves-non peening itself into
the debate rody ss Are Me students
paying the treghl actually getting an
appropriate return shitrr Of the
sefoolS (Manual resources and corn
nolments7 There are twitabre exav

downients alone doubled between 1914

and IOC WW1 billion. and increased

au act htional IV: last year Pnnee
Ion. fur euniple. has lit endiwnwnt
of S2 5 Minn. Despite the laet that
sortie of the better endowed schools
niQy be earning tent 04 thousands ol

Mists annually, per student. from
Med Invested endowments. they con
tinue to Charge benareen 115.000 and

MOM for tuition, fees. mum and
board Where does the money en"
Visitors to many College 'smPuseli
today observe new facilities gang up

even as the number of students in
enrh class reMaIns the LIMP The
new buildings are likely to be student
centers. sports complexes or research
tnstitutions- the lunds of facilities that

will impress potential applicants
These commitments are not with
out value, but in a recent essay in the
Anwriran Scholar. education consult

ant Jay Amber! suggested that col
lege administrators sranetanes sem
Danl. interested in attracting students
than educating them Colleges today
use

sophdticsted marketing tech

lions, but ter often It Wks as if the
sarruids exist mainly fur the benefit uf

the faculty
Considerable money ts being spent

Icy rrratt research lobs lb: teachers,
and favored professors revolve ari
porntments as senior fellows trno
hinge benefit of these prisnotskts is
often a reduced obligation to spend
time with the tuJtion paying under
graduates.
Among the tenured professors who

do work in the clasrcom, the load
rsn t !wavy. A Carnegie Commission
study conducted m 1964 revealed that
the a erase workload has declined to
about SoVen Doors a week. down Iron,

hours feversl decades ago At elite
schooW, the teaching load is lincl to
be four hours a week Oaf semester
anel two hours the next The yob tacit

niques. slick brochures and traveling
resrulters to attract students. Case
Western Reserve in Cleveland gent
ahuut SI 4 milhon last year on recruit
merit. about SVC* per freshman lie

ples 30 weeks a year. The average sat

spite this 'competition" for

yob and who travel fricn school I.

apish

rants. the ryas MIMI" must bear
simply leap upward, with no
that the school< feet any heed t., Nun
pete rin prier

able to rely on the fact !hat man) par
ms.
hub, about their children slit
lute, wrn pas dearts fur a college di
plidna But that may change as more
people prs out inturniation stiuut The
i.,4as and sr. oling pia. ill f' ci Hies,

tjtions

ary flr a university professor is 5:s2.
150 The workkwil often falls nn grad
MuSents ur on -gypsies
demurs who ran I find a permaner,t
school picktng up ossiennierits
The Justice Department is trisestl
gating 56 schools for Colluding MI nu

num and scholarships Many ol the
colleges have adnutted to actions that
Can tw described as at leant collegial
Tuilloto at Vartmouth. Harlard,

Perin. Otserlin. Trinity and Yale an
wi-rt witfOti r, of each Other in Ittss
Thi bottom line is that irs tube tot
Ow pen& Ow run colleges lu &core
softie- effort to subrets already fanol
lit t, their stuth-nis - incurs mai kols
diplamas and deht
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arDULATION MANAC;EMPNT COF1POPATION

TESTIMONY OF ROBERT B. KNUTSON, CHAIRMAN AND CEO
EDUCATION MANAGEMENT CORPORATION
PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA

GOOD MORNING, MR. CHAIRMAN hND SENATOR SPECTER. I AM PLEASED TO
JOIN YOU AND THE MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON LABOR, HEALTH
AND HUMAN SERVICES AND EDUCATION APPROPRIATIONS AS YOU CONSIDER
THE FISCAL YEAR 1991 APPROPRIATIONS FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF
AS WE ENTER THE LAST DECADE OF THE 1990S, WE FACE NO
EDUCATION.
MORE CRITICAL CHALLENGE THAN TO EDUCATE AND TRAIN OUR PEOPLE FOR

THE EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES AND PRODUCTIVITY DEMANDS IN OUR
FUTURE.

TO
WE AT EDUCATION MANAGEMENT CORPORATION HAVE ONLY A SMALL ROLE
AND
MEETING
THAT
DEMAND,
BUT
PLAY IN FULFILLING THAT OPPORTUNITY
THOSE OF US IN THE PROPRIETARY OR PRIVATE CAREER SECTOR OF
HIGHER EDUCATION HAVE A MAJOR ROLE TO PLAY IF AMERICA IS TO MEET
TaAT CHALLENGE.

MY COMMENTS TODAY REFLECT THE rOLLECTIVE PERSPECTIVES OF THE
EIGHT ART INSTITUTER WHICH ARE PART OF EMC, AND ARE LOCATED IN
PITTSBURGH AND PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA, ATLANTA, GEORGIA,
FORT LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA, DALLAS AND HOUSTON, TEXAS, SEATTLE,
WASHINGTON, AND THE COLORADO INSTITUTE OF ART IN DENVER. WE

ENROLL 12,000 STUDENTS ANNUALLY FROM ALL 50 STATES AND 45
PREVIOUSLY HAVE
FOREIGN COUNTRIES. SOME 40% OF OUR STUDENTS
ATTENDED OTHER POSTSECONDARY INSTITUTIONS.
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WE ARE REGIONALLY AND NATIONALLY ACCREDITED.

WE OFFER ASSOCIATE
AND BACHELOR DEGREES, AS WELL AS CERTIFICATES THROUGH OUR

EVENING CONTINUING EDUCATION PROGRAMS.

COLLECTIVELY, THE ART
INSTITUTES ARE THE NATION'S SINGLE LARGEST SOURCE OF COMMERCIAL
ARTISTS; AND ARE MAJOR TRAINERS OF PHOTOGRAPHERS, INTERIOR

DESIGNERS, PERSONNEL FOR THE RETAILING, MUSIC AND VIDEO
INDUSTRIES.
THE EIGHT ART INSTITUTES HAVE BEEN IN OPERATION FOR AN AVERAGE
OF 32 YEARS EACH, AND MY COMPANY HAS COMMITTED MORE 'IRAN EEO

MILLION OF PRIVATE CAPITAL TO FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT TO
EDUCATE OUR STUDENTS. OUR 1,700 FACULTY AND STAFF MEMBERS SHARE
IN THE OWNERSHIP OF EEC, AND THEIR INTEREST AND PRODUCTIVITY
CONTRIBUTE TO THE SUCCESS OF OUR STUDENTS AND OUR COMPANY.
WE hRF PROFESSIONALS IN THE MANAGEMENT OF STUDENT FINANCIAL AID
FUNDS.
OUR sTunewr LOAN DEFAULT RATES AVERAGE LESS TRAN
COMMUNITY COLLEGES NATIONALLY.

WE MAINTAIN CONTACT WITH 30,000 EMPLOYERS.

ALMOST 90% OF OUR
GRADUATES ARE SUCCESSFUL IN FINDING EMPLOYMENT IN THE FIELDS FOR
WHICH THEY WERE TRAINED.

WE GIVE OUR STUDENTS TECHNICAL SKILLS, JOS SKILLS AND LIFE
SKILLS - QUALITY, INTENSIVE, SPECIALIZED EDUCATION THAT WORXE.
THE UNITED STATES TODAY HAS A POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION SYSTEM
THAT IS THE ENVY OF THE WORLD FOR ITS DIVFaSITY. sTupwrs COME
TO OUR COUNTRY TO EXPERIENCE WRAT THEY CAN'T FIND AT HOME.
ATTEND OUR COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES AND OUR PRIVATE'
PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS SUCH AS THE ART INSTITUTES.
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OVER HALF OF OUR POSTSECONDARY VOCATIONAL EDUCATION IS PROVIDED
BY PRIVATELY OWNED SCHOOLS WHICH DELIVER CAREER EDUCATION AT A
SMALL COST TO THE TAXPAYER AND ARE AN IMPORTANT NATIONAL
RESOURCE. MOST HAVE HIGH COMPLETION AND JOB PLACEMENT RATES THE BEST IN OUR POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION SYSTEM.
EVERY YEAR HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF STUDENTS GRADUATE FROM
PRIVATE CAREER SCHOOLS AND FILL JOBS NEEDED BY OUR SOCIETY.
PROJECTIONS FOR THE WORK FORCE IN THE YEAR 2000 TELL US TEAT A
BACHELOR'S DEGREE WILL NOT BE REQUIRED FOR A MAJORITY OF JOBS.
SOME TRADITIONAL EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS HAVE INDEED DISCOVERED
THIS FACT AND HAVE DEVELOPED SPECIFIC JOB TRAINING PROGRAMS
DESIGNED TO PREPARE STUDENTS FOR THE WORLD OF WORK. IF THIS
COUNTRY IS TO COMPETE EFFECTIVELY IN THE WORLD ECONOMY IN THE
YEARS AHEAD, WE MUST TODAY SUPPORT A VARIETY OF POSTSECONDARY
EDUCATION OPPORTUNITIES.

IN THE TIME ALLOTTED TO ME TODAY I whwr TO DIRECT THE
SUBCOMMITTEE'S ATTENTION TO SEVERAL ISSUES OF IMTORTANCE:
THE LOAN DEFAULT PROBLEM DID NOT OCCUR OVERNIGHT; IT WILL NOT GO
AWAY OVERNIGHT.

THE PROBLEM OF STUDENT LOAN DEFAULTS HAS PREOCCUPIED BOTH THE
EXECUTIVE BRANCH AND THE CONGRESS FOR THE PAST TWO YEARS. LAST
YEAR'S $1.9 BILLION APPROPRIATION FOR DEFAULTED LOANS DROVE HOME
THE POINT MOST FORCEFULLY -- HOW MUCH BETTER OFF WOULD LOW
INCOME STUDENTS AND THE NATION BE IF $1.9 BILLION WERE BEING
ADDED TO THE PELL GRANT PROGRAM?

4 1 ti
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THE PIECEMEAL SOLUTIONS OFFERED IN MOST OF THE LEGISLATION

DEBATED IN CONGRESS OR INCORPORATED IN THE aun 5, 1989, FINAL
REGULATION ON STUDENT LOAN DEFAULT PREVENTION TREATS THE
SYMPTOMS, NOC THE PROBLEMS WHICH CAUSE LOAN DEFAULTS IN THE
FIRST PLACE.
STUDENT LOAN DEFAULTS DID NOT EMERGE OVERNIGHT, AND NO MAGIC
WAND WAVING OR BLAME PLACING WILL CAUSE THE PROBLEM TO DISAPPEAR
OVERNIGHT.

IN THE FIRST YEAR OF FULL FEDERAL FUNDING OF THE BASIC GRANT
PROGRAM IN 1975, THE MAXIMUM GRANT PER YEAR WAS $1,400.

ASSUMING THAT EDUCATION COSTS HAVE INCREASED BY AN AVERAGE OF 8%
PER YEAR OVER THE PAST 14 YEARS, THE PELL GRANT TODAY SHOULD BE
MORE THAN 84,000. INSTEAD. IT IS $2,300.
HOW CAN ANYONE EXPECT THAT, WHEN LOANS ARE SUBSTITUTED FOR
GRANTS, THERE WILL BE ANY DIFFERENT RESULT THAN AN INCREASE IN
LOAN DEFAULTS.
AND I NEED TO MAKE A POINT THAT CONTINUALLY IS MISSED IN
COVERAGE OF STUDENT LOAN DEFAULTS IN THE MEDIA AND ON CAPITOL
HILL:

STUDENT LOANS ARE MANDATED BY LAW TO BE AWARDED TO PEOPLE
BASED ON NEED.

THEY ARE NOT BASED UPON CREDIT WORTHINESS,

CO-SIGNERS, COLLATERAL, OR CASH FLOW FROM A KNOWN JOB, AS
WITH VIRTUALLY EVERY OTHER LOAN MADE BY LENDING
INSTITUTION! IN OUR SOCIETY.

41
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IS A LOAN DEFAULT A DEFAULT WHEN IT SHOULD HAVE BEEN A GRANT IN
THE FIRST PLACE?
IT'S A QUESTION OF ALLOCATION OF NATIONAL RESOURCES.

ARE WE

GOING TO INVEST IN OUR CITIZENS, OR NOT?
THOSE SCHOOLS SERVICING TN2 LOW INCOME POPULATION - MANY
PROPRIETARY SCHOOLS, URBAN AREA COMMUNITY COLLEGES, AND
HISTORICALLY BLACK COLLEGES - SHARE A COMMON SITUATION: THE
GREAT MAJORITY OF THEIR STUDENTS PAY BACK THE LOANS THEY
RECEIVE, BUT A LARGE MINORITY DON'T.

SIMPLY mr, FEDERAL POLICY FORCES LOW INCOME EDUCATIONALLY
AT-RISK STUDENTS TO BORROW TO PAY FOR POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION.
THESE SAME STUDENTS ONCE RECEIVED GRANTS, AND BORROWED
SIGNIFICANTLY LESS OR NOTHING AT ALL WHEN THE GRANT AID WAS MORE
AVAILABLE AND COLLEGE COSTS WERE LOWER.

WHILE IT WOULD BE A NISTA= TO DE-EMPHASIZE THE IMPORTANCE OF A
STUDENT'S FAILURE TO REPAY A DEST, IT IS IMPORTANT TO KEEP IN
MIND THAT THROUGHOUT THE HISTORY OF THE GUARANTEED (NOW
STAFFORD) STUDENT LOAN PROGRAM, THE NET STUDENT LOAN DEFAULT
RATE HAS REMAINED BETWEEN 10% AND 15%. THE UNSPOKEN FACT IS
THAT THE DEFAULT RATE IS 10%-15% OF A GREATLY INCREASED
OWTSTANDING VOLUME.

FEDERAL POLICY AND RISING COLLEGE OOSTS

CREATED THAT INCREASED VOLUM.
IF CONCMESS IS SERIOUS ABOUT REDUCING LOAN DEFAULTS, IT MUST
STOP FORCING LOW INCOME STUDENTS TO BORROW TO PAY FOR COLLEGE,
AND CREATE A BETTER BALANCE BETWEEN GRANT AID AND LOAN
ASSISTANCE.

413
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WE RECOMMEND THAT THIS SUDO:W=7ES INCREASE THE PELL GRANT
MAXIMUM TO AT LUST $2,500. IN ADDITION, WE RECOMMEND AN
INCREASE IN THE APPROPRIATION FOR THE SUPPLEMENTAL EDUCATIONAL
OPPORTUNITY GRANT iSEOG) PROGRAM TO $500 MILLION TO SUPPORT
MODEST INCREASES IN INDIVIDUAL AWARDS OR NEW AWARDS TO STUDENTS
- THEREBY REDUCING THE LOAN DEPENDENCE OF LOW INCOME STUDENTS.
WE ALSO URGE THE MEMBERS OF THIS SUBCOMMITTEE TO RETAIN THE FY
1990 FUNDING LEVEL FOR THE STATE STUDENT INCENTIVE GRANT (SSIG)
AND THU PERKINS FEDERAL CAPITAL CONTRIBUTION.
THERE ARE OTHER IMPORTANT FACTORS IN THE STUDENT LOAN DEFAULT
PROBLEM:

GOVEWMTErT FINANCIAL AID PROGRAMS AND REGULATIONS THAT
ARE A NIGHTMARE OF CONFUSION;
-

BANKS WHICH HAVE DONE AN APPALLINGLY BAD JOB OF LOAN
SERVICING AND COLLECTION;

-

AND A FAILURE TO MONITOR SCHOOLS AND LENDERS IN A
COORDINATED WAY.

THE SCHOOL ACCREDITING ORGANIZATIONS, THE VETERANS'

ADMINISTRATION, THE RESPECTIVE STATES, THE U. S. DEPARTMENT OF
EDUCATION, THE INSPECTOR GENERAL AND OTHERS ALL HAVE INFORMATION
ON THOSE WHO ENGAGE IN QUESTIONABLE OR FRAUDULENT PRACTICES AND INFORMATION ISN'T SHARED, IT ISN'T COORDINATED.

THAT CAN BE FIXED IF ALL THE PARTIES ARE DIRECTED TO WORK
TOGETHER.
IT mun BE DONE.

4 1 :I
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THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION NFP,Pq THE FULL SUPPORT OF THIS
COMMITTEE IN ORDER TO CARRY OUT ITS CRITICAL OVERSIGHT

RESPONSIBILITIES. HOWEVRR, THIS SUPPORT NEEDS TO COME NOT ONLY
IN THE FORM OF ADDITIONAL FUNDING FOR THE INSPECTOR GENERAL, BUT
ALSO IN THE FORM OF TRAINING AND MANAGEMENT SERVICES TO
PARTICIPATING INSTITUTIONS. THE LAST TEN TEARS HAVE SEEN A 30%
REDUCTION IN DEPARTMENT PERSONNEL, WHICH MUST DE RESTORED IN
ORDER FOR THE DEPARTMENT TO TIGHTEN UP THE IMPORTANT
INSTITUTIONAL ELIGIBILITY PROCESS, AND FOR THE DEPARTMENT TO

IMPROVR iTS ABILITY TO WORK WITH THE NATIONAL ACCREDITING
AGENCIES AND WITH THE STATE REGULATORY BODIES.

IF THE DEPARTMENT HAD MADE THE NATIONAL STUDENT LOAN DATA SYSTEM
OPERATIONAL AFTER THE 1986 HIGHER EDUCATION Amannarrs WERE
ENACTED, AND CONDUCTED PROGRAM REVIEWS - SOME REAL DATA ON THE
SOURCE OF THE PROBLEM FROM AN INSTITUTIONAL DOLLAR VOLUME
PERSPECTIVE WOULD BE AVAILABLE - WE M/GHT BE WELL ON OUR WAY TO
REDUCING LOAN DEFAULTS.

INSTEAD, WE ARE ANXIOUSLY AWAITING THE

RESULTS OF OUR /NITIAL EFFORTS.
PROVIDING ADEQUATE RESOURCES TO PROPERLY TRAIN CAMPUS STUDENT
AID OFFICIALS IN ALL OF THE TECHNICALITIES, NUANCES AND DETAILS
OF THE NUMEROUS CHANGES IN THE LAW; THE REGULATIONS AND
DEPARTMENTAL POLICIES AND PROCEDURES, AS WELL AS FOR THE
EFFECTIVE AND ESSENTIAL MONITORING OF ALL TITLE IV ELIGIBLE
INSTITUTIONS, IS CRITTCAL. PREVENTING ABUSE AND ERROR AND
AVOIDING DEFAULTS, IS VITAL TO THE SUCCESS OF THESE PROGRAMS.

42o
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TRADITIONALLY HAVE FULFILLED THE CRITICAL ROLE OF PROVIDING FOR

CONSUMER PROTECTION. WE BELIEVE THIS FUNCTION APPROPRIATELY
BELONGS TO THE svmes, BUT THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION MUST
STRENGTHEN THE MINIMUM STANDARDS FOR STATES IF THE STATE LICENSE
IS TO REMAIN A BASIS FOR INSTITUTIONAL ELIGIBILIIN FOR
PARTICIPATION IN TITLE IV PROGRAMS.

WE FIRMLY BELIEVE THAT THE TRADITIONAL ROLES OF THE DEPARTMEn
OF EDUCATION, THE nixes AND THE ACCREDITING ORGANIZATIONS MUST
BE MADE TO WORK AGAIN IN ORDER TO REDUCE OR ELIMINATE THE
OPPORTUNITIES FOR ABUSE. CREATING SEPARATE PROGRAMS FOR
'VOCATIONAL' STUDENTS IS INAPPROPRIATE, NOT ONLY BECAUSE A LARGE
MAJORITY OF POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION NOW IS EMPLOYMENT ORIENTED.
BUT ALSO BECAUSE WE WOULD THEN NEED TWO SETS OF BUREAUCRACY TO
MANAGE POSTSECONDARY TRAINING. LET US INSTEAD TRY TO MAKE THE
CURRENT OVERSIGHT SYSTEM WORK.
YOU WANT, AND NTE WANT, ACCOUNTABILITY IN HIGHER EDUCATION.

WE

THINK CONSUMERS OF EDUCATION SERVICES AT ALL nice OF SCHOOLS
SHOULD KNOW WHAT THEIR CHANCES ARE OF COMPLETING A PROGRAM OF
STUDY; AND WHEN THEY DO, WHAT THE ODDS ARE OF GETTING A JOB IN
THEIR FIELD OF ENDEAVOR.
DEFAULT INITIATIVE HAS BEEN IN EFFECT FOR LESS THAN A YEAR.
THERE WERE MAJOR CHANGES IN THE SLS PROGRAM JUST THREE MONTHS
AGO. MANY SCHOOLS AND LENDERS HAVE JUST STARTED THEIR DEFAULT
REDUCTION EFPORTS. THERE HAVE BEEN A HUGE NUMBER OF CHANGES IN
THE LAW IN RECENT YEARS, MANY NOT YET TRANSLATED INTO
REGULATIONS.

416
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IT IS NOW TIME TO SHARE SOLUTIONS.

WE THEREFORE SUPPORT THE

CREATION OF A NATIONAL DEFAULT REDUCTION TASK FORCE, MADE UP OF
ALL OF THE VARIOUS PARTIES INVOLVED IN DEFAULT REDUCTION,
INCLUDING SCHOOLS, LENDERS, GUARANTEE AGENCIES AND THE
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION. WE ASK THIS COMMIITEE TO PROVIDE THE
DIRECTION TO CREATE SUCH AN INITIATIVE, UNDER THE RESPONS:BILITY
or THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION.

ONLY BY JOINING FORCES CAN AN
ENVIRONMENT BE CREATED WHICH WILL SUPPORT CREATIVE SOLUTIONS.
IN CONCLUSION:

WHAT WE ALL WANT IS TO PRESERVE THE DIVERSITY OF
OUR POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION SYSTEM. THIS IS ITS STRENGTH.
FREEDOM OF CHOICE AND EQUAL ACCESS ARE ITS FOUNDATION.

AS.A NATION, OUR MOST IMPORTMT INVTSTMENT IS EDUCATION, BECAUSE
IT IS OUR FUTURE.
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Senate Permanent Subcommittee

New York NY 10036
(212) 302.2224

on Investigations
EXHIBIT #

Fax 212-22146S0
March 111, 1990

Senator Sam Nutm Chairman
Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Re

Z
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Dear Senator Nunn:
I'm writing this letter to give you the benefit of my IS years' experience as a proprietary school
owner/director. You should have this information for your current investigation, and I volunteer my live
testimony if it would be helpful.
I founded Pandegal Instinue in 1972, and since 1985 we have been a panicipating school in federal
financial aid programs PSE-Staffont, SUS. Plm and we sue fell u died). Also, I am an attorney
(Harvard taw School '62) and worked in severer Wall Street law finns as an associate years ago. I am a
director and the treasurer of the New York State Association of Career Schools, a trade association for
proprietary schools.
I use the tem "failure" below to refer co the proprietary-school pmbleins your subcommittee is hives .
treating such as higher defaults, inadequacy of training. unsatisfactory job placement rates, unacceptably
low COMpletiOn rates. cwercharging. excessive hours of training for the skills being taught, and fraud
used to induce students to attend proprietary schools.

1. Masons for failure_Catuorind
The no 'sons for this failure of these and related federal financial aid programs fall into these main
categories:

a. Original failure of state regulatory bodies to detect or deal directly with fraud or alleged
fraud.
b. Subsequent excessive and irresponsible state regulation of proprietary schools.
c. Change of the quality of borrowing student in 1986.
d. Misuse of statistical proof by U.S. Office of Education, Congress and proprietary-school
critics.

e. Excessive requirement for a program to qualify for financial aid (300-hoor minimum).
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II. Changes Which Are .tiegiLen
a. Enact federal legislation to preempt stale hoss regulation proprietary sehools to thc cmcot %trch
laws difter from the state law regulating the competMg non-drgree socational pmgrams of degree grant
ing schools.

b. Enact federal legislation to permit student borrowing to attend V1walinnal programs of any
length and regardless of accreditation at any school (as long as state 11;c-rising 1-N16i-einem. (see "a"
atxwe). if any. are met.

c, Enact federal legislation to require participating schools to pay (through dedatiim made pnor to
the whoors receipt of the funds. as cit fault risk premium msurancel percentages of their tuition {paid
out of fmancial aid as distinguished from the tit-din:oily larger hirrowed amount ) to reflect the school's
default ratetst and, perhaps, with a lower factor built in (possibly as an offset or credit) for (audited or
verifiedj placement performance

Enact federal legislation to eliminate as much as pomible of the red tape surrounding the financial aid programs, paperwork termirements, non-educational governmental goals (drugs. military at
d.

fidayns. etc.) audits. limitation agreements, and the like, or use the school deductions to lure federal
employees who will maintain the needed records in thc school for the It.S government's benefit to con
vett participating schools to cilucational institutions from their present status us paper c rcatmg. paper
filing, paper inventorying, paper-sett iesing and paper auditing suhagencies of government. Small
schools cannot perform the paperwork requirement adequately and the risks of having to repay tuition
for paperwork failures are too high and the costs for all schools, %Went% and society are too high

Enact federal legislation to require default (and placement) statistics to be reported and compared on a basis that permits non-degree vocational continuing education programs of degreegrantinp schools to be compared with the programs of proprietary *chock, with a me factors hMlr
in for deintsitstrated educational risks (such as welfare recipient and income or asset le vet of student
population, and unemployment rate in the community strved, which would require a change in the
present "cohort" system of lumping all statistics together for a participating school with multiple
branches in multiple legions of the counUy).
c.

Enact federal legislation to permit partidpating schools to train persons on welfare at the
school's own expense, with the school to he paid compensation expressed as a percentage of the money
f.

saved the federal, state and city governments on their combined welfare costs for the sChoor5 successes.
and nothing at all for the school s failures. Attached is a letter sent to you previously in which this uric .
rpm proposal is set forth at length.

HI. Fsplanaticsn of "1. Reasors for Failure Categodied"
a. Original failure of state regulatory bodies to detect or deal directly with fraud or alleged fraud.
The steady increase in state regulation of proprietary schools seems to result directly from the failure of
state regulatory bodies to detect fraud anti deal directly with it under the general anti-fraud laws of the
state. In other words, they failed to go into coun to stop the alleged fraud (perhaps because there was hi
tle or no fraud). If the state agencies had brought suit against schools committing fraud, the perceived
aced for additional legislation to cure the actual or perceived fraud would have been far less or non .e x is.
tent But, because the state agencies were unable to perform the simple task of regulating fraud, they (or
someone, perhaps the higher-education competition) clamorod for additioal laws to be administered hy
the agencies which had failed in their efforts to administer thc lanti-fraud) law in the first place. And
when these new laws regulating proprietary schools proved Insufficient to eliminate thc actual or perceived fraud, the pressure (from the agency of propoctary school competitors) clamored for additional
legislation against proprietary schools, which we all agree hasn't resulted in any cute for the problem of
why proprietary schools "fair in the sense defined at the outset above, lt seems that failure in regulation
has been nested as the signal foe more of the same medicine. which the rtsults predictably (to those of
us who are in the regulated industry) the Raffle. State regulation of proprietary schools and the results
seem quite comparable to the well.publicized, total failure of bureaucratic regulation in the Soviet
economy. I would be St 00 that you, as ont of the persons writing !sew legislation, have no idea what
regulation proprietary schocbls have to put up with, or what the effect such mis-rtgulation has on performance by the school. Let
continue with the um._
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b. Subsequeld excemive and irresponsible state regulation of proprietary schools.
To explain how excesswe and irresponsible stiite regulation of proprietary schools has become. I urge
that you read our complaint against the New York Suite Education Deparoncnt (the "SED") and its offe
culls. a copy of which is enclosed. In case the complaint is separated from this letter. 1 win cite several
instances or excessive and irresponsible regulation. In New York State, a proprietary school is not permined to run any kind of classified. space advertisement, raOio/cahle/tv commercial unless every word
is approved in advance in writing by the SRI). Schools ate hke airlines. We have seats to sell, and once
the plane takes off, unsold seats are loss to the airline (and school). It takes the SED about 2.3 months
on the average to approve a 3-line classified ad which has been first submitted for review. Of course,
the SRI) does not review any advertising at all which is run by the competing non-degree vocational
programs offered by the degree-grantine schools. Also, none of our students may be enrolled except by
A licensed sales person. It takes the SED about 2 months on the average to issue a license to a salesman
who has transferred from one proprietary school to another. During this time, the school is obliged not
to make any sales (unless they have, hopefully, another licensed salesman). Also, because of the delay
of several months in being stile to hire a replacement, a school is unable to discharge a salesman (who is
committing fraud or other unsavory acts) because the school will be without incc.rne from such sales slot
for n period of 2-3 months, which would be a penalty of perhaps 10 enrollments per week (or $10,000
per week because of the delay). Put yourself in the pi= of a movie theatre owner, car manufacturer or
pollocian - how could you run your activity it you had to wait 2, 3 months for approval ($40,(X10 to
R)(1.(XX) substitution "penalty' in lost tuition income) each time you fired and replaced an errant or had
salesman or similar tuition loss each time you needed to change your advertising to reflect program up
dates or changes.

The most important thing to remember is that licensing of proprietary schools must be divided into 2
aspects: (i) what licensing does for the school - income; and (ii) what the school does for this privilege revenue outgo. Licensing as a benefit to the school is solely to provide incoming revenue. I+ 1'7 ,e
revenues are cut off, such as by the state ag..ncy failing to issue the required advertising-cop.!. .11 oval
or saleman license on a omely basis, the sole Lenefit to the school is partially lost forever. The cumula
live effect of these losses, time after time, waiting for these 2-3 month delays to obtain approvals as to
every step of the regulated school business, is destructive of the school's ability to perform on the
"outgo" or performance half of the equation - the school's obligations to perform. This is the single
most important reason for the "failure" you are investigating. You must he made aware of this, and
remember that the competing non-degree vocational programs of degree-granting schools are not so
regulated.

Another problem is that it takcs about one year to be able to substantially revise or replace a proprietary
school program, with all the filings and prior approvals required before the changes can be implemented
at all levels of tegulation: state, accrediting and federal. No wonder, then, that proprietary schools are in
many cascs giving out-ofdate instruction. We need to be able to update .s.r change our curricula far
faster, without all of the state, accrediting and federal red tape (the most arduous red tape, ot course, is
the state red tape. which creates the one-year delay).
Thus, when you wonder why proprietary schools are deteriorating. one sure answer is that by excessive,
arbitrary and discriminatory regulation, proprietary schools are being prevented from doing the job we
set out to do, and are being compared with sehools which are not similarly handcuffed or handicapped
We need an end to this mindless regulation, and in its place I make the proposals outline in "IL" above.

Maybe now you can see why NYS, the state with the most excessive regulation of proprietary schools.
is also the state with rhe greatest default tate. One follows the other Excessive regulation means that
the school is concentrating its most valuable management lime on regulatory paperwork instead of on
new and improved programs, and excellence of instruction and placement. Ccmgress should relieve us
from mindless state regulation by preempting Ike excesses, on the basis that such excesses prevent
proprietary schools fnmi performing their duty as participating schools under federal law See my cor,
respoodence with the U.S. Justice Department which is attached hereto.
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c. Change or the quality of borrowing student in 1986.
In 1986, the federal statute was changed to require that borrower show need. In other womb, as of that
time, borrowers had to show that they were unable to pay off the loan as a condition to =crying the

loan. At least many bankers would say this. Also, stints who previously were entitled to grants because of their impcwerished condition had to take out student loans. After changing the category of borrowers from a group including middle-ciass and affluent persons, to a group consisting of comparatively
impoverished persons, the default rate went up. What else would you expect? Anyone could have
predicted this result. The lower-income persons find it more difficult to succeed, have more problems to
overcome. and have no capital or family assets to fall back on to pay off student loans. Our NYC high
schools produce poor results, the top of the graduates go to college (and have lower default rates) and
many of the remainder opt for vocational school traintng (and have higher default rates). The city's
community colleges have a much higher non-completion rate and. I believe, default rate than the
city's proprietary schools. You sWuki look into this. But this is no surprise. We We all aware that the
longer the program the higher the drop-ota rate. Why a higher default nne for proprietary schools (in
comparison to NYU) surprises Converts surprises me. To compete proprietary school tuitiion with the
lower-cost prognms in public schools, you must add back the amount of taxes and charitable funding
which supports the pubhc student's studies, otherwise the comparison is unfair and deceiving. You
could argue that no student should attend Yale using federal financing if he could get into a free publicly-supported college

d. Misuse of statistical proof by U.S. Office of Education, Congress and proprietary-school critics.
Statistics which compare the default rates of the graduates of Yale with thc graduates of a 300-hour
trade school for persons not college bound is obviously faulty. Comparison of a 300-hour trade school's
default rate with NYU's default rate is also flawed, because any problems with NYU's competing non.
degree vocational programs are buried within NYU's default rates for its medical school, law school.

Phi) arid Master's programs, etc. You are exwfing too much from statistics whilt any statistician
would say are faulty. Also, statistics which don't take the local welfare and employment rate into account would also seem to be flawed, as is the failure to take the income-level of the area surrounding the
school, or the type of program which the school is offering. In other words, if a school wants to take per.
sons off of welfare, and achieves a 50% rate, is this not worth it to the U.S. government? Wouldn't you
hand out $2,000 to anyone who could (for that amount) take a person off we fare? How many persoos
can any other federal or state agency take off for that per-person prtee? - should be the question. The
current legislative directives are seeking to eliminate this one bright source of dealing with welfare
cases. and I urge yai to look at the economics of this before dismantling the proprietary school indusny
(which, incidentally, is already being dismantled by stile regulatory excesses, unless you intervene with
preempting legislation as I suggest). I, as a proprietary school owner for 18 years, sent each of the
Senators and House Members a letter several months ago proposed legislation which would permit a
school (whether proprietary or not) to train persons at the school's own expense in exchange for a percentage of the money saved if the school succeeded in taking the student off welfare. What's wrong
with this approach? Aren't you looking for school performance? What is stronger than payment only
upon performance? Yet, nothing was rimw or said.

Once again, I volunteer to appear before your panel to amplify these views. I have 18 years' experience
in owning and running a school, and I believe you should listen to this side of the issue, to obtain a full
and true picture of the problem you are investigating.

Also, while talking about statistics I shouldn't forget to mention that it is unfair. obviously, to use statistics which charge a later school for the default or a Irrn given to a student while attending a prior
school, or to equate $10 or loan default with $10,000 of ban default; or to prevent schools from lower
ing their default rate by paying off defaulted loans, especially since the penalty for excessive defaults is
to reduce or eliminate the school's tuition from financial aid. The school pays either way.

e. Excessive requirement for a program to qualify for finaneial aid (300-hour minimum)
You wonder why there is overcharging and excessive hours of training for the skills being taught. The
answer is readily available: Because you won't accept a 15-hour word processing program (tuition
$250), schools find it necessary to teach the same subject in 300 haus or mom (tuition $4,000 or so).
There should be no mystery. By fru erally-imposed requirement, we had to increase the length of our
paralegal program from the original, workable MS hours, to the federal minimum of 300 hours, and in
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the process increase tuidon accordingly. Why does a school charge $4,000? Because the amount of
for all
federal funding availabe for a 300-hour program permits such change, and somebody has
of the regulatory excesses. Without reguladoo, the tuition would be one-half as much (ce less Wee
3 timeig
schools have to repay 100% of the tukion (I) because an enrollment agreemedt was not
or (fi) because of a delay in approvin an awes license (with the resulting signing of the enrolhnent
ale a high ached &Senn was misfiled: ar ov) because
agreement ky _an unlicensed agent); Or
a mfitteeY1Mavit was missing hum the file; or (v) banausea school at the end of its lease moved from
one location in a city to another without prior approval of all nude= or (vi) because an SLS loan was
ccnlfleate.wss missing from the
inadvertently wovi&d instead of a pat loan; or (vii) because an
student's file; or (viii) because evidence of citizenship or bum 4 ." sues was in.4 from the file
i for disuibution cialeced tuition
other rodents have to pay the refund. The school is only a
to the various expenses which make up the school, Including titese afote-mentioned agency-mend
refunds to students who have completed the program and oWiln.W a Job in their field. We
for the value we give because of federal requirements which insist upon mote hours than
(300 minimum? and because schools have to pay 100% refunds (with interest etc.) because Iv=
ts who have completed and benefited from the program. Why
work defiCiCnCles for studen
anyone expect any other result?

aloe=

1 look foward to hearing from you or your staff.

Ver), truly y

.1

>
Carl E. Person, founder and director

Ends:
1. NYSACS complaint.

2. Justice Dept. correspondence.
3. Letter to U.S. Senators re welfare training for contingent fee.
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Paralegal Institute
221 W. 41st Street - Gth Fir
New York NY 10036
(212) 302-2224

Fax (212) 221-8680
January 17, 1990
BY HAND
John H. Clark, Esq.
Assistant United States Attorney
United States Department of Justice
26 Federal Plaza - Room 3630
New York NY 10278
Re:

Statutes in 49 States Excessively Regulating
Proprietary Vocational/Technical Schools
But Exempting Competing Non-Degree Vocational/
Technical Programs of the "Continuing Education"
(i.e., Profit-Making) Divisions of Colleges
& Universities

Dear Mr. Clark:

The federally-funded proprietary school system in the United
States is being threatened with extinction. This is
happening under the guise of state regulation in 49 states
(Missouri excepted, I believe) which is increasingly
prohibiting proprietary schools from performing their
function, with resulting increases in regulation being added
to make it impossible for proprietary schools to function as
schools and, it should be noted, to function as required by
Meanwhile, the competing non-degree
federal law.
occupational programs of "continuing education" divisions of
colleges and universities remain wholly unregulated and are
flourishing.
It appears (at least to the proprietary school industry in
the United States, with gross sales of several billion
dollars) that the politically powerful higher education
groups in the various stales have been successful in
obtaining more and more regulation against proprietary
schools, while at the same time exempting their own trade
schools (non-degree, continuing education programs) from the
same regulation.
The purpose seems clear, to divert the federal funds which
flow into proprietary schools through the Stafford ,
Supplemental, Plus and Pell Loan Programs plus the
forthcoming billions in Welfare Reform money, and let them
flow instead into the state, city and county colleges and
universities, to reduce the need for government funding to
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maintain these institutions of higher learning. Continuing
education means profits to colleges and universities, and by
putting proprietary schools out of business, or severely
crippling them, the colleges and universities would profit.
Colleges and universities have found that their mission of
offering degree-granting programs has become less important,
and that they need to offer more relevant vocational
programs to be able to fill their empty seats. Thus, most
colleges and universities offer vocational, non-degree
competition with the
"continuing education" programs i
programs offered by licensed prmArietary schools in the
area, but without any of the regulation.
I enclose a draft of a patent application of mine which
propose.
helps to explain some of the problems, and a cure
include a copy of a complaint filed by various
Also,
proprietary schools and the state trade association against
the New York State Department of Education and various
officials thereof in the federal court in the Southern
District of New York.
I

I

ask that you give the complaint set forth in this letter
The problem is national, but seems to be
serious scrutiny.
For example, in
most serious in New York and California.
California a law was recently enacted requiring that any
proprietary school ask permission of the state regulatory
body before it can give a pay raise to any of its employees.
Through such heavy-handed regulation, proprietary schoals
will become public utilities and as effective as the public
high schools in the urban areas from which we draw most of
our students.
I

In New York. we have to wait often 3 months or longer before
we can get approval to run a 3-line classified ad or any
other advertising or promotional matters. Often we have to
wait 2-3 months or longer before we can start a hired
salesperson to replace a licensed salesperson who has quit.
You can't run a school like this, and the colleges and
universities in eompetition with proprietary schools are not
required to do any of these things (or the other things
described in the enclosed complaint and patent application).
have been in the school business for 18 years (same
I
school), and I can tell you that proprietary schools cannot
stay in business under this type of regulation, which is
getting much worse. Ihe combination of decreased
flexibility and higher costs at the state level coupled with
the federal mandate of higher performance by all schools,
makes it impossible for proprietary schools to function. My
alternative is spelled out in the (draft of the) patent
application, to be filed shortly.

What the Justice Department should do is file a class action
or similar action against the various states to declare
these state statutes an unreasonable restraint of trade to
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the extent that they fail to regulate the competing nondegree programs of the state's colleges and universities
(profit, non-profit or publicly-owned). By requiring the
statutes to regulate both types of schools, it can be
expected (as anticipated in my patent application) that the
I'm sure that the higher
overall regulation will diminish.
education lobby in each state will see to that result. (See
my patent application, once again.)
It should be noted that colleges and universities generally
service the middle class and affluent members of our
society, whereas the poor often wind up in proprietary
schools, as their only realistic hope of training for a
better position. The comparison of results of graduates of
Columbil with the graduates of a 3-month proprietary trade
school program shows, predictably, that graduates of
Columbia fare better than the typical graduate of a
proprietary school. But this is hardly justification for
elimination of proprietary schools and transferring their
business over to the non-degree vocational programs of the
nation's colleges and universities, which is precisely the
direction which is being taken, unless you, the Justice
Department, do something about it. The issues involve
antitrust, civil rights, commerce clause, due process and
equal opportunity, among other issues.
You might be interested to know that the highest ranking
members of the New York Legislature (regulating proprietary
schools) desire to capture the federal money now going to
proprietary schools and use such funds for governmentsupported colleges and universities in New York State, as a
revenue-producing measure for a strapped state.
If you have any questions, please give me a call.

Very truly your,

Carl E. Peson, Founder and Director
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Paralegal Institute
221 W. 41st Street - 6th Fir
New York NY 10036
(212) 302-2224
Fa% (212)2214680x
Febrtutry 9, 1990

BY HAND
John H. Clark, Esq.
Assistant United States Attorney
United States Department of Justice
26 Fedcral Plaza - Room 3630
New York NY 10278
Re:

Statutes in 49 States Excessively Regulating Proprietary
Vocationidfrechnical Schools But Exempting Competing
Non-Degree Vocational/Technical Programs of the "Continuing
Education" (i.e., Profit-Making) Divisions of Colleges & Universities

Dear Mr. Clark:
As a followup to our conversation of today. I would like to reduce to writing the problem as it relates to the federal financial aid programs, and to make some additional arguments.
State licensing of proprietary schools began after the World War H. I've been loin, to permit
proprietary schools to obtain federal funds for the training of veterans. After years of state
regulation, the results of proprietary schools have apparently declined (at least in the citier.), with
the demand for more state regulation. State regulation has evolved over the years to outline each
step along the way which a licensed school must take. from A to 7., to hopefully ensure that the
licensed proprietary school was going to achieve the desired results with their students (meaning.
ful education. high employment rate, good salaries, repayment of student loans. etc.). But on a
national level the federal government determined that state laws were not doing a sufficient lob;
many schools had a high dropout rate and a high loan default rate. With all the specificity of excessive regulation, the state laws faikd to produce rexults now mandated under federal student
aid law.
Acconlingly, the federal government passed a different type of regulatory scheme, trquIring itegrce-granting as well as proprietary schook to produce results, or lose their entitlement to participate in the various federal student loan programs. In other words, federal law requires
results, and doesn't care what steps a school takes to produce those results. This favors the Continuining Education Divisions of the degree -granting schools, who aft free to do whatever they
need to do to obtain the desired results.
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On the other hand, licensed proprietary schools remains channeled in the antiquated straightjacket of A to Z regulation which prohibits them from doing what is needed to obtain the rcsulls
mandated by federal law. see proprietary schools imprisoned in state regulation while the
federal policy requires schools to be in a race for excellence. requiring a great degree of freedom
to change programs. market new programs quickly. eliminate bad sales personnel and replace
them with more appropriate sales representatives, when required. But state regulation prohibits
this, and makes us unable to compete in the race for excellence, which causes us to lose our par
tizipation in the federal loan programs.
You must understand that the only thing which state licensing gives schools on the plus side is
the opportunity to obtain income which the school needs to be able to pay for the obligations a
has on the other side of the ledger. Without sufficient income, we cannot do what is required to
make our schools excellent. Any state regulatory tactic which reduces or cuts off our income is
preventing us from performing as desired and mandated. For example. about 2 months ago a
proptietary school in New York City :revived approval for the new enrollment agreement filed
with the SED to permit A tuition increase, and immediately changed its newspaper advertisement
whieh listed the old tuition amount. 'The SED penalized the school by denying it the right to advertise at all for 3 weeks (a most unfortunate and nonthinking penalty), saying that the school
should have tiled an amendment to im advertisement (and waited 3 months for approval, I
guess). The SED didn't say whether the school could have run the old ad with the former tuition
amount. SED rules would not permit deleting the tuition amount without the filing of new copy
and waiting the 3 months. You can see what type of a straight jacket we are in by reason of this
type of regulation from persons who (charitably) know no better or (not so charitably) have a
personal agenda to put proprietary schools (their own charges and wards) out of business.
For example, I tried to start a Personal Assistant Training Program (form of resume encloaed for
the hypothetical completer of the program), and I was subjected to months of waiting for new
representative licenses, licensing of advertising copy, licensing of tv commercials (the rejection
came in after the commezcial was shot and edited), and most importantly the inability to market
the program under the name I wanted to use. I was forced into using "Personal Assistant" instead of my choice, Business Assistant or Management Assistant (2nd choice). Also. 1 was not
able to use copy such as a "rewarding" career opportunity; or this ad headline or teaser: "TOP
GUN" (to interest pnaepeetive students in becommg a personal assistant or aideale-eamp to an
owner or manager of a small business). It is unbelievable how difficult it is to run a business
when it ie regulated by "regulators" who have no knowledge of the business they are reg. ulating.
In New York State, the person who teviews and rejects/accepts copy (Miss Betty Shields) had
no apparent prior experience in writing copy and no prior school experience. The present head
of regulation of proprietary schools has a school-lunch administrative background.
This type of regulation in place of the school director is leading to disaster, and can be blamed
for the poor performance of proprietary schools at least as muCh as the evils or alleged evils
which the increased regulation has been (arguably) designed to cure. The alleged fraud of
schools could always be stopped by existing laws against fraud, and the added laws designed to
prevent fraud merely make our proprietary school industry non-competitive with the other
schools which otfer the same courses without the same restraints.

I believe the solution is to investigate the effect of excessive state regulation on the ability of
schools to comply with federal law, and upon a showing of inability (which I believe can be east.
ly demonstrated) to strike down thc laws under the preemption doctrine or as a denial of the civil
right of eitiaens to obtain an education of their choice; infringement of the commerce clause, or
beeause the discriminatory laws involve denial of due process to students and proprietary
schools alike. Also, there are raaial overtones to the problem, because the highest default rates
involve minority studentsss. Finally, there are the antitrust problems involving a conspiracy
among the degreegranting colleges and universities to eliminate proprietary schools through ex-
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as
cessive administrative activity and statutes directed against them and a conspirafy to monopol iv'
the field of alining persons with federal money.
It is also important to understand that the top manageent of proprietary schools are responsible
for legislation, curriculum and placement. To the extent we are trying to write copy for approval
by the staSe, and rewrites of mpy, and preparing anernatives because of the possibility of rejecthe benermern of curriculum and placement efforts. We ate
tion, our time is not available
small businesses (posisiemay achools) and our main asset is the time of the top 1-3 persons who
manage the school. To the exr-nt the state absorbs this time in their meaningless regulation. wc
are deprived of the asset we need to devote to pmducing the moults mandated by fral law.
conflict substantially, which is causing proprietary schools to go
Tbe two
out of busizersir 2teniZa:gitskos of the right to participate in federal loan programs. SLS (SuptncLoons fee Students) is not available to schools with a default rate of 3096 or above.
aront:11293% right now and climbing. Thus, we will lose SLS next year and our studems
will nor be able to pay for the tuition. Our efforts should bc on solving the default rate, by quickly producing and trying better programs, and changing them if they don't work out. It takes
abmit 2 years with required state approvals to undergo this test, which of course is like having
no right at all. The state licensing scheme offers us no hope to comply with federal law.
The State Education Department (Bureau of Proprietary Schools) has been claiming for the past
12 months a shortage of SED personnel to (i) review submitted advertising and pmmotional
matorial and (ii) process Wes agent (representative) licensing applications, but with the SED' s
continued failure to improve the problem we have reached the conclusion in the industry that the
SED has found a way to put proprietary schools out of business, through regulator), neglect in
granting approvals needoi to obtain the income required to perform the activities of a school, ineluding the excessive regulatory activity. Thus, the SED has had a buildup of personnel and
regulations in the costs side of the proprietary school business, and at the same time the SED has
allowed the income side to be substantially affected by denying regulated schools the licenses
needed to compete for income In the marketplace, Much included many non-repilated degreegranting schools. Any reasonable person can see the effect of such a policy of Increasing costs
and decreasing income - going out of business. The SED has the knowledgeable intent of putthis its own regolatees out of budness, which has got to be a violation of law. Imagine if the
agenda of the Meld the Fur Department was to close the Fire Department down. Education
is too important for this country to pennit a non-elected group of taw administrators to defy the
out of business through regulatory inaction, especially when it appears
law by putting its
tors' agenda, for the purpose of diverting federal student-loan funds and
that this is on the re
to state-supported schools (and necessarily to the degree-granting schools),
federal welfare fu
and sway fruit the schools which service minority members to a much greater extent. There is
tiow a bill in the New York legislature to increase the annual proprietary school licensing fee for
my school from about $1,000 per year to about $46,000 per year. a proposed 4500% increase in
ooe year, which itself would be sufficient to put us out of business, and frustrate federal policy
of pennitting students to have a choice in their schooling. See p. 1 of our trade association's cur.
rent newsletter.
I hope this addendum to my oriOrial letter will be helpful.
Very truly yours.

Carl E. Person. Founder and Director
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Information Relating hi the Experience of

William Smith
215 W. eoth Si
New York NV t 0024

(212) 9994999
JVWcialized

raij

Personal Assistant Training Program, 301 Hours. Management Assistant institute, New York, New
York, June, 1989 through DeCernber, 1989, Including how to be of assistant* to a manager, xecutive or
owner In matters relating to:
Acoounting
Advertising

Bookkeepng
Business Law
insurance
Management
Publicity and Pubic Relations
Taxes

if1oyment
To *sem and save the valuabie time of a busy manager, business owner or exetutive by doing as
marry se possible ot his/her daily list of things to be dOne; atso, to try to anticipate, Intercept and deal with
the vartous lesser problems which often unnecessarily prevent the employer frOm performing what heshe
sets out to do; and to act as an intermediary between the employer and th other employees whenever this Is
useful. in elect, 1 would like to be something eke an 'We-de-tamp" to a "generar In the ongoing and impor.
tent baffle of doing business eactindy and promabty. I have a wide varlety of insights and mins which
Should be utaful In performing this fob.
Vhr-e7nS7iTol

Performed * 2-month voluntary internship as a pantlme personal assistant to Walter Jones,
Manager of Textron Worldwide industries, Inc. while enrolled in the Personal Asststant Training Program at
Management Assistant Institute.

iFaniiiiar with the Followini Egnipmenti
PC XT personal ISM commit* computer
Invisible Sewer& Int.'s Nev30 PC LAN Network
Nridek model 1250 and Wyse 700 high resokrhon monitor tOr PC
Logitech Meuse model C7
Cuadra:1i Micro-Phaser primer beer
Hayes Modem
Irwin backup una
Timeldale card for PC

Hewiel-Packard Wile printer. model 2886A
Panasonic KX-P1092 or KXP1091 muemocil printer
Diabb tetanal printer (tor Xerox 8501880)

Dee PC Sean Plus samer
Tosnba portible VHS video recorder with converter
Panasonic VHS vide* playback !epode*
Pentagon audio Cassette dupttator (3 slaves), model e347
Sony Or PanasOnie audio Mettle recorder and playback machine
AT&T Merin telephone system (handsets)
Ratio shack portable COW telephone with periprwrie equipment

Sharp fawknite (TAX, menhir*. wide F0400
Piney Bowes copier. model DUO

*Wind strip binding *widener*. model 223
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Shnnk wrap heat water
Execteoal Inter tokang nuchtne
Standalone SECA SSO or $80 word processor
Pal*, Bewta maInQ mocha* with postage meter

Simplex programmabie lock

tramillar with the Folltmeialloftware4
omit* Sottweee, trio.'s Netr30 Network & Operating System tor 2.10 Users
Ashittn-Tatel Wass IN Plus

Bodencrs Weida INA
Crosstalk IV comnimications
Quartettlecles DeaqViaw 2.0

Deal Kwitny software

Fes:basil Foxbase Peas Version 2.0
Funk Software's Sideways

GEars Winning software Sr* copy

GUI scanning 10ftwaft graprecs
Hayes SMancom II communications
Irwin backup software
SottLogs The DOA OPIlmiaer
Loh* DrIvebPment Corp.'s 1-2.3 spreadsheet
MicroSoff's MS-DOS or PC-DOS, ail versions
Microsoft's World 4.0 word WOCEssing PrOgram

Norton's ttlItities
Norton's Commander
Coning Point Softwarel PC Tools
Procornm communications

Wishist's Research

WonlPedect Corporation's WordPerfect word processing program
Xerox's Ventura Publisher desktop publishing program

ILicenses QndAddrnonol

ills.
Notary Public, Slate al New Yon<
Drivers License, State of New York'

Plreas of Business Knotrledp or Experience Incluelei
Carpentry"

Read Drug Store

should Oa to cm bane
bat Wed to show examples of what each student
Not pert of the Ponionei Assistant Training Provara
background Swears is the 602-hour Mulu.Skilkd ParalepliPtisonal Assistant program
mane so Woe it so ate docienrs own
informatics about their protege training
should ass the mime for which has additional

0 IP& t Sri Mokosowx Al4szam busuw.
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Dear NYSACS Members ant Friends
in April 04 1989 wl-ert NYSACS releaupO AnswerS 10 ISS.4.4.1,

Paned Mg Mat the Bureau Or Prc vryiary School SupernPon mad 'et Peen
nuking Molar inses to the tentce Since that time the Bureau Nas made a
concerned ellon 10 nereate screcil :onlacts NO* 3 appears th.at :,chools
Ind Ou( faueNnte tena be tercet TO tay tor the increased vrsn scnem.e n
nng seSsto of Int Stale ...ac.sarure rhe
the, leoulatrat prOpOsats !or :ho
Mely durOenSome Costs cl
burek ha3 ProPosed My aim e

Wipes{ e our state

Specilically the Bureau proposes $7 2 million .nacv.ora fees on
top al the large /mounts vie alreacty pay so, vents icensas, orrector
kens** and course approvals By itx BED'S own toen this $1 2 million
increaye arap.s $48,000 actironst se fa me year. OW $04loca 40er much
ved the cost you"' lOn one million OOttat VMS* tuttlon the tte

MOO total MCC.. ennulur) Thrs Wel not even cow the proposed
Made eillepereieee aSteSsment program

N you do not already nave a copy Or the 1Nodsky SvIr r nit A1517,1 1140,1: yen; INnarn a copy ant Cohtect your tep$ialors aemediatety
registering your eery sarong opposnon to the tel The very Ate rat your

DOM may be et Make.,
DON the next month neeseue YI,11 be mace Mai could put your
out ol buSaneSS A summary of hy croverons or Ine 'Brocsky
Surevan INA will be Sint to every school in a few clays Ane4 r. aCleflg the
itatrudy CORtati you( 1170Nor and avatar yom wows

N you hav olty questions OleallO call or write the Asioctation
al :12/067-7520. whether yOu ere a mentber Or nCie
JanieS G Dii.rberto.
Preseent

1

AREER EDUCATION

HOICE, MTh PRIDE!
KW YORE STATE ASSOCIAnON OF CAREER ECNOOL$

315 W. 54Th Initter 1791; NV. fee 10151 (512)141.?220

0".

IMPON Ctiorawalmr favor* Ike. MS
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Paralegal Institute
221 W. 41st Street - 6th Pr
New York NY 10036
(212) 302-2224
Fax (212)221-8680
March 7, 1990

BY HAND
John H. Clark, Esq.
Assistant United States Attorney
United States Department of Justice
26 Federal Plaza Room 3630
New York NY 10278

Re:

Statutes in 49 States Excessively Regulating Proprietary
VocationaliTechnical Schools But Exempting Competing
Non-Degree Vocational/Technics: Programs of the "Continuing
Education" (i.e., Profit-Making) Divisions of Colleges & Unisersities

Dear Mr. Clark:
I thought you might be interested in the enclosed notice from thr Bureau of pit.prictary
Schools. consisting of a proposed rule to deal with its regulated schook going out of hustnr ss
seems, according to the agency, that

It

"Oyer the past six months an increasing namber of proprietary schools hare
unevectedly [ski closed or gone bankrupt in the State of New York." Surprise!
Surprise!
Thc only thing that the guidelines or proposed rules do not say is where the school is going t;)
obtain the money to perform these requitut business functions. It seems to me that thc SED is
going to have to convince the Bankruptcy Court that New York's rules have preempted
preceding federal rules regarding disposition of a bankrupt's estate As 1 have indicated, the
excessive. discriminatory state rules regarding proprietary school rrguhnion need to be declared
preempted by federal law. AIso, the SFJ) is pretending not to know why the schools have gone

under. All they have to do is read my complaint or sick the schools which went under. Is aims
not evidence of intent (of the knowledgeable type)?

Thanks for the material you sent over. I'm looking at it

Very truly yours,

a /

Cad E. Person, Founder and Director

End. - 2/5/90 SED "Procedures for Closing a lProprietaryl Schoor

4 3 ,)
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Tlf STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

1 chi oars. s

Owners and D ctors ot Licensed Prisate Trade and Registered Business

TO:

Schools

FROM:

Joseph P. Frey, Chief

Bureau of Propnetarykhoo Su
SUBJECT:

Procedures tor Closing a Sehool

Over the past six months an increasing number ot proprietary schools have
unexpectedly closed or gone bankrupt in the State of New York. The result has been that
iu-Sinds of students have had their educational programs disrupted and the academic
records for students that have attended or are attending these schools have been put in
jeopardy. Listed below are those repi;atiolis whIdl a c'hislt is required to adhere to when
a school closes.
Also, listed below are the guidelines which the Department has Just established on
closing a school. At this time, these are the only guulehnes recommended by the Bureau
of Proprietary School SupervIsion. However, thr Department will move to have these
guidelines included in .Part 126 ot the Commissioner's Regulations. 11 and when this
occurs, these guidelines would then become mandatory.
COMMISSIONER'S REGULATIONS (Mandated)
126.1I (h) Student permanent records. compiled at the time of course or
curriculum completion. discontinuance or withdrawal. shall be maintained in

a single file for each student tor a period ot not less than 10 years after
the student completes the program. and contain the tcillowin inftirmation:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Name. address. date ot birth and gender.
date ot enrollment;
mime of curriculum, course or courses taken;
record of all final tests and grades earned tor each course or curriculum:
date of completion or disecmtinuance:
a notation whether a certificate or diploma was issued and the date issucd.

4 3 ,st
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In the esent .1 %%hoof disorminues tiperation, the school owner or the
)
126.1i
licensed school direca.r shall 1r:ulster all student records. mcluding those per manem
records as set lorth in ubilisision (hi di this section, to the department.

Federal funds shall maintain records required by the
126.11 (d) Schook
applicable Federal sta-u.es and regulations.

GUIDELINE'S FOR t o`,ING A PROPRIETARY SCHOOL
Listed belins are the standard :If
when closing a school:
1.

ed,.,

owners and directors should follow

A school should not" the li,ircau of Proprtetary School Supervision within two (2)
Federai .4. State agency, or accredning body
days of receipt of notmiaii.m
landed. siispeni:,..d or terminated. or the accreditation is
that financial aid is
being withdrawn.

2.

Thc owner and direttoi should provide to the Bureau of Proprietary School
Supervision. in writine. the notice ot s hool closing, as far in advance of the
effective date its po.,,ihre one month's nittwe is the minimum required. All
students should he gisen. r. wi :tine. the same adsame notice of closing as that
given to the Bu'ea Li.

3.

All recruiting and enroiimem acosittes shall .vase and all errollment agreements

for students who have not vet starteJ instruction must bc cancelled upon
notification to the Bureal, that the school o. closing.

4.

S.

6.

The owner and director shall prepare a written plan for completing the instructional
programs of students enrolled ;trim to the tare the Lleciston is made to close the
he plan is suhtect to review and approval by the Bureau
school (Teachout
of Proprietary School Supersision. Such a plan should he submitted to the Bureau
within ten (10) working days of the school's notification to the Bureau of school
closure hut prior to the actual school closure.
The teachout plan may include the transfer of students to other schools, subject to
Bureau approval of arrangements for enrollment, housing, instruction and financial
aid, concerning those students. Such it phin slvIl include refunds to students who
elect not to participate in the teachout.

Arrangement for transfer of students to another school under the same ownership
may be made, subject to approval hy the Bureau. Refunds must be made for all
students who do not wish to accept such a transfer.

4qti
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7.

Student records ot H typo. as detailed in Section 126.11 of the Regulations of the
ComrMssioner 11.ill he assembled at the school and prepared for shipment to the
Department, a5 directed by Bureau staff. The owner and director shall ship rdi
student records to the Department, at the expense of the school, in accordance with
Bureau requirements. However. the student records may be housed at another
school under the same ownership at the discretion of the Bureau. These records
should include the following information:
a.

Each student transcript must contain the full name of the student and
student identitication (Social Secunty number).

b.

Each student reLord must clearly show the identification of the class, level
or group.

c.

Each student rtcord must show the exact title or name, as approved by the
Department. ot the program in which the student was enrolled.

d.

Each student record must show the current status of the student (active,
graduated, leave of absence, withdrawn, or terminated), and the credential
awarded (diploma in certificate).

e.

Each student record must show the spectfic date the student started
instruction.

1.

Each student record :lust show the last day of student attendance and the
date the student was graduated, withdrew, or was terminated.

S.

Each student record must snow the beginning and ending dates or each
school term/quarter the student attended.

h.

Each student record must show the approved course title and instructional
hours of each indMdual course/subject taken; the term/quarter the course
subject was taken in; and, where appropriate, the number and level of each
subject or course.

1.

Each student record must show the final grade (including failures) or status

at the end ot the course withdrew. incomplete, etc.,) for each subject or
course taken in each term

Each student record must show a student's cumulative grade point average
(or cumulated grade index) for each term.

441.
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k.

For leaves of absence, each student record must show the date the leave was
started and the date the student returned. In addition, the record must list

the last date of actual student attendance if that date is dtfferent from the
day the leave started.
1.

m.

S.

9.

If a student transfers from one program to another, the student record must
show the specific date of transfer.
For those courses that begin more than five times in one year and are TAPeligible, the student record should show the beginning and ending dates of
each course as well us the status of the course at the end of the 161.-.1errn.
Course status refers to whether thc course has ended, in which case the final
grade should be recorded, or will be continued into the nest term.

Licenses of thc school, the director, teachers and agents shall be returned to the
Department on the date the school is closed, except that individual licenses for
business school teachers shall be retained by those teachers.
Refunds and financial adjustments are the responsibility of the school owner and
director, and must be completed for every student within 30 days after the school
ceases operation.

10.

II.

Academic and financial aid transcripts should he provided to all enrolled students,
and completion certificates and diplomas shall be issued as earned and delivered,
prior to the closing date.

The owner and director must satisfy all Federal requirements concerning financial
obligations, record-keeping, and retention and storage of student files and other
records. Arrangements shall be made in conjunction with the needs of the State
Fduration Department.

44,!
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Paralegal Institute
221 W. 41st Street - 6th Fir.
New York NY 10036
(212) 302-2224
Fax (212) 221-8680
October 18, 1939

United States Representative
United States House of Representatives
Washington D.C. 2051$
Re:

H.R. 3299, Budget Reconciliation Act Financial A.d & Guaranteed School Performance

BIGGER BANG FOR THE BUCKS !!!
Dear Representative:
The current legislative effort to restrict use of financial aid for students who would enroll in
propnetary schools should be viewed by Congress from a purely budgetary standpoint. When this
is done, the proposed restrictions on proprietary school participauon would not only be discarded,
but the funding for students who would attend proprietary schools would be liberalized (by reducing
the minimum number of hours required for a program to qual fy. from 300 to 100, for example).
At Paralegal Institute (under the name Word Processing Instil ite) we used to teach word processing in IS hours, with a tuition cost of $250. One of our slur mnts, Kathleen McGrath, took our 15.
hour program on the Wan: word processor and now is the coowner (with one partner) of a business
grossing almost S2,000,001 per year in wordprocessing and t amputer consulting (paying annual
salaries to programmer-employees of $.40.00()).
Due to the restrictions Congress has int sed on schools parti ipatingt in thc financial aid programs.
only training programs having 300 or .00 hours or more quat fy for (ISL. SLS and Pell financial-aid

programs. Schools have reily obliged by expanding the ler oh of their programs to meet these
statutory requirements.

If a school wants to participate in federal aid, Congress says, you must teach more hours and charge
more tuition (and require students to pay back more) than is needed. We listened to Congress, and
increased the number of hours of our paralegal prozram from 195 hours (which was all that the field
ever needed) to 301 and also to 601 hours, to enable students to otnam financial aid to pay for our
(extended) paralegal programs.

Before obtaining financial aid for our paralegal students, our
was $1.695 for thT 195- hour
program. Now that we participate in financial aid, our tuitioi is $3,295
and climbing.
Incidentally, the view that some costs levied upon schools Nould not be passed on to students
(but would be borne solely by schools themselves) is fuzzy thaiking. Our school runs on financial
aid, and anything which reduces the amount of financial aid .tion the school receives must be made
up through tuitton increases. It seems almost irrelevant testa. it for the number of months it takes for
the school to increase its tuition) whether a student is charged a fee directly, or whether the school is
required to pay the fee instead. The student necessarily will r ay either way. Thelarohlem with
levies directly against the school (such as a proposed 5% levs to create a reserve for loan defaults) is
that the adjustment takes longer to implement (through a hi ton increase) and lusts forever
(what
school ever reduces its tuitiori7) affecting more students than ine one for whom the fee is being imposed.
1.

About $6 is spent by us for regulatory compliance for every $1 spent for teaching. Surely there must
be a better way to run an educational system. This fact goes to the substance of my novel legislative

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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proposal, described in my letter to Senator Jim Jeffords, a copy of which (with accompanying documents) are attached for your information.
In essenee, I am proposing that proprietary schools be given the option (in addition to having financial aid for their qualified students) to train and place welfare .ecipients to take them off of welfare
dependency at the school's own expense, with ft only mone., received by the school to be paid
von performance - sudi as by proof that the student (certifuid as elkgible by the stale or local
ereiment) has 6 straight months of aiLnificant reduction or total elimination of welfare costs.

Ma, the school would be paid Its only compensation; an agreed upon percentage of the
money it has saved for the welfare authorities on that spetific case, for an agreed upon number of
months or years (not exceeding 3 years, for example).

If ru think that Proprietary schools art "ripoffs" and deservir g of loss or reduction of financial aid
participation, tht Implementation of my novel proposal would be a free-market way of determining the present political issue of the fUture for proprietary schools. For legislators (and nonpcofir institutions) who believe that proprietary schools are a taurden on our economy, and that they
are unable to pmduce results efficiently, the tmplementation of my proposal would be their way of
"proving" that propriemry schools do not take persons off welfare and result in subsantial savings in
welfare costs (over and above the loan-default costs). On the other hand, if the participating
proprietary schools are able to take persons off of welfare, sod receive their wholly contingent payr.
ment therefor. it could well lead to a voluntary retirement of proprietary schools from the financii
aid" education market to permit them to concentration in the more profitable and less regulated ix rformance-oriented free market for career training and placena in..
If I were a Congisssperson, I would give proprietary (as well as non-profit) schools the chance to put
up or shut up. My proposal is the ultimate In performance accountability and should be

adopted by Congress right away in lieu of further reductions in financial aid participation on
the part of proprietary schools. The non-profit schools and their lobbyists (at public expense) have
been misleading you as to the value of propnetary schools in career training, and we (the private
school sector) would like to offer you the opportunity to determine proprietary sehool efficiency for
the nation in a free market environment.

The extent of regulation of our proprietary schools, including ,he delays, creates numerous inefficiencies which shackle our educational system and national asset. By creating a free enterprise zone for
proprietary schools (as already enjoyed by the non-profits), you would ttnable us to put more people
to work, obtain a higher level of employee, raise overall tax dollars, and educate persons on a performance" basis, which would allow participating schools (competing among themselves on a price and
performance basis) to solve the legislative problem which is presently before Congress - whether
mancia/ ardAtiould be cut back (meaning, of course, for propnetary school students). Your answer
should be NO. Financial aid for persons more apt to clelault (students on welfare)should be

converted into 100% pay-for-performance through my novel proposal. Proprietary schools

would jump at the chance, I believe, to base pan of their school business on a WO% performance
basis, provided that Congress preempts all state and federal regulation of the school other than what
is necessary to ensure payment is warranted.

I would welcome the opportunity to elaborate further upon the unwananted restrictions which are imposed on proprietary schools by the regulatory authorities (such as 3 month delays in obtaining vproval of a 3-line classified advenisement), which restrictions limit our ability to perform the job

which we are better able to perform than any, other institutiora in the United States - the training and Job placement of persons on welfare to remove tht m from the welfare rolls.
The solution you seek is here, and it is DEREGULATION OF EDUCATION relating
to the training and placement of high-risk of loan default, wel are-type students.

Thank you for taking your iniponant time to read this letter.

Very truly yours,

Carl E. Person, Founder and Director of Paralegal Institute for IS Years; also, a
Board member, NYS Assoc. of Career Schools & Legislati.e Committee member. ACCET
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Paralegal Institute
221 W. 41st St. - 6th Fir.
New York NY 10036
(212) 302-2224
Fax (212) 221-8680
Senator Jim Jeffords
United States Senate
530 Dirksen S.O.B.
Washington, D.C. 20510
Attn: Pam Kruse
Fax 202-2244507
Re:

Education & Welfare Reform Proposal

1Q-LakesusgstrarcALIbtsghaallgar. most
Dear Jim:
The proprietary school sector can do far more than you imagine. With your help, we can
take persons off of welfare dependency, and without "financial aid". All we as
proprietary schools ask is that we be paid for the job as performed. This is a revolutionary concept, to be paid for performance.
offered this proposal to New York City in 1974 (see ipy of 4/8(74 letter attached) but
was sold that federal law did not permit a state or local overnment to use any of the welfare savings to pay for creating such savings, and the iv vosal was dropped.

During February, 1987, about I week before the 50 Governors met with President
Reagan (which resulted in approval of the Welfare Reform Act), I made the same
a tenet to each Governor. Most Goveors
rn responded, all favorably. (See at.
clopy of 3/20/87 letter from Colorado Governor Romer.)

=sain

My idea is simple:

1. Lathe state or local government certify the welfare t ases who arc eligible for the
prognon. This prevents a school from taking only the t isy cases. The state or local
government would certify only those CUES WI= it wo.ild be glad to get rid of the wetMr MSC at any cost.
2. A school would have the option to reject any proposed students without cause being
shown (of course, subject to ft state and fedoal laws prohibiting discrimination).

3. The school and state or local government would emu into a contract providing the
compensation to be earned by the school, and the standords for payment eligibdity
(restricted of course by federal statutory or regulatory maximums). The standards, for
example. might be:
(a) that the student have received income or reduced hisitter welfare dependency
by a minimum of 81.000 per month on the average for a mntimum of 6' months;
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(b) that the school receive 50% (or 40% or 33-1i %. e.g.) of the savings which
the welfare system enjoys by reason of the chane in status of the welfare
recipient over a 3-year (or 2-1/3 year or 2-year, e.g.) period, payable monthly
within 30 days aftex proof of entitlement is submitted to the state or local
authority.
4. For schools engaged in training under this law, no state or federal laws relating to the
regulation of schools or school funding will apply as to the tramin$ under this law, but
that all laws will continue to apply to the other training being canted out by the school.
This would be done by having a provision in the bill which preempted all state tegulation of the school (other than fire, safety and health laws administered by other bureaus. I
suppose).

5. This new provision is not intended to replace financi'd aid programs for proprietary
and,rilln-profit schools, but should be used in part to evi luate the value of financial aid in
the various school sectors where it is being used, and to help schools substantiate (or disprove) their claims that loan defaults are far less costly to the economy than the costs of
carnang the "cenified" persons on welfare.

able
6. It is expected that schools which have seating capacity would be

to profit substantially by undertaking to take Nrwns off welfare at the school's own expense, and an
added part of their business in adtlition to teaching stud. nts who pay for their courses
directly, and students who use financial aid to pay for their courses. At this time, the
proprietary school sector of our economy is under substantial attack. For many schools,
the attack is wholly unjustified, and in fact counterprodactive. This new approach would
be a good way of getting at the real facts. So-called "rip off" schools, you would expect,
would not be interested in participating. I think you would be most surprised to find a
high percentage of pmprietary schools in the U.S. interested in this proposal (which itself
might suggest that they believe they art doing or can do the right job). I wonder how
many non-profit colleges and universities would be interested?
7. The idea is essentially the privatization of welfare and education, permitting maximum freedom for the persons who take thc risks to determine for themselves what
program they will provide. A lot of flexibility is necessary. I think. Please look at the
sample resume (attached hereto), which lists much of the welfare program which I have
in ptace already at Paralegal Institute. The only problet i is that with the amount of excessive ruelation to which the school has been subject. the program could not get
started. The program (before its emasculation) included driver training, counsellors for
dealing with students problems outside of class, and speech therapy for needy students.
8. As an additional thought, it should be remembered a At the taxes paid by the former
welfare recipient oyes several years should reduce the c, tst of taking hint/her off of welfare.

I would appreciate the opportunity of talking about this proposal for reform of our education and welfare laws.

Sincerely,

Carl E. Person, IILS *62
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UNITED STATFS DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

gq civ 1-{t9
Q_)

NEW YORK STATE ASSOCIATION OF CAREER
SCHOOLS, CITY TECHNICAL INSTITUTE,
ISLAND DRAFTING & TECHNICAL INSTITUTE,
MANHATTAN TECHNICAL INSTITUTE, NASSAU
SCHOOL FOR MEDICAL AND DENTAL
ASSISTANTS, PARALEGAL INSTITUTE and SUFFOLK
TECHNICAL INSTITUTE,

COMPLAINT

Plaintiffs.

-againstSTATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT of the State
of New York; BUREAU OF PROPRIETARY
SCHOOL SUPERVISION of the SED; JOSEPH P. FREY,
Chief, Bureau of Proprietary School Supervision
of the SED; JAMES A. KADAMUS, Assistant
Commissioner of the SED, Office of Continuing
Education; DONALD J. NOLAN, Deputy Commi&sioner
for Higher and Professional Education of the SED;
ROBERT J. MAURER, Executive Deputy Commissioner
of the SED; and THOMAS SOBOL, Commissioner of the
SED and President of the University of the State of
New York; with each of the individual defendants being
sued in his individual as well as official capacity,

:

:

Defendants.

Plaintiffs, for their complaint, respectfully allege:
Jurisclict ion

I. The jurisdicuon of this court to hear this complaint against defendants is based
upon the unginal jurisdiction of this court under 28 U.S.C. § 1343 to hear an acnon to "redresi
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of
the deprivation. under color of any State law, statute, ordinance. regulauon. custom or usage
of the
the State of New York "of /try nght. prtvilege or immunity secured by the Constitution
of all person,
UMW States or by any Act of Conpess providing for equal rights of citizens or
redress
within the jurisdiction of the United Statcs''. Specifically, this complaint is brought to

the deprivation of rights, privileges and immunities secured so plaintiffs hy.
(a) 1st Amendment to the U S. Constitution

I.rertioni of Speech f or the benefit of

plaininf and
prospective students and school employees. Freedom of Comnhretal Speech for the
member schools and their employees. Right to Petition the Government for a Redress of

Grievances. and unconstitutional deprivatton of and interference with the nght secured

the

1st Amendment and other provisions of the U.S Constitution for business organizations to
provide private job-related education and dissemMation of !oh-related ideas to 0.e oublic in

competition with government owned and other non.profit educational institutions,
(b) 14th Amendment to the U S. Constnution.§ 1

Dephvation of Property without Due Process of Law both procedural and
substantive; and

Derual of Iiqual Protection of Laws, and

ic) Section 1983 of the Civil Rights Act (42 US r § 1983), providing equal nghts
under state and local law for citiLens or other persons within the junsdiction of the United SniIP
Also, this action is brought as a declaratory )udgment action pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 2201

Plain/iris
2. Plaintiff NEW YORK STATE ASSOCIATION OF CARELR SCHOOLS. ;1
New York not.for-proftt association of proprietary schools in New York State. has its offices at

225 W, 34th Street, New York, New York 10122. Plainuffes membership consists of
approximately 75 occupational (i e.. "hcensed trade" or 'registered business") schools doing
business in New York State and licensed as trade schools under 5001 or registered as business
schools under

5002 of the New York Education Law Part of its actrotties is to give in st ruc ti on
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and guidance to its member school and their employees relating to the rules and regulation
governing the schools and their directors. instructors and staff and to assist them in compliance.
3. The schools listed below, each a proprietary school licensed or registered under
§ 5001 or § 5002 of the New York Ea lueation Law, are also plaintiffs in this action:

Name of Plaintiff School

Adams

I

jncorporated

City Technical Institute

70 W. 36th St., New York NY

§5001

New York

Island Drafting &
Technical Institute

128 Broadway, Amityville NY

§500I

New York

Manhattan Technical
Institute

154 W. 14th St., New York NY

§S001

New York

Nassau School for Medical
& Dental Assistants
17 W. 60th St New York NY

0001

New York

Paralegal Institute

§500I

New York

§5001

New York

221 W. 41st St., New York NY

Suffolk Technical Institute 875 Avenue of Americas, New York NY

attendants
4. Defenclam STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT of the State of New York
(he "SED") has its principal place of business at I Commerce Plaza, 99 Washington Avenue,
Albany. New York 12234 and a place of business at 2 World Trade Center, New York, New

York 10047.
5. Defendant BUREAU OF PROPRIETARY SCHOOL SUPERVISION of the

SED (the "SED Bureau") has its principal place of business at 1 Commerce Plaza, 99
Washington Avenue, Albany, New York 12234 and a place of business at 2 World Trade Center,

New York, New York 10047.
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6. Defendant JOSEPH P. FREY is the Chief of the SED Bureau arid has his
principal place of business at I Commerce Plaza. 99 Washii.gton Avenue, Albany. New York
12234 and a place of business at 2 World Trade Center. New York. New York 10047.

7. Defendant JAMES A. KADAMUS. Assistant Commissioner of the SED, Office
of Continuing Education, and as such IS responsible for the SED Bureau, and has his principal

place of business at 1 Commerce Plaza, 99 Washington Avenue, Albany, New York 12234 and a
place of business at 2 World Trade Center. New York, New York 10047.

8. Defendant DONALD J. NOLAN. Deputy ComrMssioner for Higher and
Professional Education of the SED, and as such is responsible for thc SED Bureau, and has his

principal place of business at Cultural Education Censer, Empire State Plaza. Albany, New York
12230 and a place of business at 2 World Trade Center, New York, New York 10047.

9 Defendant ROBERT.). MAURER, Executive Deputy Commissioner of the
SED, and as such is responsible for the SED Bureau. and has his principal place of business at

State Education Building, 89 Washington Avenue, Albany. New York 12234 and a place of
business at 2 World Trade Center, New York, New York 10047.

10. Defendant THOMAS SOBOL. Commissioner of the SED and Pmsident of the
University of the State of New York, and as such is responiible for the SED Bureau, and has his

principal place of business at State Education Building, 89 Washington Avenue, Albany. New
York 12234 and a place of business at 2 World Trade Center, New York, New York 10047.
11. Each of the defendants described in paragraphs 6-20 above is sued in an

individual capacity as well as in his capacity as an official of New York State, the SED and the
SED Bureau.

Bachground
12. New York State has a variety of schools offering non-degree occupational

programs for which the student or student's pare^t pays tuition Or obtains financial aid directly
(mainly through U.S. government guaranteed Stafford. SLS or Plus loans or Pell grants) or

indirectly (through Joint Training and Partnership Act "JTPA" programs or the new federal
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Welfare Reform Act). These schools, in compent on with each other.for recruiting students to
enroll in and attend their respective compeong programs, are

A. Schools licensed under § 5001 or § 5002 of the New York Education law .

commonly called "proprietary schools" (numbering approximately 415, with a total of about
250,000 students per year);

H. Universities and 4-year colleges, n.ln-profit and for-profit (numbering
approximately 132).

C. 2year community colleges, non-profit and for-profit (numbering approximately

68):
1). ,1TPA programs, non-profit or for-profit (number not known),
E. Programs run by re), ious organuations (number not known),
F. Programs run by other non-profit organizations (number not known); and
G. Programs owned by for-profit corporations and run in the name of universities

or 4-year colleges by the for-profit corporation under a moon-splitting arrangement (several at
least).

13. The mission of colleges and universities for many years was to provide a
liberal arts or business education leading to a degree. Many students cannot afford. cannot

qualify for, ar do not desire degree programs and seek specific, shorter occupational training

instead. The

5001-5002 schools and their predecessors for many decades in New York State

developed and offered these occupational training prograMS and structured them to permit, when

feasible, students to enroll more frequently than at the beginning of a "semester" or "school
year". Colleges and universities saw this demand for pure vocational training as a way so
increase their revenues and fill empty seats not being filled by degree students, and began

offering competing programs themselves, without any of the regulations or safeguards made
applicable to § 5001-5002 schools, which sections give a blanket exemption to schools offering
degrees, even as to their short, non-degree occupational programs.

5
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4. The occupational training programs offered by the schools listed in C 12B-G
above compete with the occupational training programs offered try the schools listed in ¶ I 2A

(the § 5001-5002 schools).
15. All of the § 5001-5002 schools located in New York. New York and many of
the other § 5001-5002 schools, as well as almost all universities and 4-year colleges in New
York State and an unknown number of the other schools offering non-degree vocational
programs are engaged in interstate commerce with respect to then degree and/or non-degree

occupational program offerings.
16. The § 5001-5002 schools an regulated by a comprehensive set of rules and
regulations derived from §§ 5001, et seq. of the New York Education law, which specifically or
impliedly exempt these other competing schools from such regulation. and the statutes or

regulations under which these competing schools are organized do not regulate the programs and
marketing of these competing schools in the area in which they compete with § 5001.5002
schools: non-degree occupational programs involving tuition payment or federal financial aid.
17. The procedures followed by the SED Bureau in reviewing and approving (or

disapproving) (i) proposed advertising and promotional material and (ii) license applications for
persons who talk with, hand out flyers to, show facilities to, or sign enrollment agreements with
prospective students (collectively called "private school agents" in §§ 5001.5002) -- involve
delays averaging about 5 weeks from the date of filing of the advertising, promotional material
or license application if it turns out to be approved. and 10 weeks or more if the advertising or
sales material is rejected one time, and 6-7 weeks if the license application for a specific private
school agent is approved upon Its first submission.
18. These delays mean that a school cannot advertise or solicit prospec:ive
students with any of the proposed advertising or promotional material, cannot send out a
newsletter containing timely information, cannot send out invitations to a specifically planned

open house, and cannot se.d out correspondence to high schools asking to be invited to provide
information to graduating high school seniors at career day gatherings. Also, it means that a
school cannot have any advertising or promotion at all for a newly-approved vocational training
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program until months after the program is approved, while the school must continue to pay rent
on empty classrooms and pay the staff standing by to administer or teach the new program.
Also, this means that even when advemsing is approved there can be no solicitation or
enrollment of students by any human being (even the licensed school dtrector)

hile their

pnvate school agent licensing is awaiting approval and issuance

19. The effect of these delays is devastating and virtually killing the § 5001.5002
schools, and the SED 13urrau's rcsponsc to the schools ss that :hey do ROI have enough personnel

to handle the volume of work caused by the statutes and regulations they arc required to enforce.
20. Upon information and belief, the reason that various schools under §
5001-5002 have gone out of business is in pan, at least, the delays described herein. Thc
regulation of businesses by the SED Bureau in the area of advertising, promotion, and agent

licensing is

total disaster, with the SED Bureau apparently being totally unaware or unwilling

to avoid the obvious dire economic consequences to the school of the SED Bureau's failure to

perform its side of the regula.ory activities undertaken by it.
21. For every week that a school waits for thc sasuance of a license to an in-house

private school agent (the only persons who under New York law can orally solicit or enroll a
new student), the school may lose approximately $25,000 in tuition revenue. Thus, a school
waiting 6 weeks for the issuance of a single private school agent's license loses about $150,000

in tuition income.
22. This tuition revenue is needed by the school for cumculum development and
improvement, equipment and facilities modernization or supplementation. improvement of
placement programs. and development or Improvement of programs to ensure compliance with
all applicable rules and regulations: federal, state, cny. U.S. Office of Education, SED Bureau,
FTC, accreditmg agency. fire, health, sanitation, building. consumer affairs. handicapped.
veterans, drug abuse, and environmental Schools may well average 30 weeks of waiting per
year for private school agent licenses, or a total cost per year of $750,000 per school, which
cannot be recovered. The propneiary schools, their students, overall competition suffers and the

public suffer their respective injuries as a iesult.
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23. The delays in obtaining approval for advertising copy and promotional
material, including newsletters, open house invitations. covering letters, letters to college and
university, high school and welfare counsellors and press releases (just to name a few items)

involves multi-million dollar losses as to newly-approved programs which take an additional 6
months or more to get started by reason of these delays, and hundreds of thousands of dollars or
mute as to programs which already have approved advertising and can use the old copy until the

new is approved.
24. The overall effect of the delays upon the business of schools licensed or
registered under § 5001 Or § 5002 is to discourage them from changing and updating their

training programs (which could require a inasstve amount of filings and costly delays to update
advertising and promotional copy), deprive each § 5001 and § 5002 school of the tumon income
they need to run their school most effectively by providing the best training and placement

programs which appropriate tuition funding can provide (hut which is not obtained by reason of
the delays), and make § 5001-5002 schools less competitive as to the other competing types of

schools listed in I 12B-G above.
25. To avoid these delays, all requests for approval of proposed advertising and

promotional material and all license applications for private school agents should be effective
upon filing wr.h the SED, and thc SED Bureau within a reasonable time (Say 5 business days)

should be required to make any specific objections and work out any advertising ezpy or agent
license application changes it may require. This is a more reasonable and less restrictive way to

regulate private school agents, and not deprive them of their freedom so work and freedom to
speak with prospective students while waiting for the SED Bureau to get to their license

applications.

$iimmart
26 This action is brought to eliminate as unconstitutional the following statutory
and regulatory requirements affecting only for-profit (i.e., "proprietary") trade, technical and
business schools is New York State licensed or registered under

York Education Law:

8
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(i) the prior teview mid censorship of school advertising and promotional matenal,

(ii) the prohibition against using non-fraudulvt and non-deceptive advertising

techniques used by most businesses and advenisers in the Un.i States to Attract persons to
read, view or listen to an advertisement or promotional material (which the SED Bureau claims
is not purely factual or is nor relevant to the occupational training being offered

such as

advertising referring to the program benefits or type of persons to tie helped rather than the exact
title of the program);
(iii) the extensive delays averaging 2-3 months and sometimes exceeding 4 months
in obtaining SED Bureau permission so use advertising or promotional materials filed by a
school which unnecessarily adds many hundreds of dollars (or even S1,000) to the cost of tuition
per student and reduces the ability of such schools to lead in making curriculum improvements
and marketing efforts required in the fast-changing recruiting, training and placement markets

served by the schools;
(iv) the licensing of school employees and representatives who solicit, speak with
or show the school facilities to a prospective student or enter into an enrollment agreement with
any prospective student;
(v) the individual bonding of school employees and representatives who solicit,
speak with or show the school facilities to a prospective student or enter into an enrollment
agreement with any prospective student; or, in the alternative,
(vi) the weeks and months of delay in obtaining approval of the licensing of such
school employees and representatives which unnecessarily adds many hundreds of dollars (or
even $1,000) to the cost of tuition per student And reduces the ability of such schools to lead in
making market-driven curriculum improvements and marketing efforts.

27. These tules sought to be declared unconstitutional are not applicable to the
types of schools in New York State (alleged in ¶ 1213-6 above) offering non-degree trade.

technical and business "cenificate" or "continuin:- education" programs of the same length. using
the same marketing methods, in direct competition with § 5001 and ; 5002 schools.
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COUNT I
(Denial of Civil Rights - Advertising & Promotional Material Censorship)
28. Plaintiffs allege and reallege each of the allegations in ci 1-27 above, and

further allege that

5003 of the New York Education Law provides as to "All schools licensed

or registered pursuant to § 5001 or 50021" that
"Iiin every such school the method and content of the advertising. including
advertisements by licensed pnvate school agents * * * shall comply with
standards for approval set forth in regulations of the commissioner (of
Education]."
29. By Regulation effective January 1. 1986. The State Education Department

("SED") and SED Bureau (or "Department- immediately below) directed:

"1. Advertising
"The law authorizes the Department to require that all advertising, mcluding
advertisements by licensed private school agents, be submitted to the
Department prior to their being used, and that all advertisements shall comply
with standards for approval set by the Commissioner."

30. Subdivision (a) of § 126.3 of the Regulations of the Commissioner of
Education was amended, effective January 1, 1987, to read as follows:
"(a) Statements and representations in all forms of advertising and promotion
shall be fairly and clearly presented, accurate and restricted to facts which can
be substantiated by evidence available at the school. All forms of advertising
and promotion on behalf of schools. whether initiated by schools, certified
private school agents, or the employees or agents of a school or certified private
school agent, shall identify the schools for which the advertising or promotion
was undertaken, and shall be submitted to the State Education Department at
least 20 working days before being used."

31. The application of these statutory provisions and regulations by the SED
Bureau is arbitrary, unpredictable, and often contrary to the published regulations themselves,
The SED Bureau uses unpublished or arbitrary rules, and creates new niles on a near daily basis

without formal rule-adopting procedures for rejecting proposed advertising and promotional
material in what amounts to a wholly unconstitutional review and censorship process imposed by
the SED Bureau.
32. Upon submission of proposed advertising, newsletters, press releases,

correspondence or other promotional material to the SED Bureau (in Albany as of January 1,
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1989), the SED Bureau reviews the submitted.material and, applying arbitrary standards not
available to the regulated schools and probably not existing at all, and frequently rejects the

proposed material. A copy of a typical rejection form is attacheti as Exhibit A.
33. These activities by defendants amount to en unlawful censorship and prior
restraint, and deprive prospective students in New York State and in other states and their
advisors of valuable information about career training in New York State.

34. The general Ncw York State laws prohibiting fraud together with appropriate
enforcement by the SED, and a requirement of filing of advertising and specific types of
promotional material for review after use, would be sufficient to deal with any fraudulent

advenising or promotion by schools or their agents, and it is unreasonable to require school
advertising and promotional materials for § 5001 and § 5002 schools to be censored, prohibited
and changed prior to use.
35. The interest of New York State could be achieved by less restrictive means,

such as by requiring the filing of advertising and specified types of promotional material with the
SED Bureau upon first usc, at which time the SED Bureau would have a reasonable time (such
as 5 business days) to review the submission and either (i) approve the filing without needing to
advise the school; or (ii) advise the school by fax, telephone or letter that the filed advertisement
requires corrective action, including if appropriate the need to inform all student enrollees after a
certain date that certain representations were or may be false and that such enmllees have the
right to withdraw from the School and receive a 100% refund of any tuition paid or total

cancellation of any financial aid applications. In New York State, any student of a § 5001 or §
5002 school has the right in any event to withdraw with a 100% refund and cancellation of
financial aid obligations prior to the start of attendance and (as to the vast majority of their

training programs) during the first week of class. Because of this ability to totally undo the
effects of any "fraudulent" advertising, there is no need for the existing syszm of prior restraint
and prior censorship. A more reasonable and less restrictive regulatory method exists for
accomplishing the same results without depriving schools and prospective students of their rights

to free speech.
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36. The regulations governing advertising and promotional material are construed
by defendants to require § 5001 and § 5002 schools to submit to the SED censor ("Advertising

Review Unit" of the SED Bureau) all advertising and promotional material (including
newsletters, press releases, and letters to high school. college and university career and

placement offices) for prior review and approval (if obtainable) before use.
37. There is no comparable rule for any of the other types of schools offering
competing programs listed in ¶ 12B-G above.
38. The New York statute giving defendants the statutory authority to regulate

proprietary school advertising,

5003 of the New York Education Law, was enacted in 1972 to

replace older legislation, and school advertising was then (as before) required to be filed arid

approved before use, prior to the Supreme Court's series of decisions starting with the V iriginia

Sialc..Boacl_of2harinaey v. Yirgtnia Citizen's consumer Council_ Inc. 425 U.S. 748 (1976)
expanding the First Amendment to include substantial protection under the 1st and 14th
Amendments for "commercial speech" and the public's related right to receive valuable

commercial information.
39. Effective January 1, 1989, all proprietary school advertising for all 415 schools

for the first time had to be submitted to a single censorship unit ("Advertising Review Unit") in
Albany, at which time the delays started to accelerate and the arbitrariness and uncontrolled

rule-making became uniform for all schools and obvious.
40. Prior to January 1, 1989. advertising was reviewed by the individual
"accociates" in the Manhattan and Albany offices of the SED Bureau in New York State who
were assigned to work with the specific school, and the delays in obtaining approval varied from
immediate to delayed, depending on the assoctate and the associate's workload and availability,
and whether the school requested immediate review. The associate tended to review proposed
submissions with far fewer rejections and with greater speed when requested.

41, Since January 1. 1989, however, all advertising and promotional review (other
than catalogs) was centralized in the Albany office of the SED Bureau (in a newly constituted

"Advenising Review Unit"), and within a period of about two months delays began to reach 5-6
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weeks or longer with a very high percentage of submnted material returned for correction and

no ptionty glven at all for

refiling with another 5-6 weeks or more of waning require ,.

schools requiring immediate review. This means that as of the filing of this complaint, it takes
proprietary schools in New York State anywhere from 5-6 weeks to 12 weeks or longer to obtain
approval of proposed correspondence. newsletters, press releases, advertisements. TV and radio

commercial copy, and other promotional material before they may use it.
42. Proprietary schools with new programs to descnbe and advertise cannot survive

if they have to wan this long for the right to test copy or solicit students, especially in
competition with these other categories of schools offering the same program which are

permitted by New York law to run advertising, use promotional material, mail newsletters and
do anything else (broadcast or print) without having to wait for any prior approval, amd without
having to obtain any subsequent approval either.
43. The present law and regulations under §§ 5001,

seq of the New York

Education Law regulating school advertising are unconstitutional in themselves and as applied
by defendants.

44. The effect of this restraint and prior resuaint upon proprietary schools is to
(i) substantially decrease the incentive for a school to change its curriculum or add
any new programs because of the need to wait for perhaps a quarter year to obtain approval of
the new copy and perhaps be unable to use the old copy (which may no longer accurately
describe an obsolete program);

(ii) reduce the average tuition income of each of the proprietary schools in the
amount of hundreds of thousands of dollars on the average because of their inability to market

their programs during the period they wait for the required approvals;
(iii) unnecessarily consume the time of top management of the school in preparing.

reviewing, transmitting, waiting, revising, re-transmittinfand re-waiting relating to the licensing
of advertising copy and sales promotional material when the time should be available for
development of more effective training and placement piograms, the primary feature of
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proprietary schools which are structured to develop programs more quickly than most if not all
of the other types of schools; and
(iv) substitute the limited knowledge and experience of the single SED censor
(with no apparent prior business. marketing. advertising or school experience) for the substantial
knowledge and experience of the 415 proprietary school directors, and prevent accurate
information or full disclosure about an existing or new program from being disseminated to the
public.

45. Each of the members of the plaintiff association and each of the plaintiff
schools is being injured by reason of the foregoing, and is suffering from irreparable injury.
46. The activities of the defendants as alleged above are unconstitutional for each
of the following reasons:
(a) Unreasonable prior restraint of the school's freedom of commercial speech and
the right of prospective students among the public to obtain valuable commercial information
relating to education, job and job training opportunities;
(b) Overly resmictive regulation of commercial speezh when a less restrictive
regulatory method (such as alleged above) would be entirely if not more adequate:

(c) Vagueness to regulate all "promottonar materials without specifying what
types and to whom such promotional materials must be directed;
(d) Abridgment of the right to petition the government for a redress of grievances
(as to the required promotional approvals to solicit government agencies to refer students to §§
5001-5002 schools);

(e) Taking of the school's property without due process of law, and
(f) Denial of equal protection of law because competing (non-degree) programs
offered by the other typcs of schools in New York (alleged above) are not subject to the same
restrictions.
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47. Defendants are acting illegally and in violation of § 1983 of the Civil Rights
Act (42 U.S.C. § 1983) by their enforcement of these statutory provisions and their promulgation
and enforcement of these rules.

48. Each of the plaintiffs (including members of the plainuff association) has been
injured and continues to be injured, and each has suffered and continues to suffer irreparable

injury, by the activities of defendants.

COUNT 2

(Denial of Civil Rights - Bonding of Recruiting Personnel Required Only for Occupational
Schools Licensed under § 5001 or § 5002)
49. Plaintiffs allege and t..tallege each of the allegations In ¶V 1.27 above, and

further allege that § 5004 of the New York Education Law and § 126.12 of Regulations of the
Commissioner of Education of the State of New York require that all paid employees and
representatives of a § 5001 or § 5002 school who procure, solicit or enroIl students must

themselves, individually, obtain a 51,000 surety bond against which an enrolled student could
seek payment if the licensed agent "procur[cd) such student's enrollment" "as a result of any

fraud or misrepresentation".
50. Section 5004 provides in pan:
1. No person may, for a consideration or remuneration, procure, solicit or enroll
any student for instruction in or given by any school within or without the state
of New York, unless said person shall have previously secured a private school
agent's ceniftcate from the department pursuant to regulations of the
commissioner. In promulgating regulations in relation to the issuance of such
certificates and the conduct of the holders of such certificates, the
commissioner shall give consideration to:
a. good moral character of the candidate for such certificate;

b. the use of ethical and fair practices in the presentation of the school's
offerings;
2.1ns:ruction, as contemplated by this sectdion, shall be any plan or method for
teaching any subject or subjects in any form or manner, including
coat spondence or home study.
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3. Exempted from the requirements of this section are persons acting solely for
schools which are not required to be licensed or are specifically exempted from
the licensing or registration rNuirtments of this article. Persons who arc paid
to procure, solicit or enroll students on the premises of schools required to be
licensed or registered shall not be exempt from the provisions of this section. *

4. Application and renewal application for a pnvate school agent's certificate
shall be filed on fon= to be juescribed and provided by the commissioner.
he valid for two years from the date of issuance. Every
Said certificiot,
applicant and renewal applicant shall pay to the depanment a fee of one
hundred dollars. The commissioner may require that such person or the school
he represents furnish and keep in force a surety band acceptable to the
commissiooer in such amount as he directs conditioned to provide
indemnification to arty student suffering loss as a result of any fraud or
misrepresentation used in procuring his enrollment or as a result of any
violation of this section or regulations of the commissioner. * *
5. No recovery shall be had against any student or enrollee and ;till recovery
shall be made on any contract for or in connection with any instruction if the
student or enrollee was procured, solicited or enrolled outside or on the school
premises by a person paid to procure, solicit or enroll students but not having a
valid private school agent's cenificate pursuant to the provisions of this section
at the time that the contract was negotiated or executed or the sale of the
instruction wits made, or by a person who holds such a certificate but has made
fraudulent or improper claims. Each enrollment agreement shall include, where
applicable the name of the agent responsible for procuring, soliciting or
enrolling the student or enrollee. * * *

51. Section 126.12 of Regulations of the Commissioner of Educauon of the State

of Ncw York provides as follows;
Private school agent's certificate.
(a) Any person who receives any form of compensation or remuneration from
any representative, employee, or officer of a licensed private school or
registered business school for the purpose of soliciting, procuring, or enrolling
students is required to hold a valid private school agent's certificate * * *.

(b) Application kir a certificate shall be made on forms furnished by the
commissioner la copy of which is annexed hereto as Exhibit 13). It may be
made only by the school or schools which the agent is to represent. If an agent
represents more than one school, each school or a common ownership of more
than one school must apply for a certificate. If the school employs more than
one agent, a separ-te application must be filed for each agent. The application
shall request such information as the commissioner may require, including
information about whether the applicant has ever been convicted of a crime or
whether criminal charges are now pending. The application must be
accompanied by: two full-face photovaphs which are a good likeness of the
applicant and are one inch by one inch in dimension; certification by two
persons other than employers or coworkers attesting to the good moral
16
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character of the applicant; and a nonrefundable $100 check or money order
payable to the Education Department and a surety bond in the amount of at
least $1,000 for each agent. A school may substitute a blanket bond for more
than one agent at the rate of $1,000 per agent. In making application for an
agent's certificate, the school shalt certify that through the medium of sales
manuals, bulletins or other similar means, the agent is fully informed as to its
courses, services, charges, enrollment conditions and operating policies,
including the refund policy. The school must further certify that it assumes full
responsibility for the actions, statements and conduct of its agent, acting in its
behalf, and that it uses an acceptable plan for the selection, training and
supervision of the agent

c. Application for the renewal of an agent's certificate shall be filed no later
than 60 days before the expiration of the current annual certificate. It shall be
accompanie4 by a $100 check or money order payable to the Education
Department, a renewed surety bond, if a continuing bond is not in effect, and
two new photographs as described in subdivision (b) of this section.
(d) In the event of the dismissal or resignation of an agent. the school shall
notify the commissioner in writing within 10 days thereof, The agent's
certificate shall be returned with such notification.
(e) Agents shall not identify themselves or be identified as counselors or by
other titles which mislead or tend to mislead the prospective student.
52. The term "private school agent" as used in the statute and regulations quoted
above and as construed by the defendants includes but is not limited to the following categories
of persons:

A. Employees of the 5001-5002 school, including
(i) in-school representatives whO meet face-so-face with prospective students, give

them information about the programs, answer questions, give job opportunity information and
encourage them to execute an enrollment agreement;

(ii) telephone operators or any miscellaneous employees picking up the telephone
in a regular operator's absence who give program information or tuition amounts or starting
dates over the telephone;

(iii) receptionists who hand out program pamphlets or other literature, give tuition
amounts or starting dates or job opportunity information in person upon request - see p. 7 of

"Questions & Answers ... A Handbook for Private Vocational Schools, Janualy 1987" published
by the SED Bureau ("the 1987 Handbook") "If they go beyond providing very general
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information, to providing detailed descriptions of the programs and opportunities available at the

school....";
(iv) the licensed director of the school and one or more assistant directors who may
have direct contact with the prospective student and provide information about the school or its

programs or the field in question;
(v) licensed teachers of the school who are giving mstruction to students and
discussing aspects of the field while a prospective enrollee is sitting in on the class;

(vi) parttime or fulhime persons who distribute flyers to prospective students or
others on the streets, or place flyers on doorknobs, in retail stores or on automobiles - see p. 6 of

the 1987 Handbook: "Q. Does this regulation require that individuals hired simply to hand out
flyers need to be certified as agents? A. Yes. Q. Can a certified agent hire other individuals to

hand out pamphlets...? A. No. These so-called 'sub-agents" would need to be certified agents."
(vii) parttime or fulltime persons who make cold telephone calls to try to obtain the
names, addresses and telephone numbers of persons who may be interested in learning more

about the school;

(yin) person who operates any computerized telephone solicitation system,

(ix) "800" telephone operator in a major answering service "standing by" to answer
responses from radio er television advertising occurring at any time 24 hours a day;
fit) person who administers any entrance test required as a condition to enrolling a
student; and

(xi) person who shows visitors the school's facilities while waiting for an
appointment to see an in-school representative;

B. In-school director, instructors and other employees of the

5001-5002 school

listed in I 'A" above who discuss the school while outside the school and thereby encourage
persons to inquire further about the school or its programs;
C. Outside employees or agents of the school who are paid through salary andfor

referral fee or referral commission to locate persons who may be interested in attending or
18
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learning more *bout the school or its proparns, ordinarily amounting to a reign'sl of the
pluspeedve student's name, address and telephone number to the school and then art in-school

admission* represesuative for additional information and possible enrollments and

D. poem or former students who receive any disco= or rebate in their tuition or
any monetary payment or even property exceeding $25 in value upon referring a student to the
school (4 5004-3 specifically exempting students and graduates getting non-money consideration
of less than $25 in value).

53. By reason of the broad scope of these statutes and regulations defining "private
school agents". 5001-5002 schools are unsure which of their in-house employees are required to
be bonded and licensed as private school agents, recognizing the possibility that mnst school

employeea at one time or another fall into the mandatory licensing category. By letter dated
October 1986 ( S. "Certificates for Private School Agents"). the SED Bureau stated to all

5001-5002 schools that

"Schools must identify those persons westing inhouse who in any way could
be ctrstrued as participating in the procurement, solicitation or enrollment of
studerm and request [private school agent) ortficates for such students. Staff
who are not certified,leut who might inadvertently encourage enrollment at a
school, should be instructed to refer all matters dealing with procumment,
solicitation or enrollment to certified agents."

54. By reason of this broad definition of "private school agent", with the
requirements of the $1.000 bond for each covered person and the prior licensing at S100 each,
plus other costs both monetary and administrative, 4 5001-5002 schools are unable to lawfully
provide information to prospective students through normal business channels and must funnel

all information through licensed and bonded "private school agents". Any failure to use a
licensed agent requires the school to refund 100% of the student's tuition, even if he has
completed the program, obtained a job, and has made no request for and does not seek any

refund.
55. Persons who are "soliciting, procuring, or enrolling students" in the same way

for any of the other types of competing schools listed in § I2B-C above are not required to have
any tnse of surety or other bond as a condition so their employment.
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56. The process of obtaining a $1.000 surety bond is costly, cumbersome, and

time-consuming for top management of the licensed or registered school. requiring most §

5001-5002 schools to post SI,000 in sectuity with a bank to obtain a letter of cretin, pay the bank
a fec of approximately $200 for issuance of thc letter of credit; pay a quarterly fee of about $20
to continue the letter of credit (forever); make out an application to a bonding company for
issuance of a bond backed by the letter of credit; pay a $100 fee to the bonding company for
issuance of the blanket bond; pay a $100 per year renewal of the blanket bond annually; and go

through significant paperwork keeping track of what "private school agents" are assigned to
which bonds; and to identify to the SED Bureau which blanket bond is applicable to each new
"private school agent" hired by the school.
57. Thus, for a§ 5001-5002 school to hire a retired school teacher on a part-time
basis to solicit enrollments for the school (such as by going to high school career day events at a
specific high school), the § 5001-5002 school is obliged to post the same $1,000 surety bond as

is required of a full-rime person. Also, if the § 5001-5002 school wants to put on 10 pan-time
private school agents during a busy season, or to take advantage of seasonal employee

availability (summer job program, for example), the § 5001-5002 school has to put up 510,000

in cash plus all the other expenses involved in hiring additional private school agents. If a §
5001-5002 school has 20 persons falling into the "private school agent" category, the $1,000
surety bond require costs the school $20,000 in postod security; $4,000 for letter of cretin
issuance; $1,000 per year in bank fees for renewing the letter of credit; $2,000 per year in SED
Bureau license fees; S2,000 per year in fees payable to the bonding company

for a total of

$24,000 initial and approximately $5,000 in annual fees forever, together with the value of top
management time in handling and keeping track of these repetitive fmancial and licensing

transactions. The effect is to divert a

5001-5002 school away from its intended training and

placement role into an organization designed to administer and keep track of these financial and
licensing transactions and others referred to in this complaint required by statute and regulation

to lawfully run a § 5001-5002 school.
58. No other school in New York State has to meet these requirements.
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59. Thc effc.. is to put § 5001-5002 schools at a severe competitive disadvantage
wnh all of the other types of competing schools listed in

12B-G above, which schools are not

required to and do not post a surety or other type of bond for any of their employees, agents or
representatives who do any of the things listed in C 52A-D above to solicit prospective students
for any of these competing schools.
60. All of the members of the plaintiff associatiG. , all of the plaintiff schools, and
the public consisting of all prospective siuder,:s arc being injured by reason of the foregoing, and

are suffenng from irreparable injury.
61. The activities of the defendants as alleged above are unconstitutional an4 the
statute and regulations requiring performance bonds for "private school agents' (as defined) for
§ 5001-5002 schools are unconstitutional, for each of the following reasons:
(a) Taking of the school's property without due process of las; ;

(b) Denial of equal protection of law because competing (non-degree) programs
offered by the other types of schools in New York are not subject to the same bonding
requirements for the persons who procure, solicit or enroll students in their competing pmgrams;
and

(c, Unreasonable and overly-restrictive restraint of the § 5001-5002 school's
freedom of commercial speech, the private school agent's (as defined) right to freedom of speech
or freedom of commercial speech, and the right of the public including prospective students to
obtain valuable commercial information relating to education and job opportunities.

62 Defendants are acting illegally and in violation of § 1983 of the Civil Rights
Act (42 U.S.C. § 1983) by their enforcement of these statutes and regulations.

COUNT 3

(Denial of Civil Rights - Certification or Licensing of "Private School Agents" as Defined
Required Only for Occupational Schools Licensed under § 5001 or § 5002)
63. Plaintiffs allege and reallege each of the allegations in II 1-62 above, and
further allegt. that § 5004 of the New York Education Law and § 126.12 of Regulations of thc
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Commissioner of Education of the State of New York require tri.i all paid employees and
representatives of a § 5001 or § 5002 school who procure, solicit or enroll students must

themselves, individually. obtain a "private school agent's certificate" or license

A copy of the

SED Bureau's "Original Or Renewal Application for a Pnvate School Agent's Certificate" is
annexed hereto as Exhibit B. No testing or minimum educational requirements are involved.
The license application merely asks whether a prior school certificate issued by another state has
eve, been revoked. suspended or denied. together with an explanation, and requires 2
photographs and 2 signed references attesting to good character of she applicant.

64. The certificate is for a 2.year period, and must bc reissued (v ith a new fee and
new 2-year period) each time the "private school agent" changes § 5001-5002 schools or adds

any new schools to his/her list of § 5001-5002 schools for which he/sill: is a "pnvate school
agent". A $1,000 bond is required for each new school, and a $100 ft c is paid to obtain the new

certificate,
65. The certificate is required as a condition for the private school agent or the

5001-5002 school itself to solicit or enroll any students (required to be done through a spciftc
certified ''private school agent"), and failure to have such an occupational certificate or license
results in the school's being required to refund 100% of the tuition paid by the student, even
though the student has completed the program, has obtained employment and does not seek or

re,quest any such refund. § 1004, New York Education Law and § 126.12 of the Regulation:, of
the Commissioner of Education and interpretations issued thereunder.
66. The process of obtaining a private school agent certificate or license is costly,

cumbersome. and time-consuming for lop management of the school, requiring a $1,000 bond

(see preceding count), the completion of the "Original or Renewal Application for a Private
School Agent's Certificate" (Exhibit B hereto) by the prospective employee of the § 5001-5002
school each 1.3me heishe changes school employers (and 2 references), and involves substantial

losses of money for the school and unemployment for the "pnvate school agent" during the time

that the certification or licensing procedure takes place. Recruiting and enrollment of students
ceases at she in-school office or desk occupied by a "private school agent" while he or she is
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being replaced unless the § 5001-5002 school has more than an adequate number of
already-hcensed "private school agents" standing by until they are needed (which is not feasible)
67. Thus. for a school to hire a retired school teacher on a part-time basis to recruit
for the school, the school is obliged to obtain the same certificate or license and post the same

S1,000 performance bond as is required of a full-time person. Also, if the school wants to put on
10 parttime "Trivate school agents" as defined during a busy season, or to take advantage of
seasonal employee availability (summer job program, for example), the school has to put up
S10.000 in cash plus all the other expenses involved in hiring additional recruiters, including the

required pnvate school agent's certificate.
OS. The New York Education Law and Regulations referred to above also require

that all 'private school agents" as defined of a § 5001 or § 5002 school must be licensed

specifically to any § 5001,5002 school which uses the "private school agent". Defendants' 1987
Handbook states at p. 7: "Q: If an agent r.presents more than one school, must that agent be
certified and bonded by each school that he or she represents? A: Yes."
69. This means that a person already bonded and certified or licensed as a private

school agent must obtain a new cern' tte or license each time helshe

§ 5001-5002

schools or wants to work for one or more additional § 5001-5002 schools. This is similar to a
licensed doctor or lawyer having to apply for a new license each time a new client or patient
corms in to the office, before the lawyer or doctor is permitted to counsel or ueat the new patient
or client. Rather than the doctor or lawyer being licensed, the relationship is being licensed,
which is an overly-broad and unnecessary restriction.
70. Persons (i.e., "private school agents") who procure, solicit or enroll students for
any of the other types of competing schools listed in C 1211.G above are not ii..9uired to have a

"private school agent's certificate" or any type of certificate or license as a condition to their
employment or their solicitation or enrolling of students for any schools in New York State

competing with § 5001.5002 schools or for the specific schools for which they solicit ot enroll
students. Instead, they are permitted to solicit and enroll students without bond, certificate or
license for any number of schools (other than § 5001-5002 schools, of course)
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71. The effect is to put

5001-5002 schools at a severe competitive disadvamage

with all of the other types of compefing schools listed in ¶ 121i-G above. which schools are not
required as a condition of employment to obtain it ceftifiCate or license for any of its personnel

performing any of the tasks of "private school agents" for § 5001-5002 schools as outlined in
52A-D above, or obtain a specific school license for already-certified "private school agents".
Instead, these competing schools arc required to have no licenses or certificates at all for any of

their employees or agents who perform any of the functions of "pnvate school agents- as defined

72. All of the members of the plaintiff association, all of the plaintiff schools, and
the public consisting of all prospective students are being injured by reason of the foregoing. and

are suffering from irreparable injury.
73. The activities of the defendants as alleged above are unconstitutional and the
Statute and regulations requiring certificates or licenses for "private school agents- (as defined)

for § 5001-5002 schools, and requiting new certificates for already-licensed private school
agents, are unconstitutional, for each of the following reasons:

(a) Taking of the school's property without due process of law,
(b) Denial of equal protection of law because competing (non-degree) programs
offered by the other types of schools in New York are not subject to the same restrictions; and
(c) Unreasonable and overly-restrictive restraint of the § 5001-5002 school's
freedom of commercial speech, the private school agent's (as defined) right to freedom of speech

or freedom of commercial speech, and the right of the public including prospective students to
obtain valuable commercial information relating to education and job opportunities.

74. Defendants are acting illegally and in violation of § 1983 of the Civil Rights
Act (42 U.S.C. § 1983) by their enforcement of these statutes and regulations

COUNT 4

(Action for a Declaratory Judgment)
75. Plaintiff repeats and realleges each of the allegations contained in lc 1-74
above, and further alleges that this count is an action for a declaratory judgment pursuant to 28
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U.S.C. § 2201, for the purpose of determining a question of actual controversy between thc
parties as more fully appears from the allegations set forth above.

PRAYER

WHEREFORE. plaintiffs pray:
1. That the activities of defendants be adjudged and decreed to bc m violation of §

1983 of the Civil Rights Act (42 U.S.C. § 1983).
2. That the statutory provisions and regulations requiring (i) prior approval of
proposed advertising and promotional material, (ii) bonding of employees, agents and

representatives who procure, solicit or enroll students ("private school agents" as defined). (iii)

certification or licensing of private school agents, as defined. (iv) re-certification or re-licensing
of already-certified or already-licensed private school agents as defined to specific schools, and

(v) effectiveness of applications for advertising approval and pnvate school agent certification or
licensing delayed beyond the receipt of such applications by the SED be adjudged and decreed to

be in violation of § 1983 of the Civil Rights Act (42 U.S.C. § 1983).
3. That the statutory provisions and regulations requiring (i) prior approval of
proposed advertising and promotional material, (ii) bonding of private school agents as defined,

(iii) certification or licensing of private school agents as defined, (iv) re-certification or
re-licensing of already-certified or already-licensed private school agents as defined to specific
schools, and (v) effectiveness of applications for approval of proposed advertising or
promotional material or private school agent certification or licensing delayed beyond the receipt
of such applications by the SED be declared repugnant to the United States Constitution and

Amendments theieto.
4. That each of the defendants, their respective agents, attorneys, officials and

employees and all persons combining with or acting in concert with any of the defendants or
under their direction be permanently restrained and enjoined from enforcing of the statutory

provisions and regulations requinng (i) prior approval of proposed advertising or promotional

material, (ii) bonding of private school agents as defined, (iii) certification or licensing of private
school agents as defined, (iv) re-certiftcrion or re-licensing of already-certified or
15
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already-licensed private school agents as defined to specific schools. and (v) effectiveness of
applications for advertising or promotional material approval and "private school agent"
CertifiCateS or licensing delayed beyond the receipt of such applications by the SED Bureau,

5. That a judgment be granted against each of the defendants under 28 U.S.C. §

2201 declaring that these statutory provisions and regulations referred to or described in the
.

preceding paragraphs 2.4 arc unconstitutional and unenforceable.
6. That each of the defendants and their employees. agents and attorneys be

enjoined from raking any action against any of the plaintiffs as reprisal for their attempts to
enforce their civil rights hereunder, any such reprisals being unlawful under Title 42 U.S.C. §§
1985 and 199$.

7. That all outstanding bonds and blanket bonds for private school agents as
defined be declared void and unenforceable as to the obligees referred to therein or, in the
alternative, that defendants be substituted in such bonds and blanket bonds as the principals in
the place and stead of the specific plaintiff school.
8. That attorneys' fees and costs be assessed against each of the defendants

pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 1988 and such other provisions of a

a;) may apply.

9. That plaintiff have such other and further relief as this Court may deem just and
equitable.
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Jury Demand
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that, pursuant to Rule 38(b) of the Federal Rules of
Civil Procedure, plaintiffs DEMAND A TRIAL BY JURY of all issues triable by right by a

jury.

Dated:

New York, New York
June 26, 1989
CARL E. PERSON

By

Daniel A.

ed

Attorney for Plaintiffs
Office & P.O. Address:
221 West 4Ist Street
1N"w York, New York 10036
Tel. (212) 302.3341
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The Zniversity cf tn. State cf New Tcrx
TX2 STATT tDDCAT:ON niwkluncer:
Sursau of Proprietary School Supervisior
Ohs Commerce Flax& - Suite :E:2
SI wasting:on Avenue
Albany, N/ 1::34
Date:

School Names
Director:

rh following action

has

been taken

in

regards

to

the

advertisement submitted:

=wo.

is the final approval of your advertisement.
This copy is returned for your records.

1.

Itnclosed

2.

The nclosed advertisement

approved to print wfth
Please maks the necessary corrections and

corrections.
resubmit three (2)
3.

4.

is

copies for final approval.

Three
(3)
copies of proposed advertisement
submitted by the director of the school.

must

be

The encloeed ad does not comply with current edvertigihq
This ad
standards/guidelines and cannot DI approved.
reviewed
and
approved
tly
cannot be used until corrected,
this unit.

Ine.....-wwwre

41.a.M1111.11011.

advertisement may appear in the 'Flap
Amy change
Wanted' ar 'tmployment' area of the newspaper/media.
advertising
must be
new
all
to existing advertising and/or
submitted for approval.

Pisa* note:

No

1

EXHIBIT
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Fr09=Latary $choal Sipmr:ts:..Pr

liu,reaN

One Commerce Elate
Albany, New York 122)4

ORIGINAL OR RENZI:AL AFF4lCATION FOIR A PEIvATE SCHOU_ A:Et.7.$ C17.2.7IFICATE

Application IS beret.% mule for an agent's certificate to ec/xc-.: eicaente
previsions of the hew York State Education Law. Section SO104..

uncer the

Data

(please PTint or Type)
1.

Mae

2,

)iome Address

3.

4.

5.

b.

Soots! Security
:e:eahone 0

Street

City

State

Street

City

State

business Address
Zsp

LIst the nsmes of the school or schools with a common ounersnit, so be represented.

List the names ant addreases of any other schools for which yov solicited
and the state or state; in which you represented these schools.

Hive yOu ever had a school agent's certificate issued by anotner state revosed,
Yes
suspended or denied'
No
If "yea", explain

7,

Date Issued
blanket Surety &and t
Name of Company
Individual Surety bond t
AFFLICANT,S CEXT1FICATION
.

3.

Date Empires

Amount

I hereby certify the; I have reed the Rules end Regulations of the Commissioner of
Education, and that I will act in accordance with and abide by the provisions thereof;
that my representations to prospective students shill be free from misrepreSentstion
and fraud, and thst I vill provide sueh information as may be ?toutred by the Commiasioner of Education concerning my activities as an Agent vithsft the State of Neu
York.

9.

egenc,e
If
_ I [Oast to represent the above school or schools, I L111 return my

certificate Immediately co the New York State Education Departnent, tureau of
School Supexvissen

prwristary

a

/

,

EWIT

Appi:cmw; Fts.nntvre

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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tfl7.1.EK:Es C:t71r1CATICS

1C.

this app,.c.:xer.. to ;Re Res: o:
: hetee:, certify that the pe7ton named in
:.f InC !,7:Mc:,
c) Anoe.teage anc Rclief. 4S tChICitt ang 0! go04 Orr*: CnA7e
: ma not the applicant's esployer or co...prier.

SCHOOL. CEP.TIFICATION

11.

co the bea: O. ay
1 hereby certify that the foregoing statements ere [rue
agent of this achool
hnowledge and belief. The ipplitanr Is qualified to be it
and offerings.
anti hal peen fully informed of all school policies, practices

School Nana

Signature

Address

NeA4

Title of Poson
(President/Cvner/Director)
INSTRuCTIC,k5
11.

w3th the New Nock
The sch00/ Owner OT Iirecto: Ihould file thi$ epulice:lon
Supervision, One Commerce
Iiiireau
of
Adult
Prograc
State Zducation Department,

Plaza. Albany. mew
the
1. A one hundred d011er Certified.ohech.or money order bavable to
State Education Department.
2,

3.

Two recent photographs which are one inch by one inch and I
1.4117c7711 be iTEILTio an tne
good likeness of the applicant
Agent''s certificate for identification purposes.
or oriciral
An original individual bond as described in Item
blanket bond covering all events must be on flle with Ii+e
Edugetion Department.
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Georgia

Servmg Grurgur's Falun.

Student Finance Commissior
Senate Permanent Sukccinunittee
pn

Inintiyilions

FIECENE0

Si matt Peakwate
avEMATIONS

Crow

MAR I Z 1990

EXHIBIT #
I

spuonev MK%

March 5. 1990

The Honorable Senator Sam Nunn
110 Russell Building
Washington, DC 20510-6050
Dear Senator Nunn:

This is in regard to the investigation of the guaranteed student loan program
being conducted by the Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations.
share most of the concerns you and others have raised at the subcommittee
hearings, but I am writing to take Issue with a couple of points which I am told
were made at a recent hearing.

I am alarmed by the remarks attributed to you in several accounts of the
Subcommittee's hearings to the effect that the student loan program is
totally disagree with that point of view and will discuss
Irreparably broken.
1

below some of the good things happening in student loans.
However, even if one accepts the argument that the student loan program is a
shambles. it is still necessary to repair the flaws in U.S. postsecondary
education which have led to the loan program problems. Unless we improve
or replace the existing mess in school licensure and accreditation, the loan
But neither will a national service program.
program will not work.
Furthermore, regardless of the monetary ccsts to the government of the current
program abuse, the human costs of abuse must be curtailed.
There is however, plenty of good happening 1st the student loan program. Much
of the good - including significant improvements in cisfault rates among many

state agencies - is obscured by the dominance of a few large guarantors,

primarily those who market nationally, who are not doing well. Again, as your

subcommiltee looks at ways to either improve the student loan program or
replace it with something else, I hope you will recognize that many state
administered programs are doing well.

Mang Exchange Mace, Suite 200 Tudor, Genets& 30064 (404) 493-5412
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Senator Sam Nunn
March 6, 1990
Page e2

A group of my colleagues who have styled themselves The Education
Assistance Managers (TEAM) have recently released a privately compiled report

containing far more recant data than is generally available from the U.S.
Department of Education. I am enclosing Exhibit I from that report, a table of
the so-catied "Trigger Rates," one of several measures of cumulative net default
rate, by guarantee agency. The intent of TEAM was to emphasize that many
guarantee agencies have reduced their default rates in reeent years My point

is to emphasize that the two nationally marketed guarantee agencies which
accounted for 28 percent of all loan guarantees in the first quarter of this year,
had default rates 2-4 times the national averagel

Tr igger (Oeffiult) Ititaft
11~141101..es

s. Os,

Thor dolma Moo of the notional 'mimeo* (middle bong am stove imirsg
End won further above Mot of a typical stab Ike Oeorple.
111EAF-Minnsools and other

"VIDAILOIllor
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Senator Sam Nunn
March 6, 1990
Page #3

With RS Normit et flu WW1 Nan rotten*, the
national pearentors high Mood retie drive up
other puenvetore

Another illustration from the same TEAM report is attached as Exhibit lB and
is a table of "Recovery Rates by Guarantee Agency." This is the percentage
of already defaulted loans which guarantee agencies collect after paying the
lenoa's claim. Again the leaders are certainly not among the large national
guarantors.
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Senator Sam Nunn
March 6, 1990
Page #4
Obviously,

I think the data indicate the Federal government and the U.S.
taxpayer would be better served by focusing reform efforts on the national
guarantors, as well as abusive schools, and encouraging the single state
agencies. While that may seem a self-serving position for me, it is one
I believe is supported by the facts.

I do not believe the uninhibited reign of free market principles works when
applied to the marketing of government subsidized programs. It does not work

because key participants are Shkilded from serious risk by the government
subsidy. Yet, I repeatedly see the "free market' philosophy applied to justify the
continuing heavy marketing efforts of the national guarantors. Similarly, the free
market philosophy is applied to justify using government subsidized funds to
make school owners rich at the expense of the uninformed poor.
Frankly, I believe the data support my contention that Federal interests are best
served by a partnership with state related agencies which are closely supervised
by Governors and . 'ate legislatures. After an, education is still primarily a state

function and peop:,.i within state government are very well attuned to the
educational needs, opportuniftes, and problems in their states. In fact the states
continue to contribute far more financial resources to provide higher education
than does the Federal government and, thus, the Federal government really
ought to try harder to dovetail its efforts with the states'.
hope the above information is helpful to you and other members of the Senate
as you continue your efforts to find a student assistance delivery system that
will work as intended for everyone.

Stephen Doug ity
Executive Director
SD:sw
c:

David Buckley
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EXHIBIT I
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MARTIN R. MADSEN
PUILIC ACCOUNTANT
$930 West Mowery Suist 121 Olosekr. Mimi 55226 (6)2) 963-8194

$ena Penuatat Sabcommittse
ist investigations

March 6, 1990
EXHIBIT

The Honorable Sam Nunn
Chairman, U.S. Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigation
United Sates Senate
Washington, DC. 20510
Dear Senator Nunn:
David Buckley, Chief of the Senate Investigative Subcommittee on Investigation, asked me

to inform you of the current problems, issues, and challenges surrounding the

administration of Title IV Federal funds at our nation's postsecondary educational
institutions.

As an independent Certified Public Accountant, my staff and I serve over 75 colleges and

univasitks in 20 states. Our practice Is centered around the performance of Title IV
Federal audits and fmancial aid consulting. We have created a nafionwide network with
school admiristrators, law firms, financial aid consultants, accrediting agency
representatives, and United States Department of Education officials.
This very unique position has allowed tne to actively participate in the enforcement of Title

IV regulations on a nationwide basis. Tbis report is important because you and your
committee should be made fully aware of the issues that I have observed.
I have classified my observations into five (5) categories. If you have any questions, or if
I could be of further help to your committee, please contact me.
Sincerely,

.,Ate
Martin R. Madsen
Certified Public Accountant
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PART I
Problem:

'Fhe Federal Government is reimbursing private lenders tor defaulted guaranteed student
loans that were, in fact, never borrowed. Additionally, many student borrowers rue not
being provided accuraw, timely collection setvices.

Ittek_grolipl;

The Federal Cnivernment encourages banks and iither lending institutions to pros kit.
educational student loans to eligible students by guaranteeing repayment to the IL:inlets of
all monies not repaid hy students. As a condition for guaranteed repayment ot the loans,
ct
I I
tllL'ttlir
the Federal Government requires lenders to perform and document cue Laagclicc
priwedures prior to submitting the hians tor guaranteed ri pi iv tire nt I he pui pose is. cif
course. to ensure that all collection attempts from Ow student 1Jaye heen triride and have

failed prirlr to collecting twill the Federal aiivernment.
Ikeause of the curnhersonle due dthgezwe cuillection requirements. and ',ash rescrse
considerations, a majority of lending institutions sell the loan notes to outside collection
agencies (comnuinly known as secondary kian markets). The loans are usually sold 3n to
45 d:no, after the loan checks are cut by the lenders. It is not uncommuni tot these
secondary markets to again sell the kians is third and fourth nnw to valious agencies
throughunn the country. The plethuna of sciamdary markets can arid has created
errors. irregularities. and inefficiencies in the student loan collection process.
Fxrinkples:

The lack of accounting controls and \ or bteakdowns in the transtia ot loan information
between original lenders and secondary markets have allowed the billowing mots:
1)

1 Aian checks cut by lenders are not always crushed. Students may drop out of su hoot.

change plans, or simply never receive their kian cheek. Simultaneously, it the loan
is sold to a secondary market (and the original loan check is never cashed), the
system rrhes on the original lender to monitor the loan amt notify the second. thud.
or fourth purchaser of the loan that the oNigation should be canccIled.

It not propetly conmiunicated, the original loan in question will attempt to be
collected by the secondary markers, Smce the student did not borrow the monies.

no repayment is made. And if the student has nowrd and lett no tuitssat ding
address, or if the student ignines collection notices, the due diligence ctillection
efforts fail. The balance of the non-existent loan. along with a special interest
alkiwance, is then submitted to the Federal Government tor tull collection.

1
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2)

Problems with student loan collection agencies have been well documented hy
national and local news media. Repayments of loans made hy students (or hy
schools on behalf of the students) arc sometimes never posted to the students
account. In other eases, repayments are posted, but to the wrong accounts. It is not
uncommon for repayments to be processed sixty to ninety days atter payments have
been made. These time delays cause unwarranted additional finance charges to
students (and the Federal Government if the loan is later submitted for default
collection). rhe poor service being provided by collection agencies has left students
with little or no means for correcting these errors.

Until January 1, 1990, lenders of student loans were not required to have audits
performed of their processing and collection systems. Nonetheless, schools are being
held accountable for student loan default rates and many students have had their

future ability to obtain credit unjustly taken away.

Comma;
The lack of iwcountability by lending Institutions and the secondiuy loan markets is
unexcusable. These errors will continue until the Federal Government acts to dissuade
lenders from mismanaging student loans. The newly enacted audit requirement for lenders
falls short of correcting these problems. Bonding requirements, a training and certification
process, and guaranteed criminal prosecutions for all violators are needed to create an
effective deterrent to future abuses by tenders and the secondary markets.

2
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PARE 11

Prohletm

The concurrent promulgation and enactment of new Title IV laws and regulations hy the
Department of Education is legally questionable. More importantly, Title IV laws aiht
regulations are not being consisteatly enforced and \ or interpreted by thr Department
Education.

fiackgwondi
Current Title IV reauthorizat on articks require new laws and regulations to he puhlished
by December I, prior to the start of the effected fiscal year (i.e. at least seven momhs

prior to the enactment date). However, the Department of Education has consiwntly
roil,- e
issued new laws and regub.tions that take effect immediately, many of which are
to the beginning of the previous fiscal year. The Department of Education often provides
interpretations of new regulations several months after the regulations take effect.

The U.S. Department of Education is responsible for the enforcement of the "I irk IV
laws and regulations The Department of Education has ten (10) regional offices located
throughout the country. Ti ..e offices perform numerous enforcement duties, including onsite program reviews at schools, and the assignment of fines and penalties to schools that
violate laws and regulations. It is now standard procedure for each of these regions to act
autonomously in their enforcement and interpretation of Title IV regulations. This

autonomy allows a wide array (If human discretion that often produces very different.
inconsistent, and unfair results.

Examples:
1)

Because the Department of Education has not established standard fines and
penalties for specific violations, it is not uncommon tor two different schools to be
cited for the same violation and receive different judgments from the Department
of Education. One recently noted experience showed that one school was cited for
rctaining $6000.00 in excess cash in a Federal account and was fined $2000.00.
(XI in
Another school, in a different region, was cited for retaining over S4(X)
excess cash and was not assessed any fine.

The number of citations, fines, and penalties imposed on a school is directly
dependant upon the knowledge, experience, attitude, person:cl judgments, and
geographic region of thc official reviewing an individual school.

3
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2)

Because of the wide discretionary power given to the reviewing officers, many
different private "financial aid consultants" have developed written history records
of the officers that perform the reviews within the different regions. These history
records attempt to identify the areas that each officer tends to emphasize during
reviews in order to prepare client schools for upcoming reviews. Some of these
consultants are former employees of the LIS, Department of Education.

3)

Each of the regional offices provide technical assistance to participant schools. It r s
not uncommon to receive totally different rulings or interpretations on thc same law
from different regional offices. A recent example involved the question of whether
or not students are required to report SLS (Supplemental Loan for Students) loan

monies expected to be received on their GSL (Guaranteed Student Ulan)
applications. The answer to thc question has a direct impact on the number of
students that are eligible to receive both types of Federal loans. The Department
of Education region number four (4) office answered no and the region number
nine (9) office answered yes to this question.
4)

Schools often cannot obtain timely technical assistance because the regional offices
arc not fully knowledgeable of newly enacted laws.

A recent example involves the Title IV regulation mandating a requirement for
schools to implement in.house drug awareness programs. In reaction to the law,
many schools purchased ;.-omprehensive drug prevention programs from outside

firms. Later, the Department of Education furthcr clarified thc law by informing
schools they would he in compliance with the law if they hung one (I) drug
prevention poster at each campus.
A past example involves the enactment of the "professional judgement" regulations.
From the inception, the practical application of these regulations was never fully

understood by Department of Education staff and participating schools. 'The
widespread confusion allowed the loss and\or misapplication of hundreds of
thousands of Federal Title IV dollars. Despite the intent of thc professional
judgement regulations, many students that could not demonstrate a financial need
were, nonetheless, awarded Federal monies. 'The regulations were withdrawn one
year later.
At any given time, schools across the country are waiting for further clarification on
previously enacted laws and regulations. As stated, it is not uncommon for the

Department of Education to provide interpretations of new regulations several
months after the regulations take effect.
Comment%

The simultaneous promulgation and enactment ot new Title IV laws and regulations is
illegal and irresponsible. The inconsistent interpretation and enforcement of Title IV taws
and regulations diminishes the importance and effectiveness of these Federal laws. These
issues bring into question the administrative capability of the Department of Education to
effectively manage the Tide IV funding process.
4
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PART III
Problem.

The absence cif a potential monetary liability decreases the quality of work pettormed
professionals serving the Department of Fducation The current system encourages the
atbancement of individual self interest rather than the interests of students and the 1.e.fer:d
government.
Background:

Most institutions that participate in the programs are required by Federal law to have an
independent audit performed of the Federal funds at leaat once every two years.
Institutions must solicit proposals from competing certified puhlic accounting (CPA) tams
and then pay the selected firm to conduct the audit. The auditor then compiles a trport
to be submitted to the Department of Education for review.

The audit function serves a vital enforcement role. The Department of Education relies
on the audits as a means of ensuring that all schools are administering Federal fonds in
compliance with laws and regulations. However, if schools do not like the manner in which
an aujit was conducted, or do not like the contents of their auditors final report, they can
choose to hire a different CPA firm to conduct future audits. This arrangement places an
audit firm in a compromising position. CPA's can ensure repezt trisiness and realize higher
profits on Federal audits hy performing a minimum amount of audit work and thereby
citing client schools for a mimmum number of infractions.
All schools participating in the Title IV programa must also be approved for membership
with a nationally recognized academic accrediting agency. Schools must meet the academic
standards of an accrediting commissions. These commissions perform reviews ot school
operations, staff, facilities, and curriculum. The Department of Education relies upon the
accrediting agencies to ensure that participant schools provide adequate education to
enrolled students.
Hundreds of different competing accrediting agencies solicit specific types of schools for
membership. If a school feels that a particular agency is too strict, or if an agency denies

membership to a school, the school can apply for membership with other competing
agencies. Since accrediting agencies are funded through membership fees, this arrangement

(much like that of CPA's) places accrediting agencies in a compromising position.

Thc Department of Education attempts to monk(); the actions of CPA firms and the
accredning agencies. But, because of the enormous volume of professional firms and
agencies that serve the postsecondary sctwol sector, the Department of liducanon is only
able to monitor a fraction of these professionals. Moreover, these professionals are not
held monetarily liable for services that they perform.

5
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kAantIlles;
1)

Malpractice lawsuits are a common occurrence in private industry. The monetary

theeat of malpractice forces CPA's to exercise and document due care in the
performance of their services. However, the threat of malpractice to CPA firms
performing Title IV compliance audits is virtually nonexistent.
The detection risk of poorly performed work is very low because: a) the complexity
of laws and regulations make peer reviews by competing CPA firms very difficult,
and; b) the Department of Education is able to review only a very small percentage
of audit firms each year. Even if detected, firms performing poor quality work are

not faced with monetary malpractice judgments. These firms are usually
reprimanded by being asked to correct and reissue previously submitted audit
reports. In extreme CalCS, which are very rare, CPA's may be subject to small fines
by state accountancy boards.

CPA firms perform audits within many different industries. Common business sense
would suggest that firms will exercise the greatest professional care in the industries
that expose them to the greatest monetary liabilities.

2)

Thc existing system protects and sometimes rewards firms and agencies that perform

poor quality work. One example involves a school that hired two different CPA
firms to perform Title IV audits, The schools first Title IV audit (performed by a
CPA finn) disclosed no violations of Federal law. The school maintained the same
personnel and the same accounting system during the next two years. However, the

school hired a different CPA firm to conduct the next Title IV audit and that audit
disclosed 19 serious violations of Federal law. These violations resulted in monetary
fines and repayments being assessed to the school.

Until the issuance of the second report, administrators of the school had no
indication that the school was not in compliance with Title IV laws. However, the

Department of Education holds schools solely and completely liable for the
administration of the funds. Even though the first CPA firm appears to have
performed poor quality work, that firm will not be held liable for the actions of the
school.

Although the first CPA firm produced a poor quality audit, thc results of the sectnid
CPA's report resulted in monetary costs to the school. Today, state, private, and
proprietary schools are facing huge budget restraints. Which of the two CPA firms

do you think the school hired to perform thc next (third) audit of the Title IV
funds?

Comments;

The unfortunate reality is that some professionals are taking advantage of the system.
Until the Federal government imposes monetary deterrents, these abuses are guaranteed
tc, continue.
6
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PART IV'

Probirro:
The enormous volume and complexity of the Title IV laws and regulations is overburdening
our educators. The time and resources now required to administer Title IV programs has
reached disproportionate levels. This trend threatens the current and future quality of
education provided by postsecondary educational institutions.

Suckgrogtgi

During thr 1980s, the regulations gmerning the Title IV programs have grown at
majority of the responsibility to comply with program
unprecedented rates. Today,
regulations rests with the educational institutions.
Large increases in financial aid stall', training, and equipment have occurred at an schools.
It

is not uncommon tor a university to employ a staff of 20 lull-time financial aid

employees. Smaller institutions expend even larger percentages of overhead exprnses to
pay for program administration. In response to thc growing burdens on schools, a multimillion dollar private industry has emerged. Hundreds of private financial nid consulting
firms now exist across the country. National corwentions. regional workshops. computer
software, and on-site training are all part of the services promoted by these firms
As a prerequisite to receiving Title IV funds, schools must also comply with the standards
of national accreditation associations and state regulatory agencies. Compliance with these
agencies requires implementation of policies and procedures in excess of current Title IV
regulation requirements.

The impact on education is obvious. State, private, mat proprietary postsecondary
institutions are facing serious budget constraints. As the responsibilities and costs of
program administration shift to these institutions. resources previously allocated to the
primary function of education must now be diverted to financial aid program
administration.
DitiftwIcs!

I)

In 1990. schools participating in thr Tine IV programs are required to perform tasks
that have traditionally been the responsibilav ot other Federal agencies [he tasks
include:

Ensuring students proper regictrionnt with the limingiabiin ¼ Naimoli/allot} SersRe
Estabhshing a drug abuse awareness lutiparn
Establishing a drug-fice work place foi employees
!insuring students comphance %Yoh Selective Setyite legistlation requirements
Mointoring students previous loan repayment histories
Monitoring the actions of banks offering student loans
These tasks originate from thr requirements established ol pl. +momd by other gover nment
agencies, not from the pursuit of higher education.
7
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2)

The volume and complexity of the Title IV regulations is demonstrated by the
current requirement of institutions to confirm the eligibility status of noncittzen
student& The Department of Education issued a 40 page instruction booklet for this
one regulation. The required tasks are outside the Institution's expertise. As such.
schools must spend extra time and money to comply.

3)

Another issue that further burdens schools is the enactment of new laws. Some Title

IV regulations are made retroactive to the date of enforcement. Institutions then
face a duplication of effort when required to redo work previously completed.
4)

Financial Aid administration has become a recognizzd vocation. The thousands of
pages of Title IV regulations and manuals published has creatcd an information
overload for schools. This excess mandates that institutions continually invest
valuable resources for the recruitment and training of financial aid personnel.

Comments;

It is difficult to understand why the Department of Education no longer offers continuing
education classes to existing participant schools. In 1990, the Department of Education
announced that it will no longer publish a Student Aid Guide for schools. How can we
hold schools accountable for enforcing laws when the Federal government does not supply
schools with the tools necessary to learn, understand, and implement those laws.
This situation is beyond all reason. The attitude of many schools regarding financial aid is
one of helplessness. Lawmakers must act to ensure that the education of students, not the
enforcement of Federal regulations, remains the central responsibility of postsecondary
institutions.
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PART V - CONCLUSION

The fdth proNrm centers iirOund the fraud anc. misuse of Fedral Tale IV funds hy the
institutions.
most publicitri.1 ohuse of funds comes front the proprietary school sector,
Unscrupulous school owners have embezzled millions of Federal dollars. Some analysts
estimate that itb..; to 2t1% of all proinnerary %awls misuse Tuie IV funds. This mmoi4
ot school operators now threaten to eliminate the entire population ot career schools as
our legislators search tor a solutam to the problem.

The

Abuses of Fitle IV funds are not limited to the proprietary scerin. All types ot nusuNes ot

litle IV tuts have occurred at our nations state and private institutions. low budifets,
loose controls, and inadequate trainmg of finrincial aid staff indicate the lack or important c
placed on compliance with redetal regulations hy these institinions. I he lack Of
k otipkit with the high solaine of funds processed at these schools invite fraud and ensure
misuse, It appeals that the media and our lawmakers are more adelant of these actions
by stati .aui private institutions than I, proprietmv schools. I:oied with less of a rlihlk
deteriem, misuse of funds at state and private imotanons will most likely ontinut.

The design of the Tale IV delivety and enforcement system Is to blame tor the current
levels ii abuse. As reguhitions hav ,.. increased, enforceability' has decreased. We have
United rnistISC hy Oyer regulating the programs. We have wiulteru suuluuities ol laws wuthout

considering their enforceahility or practicably.
Lawmakers. Department of Education employees. schools. students, hanks. ciinsultailts
puhlic accountants expend i age amounts of htonan effort and resimices to cimmly with
the system. At the same time, we have allowed self serving individuals to Like :tdviintare

of the system. The current levels ot dissatisfaction indica:e that ollr efforts time. In the
past, been misplaced.
The Department of Education has teseffily issued new regulations that create harriens tof
schools with high loan default and withdrawal lates to obtain hideral funds. These new
regulations may discriminate against colleges !treated in lower class neighbor hcxxls and
against schools that attempt to educate students with low laeiacy levels. Nonetheless, most
analysts view these regulations as a positive step tciward making schoiils !Wife ace(Itifilahle
for their results.

Our country relies heavily on the education provided by all of the different types of
postsecondrity schcxds in existence today. We cannot afford to ehmmitte an entire sector
of schools because of rt ink/111-4 Of misusers. We must stop creating cumbersome new laws
and work to improve the existing system.
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Senator Sam Nunn
Chairman
Pumment Subcommittee on InwesligalMns
SP-103 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington. DC 20310-1001
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Dear Senator Nunn

As the nation's largest state guarantee agency participating in the federally guaranteed student
loan programs, and with more than 37.6 billion in total guarantee:, the Catifornia Student Aid
Commiuion observed with mutest die recent hearings of the Senate Pturnatiem Subcommittee on
Investigations.

By focusing on the potential for abuse in the educational loan program by soma achools 1210re

interested in profits than students, the dispcoportionate somber Of fint-yest proprietary students
who del Butt on their kuns, and in hishlighting program structural problems, soch M week
institutional cilglsillty criteria, the subcommittee ussdoubtedly pined a *Wier appreciation for
some of the difficult issues facia, the stadatt loan prosram. Risoogabins the increasing reliance
on loans by low-income student& risks default costs, and the presence shabby schools which
short change students, the California 5rodent Aid Commission has bean takina decisive Aoki .. and
calling for strong corrective measurer owcr the pass four yaws
The Commission welcomes the opportunity to examine constroctively the problems facing this
vitally important program. h should be noted st the outset that Ore misting federally supported
student kaa program it fundamentally round and should be continued. Etch year hundreds of
thouunds of students are able to amid and coltOlete underiraduate or gradosse PestsecondarY
studios with the IMP Of low-interest Mocatimal loam. Is fact, loam account for more than half
of all student aid. 'no majority of those who borrow do reply their erotism WAS, and most
schools. lenders and MAMMY agencies are in compliance with program laws and rseulaiions.
However, there ans problem which mat be add:mod in order to protect students and taxpayers
and to restore publk worst:lents in the integrity of the program. The proem= can sad should be
reformed and set back on its inteoded coarse of helping to provide educational oisportunitY so
that all citizens may participate folly in the nation's economy and *Patty.

Through its recent driniatic action in the Omnibus Budget Rsconciliatioa Act of 1939 eliminating
thsibility for SUpptelpintil 1-041 for Students (SLS) as schools with high &fool; ratss or for
those studenu without a GED or high school diploma, reducing SLS loan limits, delaying SLS
loan disbursement for first-year students and other measures. Coagress made significant progress
towards curbing some of the progress's mom serious abuses. The Deparnmeat of Education's new
default regulations also provide some help with new refund niquirements, delayed certification of
loans and eligibility restrictions after 1991 for high default schools. However much work
semen:is to be date.
With more than 630 schools urticipating in its program, including some 450 vocational
proprietary institutions. the ClilifOrnli Student Aid Commission betiewes that the critical factor in
controlling program costs, stemming the risine tide of loan defaults and restoring the balance
between loan and grant aid is forceful regulation of institutional eligibility and educational
ef fecti veness
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Senator Sam Nunn
Mtge 2

March 9, 1990

Put bluntly, this will tee ire winnsation from TOO IV eligibility for all soboandard schools and
ouestionabk ed. oionar Woe such m under 600-Mock-hour mirtreutkors and
!hos:

cooespondenms schools. II itteans thew anti more Copious state mad federal standards beyond

those of merrditatioa bodies, with mogareata q by lough Pew state !immure -- stein California
has alreedy macitriakee with recent leontatios. - to ensure institutional accountability and
shouid not to hued opals institutional type.
effective consumer protection. Program
hut rather on inititutional parfonnamm. The elonmation of substandard institutions from the
loan program will provide orsatOr 4041tiltef peorectioa end student exploitatron, and sharply
induct the loon or taxpayer? dollars Thst. in huti. cook! realors Public OOnfideoce sod Ingot
MOM Prodoctive cycle ia which 'ovine" loan the loan program Could be reallocated to correct the
cinema Imo and grant imbalance, partioulorly among low-income borrowers.
Po loins the loan poogram throtigh compliaoce reviews aod Limitation. Suspension and
Termination (1.S&D actions has teen very effecOve for the Student Aiil Cronuiiorion During the
past four mars, we have talora LSAT actions agiOnt MI invitutions (29 proprietory schools and
one lender). 111 teto Welt( L.SOT tlet1041, bosh schools were also charged by the State Altetnev
Gemmel with various civil vim/awes and are currently in court. One ternormino moon invohong
a Los Angeles torrespoodeace trade school where students borrowed SI million per month whim
only three percent of them graduated, was based upon an audit by the us. tkoortment of
dtWahOn Of flee of Inspector General. Cooperation among stag ond federal uencier crone
about. in part. following a California Student .okt Commission sponsored compliance taxi Once
which iocluded representatives from a wide array of stale uod federal uencies concemed *Ith
the loan prusesne and COitattilmer protectioa. 14 those instabeet where criminal activity has been
involved in atteemm to defraud iise 1044 ptoorenr. Commission investientota have workol with
appropriate total law enforcemeat sathorilisa tu obtain convictions which often result in prison
tentepres and lhe recovery of Node.
1 he hesitancy or some guarantee agenciet to take actions which would eliminate a school's
participation in the programs is apparently based on the assumption that at lein some recover y of
habillties may be prasible if tbe school continues to operate. The Student Aid Commotion rs
convinced that allowing Subataadird schools to continue to operate merely protocol the
exploitation of nodding and that contieued operation dots not result in recovery of assessed
liabilities but oaly extends and xpands the existing problems.

The Commission condone about 150 on-sits compliance review, of schools and lenders annually.
Among the most free/wetly cited practicm are failure to make proper refunds, iocorrect
applicatiom of ability so benefit criteria, arld mrtif ication of ineligible loans. These compliance
reviews have resulted in oabeteatial program cutt prevention sad recovery. The Commission has
also stepped-up Os colleetion ef farts for defaulted loam through state atsd federal income tax
offsets, in-house collections. the WO of collection agencies Rod other measures. This has serared
$100 million in recoveries from defaulters in the past two years alone.

Such due diligence manures, however effectively carried out, can only cense after the fact. In
the instance of LS. & T. maims, after hundreds or thousands of students have bean victimized
ond may taxpayer dollta mimed. &cam 430111 defaultere are first-year borrowers who drop
out or receive skills marketable oaly foe a mitsiteum war tob, they are often unable rather than
unwilling to repay a km; whoa it ia due. Tkis apin leads to the conclusion dist most Men
program ins stem from 11 failure to limit natio/trona/ eligibility to quality schools, end to insist on
educational el fectiveness &A a Precondition Of propane perticipation. Therefore, the Commission
reeommeode the following emeadiat refonam
The Department of Lelocation should reeumine the performance of accreditation
age4Ciel. The Department currently defers to the standerde ond judgments of
accreditnu agencies. As r result, those private agencies rather than the Department
ars deteresiaiss the elioibility of tehools for fine:mitt aid programs.
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New *trove stag standards bove sad beyoad accreditation ere essential. Reliance
on non-governmental agencies moor concerned with members' wishes than with
protectine the interests of adults hes failed sad mint be augmented with tough
new licensing staaderds by states to newt iastinitiomal manintability and effective
costumer Proalictioa. Callen-an km already takes suce st*Pa with the
impiennatatioa ot two mew pieces of leeletatiom
AS 1402 enacted the maticial Donahue state consumer protection requirements for
students aneadine short-term vocational Khoo& It requires all proepective students
be given ocumplettat rata, piecemeal sad Wary informative for a school's recently

enrolled end 'Waited students. Snidest* may obtain full refund up to five days
after the sten of amy comic gad all schools are required to um* mo-ram refund
policy. The bill also prohibits untrue or SiSiOading statemnta or clauses in
informatioa Mankato fir:metal aid glisibility. h prohibits false or urtfeir
The bill also establishes stew standards
IIML
advertising, recruitment end
of financial respoasibility for schoas which ant wee stringent than the federal
etandards.

S1S 190 moves the (warded of proprietary schools from the California Stitt
Depenmeat of Educatioa tog mew, napes:lent agency. The bill requires all
nationally accredited schools. including those eligible for financial aid, to meet the
state's educatioe quality sad consumer medic* standinis and strengthens these
suedards. Accredited schwa were enviously weep( from state Oversiehr The bill
mandates better inform:ratios disdain* and clear tuitioa refund policies. It also
re:Mires in achools to meet high standerds of Enamelsl restioasibilitY to *anus that
students will pt refunds. The sum anne conduct school moeitorine to ensure
compliance Ind suspend licenses for those which fail. It also seta better standards
far compliance reviews of out-of-state schwa and breach campuses.

Sondardise school eligibility foe alt Title IV aid. The alarming abuses of loan aid by
under -600-elock-hour imatitudoes, and the excessive debt burden of students trained
for minimum wine Otis, ail argue for the stimiatioa of such programs from all
Title IV elqibility aad the eliainativa of any accrediting enemy that permits
institutional course struchine as I moose,.

Require all institutions to puticiate ia at least two campus-NW aid programs in
addition to Pell Greats before beteg ansitted to participate in die laa proems'.
This requirement woad mire matchiag institutional aid funds before students
could borrow, aad will kelp assure greater belence between grant, work gad loan aid.
This requirement has proves extremely effective in awarding California's state
funded aid sad makes lease adionally.
Reject the idea of separate proprietary school eligibility; restrictions should be based
on institutional performance. Many proprietary institution provide excellent
training averams and play a critical role withia postsecondary education. They
should remain eligible for Title IV aid, but the substanderd for-profit Meer
'schools' should no longer be eligible to participate tee aey federal aid programs.

Eliminate ken program eligibility far all correspondence whoa:. It is impoisible to
determine actual correspoodeace course atasth or when students drop out. The socalled *residencr component used by correspoodence programs to justify their
partieiPation in Title IV Ian programs is little more than a ruse to contiaue shoddy

'Dentinal prictices.
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.

Dean we moist be sale of *Met* Mildest aid funds if ws art to respoed effectively to Os
pressing Need for awe pies and ices assistance. The lastinitioral Minibility'reforms outlined

shove will focus aV3sbl. rooms au seedy Podium as sootily inesititioss. Amid neon to
substantial program wisp hy rsd.cis definer and other peenrent wen, provide poster
comma prolection, sad the pallets stalest expetitatioe. arid sharply redoes the loss of
taxpayer dollen while ono/in poblic coolidescs ia postsettoadary educatiott tad the ken
Program.

Restriction Title IV eligibility so oaly those institution of proves quality will also help assure
that wares Pell Grad fools aro sot wasted either. This will help redoes depeadsies tia snidest
savings cos be reallocated
lame by firm-year bortowers. The subetaadal loon
productively so help taken the current loon aid rant 1Mbuaaee. particularly among low- locative
barrowors.

Ilts failure to Intact eeeded refocus will Ind to comisold micaletioe of protract coat
skyrocketing default claims, especially ia Lbs SLS proven; de/Sidling public maidens* and
support for all loss properog and the coatimsed esploitstion of stadeass.

Thank you vary such for the oPpestuoily to Provide Win isto your isivestipth Process. If
you mod further informotioe phase do lot hesitate to cootact the Cousinissioa.
Y.

wit M. Kipp. Ill
Executive Directs
SMK:dlavs
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Small bank turns bigeleague
by cashing in on student loans
Sag wow

the money is wing in ways sorry
similar to the way alders look st

fa the
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world of student katsi Citsbank

endensecreury for planning bud.

*Ann Mode

solvate, and ears."
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lank of Horton what al M todaY.

WO the farm comma going
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CHIbank node 070 million ii
student loons in 1016, ib* MUM

le

sear for which flgures re rail-

wow looking to grow.
In lardem. Hwy Mulled
around a student loan Ca a few
weeks. while It took alba banks

oble. according to the US- Department of Education. The lank

of Horton Mae Is wood wills
S398 million

in loam two to three asoatha

roe Nw Yore plinth lima

mostly to widens littanding try.

dittonal collents. The lank of
Horton. umil Wendy. navrr met
a trade school it didn't like 30
percent of us student loan ;vitro.
110 consists of torsi to private
trade school students
Whereas Citibank Cale afford

to hold onto mat of to loans. the
Bank of Horton cannot It has
made its money from the chum
'Mine go Falai as soon a s the rot
dries "The Bank of Horton
domn t know whet its default rate
I sell int loans said Antho,
Is
ins Plum!. the bank's executive
sire president
While that practice has

Orhs Stragrseioacrat

babseefMaul

ey lore quick turnaround." har.

nnutl said

ale lending at institutions not

four now car loans In HMI But it

mmurn their students well a just
unconscionable They take all the

Einclontly. The bank made

lent to 500 to MD students per daY

cream and leave the taxpeyer

that same year. Nat that aso of
the loan caters actually me the

with the rest" he said
The lank of Horton balks at

dollars each day AppltratIons

students who borrow thousands of

suck criticism. ta turn blaming
the federal Education Depart-

coot in by batches from reboots

schools in the stocleot Man pro-

earnings climbed from 5751002 in

ment for allowing dishonest

ennunatom to Say no

-Toe, are the bane or the stu
ornt loan insular% as tar as I ant
concerned said Slephen Doit
cnern eSeruilye director of Inc

^wit* are til the biomass fbe ston-

rani naive KsVoto ore ninge

rams 1 mint monitor If schools
are Isnot to students." kIr Prauti
helped Irse Bank of Horton and its said if schools had a truer from
torn it nas created a medium in the 1U.S I Department of Educe.
wrilin loan defaults germinate lion saying they were eligible to
tarsier than Kansas wheat, student participate, we fell it was dis.
410 officials 551

just so process the PaPerworkWord got out. School operators

Point Even so the
fie has
Dessariment of Educatron oculd
lase leaden to be more selecust
about the arhoots the+ do busi-

ireorgia Siudent Finance Corn
nsItsion IlItirfi .10fIlintStfri stu

ness with to help curb delaults

gent wan prorrams in me Stale
'rhea oak/1000H C0 eltrour

001 to mate derisions shout init.-

-lenders ran help in thus

ridaat 1411001ItS but ?NA wrier,'

naucinwode

The Rank of Hartim's annual

1001 to SI 4 million in 1919 Mr

Pawl; said Student loans ac

roust for 50 percent of the bank's
assets, compared with 2 percent
of Citibaak's

The Horton community is

thankful for Student tans Bank
emproyeei number 250 lodas
cornbared with 15 a decade ago

Three-quarters work ih the

student loan division me sue of a

otireabandoned grocer, store

The unassurning buildins hums
with loans being processed On
romputers
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Push for accreditation,
loan funds often makes
for strange bbedfellows
Aro Nara@
etelltetw

Why did St Mary cf.

ft was A match made tai heav-

en St Nary of*, Plato. a Wau .

al atm calk* in name. km ac
creditatIon. Thu Aileen* Meek

=Scheel ent Of Tunas hail

A friend intresteced Uwat. The I

No0k Ceutril AiMatialets or Col-

ma=

leges mad Scheel& an

/dewy. Waned the
dm federal ataileng Pi flowed

044 coupliags trick as Skis
OEM* rethink .
hate Wi
tag the power accrediting we-

ries wield la decidtad which

acboots receive federal studeirt

Accreditation Wiwi lia

a

stamp of academie aporesei

be eligible far federal student
aid, students must attend schools

accredited by spoors approved
by the !I S
secretary of
educauon

At the tlant, the bartendino

credltirg *Metals. The Ruins al
lowed the nanny sehool to gain
accriMdation and recent (loan .
since irs qvwkeir for
etal aid
branches to win accreditation
ikon unaffiliated schools

-I SOH it was a little quick .

er." said Marcos Kate. an awaer

of the 'Omni,. "Whoa we pur
test, Jonet4AilacoadStli

lid
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it as i brim*"
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the Department of Education
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Two.penon team struggles to regulate
Georgia's 200 private trade schools
By Awn Nat&
SW Ma,

From her otfIce ,inoow tV3n
da Gras looks cloart MI the Caoi
to/ Homes housing project 'there
giudenti 'Minuted M dishonest
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Clawrgs Swears f .saocaComnao
State asees.op operas to, cosmetology ale DROWN

students enrolled at Georgia

public universities
As trade seneel abuse flour.
'shed in Georgia Ofi menu ',ears
the already enornmie talk ot reg
Wading schools became trivets'.
We. logisbtors acknowledge
1 dont blame Janie Smith or

Wanda Gray at all for our prof,

-.=111[1m.1.1.

-4P 4a44 4440 41444 4.4.44 rine

f;

lems ' said state Rep Mersin Ad
ahis P Thomaston,. co-chairman
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19,PI Widget request 5300 OW for
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thlutigb the Georgia Student
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Brown College of Court Reporting: A school that maks the grade
BY Woo Berle
SUP row

Georgia trrde whoa; miners point to highly re-

prded Brown College of Court Reporting on
Peachtree Street to aupporl tioeir rase for weir .
ing federal student aid hinds
But the school's owner would lust es soon part
comnarlY "Propnetary schools don t lam a good
reputation," mid Fonat M Stowe. whoa (evaded
the school IS years ado. I don't want to be one,
but I don t have anything rise to be right now
Brume places 100 perceet of its court reporting
graduates no yob& about ha percent of its students

defliult on their tau according to the federal

government

Good trade schools melt as Brown
wtikh
enties and advocates alike agree are the nimonty
make resolying the controversy engulfing the Industry difticult.

cording to the I; S Department of Labor
-Because students of (trade sehools( include
tmnagers and people who hare found their own
enVICIMAI toM tnrouab technological change. 1
wouldri t want to see the opportunity cut off said
Shirley Flufttedler. *weary of the tr! S Depart .
mem of Unmake insder Priesdent /maw Carter
halm socaUenal schools do not kw space for

the inillioeNes Madras andlad in print* trade
schools nationwide Some students erialted In

rooasla trade schools complatit that -tec
voh
here wilting lists or their programs ere

too cronded.

default rale, at 20 percent or less

don't Want to be

Brown rs the ort/y accredited court reporting
whool in Georgia
ornate or &thermic It was

[a proprietary school],

founded after Mr Brown a roan reporirs .

but I dont hare

coum reporters to yudicial circorts aCTOst the %late

anyddng else to be
now.
Few* Orem

trade started a company to prolior freelance
Thr on* talth was court reporters were Wan.
So lir. Brown started a school. which took a
closets years to tam a milts he said The school
lins stout 210 studenu. sod court reporting gadu
ates command Marling salines of 524530 and up.
industry aperts nay

Schou,/ name

"Fin not lost In the crowd hem." said Andrea
I) Coate. ill $ MOM at Meadows Business Col.
kw a Mbar, where fewer than 5 percent of stu. seboola Federal sod state officals hope those M.
dna definal ow tbeir loan. accondusg to the fed. stitutione can hang on
eral lineation Depart:wept.
In metro Atlanta, some trade whools ham be
lb Carter had attended a public two year col. come part of the etty's Nixie by anus. of sr and

Brown defles standard low that high dropout

rata arid defaulted IMO necessanly go had in
hand DelY about 01904ifth of Ike students enrolled

in the court reporting procara finish. knee the
craft is tough to taro and takes years to master

schools moque. Um cheats), has a pawing seed for

kge sad a wads sant. but Mud both "moved repottetiew DeVey InalMule of Tevhaologo. for sit
too quickly is that I cabal sodomised
slam opened in INS Lote Brows. the Art lath

And BPOtir is not cheep - with annual tuition
running about 54.300 "Over and over I emphasize

tate of Mama and the Fortfolki Center. a training

the need for students to repay their loans." said

year 2000 the numortty of atm yobs will renuire
team& cream, not baccalaureate degrees, ac .

With no sure-fire want to separate the wheal
ftoal the duff the curreM crackdown in the trade

center for art directors sod graphic designers
school Industry is rename to hurt some good have ban around more than a decade MI have

Vera Z Brooks. Stvwn's flarnelat ant director
miry can lost everythirst-

While public outrage about abuse la trade

avn.tradional education. Sawa now arid tite
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Bill puts 'teetlel
into regulation
of trade schools

Bill puts 'teeth'
into regulation
of trade schools

Contimad horn Of

hcar lop In the la Ilooto

Mr. Mangum said House
speaker Toni Murphy ID-Bremen;

had not wen the kitilstion. tot
"Implants the roiwept of correct-

ing those atrocitiet
Sensing the legislation wall
nearly a clone deal, the stale's
chief trade whool to* relented.
"nit eonintlitec IS weld We
just want to be treated fairly,"
said Mike thwis, president or lilt
Georgia Private School Amnia.

By Ann Hardie

site aft,

Com Inert; that mon) trane
schools to Genrca Err short
changing poor students and bilk
ins laspayers. the Route Educe
(inn Committee unanimously

win, which represent& 43 for-prof.
It trade schools in Georgia

passed new legislation Tuesdas to
put some teeth Into regulation
of i he schools

Mr. Davis and his colleagues
oppnsed the mote because ihey
sny II,d finanee commission has

schools Dom the Georgia Depart
moot of Education lo the Georgia

um been secretive to trade school
students in the past.
The ronswission, a guanidine
Agency, makes loans to stodents
allerWing post secondary whools
Federal law mandates that loans

The legislattun would shill
regulation of private trade
Student Finance Commilflorl

That agency, which makes student loans, financially has mart
at stake

In a Iwo part series that con

most he available to ttudents As
n result, the tommluion [alloying

eluded Monday, The Atlanta Jour
nal Constitution ;roosted the De
pailment of Education has failed

to make more tonna to trade

school suidents, whn as a groin%

to regulate schools The Student
Finance Commission, oil the oth
er hand, la being compelled by
federal law to make loans to sto .

Witlituiit
wigglier regulation, the commis.
slot, mold end up toeing

me high defaulters
on those kums

dents who attend schools with

White acknowledging the con.
tern% of trade who'll owners, Mr.

high default rates

Rep Bill Mangum (D Decatur). the committee's chairman,

Monism said legitimate schools
sue gning to be far better Mr'
The legislation elitends to all
private trade schools receiving
state nr federal rtudent aid. including complyingy schools,

said the tertet "set the stage" for
the speed in which the leittlation
moved through the committee, Ile

said the bil) would get a good

which currently fall tinder the

BILL Corogwad cm DS Is

secretary of state's purview

P. Legislative news

03

tinder the bill, the governor
will appoint a 121hensher board
In administer 1,1w oversight of the

new division. The board will con-

slat of one member from each

congressional district and two at.

large members. Currently, two
people armee about 203 whools
operating la the slate,
Furthermore. instructors must

he trained in the fields they

tooth For example. eqmputer
data inistructore mon have some

training in computers. which
sometimes (a not the ease, the
cononIttne said.

The legislation Is popular. In
part became it does not call for

additional resourees from the

stale treasury, legislators say. instead, the expense of running the
or* division will be Pinged alockli
in the form of feet to schools *pouting teethe stale.

'fhli is a husiiwas dear said
Rep Marvin Adams ill Thomas-

ton) rThia is not !Almaden on the
laspoyer
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Rea-Wm peddle trade schcot classes
to poor as steppingstone to better life

!

1

'

$killiai.:../.

.

.

...-rdINIM_;Monw

1

larir _Mu hale !III, ,.11,1(1171f ina ff17 lluitiana ;1141

,,ri game (p 100 %art OW

r

.1 tle fl

' ip (ha !Of rime

itnt IV a porty if an uur herr Your jrI OM 4Duut fPuti

lo

Fat

far 2 Clint to learn r)
,,a,r .r; our 0.417 horrr ft
fl
;Or rasernment 11) a gin YOU 11 pruftacth !rine '0 Norm* a Mlle Iron
ey Vui, 1) Ulr ro pay a bark 11 sw be N.SO fratI111 Hect you i'ouht
WO OW on tidir hithrrin aione
-114dh from sot Alkluta bide Wiese matutise
Ify Arm IOVINO

AO wow

Id the bac" ,00ms of many
trade schools throughout mlshle
teltmanitters place call after call

to the ctly s poorest residents
Moines script designed to in .

still hope. they sell trade seboois
Si OW Iventle to a better life

Detecting the least bit of its

Lawmakers Los the likelihood

ahme thriemes when the site
4 recruiters paycheck is tied
rolls

ln a (Went A* Mr M, .

chills welted 500 tor mery sup
dent he named up. be tasd

U 5 Secretary of Education
Lauro F Corms has propooed
legislswoo baaning commissioned

recruiters such as Mr Chlorin*
tereSt. they call out the newt team at schools Mewing Went) nu
- reenoWers - to wake the hard dem awl The tull is pond,* in
sea it's estrusity easy to nil to the t.: S &Wk.
those people *cattle you WM. I
Do propnetary schools resell dreams' said Bony E Chin. Mid III a win that tuy hot be as
radio. a recruiter
ethical as wed like the* to be' I
mid ow gots where dresses' think some of that ocean: sand
are aeon all that people can af Wilisisa %lam. post plesideni o(
ford -- to hutting peeler% soup she Cream* Private School assio
kitchens, shelters for the home motion %nun represents 43 trade
less and welfare hoes

rocnallair My malt Jamei i4 Dame

to the number ce students he eIt .

wheals

But fur many undereducated

wave

oc* -drums Uoraid &omen tolarla, 0Maina CheAdianad and imA

likely wilt De *turtling - daytime
soap uparat titrOill reruns and

tudenu trade sthool recruiters
are the only ones .tho Tat'l Otil old movies
at all Tilditliartal colleen comTrade sch0011 also compete
pete ror the best stuoents Grew
iigotously for ;Petunias talent
ni s public vocational 'ninon
(Ain* better commIssion and
lions don't recruit as aggressively
Trode school owners soy ibm
are educating those turned away

by immune rite sod Ihrt hate to
be agressite marketers to turn r
profit

To entice students. trade
schools offer everything from tree
computen to tiatissittuss to brief
cases Many adtertue 011 retest
sine,

sc:iretutIng commercial,
when anemoOmed adults most

more money Sul the schools of
ten don t temp their word and re,

ertuters cdett roan; from .chooi
to ghool Mr Chinchilla said
SoMe *come disenchanted
Ja. is H Davis Jr of Stone Moun
tans sem be stopped reerustin(
for United Business litsiitute in

Decatur tiller live months be.

tcre Foul lo on Out of it was

ha it got rent Ord to see

debt

aaid Mr Darts. 42. who
quit recruiting trt July and Now
itcarai in Salm far a direet Mall

lot United Busmen Institute AN
us affiliate L'Itssinvia which both
ctored in October. leaving more

advertising company

He said he was Mid to ecs Inv

I Not tatitet an

hr Chintitillo also recruited

than 2tXt students shmeght11 to art

refunds He is 00w recruiting in

poor students. espeetalry those on
welfare. because the, Paso) qua).

the Southwest a friend said

Ord for gown:went aid

Mille said he sometimes worried
that * tuid entered student* Into
takmg loans thee coutdn I repat

"Your eyes lund of lit up

when Kw walked Into a home SW

sam 1 woman DR public mosolance
with a child or two 111' Dams

rouse he did sot *time the said Now want to Wore you
sciume was !WWI( 1110POti
xnher
tint
r. hi..4

ines /AV Ore reemem.

04 loselocolue proStie mod all iheY

are *Mint MONO atIct s mar out

- I vew up ,n j proem, inself r

Item looktnc tot the brighter tide
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White in Want* Mr Chin
But he bad his own debts he
"I stti presoured to make
cafe to eat he .510 'kpil

it Aso that ittic 'At of :rerd
att 04 iis that lake% ',Apr

fl

Was school closing 'act of God' t.
"
or fraud? Lawsuit iJJ dec'fie
halal 0,est

Sv Atm Mint Se

:anta

toe wiw
.1

,Arenis 1 'he

,

oolci alienate

OrNr:,ro nr

-.ennen

Ce/I:Pr /of

0,switnt Xciai Change ,n :9135
there. A center all, al told hevcolional ,011iree. i trade broom 1 rfenn5
lett eOuCerich Ma rOolen trireite0 .n
mwitri
:omputrr course
Sin months 'Mel Ire school disappeared
Even so ire school owner ^oniinuen o III
itll Stile uiflCiait at if he ',ere +WI ,n business .11
tin Cooley defaulted on a C22543 lialent

:re C11!

Olin and tee federal government seized het in.

rome las reflAnd as part of an errors io get its mon

s bark.

mow Are the known facts

The owner arterthed his departure as 'an act
Ceod- Ms v:001eY says she web ripped oe Slle
rued the owner the Itev Lawrence F ta.govti Sr
arod three other emate'reat in Augnst for a-01'W
fraud. *Wont SSO.00C Ia damages.

Howsreer the cue comes otn. it illustrates ihe
whinuuret nature ol malty trade schools whim,
¶Pr d to be Mtn am businesses nen then educational
institulsona

&Ms len more than 50 trade schools hoe

closed In CAN:eV& Almost ail for flnancial reasons .

slits annals say Often. shidenks are the ones left

1,..- 105 cc.,..1

-ot nie-

000
.-f a Iff

,e i..lt i

there fLa riOthing 010.
BSA

cOC.11,

'to.
e.,

t:'

jot hisrw.sa hc,sh
said

;..eln

.i..

e

rr-

ut

,tr

ht.! TT
.0 7ut

r-

111

st.

el

.1

-.e

i'.1tte7.tr' 4-rlOot 'Sr
7L1;en uiszl
0 rennin

'tote

nee, :s -.)mrlitrre^ti
tend the scnooi did
nelore ils ociann scoarure
acycht ants leser
IL operates: ior sreits
received computers Ms Coale, iald

Sot alleges she 'sat 'now; nto lasing out a

loan She said a itr100, driria. :old ler me .,54.

laming !Inertial {lepers for a meribrnerli ;rani
I wOuldn hait lOrreweo that Merle, IC go IO
school,- Ms COoley .410 1040 if I Rao eonota
an education 1 would illre ried to Pa! ii OerIt.

Ma Cooley. 33 'Net employed pert time at

Georeta State University simile attending Southein
Miran Cook% covcv me auk"; triet Video
Vorationsl College She curren.ly lives on suosi. Solarsem JoCatsonei COdepe in Mame nas sued !CVO+
Marti trousing and earns S:n a week worinms in I
local Jewelry store She supports her 17 year old tiews Whisk. of The lawSUlt. hi; gitOrrity said IA
ton
tibli answer to the suit. filed in SesLernher he doThe V S tosernment. which paid tne lender med itt Cooley a allegallOnt Cheers, the bud
when Mc Cooley didist is Jetertnined to ihrt its
liarkesisitnL
vas bruidet :or
Miter rti April. the Internal Flsvetnie sen Or n.
The Otte bat put Me )(me Center nn Aim
1a. Cooley s SS= income tax refund

aotdina the bed.
The Rev Haylloodl, a Baptist minister 111 Tutke-

tercepted

Vocational College in Atlanta in 196 4. nate retards
shoo The Main campeta gill operates in

Uons were when he came to MIAMI. hut ise pulled

tee ,W opened an @mansion =Pus a Southern

1 don t anew what ftesereisd tiattood's inter.

al an elaborate scheme smet Eluabeth It Itor

Southern Vocal:anal Colley: kasT recrX1

rug, the, lawyer who took on kin Crete!: s ease for

crilihio to PertIcroate la the student loan program.
arcordmi te the U S. Department or Educattow

IVOOlta at the Kind Center tbaiaght ttleh could troll

!catd II I Million in Went tons swot it became
State sled federal taws require schools that

elose to issue refunds to students Southern Von-

r

:le

7en

Atlanta Lees{ Atd 'Me ts deltutely a man the
beeause ot' the tact that tte weirs a coast and is
btack.'

The Res Haysood ass refUsed (tinker later

lye did Dot make Kartn attn aoy paP"'s

Druoilla Tome, wno raa Use peogrant Mt Comer
attended She OKI Aeltnowledge. however Wel the
escorted the smile parrnu ID IOW a.. school
'The school was recommended to cis because
Of lite Oft ii, Tuskegee Ms. Thule said We nail
no idea 'hey !nosed until they trete tonr

'Seabee did the city a :stem. the owner

the buttelthig in which the Rev Maysood rented
spase the school was mutant's lete wIlh its tem

,orwwiew %wit

-,0--

wswiwiwwseww-wwwww

payrnems and did not .rtoue the last one. city ufTl
c.als said.

It took nate ;Morels about eight months to
learn of the school's deparhare siert the tter

RaYitood imminuen to correspond wiqs the state as
'hough tie were still in ASSinla records show

-There are all kinds of reasons pec.ple sant to
keep !measure
thet, iluss want tu come hack
sometime and open anctittes across. said Wanda
Gray. who Olefins trade schools far the Geotuta
Department ot Education Ms Gras IAA she never
:adored up with toe Rev Hargond
anew where I could find him in out anY

body eser showed up. X ay said
ever did

IIn tnis series

The evolution of student *id
tow, at Ns oa.oei Kw a willeiciticare0 Omar Sodr wesrhanst. 0,0es

oft.* hoping frouct Sb noeep cows KC MIMS
tr liarViell di t7dneeeli recYaren

.wwdernmw---

1

m,..m

'Xobody

until now
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Advisory Committee on Student Financial Assistance
Senate Pere:3mq S.,:lNciaraittee

March 2, 1990

c.

Etritrili

Ms. Grace McPhearson
Staff Investigator
Permanent Subcommittee on

ft3a...*

FCCFAICD 1ST

SENATE PEIMANIENT
MJRCMIAI flw IMVESTGATIOAG
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1990

Investigations

United States Senate
100 Senate Russell Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

MAJORITY Orn Ce

Dear Ms. McPhearson:
I am writing to COCTOCt several statements contained in staff testimony before a recent
hearing of the Senate Subcommittee on Investigations. I think it is important to set the
record straight for several reasons. This testimony mischaracterized several of my

statements and, by doing so, left unfortunate and inaccurate perceptions of the role and
positions of the Advisory Committee on Student Financial Assistance.
It is most important to correct the assertion in this testimony that the Advisory
Committee "has avoided dealing with the proprietary school issue, because it was just
too difficult.* The primary reason that the Committee has not issued a set of
recommendations on proprietary institutions is simple: congressional priorities have
dictated the Committee's agenda and therefore, its allocation of resources. Congress
mandated several studies and analyses to be completed during the first two years of
operation. I provided you with these reports.

Since the Committee has not taken a position on the proprietary issue, which I made
clear, my remarks represenW my knowledge of data and studies on the subject.
However, your attribution of a recommendation that proprietary institutions be treated
differently is wholely incorrect. While I did discuss with you an approach that would
treat ail institutions applying for Titk IV certification and eligibility differently, I did not
suggest that such treatment be reserved for proprietary institutions alone. This
approach would provide new institutions with temporary certification for a period of
three or four years, during which time these institutions would be subject to more
stringent reporting, audit, financial, and program review requirements. Such close
scrutiny of a institutions in this category potentially could weed out problem
institutions before they cost the taxpayer--and studentssubstamial amounts of money.

[
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Page 2 Because your intention is to improve the Title IV program; a goal shared by the
Advisory Committee on Student Financial Assistance, I believe it is important that these
inaccurades--subtle as some may be--be corrected. The record should show that both
the Advisory Committee and I have worked diligently to improve the programs and will
continue to do so.
Sincerely,

raid
Brian K.
Staff Director
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March 30, 1990
Sokate Formant Subc.comitok

Mr. Brian K. Fitzgerald
Staff Director
Advisory Committee on Student
Finincial Assistance
7th and D Streets, S.W.
Washington, D.C.
20202-7582

Os Invet6gations
EXHIBIT

Dear Mr. Fitzgerald:

Thank you for your letter dated March 2, 1990, concerning
staff testimony at a hearing on *buses in Federal student aid
programs before the Permanent Subcommittee on Inveetigations. I am
pleased to have your follow-up comments on an issue that is
obviously very important to both of us.

I have again reviewed your letter, the Subcommittee's staff
statement, and my notes from our meeting on February 2, 1990.
I
have also consulted with Kim Wherry to verify the accuracy of those
notes and my related statement.
It is Kim's and my opinion that the
staff statement accurately reflects our meeting.

Beyond that, I would like to assure you that your recent
correspondence has been noted by the Subcommittee staff, and your
further qualifications of the
issues
have been considered.
Additionally, your correspondence will be added to the record. The
Subcommittee values your input, as the Advisory Committee has done
solid work in improving student financial aid programs. It was not
our intention to degrade you personally in this matter, if in fact
you feel that has occurred.
I
do appreciate
sharing your opinions
Subcommittee can count
together in the future

the time that you spent with Kim and me,
and experiences.
I
would hope that the
on you and the Advisory Committee to work
with the assurance that any *inaccuracies"

will be avoided.

Again, thank you for your help and for sharing your thoughts
with me.

Siecerely,

aa.- Ar/Grace T. mcPhearson
Staff Investigator
Permanent Subcommittee on
Investigations
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